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Abstract"

Proper!chromosome!segregation!is!essential!in!all!living!organisms.!In!most!bacteria,!faithful!

chromosome! segregation! is! mediated! by! the! ParABS! system,! consisting! of! the! ATPase!

protein!ParA,!the!CTPase!and!DNA@binding!protein!ParB,!and!a!centromere@like!parS!DNA.!

ParB!nucleates!on!parS%before!binding!to!adjacent!non@specific!DNA!(spreading)!to!form!a!

multimeric! nucleoprotein! complex.! ParA! in! turn! powers! the! movement! of! the! ParB@DNA!

nucleoprotein!complex!to!each!daughter!cell.! In!Firmicutes,!another!ParB@like!protein,!Noc,!

nucleates!onto!NBS!sites!before!spreading!to!form!the!membrane@associated!nucleoprotein!

complex!that!physically!occludes!the!assembly!of!the!divisome.!However,!the!molecular!basis!

of!ParB/Noc!nucleation!and!spreading!is!unclear.!Here,!I!elucidate!the!molecular!basis!for!the!

DNA@binding!specificity!of!ParB!and!Noc.!I!show!that!specificity!is!encoded!by!four!residues!

at! the! protein@DNA! interface,! and! a! combination! of! permissive! and! specificity@switching!

mutations! is! required! to! reprogram! their! DNA@binding! specificity.! Next,! I! demonstrate! that!

cytidine! triphosphate! (CTP)! facilitates! ParB! escape! from! the! parS% site,! enabling! ParB! to!

spread!by! sliding!along! the!non@specific!DNA.!Using!X@ray! crystallography,! I!elucidate! the!

structural! basis! for! the! transition!of!ParB! from! the!nucleating! state! to! the! spreading! state.!

Furthermore,!I!show!that,!C.%crescentus!ParB!does!not!condense!non@specific!DNA!in%vitro%in!

absence!of!CTP.!Engineered!C.%crescentus!ParB!variants!with!enhanced!DNA!condensation!

activity!failed!to!display!any!increase!in!spreading!ability!in%vivo.!Overall,!I!propose!that!ParB!

functions!primarily! as!a!CTP@dependent!molecular! switch.!Finally,! I! report!Noc!as! the! first!

example!of!a!CTPase!enzyme!whose!membrane@binding!activity!is!directly!regulated!by!CTP.!

By! in% vitro! reconstitution! and! X@ray! crystallography,! I! show! that! CTP! couples!membrane@

binding! activity! of! Noc! to! nucleoprotein! complex! formation.!My! findings! suggest! that!CTP!

switches!may!be!more!widespread!in!biology!than!previously!appreciated.!
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Abbreviations"
Å! Ångström!

ASU! asymmetric!unit!

ATP! adenine!triphosphate!

BLI! Bio@layer!interferometry!

bp! base!pair!

CDP! cytidine!diphosphate!

COOT!Crystallographic!Object@Oriented!Toolkit!

CTD! C@terminal!domain!

CTP! cytidine!triphosphate!

CTPɣS!cytosine!5’@(ɣ@thio)triphosphate 

DBD! DNA@binding!domain!

DMSO!Dimethyl!sulphoxide!

DNA! deoxyribonucleic!acid!

dH20! distilled!water!

EDTA! ethylenediaminetetraacetic!acid!!

GTP! guanosine!triphosphate!

h! hour!

His! Histidine!

IPTG! Isopropyl!β@D@thiogalactopyranoside!

ITC! Isothermal!titration!calorimetry!

kDa! kilodaltons!

kb! kilobase!pairs!

LB! Lysogeny!broth!!

maoS! MaoP@binding!site!

matS! MatP@binding!site!

min! minute!

MW! Molecular!weight!

NBS% Noc@binding!site!

NTD! N@terminal!domain!

NTP! nucleoside!triphosphate!

P! pellet!

PAGE! Polyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis!!

parS! ParB@binding!site!

PCR!! Polymerase!chain!reaction!!

PDB!! Protein!Data!Bank!!
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PEG!! Polyethylene!glycol!

PLD! ParB@like!domain!
R! resistance!

RMSD!Root!mean!square!deviation!

rpm! revolution!per!minute!

S! supernatant!

s! seconds!

SBS! SlmA@binding!site!

SDS! Sodium!dodecyl!sulphate!!

SPR! Surface!plasma!resonance!

SUV! single!unilamellar!vesicles!

ter% replication!terminus!

TLS! Translation@Libration@Screw@rotation!

OD! optical!density!

O/N! overnight!

ori! origin!of!replication!

UTP! uridine!triphosphate!

UV! ultraviolet!

v/v! volume/volume!

w/v! weight/volume!

WT! wild!type!

!CTD! C@terminal!truncation!
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Chapter(1:(General(Introduction(
Parts"of"this"chapter"have"been"published"in"Open"Biology,"for"which"I"wrote"the"first"draft"of"

the"review:"

"

Jalal," A.S.B.," and" Le," T.B.K." (2020)." Bacterial" chromosome" segregation" by" the" ParABS"

system."Open"Biol."10,"200097."
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1.1(Global(chromosome(organisation(

All" living"organisms"require"mechanisms" for"DNA"compaction,"as"DNA" length"exceeds" the"

size"of"the"cell"by"several"orders"of"magnitude."In"eukaryotes,"chromosomal"DNA"is"packaged"

inside" the"nucleus" into"a" repeating"unit" known"as" the"nucleosome,"originally" described"as"

‘beads"on"a"string’"(Olins"and"Olins,"1972)."These"structural"units"are"composed"of"~147"bp"

of"DNA" that"wraps"around" the"core"histone"protein"octamer" (Luger"et"al.,"1997)."Bacteria,"

however," do" not" possess" such" DNAMcompacting" mechanisms" like" eukaryotes." Instead,"

bacterial"cells"utilise"a"range"of"DNAMfolding"factors,"such"as"nucleoidMassociated"proteins"and"

DNA"supercoiling,"to"ensure"a"proper"chromosome"organisation"(Dame"et"al.,"2019)."Initially,"

bacterial"chromosomes"were"thought"to"encompass"unstructured"bodies"of"DNA"dispersed"

randomly"within"the"cell."Since"then,"a"combination"of"fluorescence"microscopic"analysis"and"

advances"in"genomeMwide"mapping"and"superMresolution"microscopy"techniques"have"shown"

the"bacterial"chromosome"is"much"more"complex"and"is"assembled"into"multiple"higher"order"

structures"that"influence"a"myriad"biological"processes"(Azam"et"al.,"2000\"Bakshi"et"al.,"2012\"

Fisher"et"al.,"2013\"Hadizadeh"Yazdi"et"al.,"2012\"Le"et"al.,"2013\"Lewis"et"al.,"2000\"Viollier"et"

al.,"2004)."

"

Initial" fluorescence" in( situ( hybridisation" studies" revealed" the" Escherichia( coli" nucleoid" is"

organised"into"higherMordered"structures"that"are"physically"separated"between"one"another"

(macrodomains)" (Valens"et"al.,"2004)."The"E.( coli" chromosome" is" further"divided" into" four"

macrodomains,"with"the"origin"of"replication"(ori)"at"one"end"and"the"replication"terminus"(ter)"

at"the"other"(Duigou"and"Boccard,"2017\"Valens"et"al.,"2004,"2016)."Two"additional"domains"

(Left"and"Right)"flank"the(Ter(macrodomain"while"two"nonMstructured"regions"are"adjacent"to"

the"ori."NucleoidMassociated"proteins"promote"the"establishment"of"these"boundaries\"the"Ter"

domain"is"the"only"region"that"contains"matS(sites"that"MatP"specifically"binds"(Mercier"et"al.,"

2008)."Binding"of"MatP"to"matS"results"in"MatP"tetramerization"that"bridges"distal"matS(sites"

on" the" chromosome," thus" condensing" the" Ter" macrodomain" (Dupaigne" et" al.," 2012).(

Additionally," the"ori" macrodomain" is" organised" by" the" DNAMbinding" protein," MaoP," which"

specifically" binds" to"maoS" to" constrict" the" mobility" of" the" ori(macrodomain" (Duigou" and"

Boccard,"2017\"Valens"et"al.,"2004)."

"

While"in"Caulobacter(crescentus,"the"tracking"of"fluorescently"labelled"chromosomal"loci"and"

chromosome"conformation"capture"assays" in"conjunction"with"deep"sequencing" (HiMC,"5C)"

have"recapitulated(organization"of"the"chromosome."Whereby,"the"ori"localises"towards"one"

cell" pole"while" the" ter" accumulates" at" the"opposite" cell" pole" (Figure"1C)" (Le" et" al.," 2013\"

Umbarger" et" al.," 2011\" Viollier" et" al.," 2004\" Yildirim" and" Feig," 2018)." The" left" and" right"

chromosomal"arms"run"in"parallel"down"the"axis"of"the"cell,"generating"the"oriMter(configuration"
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(Le"et"al.,"2013)."Unlike"E.(coli,"macrodomains"have"not"been"observed" in"C.(crescentus,"

instead" HiMC" analysis" revealed" the" C.( crescentus( chromosome" is" organized" into" ~23"

chromosomal"interaction"domains,"loops"of"supercoiled"genomic"DNA"that"are"analogous"to"

topologically"associated"domains"in"eukaryotes((Dixon"et"al.,"2012\"Eser"et"al.,"2017\"Sexton"

et"al.,"2012\"Sullivan"et"al.,"2009)."Curiously,"chromosomal"interaction"domains"are"not"only"

specific"to"C.(crescentus(as"HiMC"analysis"also"revealed"that"the"Bacillus(subtilis(chromosome"

is"organized"into"~20"chromosomal" interaction"domains,"while"the"E.(coli(chromosome"and"

Corynebacterium(glutamicum(chromosome"is"compacted"into"~31"chromosomal" interaction"

domains"and"~"11"chromosomal"interaction"domains"respectively"(Böhm"et"al.,"2020\"Lioy"et"

al.,"2018\"Marbouty"et"al.,"2015)."It"is"therefore"likely"that"chromosomal"interaction"domains"

are" a" conserved" feature" in" bacterial" chromosome" organisation." In" both" chromosomal"

interaction" domains" and" topologically" associated" domains," DNA" loci" displayed" preferred"

interactions"with"other"loci"in"the"same"domain"(Dixon"et"al.,"2012\"Eser"et"al.,"2017\"Le"and"

Laub,"2016\"Nora"et"al.,"2012\"Sexton"et"al.,"2012)."The"boundaries"between"such"domains"

are"commonly"associated"with( long"and"highly"expressed"genes"(Le"and"Laub,"2016),"with"

other" systems" also" promoting" formation" of" chromosomal" interaction" domains" boundaries,"

contributing"towards"the"formation"of"higherMorder"structures"in"the"chromosome"respectively"

(Böhm" et" al.," 2020\" Lioy" et" al.," 2018\" Marbouty" et" al.," 2015)." As" global" chromosome"

organisation" in"bacteria"undergo"arrangement"at"different"stages"of" the"cell"cycle,"bacterial"

cells"require"a"diverse"range"of"regulatory"components"to"ensure"chromosomal"rearrangement"

is"compatible"with"a"myriad"of"biological"processes.""

"

1.2(Bacterial(chromosome(segregation((

Faithful"chromosome"segregation"is"essential"to"ensure"each"daughter"cell"inherits"a"full"copy"

of" the"genetic" information"of" the"parent."Chromosome"segregation" is" not" a" trivial"process,"

especially"in"bacteria,"because"DNA"must"be"maintained"in"a"compacted"state"to"fit"within"the"

limited"volume"of"the"cells,"and"chromosome"segregation"often"occurs"concomitantly"with"DNA"

replication"rather"than"being"separated"temporally,"as"in"eukaryotes."Bacterial"chromosome"

segregation"can"be"divided"into"multiple"overlapping"steps:"(i)"segregation"of"DNA"proximal"to"

the"origin"of"replication,"(ii)"segregation"of"the"bulk"of"the"chromosome,"and"(iii)"segregation"

of" DNA" near" the" terminus" of" replication." In" this" chapter," I" focus" on" progress" towards"

understanding"the"molecular"basis"for"segregating"the"originMproximal"region,"specifically"by"

the"tripartite"ParAMParBMparS"system.(

(

The" par" locus" was" first" discovered" in" lowMcopyMnumber" plasmids," and" was" shown" to" be"

essential"for"their"stable"inheritance"(Abeles"et"al.,"1985\"Austin"and"Abeles,"1983a,"1983b)"

(Mori" et" al.,"1986)."A" functionally" equivalent"par" locus"was" later" found" to"be" important" for"
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chromosome"segregation"in"B.(subtilis"(Ireton"et"al.,"1994\"Lin"and"Grossman,"1998\"Mysliwiec"

et" al.," 1991)." In"C.( crescentus,"Hyphomonas(neptunium" and"Myxococcus( xanthus," genes"

encoded"in"the"par"locus"(ParABS)"were"found"to"be"essential"for"cell"viability"(Iniesta,"2014\"

Jung"et"al.,"2019\"Mohl"et"al.,"2001),"whereas"in"other"bacterial"species"engineered"strains"

lacking"ParABS"were"viable"but"had"an"elevated"number"of"anucleate"cells"owing"to"defects"

in"chromosome"segregation"(Bartosik"et"al.,"2009\"Charaka"and"Misra,"2012\"Donczew"et"al.,"

2016\"Donovan"et"al.,"2010\"Du"et"al.,"2016\"Jecz"et"al.,"2015\"Kadoya"et"al.,"2011\"Lagage"et"

al.,"2016\"Lee"and"Grossman,"2006\"Lewis"et"al.,"2002\"Li,"2019\"Li"et"al.,"2015\"Minnen"et"al.,"

2016\" Santi" and"McKinney," 2015\" Yamaichi" et" al.," 2007\" Yu" et" al.," 2010)." A" comparative"

genomic"study"suggested"that"the"chromosomal"ParABS"system"is"conserved"in"twoMthirds"of"

bacterial"species"(Livny"et"al.,"2007)."In"most"bacteria,"one"or"multiple"parS"sites"are"commonly"

found"near"the"origin"of"replication"(Livny"et"al.,"2007)."The"parS"site"is"the"first"DNA"locus"to"

be"segregated"after"chromosome"replication"(Harms"et"al.,"2013\"Lagage"et"al.,"2016\"Lin"and"

Grossman,"1998\"Toro"et"al.,"2008)."ParB"is"a"DNAMbinding"protein"that"nucleates"on"parS"to"

recruit"additional"ParB"molecules"to"adjacent"nonMspecific"DNA"to"form"a"network"of"proteinM

DNA" complexes" (Funnell," 2016)." The" ParBMDNA" nucleoprotein" complex" stimulates" the"

ATPase"activity"of"ParA,"creating"a"gradient"of"ParAMATP" that"drives" the"movement"of" the"

originMproximal"region"of"the"chromosome"(and"subsequently,"the"whole"chromosome)"along"

this"gradient"to"the"opposite"pole"of"the"cell"(Le"Gall"et"al.,"2016\"Hwang"et"al.,"2013\"Leonard"

et"al.,"2005\"Lim"et"al.,"2014\"Mohl"et"al.,"2001\"Vecchiarelli"et"al.,"2010,"2013a,"2014)."ParB"

also" recruits" the" Structural" Maintenance" of" Chromosomes" (SMC)" complex" onto" the"

chromosome" to" reduce" DNA" entanglement," thereby" promoting" the" individualization" of"

replicated"chromosomes"(Böhm"et"al.,"2020\"Gruber"and"Errington,"2009\"Gruber"et"al.,"2014\"

Minnen"et"al.,"2016\"Sullivan"et"al.,"2009\"Tran"et"al.,"2017\"Wang"et"al.,"2014,"2015)."

"

Since"the"discovery"of"the"ParABS"system"over"35"years"ago,"tremendous"progress"has"been"

made"towards"answering"some"of"the"key"questions"about"how"this"system"works:""

•" What"are" the" structureMfunction" insights" into" ParBMmediated"DNA" organisation"and"

segregation?"(discussed"in"chapter"1.3)"

•" How"does"ParB"recruit" tens"to"hundreds"more"ParB"proteins"to"assemble"a"higherM

order"nucleoprotein"complex?"(discussed"in"chapter"1.4)"

•" What"is"the"molecular"mechanism"of"ParAMmediated"DNA"segregation?"(discussed"in"

section"1.5)"

•" How"does"ParB"recruits"SMC"and"other"protein"partners"to"coordinate"chromosome"

segregation"with"chromosome"organisation?"(discussed"in"chapter"1.5)"

"
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In"the"next"subchapters,"I"summarise"recent"progress"and"compare"the"competing"models"for""

addressing"these"key"questions."

"

1.3(ParBCparS(interaction(and(the(assembly(of(a(ParBCDNA(higherCorder(nucleoprotein(
complex(

ParB"binding"to"parS(nucleates"the"recruitment"of"additional"ParB"molecules"which"associate"

with"neighbouring"DNA,"a"process" known"as" spreading," to" form"a"higherMorder"ParBMDNA"

nucleoprotein"complex"(Funnell,"2016)."The"purpose"of"this"higherMorder"complex,"whether"to"

strengthen"the"physical"link"between"DNA"and"ParA"or"to"provide"a"specific"DNA"topology"to"

facilitate"DNA"segregation,"is"still"under"debate."However,"since"bacterial"strains"harbouring"

nucleationMcompetent"but" spreadingMdefective"mutants"of"parB"are"either"unviable"or"have"

elevated"number"of"anucleate"cells,"it"is"clear"that"a"higherMorder"nucleoprotein"complex"is"a"

prerequisite"for"faithful"chromosome"segregation"(Breier"and"Grossman,"2007\"Kusiak"et"al.,"

2011\"Lin"and"Grossman,"1998\"Song"et"al.,"2017\"Tran"et"al.,"2018)."In"order"to"deduce"the"

molecular" basis" underpinning" the" assembly" of" the" ParBMDNA" nucleoprotein" complex," a"

detailed"understanding"of"the"domain"organisation"and"structural"features"shared"within"the"

ParB" superfamily" is" required." In" the" next" subchapters," I" describe" the" domain" architecture"

shared" by" proteins" in" the" ParB" superfamily," and" discuss" the" structureMfunction" insights"

obtained"from"various"crystal"structures"of"chromosomally"encoded"ParBs."

(

1.3.1( The(ParB(superfamily:(domain(organisation(and(shared(features(

Proteins" that" belong" in" the" ParB" superfamily" generally" display" a" modest" sequence"

conservation." Nevertheless," chromosomal" ParB" proteins" share" a" common" domain"

architecture,"consisting"of"an"NMterminal"domain"(NTD),"a"central"DNAMbinding"domain"(DBD),"

and"a"CMterminal"domain"(CTD)"(Fig."1.1A)"(Funnell,"2016)."A"highly"conserved"arginineMrich"

motif" (GERRxRA)" resides" in" the" NTD" and" mediates" proteinMprotein" and" proteinMligand"

interactions""(Fig."1.1A)"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019\"Soh"et"al.,"2019)."

The"DBD"contains"a"helixMturnMhelix"motif"that"enables"ParB"to"specifically"bind"to"parS."The"

CTD,"which"is"the"least"conserved"domain"among"ParB"homologs,"contains"a"leucine"zipper"

motif"that"allows"ParB"to"homodimerise"(Fig."1.1A)."The"CTD"of"B.(subtilis(ParB"also"has"a"

lysineMrich" amino" acid" patch" that" provides" additional" nonMspecific" DNAMbinding" and" DNA"

condensation"activities"(Fisher"et"al.,"2017).(

"

Currently,"there"exists"no"fullMlength"structure"of"a"chromosomal"ParB."The"flexibility"of"ParB,"

endowed"by"amino"acid"linkers"that"connect"consecutive"domains,"has"hindered"the"effort"to"

crystallize" and" solve" the" structure" of" a" fullMlength" protein." Nevertheless," structureMfunction"

insights"have"been"gained"from"XMray"crystallography/NMR"studies"using"a"single"domain"or""
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(

Figure(1.1(The(crystal(structure(of(the(T.%thermophilus%ParB!CTD((A)(Chromosomal"ParB"
proteins"share"a"common"domain"architecture,"consisting"of"an"NMterminal"domain"(NTD),"a"

central"DNAMbinding"domain" (DBD)"and"a"CMterminal" domain" (CTD)."The"NTD"harbours"a"
conserved" arginineMrich" motif" (GERRxRA)" that" mediates" ParB–ParB" and" ParB–cytidine"

triphosphate"(CTP)"interactions."(B)(The"crystal"structure"of"a"CMterminal"truncated"(!CTD)"T.(
thermophilus(ParB"monomer"with"key"features"highlighted. 
(
(
(
(
(

A(

B(
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domainMtruncated"variants"of"ParB"from"various"bacterial"species"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Fisher"et"

al.," 2017\" Leonard"et" al.,"2004\"OsorioMValeriano"et"al.," 2019\"Soh"et"al.,"2019)."Structural"

comparisons" suggested" that" ParB," especially" its" NTD," can" adopt" multiple" alternative"

conformations"that"might"facilitate"the"assembly"of"a"higherMorder"nucleoprotein"complex"that"

enables" faithful" chromosome"partitioning" (Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"et" al.," 2004\"OsorioM

Valeriano" et" al.," 2019\" Soh" et" al.," 2019)." In" the" next" subchapters" I" describe" the" different"

structures"of"chromosomally"encoded"ParB"that"are"available.""

(

1.3.2( The(crystal(structure(of(a(CCterminal(truncated((!CTD)(Thermus%thermophilus%(

ParB(

The"first"structure"of"a"chromosomally"encoded"ParB"was"a"!CTD"variant"from"T.(thermophilus(

(Leonard"et"al.,"2004)."The"crystal"structure"was"solved"using"selenomethionine"SAD"phasing"

to"a"resolution"of"2.3"Å."The"construct"for"the"T.(thermophilus(ParB!CTD"variant"contained"

residues"1M222,"whereas"the"fullMlength"T.(thermophilus(ParB"contains"269"residues."Although,"

no"electron"density"was"observed"for"residues"1M22"and"210M222,"suggesting"these"residues"

were"disordered"in"the"crystal.""

"

The" asymmetric" unit" of" the" crystal" contained" eight" copies" of" the" ParB" monomers," which"

arranged"into"four"dimers"in"the"crystal"(Leonard"et"al.,"2004)."The"overall"structure"of"the"T.(

thermophilus" ParB!CTD" complex" is" shown" in" Figure" 1.1B," with" the" T.( thermophilus(

ParB!CTD"variant" containing"both" the"NTD"and" the"DBD."The"secondary" structure"of" the"

ParB!CTD( is"composed"of"3βMpleated"sheets"and"11"αMhelices,"with"the"NTD"consisting"of"

three"βMpleatedMsheets"(β1Mβ3)"and"three"αMhelices"(α1Mα3),"while"the"last"eight"helices"(α4M

α11)" form" the" DBD" of" T.( thermophilus" ParB" (Fig." 1.1B)." In" the" NMterminal" region" of" T.(

thermophilus(ParB!CTD,"a" long"linker"containing"a"short"α1"and"a" long"α2"connects"to""1."

The"NTD"is"further"composed"of"""2"and""3"which"are"separated"by"α3"(Fig."1.1B)."The"DBD"

is"formed"of"the"remaining"αMhelices"observed"in"the"crystal,"whereby"a"long"linker"containing"

α4"and"α5"connects"to"the"helixMturnMhelix"forming"α6"and"α7"that"enables"DNA"binding"(Fig."

1.1B)."Helices"α4Mα11"then"pack"together"to"form"a"compact"helical"bundle,"whereby"helices"

α6," α7," α9," α11" are" positioned" across" helices" α4," α5," α8" and" α10" (Fig." 1.1B)." In" the" T.(

thermophilus(ParB!CTD,"the"NTD"folds"into"a"tight"dimer,"forming"“open”"conformation"that"

stabilises"the"overall"structure"(Leonard"et"al.,"2004)."

"

As" no" such" obvious" proteinMprotein" ParB" spreading" interactions" were" observed" in" the" T.(

thermophilus(ParB!CTD"crystal"structure,"Leonard"et.(al.,((2004)"proposed"that"the"CTD"of"

ParB"(that"was"absent"in"the"crystal),"likely"mediated"ParB"spreading"as"a"oneMdimensional"
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filament"on"the"DNA."Nevertheless," the"crystal"structure"of" the"T.( thermophilus(ParB!CTD"

provided" structural" evidence" that" chromosomal" ParB" contains" a" helixMturnMhelix" motif" that"

enables"ParB"nucleation"to"parS.""

 
1.3.3( The(coCcrystal(structure(of(Helicobacter%pylori%ParB!CTDCparS%complex((

More" than" a" decade" after" the" structure" of" the" T.( thermophilus( ParB!CTD" was" reported"

(Leonard"et"al.,"2004),"Chen"et.(al.((2015)"solved"the"coMcrystal"structure"of"a"chromosomal"

ParB"from"H.(pylori"in"complex"with"parS"(Chen"et"al.,"2015)."Much"like"the"T.(thermophilus(

ParB!CTD"structure,"the"H.(pylori(ParB"variant"was"also"truncated"at"the"CTD,"likely"to"reduce"

the"flexibility"of"the"protein"to"favour"crystallization"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"et"al.,"2004)."

The"crystal"structure"was"solved"using"selenomethionine"SAD"phasing"to"a"resolution"of"3.1"

Å."The"H.(pylori(ParB!CTD"variant"contained"residues"1M240,"while"the"fullMlength"H.(pylori(

ParB" contains" 290" residues" (Chen" et" al.," 2015)." Noticeably," certain" chains" in" the" crystal"

structure"were"more" complete" than" others,"with" the"most" complete" chain" lacking" electron"

density"was"for"residues"1M34"and"228M240,"suggesting"these"residues"were"disordered"in"the"

crystal" (Chen" et" al.," 2015)." These" observations" further" highlight" the" flexibility" of" ParB"

molecules"that"enables"these"proteins"to"undergo"the"drastic"conformational"changes"required"

for"their"various"functions."""

"

The"asymmetric"unit"of"the"H.(pylori(ParB!CTDMparS(complex"consisted"of"four"ParB!CTD"

monomers"and"two"copies"of"the"parS(DNA"(Chen"et"al.,"2015)." In"the"coMcrystal"complex,"

each"ParB"monomer"binds"to"half"a"parS(site"and"array"on"the"opposite"sides"of"the"parS(site,"

with"the"parS(DNA"duplex"forms"the"pseudoMcontinuous"filament"that"stabilizes"the"complex"

(Chen"et"al.,"2015)."The"overall"structure"of"the"H.(pylori"ParB!CTDMparS(complex"is"shown"

in"Figure"1.2A,"with"the"H.(pylori(ParB!CTD"variant"containing"both"the"NTD"and"the"DBD."

The"secondary"structure"of"the"ParB!CTDMparS(is"composed"of"10"α"helices"and"3"βMpleated"

sheets,"with"the"NTD"consisting"of" three"αMhelices"(α1Mα3)"and"three"βMpleatedMsheets"(β1M

β3),"while"the"last"seven"helices"(α4Mα10)"make"up"the"DBD"of"the"H.(pylori(ParB"(Fig"1.2A)."

In"the"NTD,"a"linker"region"consisting"of"α1"connects"to"β1."A"short"linker"then"connects"β1"to"

β2,"which"is"then"followed"by"a"longer"region"containing"α2"that"connects"β2"to"β3"ParB"(Fig"

1.2A)."The"NTD"is"further"composed"of"α3"which"connects"to"the"remaining"helices"that"form"

the"DBD"of"H.(pylori(ParB"(Fig"1.2A)."The"DBD"is"then"followed"by"α4"which"links"to"the"helixM

turnMhelix"motif"forming"α5"and"α6"that"docks"into"the"major"groove"of"the"parS(site"(Fig"1.2A)."

α6" then" links" the" remaining"helices"which"pack" to" form"a"compact"bundle" in" the"structure,"

whereby"helices"α7"and"α9"are"positioned"across"helices"α8"and"α1"(Fig"1.2A)."
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Figure( 1.2( The( crystal( structure( of( the( H.% pylori( ParB!CTDCparS% complex( (A)( The"
structure"of"the"H.(pylori(ParB∆CTD"monomer"with"key"features"highlighted."(B)"The"coMcrystal"
structure" of" H.( pylori( ParB" in" complex" with" parS," within" the" crystal," four" H.( pylori( ParB"
molecules"form"a"tetramer,"a"cartoon"representation"is"shown"on"the"left,"where"N:"NMterminal"
domain,"D:"DNAMbinding"domain"and"C:"CMterminal"domain"(C)(ParBMParB"in(cis((spreading),"
the"arginine"patch"shown"to"the"right"mediates"the"adjacent"interactions"(D)(ParBMParB"in(trans(
(bridging)" interactions." The" arginine" patch" shown" to" the" right" mediates" the" traverse"
interactions."
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Interestingly,"the"coMcrystal"structure"of"the"H.(pylori(ParB!CTDMparS(complex"demonstrated"

ParB" oligomerisation" in" the" presence" of" parS" (Fig." 1.2BMD)." Indeed," ParB" was" shown" to"

interact" with" an" adjacent" ParB" on" a" pseudoMcontinuous" DNA" in" the" crystal" lattice" (in( cis(

interactions)" (Fig."1.2C)."Additionally,"ParB"was"also"shown" interact"with"an"adjacent"ParB"

monomer"on"a"disconnected"DNA"duplex"(in(trans(interactions)"(Fig."1.2D)."The"arginine"rich"

motif"(GERRxRA)"required"for"ParB"spreading"in(vivo"(Breier"and"Grossman,"2007\"Graham"

et"al.,"2014\"Tran"et"al.,"2018)"mediated"the"NTDMNTD" interactions"observed" in"the"crystal"

(Fig." 1.2CMD)." From" comparing" the" H.( pylori( ParB!CTDMparS" monomer" and" the" T.(

thermophilus(apoMParB!CTD"structure,"Chen"et.(al.( (2015)"proposed"that" the"nucleation"of"

ParB"to"parS( induces"the"conformational"change"at" the"NTD"that"enables"the"arginine"rich"

motif"to"participate"in"these"NTDMNTD"interactions"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"et"al.,"2004)."

While"the"NTD"of"T.(thermophilus(apoMParB"adopts"an"“open”"conformation,"the"NTD"H.(pylori(

ParB!CTDMparS(complex"adopts"an"“extended”"conformation"that"exposes"the"arginineMrich"

patch."Furthermore,"the"DBD"of"either"an"apoM"or"parS(bound"ParB"shared"a"similar"subunit"

arrangement."It"is"therefore"likely"that"apoMParB"exists"in"a"nucleationMcompetent"conformation"

that"favours"parS(binding.""

"

1.3.4( The(NMR(structure(of(the(CCterminal(domain((CTD)(of(B.%subtilis%ParB((
Although"both"structures"of"chromosomally"encoded"ParB"from"T.(thermophilus(and"H.(pylori(

greatly"improved"our"understanding"of"ParB,"both"structures"were"solved"in"absence"of"the"

CTD"that"mediates"ParB"dimerisation"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"et"al.,"2004)."Interestingly,"

in"B.(subtilis(the"CTD"also"possess"nonMspecific"DNA"condensation"activity"in(vitro"(Fisher"et"

al.," 2017\" MadariagaMMarcos" et" al.," 2019\" Taylor" et" al.," 2015)." To" better" understand" the"

structural"determinants"of"this"nonMspecific"DNA"condensation"activity,"Fisher"et.(al.,((2017)"

solved"the"structure"of"the"CTD"only"of""B.(subtilis(ParB"by"solution"NMR"(Fisher"et"al.,"2017)"

(Fig."1.3A)."As"expected,"the"reported"structure"formed"a"dimer,"with"each"monomer"consisting"

of"two"αMhelices"and"two"βMsheets,"and"is"arranged"in"an"α1Mβ1Mβ2Mα2"arrangement"(Fig."1.3A)."

The"dimerisation"interface"is"formed"by"βMsheets"and"domain"swapping"between"the"two"αM

helices," whereby" a" leucine" rich" zipper" is" formed" between" α1" and" α2" (Fig." 1.3AMB)."

Interestingly," the" NMR" structure" of" the" CTD" revealed" a" highly" positively" charged" surface"

composed"of"lysine"residues"that"facilitates"the"nonMspecific"binding/condensation"activity"of"

B.(subtilis(ParB"(Fig."1.3C)"(Fisher"et"al.,"2017)."

(

1.3.5( The(coCcrystal(structure(of(B.%subtilis%ParB!CTDCCDP(complex((

More" recent" studies" have" uncovered" a" new" coMfactor" of" ParB." Various" plasmidM" and"

chromosomeMencoded"ParB"and"ParBMlike"proteins"have"been"found"to"bind"and"hydrolyse(
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Figure(1.3(The(solution(NMR(structure(of(the(B.%subtilis%ParB(CCterminal(domain((CTD).(
(A)(Two"copies"of"the"B.(subtilis(ParB"CTD"are"shown"with"one"copy"in"purple"and"the"other"
in"grey"with"key"features"highlighted."(B)(The"leucineMzipper"interaction"between"the"two"CTD"
monomers"are"shown"with"the"leucine"residues"being"represented"as"sticks."(C)(The"lysine"
rich"surface"that"mediates"the"DNA"condensation"activity"of"B.(subtilis(ParB"is"shown"with"the"
lysine"residues"being"represented"as"sticks.""
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cytidine"triphosphate"(CTP)"to"cytidine"diphosphate"(CDP)"and"inorganic"phosphate"(OsorioM

Valeriano" et" al.," 2019\" Soh" et" al.," 2019)." Indeed," Soh" et.( al.,( first" reported" the" coMcrystal"

structure"of"the"B.(subtilis(ParB!CTDMCDP"complex,"where"a"molecule"of"CDP"was"observed"

in"the"arginineMrich"patch"at"the"NTD"of"a"ParB"monomer"(Soh"et"al.,"2019)."As"CTP"and"Ca2+"

were"included"in"the"crystallisation"process,"it"is"likely"that"CTP"was"hydrolysed"to"CDP"during"

crystallisation" (Soh" et" al.," 2019)." The"B.( subtilis(ParB!CTDMCDP" coMcrystal" structure" was"

solved"using"selenomethionine"SAD"phasing"to"a"resolution"of"1.8"Å"(Soh"et"al.,"2019)."The"

B.( subtilis(ParB!CTD"construct" contained" residues"21M218,"while" the" fullMlength"B.( subtilis(

ParB"contains"282"residues"(Soh"et"al.,"2019).""

"

The"asymmetric"unit"of"the"crystal"contained"four"copies"of"the"B.(subtilis(ParB"monomers"(two"

dimers)" and" four" CDP" molecules" (Soh" et" al.," 2019)," with" each" ParB!CTD" " chain" being"

associated"with"a"CDP"molecule"and"two"coordinated"Ca2+"ions"(Soh"et"al.,"2019)."The"overall"

structure"of" the"B.(subtilis(ParB!CTD"complex" is"shown"in"Figure"1.4A,"with"the"B.(subtilis(

ParB!CTD"variant"containing"both"the"NTD"and"the"DBD."The"secondary"structure"of"the"B.(

subtilis(ParB!CTDMCDP( is"composed"of"5"βMpleated"sheets"and"10"αMhelices,"with"the"NTD"

consisting" of" five" βMpleatedMsheets" (β1Mβ5)" and" two" αMhelices" (α1Mα2)" while" the" last" eight"

helices"(α3Mα10)"form"the"DBD"of"B.(subtilis(ParB"(Soh"et"al.,"2019)"(Fig."1.4A)."In"the"NTD,"

"1"and""2"are"connected"by"a"short"linker,"which"is"then"followed"by"a"longer"α1"containing"

linker"region"that"connects"to""3."Another"short"linker"connects""3"to""4"before"a"longer"linker"

region"containing"α2"connects"to""5."Both""2"and"α2"in"the"NTD"packs"into"the"DBD"of"B.(

subtilis(ParB!CTD,"which"is"formed"of"the"remaining"αMhelices"observed"in"the"crystal"(Fig."

1.4A)."The"DBD" is" then" followed"by"a" long" linker" region"containing"α3"and"α4,"which" then"

connects"to"α5"and"α6"that"forms"the"classical"helixMturnMhelix"motif"that"enables"DNA"binding"

(Fig."1.4A)."α6"then"links"the"remaining"helices"which"pack"to"form"a"compact"bundle"in"the"

structure,"whereby"helices"α7"and"α9"are"positioned"across"helices"α8"and"α10"(Fig."1.4A).""

"

Noticeably,"two"CDP"molecules"are"then"sandwiched"between"the"two"NTD"of"the"B.(subtilis(

ParB,"generating"a"new"selfMdimerisation"interface"(Fig."1.4B)"(Soh"et"al.,"2019)."Additionally,"

residues"G77"and"R80"in"the"arginine"rich"motif"interacts"with"the""M"phosphate"group"of"CDP"

(Fig." 1.4B)" (Soh" et" al.," 2019)." Indeed," previous" mutations" in" this" motif" prevented" ParB"

spreading" in( vivo," thus" implying" the" loss"of"ParB"spreading" is" caused"by"a"defective"CTP"

binding/hydrolysis" (Breier" and"Grossman," 2007\"Tran"et" al.," 2018)." A" three"way" structural"

comparison"between"B.(subtilis(ParB!CTDMCDP"complex,"the"H.(pylori(ParB!CTDMparS"and"

the"T.(thermophilus(apoMParB!CTD"displayed"that"both"the"NTD"and"the"DBD"of"B.(subtilis(

ParB!CTD" "harboured"a" different" orientation"between" the"NTD" and"DBD" of" either" the"T.(
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thermophilus(ParB!CTD"or"the"H.(pylori(ParB!CTDMparS(complex"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"

et"al.,"2004\"Soh"et"al.,"2019,"Jalal"et"al.,"2019)."While"the"NTD"of"T.(thermophilus(ParB!CTD""

adopts"an"‘open’"conformation"and"the"NTD"of"H.(pylori(ParB!CTDMparS"is"in"an"‘extended’"

conformation," the"NTD"of" the"B.(subtilis(ParB!CTDMCDP"exists" in"a" ‘closed’"conformation,"

whereby"CDPMinteractions" results" in"NTD" selfMdimerisation" (Fig." 1.4B)" (Chen"et" al.," 2015\"

Leonard"et"al.,"2004\"Soh"et"al.,"2019)."Furthermore,"the"DBD"of"the"CDP"bound"B.(subtilis(

ParB!CTD" adopts" a" conformational" change" at" the" central" DNAMbinding" domain" that" is"

incompatible"with"parS"binding"(Fig."1.4A)"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Soh"et"al.,"2019),"as"it"became"

clear"that"one"DBD"from"the"adjacent"B.(subtilis(ParB!CTD"monomer"clashes"with"the"parS(

DNA." Thus," from" these" findings" it" was" proposed" that" CTPMinteractions" result" in" a"

conformational"change"that"promotes"ParB"spreading"by"sliding"on"the"DNA"as"a"lateral"clamp"

(see"1."4.4"Model"4"M"Lateral"sliding"of"a"ParBMCTP"clamp"on"DNA)."

(

1.3.6( The( structure( of( the( Myxococcus% xanthus% PadC( (ParBClike( domain)CCTP(
complex((

Almost"at"the"same"time"as"Soh"et.(al.((2019),"OsorioMValeriano"(2019)"solved"the"first"crystal"

structure"of"the"ParBMlike"protein,"PadC"from"M.(xanthus((OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019\"Soh"

et"al.,"2019)"The"coMcrystal"complex"contained"the"ParBMlike"protein"PadC" in"complex"with"

CTP" and" was" solved" using" selenomethionine" SAD" phasing" to" 1.7" Å" resolution" (OsorioM

Valeriano"et"al.,"2019)."The"ParBMlike"domain"(PLD)"of"PadC"construct" lacked"the"first"281"

residues,"however"no"electron"density"was"observed"in"the"first"8"residues"at"the"NMterminus"

and" the" remaining"422M489"at" the"CMterminus," suggesting" these" region"was" flexible" in" the"

crystal"(OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019)."

"

The"asymmetric"unit"of"the"crystal"contained"two"copies"of"the"PadC"(PLD)"monomer"and"two"

molecules"of"CTP."With"each"PadC"(PLD)"chain"being"associated"with"a"CTP"molecule"and"a"

coordinated"Mg2+"ion"(OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019)."The"overall"structure"of"the"M.(xanthus((

PadC"(PLD)MCTP"complex"is"shown"in"figure"1.4B."The"secondary"structure"of"the"M.(xanthus((

PadC"(PLD)"consists"of"four""Msheets"("1M"4)"and"six"#Mhelices"(#1M#6)"(OsorioMValeriano"et"

al.,"2019)((Fig."1.4C)."Each"chain"consists"of"a"globular"NMterminal"PLD"domain"contain""M

sheets,"with""1"and""2"being"connected"by"a"long"flexible"loop"containing"a"short"#1"and"#2,"

while""3"and""4"are"connected"by"#3"(Fig"1.4C)."The"NMterminal"PLD"is"then"followed"by"a"

linker" region"which" contains"#4," followed"by"a" linker" region" that" linkers" the" remaining" two"

helices"#5"and"#6"observed"in"the"crystal."Noticeably,"the"two"PadC"(PLD)"molecules"cross"

over"in"this"linker"region"causing"#5"and"#6"to"be"oriented"in"a"juxtaposed"to"#4"in"the"adjacent"

PadC"(PLD)"monomer"to"stabilise"the"dimer"in"a"closed"conformation"(Fig"1.4D)"(OsorioM"
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"

"

Figure(1.4(The"coMcrystal"structures"of"the"B.(subtilis(ParB∆CTDMCDP"and"M.(xanthus(PadC"
(PLD)MCTP"complex."(A)(The"structure"of"the"B.(subtilis(ParB∆CTD"monomer"with"key"features"
highlighted.( (B)( The" coMcrystal" structure" of" B.( subtilis(ParBMCDP" complex," the" nucleotide"
binding"pocket" is" shown" to" the" left,"GxxRxxA" residues" are"highlighted" in"bold."One"ParB"

monomer"is"shown"in"blue"while"the"other"ParB"monomer"is"shown"in"grey"(C)(The"structure"
of" the"M.(xanthus(PadC" (PLD)"monomer"with" key" features"highlighted." (D)" The"coMcrystal"
structure"of"M.(xanthus(PadCMCTP"complex,"the"nucleotide"binding"pocket"is"shown"to"the"left."
One"PadC"(PLD)"monomer"is"shown"in"bronze"while"the"other"PadC"(PLD)"monomer"is"shown"
in"grey."
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Valeriano"et"al.,"2019)."

"

As"observed"in"the"B.(subtilis"ParB!CTDMCDP"complex,"two"CTP"molecules"are"sandwiched"

between"the"two"PLD"of"M.(xanthus(PadC,"generating"a"new"selfMdimerisation"interface"(Fig."

1.4B,"1.4D)"(OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019\"Soh"et"al.,"2019)."PadC"harbours"a"similar"arginine"

rich"patch"(GxxRxxA)"motif"to"ParB,"and"is"shown"to"form"the"CTP"binding"pocket"in"the"M.(

xanthus( (PadC(PLD)MCTP" coMcrystal" structure" (Fig" 1.4B)." Indeed," a" structural" comparison"

between"the"PadC"(PLD)"structure"with"T.(thermophilus(ParB!CTD""and"H.(pylori(ParB!CTD"

and"B.(subtilis(ParB!CTD"structure"demonstrated"that"the"NTD"of"M.(xanthus((PadC"shares"

a"high"structural"similarity"with"the"arginine"rich"motif"containing"NTD"of"the"solved"ParB!CTD""

proteins"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"et"al.,"2004\"OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019\"Soh"et"al.,"

2019)."Thus," these" findings"demonstrate" that"CTPMbinding"promotes"a"new"proteinMprotein"

interface" that" enables" the" selfMdimerisation" of" PadC," and" that" CTPMinteractions" are" likely"

conserved"feature"of"the"ParBMfamily"of"proteins.""

"

The"existence"of" these"various" crystal" structures"of"ParB"have"shed" light" into" the" various"

models" of" the" higher" order" ParBMDNA" nucleoprotein" complex" assembly." In" the" next"

subchapters," I" assess" the" evidence" for" and" against" each" model," before" highlighting"

outstanding" questions" and" challenges" for" fully" understanding" the" ParABS" system" and"

chromosome"segregation"in"bacteria."

(

1.4( Multiple(models(of(ParBCDNA%nucleoprotein(complex(assembly((
1.4.1(Model(1(C(OneCdimensional(filamentation(of(ParB("

The"earliest"evidence"of"a"higherMorder"ParBMDNA"nucleoprotein"complex"came"from"studies"

of"a"plasmidMborne"ParB."Overexpression"of"an"FMplasmid"ParB"protein"(ParBF"or"SopB)"was"

observed"to"repress"the"expression"of"antibiotic"resistance"genes"several"kilobases"away"from"

the" parS" (sopC)" site" on" the" plasmid" (Lynch" and" Wang," 1995)." Moreover," ParBF"

overexpression"also"prevents"DNA"gyrase"and" restriction"enzyme"access" to"DNA" regions"

neighbouring"the"parS"site"(Lynch"and"Wang,"1995)."Similarly,"a"P1Mplasmid"ParB"(ParBP1)"

also"silences"expression"of"genes"adjacent"to"parS( in"both"directions"for"several"kilobases,"

with"the"efficiency"of"gene"silencing"decreasing"as"the"genomic"distance"from"parS(increases.(

A" direct" association" of" ParBP1" with" the" silenced" DNA" was" demonstrated" by" chromatin"

immunoprecipitation" PCR" (ChIPMPCR)" assay" (Rodionov" et" al.," 1999)." Based" on" these"

observations,"it"was"proposed"the"growth"of"a"filament"of"ParB"proteins"nucleated"at"parS"and"

then"spread"outward"to"neighbouring"DNA"(Fig."1.5A)"(Rodionov"et"al.,"1999)."This"model"was"

further" supported"by" the"observation" that" a" siteMspecific"DNAMbinding"protein,"RepA,"could"
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attenuate"the"ParBP1Mmediated"gene"silencing"effect,"presumably"by"acting"as"a"roadblock"to"

partially" stop" the" filamentation" of" ParB" " (Fig." 1.5A)" (Rodionov" et" al.," 1999)." Multiple"

chromosomal"ParBs"have"subsequently"been"observed"by"ChIPMchip/seq"to"associate"with"an"

extended"DNA"region"beyond"parS((Böhm"et"al.,"2020\"Breier"and"Grossman,"2007\"Donczew"

et"al.,"2016\"Graham"et"al.,"2014\"Lagage"et"al.,"2016\"Minnen"et"al.,"2016\"Murray"et"al.,"2006\"

Tran"et" al.,"2018),"hence"chromosomal"ParBs"were"also" thought" to"oligomerize" to" form"a"

nucleoprotein"filament."The"highly"conserved"arginineMrich"patch"(GERRxRA)"at"the"NTD"has"

been"implicated"in"mediating"ParB"filamentation,"as"mutations"in"this"region"impair"the"ability"

of"ParB"to"associate"extensively"with"DNA"beyond"parS"(Breier"and"Grossman,"2007\"Graham"

et"al.,"2014\"Kawalek"et"al.,"2018\"Tran"et"al.,"2018)."This"early"model"of"ParB"spreading"is"

straightforward" and" attractive," however" later" studies" have" argued" that" the" intracellular"

concentration" of" ParB" is" too" low" to" support" such" an" extensive" 1D" filamentation" in( vivo."

Moreover," at" native" expression" levels," B.( subtilis" ParB" (Spo0J)" does" not" silence" genes"

adjacent" to" parS," suggesting" that" the" ParBMDNA" nucleoprotein" complex" might" be" more"

dynamic"than"can"be"explained"by"the"1D"filamentation"model"(Breier"and"Grossman,"2007).""

(

1.4.2(Model(2(C(Bridging(and(condensing(DNA(

A" combination" of" quantitative" immunoblotting" and" immunofluorescence" microscopy"

approaches"led"to"the"estimate"that"~20"ParB"dimers"are"associated"with"each"parS"site"in"B.(

subtilis,"allowing"for"maximally"~500"bp"of"DNA"to"be"covered"by"a"continuous"filament"of"ParB"

(Graham"et"al.," 2014)."This" is" substantially" lower" than" the"~10M20" kb"of"ParBMbound"DNA"

observed"by"ChIPMchip,"arguing"against" the"1D"filamentation"model"(Breier"and"Grossman,"

2007\"Murray"et"al.,"2006)."Instead,"a"new"model"was"proposed"based"on"the"observation"that"

B.( subtilis" ParB" can" bridge" different" segments" of" DNA" (Fig." 1.5A)." In" a" singleMmolecule"

microscopyMbased" assay," bacteriophage" λ" DNA" (~50" kb)" was" tethered" at" one" end" to" a"

microscope"slide"and"stretched"out"by"a"buffer"flow"(Graham"et"al.,"2014)."The"introduction"of"

purified"B.(subtilis(ParB"compacted"the"flowMextended"DNA,"demonstrating"that"ParB"can"form"

bridges"and"condense"bound"DNA"(Graham"et"al.,"2014)."Moreover,"mutations"in"the"arginineM

rich"patch"which"eliminate"the"extensive"in(vivo"ChIPMseq"profile"of"B.(subtilis(ParB"also"impair"

in(vitro"DNAMbridging"activity"(Graham"et"al.,"2014).""

"

ParBMmediated"DNA"bridging"was"also"observed"using"magneticMtweezers"assays"(Fisher"et"

al.," 2017\"MadariagaMMarcos"et"al.," 2019\"Taylor" et" al.," 2015)."The"additional" nonMspecific"

DNAMbinding"activity"owing"to"a"surfaceMexposed"lysineMrich"patch"at" the"CTD"of"B.(subtilis(

ParB"was"found"to"be"essential"for"this"function"(Fisher"et"al.,"2017)."Mutations"in"these"lysine"

residues" eliminate" DNA" bridging" and" condensation" in( vitro" and" reduce" ParBMDNA(

nucleoprotein"formation"in(vivo,"as"assessed"by"the"less"extensive"ChIPMqPCR"profile"and"by"
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the"dimmer"and"fuzzier"appearance"of"fluorescently"labelled"ParB"foci"(Fisher"et"al.,"2017)."It"

is"important"to"emphasize"that"interactions"among"NTD"of"B.(subtilis"ParB"are"also"necessary"

for"bridging"DNA"(Fig."1.5B)\"neither"CTD"alone"nor"ParB"with"mutations"at"the"arginineMrich"

patch"(at"the"NTD)"can"condense"DNA"in(vitro((Fisher"et"al.,"2017\"MadariagaMMarcos"et"al.,"

2019)."The"nonMspecific"DNAMbinding"activity"of"the"CTD"is"thought"to"provide"multiple"anchors"

on"DNA"that"can"be"brought"spatially"close"together"by"the"NTDMNTD"interactions"(Fig."1.5B)."

Insights" into" the"molecular"mechanism"of"NTDMNTD" interactions"were"provided"by" the" coM

crystal"structure"of"a"CTDMtruncated"H.(pylori(ParB"in"complex"with"a"parS"DNA"duplex"(Chen"

et" al.," 2015)." This" structure" shows"H.(pylori" ParB" interacting"with"an" adjacent" ParB" on" a"

pseudoMcontinuous"DNA"in"the"crystal"lattice"(in"cis"interactions"or"1D"filamentation)"and"also"

with"ParB"on"a"disconnected"DNA"duplex"(in"trans(interactions"or"3D"bridging)"(Fig"1.2BMD),"

with" the"arginineMrich"patch"at" the" core"of" the"NTDMNTD" interaction" interface" (Chen"et" al.,"

2015)."By"comparison"with"the"T.(thermophilus(apoMParB"structure,"it"was(proposed"that"the"

nucleation"of"ParB"onto"parS(induces"a"conformational"change"at"the"NTD"that"exposes"the"

arginineMrich"patch"for"the"NTDMNTD"interactions"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"et"al.,"2004).""

"

In" sum," it" has" been"proposed" that"DNAMbridging" activity" allows" a" limited" number" of"ParB"

molecules"to"bring"regions"of"DNA"that"are"several"kilobases"apart"together"in"3D"space"to"

form" a" compacted" nucleoprotein" complex" (Fig." 1.5B)." Nevertheless," a" computational"

modelling"study"has"suggested"that"a"combination"of"both"1D"filamentation"and"3D"bridges"

are"required"to"recreate"the"condensed"ParBMDNA"nucleoprotein"complex"observed" in(vivo(

(Broedersz"et"al.,"2014)."Thus,"while"the"DNAMbridging"model" is"an"important"step"towards"

understanding"the"assembly"of"the"ParBMDNA"nucleoprotein"complex,"it"is"unlikely"to"be"the"

final" say." The" main" caveat" is" that"B.( subtilis" ParB" can" bridge" to" condense" DNA" in( vitro"

regardless"of" the"presence"of"parS( (Fisher"et"al.,"2017\"Graham"et"al.,"2014\"Taylor"et"al.,"

2015)."This"contradicts"in(vivo"data"showing"parS"is"absolutely"required"for"the"clustering"of"

fluorescently"labelled"ParB"molecules"into"a"tight"focus"(Erdmann"et"al.,"1999\"Graham"et"al.,"

2014)."Moreover,"the"lysineMrich"patch"(at"the"CTD"of"B.(subtilis"ParB)"is"not"highly"conserved\"

for" example," ParB" from"C.( crescentus( lacks" the" equivalent" lysine" residues" and" does" not"

bridge/condense"DNA"in(vitro."As"such,"it"is"not"yet"clear"how"prevalent"DNAMbridging"activity"

is"among"chromosomal"ParB"homologues.""

" "

1.4.3(Model(3(C(Caging(ParB(and(DNA(

A"model" broadly" similar" to" bridging" and" condensing" DNA" that" aims" to" better" explain" the"

observed"parSMdependent"confinement"of"ParB" in(vivo"has"been"proposed"(Sanchez"et"al.,"

2015)."In"this"nucleation"and"caging"model,"the"parS"site"acts"as"a"ParB"nucleation"centre,"

while"weak"but"synergistic"proteinMprotein"and"proteinMDNA"interactions"cage"ParB"spatially"
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into"a" confined"volume" inside" the" cells" (Fig."1.5C)" (Sanchez"et"al.,"2015)."Supporting" this"

model,"singleMmolecule"super"resolution"microscopy"demonstrated"that"the"binding"of"ParBF"

to"parS(results"in"a"very"high"local"concentration"of"protein"in(vivo,(where"greater"than"90%"of"

ParBF"in"the"cell"are"confined"in"clusters"at"parS((Sanchez"et"al.,"2015)."Similarly,"the"local"

concentration"of"C.(crescentus(ParB"near"parS"has"been"estimated"to"reach"~500"µM"(500"

times"more"concentrated"than"typically"used"for"in(vitro"experiments)"(Lim"et"al.,"2014)."Despite"

ParBF" (or"C.( crescentus(ParB)"having"expectedly" lowMaffinity" interactions"with"nonMspecific"

DNA," these" interactions"may"occur"stochastically" at" very"high" frequency," especially" at" the"

extreme"local"concentration"of"ParB"in(vivo,"to"create"a"cage"of"dynamically"exchanged"ParBM

DNA" complexes" (Fig." 1.5C)." Fluorescence" recovery" after" photoMbleaching" (FRAP)"

experiments"have"shown"that"ParBF"molecules"rapidly"exchange"between"different"clusters,"

further"highlighting"the"dynamic"nature"of"cages"of"ParBMDNA"in(vivo((Debaugny"et"al.,"2018)."

The" nucleation" and" caging"model" has" also"been" shown" applicable" to" the"Vibrio( cholerae"

chromosomal" ParBMparS( system," suggesting" that" this" dynamic" selfMassembly" mechanism"

might"be"conserved"from"plasmids"to"chromosomes"(Debaugny"et"al.,"2018)."

(

1.4.4(Model(4(C(Lateral(sliding(of(a(ParBCCTP(clamp(on(DNA(

Recent"studies"have"uncovered"a"new"coMfactor"of"ParB"(Jalal"et"al.,"2020\"OsorioMValeriano"

et"al.,"2019\"Soh"et"al.,"2019)."Various"plasmidM"and"chromosomeMencoded"ParB"and"ParBM

like"proteins"have"been"found"to"bind"and"hydrolyse"cytidine"triphosphate"(CTP)"to"cytidine"

diphosphate"(CDP)"and"inorganic"phosphate"(Jalal"et"al.,"2020\"OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019\"

Soh"et"al.,"2019)"A"coMcrystal"structure"showed"CDP"binding"to"the"arginineMrich"patch"at"the"

NTD"of"B.(subtilis"ParB"(CTP"was"hydrolysed"to"CDP"during"crystallization)."At"the"same"time,"

a"coMcrystal"structure"showed"a"M.(xanthus(ParBMlike"protein"(PadC)" in"complex"with"CTP."

CTP"(or"CDP)"is"sandwiched"between"two"NTDs,"thus"promoting"a"new"NTD"selfMdimerisation"

interface" that"has"not"been"observed"previously" (OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019)."Employing"

siteMspecific"crossMlinking"assays"and"singleMmolecule"imaging,"it"was"demonstrated"that"CTPM

induced"selfMdimerisation"creates"a"clampMlike"ParB"that"entraps"DNA"within"its"central"cavity""

(Fig."1.5D)."A"comparison"between"the"B.(subtilis"ParBMCDP"structure"and"the"H.(pylori"ParBM

parS"structure"suggested"that"CTP"binding"induces"a"conformational"change"at" the"central"

DNAMbinding"domain" that" is" incompatible"with"parS" binding" (Chen"et"al.," 2015\"Soh"et"al.,"

2019)."Studies"with"C.(crescentus(and"M.(xanthus"ParBs" further"showed" that"CTP"binding"

reduces" ParB" nucleation" at" parS" and/or" liberates" preMbound" ParB" from" parS," thereby"

facilitating"the"escape"of"ParB"from"a"highMaffinity"nucleation"site"to"a"lowMaffinity"neighbouring"

DNA"(Jalal"et"al.,"2020\"OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019)."Therefore,"CTP"most"likely"serves"to"

switch"ParB"from"a"nucleating"to"a"sliding"mode"(Fig."1.5D)."Overall," it"was"suggested"that"

ParB"clamp"can"selfMload"at"parS,"without"the"need"of"a"dedicated"loading"factor,"and"spreads""
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Figure(1.5(The(assembly(of(a(higherCorder(ParB–DNA(nucleoprotein(complex."(A)"Model"
1:" ParB" spreading" by" a" oneMdimensional" filamentation." (B)" Model" 2:" ParB" spreading" by"
bridging"and"condensing"DNA." (C)"Model"3:"ParB"spreading"by"caging"DNA." (D)(Model"4:"
ParB"spreading" by" sliding"on"DNA."ParB" switches" from" an"open" to" a" closed"clamp" upon"

binding"to"CTP"(orange)."ParB"and"parS"are"coloured"green"and"magenta,"respectively."The"
arrows"above" the"ParB–CTP"complexes" indicate" their" progressive" sliding"on"DNA."A" tight"

DNAMbinding"protein"(grey)"can"unidirectionally"block"the"oneMdimensional"filamentation"or"the"
sliding"of"ParB"on"DNA."
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by"sliding"to"the"neighbouring"DNA"while"still"entrapping"DNA""(Fig."1.5D)"(Jalal"et"al.,"2020)."

The"interpretation"of"a"sliding"ParBMCTP"clamp"on"DNA"is"further"backed"up"by"several"lines"

of"evidence:"(i)"tight"DNAMbinding"proteins,"such"as"a"catalyticMdead"EcoRI"(E111Q)"variant"or"

TetR,"can"block"the"spreading"of"(B.(subtilis"and"C.(crescentus"ParBMCTP"on"DNA"in(vitro"(Fig."

1.5D),"and"(ii)"C.(crescentus(ParB"only"accumulates"on"DNA"that"has"both"ends"blocked""(by"

a"bulky"biotinMstreptavidin"complex)"to"prevent"a"runMoff"(Jalal"et"al.,"2020)."However,"it"is"not"

yet"clear"whether" the"translocation"of"ParBMCTP"on"DNA" is"entirely"a"passive"1D"diffusion"

process"or"whether"it"is"facilitated"by"unknown"interactions"between"the"protein"and"DNA."CTP"

hydrolysis" is" unlikely" to" provide" energy" for" ParB" translocation" since" its" hydrolysis" rate" is"

extremely"low,"ranging"from"~3"to"~36"CTP"molecules"per"hour."Moreover,"ParB"in"complex"

with"a"slowMhydrolyzable"CTPγS"analogue"can"still"selfMload"and"accumulate"on"DNA,"albeit"

with" a" reduced" stability." It" has" been" speculated" that" CTP" hydrolysis" might" contribute" to"

recycling"of"ParB"between"the"nucleation"and"translocation"modes"(Soh"et"al.,"2019)."Mutant"

proteins"(N112S"and"N172A"of(B.(subtilis"and"M.(xanthus"ParB,"respectively),"which"bind"CTP"

but"are"deficient" for"hydrolysis," fail" to" form" tight" foci" inside" the"cells\"however" this" is"weak"

evidence" for" the" in( vivo" role" of" CTP" hydrolysis" since( B.( subtilis" ParB" (N112S)" is" already"

impaired"at"forming"a"protein"clamp"(OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019\"Soh"et"al.,"2019)."A"better"

understanding"of"the"CTPase"mechanism"that"enables"the"design"of"a"mutation"at"the"catalytic"

site"to"eliminate"CTP"hydrolysis"while"allowing"NTD"selfMdimerisation"is"likely"to"provide"a"key"

insight"into"the"role"of"CTP"hydrolysis.""

"

Whether"CTP"plays"a"regulatory"role"in"chromosome"segregation,"in"addition"to"being"a"coM

factor"of"ParB,"is"also"unknown."The"concentration"of"nucleoside"triphosphate"(NTP)"ranges"

from"~0.3"to"~3"mM"inside"bacterial"cells"(Buckstein"et"al.,"2008)."Their"concentrations"can"

decrease"by"~tenfold"as"cells"enter"the"stationary"phase""but"it"is"unlikely"to"impact"ParBMCTP"

binding"significantly"(Buckstein"et"al.,"2008)." Indeed,"foci"of"a"fluorescently"tagged"ParB"do"

not"disappear"when"C.(crescentus(cells"enter"the"stationary"phase"or"during"starvation"(Britos"

et"al.,"2011)."For"these"reasons,"I"speculate"that"the"assembly"of"ParBMDNA"nucleoprotein"

complex"is"not"regulated"by"varying"the"intracellular"concentration"of"CTP."However,"there"is"

a" formal"possibility" that"other"NTPMrelated"small"molecules,"whose"diversity"has"only"been"

realized" recently," could"have" a" regulatory" impact" (Whiteley"et" al.," 2019)." Future"work"will"

undoubtedly"continue"to"provide"important"new"insights"into"the"assembly"of"the"ParBMDNA"

nucleoprotein"complex"and"its"roles"in"chromosome"segregation."

 
1.5( ParBCDNA( interaction( with( ParA( and( segregation( of( the( originCproximal(

chromosomal(region(
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ParA" is"a"deviant"Walker"A"ATPase"protein" that"enables"a"directional"movement"of"ParBM

bound"DNA"(Koonin,"1993)."Early"studies"of"plasmid"and"chromosome"segregation"proposed"

a"mechanism"for"DNAMpulling"by"either"a"linear"or"a"helical"ParA"filament""(Adachi"et"al.,"2006\"

Ebersbach"and"Gerdes,"2004\"Ebersbach"et"al.,"2006\"Fogel"and"Waldor,"2006\"Hatano"et"al.,"

2007\"Pratto"et"al.,"2008\"Ptacin"et"al.,"2010\"Ringgaard"et"al.,"2009),"akin"to"the"mitotic"spindle"

apparatus"in"eukaryotes."According"to"this"model,"ParAMATP"polymerizes"into"a"filamentous"

structure" along" the" cell" length," with" the" edge" of" the" filament" capturing" the" ParBMDNA"

nucleoprotein"complex."ParB"binds"ParA"and"stimulates"its"ATPase"activity"to"hydrolyse"ATP,"

thereby"depolymerizing"the"ParA"filament"and"concomitantly"pulling"the"ParBMDNA"complex"

(hence," the" plasmid/chromosome)" along" the" retracting" filament" to" the" opposite" cell" pole"

(Gerdes"et"al.,"2010\"Ptacin"et"al.,"2014\"Ringgaard"et"al.,"2009)."While"purified"ParA" from"

various"bacterial"species"could"selfMaggregate"into"filamentMlike"structures"in"the"presence"of"

ATP/ADP"(Barillà"et"al.,"2005\"Bouet"et"al.,"2007\"Dunham"et"al.,"2009\"Ebersbach"et"al.,"2006\"

Havey"et"al.,"2012\"Hui"et"al.,"2010\"Leonard"et"al.,"2005\"Lim"et"al.,"2014\"Machón"et"al.,"2007\"

Pratto"et"al.,"2008\"Ptacin"et"al.,"2010),"no"such"continuous"polymer"was"seen"in"recent"coM

crystal"structures"of"ParA"with"DNA,"even"at"the"high"concentration"of"protein"and"DNA"used"

to" generate" crystals." Furthermore," the" spatial" distribution" of" an" FMplasmid" ParA" and" C.(

crescentus"ParA"in(vivo"is"inconsistent"with"a"continuous"filamentous"structure,"instead"they"

form"small"patches"or"a"cloudMlike"gradient"of"sparsely"distributed"molecules"inside"the"cells,"

as"observed"by"superMresolution"microscopy"(Le"Gall"et"al.,"2016\"Lim"et"al.,"2014)."As"such,"

it"is"uncertain"whether"a"DNAMpulling"mechanism"by"a"ParA"filament"is"operating"in(vivo.""

"

It"has"been"proposed"that"a"ParA"filament"is"not"necessary"for"DNA"segregation,"and"that"a"

diffusionMratchet"mechanism"can"also"explain"the"directional"movement"of"segregating"DNA"

(Hu"et"al.,"2017\"Hwang"et"al.,"2013\"Vecchiarelli"et"al.,"2010,"2012,"2013a,"2014)(Fig."1.6AM

B)."In"this"model,"ParA"binds"ATP"to"homodimerize"and"to"associate"with"nonMspecific"DNA."

XMray"crystallographic"and"hydrogen/deuterium"exchange"mass"spectrometry"analysis"of"ParA"

with"nucleotides"and"DNA"have" revealed"the"dimerisation" interface"and"a"multifaced"DNAM

binding"surface"(Chu"et"al.,"2019\"CorralesMGuerrero"et"al.,"2020\"Zhang"and"Schumacher,"

2017)."ParB,"via"its"NMterminal"peptide,"binds"ParA"directly"and"stimulates"the"ATPase"activity"

of"ParA,"thereby"dissociating"ParA"dimer"into"individual"monomers"that"no"longer"bind"DNA"

(Barillà"et"al.,"2007\"Leonard"et"al.,"2005\"Vecchiarelli"et"al.,"2013b\"Volante"and"Alonso,"2015)"

(Fig."1.6A)."This"stimulation"in"the"ATPase"activity"creates"a"local"gradient"of"ParAMATP"with"

the" least" DNAMbound"ParAMATP" near" the"ParBMDNA" complex" (Fig." 1.6A)." The" ParBMDNA"

complex"then"diffuses"up"the"gradient,"by"Brownian"motion,"to"rebind"ParAMATP,"resulting"in"

a"net"movement"of" the"ParBManchored"DNA"(Fig."1.6A)."The"initial"movement"of" the"ParBM

DNA"complex"in"one"chosen"direction"enforces"the"continued"movement"in"the"same"direction,""
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Figure(1.6(ParA(drives(the(movement(of(ParBCbound(DNA(to(segregate(plasmids(and(
chromosomes." (A)" A" diffusionMratchet" model" for" ParAMmediated" transport" of" ParBMbound"
DNA."A"ParBMDNA"complex"(green)"interacts"with"ParAMATP"(violet)"to"tether"to"the"nucleoid"

(grey)," and" to" stimulate" the" ATPase" activity" of" ParA." ParAMATP" dimers" (violet)" bind" the"
nucleoid" nonMspecifically." After" ATP" hydrolysis," monomers" of" apoMParA/ParAMADP" (light"

brown)"no"longer"bind"DNA,"thus"creating"a"zone"of"depletion"of"ParAMATP"surrounding"the"

ParBMDNA"complex."By"thermal"fluctuation"(wavy"lines),"the"ParB–DNA"complex"moves"to"the"
edge"of" the"zone"of"depletion" to" rebind"ParAMATP."The" initial"movement"of" the"ParBMDNA"

complex" in"one"chosen"direction"enforces" the" continued"movement" in" the" same"direction,"
resulting" in" a" longMrange" directional" movement" of" the" DNA" (see"b)." The" released" apoM
ParA/ParAMADP"(light"brown)"rebinds"ATP"but"cannot"immediately"bind"DNA"(the"dark"brown"

hexagon)"until"a"transition"occurs"in"the"ParAMATP"structure."(B)(The"segregation"of"the"originM
proximal"region"of"the"chromosome"by"the"ParABS"system."For"example," in"C.(crescentus,"
one"ParBMDNA"complex" remains"at" the"pole"after"chromosome"replication,"while" the"other"

moves"along"the"gradient"of"ParAMATP,"via"the"diffusionMratchet"mechanism,"to"the"opposite"
cell"pole."The"polarly"localised"proteins"(e.g."PopZ,"orange)"contribute"to"maintaining"the"ParAM

ATP"gradient"by"sequestering"apoMParA/ParAMADP"away"from"the"nucleoid"and"to"regenerate"
them"at"the"pole."(C)(Other"variations"of"the"diffusionMratchet"model"have"been"proposed"to"
include"an"element"of"DNA"elasticity"(i.e."the"DNAMrelay"model)"or"highMdensity"DNA"regions"

(HDR)"(i.e."the"hitchMhiking"model)."A"wavy"arrow"indicates"the"directional"movement"of"the"
partition"complex."
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resulting" in" a" longMrange" directional" movement" of" the" DNA" (Fig." 1.6AMB)." The" released"

monomeric"apoMParA/ParAMADP"can"rebind"ATP"to"homodimerise"and"later"regains"its"nonM

specific"DNAMbinding"activity"(Fig."1.6A)."It"is"worth"noting"that"the"released"apoMParA/ParAM"

ADP"can"rebind"ATP"but"cannot"immediately"bind"DNA"until"a"transition"occurs"in"the"ParAM

ATP" structure" (Fig." 1.6A)\" this" transitional" state" presumably" introduces" a" time" delay"

mechanism" to" ensure" the" existence" of" a" ParAMATP" gradient" surrounding" the" ParBMDNA"

complex" (Vecchiarelli" et" al.," 2010\" Zhang" and" Schumacher," 2017)." Without" this" delay,"

regenerated"ParAMATP"will" instantly" rebind"DNA" in" the" same" location," thus"dissipating" the"

gradient."Other"organism"specific"factors,"for"example,"the"polarly"localised"proteins"PopZ"and"

TipN"in"C.(crescentus,"may"also"contribute"to"maintain"the"ParAMATP"gradient"by"sequestering"

apoMParA/"ParAMADP"away"from"the"nucleoid"and"to"regenerate"ParAMATP"only"at"the"cell"pole"

(Ptacin"et"al.,"2014\"Schofield"et"al.,"2010)"(Fig."1.6B)."Based"on"computational"modelling"it"

has"been"argued"that"the"shortrange"diffusion"of"a"ParBMDNA"complex"up"the"gradient"of"ParAM

ATP"might" not" be" sufficient" to"explain" a" robust" unidirectional" segregation" of" chromosome"

towards"the"new"cell"pole"(Fig."1.6B)"and"that"the"diffusionMratchet"model"should"be"extended"

to"incorporate"a"component"of"DNA"elasticity."In"this"model,"DNAMbound"ParAMATP"complexes"

can"harness"the"elastic"dynamics"of" the"chromosome"to"relay"the"partition"complex"over"a"

long"distance"from"one"DNA"location"to"another"(Lim"et"al.,"2014)"(Fig."1.6C)."Similarly,"it"has"

also"been"proposed"that"partition"complexes"can"also"hitchhike"from"one"highMdensity"DNA"

region"to"another"on"the"chromosome"to"move"the"ParBMbound"DNA"progressively"(Fig."1.6C)"

(Le"Gall"et"al.,"2016)."HighMdensity"DNA"regions"have"been"observed"in"B.(subtilis"and"E.(coli"

by" superMresolution" microscopy" and" may" represent" highly" compacted" domains" of" the"

chromosomes"(Le"Gall"et"al.,"2016\"Marbouty"et"al.,"2015)."The"preferred"association"of"ParAM

ATP"with"highMdensity"DNA"regions,"via"its"nonMspecific"DNAMbinding"activity,"might"create"the"

required"directional"bias"in"the"movement"of"the"ParABS"complex"(Fig."1.6C).""

"

The"diffusionMratchet"model"emphasizes"the"crucial" role"of"ParB" in"stimulating" the"ATPase"

activity"of"ParA"to"create"the"ParA–ATP"gradient."However,"an"alternative"view"on"the"ATPaseM

stimulating"role"of"ParB,"at"least"for"the"FMplasmid"ParAB"system"(SopAB)"suggested"that"the"

stimulation"of"ParAF"ATPase"activity"mainly"serves"to"spatially"separate"FMplasmid"clusters"

following" replication"and" to"prevent" them" from"reMforming" later" (AhMSeng"et"al.,"2013)."The"

directional"movement"of"replicated"F"plasmids"might"depend"on"a"basal"ATPase"activity"of"

ParAF"but"does"not"need"further"stimulation"by"ParBF"(AhMSeng"et"al.,"2013).""

"

1.6(The(ParBCDNA(and(SMC(coordinate(chromosome(segregation(with(chromosome(

organisation(
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In"addition"to"its"role"in"DNA"segregation,"ParB"also"participates"in"other"biological"processes"

such"as"chromosome"organisation,"nucleoid"occlusion,"regulation"of"DNA"replication"initiation"

and" regulation"of"gene"expression" (Attaiech"et"al.,"2015\"Dubarry"et"al.,"2019\"Gruber"and"

Errington,"2009\"Kadoya"et"al.,"2011\"Maurya"et"al.,"2016\"Mercy"et"al.,"2019\"Minnen"et"al.,"

2011\"Murray"and"Errington,"2008\"Nourikyan"et"al.,"2015\"Pióro"et"al.,"2019\"Schofield"et"al.,"

2010\" Sullivan" et" al.," 2009\" Szafran" et" al.," 2013\" Thanbichler" and" Shapiro," 2006\" ToroM

Nahuelpan"et"al.,"2019\"Yamaichi"et"al.,"2012)."The"wide"range"of"ParBMinteracting"partners"

reflects"(i)" the"central"role"of" the"ParBMDNA"nucleoprotein"as"a"hub"to"couple"chromosome"

segregation"with"other"biological"processes"and"(ii)"the"capacity"of"ParB"to"evolve"additional"

functions."For"a"further"discussion,"I"refer"the"reader"to"recent"reviews"(Kawalek"et"al.,"2020\"

Pióro"and"Jakimowicz,"2020)."In"this"section,"I"instead"focus"on"the"interaction"between"ParB"

and"the"SMC"complex"that"is"directly"relevant"to"the"segregation"of"the"originMproximal"region"

of"the"chromosome."A"canonical"bacterial"SMC"is"composed"of"an"ATPase"domain"(the"head),"

a"dimerisation"domain"(the"hinge)"and"an"extended"antiparallel"coiledMcoil"region"in"the"middle"

(Nolivos"and"Sherratt,"2014)"(Fig."1.7A)."Two"SMC"monomers"homodimerize"together"with"

the"accessory"proteins"(ScpA"and"ScpB)"to"form"a"ring" like"protein"complex"that"can"bring"

distal"DNA"segments"close"together"spatially"to"organize"the"chromosome"(Mascarenhas"et"

al.,"2002\"Nolivos"et"al.,"2016\"Soppa"et"al.,"2002)"(Fig."1.7A)."This"entrapment"of"DNA"has"

been"shown"for"B.(subtilis"SMC"(Wilhelm"et"al.,"2015)"and"for"eukaryotic(SMC"homologues"

such"as"cohesin"and"condensin" (Cuylen"et"al.,"2011\"Haering"et"al.,"2008\"Murayama"and"

Uhlmann,"2014)."Application"of"chromosome"conformation"capture"assays"(HiMC/"3CMseq)"to"

cells" from" a" range" of" bacterial" species" lacking"SMC" have" revealed" a" reduced" interaction"

between"opposite"arms"of"the"chromosome,"suggesting"that"SMC"entraps"and"tethers"the"two"

chromosome"arms"together"(Böhm"et"al.,"2020\"Le"et"al.,"2013\"Marbouty"et"al.,"2015\"Val"et"

al.,"2016\"Wang"et"al.,"2017)"(Fig."1.7B)."SMC"is"recruited"onto"the"chromosome"by"ParB"at"

the"originMproximal"parS"sites"(Minnen"et"al.,"2011)(Böhm"et"al.,"2020\"Gruber"and"Errington,"

2009\"Sullivan"et"al.,"2009\"Tran"et"al.,"2017)"(Fig."1.7C)."

"

After"loading,"SMC"redistributes"directionally"away"from"parS"towards"the"replication"terminus"

(ter)" while"maintaining" the" tethers" between" the"parSMproximal" regions" of" the" chromosome"

arms"(Tran"et"al.,"2017\"Wang"et"al.,"2017)"(Fig."1.7C)."Given"that"parS"sites"are"often"found"

near"the"origin"of"replication,"parSMloaded"SMCs"preferably"condense"newly"replicated"DNA"

to"package" them" into" individual"entities"and"away" from"each"other" (Fig." 1.7B)."This"DNAM

unlinking"activity"is"independent"of"topoisomerase"IV,"at"least"in"B.(subtilis,"and"might"help"to"

prevent"catenation"between"replicated"chromosomes"at"the"replication"fork"or"promote"their"

resolution"behind"the"fork"(Gruber"et"al.,"2014\"Wang"et"al.,"2014)."If"replicated"chromosomes"

are"not"resolved,"their"entanglement"might"hinder"movement"of"individual"chromosomes"to""
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Figure( 1.7(The( ParB–DNA( nucleoprotein( complex( recruits( SMC( to( coordinate(
chromosome( segregation( and( chromosome( organisation." (A)" Components" of" the"
bacterial"SMC"complex."(B)(SMC"(grey)"tethers"the"two"arms"(blue"and"orange)"of"a"circular"
chromosome"together."An"SMC–ScpA–ScpB"complex"can"either"hold"both"the" left"and"the"
right"arm"of"the"chromosome"within" its" lumen"or" two"SMC"complexes,"each"encircles"one"
chromosome"arm,"can"handcuff"to"tether"both"chromosome"arms"together."For"simplicity,"only"
SMCs" entrapping" both" chromosome" arms" are" shown." SMC" probably" packages" sister"
chromosomes" into" individual" entities" and" away" from" each" other," thus" minimising" DNA"
entanglement" between" replicating" chromosomes." (C)( A" schematic" model" of" how" SMC" is"
loaded"at"parS"by"ParB"and"translocates"on"the"chromosome"towards"the"replication"terminus"
(ter)."For"simplicity,"alternative"conformations"of"SMC"(ring"or"rod)"are"not"illustrated\"the"SMC"
complex"is"shown"as"a"generic"ring"that"entraps"DNA."Schematic"pictures"are"not"drawn"to"
scale."

A(

B(

C(
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opposite"cell"poles"by"the"ParABS"system."In"C.(crescentus,"segregation"of"originMproximal"

DNA" occurs" in" two" steps\" the" duplicated" origins" are" released" from" the" pole" and" separate"

slightly"from"one"another"first"before"one"of"the"origins"is"moved"unidirectionally"by"ParABS"to"

the"opposite" cell" pole" (Shebelut"et"al.," 2010)."While" the" initial" separation"does"not" require"

ParA,"it"might"be"facilitated"by"the"DNAMunlinking"activity"of"SMC"(Shebelut"et"al.,"2010\"Taylor"

et"al.,"2017).""

"

Precisely"how"SMC"translocates"on"the"chromosome"is"not"yet"clear\"several"models"have"

been"proposed,"and"I"refer"the"reader"to"a"recent"review"for"an"inMdepth"discussion"(Yatskevich"

et"al.,"2019)."How"ParB" loads"SMC"onto" the"chromosome" is"also"not" fully"understood\" the"

weak" and" transient" interaction" between" ParB" and" SMC" has" made" efforts" to" study" their"

interactions" by" traditional" methodologies" (such" as" bacterial" twoMhybrid" or" coM

immunoprecipitation)" difficult" (Böhm" et" al.," 2020\" Sullivan" et" al.," 2009\" Tran" et" al.," 2017)."

However," it" was" suggested" that"DNAMbound"ParB" probably" interacts"directly"with"SMC" to"

recruit"it"to"the"DNA"(Gruber"and"Errington,"2009)."Indeed,"a"ParBMinteracting"area"has"been"

identified" in"the"neck"region"in"between"the"ATPase"head"domain"and"the"coiled"coil"of"B.(

subtilis"SMC"(Minnen"et"al.,"2016),"while"mutations"that"eliminate"SMC"recruitment"have"been"

mapped"onto"the"NMterminal"domain"of"B.(subtilis"ParB"(Gruber"and"Errington,"2009\"Wang"et"

al.,"2015)."Those"same"mutations"also" impair"the"ability"of"ParB"to"assemble" into"a"higherM

order" nucleoprotein" complex," hence" it" is" tempting" to" speculate" that" either" (i)" a" high" local"

concentration"of"DNAMbound"ParB"is"necessary"to"recruit"sufficient"SMC"molecules"or"(ii)"the"

DNAMbridging/"clamping"activity"of"ParB"ensures"SMC"entraps"DNA"correctly"at"the"loading"

step." Future" experiments," particularly" a" cellMfree" reconstitution" of" a" ParBMdependent" SMC"

recruitment"and"translocation,"will"provide"further" insights" into"the"mechanism"of"actions"of"

bacterial"SMC"and"its"contribution"to"chromosome"segregation."

"

1.7(ParB(interactions(with(other(protein(partners(to(establish(cell(polarity"

The" spatiotemporal" organisation" of" cells" are" dependent" on" the" accurate" and" distinct"

localisation"of"proteins"and"protein"complexes."As"such,"the"establishment"of"cell"polarity"is"

essential"in"various"processes,"including"chromosome"organisation"and"segregation."In"rodM

shaped"bacteria,"cell"poles"act"as"hubs"for" the" intracellular" localisation"of"proteins,"nucleic"

acids"and"lipids"(Surovtsev"and"JacobsMWagner,"2018)."When"cell"division"is"initiated,"a"new"

cell"pole"forms"at"the"site"of"the"division"plane,"polar"organising"proteins"play"a"role"in"ensuring"

the"newly"divided"chromosome"migrates"towards"the"appropriate"cell"pole."Polar"organisers"

display"variability"in"primary"structure"and"function"across"various"bacterial"lineages"(Laloux"

and"JacobsMWagner,"2014\"Surovtsev"and"JacobsMWagner,"2018)."In"this"section,"I"focus"on"
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the"polar"organising"proteins"that"interact"directly"or"indirectly"with"components"of"the"ParABS"

system.""

"

During"cell"division"in"C.(crescentus,"the"polar"anchoring"protein,"PopZ"localises"towards"the"

new"cell"pole"(Bowman"et"al.,"2008,"2010)"(Fig"1.8A)."PopZ"is"inherently"disordered"and"in"C.(

crescentus," PopZ" also" accumulates" at" the" old" cell" pole," where" it" selfMaggregates" into" a"

proteinaceous"matrix"that"interacts"with"ParB"to"tether"the"oriMproximal"parS(sequence"(and"

hence"the"nonMreplicating"chromosome)"(Fig"1.8A)"(Bowman"et"al.,"2008,"2010\"Holmes"et"al.,"

2016)."Concomitantly,"the"polar"localisation"of"PopZ"towards"the"new"pole"captures"the"new"

ParBMparS( complex"and" tethers" the" replicated" chromosome" towards" the" newly" diving" cell"

(Bowman"et"al.," 2008)."By"doing" so," the"PopZMParBMparS(complex"ensures" the"directional"

movement"of"the"replicating"chromosome"towards"the"new"cell"pole"in"C.(crescentus."PopZ"

has"also"been"shown"to" interact"and" recruit"ParA" towards"the"cell"pole"via" its"NTD,"hence"

regulating"the"dynamics"of"ParA"during"chromosome"segregation"(Ptacin"et"al.,"2014)."Ptacin"

et.(al.((2014)(demonstrated"that"PopZ"binds"and"sequesters"an"inactive"population"of"ParA"

monomers"towards"the"original"cell"pole"and"regenerates"ATPMbound"ParA"which"can"then"

associate"with"the"nucleoid"again"to"start"the"next"chromosome"segregation"cycle"(Ptacin"et"

al.,"2014)."Although"PopZ"is"not"well"conserved"between"other"bacterial"species,"homologues"

of"PopZ"have"been"reported"in"Brucella(abortus(and(Agrobacterium(tumefaciens((Deghelt"et"

al.," 2014\" Ehrle" et" al.," 2017)." In" A.( tumefaciens," PopZ" also" anchors" the" chromosome"

centromere" towards" the" cell" pole" through" its" interaction" with" the" A.( tumefaciens( ( ParB"

homologue,"ParBI"(Ehrle"et"al.,"2017).""

"

In" the" GramMnegative" γMproteobacteria" Vibrio( cholerae," a" transposonMbased" screening" of"

mutants" impaired" in"mobility" identified" the" polar" landmark" protein," HubP" (Yamaichi" et" al.,"

2012)."HubP"is"a"multiMdomain"protein,"that"anchors"the"V.(cholerae(chromosome"to"the"cell"

pole"through"its"interaction"with"ParAMlike"proteins"(Fig."1.8B)."HubP"contains"a"LysM"domain"

in"the"NTD"that"allows"its" interaction"with"peptidoglycan,"allowing"nonMcovalent" interactions"

with"the"bacterial"cell"wall,"whilst"its"large"cytoplasmic"domain"interacts"with"three"ParAMlike"

ATPase"spatial"regulators"(ParA1,"FlhG"and"ParC)"(Mesnage"et"al.,"2014\"Yamaichi"et"al.,"

2012)."It"is"likely"that"ParA1"interacts"with"ParB1,"which"in"turn"nucleates"onto"the"parS(site"

located"towards"the"ori(region"(Fig."1.8B)."Direct"interactions"were"shown"between"ParA1"and"

FlhG,"while"HubP"and"ParC"interact"indirectly"(Yamaichi"et"al.,"2012)."In"Vibrio(alginolyticus,"

HubP" through" its" polar" anchoring" of" FlhG" regulates" the" formation" of" flagellar" biogenesis"

(Takekawa" et" al.," 2016)." In" the" γMproteobacterium" Sewanella( putrefaciens," HubP" also"

contributes"in"polar"anchoring"but"in"a"FlhGM"independent"manner."Fluorescent"microscopic"

analysis"of"S.(putrefaciens(cells"displayed"coMlocalisation"between"ParB"and"HubP,"suggesting""
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Figure' 1.8' The' protein1based' systems' that' anchors' specific' DNA' regions' in' C.#
crescentus#and'V.#cholerae.'(A)!Schematic!illustration!of!the!polar!anchoring!complex!in!C.#
crescentus.!PopZ!(purple!circle)!self9aggregates!into!a!proteinaceous!matrix!towards!the!old!
cell!pole!and!directly!interacts!with!ParB!(green!circle),!which!in!turn!tethers!the!ori9proximal!
parS#sequences! (white! circle!and!yellow!oval! respectively).! (B)'Schematic! illustration!of! a!
polar! anchoring! complex! in!V.# cholerae.! HubP! (purple! circle)! anchors! the!ori#of! the! large!
chromosome!Chr1!to!the!cell!pole!through!directly!interacting!with!ParA1!(brown!circle)!which!
likely!interacts!with!the!ParB19parS!sequences!tethered!towards!the!Chr1!ori.!!
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"

that" HubP" anchoring" of" the" chromosome" is" dependent" on" ParBMparS( ori( interactions"

(Rossmann"et"al.,"2019).In"bacteria" lacking"PopZ,"such"as" those" in" the"actinobacteria"and"

firmicutes"clade,"the"establishment"of"cell"polarity" is"mediated"by"the"peripheral"membrane"

protein,"DivIVA"that"binds"to"the"concave"curvature"of"the"bacterial"membrane"(reviewed"in"

Hammond"et"al.,"2019)."Much" like"PopZ,"DivIVA"also"anchors"at" the"chromosomal"origins"

located"at"the"cell"poles."In"Streptomyces(coelicolor,(DivIVA"is"essential"and"localises"towards"

the"tips"of"the"aerial"hyphae"to"promote"the"synthesis"of"peptidoglycan"at"the"cell"poles"(Flärdh,"

2003\"Hempel"et"al.,"2008)."Fluorescence"microscopy"experiments"in"S.(coelicolor(displayed"

colocalisation"between"DivIVA,"Scy"and"FilP" (Ditkowski" et"al.,"2013\"Fuchino"et" al.," 2013\"

Holmes" et" al.," 2013)." Colocalisation"of"Scy"with"DivIVA" serves"as"molecular" assembly" to"

assemble"the"polarisome"(Holmes"et"al.,"2013)."Scy"then"recruits"ParA"towards"the"cell"tips"of"

aerial"hyphae"as"sporulation"is"initiated"allowing"the"chromosome"to"be"equally"partitioned"into"

spores." A" direct" interaction" between" S.( coelicolor( DivIVA" and" ParB" was" seen" when"

heterologous" expressed" in" E.( coli" (Donovan" et" al.," 2012)." In" the" actinomycete"

Corynebacterium( diphtheria," DivIVA" is" also" essential" and" functions" by" tethering" the"

chromosome" towards" the" cell" pole" (Hempel" et" al.," 2008\" Ramos" et" al.," 2003)." A" direct"

interaction"between"ParB"and"ParB" in"complex"with"parS(was"observed"with"DivIVA"when"

expressed"in"E.(coli,(suggesting"that"DivIVA"tethering"to"the"cell"pole" is"also"dependent"on"

ParBMparSDori( interactions" (Donovan"et"al.,"2012)." In"Firmicutes"such"as"B.(subtilis(DivIVA"

interacts"with"ParA,"ParB"and"RacA,"a"protein"that"binds"sites"near"ori."During"sporulation,"

DivIVA"accumulates" towards" the"old"cell"pole"where" interaction"with"RacA"and"ParA/ParB"

tethers"the"oriMproximal"regions"of"the"chromosome"to"one"side"of"the"cell"pole"(BenMYehuda"

et"al.,"2003).""

"

Although" ParB" plays" a" crucial" role" in" ensuring" faithful" chromosome" segregation," ParB"

participates"in"a"wide"range"of"biological"activities"outside"chromosome"segregation"that"are"

beyond" the" scope" of" this" review," in" B.( subtilis( for" example," ParB" (and" ParA)" regulate"

chromosome"replication"through"their"interaction"with"DnaA"(reviewed"in"Kawalek"et.(al.,(2020)"

(Ireton"et"al.,"1994\"Kawalek"et"al.,"2020\"Murray"and"Errington,"2008\"Schofield"et"al.,"2010)."

Remarkably,"evolution"has"repurposed"various"ParA"and"ParB"proteins"with"novel"functions."

In"the"next"sections"I"discuss"the"existence"of"ParAMlike"and"ParBMlike"proteins"that"function"in"

protecting"the"nucleoid"during"cell"division."

"

1.8(Bacterial(cell(division(

Cell"division"represents"a"fundamental"biological"process"that"enables"the"proliferation"of"both"

prokaryotic"and"eukaryotic"cells"(Adams"et"al.,"2014)."Crucial"to"cell"division"is"the"formation"
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of"a"complex"of"proteins"that"forms"the"division"machinery"(divisome)."The"assembly"of"the"

divisome"however"must"be"spatially"and" temporally" regulated" to"ensure"that" the" replicated"

daughter"cells"are"of"equal"size"and"have"both"inherit"an"equal"amount"of"genetic"information."

Most"bacteria"divide"by"binary"fission"which"involves"the"formation"of"the"division"septum"at"

the" midcell" through" the" polymerisation" of" FtsZ" (ZMring)" (Bi" and" Lutkenhaus," 1993)." FtsZ"

however"is"not"only"found"in"bacteria,"as"it"is"an"ancient"protein"that"mediates"cell"division"in"

multiple" archaea," chloroplasts" and" primitive" mitochondria" (Adams" et" al.," 2014\" Bi" and"

Lutkenhaus,"1991\"Margolin,"2005\"McQuillen"and"Xiao,"2020)."The"assembly"of" the"ZMring"

acts"as"the"scaffold"that"leads"to"the"dynamic"recruitment"of"more"than"30"proteins"to"assemble"

of"the"divisome"(McQuillen"and"Xiao,"2020)."The"fully"matured"divisome"then"forms"the"septal"

ring"complex" that" interacts"with"the"septal"and" intermembrane"peptidoglycan"precursors" to"

facilitate" cytokinesis" (McQuillen" and" Xiao," 2020)." The" core" components" of" the" divisome"

include" peptidoglycan" remodelling" proteins" (such" as" peptidoglycan" synthases" and"

peptidoglycan"glycosyltransferases),"proteins"that"stabilizes"the"ZMring"(such"as"ZapA)"(Pichoff"

and" Lutkenhaus," 2002)," proteins" involved" in" chromosome" segregation" (FtsK)" (Wang" and"

Lutkenhaus,"1998)"and"proteins"that"regulate"the"activity"of"septum"peptidoglycan"enzymes"

(McQuillen"and"Xiao,"2020)."Indeed,"with"exception"to"MapZ"in"Streptococcus(pneumoniae,"

the"localisation"of"all"these"proteins"are"dependent"on"the"positioning"of"the"ZMring"at"future"

division"sites"(Fleurie"et"al.,"2014\"Holečková"et"al.,"2014)."In"rodMshaped"bacteria"such"as"B.(

subtilis(and"E.(coli,"division"site"selection"occurs"at"the"midcell,"which"lies"at"the"midpoint"of"

the"rod,"perpendicular"to"the"long"axis"of"the"cell"(Adams"et"al.,"2014)."Nevertheless,"to"better"

understand" bacterial" cell" division," further" studies" using" differently" shaped" nonMmodel"

organisms"that"undergo"complex"lifecycles"are"required"(Eswara"and"Ramamurthi,"2017).""

"

1.9(FtsZ(and(ZCring(assembly(

Initial"insights"into"the"genes"that"control"cell"division"came"from"a"study"probing"temperature"

sensitive"cell"division"E.(coli(mutants"(Hirota"et"al.,"1968)."One"particular"mutant"retained"its"

ability"to"replicate"and"segregate"the"chromosome,"but"was"impaired"in"constricting"the"cell"

envelope" at" the" division" site" (Hirota" et" al.," 1968)." Later" Bi" and" Lutkenhaus" mapped" the"

mutation"of"this"strain"to"a"single"gene"termed"ftsZ((filamentous"temperature"sensitive"gene)"

(Bi" and"Lutkenhaus," 1990," 1991)." ImmunoMelectron"microscopy"approaches"demonstrated"

that"FtsZ"localises"towards"the"midcell"and"selfMassembles"into"a"ringMlike"structure"to"initiate"

cell"division"(Bi"and"Lutkenhaus,"1991)."A"few"years" later," the"first"crystal"structure"of"FtsZ"

from" the" archaeon" Methanococcus( jannaschii( was" solved" (Löwe" and" Amos," 1998)."

Intriguingly,"although"FtsZ"shares"very"little"sequence"identity"with"tubulin,"the"crystal"structure"

of"FtsZ"shared"a"similar"secondary"and"tertiary"structure"to"tubulin"and"was"proposed"to"the"

tubulin"homologue"(Erickson,"1995\"Löwe"and"Amos,"1998\"Oliva"et"al.,"2004)."Since"then,"
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various"studies"have"demonstrated"that"FtsZ"functions"as"a"GTPase"protein"and"polymerises"

in"a"GTP"bindingMdependent"manner"(De"Boer"et"al.,"1992\"Bramhill"and"Thompson,"1994\"

Mukherjee"et"al.,"1993\"Nogales"et"al.,"1998\"RayChaudhuri"and"Park,"1992)."

"

FtsZ"proteins"generally"share"a"similar"domain"architecture"where"they"are"composed"of"a"

short" typically" disordered" NMterminal" region," a" globular" tubulinMlike" domain," followed" by" a"

flexible"linker"and"the"CMterminal"tail"(Löwe"and"Amos,"1998\"Löwe"and"Van"den"Ent,"2001)."

The"globular"domain"of"FtsZ"binds"to"GTP,"resulting"in"the"generation"of"a"continuous"linear"

protofilament,"hence"causing"FtsZ"to"polymerize"to"form"a"septal"ringMlike"structure"known"as"

the" ZMring" (McQuillen" and"Xiao," 2020)." The" ZMring" then" acts"as" a" scaffold" resulting" in" the"

dynamic" assembly" of" the" divisome" that" mediates" cell" division." The" initiation" of" the" ZMring"

assembly"begins"by"the"targeting"of"FtsZ"monomers"towards"the"cell"membrane."Depending"

on" the" species"of"bacteria,"a" variety"of" proteins"can"be" involved" in" this"process." In"model"

organisms"such"as""E.(coli,"C.(crescentus(and"B.(subtilis(FtsA"tethers"FtsZ"to"the"bacterial"

membrane"through"its"conserved"CMterminal"amphipathic"helix"(Din"et"al.,"1998\"Jensen"et"al.,"

2005\" Pichoff" and" Lutkenhaus," 2002)." Additionally," in" both" E.( coli( and"C.( crescentus( the"

transmembrane"protein"ZipA"localises"FtsZ"towards"the"cell"membrane"(Mosyak"et"al.,"2000\"

Osorio"et"al.,"2017\"Pichoff"and"Lutkenhaus,"2002)."While"no"homologue"of"ZipA"exists"in"B.(

subtilis,"instead"SepF"interacts"with"the"CMterminal"tail"of"FtsZ"to"direct"FtsZ"towards"the"cell"

membrane"(Duman"et"al.,"2013)."

"

Interestingly,"across"various"bacterial"species,"the"intracellular"levels"of"FtsZ"remains"constant"

throughout"the"cell"cycle"and"generally"exceeds"the"concentration"required"for"ZMring"assembly"

(Erickson"et"al.,"2010\"Lutkenhaus"et"al.,"2012\"Schumacher,"2017)."Other"determinants"must"

therefore"mediate"the"correct"positioning"of"the"ZMring"to"ensure"a"proper"cell"division."These"

proteins"can"act"either"directly"or"indirectly"interact"with"FtsZ"to"inhibit"FtsZ"polymerisation,"or"

conversely"to"promote"the"assembly"and"maturation"of"the"ZMring."Fascinatingly,"the"existence"

of"such"effectors"are"extremely"diverse"in"bacteria,"highlighting"the"natural"variation"that"exists"

between" bacterial" species" (Huang" et" al.," 2013\" Schumacher," 2017)." Additionally," these"

proteins"generally" interact"with"different" regions"of"FtsZ,"explaining"the"prevalence"of"such"

effectors"in"bacteria."Whereas,"these"proteins"are"not"essential"and"bacterial"strains"depleted"

or" lacking"such"factors"only"display" impaired"cell"division"under"certain"conditions"(such"as"

being"DNA"replication"deficient)."The"diversity"of"these"effectors"therefore"suggests"that"they"

are"only"needed"in"specific"conditions"that"may"not"be"faithfully"reconstituted"in"the"laboratory."

Moreover," recent" evidence" have" demonstrated" that" cell" metabolism" itself" regulates" the"

activities" of" FtsZ," as" cell" size" is" dependent" on" nutrient" availability." Such" studies" have"

demonstrated"that"metabolic"enzymes"can"either"directly"or"indirectly"inhibit"FtsZ"activity."In"
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B.(subtilis,"UgtP,"an"enzyme" that"catalyses" the" transfer"of"glucose" from"UDPMglucose" to"a"

diacylglycerolMcontaining" sugar" acceptor" directly" inhibits" FtsZ" polymerisation" in" a" UDPM

glucose"dependent"manner"(Weart"et"al.,"2007)."While"in"E.(coli,"regulation"of"ZMring"assembly"

is"mediated"by"another"UDPMglucose"utilizing"enzyme,"OpgH"(Hill"et"al.,"2013)."Furthermore,"

in" C.( crescentus," under" conditions" of" nitrogen" limitation," the" NADMdependent" glutamate"

dehydrogenase"GdhZ"and"the"oxidoreductaseMlike"KidO"act" in"conjunction"to"promote"FtsZ"

disassembly" (Beaufay" et" al.," 2015)." While" such" FtsZ" regulators" function" in" response" to"

particular" cues," other" proteinMbased" complexes" function" to" specifically" inhibit" ZMring"

polymerisation"at"the"cell"poles"and"over"the"replicating"nucleoid."Indeed,"one"of"the"first"and"

most"characterised"protein"based"machinery" (Min"system)"was"first" identified" in"E.(coli( (de"

Boer"et"al.,"1989\"De"Boer"et"al.,"1990)."

"

1.10(The(Min(system(

Over"50"years"ago,"Adler"et.(al.,( (1967)(discovered"small,"anucleate"E.(coli(cells"that" they"

termed"minicells" (Adler"et"al.,"1967)."Noticeably," these"cells" failed" to"divide"and"contained"

much"less"DNA"than"the"WT"E.(coli(cells,"yet"remarkably"these"cells"remained"metabolic"active"

for"several"hours"(Adler"et"al.,"1967)."Although"minicells"could"easily"be"separated"from"WT"

cells" through" the"use"of"a"sucrose"gradient" centrifugation," the" factors" causing" this" striking"

phenotype" was" not" fully" understood." Moreover," the" formation" of" these"minicells" were" not"

specific"to"E.(coli,"as"a"few"years"later"minicells"were"also"reported"in"B.(subtilis((Reeve"et"al.,"

1973)."Subsequent"studies"proposed"that"minicells"are"the"result"of"preMmature"cell"division,"

due" to"mispositioning"of" the"division"apparatus" (TaheriMAraghi" et" al.,"2015)."Bacterial" cells"

must"therefore"possess"regulatory"mechanisms"that"ensures"cell"division"only"occurs"once"

the"cell"is"of"adequate"size"and"has"inherited"a"proper"amount"of"genetic"information."Indeed,"

initial"insights"into"these"mechanisms"came"from"genetic"studies"in"E.(coli,"whereby"mutations"

in" the"minB( locus"generated"E.(coli(minicells" (De"Boer"et"al.,"1988)."Later,"de"Boer"et.(al.,(

(1990)( proposed" that" the"minB(operon" is" composed" of" three" components:" MinC" (directly"

inhibits"FtsZ"polymerisation),"MinD"(ATPaseMlocalising"protein"of"MinC)"and"MinE"(ATPaseM

activating"protein"of"MinD)"(Fig"1.9A)"(De"Boer"et"al.,"1990\"Hu"and"Lutkenhaus,"2000\"Hu"et"

al.,"1999).""

"

MinD"belongs" to" the" family"of" cytoskeletal"Walker"ATPases"and" localises" towards" the" cell"

poles"(Fig"1.9A)"(Hu"et"al.,"2002)."Similar"to"ParA,"ATPMbinding"results"in"the"dimerisation"of"

MinD"which"increases"its"affinity"to"the"membrane\"endowed"by"its"amphipathic"helix"that"binds"

the"membrane" at" a" higher" valency" (Hu" et" al.," 2002\" Leonard" et" al.," 2005)." MinD" directly"

interacts"with"MinC"to"localise"MinC"towards"the"cell"pole"(Fig"1.9A)""(Bramkamp"et"al.,"2008\"

Hu"and"Lutkenhaus,"2003\"Hu"et"al.,"1999)."Additionally,"MinD"interacts"with"MinE,"which"in"
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turn"stimulates"the"ATPase"activity"of"MinD"(Hu"and"Lutkenhaus,"2001\"Hu"et"al.,"2002\"Suefuji"

et"al.,"2002)."This"promotes"MinD"monomerisation,"resulting"in"its"dissociation"from"the"cell"

membrane" (Hu"et"al.,"2002)."Additionally," in"dividing"cells,"MinE"assembles" into"a" ring" like"

structure"at"the"midcell"and"migrates"towards"the"cell"pole"(Fig"1.9A)"(Fu"et"al.,"2001\"Raskin"

and"De"Boer,"1997)."The"interactions"between"the"MinE"ring"and"the"MinCD"complex"results"

in"an"oscillation"between"cell"poles,"thus"preventing"FtsZ"assembly"at"the"polar"regions"of"the"

cell"(Fig"1.9A)"(de"Boer"et"al.,"1989)."Much"like"MinD,"MinE"also"possess"an"amphipathic"helix"

that"enables"MinE" to" remain" localised"at" the" cell"membrane" following" the"displacement"of"

MinD"from"the"cell"membrane"(Fig"1.9A)"(Raskin"and"De"Boer,"1997)."This"is"likely"to"inhibit"

MinD"from"rebinding"at"the"same"location"on"the"membrane"(Huang"et"al.,"2003\"Loose"et"al.,"

2011\"Park"et"al.,"2011)."While"MinC,"rather"than"participating"in"MinDE"dynamics"functions"

as"the"effector"of"the"Min"system"(de"Boer"et"al.,"1989)."MinC"consists"of"two"domains"joined"

together"by"a"linker"that"confers"flexibility"towards"the"NTD"(Hu"and"Lutkenhaus,"2000)."While"

the"CTD"contains"the"dimerisation"interface"that"primarily"consists"of"hydrophobic"residues."

Interestingly," both" domains" contributes" towards" inhibiting" ZMring" assembly" (Hu" and"

Lutkenhaus,"2000)."MinC"binds"to"the"FtsZMFtsZ"subunit"interface"through"its"NTD,"preventing"

the"headMtoMtail"assembly"of"FtsZ"promoters"(LaBreck"et"al.,"2019)."While"the"CTD"of"MinC"

interacts"with"the"CMterminal" tail"of"FtsZ"to"prevent"the" lateral"association"of"FtsZ"filaments"

(LaBreck"et"al.,"2019).""

"

The"Min"system"has"been"extensively"studied" in"E.(coli(and" represents"one"of" the"earliest"

example"of"the"spatiotemporal"regulation"of"cell"division."Indeed,"B.(subtilis(also"possess"a"

Min(system,"however"MinE"is"not"present"(Cha"and"Stewart,"1997\"El"Karoui"and"Errington,"

2001\"Marston"et" al.,"1998)." Instead,"MinJ/DivIVA" fulfils" the" role"of"MinE,"by" recruiting" the"

MinCD"complex" towards" the"cell"poles" (Edwards"and"Errington,"1997\"Patrick"and"Kearns,"

2008)."Despite"this,"the"Min"system"only"inhibits"ZMring"assembly"at"the"cell"poles\"other"factors"

must"therefore"prevent"the"mispositioning"of"the"ZMring"over"the"actively"replicating"nucleoid."

The"existence"of"such"factors"was"speculated"in"the"‘nucleoid"occlusion’"hypothesis,"and"over"

the"past"few"decades,"various"proteins"across"different"bacterial"species"have"been"identified"

to"fulfil"this"role.""

(

1.11(NocCmediated(nucleoid(occlusion(

1.11.1(The(nucleoid(occlusion(hypothesis(

Over"three"decades"ago"a"direction"relationship"between"the"bacterial"nucleoid"and"division"

site"selection"was"observed"(Mulder"and"Woldringh,"1989\"Mulder"et"al.,"1990\"Woldringh"et"

al.,"1991)."By"studying"temperature"sensitive"E.(coli(mutants"deficient"in"chromosome""
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Figure( 1.9(Model( for( the( positioning( of( the( ZCring( by( the(Min( system( and( nucleoid(
occlusion.( (A)" Inhibition"of"cell"division"at" the"cell"poles"by" the"Min"system."MinD"(purple"
circle)"localises"the"FtsZMinhibitor"MinC"(yellow"circle)"onto"the"cytoplasmic"membrane."MinC"

in"turn"inhibits"FtsZ"polymerisation"at"the"polar"regions"of"the"cell."MinE"(green"dotted"ring)"
organises" into" a" ringMshaped" structure" that" gradually" displaces" MinCD" from" the" cell"

membrane."Free"MinC"and"MinD"subunits"migrate" towards" the"opposite"end"of" the" cell" to"

establish"a"new"polar"cap"and"hence"restart"the"cycle."(B)(Nucleoid"occlusion"spatiotemporally"
regulates" cell" division" in" bacteria." Nucleoid" occlusion" factors" such" as" Noc" or" SlmA"

preferentially" associates" towards" the" poleMproximal" regions" of" the" nucleoid." During" the"
initiation" of" chromosome" replication" and" segregation," the" longitudinal" dimensions" of" the"

nucleoid"is"small,"placing"Noc"and"SlmA"within"close"proximity"to"the"midcell"to"restrict"ZMring"

assembly."As"chromosome"replication"and"segregation"progresses"the"two"nascent"daughter"
nucleoids"start"to"partition."As"a"result,"the"midcell"is"free"of"Noc"and"SlmA"enabling"FtsZ"to"

polymerize" at" the" midcell." Other" nucleoid" occlusion" factors" (not" illustrated" in" the" model,"

discussed"below)"may"localise"towards"the"midcell"to"promote"ZMring"assembly."
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replication/segregation,"Mulder"and"Woldrich"(1989)"observed"that"division"site"selection"was"

influenced"by"DNA"replication"within"the"bacterial"nucleoid"(Mulder"and"Woldringh,"1989)."The"

initial" nucleoid"occlusion"model" proposed" that" the" nucleoid"alone" inhibits" the" formation"of"

divisome" (Fig" 1.9B)" (Mulder" and"Woldringh," 1989)." Later,"Woldrich" and" coMworkers"would"

refine" their" nucleoid" occlusion" hypothesis" by" proposing" that" a"molecular" ‘crowding’" effect"

occurs" from" a" process" termed" ‘transertion’" (Woldringh," 2002)." Whereby" the" active"

transcription,"translation"and"insertion"of"proteins"into"the"cell"membrane"produces"strong"but"

shortMrange" inhibitors" that" prevent" the"assembly"of" the" cell" division"apparatus" (Woldringh,"

2002)."Thus,"nucleoid"occlusion"protects"the"bacterial"nucleoid"from"preMmature"bisection"by"

ensuring" a" proper" division" site" selection." Indeed," further" studies" have" uncovered" several"

protein"factors"from"various"bacterial"species"that"contributes"towards"the"nucleoid"occlusion"

phenomenon.""Nucleoid"occlusion"factors"generally"coordinate"cell"division"with"chromosome"

segregation"by"spatiotemporally"regulating"the"assembly"of"the"divisome."Despite"this,"these"

protein"are"typically"nonMessential"(with"exception"to"MipZ"in"C.(crescentus)"and"only"prevents"

premature"cell"division"when"chromosome"replication/segregation"is"perturbed"(Bernhardt"and"

De" Boer," 2005\" Fleurie" et" al.," 2014\" Mercy" et" al.," 2019\" Thanbichler" and" Shapiro," 2006\"

TreunerMLange"et"al.,"2013\"Veiga"et"al.,"2011\"Wu"and"Errington,"2004)."Nevertheless,"it"is"

likely"that"the"existence"of"these"nucleoid"occlusion"factors"improve"the"survival"of"bacterial"

cells"in"their"respective"niches."In"the"following""subMchapters,"I"discuss"examples"of"nucleoid"

occlusion" factors"across"various"bacterial"species"and" review" their"mechanism" in"ensuring"

proper"division"site"selection.""

(

1.11.2(The(nucleoid(occlusion(protein,(Noc(

The" first" ever" nucleoid" occlusion" factor," Noc" (initially" termed"YyaA)" was" discovered" in"B.(

subtilis((Sievers"et"al.,"2002)."Due"to"its"high"sequence"similarity"with"ParB"(43%"sequence"

identity"with"B.( subtilis(ParB)," initial" studies"attempted" to"elucidate" its" role" in" chromosome"

segregation." Deletion" of" yyaA( however" produced" no" obvious" defects" in" chromosome"

partitioning"and/or"organisation"(Sievers"et"al.,"2002)."Later,"a"combination"of"null"mutations"

helped"elucidate"the"function"of"YyaA."Whereby"the"deletion"of"both"the"Min"system"as"well"

as"yyaA,"produced"B.(subtilis(cells"that"were"not"viable"(Wu"and"Errington,"2004)."While"the"

depletion" of"minD( in" a" yyaA(knockout" strain"of"B.( subtilis( introduced"cell" division"defects,"

evidenced"by"the"growth"of"long"filamentous"cells"(Wu"and"Errington,"2004)."Noticeably,"FtsZ"

assembly"was"dispersed"along"the"nucleoid,"preventing"FtsZ"from"reaching"the"concentration"

required"for"ZMring"formation"(Wu"and"Errington,"2004)."Furthermore,"the"overexpression"of"

yyaA" impaired"sporulation"and"partially" inhibited"cell"division" in(B.(subtilis."Additionally," the"

deletion" of" yyaA( in" a" dnaA" " (a" key" initiator" of" DNA" replication" in" B.( subtilis)" depleted"

background" resulted" in" the" preMmature" guillotining" of" the" B.( subtilis( nucleoid" (Wu" and"
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Errington,"2004)."Early"microscopic"observations"suggested"that"YyaA"binds"nonMspecially"to"

the"B.( subtilis(nucleoid,"and" this"property"was" reported" to"be"essential" for"yyaA(mediated"

nucleoid"occlusion."Further"characterisation"revealed"YyaA"as"a"nucleoid"occlusion"factor"and"

was"renamed"Noc"(Nucleoid"occlusion"protein)"(Wu"and"Errington,"2004).""

"

While"initially"Noc"was"proposed"to"nonMspecifically"bind"to"the"B.(subtilis(nucleoid,"an"absence"

of"Noc"localising"towards"the"replication"terminus"(ter)"region"was"observed"(Wu"et"al.,"2009)."

To" investigate" further," Wu" et.( al.,( (2009)" used" ChAPMonMChip" approaches" to" reveal" the"

consensus"NocMbinding"DNA"sequence" (termed"NBS)" (Wu"et"al.,"2009)." Indeed,"~74"NBS(

sites(were"found"dispersed"through"the"nucleoid"but"were"largely"absent"at"the"ter"(Wu"et"al.,"

2009)."While"the"introduction"of"an"NBS(array"at"the" ter(recruited"Noc"towards"the"midcell,"

resulting"in"impaired"cell"division"(Wu"et"al.,"2009)."These"findings"suggest"that"NBS(recruits"

Noc" towards" the" nucleoid," and" the" positioning" of"NBS( on" the" chromosome(mediates" the"

nucleoid"occlusion"activity"of"Noc."As"the"ter(is"the"final"region"that"is"segregated,"the"absence"

of" NBS( bound" Noc" would" direct" ZMring" formation" towards" the" midcell." Despite" this," the"

mechanism"underpinning"the"inhibition"of"ZMring"assembly"by"Noc"is"unclear."

"

1.11.3(A(model(for(Noc(mediated(nucleoid(occlusion""

Despite" a" thorough" interrogation," no" direct" interaction" between" Noc" and" FtsZ" (and" other"

known" cell" division" proteins)" was" observed" (Adams" et" al.," 2015)." This" contrasts" the"

mechanism"of"other"nucleoid"occlusion"proteins"(such"as"SlmA)" that"directly" interacts"with"

FtsZ,"complicating"our"understanding"on"Noc"mediated"nucleoid"occlusion"(Bernhardt"and"De"

Boer,"2005)."Nevertheless,"microscopic"analysis"of" fluorescently" labelled"Noc" revealed" the"

formation"of"a"dynamic"foci"at"the"cell"periphery"(Adams"et"al.,"2015)."Treatment"with"carbonyl"

cyanide"mMchlorophenyl"hydrazine"(CCCP),"a"compound"that"disrupts"membrane"potential,"

impaired" the" localisation" of" Noc" towards" the" cell" membrane" (Adams" et" al.," 2015)." While"

subsequent"analysis"of"the"Noc(sequence"predicted"that"the"first"10"amino"acid"residues"of"

Noc"forms"an"amphipathic"helix."Indeed,"both"the"deletion"of"the"entire"amphipathic"helix"and"

mutations" that" perturb" its" amphipathic"nature"prevented" the"association"of"Noc" to" the" cell"

membrane"(Adams"et"al.,"2015)."While"complementing"the"native"Noc"amphipathic"helix"with"

one"from"the"hepatitis"C"virus"protein"NS4B,"restored"the"membrane"binding"activity"of"Noc"

(Adams"et"al.,"2015).""

"

Nevertheless," Adams" et.( al.,( (2015)" observed" a" weak" affinity" between" Noc" and" the" cell"

membrane"(Adams"et"al.,"2015)."It"was"speculated"that"Noc"likely"assembles"into"a"higherM

nucleoprotein"complex"to"increase"its"affinity"to"the"cell"membrane"(Adams"et"al.,"2015\"Wu"et"

al.,"2009)." In"support" for" this,"previous"ChAPMonMChip"assays"demonstrated"Noc"binding"to"
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the"nonMspecific"DNA"adjacent"to"NBS((Wu"et"al.,"2009)."Moreover,"Noc"possess"the"highly"

conserved" arginine" rich" motif" (GxRRxRA)" in" the" NTD" (crucial" for" ParB" spreading)," and"

mutations"in"this"motif"prevented"nucleoprotein"complex"assembly"in(vivo((Adams"et"al.,"2015\"

Breier" and" Grossman," 2007\" Tran" et" al.," 2018)." From" the" crystal" structures" of" the" Noc"

homologue"ParB," it" was" speculated" that" the" nucleation"of"Noc"onto"NBS(would" induce" a"

conformational"change"at"the"NTD,"exposing"the"arginineMrich"patch"for"NTDMNTD"oligomeric"

interactions"(Chen"et"al.,"2015\"Leonard"et"al.,"2004\"Schumacher,"2017)."This"results"in"the"

assembly"of"the"NocMDNA"nucleoprotein"complex,"increasing"the"local"concentration"of"Noc"

at"NBS(and"promoting"its"association"to"the"cell"membrane"(Fig."1.10A)."Concomitantly,"the"

assembly"of"a"large"NocMDNAMmembrane(nucleoprotein"complex"would"aggregate"and"cause"

a" crowding" effect" in" the" cell" (Fig." 1.10A)." Indeed," Woldringh" and" colleagues" previously"

proposed" that" the" formation"of" a" large"complex"coupled"with" the" transertion"of"membrane"

proteins" would" physically" occlude" the" assembly" of" the" cell" division"machinery" (Fig." 1.9B,"

1.10A)"(Woldringh,"2002)."It"is"likely"that"molecular"crowding"of"NocMNBSDmembrane"complex"

would"bias"the"division"machinery"towards"areas"that"are"unoccupied"by"nucleoid/membrane"

bound"Noc."The"lack"of"NBS(sites"at"the"ter"region"would"hence"bias"ZMring"assembly"towards"

the"midcell"(Fig"1.10A)"(Adams"et"al.,"2015\"Wu"et"al.,"2009)."Despite"this,"whether"the"arginine"

rich"patch"of"Noc"mediates"the"oligomeric"NTDMNTD"interactions"as"observed"in"the"H.(pylori"

ParB!CTDMparS(coMcrystal"complex"is"uncertain"(Chen"et"al.,"2015)."The"lack"of"any"structural"

information"of"Noc"(until"those"presented"in"this"thesis)"has"hindered"our"understanding"on"the"

assembly"of"the"NocMNBSMmembrane"complex."Indeed,"Adams"et.(al.,((2015)(demonstrated"

that"mutations"in"the"arginine"patch"impaired"Noc"foci"formation"at"the"cell"periphery"and"were"

lethal"in"absence"of"min((Adams"et"al.,"2015)."Yet,"Soh"et.(al.,((2019)"recently"proposed"the"

arginineMrich"patch"forms"the"CTP"binding/hydrolysis"pocket"of"ParB"(Soh"et"al.,"2019)."Indeed,"

ParB" mutants" impaired" in" binding" or" hydrolysing" CTP" failed" to" assemble" the" ParBMparS(

nucleoprotein"complex"in(vivo"(OsorioMValeriano"et"al.,"2019)."Furthermore,"Noc"was"reported"

to" bind" and" hydrolyse" CTP," with"NBS( stimulating" its" CTPase" activity" (Soh" et" al.," 2019)."

However,"it"is"unclear"whether"the"arginineMrich"patch"forms"the"CTPMbinding"pocket"of"Noc"or"

if"CTP"is"required"to"assemble"the"NocMDNAMmembrane"nucleoprotein"complex."

"

More"recently,"both"Noc"and"ParB"have"been"shown"to"coordinate"faithful"ZMring"positioning"

in"the"initial"steps"of"chromosome"replication"(Hajduk"et"al.,"2019)."Microscopic"analysis"of"B.(

subtilis(cells"lacking"both"ParB"and"Noc,"revealed"a"higher"amount"of"ZMring"assembly"at"the"

new" division" sites" and" more" frequent" guillotining" of" the" nucleoid" (Hajduk" et" al.," 2019)."

Interestingly,"Hadjuk"et.(al.,((2019)(proposed"that"both"the"formation"of"the"ParBMparS(complex"

and"recruitment"of"SMC"indirectly"prevents"ZMring"assembly"over"the"early"replicating"nucleoid"

(Hajduk" et" al.," 2019)." It" is" likely" that" this" interplay" between" ParB" and" Noc" finetunes" the"
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spatiotemporal"regulation"of"division"sites"in"replicating"cells"(Hajduk"et"al.,"2019)."Finally,"Yu"

et.(al.,((2021)"recently"demonstrated"an"alternative"view"of"Noc"mediated"nucleoid"occlusion,"

whereby"Noc"was"proposed"to"corral"ZMrings"undergoing"cytokinesis"to"restrict"the"migration"

of"protofilaments"along"the"cell,"instead"of"preventing"ZMring"assembly"over"the"nucleoid"(Yu"

et"al.,"2021)."Using"timeMlapse"microscopy"of"noc( lacking"B.(subtilis(cells,"Yu"et.(al.,((2021)"

demonstrated"that"the"decondensed"spiralMlike"FtsZ"intermediates"were"not"formed"de(novo,"

but"were" split" off"preMexisting"ZMrings" (Yu"et" al.,"2021)."Additionally,"Noc"was"proposed" to"

function"in"a"manner"akin"to"ZapA"(Buss"et"al.,"2013\"Caldas"et"al.,"2019)"and"eukaryotic"septin"

(Caudron"and"Barral," 2009\"Dobbelaere" and"Barral," 2004)." Indeed," the" overexpression"of"

ZapA"restored"the"stabilization"of"the"ZMring"in"the"noc(lacking"B.(subtilis(mutant."Whether"Noc"

functions"primarily"in"ZMring"positioning"or"by"corralling"FtsZ"is"not"fully"understood"(Yu"et"al.,"

2021)."Nevertheless," it" is" clear" that" the" formation"of" the"higherMorder"NocMNBSMmembrane"

complex"is"essential"for"the"nucleoid"occlusion"activity"of"Noc."

"

1.11.4(Noc(mediates(DNA(replication(in(S.%aureus%
Noc" proteins" are" found" widespread" in" the" Firmicute" clade\" it" is" likely" that" Noc" serves" a"

conserved"function"by"ensuring"proper"ZMring"positioning"during"cell"division."Unlike"B.(subtilis,"

S.(aureus( lacks" the"Min"system"but"possess"a"functional"Noc"protein" (Veiga"et"al.,"2011)."

Microscopic" analysis" demonstrated" that"Noc" colocalises"with" the"nucleoid"but"was" largely"

absent" at" the"midcell" (Veiga"et" al.," 2011)."Whereas" the" deletion"of"noc( resulted" in" ZMring"

assembly"over"the"nucleoid"and"caused"DNA"breaks"on"the"chromosome"(Veiga"et"al.,"2011)."

Thus,"in"contrast"to"B.(subtilis,"Noc"in"S.(aureus((plays"an"essential"nucleoid"occlusion"role."

Despite"this,"in"S.(aureus,"noc( is"not"an"essential"gene"as"cells"lacking"noc(were"still"viable"

(Veiga"et"al.,"2011)."Further"analysis"demonstrated"that"the"noc(lacking"S.(aureus(contained"

a"higher"DNA"content"relative"to"cell"volume"(Pang"et"al.,"2017)."Pang"et.(al.,((2017)"proposed"

that" Noc" negatively" regulates" replication" initiation" by" interacting" with" DnaA" in" a" postM

translational" manner" (Pang" et" al.," 2017)." Indeed," noc( deleted" cells" harbouring" dnaA(

suppressor"mutants,"prevented"the"formation"of"large"cells"and"reduced"the"number"of"misM

localised"ZMrings"(Pang"et"al.,"2017)."These"findings"suggest"that"cell"division"phenotype"may"

be"caused"by"the"overMinitiation"of"DNA"replication"in"S.(aureus((Pang"et"al.,"2017).""

"

Intriguingly,"S.( aureus( " Noc" shares" 48%" sequence" identity" with"B.( subtilis(Noc," with" key"

features"such"as"the"amphipathic"helix,"GERRxR"motif"and"DNAMbinding"domain"being"highly"

conserved"(Pang"et"al.,"2017)."Additionally"the"distribution"of"NBS(sites"towards"the"ori(but"not"

at"the"ter"is"similar"in"S.(aureus(and"B.(subtilis((Pang"et"al.,"2017)."While"the"ChIPMseq"profile"

of"S.(aureus(Noc"displayed"an"enrichment"that"spanned"8M10"kb"from"the"NBS(site,"suggesting"

that"S.(aureus(Noc"also"spreads"to"form"the"higherMorder"nucleoprotein"complex"(Pang"et"al.,"
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2017)."Thus,"it"is"likely"that"both"S.(aureus(and"B.(subtilis(Noc"share"a"similar"mechanism"to"

mediate" nucleoid" occlusion." Despite" this,"S.( aureus(Noc," was" unable" to" complement" the"

deletion"of"noc"in"a"strain"of"B.(subtilis(which"requires"a"functional"Noc"for"cell"viability"(Pang"

et" al.," 2017)." These" observations" indicate" that" Noc" may" interact" with" a" speciesMspecific"

component"of" the"divisome," likely" to"prevent" its" assembly" in" the" vicinity" of" the"NocMDNAM

membrane" complex." The" identification" of" this" elusive" partner" of" Noc" however" remains"

uncertain."

"

1.12(SlmA(mediates(faithful(nucleoid(occlusion(in(E.%coli%
To"identify"a"nucleoid"occlusion"factor"in"E.(coli,"Bernhardt"and"De"Boer"(2005)"characterised"

E.(coli(mutants"that"were"synthetic" lethal" in"a"min(defective"background"(Bernhardt"and"De"

Boer," 2005)." Strikingly," the" deletion" of" both" the" twentyMthreeMkDa" protein" (ttk)( and" min(

generated"E.(coli(cells"that"were"not"viable,"hence"ttk(was"renamed"SlmA"(synthetic"lethality"

with"a"defective"Min"system)"(Bernhardt"and"De"Boer,"2005)."Subsequent"analysis"of"slmA(

suggested( it(encoded"a"TetRMlike"DNAMbinding"protein"(Bernhardt"and"De"Boer,"2005)."The"

TetR" family" of" proteins" represent" one" of" the" largest" family" of" transcriptional" regulators" in"

prokaryotes" (Cuthbertson" and" Nodwell," 2013)." Interestingly," E.( coli( cells" harbouring" the"

deletion"of"both"slmA(and"minD(were"impaired"in"cell"division"due"to"improper"positioning"of"

the"ZMring"(Bernhardt"and"De"Boer,"2005)."While"microscopic"analysis"of"GFPMlabelled"SlmA"

demonstrated"that"SlmA"localises"towards"the"nucleoid."Furthermore,"lightMscattering"assays"

displayed"a"direct"interaction"between"SlmA"and"FtsZ."Thus,"in"contrast"with"Noc,"the"nucleoid"

occlusion"activities"of"SlmA"are"mediated"by"a"direct"interaction"with"FtsZ"(Bernhardt"and"De"

Boer,"2005).""

"

To"obtain"further"insights"into"the"function"of"SlmA,"Tonthat"et.(al.((2011)"reported"the"crystal"

structure" of" SlmA" from" E.( coli( (Tonthat" et" al.," 2011)." Noticeably," the" crystal" structure"

demonstrated"that"SlmA"possess"a"canonical"helixMturnMhelix"motif"(Tonthat"et"al.,"2011)."This,"

coupled"with"the"nucleoidMbinding"ability"of"SlmA"suggested"that"SlmA"must"have"a"specific"

DNA"sequence"on" the" chromosome" (Bernhardt"and"De"Boer,"2005\"Tonthat" et" al.," 2011)."

Indeed," both" ChIPMonMchip" and" restriction" endonuclease" protection," selection" and"

amplification"assays" identified" the"consensus"SlmA"DNA"binding"site" (termed"SBS)"on" the"

chromosome" (Cho" et" al.," 2011\" Tonthat" et" al.," 2011)." Furthermore," Cho" et.( al.,( (2011)"

demonstrated"that"the"location"of"SBS(regulates"the"polymerisation"of"the"ZMring" in(vivo,"as"

the"introduction"of"extra"copies"of"SBS(on"the"chromosome"impaired"cell"division"in"a"SlmAM

FtsZ"manner"(Cho"et"al.,"2011)."Similar"to"the"distribution"of"NBS,"SBS"were"also"absent"in"

the"ter(region"of"the"E.(coli(chromosome"(Cho"et"al.,"2011\"Tonthat"et"al.,"2011)."Indeed,"the"

introduction"of"an"SBS(array"at" the" ter(region"in"E.(coli(cells"grown"under"growth" inhibiting"
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conditions,"resulted" in"elongated"cells"that"were" impaired"in"cell"division"(Cho"et"al.,"2011)."

The"absence"of"SBS(sites"at"the"ter(region"likely"creates"a"SlmAMfree"region"that"biases"ZMring"

assembly"towards"the"midcell."

"

Initial"biochemical"reconstitutions"of"SlmA"and"FtsZ"however"produced"contradictory"findings"

that"SlmA"promotes"FtsZ"polymerisation\"it"was"clear"that"SBS(was"required"to"promote"the"

activity"of"SlmA"in(vitro((Bernhardt"and"De"Boer,"2005\"Cho"et"al.,"2011)."Initially"Cho"et.(al.,(

(2011)"demonstrated"that"the"nucleation"of"SlmA"to"SBS(promotes"SlmA"dimerisation,"which"

inhibits" FtsZ" polymerisation" by"enhancing" the"GTPase" activity" of" FtsZ" (Cho" et" al.," 2011)."

Although,"later"studies"produced"contradictory"findings"as"no"significant"change"in"the"GTPase"

activity"of"FtsZ"was"observed"in"the"presence"of"SlmA"or"the"SlmAMSBS"complex"(Cabré"et"

al.,"2015\"Du"and"Lutkenhaus,"2014\"Tonthat"et"al.,"2013)."Additionally," these"studies"also"

demonstrated"that"SlmA"exists"in"a"dimeric"state"even"in"the"absence"of"SBS((Cabré"et"al.,"

2015\"Tonthat"et"al.,"2013)."Nevertheless," it"was"clear"that"SlmA"must"be"bound"to"SBS( to"

inhibit"ZMring"polymerisation."Thus,"to"obtain"the"molecular"mechanism"of"nucleoid"occlusion"

mediated"by"SlmA,"Tonthat"et.(al.,((2013)"reported"the"coMcrystal"structures"of"SlmA"from"E.(

coli,"V.(cholera(and"Klebsiella(pneumonia(in"complex"with"SBS"(Tonthat"et"al.,"2013)."Despite"

being"crystallised"in"various"conditions,"the"SlmAMSBS(coMcrystal"structures"all"demonstrated"

that"SlmA"binds"to"SBS(as"a"dimerMofMdimers"(Tonthat"et"al.,"2013)." Indeed,"ChIP"analysis"

previously"demonstrated"that"SlmA"binds"to"nonMspecific"DNA"adjacent"to"SBS((spreading)(

(Cho" et" al.," 2011)." Hence"by" spreading" and"occupying" the"DNA" flanking"SBS,"SlmA" can"

directly"occlude"the"formation"of"FtsZ"in"the"areas"occupied"by"the"SlmAMSBS(complex"(Fig."

1.10B)."Despite"this,"the"molecular"basis"underpinning"SlmA"and"FtsZ"interactions,"crucial"for"

the"nucleoid"occlusion"activity"of"SlmA"was"not"fully"understood.""

"

Initial"attempts"at"determining"the"SlmAMFtsZ"interaction"interface"through"small"angle"XMray"

scattering" (SAXS)" were" unsuccessful" largely" due" to" the" resolution" of" the" solved" complex"

(Tonthat"et"al.,"2011)."Nevertheless,"Tonthat"et.(al.(proposed( that"a"dimer"of"SlmA"is" likely"

sandwiched"between"two"molecules"of"FtsZ"(Tonthat"et"al.,"2011,"Tonthat"et"al.,"2013)."Later,"

using"a"genetics"approach"Cho"and"Bernhardt" (2013)," identified" the" residues" in"SlmA" that"

mediates" the" interactions" with" FtsZ" (Cho" and" Bernhardt," 2013)." Intriguingly," this" FtsZM

interacting"interface"exists"in"close"proximity"to"the"DNAMbinding"domain"of"SlmA."Thus,"it"was"

proposed"that"SlmA"likely"undergoes"a"conformational"change"when"bound"to"SBS,"increasing"

its"affinity"for"FtsZ"(Cho"and"Bernhardt,"2013)."Subsequently,"Du"and"Lutkenhaus"mapped"the"

FtsZMSlmA" interface"onto" the"CMterminal" tail"of"FtsZ,"which" is" essential" for"SlmAMmediated"

antagonization"of"FtsZ"polymerisation"(Du"and"Lutkenhaus,"2014)"(Du"et"al.,"2015)."In"order"

to"deduce"the"molecular"basis"underpinning"SlmAMFtsZ"interactions,"Schumacher"and"Zeng""
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Figure( 1.10( Negative( regulators( of( ZCring( positioning( in( B.% subtilis,( E.% coli% and( C.%
crescentus.((A)(A"model"for"NocMmediated"nucleoid"occlusion."A"schematic"illustration"of"B.(
subtilis(undergoing"cell"division,"whereby"the"ZMring"has"polymerized"at"the"midcell"(red"dotted"
ring)"concomitant"with"the"segregation"of"the"two"nucleoids"(grey"circles)."Noc"binds"to"NBS(
sites"that"are"widely"distributed"on"the"genome"except"near"the"ter(region."Upon"nucleating"to"
NBS,"Noc"binds" to" the"nonMspecific"DNA"along"NBS( to" form"a"higher"order"nucleoprotein"
complex"that"associates"and"recruits"DNA"towards"cellMmembrane."The"formation"of"the"NocM
NBSMmembrane"complex"indirectly"inhibits"ZMring"polymerisation"over"the"actively"replicating"
and"segregating"nucleoid."As"NBS(sites"are"not"present" in" the" ter( region,"ZMring"assembly"
would"be"biased"towards"the"midcell."(B)(A"model"of"SlmAMmediated"nucleoid"occlusion."A"
schematic"illustration"of"E.(coli("undergoing"cell"division"in"which"the"ZMring"has"polymerized"
at" the"midcell"(red"ring)"concomitant"with"segregation"of" the"two"nucleoids"(grey"circles)."A"
dimerMofMdimers"of"SlmA" (purple" circles)" binds"SBS( that"are" clustered" towards" the"ori," but"
never"found"at"the"ter(regions."SlmAMDNA"complexes"bind"FtsZ"protofilaments"preventing"their"
polymerisation."These"interactions"dissociate"FtsZ"protofilaments"in"the"vicinity"of"the"DNA."
Additionally,"SlmA"recruits"SBS(sites"towards"the"cell"membrane" to" further"sequester"FtsZ"
protofilaments." Thus," SlmA" creates" a" negative" zone" for" ZMring" polymerisation" around" the"
nucleoid."As"SBS(sites"are"not"found"towards"the"ter(region,"ZMring"assembly"would"be"biased"
towards"the"midcell."(C)(A"model"of"MipZMmediated"nucleoid"occlusion."A"schematic"illustration"
of"C.(crescentus(undergoing"cell"division"is"shown"with"a"stalked"cell"(left)"and"swarmer"cell"
(right)."The""ZMring"has"polymerized"at"the"midcell"(red"ring)"concomitant"with"segregation"of"

the"two"nucleoids"(grey"circles)."MipZ"(purple"circle)"directly" interacts"with"FtsZ"(red"dotted"
lines),"inhibiting"FtsZ"polymerisation."Furthermore,"MipZ"binds"to"the"nucleoid"nonMspecifically"

and"also"interacts"with"ParB"(green"circle)"to"generate"a"bipolar"gradient"of"MipZ"that"restricts"

ZMring" assembly" towards" the" midcell" where" the" concentration" of" MipZ" is" the" lowest."
Additionally,"polarManchored"ParB"sequesters"a"population"of"MipZ"for"the"next"cycle"of"cell"

division."
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(2016)" solved" the" coMcrystal" structures" of" the"SlmAMSBSMFtsZ(CTD)" complex" from"E.( coli,"

Klebsiella( pneumonia( and"Vibrio( cholera( (Schumacher" and" Zeng," 2016)." Indeed," the" coM"

crystal" structure" demonstrated" that" SlmAMSBS( interactions" results" in" the" conformational"

change"that"enables"the"residues"previously"identified"by"Cho"and"Bernhardt"(2013)"to"interact"

with"the"CMterminal"tail""of"FtsZ"(Cho"and"Bernhardt,"2013\"Schumacher"and"Zeng,"2016)."It"is"

likely"that"this"interaction"results"in"SlmA"outMcompeting"other"effectors"of"FtsZ"(such"as"FtsA"

or"ZipA)."However,"the"CMterminal" tail" is"not"required"for"the"ZMring"polymerisation,"and"the"

SlmAMSBS(complexes"directly"inhibits"the"polymerisation"of"FtsZ"protofilaments."Furthermore,"

RoblesMRamos"et.(al.,((2020)"recently"provided"in(vitro(evidence"that"SlmA"binds"to"the"lipid"

membranes,"and"this"membrane"binding"activity"is"regulated"by"both"SBS(and"FtsZ"(RoblesM

Ramos"et"al.,"2020)."While"SBS( reduced" the"affinity"of"SlmA" towards" the"purified" lipids,"a"

combination"of"both"FtsZ"and"SBS"facilitated"the"recruitment"of"the"SlmAMSBSMFtsZ"complex"

towards" the" membrane" (Fig." 1.10B)" (RoblesMRamos" et" al.," 2020)." It" is" possible" that" the"

recruitment"of"FtsZ"towards"cell"membrane"by"the"SlmAMSBS"complex"further"prevents"other"

FtsZ"effectors"from"localising"FtsZ"towards"the"cell"membrane."Despite"this,"the"membrane"

targeting"motif" that"enables"SlmA"to" interact"to"the"purified"phospholipids" is"uncertain,"and"

how"SlmA"promotes"the"disassembly"of"the"ZMring"is"not"fully"understood."Further"studies"are"

required"to"refine"our"understanding"on"SlmAMmediated"nucleoid"occlusion,"nevertheless,"it"is"

clear" that" the" lack" of" SBS( towards" ter( region," biases" the" formation" of" the" cell" division"

machinery"towards"the"midcell"(Fig."1.10B)."

"

1.13(Noc/SlmACindependent(nucleoid(occlusion(

Although"both"Noc"and"SlmA"play"important"roles"in"protecting"the"nucleoid"from"preMmature"

bisection,"neither"proteins"are"essential"in"their"respective"bacterium"(Bernhardt"and"De"Boer,"

2005\"Sievers"et"al.,"2002)." Indeed,"B.(subtilis(or"E.(coli(cells"harbouring" impaired"Min"and"

nucleoid"occlusion"systems"still"display"a"bias"of"ZMring"formation"towards"the"interMnucleoid"

spaces"(Bailey"et"al.,"2014\"Rodrigues"and"Harry,"2012)."Furthermore"division"site"selection"

still"occurred"at"the"midcell"when"FtsZ"was"overexpressed"in"either"a"B.(subtilis(noc(min(double"

mutant"or"an"E.(coli(slmA,(min(double"mutant"(Bernhardt"and"De"Boer,"2005\"Rodrigues"and"

Harry,"2012)."It"is"therefore"likely"that"other"nucleoid"occlusion"factors"in"these"bacterial"cells"

play"a"role"in"protecting"the"nucleoid"from"preMmature"bisection.""

"

Furthermore,"proteinMbased"factors"that"promote"the"organisation"of"the"bacterial"chromosome"

may"also"regulate"the"positioning"of"the"ZMring."Indeed,"in"E.(coli,"MatP"a"DNAMbinding"protein"

that" condenses" the" ter(macrodomain" interacts" with" a" component" of" the" divisome," ZapB"

(Castillo"et"al.,"2016\"Espéli"et"al.,"2012)."ZapB"is"a"coiled"coil"protein"that"interacts"with"the"

FtsZ"effector"ZapA"to"form"the"ZapAB"complex"that"promotes"ZMring"assembly"by"anchoring"
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FtsZ"molecules"onto"the"cell"membrane"(Ebersbach"et"al.,"2008\"GueirosMFilho"and"Losick,"

2002)."MatP"directly" interacts"with"ZapB"upon"assembly"of" the"ZapAMZapBMFtsZ"complex,"

which"ultimately"promotes"the"assembly"of"the"ZMring"towards"the"midcell"(Buss"et"al.,"2017\"

Galli"and"Gerdes,"2010)."

"

1.14(MipZ(ensures(faithful(ZCring(positioning(in(C.%crescentus%
Unlike"B.(subtilis(and"E.(coli,"C.(crescentus(lacks"both"the"Min"system"and"Noc."Nevertheless,"

C.( crescentus(utilises"an"alternative"mechanism" that" encompasses" the" properties"of" both"

systems."In"C.(crescentus,(ParB"has"been"shown"to"directly"interact"with"the"PMloop"ATPase"

MipZ,"a"MinDMlike"protein" that"promotes" the"midcell"arrangement"of"FtsZ" (Thanbichler"and"

Shapiro,"2006)." Initial"attempts"at"deleting"mipZ(were"unsuccessful,"as"a"functional"MipZ( is"

required"for"the"viability"of"C.(crescentus((Thanbichler"and"Shapiro,"2006)."Depletion"of"mipZ(

resulted" in" ZMring" assembly" occurring" at" random" locations" throughout" the" nucleoid"

(Thanbichler"and"Shapiro,"2006)."While"the"overexpression"of"mipZ(blocked"cell"division"by"

preventing"FtsZ"polymerisation" in" the"cell" (Thanbichler"and"Shapiro,"2006)."These" findings"

suggested" that"MipZ" is" essential" for" cell" division" in"C.( crescentus(by" ensuring" the" proper"

positioning"of"the"ZMring"in"the"cell.""

"

MipZ"mediates"its"functions"by"interacting"with"ParB"and"the"bacterial"nucleoid"(Kiekebusch"

et" al.," 2012)." In" doing" so," MipZ" generates" a" bipolar" protein" gradient" that" restricts" FtsZ"

polymerisation" towards" the" midcell," where" MipZ" concentration" is" the" lowest" (Fig." 1.10C)"

(CorralesMGuerrero"et" al.,"2020\"Kiekebusch"et"al.," 2012\"Thanbichler" and"Shapiro," 2006)."

Furthermore,"MipZ"was"shown"to"function"as"an"ATPMdependent"molecular"switch,"whereby"

ATP" regulates" its" interactions" with" the" bacterial" nucleoid" (Kiekebusch" et" al.," 2012)."

Mechanistic"insights"into"bipolar"gradient"formation"by"MipZ"was"provided"through"the"crystal"

structures"of"an"apoMMipZ"and"MipZ" in"complex"with" the"slowMhydrolysable"ATP"analogue,"

ATPɣS"(Kiekebusch"et"al.,"2012)."Indeed,"MipZ"was"revealed"to"contain"a"PMloop"WalkerMbox"

fold"that"resembles"ParA."While"both"ParA"and"MipZ"form"a"bipolar"gradient"throughout"the"

cell," the" generation" of" either" a" ParA" or" MipZ" gradient" is" temporarily" separated" from" one"

another"through"their"interactions"with"ParB."Similar"to"ParA,"MipZ"dimerizes"upon"binding"to"

ATP" (Kiekebusch" et" al.," 2012\" Leonard" et" al.," 2005)." However," in" contrast" to"ParA," ParB"

stimulates" the" formation" of" MipZ" dimers" (rather" than" promoting" ParA" monomerisation)."

Monomers"of"MipZ"are"then"recaptured"by"ParB"which"in"turn"reMdimerizes"MipZ,"exposing"an"

array"of" positively" charged" residues" at" the"MipZ" dimer" interface" that" enables"nonMspecific"

nucleoid"binding"(CorralesMGuerrero"et"al.,"2020\"Kiekebusch"et"al.,"2012)"(Fig."1.10C)."Due"

to"the"selfMintrinsic"ATPase"activity"of"MipZ,"MipZ"hydrolyses"ATP"to"ADP,"promoting"MipZ"

monomerisation."This"leads"to"the"disassociation"from"the"chromosome"and"the"reMassociation"
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towards"the"cell"pole"localised"PopZMParB,"to"restart"a"new"localisation"cycle"(Fig."1.8A,"1.10C)"

(Kiekebusch" et" al.," 2012)." The" recycling" of" such" interactions" with" the"ParBMpars( complex"

results"in"the"formation"of"a"subcellular"gradient"of"MipZ,"with"a"higher"concentration"at"the"

cell" poles" and" a" lower" concentration" at" the" midcell." MipZ" also" directly" inhibits" the"

polymerisation"of"FtsZ"by"promoting"its"GTPase"activity,"thus"by"associating"with"ParBMparS,"

MipZ" is" localised" towards" polar" regions," guiding" FtsZ" polymerisation" towards" the" midcell"

(Thanbichler"and"Shapiro,"2006)."

"

Additionally," in"Mycobacterium(gryphiswaldense" the"MipZ"homologue,"MipZ1"also" localises"

towards" the" cell" poles" through" its" interaction" with" polar" ParBMparS( complexes" (ToroM

Nahuelpan"et"al.,"2019)."MipZ1"also" inhibits"FtsZ"polymerisation"by"stimulating" its"GTPase"

activity,"thus"its"placement"away"from"the"midMcell"facilitates"proper"divisome"assembly"(ToroM

Nahuelpan"et"al.,"2019)."While"in"Rhodobacter(sphaeroides,"MipZ"monomers"also"associate"

with"cell"pole"localised"ParBMparS(complexes,"while"dimeric"forms"of"MipZ"colocalise"with"FtsZ"

(Dubarry"et"al.,"2019).""

"

1.15(SsgA(and(SsgB(as(positive(spatial(regulators(of(ZCring(position(in(Streptomyces%
coelicolor%
Much"like"C.(crescentus,"S.(coelicolor( lacks"both"the"Min"system"and"Noc."While"MinD"and"

DivIV"homologs"exist"in"S.(coelicolor,"neither"of"which"contributes"towards"the"localisation"of"

the" ZMring" (Flärdh," 2003\"Willemse" et" al.," 2011)." Instead"S.( coelicolor(harbours"a" positive"

spatial"regulator"of"ZMring"positioning"through"the"action"of"SsgA"and"SsgB"(Willemse"et"al.,"

2011)."To"uncover"the"roles"of"SsgA"and"SsgB"in"S.(coelicolor,"Willemse"et.(al.,((2011)"tracked"

the"localisation"of"SsgA"and"SsgB"with"FtsZ"(Willemse"et"al.,"2011)."Unique"to"Streptomyces,"

are"the"formation"of"long"filaments"of"FtsZ"in"the"areal"hyphae"during"sporulation."This"is"then"

followed"by"the"localisation"of"a"focal"pattern"during"the"initiation"of"cell"division"before"the"

formation"of"the"ZMring"which"form"‘FtsZ"ladders’"along"the"hyphae."Intriguingly,"SsgB"formed"

a"similar"localisation"pattern"to"FtsZ"in"S.(coelicolor,"suggesting"that"SsgB"and"FtsZ"interact"in(

vivo((Willemse"et"al.,"2011)."While"ZMring"formation"was"impaired"in"S.(coelicolor(strains"lacking"

either"SsgA"or"SsgB,"as"fluorescence"microscopic"analysis"displayed"hampered"formation"of"

the"FtsZ"ladders"in"the"areal"hyphae"(Willemse"et"al.,"2011).""

"

Interestingly,"in"absence"of"FtsZ,"both"SsgA"and"SsgB"retained"their"localisation"pattern."This"

indicates"that"SsgB"is"able"to"localise"to"the"midcell"independently"of"FtsZ"and"before"FtsZ"in"

the"cell"cycle"(Willemse"et"al.,"2011)."The"localisation"of"SsgB"was"also"shown"to"be"dependent"

on"SsgA,"as"SsgB"was"shown"to"coMlocalise"with"SsgA"at"later"stages"of"the"developmental"

cycle.(Thus,"the"model"by"Willemse"et.(al.,((2011)(proposed"that"at"the"onset"of"sporulation,"
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FtsZ"is"recruited"towards"the"future"division"sites"by"a"direct"interaction"with"SsgB,"which"in"

turn"interacts"SsgA"to"localise"SsgB"towards"the"midcell"(Fig."1.11A)"(Willemse"et"al.,"2011)."

Despite"this,"the"factors"that"promote"the"localisation"of"SsgA"or"SsgB"were"uncertain."Later,"

Schlimpert" et.( al.,( (2017)" reported" two" dynamin" like" proteins," DynA" and" DynB" that" form"

components" of" the"S.( venezuelae(divisome" (Schlimpert" et" al.," 2017)."Bacterial" two" hybrid"

approaches"demonstrated"that"both"DynA"and"DynB"directly"interacts"with"SsgB,"but"not"SsgA"

or"FtsZ"(Schlimpert"et"al.,"2017)."Although"microscopy"analysis"demonstrated"that"DynA"and"

DynB"colocalise"with"FtsZ,"it"is"likely"that"DynA"and"DynB"interact"indirectly"with"FtsZ"through"

SsgB"(Schlimpert"et"al.,"2017)."Thus"by"forming"a"network"of"proteinMprotein"contacts,"both"

DynA" and" DynB" recruit" SsgB" towards" the" midcell" to" promote" ZMring" assembly" during"

sporulationMspecific"cell"division"(Fig."1.11A)"(Schlimpert"et"al.,"2017)."

"

1.16(The(PomXYZ(complex(regulates(division(site(placement(in(Myxococcus%xanthus%(
Much"like"C.(crescentus(and"S.(coelicolor,"M.(xanthus( lacks"both"the"Min"system"and"Noc."

Nevertheless," initial" insights" into" proper" ZMring" positioning" in"M.( xanthus( came" from" the"

identification"of"the"ParAMlike"protein,"PomZ"(TreunerMLange"et"al.,"2013)."Deletion"of"pomZ"

resulted" in"the"formation"of"chromosome"lackingMminicell" that"were" impaired"in"cell"division"

(TreunerMLange"et"al.,"2013)."Further"microscopic"analysis"of"pomZ(lacking"cells"demonstrated"

diffusive" patterns"of" FtsZ" in" the" cytoplasm." Thus," PomZ" likely" functions" to"ensure" faithful"

division"site"selection"(TreunerMLange"et"al.,"2013)."Similar"to"its"ParA"and"MipZ"counterparts,"

PomZ"also"dimerises"and"nonMspecifically"binds"to"the"nucleoid"in"the"presence"of"ATP"(Fig."

11.B)" (Hester" and" Lutkenhaus," 2007\" Kiekebusch" et" al.," 2012\" Leonard" et" al.," 2005\"

Thanbichler"and"Shapiro,"2006\"TreunerMLange"et"al.,"2013)."However," in"contrast" to"MipZ,"

PomZ"was"shown"to"localise"towards"the"midcell"where"it"coMlocalises"and"directly"interacts"

with"FtsZ."In"doing"so,"PomZ"positively"regulates"division"site"selection"by"directly"recruiting"

FtsZ"towards"the"midcell"(Fig."11.B)"(TreunerMLange"et"al.,"2013).""

"

A"later"study"uncovered"two"additional"proteins,"PomX"and"PomY"that"together"with"PomZ,"

ensures"proper"ZMring"positioning"at"the"midcell"in"M.(xanthus((Fig."11.B)"(Schumacher"et"al.,"

2017)."Deletion"of"any"of"these"components"impaired"FtsZ"polymerisation"as"the"ZMring"was"

found"dispersed"along"the"nucleoid"(Schumacher"et"al.,"2017)."Noticeably,"both"PomX"and"

PomY"are"rich"in"proteinMprotein"interacting"domains."Indeed,"PomX,"PomY"and"PomZ"interact"

directly"with"one"another"to"form"the"PomXYZ"complex"(Schumacher"et"al.,"2017)."Microscopic"

tracking"of"the"PomXYZ"complex"revealed"that"PomX"and"PomY"localises"towards"the"midcell"

in"a"PomZ"dependent"manner" (Fig."11.B)" (Schumacher"et"al.,"2017)."Whereby"PomX"and"

PomY"interact"to"form"a"complex"that"stimulates"the"ATPase"activity"of"nucleoid"bound"PomZ,"

PomZ"in"turn"recruits"PomX"and"PomY"to"the"nucleoid"and"translocates"the"PomXYZ"complex""
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Figure(1.11(Positive(regulators(of(ZCring(positioning(in(Streptomyces%and(M.%xanthus(
(A)(A"model"describing"SsgB"mediated"ZMring"positioning"in"Streptomyces."During"sporulationM
specific"cell"division"DynA"(green"box)"and"DynB"(blue"box)"localises"towards"the"midcell"and"

interact" with" the" divisome" through" interacting" with" SsgB." Additionally" SsgA" (pink" circle)"
localises"SsgB"(purple"circle)"towards"the"midcell"which"in"turn"recruits"FtsZ"to"form"the"ZMring"

(red"dotted"ring)."(B)(Schematic"illustration"of"ZMring"positioning"by"the"PomXYZ"complex"in"
M.(xanthus."PomZ"(purple"circle)"binds"nonMspecifically"along"the"nucleoid."Additionally,"PomZ"
interacts"with"PomY"and"PomZ"to"form"the"PomXYZ"complex"(yellow,"green"and"pink"circles)."

Prior"to"chromosome"replication"and"segregation,"the"PomXYZ"complex"localises"towards"the"
midcell."The"initiation"of"chromosome"replication"and"segregation"results"in"the"translocation"

of"the"PomXYZ"complex"towards"the"midcell"to"promote"ZMring"assembly"via"the"diffusive"flux"

of"nucleoid"bound"PomZ.""
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towards"the"midcell"both"in"the"absence"and"presence"of"FtsZ."The"formation"of"the"PomXYZ"

complex" towards" the" midcell" would" directly" localise" FtsZ" towards" midcell" of"M.( xanthus.(

(Schumacher" et" al.," 2017)." Through" a" combination" of" mathematical" modelling" and"

experimental" validation,"Schumacher"et.( al.,( (2017)"proposed" that" the" translocation" of" the"

PomXYZ"complex"is"based"on"an"bias/unbias"Brownian"movement"(Schumacher"et"al.,"2017)."

In"which" the"migration"of" the"PomXYZ"complex"depends"on" the"diffusive" fluxes"of"PomZ,"

Additionally,"the"difference"in"diffusive"PomZ"fluxes"into"the"complex"acts"as"a"proxy"for"the"

asymmetry" of" the" PomXYZ" complex" on" the" nucleoid," which" converts" the" global" cellular"

asymmetry" of" the" PomXYZ" complex" into" the" local" PomZ" gradient" complex" (Fig." 11.B)"

(Schumacher"et"al.,"2017)."Currently"however,"no"structural"information"for"any"components"

of"the"PomXYZ"complex"is"available,"although"PomZ"is"likely"to"contain"a"ParA/MipZ"like"fold."

The"crystal"or"cryoMelectron"microscopy"structure"of"the"PomXYZ"complex"with"FtsZ"may"yet"

reveal"the"molecular"basis"underpinning"PomXYZ"mediated"nucleoid"occlusion"in"M.(xanthus.""

(

1.17(MapZ(and(RocS(mediate(nucleoid(occlusion(in(Streptococcus%pneumoniae%%
Much"like"C.(crescentus,"S.(coelicolor(and"M.(xanthus,"the"human"pathogen"S.(pneumoniae"

does"not"possess"the"Min"system"or"Noc."Unique"to"S.(pneumoniae,"is"the"essential"role"of"

the"StkP"kinase"for"cell"division,"peptidoglycan"synthesis,"and"the"maintenance"of"cell"shape"

(Beilharz"et"al.,"2012\"Fleurie"et"al.,"2012\"Jarick"et"al.,"2018\"Nováková"et"al.,"2010\"Sasková"

et"al.,"2007)."To"gain"further"insights"into"StkP"function,"Fleurie"et.(al.,((2014)"characterised"

an"endogenous" target" of" StkP," Spr0334"which"encoded" a"membrane" protein" of" unknown"

function"(Fleurie"et"al.,"2014)."Microscopic"analysis"of"spr0334(deleted"S.(pneumoniae"strains"

displayed"S.(pneumoniae(cells"that"were"misshaped"due"to"the" improper"positioning"of"the"

division"septa"(Fleurie"et"al.,"2014)."Subsequent"observations"led"to"the"renaming"of"Spr0334"

to"MapZ" (MidMcell" anchored"protein" Z)."While" almost" at" the" same" time,"Holečková"et.( al.,(

(2014)"identified"the"same"protein"which"they"termed"LocZ"(Localising"at"the"midcell"of"FtsZ)"

(Holečková"et"al.,"2014).""

"

MapZ"was"predicted"to"contain"a"single"transmembrane"segment"in"between"the"cytoplasmic"

NTD"and"the"extracellular"CTD"(Fleurie"et"al.,"2014)."The"CTD"binds"peptidoglycan"to"position"

MapZ"towards"the"midcell,"while"the"NTD"functions"as"a"pedestal"for"the"CTD"(Manuse"et"al.,"

2016)." Microscopic" analysis" displayed" that" MapZ" forms" a" ring" that" localises" towards" the"

midcell" and"at" future"division" sites" (Fleurie"et" al.," 2014\"Holečková" et" al.," 2014)." In"newly"

replicated"daughter"cells,"GFPMMapZ"was"observed"to"colocalise"with"FtsZ"at"the"midcell."As"

the"S.(pneumoniae(cell"elongates,"the"MapZ"ring"divides"into"two"separate"rings,"while"the"ZM

ring" remains"at" the"midcell."CoMimmunoprecipitation" studies" confirmed" that"MapZ" interacts"

with"FtsZ,"and"MapZMFtsZ"interactions"were"mediated"by"the"NTD"cytoplasmic"domain"of""
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Figure( 1.12( S.% pneumoniae( utilises( both( positive( and( negative( regulators( of( ZCring(
positioning((A)(A"model"for"MapZ"positively"regulating"ZMring"positioning"in"S.(pneumoniae."
Both"FtsZ"(red"dotted"ring)"and"MapZ"(purple"dotted"ring)"colocalise"at"the"midcell"in"newborn"

cells."MapZ"rings"then"split"into"two"rings"that"migrates"toward"the"dividing"daughter"cells"to"

mark"future"division"sites."(B)(A"model"for"RocS"negatively"regulating"ZMring"positioning"in"S.(
pneumoniae."During"the"early"stages"of"the"cell"cycles"RocS"(purple"circle)"localises"with"ParB"
(green"circle)"and"CpsD"(orange"circle)" towards"the"ori."RocS"binds"nonMspecifically"on"the"
nucleoid"and"interacts"directly"with"FtsZ"at"the"midcell"to"prevent"the"contraction"of"the"ZMring."
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MapZ"(Fleurie"et"al.,"2014)."These"findings"suggest"that"MapZ"in"S.(pneumoniae"acts"as"a"

positive"regulator"of"FtsZ"polymerisation"by"promoting"the"assembly"of"the"ZMring"towards"the"

midcell" (Fig."1.12A)."Homologues"of"MapZ"were"also" found" in"streptococci," lactococci(and"

most"enterococci,"suggesting"this"mechanism"of"cell"division"selection" is"conserved"across"

these"various"bacteria"(Fleurie"et"al.,"2014).""

"

Furthermore," the" newly" discovered" RocS" was" shown" to" protect" the" nucleoid" in" a" CpsD"

dependent"manner"(Mercy"et"al.,"2019)."S.(pneumoniae"harbours"ParB"and"parS,(but"lacks"

ParA."Instead"ParB"interacts"with"the"ParAMlike"protein"CpsD,"a"key"regulator"in"the"assembly"

of" the"polysaccharide"capsule"(Nourikyan"et"al.,"2015)."Unique"to"S.(pneumoniae,(a"CpsDM"

dependent"phosphorylation"mechanism"powers"the"movement"of"the"ParBMparS(nucleoprotein""

complex"(Nourikyan"et"al.,"2015)."Prior"to"the"discovery"of"RocS,"cell"division"blockage"through"

phosphorylation"dependent"CpsD"movement"of"ParB"prevented"the"preMmature"bisection"of"

the"nucleoid."Interestingly"in"S.(pneumoniae(cells"lacking"rocS,"newly"replicated"chromosomes"

either"failed"to"segregate,"or"were"partly"segregated"and"guillotined"by"the"division"machinery"

(Mercy"et"al.,"2019)."Indeed,"deletion"of"rocS(in"strains"mimicking"defective"phosphorylation"

of"CpsD"suppressed"the"elongated"phenotype"previously"observed"when"CpsD"was"impaired"

in"phosphorylation" (Mercy"et"al.,"2019)."These" findings"suggest" that"both"RocS"and"CpsD"

phosphorylation"levels,"are"able"to"block"cell"division"to"protect"the"nucleoid"from"preMmature"

bisection"(Fig."1.12B)"(Mercy"et"al.,"2019)."Further"microscopy"analysis"displayed"RocS"and"

CpsD" colocalise" in" the" early" stage"of" the" cell" cycle." It" is" likely" that"RocS" and"CpsD" only"

interacts"when"the"chromosome"is"impaired"in"segregating."These"findings"therefore"suggest"

that"RocS"acts"as"a"nucleoid"occlusion"factor"in"S."pneumoniae((Mercy"et"al.,"2019)."Unlike"

Noc"however,"RocS"does"not"influence"the"localisation"of"the"divisome"and"instead"interacts"

directly"with"FtsZ"to"constrict"ZMring"assembly"(Fig."1.12B)"(Mercy"et"al.,"2019)."The"ability"of"

RocS"to"nonMspecifically"bind"to"the"bacterial"nucleoid"and"the"cell"membrane"likely"contributes"

towards" its" nucleoid" occlusion" function." However," in" absence" of" any" structural" data," the"

molecular" basis" of" RocS" mediated" nucleoid" occlusion" in" S.( pneumoniae( remains" poorly"

understood."Nevertheless,"by"interacting"with"both"ParB"and"CpsD,"RocS"acts"as"the"link"that"

combines"chromosome"segregation"with"nucleoid"occlusion"(Mercy"et"al.,"2019\"Nourikyan"et"

al.,"2015)."

"

1.18(Project(aims(

Bacteria"exhibit"great"diversity"in"the"Nature"and"as"such"have"evolved"complex"mechanisms"

to"ensure"both"daughter"cells"inherit"a"full"copy"of"the"chromosome"during"cell"division."Despite"

decades"of"research,"it"is"clear"that"future"work"is"needed"to"reveal"the"underlying"forces"of"

nucleoid"occlusion"and"how"they"are"intimately"linked"with"the"organisation"and"segregation"
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of"the"bacterial"chromosome."The"central"goal"of"my"thesis"is"to"provide"additional"structural"

and"mechanistic"insights"into"the"role"ParB"and"Noc"in"bacterial"chromosome"segregation"and"

maintenance."Here"in"this"thesis,"I"aim:"

"

•" To" investigate" the" molecular" basis" for" DNAMbinding" specificity" by" ParB" and" Noc"

(Chapter"3)."

"

•" To"determine" the" structural" basis" for" the" translocation/spreading"of"ParB"along" the"

chromosome"(Chapter"4)."

"

•" To" characterise" the" relationship" between" in( vitro( DNA" condensation" and" in( vivo(

spreading"ability"of"ParB"(Chapter"5)."

"

•" To"characterise"the"role"of"CTP"in"the"formation"of"the"tripartite"NocMDNAMmembrane"

complex"(Chapter"6)."

(
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2.1(Bacterial(strains,(plasmids(and(primers(
2.1.1#E.#coli#strains#

Strains( Strains/descriptions( Source(

DH5α# E.#coli#host#for#DNA#cloning#and#propagation#of#plasmid##
Le# lab#

collection#

Rosetta#

(DE3)#

E.#coli#host#for#protein#overexpression#from#an#IPTGJinducible#

T7#promoter#
Merck#

#

2.1.2#C.#crescentus#strains#

Strains( Strains/descriptions( Source(

CB15N# Wild#type#synchronizable#C.#crescentus#
Le# lab#

collection#

MT148# CB15N#parB::PxylJparB#mipZ::mipZ@yfp#
#

Gift# from#

Martin#

Thanbichler##

AJS35#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS44#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (G278K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS37#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (S279K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS43#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (T280K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS36#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (T282K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS46#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K,#

G278K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS45#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K,#

T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS47#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K,#

G278K,#T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS81#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB,# (D275K,#

G278K,#T280K,#T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS82#

CB15N# +# pMT158::1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB,# (D275K,#

G278K,#S279K,#T280K,#T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

#
MT148+#vanA::Pvan#1xFLAGJC.#crescentus#ParB,#kanamycinR# This#study#
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## MT148+#vanA::Pvan#1xFLAGJyfp# This#study#

TLS1858#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

TLS1859#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (G278K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS49#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (S279K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS48#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (T280K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

TLS1860#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (T282K),#

kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS51#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K,#

G278K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS50#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K,#

T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS52#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K,#

G278K,#T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS82#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB# (D275K,#

G278K,#T280K,#T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

AJS83#

MT148+# vanA::Pvan# 1xFLAGJC.# crescentus# ParB,# (D275K,#

G278K,#S279K,#T280K,#T282K),#kanamycinR## This#study#

DWA117# B.#subtilis#168CA#(trpC2)#Δnoc::tet#

(Adams# et.#

al.,#2015)#

DWA206#

B.#subtilis#168CA#(trpC2)#Δnoc::tet#ΩamyE::[spc#Pxyl@noc#(WT)@

myfp)#

(Adams# et.#

al.,#2015)#

DWA382#

B.#subtilis#168CA#(trpC2)#Δnoc::tet#ΩamyE::[spc#Pxyl@nocN∆10@

myfp)#

(Adams# et.#

al.,#2015)#

DWA546#

B.# subtilis# 168CA# (trpC2)# Δnoc::tet# ΩamyE::[spc# Pxyl@nco#

(R89A)@myfp)#

(Adams# et.#

al.,#2015)#

4746#

B.# subtilis# 168CA# (trpC2)# Δnoc::tet# ΩamyE::[spc# Pxyl@nco#

(N121S)@yfpmut1)# This#study#

DWA564#

B.#subtilis#168CA# (trpC2)#Δnoc::tet#ΔminCD::kan#ΩamyE::[spc#

Pxyl@noc#(WT)@myfp)#

(Adams# et.#

al.,#2015)#

DWA566#

B.#subtilis#168CA# (trpC2)#Δnoc::tet#ΔminCD::kan#ΩamyE::[spc#

PxylJnocN∆10Jmyfp)#

(Adams# et.#

al.,#2015)#
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DWA600#

B.#subtilis#168CA# (trpC2)#Δnoc::tet#ΔminCD::kan#ΩamyE::[spc#

Pxyl@nco#(R89A)@myfp)#

(Adams# et.#

al.,#2015)#

4747#

B.#subtilis#168CA#(trpC2)#Δnoc::tet#ΔminCD::kan#ΩamyE::[spc#

Pxyl@noc#(N121S)@yfpmut1)# This#study#

#

2.1.3#Plasmids#

Plasmid( Description( Source(
pET21b# ENTRY#vector#for#Gateway#cloning,#carbenicillinR# Invitrogen#

pET21b::ParBJ

(His)6#

overexpression#of#ParBJ(His)6# from#an#IPTGJinducible#

T7#promoter#

Gift# of# Christine#

JacobJWagner##

pET21b::ParB#

(R104A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(R104A)#(His)6#

Gift#of#Ngat#Tran#

pET21b::DBD#

ParB#(His)6#

pET21b::C.# crescentusJParBJ(His)6# (residue# 126J243)#

(DBD#only)# This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(Q162A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentus@ParBJ#(Q162A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(K171A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(K171A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(S172A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(S172A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(R173A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentus@ParBJ#(R173A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(S174A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(S174A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(N178A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(N178A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(R181A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(R181A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(V226A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(V226A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(R227A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(R227A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(R234A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(R234A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(K245A)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(K245A)#(His)6###

This#study#
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pET21b::ParBJ

(His)6#chimera#1#

pET21b::ParBJ(His)6#chimera#1,#with# residue#162J230#

from#Bacillus#subtilis#Noc# This#study#

pET21b::ParBJ

(His)6#chimera#4#

pET21b::ParBJ(His)6#chimera#4,#with# residue#162J207#

from#Bacillus#subtilis#Noc# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN1# pET21b::PtoN1J(His)6#(Q173T179A184G201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN2# pET21b::PtoN2J(His)6#(R173K179A184G201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN3# pET21b::PtoN3J(His)6#(R173T179K184G201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN4# pET21b::PtoN4J(His)6#(R173T179A184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN5# pET21b::PtoN5J(His)6#(Q173K179A184G201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN6# pET21b::PtoN6J(His)6#(Q173T179K184G201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN7# pET21b::PtoN7J(His)6#(Q173T179A184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN8# pET21b::PtoN8J(His)6#(R173K179K184G201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN9# pET21b::PtoN9J(His)6#(R173K179A184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN10# pET21b::PtoN10J(His)6#(R173T179K184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN11# pET21b::PtoN11J(His)6#(Q173K179K184G201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN12# pET21b::PtoN12J(His)6#(Q173K179A184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN13# pET21b::PtoN13J(His)6#(Q173T179K184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN14# pET21b::PtoN14J(His)6#(R173K179K184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN15# pET21b::PtoN15J(His)6#(Q173K179K184R201)# This#study#

pET21b::PtoN16# pET21b::PtoN16J(His)6#(R173T179A184G201+R227K)# This#study#

pET21b::NocJ

(N163A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(N163A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

K169A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(K169A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

T182A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(T182A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

R186A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(R186A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

R189A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(R189A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

N213A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(N213A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

V214A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(V214A)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

R230A)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(R230A)#(His)6###

This#study#
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pET21b::Ct##

ParB#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ(His)6#(residue#11J154)#

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(D275K)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(D275K)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(G282K)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(G278K)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(S279K)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(S279K)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParB#

(T280K)J(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(T280K)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ

(T282K)(His)6#
pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(T282K)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParBJ

(D275K,#

G278K)(His)6#

pET21b::C.#crescentusJParBJ#(D275K,#G278K)#(His)6###

This#study#

pET21b::ParBJ

(D275K,# T282K)#

(His)6#
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pET21b::NocJ

(E29C,# N121S)#

(His)6#

pET21b::B.#subtilisJNocJ#(E29C,#N121S)#(His)6#

This#study#

pET21b::NocJ#

(N∆10,#E29C)#(His)6#
pET21b::B.#subtilis#subtilisJNocJ#(N∆10,#E29C)#(His)6##

This#study#

pET21b::Gt#

Noc∆CTD#(His)6#

pET21b::G.# thermoleovorans# Noc# residues# (1J239)#

(His)6## This#study#

pET21b::Gt#

NocN∆26∆CTD#

(His)6#

pET21b::G.# thermoleovorans# Noc# residues# (25J239)#

(His)6#
This#study#

pMCS5J4xNBS#

pMCS5# plasmid# that# harbours# four# NBS# sites,#

tetracyclineR# This#study#

pMCS5::empty# pMCS5#plasmid#with#an#intact#multiple#cloning#site# This#study#

pUC19J4xNBS#

pUC19# plasmid# that# harbours# four# NBS# sites,#

carbenicillinR# This#study#

pUC19Jscrambled#

NBS#
pUC19#plasmid#that#harbours#four#scrambled#NBS#sites##

This#study#

(
2.1.4#Primers##

Primers( Sequence(
AJ1# TAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGTCCGAAGGGCGTCGTGGTCTGGGTC#

AJ2# GGTGGTGCTCGAGTGCGGCCGCAAGCTTGTCCTTCACGCGTGGGGGGCGGCC#

3286# GTGGTGCTCGAGTGCGGCCGCAAGCTTATCTCTGCTGAATGCTTTGCGTCTC#

3287# TAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGACGGAAACCGCTTCTGTGGCGTTA#

P3296# TTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACAT#

P3297# TGGTGCTCGAGTGCGGCCGCAAGCTT#

AJ30# GTTCGCAATCGTCGACGCCCCTTTTCCCAAACG#

AJ31# CGTTTGGGAAAAGGGGCGTCGACGATTGCGAAC#

AJ32# GACAGGTTGCGGCAACGCCAGTAAGCGCAGTTT#

AJ33# AAACTGCGCTTACTGGCGTTGCCGCAACCTGTC#

AJ34# CAGGGCACGTGCGTGCGCCTCCGTAATCTTTTT#

AJ35# AAAAAGATTACGGAGGCGCACGCACGTGCCCTG#

AJ36# TTTGTTCGCAATCGTCGCCTGCCCTTTTCCCAA#

AJ37# TTGGGAAAAGGGCAGGCGACGATTGCGAACAAA#

AJ40# CGGCAACTTCAGTAACGCCAGTTTGTTCGCAAT#

AJ41# ATTGCGAACAAACTGGCGTTACTGAAGTTGCCG#
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AJ46# GTCTTCTGTCTGTTTCGCGTTTAACGATTTCTC#

AJ47# GAGAAATCGTTAAACGCGAAACAGACAGAAGAC#

AJ55# CAGTTTGTTCGCAATCGCCGACTGCCCTTTTCC#

AJ56# GGAAAAGGGCAGTCGGCGATTGCGAACAAACTG#

AJ57# ACGCGGTTTCGGCTTCGCCTGTCCCTGTTCCAA#

AJ58# TTGGAACAGGGACAGGCGAAGCCGAAACCGCGT#

AJ65# TAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGTTGGGTGAAAAGGAGCAAGAACCG#

AJ66# TAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGTTGGGTGAAAAGGAGCAAGAACCG#

AJ73# CTGAACCGCGCGCCACGCGCGTTCTCCCGCAAT#

AJ74# ATTGCGGGAGAACGCGCGTGGCGCGCGGTTCAG#

AJ84# GATACCAATAAGGAATGCATTTTAGAAATTCCA#

AJ85# TGGAATTTCTAAAATGCATTCCTTATTGGTATC#

AJ86# GTGGCCTTAATTGAGTCTTTGCAACGCGAGGAG#

AJ87# CTCCTCGCGTTGCAAAGACTCAATTAAGGCCAC#

AJ88# AATACTATTCGTCAGTGCTTATCAATGGTGGAA#

AJ89# TTCCACCATTGATAAGCACTGACGAATAGTATT#

M13JF# CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC#

M#13JR# ATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCCT#

#

2.1.5#Other#oligonucleotides#and#gBlocks#DNA#fragments#

Oligos( Sequence((5’K3’)(

170bp#parS#

CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGAATT

CGCAACGTGTGTTTCACGTGAAACAGCCTTGAACTGATAACGACTCT

ATCATTGATAGAGTGTTCTCTCCACGGGATCCCCAGGCATGCAAGCT
TGGCGTAATCATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCCT#

170bp#NBS#

CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGAATT

CGCAACGTGTATTTCCCGGGAAATAGCCTTGAACTGATAACGACTCT

ATCATTGATAGAGTGTTCTCTCCACGGGATCCCCAGGCATGCAAGCT
TGGCGTAATCATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCCT#

20#bp#parS# GATGTTTCACGTGAAACATC#

22#bp#parS# GGATGTTTCACGTGAAACATCC#

22#bp#NBS# GGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCC#

4xNBSJF# GCCCAGGCCCTGGAGCGCATCTC#

4xNBSJR# CAAGACGCTCGCCTCAATGCGAAC#

22#bp#NBS# GGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCC#

#
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2.2(Growth(conditions(and(storage(of(bacterial(strains(
2.2.1#E.#coli#strains# #

E.#coli#was#grown#on#solid#or#liquid#LB#media#supplemented#with#the#appropriate#antibiotics#at#

37°C.#DMSO#stocks#were#made#from#fresh#overnight#cultures#by#adding#(10%)#(v/v)#DMSO#to#

an#equal#volume#of#culture#and#storing#at#J70°C.#

#

2.2.2#C.#crescentus#strains#

C.# crescentus# cultures# were# grown# on# solid# or# liquid# PYE# media# supplemented# with# the#

appropriate#antibiotics#and/or#sugars#at#30°C.#DMSO#stocks#were#made#from#fresh#overnight#

cultures#by#adding#(10%)#(v/v)#DMSO#to#an#equal#volume#of#culture#and#storing#at#J70°C.#

#

2.2.3#Antibiotic#concentrations#for#E.#coli#and#C.#crescentus#strains#

Growth# medium# were# supplemented# with# the# appropriate# antibiotics# at# the# following#

concentrations# (liquid/solid#media# for#E.# coli,# liquid/solid#media# for#C.# crescentus# [µg/mL]):#

carbenicillin#(only#E.#coli:#50/100),#chloramphenicol#(20/30p#1/2),#kanamycin#(30/50p#5/25)#and#

oxytetracycline#(12/12p#1/2).#

(
2.3(General(cloning(methods(
For#protein#overexpression#and#purification#related#experiments,#DNA#fragments#were#either#

amplified# by# PCR# using# Phusion®# HighJfidelity# DNA# polymerase# (NEB)# or# chemically#

synthesized# (gBlocks#dsDNA# fragments,# IDT).#For#PCR#amplified# fragments,# the#DNA#was#

analysed#using#agarose#gel#electrophoresis#using#either#a#1%#(w/v)#or#2%#(w/v)#TAE#agarose#

gel#with#1#µg/mL#ethidium#bromide.#The#PCR#amplified#and#gBlocks#DNA#fragments#contained#

a# 23Jbp# sequence# shared# between# the#NdeIJHindIIIJcut# pET21b# backbone# thus# enabling#

cloning#by#Gibson#assembly.#In#the#PCR#amplified#fragment,# the#23Jbp#region#of#homology#

was# incorporated# in# the# primers# used# to# amplify# the# fragment,# whereas# for# the# gBlocks#

fragments,# the#23Jbp#regions#were#incorporated#during#the#synthesis#of#gBlocks#fragments.#

The#PCR#amplified# fragments#and#gBlocks#fragments#and#a#NdeIJHindIIIJdigested#pET21b#

backbone#were#assembled#together#using#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix#(NEB).#Two#and#a#half#µL#

of#each#fragment#at#equimolar#concentration#was#added#to#5#µL#2x#Gibson#master#mix#(NEB),#

and#the#mixture#was#incubated#at#50°C#for#60#min.#Five#µL#was#used#to#transform#chemically#

competent#E.#coli#DH5α#cells.#The#cloned#plasmids#was#then#purified#using#a#miniprep#column#

(Qiagen)# and# the# resulting# plasmids# were# sequence# verified# by# Sanger# sequencing# by#

Eurofins#or#Genewiz.##

#
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For# siteJdirected#mutagenesis# related#experiments#a#Gibson#assemblyJbased#method#was#

used# to# introduce# the# desired# mutation# of# interest.# Briefly# 4# primers# were# generated# to#

incorporate#the#mutation#into#the#gene.#2#primers#(33#nucleotides#in#length)#were#designed#to#

flank# the# left# and# right# regions# of# the# substituted# residue,# resulting# in# an# amplicon# that#

contained#15#bp#overlap#and#the#desired#mutation.#2#additional#primers#3296#and#3297#were#

used# to# generate# the# 23Jbp# region# of# homology# to# the# NdeIJHindIII# digested# pET21b#

backbone.# The# PCRJamplified# fragments# were# then# analysed# using# agarose# gel#

electrophoresis#using#a#2%#(w/v)#TAE#agarose#gel#with#1#µg/mL#ethidium#bromide.#The#PCRJ

amplified#fragments#were#then#gelJpurified#before#being#mixed#with#the##NdeIJHindIIIJdigested#

pET21b#backbone#and#the#2x#Gibson#master#mix#(NEB)#and#the#mixture#was#incubated#at#

50°C#for#60#min.#Five#µL#was#used#to#transform#chemically#competent#E.#coli#DH5α#cells.#The#

cloned# plasmids# was# then# purified# using# a# miniprep# column# (Qiagen)# and# # the# resulting#

plasmids#were#sequence#verified#by#Sanger#sequencing#by#Eurofins#or#Genewiz.#

#

For#in#vivo#genomeJwide#approaches#related#experiments,#the#vectors#used#were#generated#

using# LR# cloning.# Briefly,# the# parB# (WT)# and# variant# encoding# genes# were# chemically#

synthesized#and#cloned#into#a#pUC57#plasmid.#LR#cloning#was#then#used#to#shuttle#parB#(WT)#

and#variants#into#the#pMT571Jflag#plasmid.#In#brief#2#µl#of#pUC57kanJparB#(WT)#or#variants#

were#mixed#with#2µl#of#pMT751Jflag#and#1#µl#of#LR#Clonase#(Thermo#Fisher).#The#mixture#was#

left# to# incubate# for# 1#hour#at# room# temperature#before#being#used# to# transform#chemically#

competent#E.#coli#DH5α#by#heatJshock#transformation.#Cells#were#then#plated#on#to#LB#agar#

plates# supplemented# with# oxytetracycline# or# kanamycin.# Colonies# were# selected# for#

oxytetracycline#resistance#and#were#subsequently#patched#to#obtain#oxytetracyclineJresistant#

and#kanamycinJsensitive#colonies.#Individual#colonies#were#then#used#to#inoculate#a#10ml#of#

LB#with#chloramphenicol#and#was#left#to#grow#for#~8#hours#at#37˚C.#The#cloned#plasmid#was#

then#extracted#from#the#overnight#culture#using#the#Qiagen#miniprep#kit#(Qiagen).#

#

2.3.1#Constructions#of#plasmids##

To#construct# the#pET21b::parB∆CTD@(his)6#plasmid,# the#coding#sequence#of#a#CJterminally#

truncated#C.#crescentus#ParB#(ParB∆CTD,#lacking#the#last#50#amino#acids)#was#amplified#by#

PCR# using# primers# AJF1# and# AJR2# and# pET21b::parB@(his)6# as# template.# The# pET21b#

plasmid#backbone#was#generated#via#a#double#digestion#of#pET21b::parB@(his)6#with#NdeI#and#

HindIII.#The#resulting#backbone#was#subsequently#gelJpurified#and#assembled#with#the#PCRJ

amplified#fragment#of#parB∆CTD#using#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix#(NEB).#Gibson#assembly#was#

possible#owing#to#a#23Jbp#sequence#shared#between#the#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#pET21b#backbone#

and#the#PCR#fragment.#These#23Jbp#regions#were#incorporated#during#the#synthesis#of#primers#
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NdeIJCtJParBJF# and# HindIIIJCtJParBJR.# The# resulting# plasmids# were# sequence# verified# by#

Sanger#sequencing#(Eurofins,#Germany).#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::#C.#crescentus#ParB#(variants)@His6#plasmids,#all#sequences#of#ParB#

variants#were#designed#in#VectorNTI#(ThermoFisher)#and#chemically#synthesized#as#gBlocks#

dsDNA# fragments# (IDT).# Individual# gBlocks# fragment# and# a# NdeIJHindIIIJdigested# pET21b#

backbone# were# assembled# using# a# 2x# Gibson#master# mix# (NEB).# Gibson# assembly# was#

possible#due# to#a#23Jbp#sequence#shared#between# the#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#pET21b#backbone#

and# the#gBlocks# fragment.#These#23Jbp# regions#were# incorporated#during# the#synthesis#of#

gBlocks# fragments.# The# resulting# plasmids#were# sequence# verified# by#Sanger# sequencing#

(Eurofins,#Germany).#

#

To# construct# the# pET21b::# B.# subtilis# noc@his6# plasmid,# a# doubleJstranded# DNA# (dsDNA)#

fragment# containing# a# codonJoptimized# B.# subtilis# noc# gene# was# chemically# synthesized#

(gBlocks,# IDT).# The# pET21b# plasmid# backbone# was# generated# via# a# double# digestion# of#

pET21b::Caulobacter#crescentus#parB@(his)6#with#NdeI#and#HindIII.#The# resulting#backbone#

was# subsequently# gelJpurified# and# assembled# with# the# noc# gBlocks# fragment# using# a# 2x#

Gibson#master#mix.#Briefly,# 2.5#µL#of# the#gBlocks# fragment#and#2.5#µL#of#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#

pET21b#at#equimolar#concentration#were#added#to#5#µL#of#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix#(NEB).#The#

mixture# was# incubated# at# 50°C# for# 60# min.# Subsequently,# 5# µL# was# used# to# transform#

chemically#competent#E.#coli#DH5α#cells.#Gibson#assembly#was#possible#owing# to#a#23Jbp#

sequence#shared#between#the#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#pET21b#backbone#and#the#gBlocks#fragment.#

The#resulting#plasmid#was#verified#by#Sanger#sequencing#(Eurofins,#Germany).#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::#B.#subtilis#noc#(DBD)@his6#plasmid,#the#coding#sequence#of#only#the#

DNAJbinding# domain# (DBD)# of# Noc# was# amplified# by# PCR# using# primers# X# and# X,# and#

pET21b::noc@his6#as#template.#The#resulting#PCR#product#was#gelJpurified#and#assembled#into#

an#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#pET21b#using#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix.#Gibson#assembly#was#possible#

owing#to#a#23Jbp#sequence#shared#between#the#NdeIJandJHindIII#cut#pET21b#backbone#and#

the# PCR# amplified# fragment.# The# 23Jbp# homologous# region# was# introduced# during# the#

synthesis#of#primers#3286#and#3287.#The#resulting#plasmid#was#verified#by#Sanger#sequencing#

(Eurofins,#Germany).#

#

To# construct# the#pET21b::#B.# subtilis#nocN∆10@his6#plasmid,# the# coding# sequence#of# a#10J

aminoJacid#NJterminally#truncated#Noc#(NocN∆10)#was#amplified#by#PCR#using#primers#AJ65#

and#AJ66,#and#pET21b::noc@his6#as#template.#The#resulting#PCR#product#was#gelJpurified#and#

assembled#into#an#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#pET21b#using#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix.#Gibson#assembly#
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was#possible#owing#to#a#23Jbp#sequence#shared#between#the#NdeIJandJHindIII#cut#pET21b#

backbone#and# the#PCR#amplified# fragment.#The#23Jbp#homologous# region#was# introduced#

during#the#synthesis#of#primers#AJ65#and#AJ66.#The#resulting#plasmid#was#verified#by#Sanger#

sequencing#(Eurofins,#Germany).#
#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(Q158A)@his6#plasmid,#the#Q158A#mutation#was#introduced#into#

the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ30,#and#primers#P3297#and#AJ31#were#

used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#of#noc#(R89A),#respectively,#

from# the# pET21b::noc@his6# template.# A# 15Jbp# overlapping# region# between# the# two# PCR#

fragments#contained#the#point#mutation#and#also#enabled#their#assembly#by#a#Gibson#master#

mix.#Briefly,#1.7#µL#of#each#PCRJamplified#DNA#fragment#and#1.6#µL#of#a#gel#purified#NdeIJ

HindIIIJcut#pET21b#at#equimolar#concentration#were#added#to#5#µL#of#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix.#

The#mixture#was#incubated#at#50°C#for#60#min.#Subsequently,#5#µL#was#used#to#transform#

chemically# competent# E.# coli# DH5α# cells.# The# resulting# plasmid# was# verified# by# Sanger#

sequencing#(Eurofins,#Germany).##

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(K169A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#K169A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ32,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ33#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(K169A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(R186A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#R186A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ34,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ35#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(R186A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(S159A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#R186A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ36,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ37#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(S159A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(R166A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#R166A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ41,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ42#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(R166A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#
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To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(V214A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#V214A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ46,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ47#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(V214A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(T160A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#T160A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ55,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ56#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(T160A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(R230A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#R230A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ57,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ58#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(R230A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(R89A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above,#except#to#

introduce#the#R89A#mutation#in#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#primers#P3296#and#AJ73,#and#

primers#P3297#and#AJ74#were#used#in#PCR#reactions#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#

of#noc#(R89A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(N121S)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above#was#used#

to#introduce#the#N121S#mutation#into#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#except#that#primers#P3296#

and#AJ87,#and#primers#P3297#and#AJ86#were#used#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#of#

noc#(N121S),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(E29C)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above#was#used#

to#introduce#the#E29C#mutation#into#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#except#that#primers#P3296#

and#AJ85,#and#primers#P3297#and#AJ84#were#used#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#of#

noc#(E29C),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(S253C)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above#was#used#

to#introduce#the#S253C#mutation#into#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc,#except#that#primers#P3296#

and#AJ89,#and#primers#P3297#and#AJ88#were#used#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#the#right#half#of#

noc#(S253C),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc@his6#template.#

(
To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(E29C#R89A)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above#was#

used#to# introduce#the#R89A#mutation# into#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc#(E29C),#except#that#
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primers#P3296#and#AJ73,#and#primers#P3297#and#AJ74#were#used#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#

the#right#half#of#noc#(E29C#R89A),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc#(E29C)@his6#template.#
(
To#construct#the#pET21b::Noc#(E29C#N121S)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above#was#

used#to#introduce#the#N121S#mutation#into#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc#(E29C),#except#that#

primers#P3296#and#AJ86,#and#primers#P3297#and#AJ87#were#used#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#

the#right#half#of#noc#(E29C#N121S),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc#(E29C)@his6#template.#

#

To#construct#the#pET21b::noc#(E29C#S253C)@his6#plasmid,#the#same#procedure#as#above#was#

used#to#introduce#the#E29C#mutation#into#the#coding#sequence#of#Noc#(S253C),#except#that#

primers#P3296#and#AJ85,#and#primers#P3297#and#AJ84#were#used#to#amplify#the#left#half#and#

the#right#half#of#noc#(E29C#S253C),#respectively,#from#the#pET21b::noc#(S253C)@his6#template.#

(
Construction#of#pET21b::#Geobacillus#thermoleovorans#Noc∆CTD@his6#

To# construct# the#pET21b::#Geobacillus# thermoleovorans#Noc∆CTD@his6# plasmid,# a# dsDNA#

fragment# containing# the# coding# sequence# of# a# 42JaminoJacid# CJterminally# truncated# G.#

thermoleovorans#Noc#was#chemically#synthesized#(gBlocks,#IDT).#The#gBlocks#fragment#was#

assembled#into#an#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#pET21b#using#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix.#Gibson#assembly#

was# possible# owing# to# a# 23Jbp# sequence# shared# between# the# NdeIJHindIIIJcut# pET21b#

backbone#and#the#gBlocks#fragment.#The#resulting#plasmid#was#verified#by#Sanger#sequencing#

(Eurofins,#Germany).#

#

To# construct# the# pET21b::# Geobacillus# thermoleovorans# NocN∆26∆CTD@his6# plasmid,# the#

coding#sequence#of#a#26JaminoJacid#NJterminally#truncated#and#42JaminoJacid#CJterminally#

truncated#G.#thermoleovorans#Noc#was#amplified#by#PCR#using#primers#AJ76#and#AJ81,#and#

pET21b::# Geobacillus# thermoleovorans# Noc∆CTDJhis6# as# template.# The# resulting# PCR#

product#was#gelJpurified#and#assembled#into#an#NdeIJHindIIIJcut#pET21b#using#a#2x#Gibson#

master#mix.#Gibson#assembly#was#possible#owing#to#a#23Jbp#sequence#shared#between#the#

NdeIJandJHindIII# cut# pET21b# backbone# and# the# PCR# amplified# fragment.# The# 23Jbp#

homologous# region# was# introduced# during# the# synthesis# of# primers# AJ76# and# AJ81.# The#

resulting#plasmid#was#verified#by#Sanger#sequencing#(Eurofins,#Germany).#

#

To#construct#the#pMCS5@4xNBS#plasmid,#a#dsDNA#fragment#containing#four#NBS#sites#were#

chemically#synthesized#(gBlocks,#IDT).#The#gBlocks#fragment#was#assembled#into#an#EcoRIJ

cut#pMCS5#using#a#2x#Gibson#master#mix.#Gibson#assembly#was#possible#owing#to#a#23Jbp#

sequence#shared#between#the#EcoRIJcut#pMCS5#backbone#and#the#gBlocks#fragment.#The#

resulting#plasmid#was#verified#by#Sanger#sequencing#(Eurofins,#Germany).#
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#

To#construct#the#pUC19@4xNBS#plasmid,#a#260Jbp#DNA#region#containing#four#NBS#sites#were#

amplified#by#PCR#using#primers#4xNBSJF#and#4xNBSJR,#and#pMCS5J4xNBS#as#template.#

The#resulting#PCR#product#was#gelJpurified,#5’Jphosphorylated#using#T4#PNK#enzyme#(NEB),#

and#subsequently#ligated#into#a#SmaIJcut#pUC19#backbone.#The#resulting#plasmid#was#verified#

by#Sanger#sequencing#(Eurofins,#Germany).#

#

2.4(Protein(overexpression(and(purification((
2.4.1#Overexpression#and#purification#of#ParB#and#ParB#variants##

Plasmid# pET21bJParB# (HexaJhistidine# tag#at# the#CJterminus#of# ParB,#a#gift# from#Christine#

JacobJWagner)#was#transformed#into#E.#coli#BL21/pRARE,#and#10#mL#overnight#culture#was#

used#to#inoculate#2#L#LB#medium#+#carbenicillin#+#chloramphenicol.#Cells#were#grown#at#37o#

C# to# OD600# of# ~0.4.# The# culture# was# then# cooled# to# 30o# C# before# isopropylJβJDJ

thiogalactopyranoside#(IPTG)#was#added#to#a#final#concentration#of#0.5#mM.#The#culture#was#

left#shaking# for#an#additional#3#hrs#at#30o#C#before#cells#were#harvested#by#centrifugation.#

Pelleted#cells#were#resuspended#in#a#buffer#containing#100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#

5%#(v/v)#glycerol,#EDTAJfree#protease#inhibitor#tablet#(Roche),#and#lysed#by#sonication#(three#

cycles#of#20#s#with#40#s#resting#on#ice#in#between#each#cycle).#The#cell#debris#was#removed#

by#centrifugation#at#84,000#g#for#30#min#and#the#supernatant#was#filtered#through#a#0.45#µm#

membrane# before# being# applied# to# a# 1Jml# NiJloaded# HiJTrap# Chelating# HP# column# (GE#

Healthcare)#that#had#been#equilibrated#with#buffer#A#[100#mM#TrisJHCl,#pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#

10#mM#imidazole].#Protein#was#eluted#from#the#column#using#an#increasing#(10#mM#to#500#

mM)#imidazole#gradient#in#the#same#buffer.#ParBJ(His)6#fractions#were#identified#using#SDSJ

PAGE,#pooled#together,#and#applied#to#a#Heparin#HP#column#(GE#Healthcare)#that#had#been#

equilibrated#with#buffer#A#[100mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#25mM#NaCl,#5%#(v/v)#glycerol].#Protein#

was#eluted#from#the#column#using#an#increasing#(25#mM#to#1#M#NaCl)#salt#gradient#in#the#same#

buffer# A.# ParBJ(His)6# fractions# were# identified# using# SDSJPAGE,# pooled# together,# and#

concentrated#to#approximately#2#mg/mL#using#a#Vivaspin6#10#kDa#cutJoff#protein#concentrator#

(Vivascience).#The#concentrated#protein#was# then#exchanged# into#a# storage#buffer# [50mM#

TrisJHCl,#pH#8.0,#250#mM#NaCl#and#10%#glycerol]#using#a#Zeba#desalting#column#(Thermo#

Scientific)# before# flashJfrozen# in# liquid# nitrogen.# The# concentration# of# ParB# dimer# was#

measured#by#Bradford#method.##

#

For#crystallography#experiments#ParB#was#further#polished#via#a#gelJfiltration#column.#To#do#

so,#purified#ParB#variants#were#concentrated#by#centrifugation#in#an#Amicon#UltraJ15#3JkDa#

cutJoff#spin#filters#(Merck)#before#being#loaded#into#a#Superdex#200#gel#filtration#column#(GE#
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Healthcare).#The#gel#filtration#column#was#preJequilibrated#with#10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#250#

mM#NaCl.#ParB#fractions#were#then#pooled#and#analysed#for#purity#by#SDSJPAGE.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(G101S)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (G101S)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#8#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(R104A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (R104A)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#6#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(R173A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (R173A)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#2#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(K171A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB#(K17A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#2#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(S172A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (S172A)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#2#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(S174A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (S174A)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#2#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(R181A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (R181A)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#2#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(N178A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (N178A)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#2#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#
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C.#crescentus#ParB#(R204A)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(WT),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (R204A)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gel#filtration#step#was#omitted,#and#except#2#L#of#culture#was#used.#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K)#was#purified#using#the#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#gravity#flow#columns#

as#follows.##C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K)#was#expressed#the#same#way#as#ParB#(WT)#except,#

plasmid#pET21b::parB#(D275K)#was#introduced## into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#

(Merck)#by#heatJshock# transformation.#For#purification,# the# cell# lysate#was# transferred# to#a#

gravity# flow#column#containing#2#mL#of#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#Affinity#Gel# (Sigma#Aldrich)# that#

was#preJequilibrated#with#40#mL#of#buffer#A#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#10#mM#

Imidazole,#5%#(v/v)#glycerol].#The#column#was#rotated#at#4˚C#for#1#hour#to#allow#for#binding#to#

HisJtagged#proteins#to#the#resin.#After#the#binding#step,#unbound#proteins#were#washed#off#

using#60#mL#of#buffer#A.#Proteins#were#eluted#using#2.7#mL#of#buffer#B#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#

8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#500#mM#Imidazole,#5%#(v/v)#glycerol].#The#purified#protein#was#desalted#

using#a#PDJ10#column#(GE#Healthcare),#concentrated#using#an#Amicon#UltraJ4#10#kDa#cutJoff#

spin#column#(Merck),#and#stored#at#J80˚C#in#a#storage#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#300#

mM#NaCl,#and#10%#(v/v)#glycerol].#The#purified#protein#was#desalted#using#a#PDJ10#column#

(GE#Healthcare),#concentrated#using#an#Amicon#UltraJ4#10#kDa#cutJoff#spin#column#(Merck),#

and#stored#at#J80˚C#in#a#storage#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#and#10%#(v/v)#

glycerol].#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(G278K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(D275K),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (G278K)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(S279K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(D275K),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (S279K)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(T280K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(D275K),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (T280K)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(T282K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(D275K),#except#

pET21b::ParB# (T282K)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#

#
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C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#G278K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(D275K),#

except# pET21b::ParB# (D275K,# G278K)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)#

competent#cells#(Merck).##

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#T282K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#(D275K),#

except# pET21b::ParB# (D275K,# T282K)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)#

competent#cells#(Merck).#

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#T282K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#as#ParB#

(D275K),# except# pET21b::ParB# (D275K,# G278K,# T282K)JHis6# was# introduced# into#E.#

coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells# (Merck).# For#magnetic# tweezer#experiments,# the# same#

threeJstep#purification#procedure#used#to#purify#proteins#used#in#crystallography#experiments#

was#used#to#purify#the#C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#T282K)#variant.#In#which#a#Ni2+,#

heparin#and#a#final#gel#filtration#step#was#used.#Except#the#final#gel#filtration#buffer#consists#of#

100#mM#TRIS#pH#8.0,# 250#mM#NaCl#and#5%# (v/v)# glycerol#was#used.#Proteins#were# then#

stored#in#a#buffer#containing#100#mM#TRIS#pH#8.0,#250#mM#NaCl#and#10%#(v/v)#glycerol.##

#

C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#T280K,#T282K)#was#purified#using#the#same#procedure#

as#ParB#(D275K),#except#pET21b::ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#T280K,#T282K)JHis6#was#introduced#

into#E.#coli#Rosetta# (DE3)#competent#cells# (Merck).#For#magnetic# tweezer#experiments,# the#

same#threeJstep#purification#procedure#used#to#purify#the#C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#

T282K)#variant#was#used#to#purify#the#C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#T280K,#T282K)#

variant.#

#

C.# crescentus#ParB# (D275K,#G278K,#S279K,#T280K,#T282K)#was#purified#using# the# same#

procedure#as#ParB#(D275K),#except#pET21b::ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#S279K,#T280K,#T282K)J

His6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#For#magnetic#tweezer#

experiments,#the#same#threeJstep#purification#procedure#used#to#purify#the#C.#crescentus#ParB#

(D275K,#G278K,#T282K)#variant#was#used#to#purify#the#C.#crescentus#ParB#(D275K,#G278K,#

S279K,#T280K,#T282K)#variant.#

#

2.4.2#Overexpression#and#purification#of#Noc#and#Noc#variants##

FullJlength#B.#subtilis#Noc#and#Noc#(R89A)#were#purified#using#a#similar#protocol#used#to#purify#

C.#crescentus#ParB#as#described#previously.#Briefly,#pET21b::NocJHis6#(WT)#was#introduced#

into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck),#A#10#mL#overnight#culture#was#used#to#

inoculate#1#L#of#LB#medium#+#carbenicillin#+#chloramphenicol.#Cells#were#grown#at#37°C#with#

shaking#at#250#rpm#to#an#OD600#of#0.4.#The#culture#was#then#left#to#cool#to#4°C#before#isopropylJ
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βJDJthiogalactopyranoside#(IPTG)#was#added#to#a#final#concentration#of#1#mM.#The#culture#

was#shaken#for#3#hr#at#28°C#before#cells#were#harvested#by#centrifugation.#The#protein#was#

then#loaded#into#a#1#mL#HisTrap#column#(GE#Healthcare)#that#had#been#equilibrated#with#buffer#

A#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#10#mM#Imidazole,#and#5%#glycerol].#Protein#was#

eluted#from#the#column#using#an#increasing#(10#mM#to#500#mM)#imidazole#gradient#in#the#same#

buffer.#ParBJcontaining#fractions#were#pooled#and#diluted#to#a#conductivity#of#16#mS/cm#before#

being#loaded#onto#a#1#mL#Heparin#HP#column#(GE#Healthcare)#that#had#been#equilibrated#with#

100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#25#mM#NaCl,#and#5%#glycerol.#Protein#was#eluted#from#the#Heparin#

column#using#an#increasing#(25#mM#to#1#M#NaCl)#salt#gradient#in#the#same#buffer.#For#Noc#

(WT)#used#in#crossJlinking#experiments,#the#pH#for#all#buffers#used#was#adjusted#to#7.4.##

#

For#crystallography#experiments,#proteins#were#polished#via#a#gelJfiltration#column.#To#do#so,#

purified#Noc#(WT)#and#variants#were#concentrated#by#centrifugation#in#an#Amicon#UltraJ15#3J

kDa#cutJoff#spin#filters#(Merck)#before#being#loaded#into#a#Superdex#200#gel#filtration#column#

(GE#Healthcare).#The#gel#filtration#column#was#preJequilibrated#with#10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#

250#mM#NaCl.#Noc#variant#fractions#were#then#pooled#and#analysed#for#purity#by#SDSJPAGE.#

#

For#ITC#experiments,#proteins#were#polished#via#a#gelJfiltration#column.#To#do#so,#purified#Noc#

(WT)#and#variants#were#concentrated#by#centrifugation# in#an#Amicon#UltraJ15#3JkDa#cutJoff#

spin# filters# (Merck)# before# being# loaded# into# a# Superdex# 200# gel# filtration# column# (GE#

Healthcare).#The#gel#filtration#column#was#preJequilibrated#with#100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#150#

mM#NaCl#and#5#mM#CaCl2.#Noc#variant#fractions#were#then#pooled#and#analysed#for#purity#by#

SDSJPAGE.#

#

CJterminally# truncated#G.# thermoleovorans#Noc# (Noc"CTD)# was# purified# using# the# same#

procedure#as#above#with#a#further#polishing#step#using#a#gelJfiltration#column.#To#do#so,#purified#

Gt#Noc#was#concentrated#using#an#Amicon#UltraJ15#3#kDa#cutJoff#spin#filters#(Merck)#before#

being# loaded# onto# a# Superdex# 75# gel# filtration# column# (GE# Healthcare).# The# gel# filtration#

column#was#preJequilibrated#with#10#mM#TRISJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl.#

#

G.# thermoleovorans# Noc# (Noc"26N"CTD)# was# expressed# and# purified# using# the# same#

procedure#as#above.##

#

B.#subtilis#Noc#(R89A)#was#and#expressed#purified#using#a#similar#protocol#as#Noc#(WT),#with#

a# twoJstep# Ni2+# and# heparin# procedure# except# pET21b::NocJHis6#(R89A)# was# introduced#

into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).##
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#

B.# subtilis#Noc# (Q158A)#was#and#expressed#purified#using#a# similar# protocol#as#Noc# (WT)#

except#pET21b::NocJHis6#(Q158A)#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gelJfiltration#step#was#also#omitted.##

#

B.# subtilis#Noc# (R186A)#was#and#expressed#purified#using#a# similar# protocol#as#Noc# (WT)#

except#pET21b::NocJHis6#(R186A)#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gelJfiltration#step#was#also#omitted.#

#

B.# subtilis#Noc# (K169A)#was#and#expressed#purified#using#a#similar# protocol#as#Noc# (WT)#

except#pET21b::NocJHis6#(K169A)#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#

(Merck).#The#final#gelJfiltration#step#was#also#omitted.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (T160A)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(T160A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

was#purified#using#the#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#gravity#flow#columns#as#follows.##For#purification,#

the#cell#lysate#was#transferred#to#a#gravity#flow#column#containing#2#mL#of#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#

Affinity#Gel#(Sigma#Aldrich)#that#was#preJequilibrated#with#40#mL#of#buffer#A#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#

pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#10#mM#Imidazole,#5%#(v/v)#glycerol]#.#The#column#was#rotated#at#4˚C#

for# 1#hour# to#allow# for# binding# to#HisJtagged# proteins# to# the# resin.#After# the# binding# step,#

unbound#proteins#were#washed#off#using#60#mL#of#buffer#A.#Proteins#were#eluted#using#2.7#

mL#of#buffer#B#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#500#mM#Imidazole,#5%#(v/v)#glycerol].#

The#purified#protein#was#desalted#using#a#PDJ10#column#(GE#Healthcare),#concentrated#using#

an#Amicon#UltraJ4#10#kDa#cutJoff#spin#column#(Merck),#and#stored#at#J80˚C#in#a#storage#buffer#

[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#and#10%#(v/v)#glycerol].#The#purified#protein#was#

desalted#using#a#PDJ10#column#(GE#Healthcare),#concentrated#using#an#Amicon#UltraJ4#10#

kDa#cutJoff#spin#column#(Merck),#and#stored#at#J80˚C#in#a#storage#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#

8.0,#300#mM#NaCl,#and#10%#(v/v)#glycerol].#

#

B.# subtilis#Noc# (S159A)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (T160A),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(S159A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

Noc# # (S159A)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis#Noc# (R166A)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (T160A),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(R166A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#
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Noc# # (R166A)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (R186A)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(R186A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

Noc# # (R186A)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (R189A)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(R189A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

Noc# # (R189A)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (V214A)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(V214A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

Noc# # (V214A)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (R230A)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(R230A)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

Noc# # (R230A)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.#subtilis#Noc#("10)#was#expressed#using#a#similar#protocol#as#Noc#(WT),#except#pET21b::Noc#

("10Noc)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#Noc##("10)#

subsequently#purified#using#a#oneJstep#the#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#gravity#flow#columns#using#the#

same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (N121S)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(N121S)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

Noc# # (N121S)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (E29C)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(E29C)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#
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Noc# (E29C)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.#subtilis#Noc#(E29C,#R89A)#was#expressed#using#a#similar#protocol#as#Noc#(WT),#except#

pET21b::Noc# (E29C,#R89A)JHis6#was# introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta# (DE3)#competent#cells#

(Merck).#Noc# (E29C,#R89A)#subsequently#purified#using#a#oneJstep# the#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#

gravity#flow#columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.#subtilis#Noc#(E29C,#N121S)#was#expressed#using#a#similar#protocol#as#Noc#(WT),#except#

pET21b::Noc#(E29C,#N121S)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#

(Merck).#Noc#(E29C,#N121S)#subsequently#purified#using#a#oneJstep#the#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#

gravity#flow#columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.#subtilis#Noc#(N"10,#E29C)#was#expressed#using#a#similar#protocol#as#Noc#(WT),#except#

pET21b::Noc# (N"10,E29C)JHis6#was# introduced# into#E.# coli#Rosetta# (DE3)# competent# cells#

(Merck).#Noc# (N"10,#E29C)#subsequently#purified#using#a#oneJstep# the#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#

gravity#flow#columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.# subtilis# Noc# (S253C)# was# expressed# using# a# similar# protocol# as# Noc# (WT),# except#

pET21b::Noc#(S253C)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#(Merck).#

Noc# (S253C)# subsequently# purified# using# a# oneJstep# the# HISJSelect®#Cobalt# gravity# flow#

columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

B.#subtilis#Noc#(E29C,#S253C)#was#expressed#using#a#similar#protocol#as#Noc#(WT),#except#

pET21b::Noc#(E29C,#S253C)JHis6#was#introduced#into#E.#coli#Rosetta#(DE3)#competent#cells#

(Merck).#Noc#(E29C,#S253C)#subsequently#purified#using#a#oneJstep#the#HISJSelect®#Cobalt#

gravity#flow#columns#using#the#same#buffer#used#to#purify#the#B.#subtilis#Noc#(T160A)JHis6.#

#

Noc#variants#that#were#used#in#crosslinking#experiments#were#purified#using#a#oneJstep#NiJ

affinity#column,#and#all#buffers#were#adjusted# to#pH#7.4#which#was#optimal# for#crosslinking#

reactions.#Purified#proteins#were#desalted#using#a#PDJ10#column#(Merck),#concentrated#using#

an#Amicon#UltraJ4#10#kDa#cutJoff#spin#column#(Merck),#and#stored#at#J80˚C#in#a#storage#buffer#

[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#250#mM#NaCl,#10%#(v/v)#glycerol,#and#1#mM#TCEP].#

#

2.5(Strain(construction(
2.5.1#Transformation#of#commercial#E.#coli#DH5!#cells#
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For#transformation,#the#frozen#commercial#competent#cells#(Invitrogen)#were#quickly#thawed.#

DNA#was#added# to#50#µl#of#competent#cells,#which#were# incubated#on# ice# for#30#min.#The#

suspension#was#heatJshocked#at#42°C#for#25#s,# then#transferred#to# ice#for#2#min.#0.6#ml#of#

warm# LB#broth#was# added# to# the# suspension,#which#was# incubated# for# 1# h#at# 37°C.# The#

transformed#cells#were#plated#out#onto#L#agar#plates#containing#the#appropriate#antibiotic#and#

incubated#at#37°C#

#

2.5.2#General#transformation#of#C.#crescentus#cells#

2.5.2.1#Electroporation#of#electro@competent#C.#crescentus#cells#

50#µL#of#electroJcompetent#C.#crescentus#cells#was#mixed#with#5#µL#of#plasmid#on#ice.#The#

mixture#was#then#transferred#into#a#1#mL#electroporation#cuvette#before#being#electroporated#

at#1500#V.#Ice#cold#PYE#was#immediately#added#before#the#electroporated#cells#were#left#to#

grow#at#28#°C#for#3#h.#The#electroporated#cells#were#then#plated#onto#solid#PYE#supplemented#

with#the#appropriate#antibiotics.#

#

2.5.2.2#ΦCr30#transduction#of#C.#crescentus#cells#

Electroporated#CB15N#C.# crescentus#cells#were#streaked# for# single# colonies,# and# isolated#

colonies#were#then#used#to#inoculate#20#mL#of#PYE#and#grown#overnight#(O/N).#O/N#cultures#

were#then#used#as#a#template#for#PCR#using#primers#973#and#974#to#verify#the#integration#of#

parB# into#the#van# locus#of#CB15N.#100#µL#of#O/N#cultures#was#then#incubated#with#1#µL#of#

ΦCr30#(1010#pfu/mL#phage#stock)#for#15#min#at#28#°C.#In#parallel,#molten#0.3%#PYE#agar##[0.3#

g#of#Bacto#agar# in#100#mL#of#PYE)#was#prepared.#The#ΦCr30#infected#C.#crescentus#cells#

were#then#mixed#with#15#mL#of#molten#0.3%#PYE#agar#before#being#plated#onto#PYE#plates#

and#left#to#incubate#O/N#at#28#°C.#The#ΦCr30#infected#C.#crescentus#molten#PYE#agar#mixture#

was#then#scrapped#into#a#50#mL#falcon#tube#before#100#µL#of#100%#chloroform#was#added#

and#the#mixture#was#subsequently#vortexed#and#stores#at#4#°C#O/N.#The#mixture#was#then#

vortexed#vigorously#before#being#centrifuged#at#8500#g#for#10#m.#The#supernatant#was#then#

poured#on#to#a#clean#petri#dish#and#irradiated#at#1500#UV,#twice#to#inactivate#the#ΦCr30#phage.#

1#mL#of#supernatant#was#aspirated#and#mixed#with#50#µL#of#100%#chloroform.#After#vortexing#

the#supernatantJchloroform#mixture#was#spun#at#10,000#rpm#for#60#s#and#stored#at#4#°C.#For#

transduction#of#MT148#cells,#a#mixture#consisting#of#[40#µL#phage#culture,#460#µL#PYE,#10#µL#

30%#xylose#and#500#µL#of#O/N#MT148#culture]#was#incubated#with#shaking#at#28#°C,#before#

being#plated#on#PYE#agar#supplemented#with#xylose#and#the#appropriate#antibiotics.#Grown#

colonies#were# streaked# twice#on#PYE#agar# supplemented#with# xylose#and# the#appropriate#

antibiotics#to#isolate#single#colonies.#The#isolated#single#colonies#were#then#used#to#inoculate#

20#mL#of#PYE#and#grown#O/N,#before#being#stored#at#J70#°C#for#future#use.##
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#

#

2.5.2.3#Generation#of#C.#crescentus#strains#

To#generate# strain#AJS35,#electroJcompetent#C.#crescentus# cells#were#electroporated#with#

pMT571::flag@parB#(D275K)#plasmid#to#allow#for#a#single#integration#at#the#vanA#locus.#Correct#

integration#was#subsequently#verified#via#PCR#using#primers#973#and#974.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS36,the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(G278K)#was#used.##

#

To#generate#strain#AJS37#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(T282K)#was#used.##

#

To#generate#strain#AJS43,#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(T280K)#was#used.##

#

To#generate#strain#AJS44,#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(S279K)#was#used.##

#

To#generate#strain#AJS45,#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(D275K,#T282K)#was#used.##

#

To#generate#strain#AJS46,#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(D275K,#G278K)#was#used.##

#

To#generate#strain#AJS47,#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(D275K,#G278K,#T282K)#was#used.##

#

To#generate#strain#TLS1858,#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB#(D275K),#marked#with#chloramphenicolR,#

was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ35#to#MT148#to#result#in#TLS1858.#

#

To#generate#strain#TLS1859,#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB#(G278K),#marked#with#chloramphenicolR,#

was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ36#to#MT148#to#result#in#TLS1859.#

#

To#generate#strain#TLS1860,#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB#(T282K),#marked#with#chloramphenicolR,#

was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ37#to#MT148#to#result#in#TLS1860.#

#
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To#generate# strain#AJS48,# van::PvanJ1xflagJparB# (T280K),#marked#with# chloramphenicolR,#

was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ43#to#MT148#to#result#in#AJS48.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS49,#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB# (S279K),#marked#with# chloramphenicolR,#

was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ44#to#MT148#to#result#in#AJS49.#

#

To# generate# strain# AJS50,# van::PvanJ1xflagJparB# (D275K,# T282K),# marked# with#

chloramphenicolR,#was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ45#to#MT148#to#result#in#AJS50.#

#

To# generate# strain# AJS51,# van::PvanJ1xflagJparB# (D275K,# G278K),# marked# with#

chloramphenicolR,#was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ46#to#MT148#to#result#in#AJS51.#

#

To# generate# strain# AJS52,# van::PvanJ1xflagJparB# (D275K,# G278K,# T282K),# marked# with#

chloramphenicolR,#was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJ47#to#MT148#to#result#in#AJS52.#

#

To#generate# strain#AJS81,#electroJcompetent#C.#crescentus# cells#were#electroporated#with#

pMT571::flag@parB#(D275K,#G278K,#S279K,#T282K)#plasmid#to#allow#for#a#single#integration#

at#the#vanA#locus.#Correct#integration#was#subsequently#verified#via#PCR#using#primers#973#

and#974.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS82,#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flagJparB#(D275K,#G278K,#T280K,#T282K)#was#used.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS83,#the#same#procedure#as#shown#above#was#used,#except#that#plasmid#

pMT571::flag@parB#(D275K,#G278K,#S279K,#T280K,#T282K)#plasmid#was#used.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS100,#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB#(D275K,#G278K,#S279K,#T282K),#marked#

with#chloramphenicolR,#was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJS81#to#MT148#to#result# in#

AJS100.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS101,#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB#(D275K,#G278K,#T280K,#T282K),#marked#

with#chloramphenicolR,#was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJS82#to#MT148#to#result# in#

AJS101.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS102#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB#(D275K,#G278K,#S279K,#T280K,#T282K),#

marked#with#chloramphenicolR,#was#transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJS83# to#MT148#to#

result#in#AJS102.#
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#

To#generate#strain#AJS127,#electroJcompetent#C.#crescentus#cells#were#electroporated#with#

pMT571::flag@parB#(WT)#plasmid#to#allow#for#a#single#integration#at#the#vanA#locus.#Correct#

integration#was#subsequently#verified#via#PCR#using#primers#973#and#974.#

#

To# generate# strain# AJS128,# the# same# procedure# as# shown# above# was# used,# except# that#

plasmid#pMT571::flagJyfp#was#used.#

#

To#generate#strain#AJS154,#van::PvanJ1xflagJparB#(WT)#marked#with#chloramphenicolR,#was#

transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJS127#to#MT148#to#result#in#AJS154.#

#

To# generate# strain# AJS156,# van::PvanJ1xflagJyfp,# marked# with# chloramphenicolR,# was#

transduced#by#phage#ΦCr30#from#AJS128#to#MT148#to#result#in#AJS156.#

#

2.6(Reconstitution(of(DNA(for(in#vitro#experiments(
2.6.1#Reconstitution#of#parS#DNA#for#X@ray#crystallography#

A#20Jbp#palindromic#DNA#fragment#(5’JGATGTTTCACGTGAAACATCJ3’)#(3600#µM#in#buffer#

that#contains#10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl)#was#heated#to#95°C#for#5#min#before#

being#left#to#cool#at#room#temperature#overnight#to#form#a#double#stranded#parS#DNA#(final#

concentration:#1800#µM).#The#14Jbp#parS#site#sequences#are#underlined.#

(
A#22Jbp#palindromic#singleJstranded#DNA#fragment#(5’GGATGTTTCACGTGAAACATCCJ3’)#

(3600#µM#in#10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#250#mM#NaCl#buffer)#was#heated#at#95°C#for#5#min#before#

being#left#to#cool#down#to#room#temperature#(RT)#overnight#to#form#a#double#stranded#parS#

DNA#(final#concentration:#1800#µM).#The#14Jbp#parS#site#sequences#are#underlined.#

(
2.6.1.2#Reconstitution#of#NBS#DNA#for#X@ray#crystallography#
A# 22Jbp# DNA# fragment# (5’JGGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCCJ3’)# (3600# µM# in# buffer# that#

contains#10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl)#was#heated#to#95°C#for#5#min#before#being#

left# to# cool# at# room# temperature# overnight# to# form# a# double# stranded# NBS# DNA# (final#

concentration:#1800#µM).#The#14Jbp#NBS#site#sequences#are#underlined.#

#

2.6.2#Reconstitution#of#DNA#for#Bio@layer#Interferometry#(BLI)#

2.6.2.1#20#bp#parS#or#NBS@#containing#DNA#

A# 22Jbp# palindromic# singleJstranded# DNA# (ssDNA)# oligomer# (NBS:#

GGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCC#or#parS:#GGATGTTTCACGTGAAACATCC)#[dissolved#to#

100#µM##in#buffer#containing#1#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#5#mM#NaCl]#was#heated#at#98°C#for#5#
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min#before#being#left#to#cool#down#to#room#temperature#overnight#to#form#50#µM#parS#or#NBS#

DNA#duplex.#The#core#sequences#of#NBS#and#parS#are#underlined.#

#

2.6.2.2#170#bp#parS#or#NBS@#containing#DNA##

All# DNA# constructs# were# designed# in# VectorNTI# (Thermo# Fisher)# and# were# chemically#

synthesized#(gBlocks#dsDNA#fragments,#IDT).#All#linear#DNA#constructs#were#designed#with#

an#M13F#and#M13R#homologous#region#at#each#end.#To#generate#a#dual#biotinJlabeled#DNA#

substrate,#PCR# reactions#were#performed#using#a#2x#GoTaq#PCR#master#mix# (Promega),#

biotinJlabelled#M13F#and#biotinJlabelled#M13R#primers,#and#gBlocks#fragments#as#template.#

PCR# products# were# resolved# by# electrophoresis# using# a# 2%# TAE# agarose# gel# and#

subsequently#gel#purified.##

#

2.6.3#Reconstitution#of#DNA#for#surface#plasmon#resonance#(SPR)#

SingleJstranded# oligomers# containing#parS,# scrambled# parS# or# NBS# sequences# were#

purchased# from#Sigma#and# reconstituted# to#100#μM# in#water.#Complementary#oligos#were#

annealed#together#in#an#annealing#buffer#(10#mM#Tris–HCl#pH#8.0,#50#mM#NaCl,#and#1#mM#

EDTA)#to#form#double#stranded#DNA#before#being#diluted#to#a#working#concentration#of#1#μM#

in#HPSJEP+#buffer#(0.01#M#HEPES#pH#7.4,#0.15#M#NaCl,#3#mM#EDTA,#0.005%#v/v#Surfactant#

P20)#for#each#SPR#experiment.#

#

2.7(In#vitro#measurement(of(proteinKDNA(interactions(
2.7.1#Measurement#of#protein@DNA#interactions#by#Bio@layer#Interferometry#(BLI)#

BioJlayer#interferometry#experiments#were#conducted#using#a#BLItz#system#equipped#with#DipJ

andJRead#Streptavidin#(SA)#Biosensors#(Molecular#Devices).#BLItz#monitors#wavelength#shifts#

(nm)#resulting#from#changes#in#the#optical#thickness#of#the#sensor#surface#during#association#

or#dissociation#of#the#analyte.#All#BLI#experiments#were#performed#at#22°C.#The#streptavidin#

biosensor#was#hydrated#in#a#lowJsalt#binding#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#150#mM#NaCl,#

1#mM#MgCl2,#and#0.005%#Tween#20]#for#at#least#10#min#before#each#experiment.#Biotinylated#

doubleJstranded#DNA#(dsDNA)#was#immobilized#onto#the#surface#of#the#SA#biosensor#through#

a#cycle#of#Baseline#(30#s),#Association#(120#s),#and#Dissociation#(120#s).#For#experiments#done#

using#B.#subtilis#Noc,#an#association#time#of#(600s),#and#Dissociation#time#of#(600s)#was#used.#

Briefly,# the# tip#of# the#biosensor#was# dipped# into#a# binding# buffer# for# 30# s# to#establish# the#

baseline,#then#to#1#μM#biotinylated#dsDNA#for#120#s,#and#finally#to#a#low#salt#binding#buffer#for#

120#s#to#allow#for#dissociation.(

After#the#immobilization#of#DNA#on#the#sensor,#association##reactions#were#monitored#at#1#μM#

dimer#concentration#of#Noc#(with#or#without#1#μM#TetR#or#NTPs#at#various#concentrations)#for#
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600#s.#At#the#end#of#each#binding#step,#the#sensor#was#transferred#into#a#proteinJfree#binding#

buffer#to#follow#the#dissociation#kinetics#for#600#s.#The#sensor#can#be#recycled#by#dipping#in#a#

highJsalt#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#2000#mM#NaCl,#1mM#EDTA,#0.005%#Tween#20]#for#

10#min#to#remove#bound#Noc.#

For#experiments#where#a#closed#DNA#was#cleaved#to#generate#a#free#DNA#end,#DNAJcoated#

tips#were#dipped#into#300#μL#of#cutting#solution#[266#μL#of#water,#30#μL#of#10x#CutSmart#buffer#

(NEB),#and#4#μL#of#EcoRIJHF#or#BamHIJHF#restriction#enzyme#(20,000#units/mL)]#for#30#min#

at# 37°C.# NTP# (stock# concentration:# 100# mM)# used# in# BLI# assays# was# purchased# from#

ThermoFisher.#

#

2.7.2#Measurement#of#protein@DNA#interactions#by#Surface#Plasmon#Resonance#(SPR)#

The#sequences#of#DNA#oligos#used#in#this#study#are#reported#in#2.1.5.#SPR#measurements#

were#recorded#at#25°C#using#a#Biacore#T200#system#(GE#Healthcare).#All#experiments#were#

performed# using#ReJusable#DNA#Capture#Technique# (ReDCaT)# exactly# as# described# in#

(Stevenson#et#al.,#2013).#Briefly,#ReDCaT#uses#a#Sensor#Chip#SA#(GE#Healthcare),#which#has#

streptavidin# preJimmobilized# to# a# carboxymethylated# dextran# matrix,# to# which# a# 20Jbase#

biotinylated#ReDCaT# linker# is# immobilised.#This# is# then#used# to# immobilize#parSJcontaining#

biotinJlabelled#double#stranded#oligos#on#the#chip#surface#as#each#contain#a#single#stranded#

overhand#complimentary#to#the#ReDCaT#linker#on#the#surface.#The#DNA#to#be#tested#is#flowed#

over# one# flow# cell# on# the# chip# at# a# flow# rate# of# 10# μL/min# and# it# anneals# through# the#

complementary# DNA# to# the# ReDCaT# linker.#C.# crescentus#ParBJ(His)6#or#B.# subtilis#ParBJ

(His)6,#preJdiluted#in#HBSJEP+#buffer,#was#then#flowed#over#the#chip#surface#(the#blank#surface#

and#the#one#with#the#DNA#immobilised)#and#then#HBSJEP+#buffer#was#then#passed#over#to#

allow#ParBJ(His)6#to#dissociate#from#DNA.#A#highJsalt#wash#buffer#was#injected#to#the#chip#to#

wash#off#any#residual#ParBJ(His)6#protein#on#the#chip's#surface.#The#test#DNA#could#then#be#

removed#using#a#wash#with#1M#NaCl,#50mM#NaOH.#The#chip#could#then#be#used#again#to#load#

a# new# piece# of# test# DNA.# The#SPR# signal# (Response# Units)# was#monitored# continuously#

throughout#the#process.#Each#cycle#was#repeated#for#increasing#concentrations#of#ParBJ(His)6.#

For#each#concentration,# the#amount#of#ParB#bound#was#measured#and#plotted#against# the#

concentration# to# construct# a# ParBJparS# binding# curve.# All# sensorgrams# recorded# during#

ReDCaT#experiments#were#analysed#using#Biacore#T200#BiaEvaluation#software#version#1.0#

(GE#Healthcare).#Data#were#then#plotted#using#Microsoft#Excel#or#R,#and#Kd#was#estimated#

from#bestJfit#curves.#

#

2.8(Measurement(of(proteinKNTP(interactions(by(isothermal(titration(calorimetry((ITC)(
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All# ITC# experiments# were# recorded# using# a# MicroCal# PEAQ# ITC# instrument# (Malvern#

Panalytical,#UK).#Experiments#were#performed#at#4°C#and#both#protein#and#ligand#were#in#the#

buffer#100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#100#mM#NaCl,#and#5#mM#CaCl2.#The#calorimetric#cell#was#

filled#with#100#µM#monomer#concentration#of#either#B.#subtilis#Noc#(WT),#Noc#(R89A),#or#Noc#

(N121S),#and#was#titrated#with#3#mM#CTPɣS.#For#each#ITC#run,#a#single#injection#of#0.5#μL#of#

3#mM#CTPɣS#was#performed# first,# following#by#19# injections#of#2#μL#each.# Injections#were#

made#at#120#s#intervals#with#a#stirring#speed#of#750#rpm.#Each#experiment#was#run#in#duplicate.#

The#raw#titration#data#were#integrated#and#fitted#to#a#oneJsite#binding#model#using#the#builtJin#

software#of#the#MicroCal#PEAQ#ITC.#Controls#(CTPɣS#into#buffer#and#buffer#into#protein)#were#

performed#and#no#signal#was#observed.#

#

2.9(Crystallisation(and(cryoprotection(of(ParB(and(Noc(variants(
2.9.1#General#X@ray#crystallography#data#collection#and#reduction##

Crystallisation#screens#were#set#up# in#sittingJdrop#vapour#diffusion# format# in#MRC2#96Jwell#

crystallisation#plates#with#drops#comprised#of#0.3#μL#precipitant#solution#and#0.3#μL#of#protein##

and#incubated#at#293#K.#After#optimization#of#an#initial#hit,#suitable#crystals#were#cryoprotected#

with# 20%# (v/v)# glycerol# and# mounted# in# Litholoops# (Molecular# Dimensions)# before# flashJ

cooling#by#plunging#into# liquid#nitrogen.#XJray#data#were#recorded#on#beamline#I04J1#at#the#

Diamond#Light#Source#(Oxfordshire,#UK)#using#a#Pilatus#6MJF#hybrid#photon#counting#detector#

(Dectris),# with# crystals#maintained#at# 100#K#by#a#Cryojet# cryocooler# (Oxford# Instruments).#

Diffraction#data#were# integrated#and#scaled#using#DIALS#(Winter#et#al.,#2018)#via# the#XIA2#

(Winter,#2010)#expert#system#then#merged#using#AIMLESS#(Evans#and#Murshudov,#2013).#

The#majority#of#the#downstream#analysis#was#performed#through#the#CCP4i2#graphical#user#

interface#(Potterton#et#al.,#2018).#

#

2.9.2#Crystallisation#of#the#DNA@binding#domain#(DBD)#of#C.#crescentus#ParB#in#complex#with#

parS##

HisJtagged#(DBD)JParB#(10#mg/mL)#was#mixed#with#a#20Jbp#parS#site#at#a#molar#ratio#of#1:1.2#

(protein:DNA)#in#the#elution#buffer#(10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH8.0,#250#mM#NaCl).#The#DBD#ParBJ

parS#complex#crystals#grew#in#a#solution#containing#19%#(w/v)#PEG#3350#and#49#mM#lithium#

citrate.#Suitable#crystals#were#then#cryoprotected#in#a#solution#containing#19%#(w/v)#PEG3350,#

49#mM#lithium#citrate#and#20%#glycerol.##

#

2.9.3#Crystallisation#and#the#C@terminally#truncated#("CTD)#ParB#(QKKR+K227)#in#complex#

with#NBS#
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HisJtagged#ParB"CTD#(QKKR+K227)#(10#mg/mL)#was#mixed#with#a#20Jbp#NBS#site#at#a#molar#

ratio#of#1:1.2#(protein:DNA)#in#the#elution#buffer#(10mM#TrisJHCl#pH8.0,#250#mM#NaCl).#The#

ParB"CTD# (QKKR+K227)JNBS# complex# crystals# grew# in# a# solution# containing# 20%# (w/v)#

PEG3350,#263#mM#magnesium#formate#and#10%#(v/v)#glycerol.#Suitable#crystals#were#then#

cryoprotected#in#a#solution#containing#20%#(w/v)#PEG#3350,#263#mM#magnesium#formate#and#

20%#glycerol.#

#

2.9.4#Crystallisation#and#cryoprotection#of# the#DNA@binding#domain# (DBD)#Noc# in#complex#

with#22@bp#NBS#

HisJtagged#Noc#(DBD)JHis6#(10#mg/mL)#was#mixed#with#a#22Jbp#NBS#duplex#at#a#molar#ratio#

of#1:1.2#protein:DNA#in#buffer#containing#10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl.#The#Noc#

(DBD)JNBS# crystals# grew# in# a# solution# containing# 20%# (w/v)# PEG# 3350# and# 200#mM#diJ

potassium#phosphate.#Suitable#crystals#were#then#cryoprotected#in#a#solution#containing#20%#

(w/v)#PEG3350,#200#mM#diJpotassium#phosphate#and#20%#glycerol.#

#

2.9.5#Crystallisation#and#cryoprotection#of#the#C@terminal#truncated#C.#crescentus#ParB"CTD@

parS#complex#

HisJtagged#ParB"CTD#(10#mg/mL)#was#mixed#with#a#22Jbp#parS#duplex#DNA#at#a#molar#ratio#

of#2:1.2#(protein#monomer:#DNA)# in#the#gel#filtration#elution#buffer#(10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0,#

250#mM#NaCl).#The#ParB"CTDJparS#crystals#grew#in#a#solution#containing#20.5%#(w/v)#PEG#

3350,# 263# mM# magnesium# formate,# and# 10%# (v/v)# glycerol.# Suitable# crystals# were# then#

cryoprotected#in#a#solution#containing#20%#(w/v)#PEG3350,#200#mM#diJpotassium#phosphate#

and#20%#glycerol.#

#

2.9.6#Crystallisation#and#cryoprotection#of#the#C.#crescentus#ParB"CTD@CTPɣS#complex#

HisJtagged#ParB"CTD#(10#mg/mL)#was#premixed#with#1#mM#CTPɣS#and#1#mM#MgCl2#in#buffer#

[10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl]#before# crystallisation.#The#ParB∆CTDJCTPɣS#

crystals#grew#in#a#solution#containing#15%#(w/v)#PEG#3350,#260#mM#calcium#acetate,#10%#

(v/v)#glycerol,#1#mM#CTPɣS,#and#1#mM#MgCl2.#Suitable#crystals#were#then#cryoprotected#in#a#

solution#containing#15%#(w/v)#PEG3350,#260#mM#calcium#acetate#and#20%#glycerol.#

#

2.9.7#Crystallisation#and#cryoprotection#of#the#C.#crescentus#ParB"44N"CTD@CDP#complex#

HisJtagged#ParB"44N"CTD#(10#mg/mL)#was#premixed#with#1#mM#CTP#and#1#mM#MgCl2#in#

buffer#[10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl]#before#crystallisation.#The#crystals#grew#in#

a#solution#containing#X#(w/v)#PEG#400#and#0.1M#MES#pH#6.5.##

(
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2.9.8#Crystallisation#and#cryoprotection#of#the#G.#thermoleovorans#Noc∆CTD#Noc##

HisJtagged#Noc∆CTD#Noc# (10#mg/mL)#was#premixed#with#1#mM#CTP#and#1#mM#MgCl2# in#

buffer#[10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl]#before#crystallisation.#Crystals#grew#in#a#

solution# containing#2000#mM#ammonium#sulphate#and#50#mM# triJsodium#citrate#and#were#

cryoprotected#in#the#crystallisation#solution#supplemented#with#20%#(v/v)#glycerol,#1#mM#CTP#

and#1#mM#MgCl2.#For#iodide#derivatization,#the#cryoprotectant#comprised#of#the#crystallisation#

solution#supplemented#with#25%#(v/v)#ethylene#glycol,#1#mM#CTP,#1#mM#MgCl2,#and#500#mM#

potassium# iodidep# crystals# were# soaked# in# this# solution# for# less# than# 30# seconds# before#

cryocooling.#Despite#the#presence#of#CTP#in#the#crystallisation#buffer,#no#density#for#CTP#was#

found#in#the#Noc∆CTD#structure,#presumably#because#NBS#DNA#was#not#included#to#facilitate#

CTP#binding.##

#

2.9.9#Crystallisation#and#cryoprotection#of#the#G.#thermoleovorans#NocN∆26∆CTD#Noc##

HisJtagged#NocN∆26∆CTD#Noc#(10#mg/mL)#was#premixed#with#1#mM#CTPɣS#and#1#mM#MgCl2#

in#buffer#[10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#8.0#and#250#mM#NaCl]#before#crystallisation.#NocN∆26∆CTD#

crystals# grew# in# a# solution# containing# 211# mM# diJammonium# phosphate# and# 2293# mM#

ammonium#sulphate.##

#

2.10(Structure(determination(and(refinement(of(ParB(and(Noc(variant(structures((
2.10.1#Structure#determination#and#refinement#of#the#C.#crescentus#DBD@ParB@parS#complex#

The# ParB# (DBD)JparS# complex# crystallized# in# space# group# C2# with# approximate# cell#

parameters#of#a#=#122.1,#b#=#40.7,#c#=#94.0#Å#and###=#121.4°#(Table#2.12.1).#Analysis#of#the#

likely#composition#of#the#asymmetric#unit#(ASU)#suggested#that#it#would#contain#two#copies#of#

the#ParB#(DBD)#bound#to#a#single#DNA#duplex,#giving#an#estimated#solvent#content#of#~49%.#

A#molecular#replacement#template#covering#the#DBD#was#generated#by#manually#editing#the#

protein#component#of#the#structure#of#the#Spo0JJparS#complex#from#Helicobacter#pylori##(PDB#

accession# code# 4UMKp# 42%# identity# over# 75%# of# the# sequence)# (Chen# et# al.,# 2015)# and#

truncating#all#sideJchains#to#C##atoms.#For#the#DNA#component,#an#ideal#BJform#DNA#duplex#

was#generated#in#COOT#(Emsley#and#Cowtan,#2004)#from#the#20Jbp#palindromic#sequence#of#

parS.#PHASER# (McCoy#et# al.,# 2007)#was#used# to#place# the#DNA#duplex,# followed#by# two#

copies#of#the#DBD#into#the#ASU.#The#placement#of#the#DNAJbinding#domains#with#respect#to#

the#DNA#duplex#was#analogous#to#that#seen#in#the#H.#pylori#Spo0JJparS#(Chen#et#al.,#2015),#

and# an# analysis# of# crystal# contacts# revealed# that# the# DNA# formed# a# pseudoJcontinuous#

filament# spanning# the# crystal# due# to#baseJpair# stacking#between#adjacent#DNA# fragments.#

After# restrained# refinement# in#REFMAC5# (Murshudov#et#al.,# 1997)#at#2.4#Å# resolution,# the#

protein#component#of#the#model#was#completely#rebuilt#using#BUCCANEER#(Cowtan,#2006).#
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The#model# was# finalized# after# several# iterations# of# manual# editing# in# COOT# (Emsley# and#

Cowtan,# 2004)# and# further# refinement# in#REFMAC5# (Murshudov#et# al.,# 1997).# The#model#

statistics#are#reported#in#Table#3.1#(Chapter#3).#

#

2.10.2# Structure# determination# and# refinement# of# the# C.# crescentus# ParB∆CTD#

(QKKR+K227)@NBS#complex#

The# ParB∆CTD# (QKKR+K227)JNBS# complex# crystallized# in# space# group# I4122# with#

approximate#cell#parameters#of#a#=#b#=#117.9,#c#=#249.6#Å#(Table#2.12.1).#The#data#were#weak#

and# anisotropic#and,# as# a# consequence,#were# truncated# to# a# resolution# of# 3.6# Å.#Despite#

multiple# attempts,# we# were# not# able# to# collect# a# better# dataset.# Analysis# of# the# likely#

composition# of# the# asymmetric# unit# (ASU)# suggested# that# it# would# contain# two# copies# of#

ParB∆CTD#(QKKR+K227)#bound#to#a#single#DNA#duplex,#giving#an#estimated#solvent#content#

of#~61%.#A#preliminary#model#was#obtained#using#PHASER#(McCoy#et#al.,#2007),#which#was#

able#to#place#the#full#ParB#(DBD)JparS#complex#structure# in#the#ASU.#As#with#the#previous#

structure,#crystal#contacts#gave#a#pseudoJcontinuous#DNA#filament#spanning#the#crystal#via#

baseJpair#stacking#between#adjacent#DNA#fragments.#After#correcting#for#sequence#changes#

in#both#the#protein#and#DNA#and#applying#rigid#body#adjustments#to#several#αJhelices#in#the#

electron#density,#the#model#was#refined#in#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997)#to#give#a#slightly#

improved#map#(to#enhance#interpretability,#a#sharpening#factor#of#100#Å2#was#applied#to#the#

map#calculations).#At#this#point#it#was#possible#to#dock#one#of#the#missing#NJterminal#domains#

into#electron#density#adjacent#to#the#A#chain#(this#was#a#polyJAla#model#derived#from#the#H.#

pylori#ParB#modelp#PDB#accession#code#4UMK)#(Chen#et#al.,#2015),#whilst#the#second#could#

not#be#placed#with#confidence.#The#final#model#was#obtained#after#further#iterations#of#manual#

editing#in#COOT#and#refinement#with#tight#geometrical#restraints#in#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#

al.,#1997).#The#model#statistics#are#reported#in#Table#3.1#(Chapter#3).#

#

2.10.3#Structure#determination#and#refinement#of#the#B.#subtilis#DBD@Noc@NBS#structure#

The#Noc#DBDJNBS#complex#crystallized#in#space#group#C2#with#approximate#cell#parameters#

of#a#=#134.1,#b#=#60.6,#c#=#81.0#Å#and###=#116.9°.#The#data#were#collected#in#two#360°#sweeps#

separated#by#a#χ#offset#of#20°.#Data# reduction# in#AIMLESS#(Evans#and#Murshudov,#2013)#

indicated#that#the#diffraction#was#highly#anisotropic,#and#thus#before#using#the#dataset,#it#was#

corrected#using#STARANISO#with#a#local#mean#I/σ(I)#threshold#of#1.2,#giving#maximum#and#

minimum# anisotropic# resolution# cutJoffs# of# 2.23# and# 4.02# Å,# respectively# (Table# 2.12.1).#

Analysis#of#the#likely#composition#of#the#asymmetric#unit#(ASU)#suggested#that#it#would#contain#

two#copies#of#the#Noc#DBD#bound#to#a#single#DNA#duplex,#giving#an#estimated#solvent#content#

of#~69%.#A#molecular#replacement#template#covering#the#DBD#was#generated#from#the#ParB#

DBD#structure#above#using#SCULPTOR#(41%#identity#overall)#(Bunkóczi#and#Read,#2011).#
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For# the# DNA# component,# an# ideal# BJform# DNA# duplex# was# generated# from# the# 22Jbp#

palindromic#sequence#of#NBS.#PHASER#(McCoy#et#al.,#2007)#was#used# to#place# the#DNA#

duplex,#followed#by#two#copies#of#the#DBD#template#into#the#ASU.#This#generated#a#complex#

that#was#consistent#with#that#of#ParB#DBDJparS#determined#above,#again#with#the#DNA#forming#

a# pseudoJcontinuous# filament# spanning# the# crystal# due# to# baseJpair# stacking# between#

adjacent#DNA#fragments.#After#restrained#refinement#in#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997)#

at# 2.23# Å# resolution,# the# protein# component# of# the# model# was# completely# rebuilt# using#

BUCCANEER# (Cowtan,# 2006).#The#model#was# finalized#after# several# iterations#of#manual#

editing#in#COOT#(Emsley#and#Cowtan,#2004)#and#further#refinement#in#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#

et#al.,#1997)# incorporating#TLS#restraints.#To#avoid#model#bias#resulting#from#the#feature#of#

REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997)#to#approximate#missing#reflections#within#the#spherical#

resolution#cutJoff# to#their#calculated#values,#these#filledJin#reflections#were#removed#prior# to#

map# inspection.# Subsequently,# the#map# connectivity#was# improved#by# applying# a#blurring#

factor#of#60#Å2.#The#model#statistics#are#reported#in#Table#3.1#(Chapter#3).#

#

2.10.4#Structure#determination#and#refinement#of#the#C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTD@parS#structure#

The#ParB∆CTDJparS#complex#crystallized# in# space#group#P21#with# cell#parameters#of# a#=#

54.25,#b#=#172.93,#c#=#72.85#Å#and#β#=#90.54°#(Table#2.12.1).#Analysis#of#the#likely#composition#

of#the#asymmetric#unit#(ASU)#suggested#that# it#would#contain#four#copies#of#the#ParB∆CTD#

monomers#and#two#copies#of#the#22Jbp#parS#DNA#duplex,#giving#an#estimated#solvent#content#

of#~46.6%.#Interrogation#of# the#Protein#Data#Bank#with# the#sequence#of# the#C.#crescentus#

ParB∆CTD#revealed# two#suitable# template#structures# for#molecular# replacement:#apoJParB#

from#T.#thermophilus#(Leonard#et#al.,#2004)#(PDB#accession#code:#1VZ0p#46%#identity#over#

82%# of# the# sequence)# and#H.# pylori# ParB# bound# to#parS# DNA# (Chen# et# al.,# 2015)# (PDB#

accession#code:#4UMKp#42%#identity#over#75%#of#the#sequence).##

(
First,#single#subunits#taken#from#these#two#entries#were#trimmed#using#SCULPTOR#(Bunkóczi#

and# Read,# 2011)# to# retain# the# parts# of# the# structure# that# aligned# with# the#C.# crescentus#

ParB∆CTD#sequence,#and#then#all#side#chains#were#truncated#to#Cβ#atoms#using#CHAINSAW#

(Stein,# 2008).# Comparison# of# these# templates# revealed# a# completely#different# relationship#

between# the# NJterminal# domain# and# the# DNAJbinding# domain.# Thus,# I# prepared# search#

templates#based#on#the#individual#domains#rather#than#the#subunits.#The#pairs#of#templates#

for#each#domain#were#then#aligned#and#used#as#ensemble#search#models#in#PHASER#(McCoy#

et#al.,#2007).#For#the#DNA#component,#an#ideal#BJform#DNA#duplex#was#generated#in#COOT#

(Emsley#and#Cowtan,#2004)#from#a#22J#bp#palindromic#sequence#of#parS.#A#variety#of#protocols#

were#attempted#in#PHASER#(McCoy#et#al.,#2007),#the#best#result#was#obtained#by#searching#

for#the#two#DNA#duplexes#first,#followed#by#four#copies#of#the#DNAJbinding#domain,#giving#a#
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TFZ# score# of# 10.5# at# 4.5# Å# resolution.#We# found# that# the# placement# of# the# DNAJbinding#

domains# with# respect# to# the# DNA# duplexes# was# analogous# to# that# seen# in# the#H.# pylori#

ParB∆CTDJparS# complex.# After# several# iterations# of# rebuilding# in# COOT# and# refining# the#

model#in#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997),#it#was#possible#to#manually#dock#one#copy#of#

the#NJterminal#domain#template#(from#1VZ0)#into#weak#and#fragmented#electron#density#such#

that# it# could# be# joined# to# one# of# the# DNAJbinding# domains.# A# superposition# of# this# more#

complete#subunit#onto# the#other# three#copies# revealed#that# in#only#one#of# these#did#the#NJ

terminal#domain#agree#with#the#electron#density.#Inspection#of#the#remaining#unfilled#electron#

density#showed#evidence#for#the#last#two#missing#NJterminal#domains,#which#were#also#added#

by#manual#docking#of#the#domain#template#(from#1VZ0).#For#the#final#stages,#TLS#refinement#

was#used#with#a#single#TLS#domain#defined#for#each#protein#chain#and#for#each#DNA#strand.#

The#statistics#of#the#final#refined#model,#including#validation#output#from#MolProbity#(Davis#et#

al.,#2007),#are#summarized#in#Table#4.1.#

#

2.10.5#Structure#determination#and# refinement#of# the#C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTD@CTPɣS#co@

crystal#structure#

The#ParB∆CTDJCTPɣS#complex#crystallized#in#space#group#P21#with#cell#parameters#of#a#=#

69.5,#b#=#56.1,#c#=#71.4#Å#and###=#98.4°#(Table#2.12.2).#Analysis#of#the#likely#composition#of#

the#asymmetric#unit#(ASU)#suggested#that#it#contains#two#copies#of#the#ParB∆CTD#monomer#

giving# an# estimated# solvent# content# of# ~50%.# Molecular# replacement# templates# were#

generated#from#the#ParB∆CTDJparS#complex#solved#above.#Attempts#to#solve#the#structure#in#

PHASER# (McCoy# et# al.,# 2007)# using# individual# subunits# taken# from# the# latter# in# both#

conformations# did# not# yield# any# convincing# solutions,# suggesting# that# the# subunits# had#

adopted# new# conformations.# Given# that# the# two# subunit# conformations# observed# in# the#

previous#structure#differed#largely#in#the#relative#dispositions#of#DBD#and#NTDs,#we#reasoned#

that#a#better#outcome#might#be#achieved#by#searching#for#the#DNAJbinding#domains#and#NJ

terminal#domains#separately.#This#time#PHASER#(McCoy#et#al.,#2007)#successfully#placed#two#

copies#of#each#domain#in#the#ASU#such#that#they#could#be#reconnected#to#give#two#subunits#

in#a#new#conformation.#The# result#was# subjected# to#100#cycles#of# jellyJbody# refinement# in#

REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997)#before#rebuilding#with#BUCCANEER#(Cowtan,#2006)#to#

give#a#model# in#which#77%#of# the#expected# residues#had#been# fitted# into# two#chains#and#

sequenced.#The#model#was#completed#after#further#iterations#of#model#editing#in#COOT#and#

refinement#with#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997).# In# this#case,#TLS#refinement#was#not#

used#as#this#gave#poorer#validation#results.#The#statistics#of#the#final#refined#model,#including#

validation#output#from#MolProbity#(Davis#et#al.,#2007),#are#summarized#in#Table#4.1.#

#
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2.10.6# Structure#determination# and# refinement# of# the#C.# crescentus#ParB"44N"CTD@CDP#

complex#

The#ParBD44N∆CTD#crystallized#in#space#group#P21212#with#cell#parameters#of#a#=#56.130,#

b#=#69.406,#c#=#55.260#Å#and#β#=#90°.#Analysis#of#the#likely#composition#of#the#asymmetric#unit#

(ASU)#suggested#that#it#would#contain#a#single#copy#of#the#ParB"44N∆CTD#monomer,#giving#

an#estimated#cell#content#of#~43%.#The#structure#was#solved#by#molecular#replacement#with#

PHASER# (McCoy# et# al.,# 2007)# using# Chain# A# from# the#C.# crescentus#ParB∆CTDJ

parS#structure# as# a# template.# The# search# model# was# split# into# two# separate# ensembles#

comprising# residues# 44J120# and# 121J230# respectively.# PHASER# (McCoy# et# al.,# 2007)#

successfully#placed#all#three#ensembles,#although#one#of#these#had#to#be#interchanged#with#a#

symmetry#mate#in#order#to#restore#the#connectivity#of#the#starting#template.#Several#iterations#

of# model# building# in# COOT# (Emsley# and# Cowtan,# 2004)# and# refinement# REFMAC5#

(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997)#yielded#the#final#model#with#Rwork#and#Rfree#values#of#0.185#and#0.205,#

respectively,#to#1.28#Å#resolution.#The#statistics#of#the#final#refined#model,#including#validation#

output#from#MolProbity#(Davis#et#al.,#2007),#are#summarized#in#Table#4.1.#

(
2.10.7#Structure#determination#and#refinement#of#the#G.#thermoleovorans#Noc∆CTD#structure#

Three#360°#passes#of#XJray#data#were#taken#at#a#wavelength#of#1.8#Å#from#different#parts#of#a#

single#crystal#and#merged#to#give#a#highly#redundant#dataset#to#3.4#Å#resolution#in#space#group#

P213#with#cell#parameters#a#=#b#=#c#=#136.6#Å.#Solvent#content#estimation#gave#a#value#of#

66%# for# two# copies# of# the#29# kDa# subunit# per# asymmetric# unit# (ASU).# The# structure#was#

subsequently#solved#by#singleJwavelength#anomalous#dispersion#using#the#CRANK2#pipeline#

(Skubák#and#Pannu,#2013),#which#located#12#iodide#sites,#and#BUCCANEER#(Cowtan,#2006)#

was#able#to#build#and#sequence#339#residues#in#two#chains#corresponding#to#67%#of#those#

expected#for#two#monomers,#giving#Rwork#and#Rfree#values#of#0.318#and#0.362,#respectively,#to#

3.4#Å#resolution#after#refinement#with#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997).#At#this#point,#this#

preliminary# model# was# used# as# a# starting# point# for# refinement# against# a# native# data# set#

processed#to#2.5#Å#resolution#in#the#same#space#group,#but#with#a#significantly#longer#cell#edge#

of#146.8#Å#corresponding#to#a#solvent#content#of#72.6%.#Thus,#it#was#necessary#to#resolve#the#

structure# by# molecular# replacement# using# PHASER# (McCoy# et# al.,# 2007)# before# further#

refinement#in#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997).#After#a#complete#rebuild#in#BUCCANEER#

(Cowtan,#2006),#several#iterations#of#model#building#in#COOT#(Emsley#and#Cowtan,#2004)#and#

REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997)#refinement#jobs#yielded#the#final#model#with#Rwork#and#Rfree#
values#of#0.210#and#0.240,#respectively,#to#2.5#Å#resolution.#The#statistics#of#the#final#refined#

model,# including# validation#output# from#MolProbity# (Davis#et# al.,#2007),#are# summarized# in#

Table#5.1.#
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#

2.10.8# Structure# determination# and# refinement# of# the# G.# thermoleovorans# NocN∆26∆CTD#

structure#

NocN∆26∆CTD#crystallized#in#the##space#group#C2221#with#cell#parameters#of#a#=#105.1,#b#=#

106.6,#c#=#42.2#Å.#Analysis#of#the#likely#composition#of#the#ASU#suggested#that#it#contained#a#

single#copy#of#the#26#kDa#NocN∆26∆CTD#Noc#monomer,#giving#an#estimated#solvent#content#

of#46%.#The#structure#was#solved#by#molecular# replacement#with#PHASER# (McCoy#et#al.,#

2007)#using#chain#A#from#the#G.#thermoleovorans#Noc∆CTD#structure#above#as#the#template.#

The#search#model#was#split#into#three#separate#ensembles#comprising#residues#26J100,#101J

140,#and#141J230,#respectively.#PHASER#(McCoy#et#al.,#2007)#successfully#placed#all#three#

ensembles,#although#one#of#these#had#to#be#interchanged#with#a#symmetry#mate#in#order#to#

restore#the#connectivity#of#the#starting#template.#Several#iterations#of#model#building#in#COOT#

(Emsley#and#Cowtan,#2004)#and#refinement#REFMAC5#(Murshudov#et#al.,#1997)#yielded#the#

final#model#with#Rwork#and#Rfree#values#of#0.267#and#0.288,#respectively,#to#2.95#Å#resolution.#

The#statistics#of#the#final#refined#model,#including#validation#output#from#MolProbity#(Davis#et#

al.,#2007),#are#summarized#in#Table#5.1.#

#

2.11(Analysis(of(crystal(structures((
Superpositions# of# structures# presented# in# this# thesis# were# performed# either# by# using# the#

align/cealign#function#in#PyMOL#(DeLano,#2002)#or#by#using#the#superpose#function#on#CCP4#

QtMG#(Potterton#et#al.,#2018).#ProteinJDNA,#ProteinJProtein#contacts#were#determined#using#

the#jsPISA#webserver#(Krissinel,#2015).#Curves+#(Blanchet#et#al.,#2011)#was#used#to#determine#

DNA#shape#parameters#reported#from#the#crystal#structures,#while#the#shape#parameters#for#

unbound#DNA#was#predicted#using#the#DNAshape#webserver#(Zhou#et#al.,#2013).##

(
2.12( Differential( radial( capillary( action( of( ligand( assay( (DRaCALA)( or( membraneK
spotting(assay(
Purified#C.#crescentus#25#µM#ParBJHis6#or#25#µM#TetRJHis6#or#40#µM#B.#subtilis#Noc#were#

incubated#with#3#nM#radiolabelled#P32JαJCTP#(Perkin#Elmer),#30#µM#of#unlabelled#cold#CTP#

(Thermo#Fisher),#0.5#μM#of#22Jbp#parS#or#NBS#DNA#duplex#in#the#reaction#buffer#[100#mM#

Tris#pH#8.0,#100#mM#NaCl,#and#10#mM#MgCl2]#for#5#minutes#at#room#temperature.#For#the#NTP#

competition#assay,# the#mixture#was#further#supplemented#with#500#µM#of#either#unlabelled#

cold#CTP,#ATP,#GTP,#or#UTP.#Four#μL#of#samples#were#spotted#slowly#onto#a#dry#nitrocellulose#

membrane#and#airJdried.#The#nitrocellulose#membrane#was#wrapped#in#cling#film#before#being#

exposed#to#a#phosphor#screen#(GE#Healthcare)#for#two#minutes.#Each#DRaCALA#assay#was#

triplicated#and#a#representative#autoradiograph#was#shown.#

#
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2.13(Magnetic(tweezer(assays(
Magnetic#tweezer#assays#Magnetic#tweezer#experiments#were#performed#using#a#homeJmade#

setup#as#described#previously# (Fisher#et# al.,# 2017p# Taylor# et# al.,# 2015).#Briefly,# images#of#

micrometerJsized#superparamagnetic#beads#tethered#to#the#surface#of#a#glass#slide#by#DNA#

constructs#are#acquired#with#a#100x#oil# immersion#objective#and#a#CCD#camera.#RealJtime#

image#analysis#was#used#to#determine#the#spatial#coordinates#of#beads#with#nm#accuracy#in#

x,#y#and#z.#A#stepJbyJstep#motor#located#above#the#sample#moves#a#pair#of#magnets#allowing#

the#application#of#stretching#forces# to# the#beadJDNA#system.#We#used#horizontally#aligned#

magnets# coupled# to# an# iron# holder.# Applied# forces# can# be# quantified# from# the# Brownian#

excursions#of#the#bead#and#the#extension#of#the#DNA#tether.#Data#were#acquired#at#150#Hz#to#

minimize# sampling# artifacts# in# force# determination.#We# used# horizontally# aligned#magnets#

coupled#to#an#iron#holder#to#achieve#force#up#to#15#pN.##

#

Fabrication#of#DNA#substrates# for#magnetic# tweezer#experiments# containing#a# single#parS#

sequence#with#biotins#and#digoxigenins#at# the#tails#was#described#previously#(Taylor#et#al.,#

2015).The#DNA#molecules#were#incubated#with#2.8#μm#streptavidinJcoated#beads#(MyOne,#

Invitrogen)#for#10#min.#Then,#the#DNA#bead#complex#was#injected#in#a#liquid#cell#functionalized#

with# antiJdigoxigenin# antibodies# (Roche)# and# incubated# for# 10# min# before# applying# force.#

Torsionally#constrained#molecules#and#beads#with#more# than#a#single#DNA#molecule#were#

identified#from#its#distinct#rotationJextension#curves#and#discarded#for#further#analysis.#All#the#

experiments#were#performed#in#a#reaction#buffer#composed#of#10#mM#HEPES#pH#7.5,#150#

mM#NaCl,#3#mM#EDTA,#0.1%#(v/v)#TweenJ20#and#100#μg/ml#BSA.##

#

ForceJextension#curves#were#obtained#by#decreasing#the#applied#force#in#steps#from#15#pN#to#

~0.02# pN# for# a# total# measuring# time# of# 15# min.# First,# we# measured# the# forceJextension#

response#for#bare#DNA#molecules.#Then,#the#force#was#reset#to#15#pN#and#ParB#variants#were#

flown#and#incubated#for#2#min#before#starting#the#measurement#of#a#forceJextension#curve#at#

the# same#magnet# positions# in# absence# of# proteins.# The# force# applied# to# each# bead# was#

determined#based#on#the#forceJextension#data#of#bare#DNA#molecules.#Bare#DNA#curves#were#

fitted#to#the#wormJlike#chain#model#and#fitted#values#of#persistence#length#and#contour#length#

were# used# as# a# quality# control.# Molecules# with# a# large# discrepancy# for# contour# length# or#

persistence#with#respect#to#expected#parameters#(45#nm#persistence#length,#2.1#µm#contour#

length)#were#discarded#from#the#analysis.##

#

2.14(Immunoblot(analysis##
To# confirm# the# presence# of# FLAGJtagged# ParB# variants,# O/N# cultures# of# C.# crescentus#

harbouring#FLAGJtagged#ParB#variants#were#used#to#inoculate#25#mL#of#PYE#supplemented#
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with#the#appropriate#antibiotics,#xylose#and#vanillate#to#an#OD600#of#0.1.#Cultures#were#then#left#

to# grow# for# ~3# h# when# the# OD600# of# 0.4,# before# C.# crescentus# cells# were# pelleted# and#

resuspended#directly# in#1xSDS#buffer.#Samples#were#then#heated#to#95°C#for#5#min#before#

loading.# Total# protein# was# run# on# 10%# TrisJHCL# gels# (BioJRad)# at# 150# V# for# separation.#

Resolved#proteins#were# transferred# to#polyvinylidene# fluoride#membranes#using# the#TransJ

Blot#Turbo#Transfer#System#(BioRad)#and#probed#with#1:10,000#dilution#of#primary#αJFLAG#

antibodies# (Sigma# Aldrich).# Blots# were# imaged# using# an# Amersham# Imager# 600# (GE#

Healthcare).#

#

For#protein#expression#related#experiments,#isolated#single#colonies#of#C.#crescentus#strains#

were#used#to#inoculate#25#mL#of#PYE#supplemented#with#xylose#or#glucose#+#vanillate#with#

the#appropriate#antibiotics#and#left#to#grow#O/N.#For#proline#harbouring#ParB#variants,#the#O/N#

culture# was# then# used# to# inoculate# 25# mL# of# PYE# supplemented# with# xylose# and# the#

appropriate#antibiotics#to#an#OD600#of#0.1.#Cultures#were#then#left#to#grow#for#~3#h#when#the#

OD600#of# 0.4,# before# cells#were# pelleted# and#washed# 2x# to# remove# remaining# xylose.# The#

pelleted# cells# were# then# resuspended# in# 25# mL# of# PYE# supplemented# with# glucose# and#

vanillate#and# left# to#grow# for#2#h#before#being#pelleted#and# resuspended#directly# in#1xSDS#

sample#buffer,# then#heated# to#95°C# for#5#min#before# loading.#Bradford#assay#was#used# to#

measure#the#total#protein#in#sample#and#an#equal#volume#of#protein#between#each#sample#was#

run# on# 10%# TrisJHCL# gels# (BioJRad)# at# 150# V# for# separation.# Resolved# proteins# were#

transferred#to#polyvinylidene#fluoride#membranes#using#the#TransJBlot#Turbo#Transfer#System#

(BioRad)#and#probed#with#1:10,000#dilution#of#primary#αJFLAG#antibodies# (Sigma#Aldrich).#

Blots#were#imaged#using#an#Amersham#Imager#600#(GE#Healthcare).##

#

For#the#lysine#harbouring#ParB#variants,#the#O/N#cultures#were#prepared#in#PYE#supplemented#

with#glucose#+#vanillate#with# the#appropriate#antibiotics.#The#O/N#culture#was#then#used# to#

inoculate# 25# mL# of# PYE# supplemented# with# glucose# and# vanillate# and# the# appropriate#

antibiotics#to#an#OD600#of#0.1.#Cultures#were#then#left#to#grow#for#~3#h#when#the#OD600#of#0.4#

before#being#C.#crescentus#cells#were#pelleted#and#resuspended#directly# in#1xSDS#sample#

buffer,#then#heated#to#95°C#for#5#min#before#loading.#Bradford#assay#was#used#to#measure#the#

total#protein#in#sample#and#an#equal#volume#of#protein#between#each#sample#was#run#on#10%#

TrisJHCL# gels# (BioJRad)# at# 150# V# for# separation.# # Resolved# proteins# were# transferred# to#

polyvinylidene#fluoride#membranes#using#the#TransJBlot#Turbo#Transfer#System#(BioRad)#and#

probed# with# 1:10,000# dilution# of# primary# αJFLAG# antibodies# (Sigma# Aldrich).# Blots# were#

imaged#using#an#Amersham#Imager#600#(GE#Healthcare).#

(
2.15(GenomeKwide(techniques((
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2.15.1#Chromatin#immunoprecipitation#coupled#with#deep#sequencing#(ChIP@seq)#

C.# crescentus# cell# cultures# (25# mL)# were# grown# in# PYE# (in# the# presence# of# appropriate#

antibiotics,#0.3%#glucose,#and#0.5#mM#vanillate)#before#fixation#with#formaldehyde#to#a#final#

concentration#of#1%.#Fixed#cells#were# incubated#at#RT#for#30#minutes,# then#quenched#with#

0.125#M#glycine#for#15#minutes#at#RT.#Cells#were#washed#three#times#with#1×#PBS#(pH#7.4)#

and#resuspended#in#1#ml#of#buffer#1#(20#mM#KJHEPES#pH#7.9,#50#mM#KCl,#10%#Glycerol#and#

Roche#EDTAJfree#protease#inhibitors).#Subsequently,#the#cell#suspension#was#sonicated#on#

ice#using#a#probeJtype#sonicator# (8# cycles,#15# s#ON,#15# s#OFF,#at# setting#8)# to# shear# the#

chromatin#to#below#1#kb,#and#the#cell#debris#was#cleared#by#centrifugation#(20#min#at#13#000#

rpm#at#4°C).#

The# supernatant#was# then# transferred# to# a# new#2#ml# tube# and# the# buffer# conditions#were#
adjusted# to#10#mM#Tris–HCl#pH#8,#150#mM#NaCl#and#0.1%#NPJ40.#Fifty#microliters#of# the#

supernatant#were#transferred#to#a#separate#tube#for#control#(the#INPUT#fraction)#and#stored#at#

–20°C.#In#the#meantime,#antibodiesJcoupled#beads#were#washed#off#storage#buffers#before#

adding#to#the#above#supernatant.#I#then#used#αJFLAG#antibodies#coupled#to#agarose#beads#

(Sigma,#UK)#for#ChIPJseq#of#FLAGJParB#(WT)#and#variants,#and#FLAGJYFP.##Briefly,#25#μl#of#

beads#was#washed#off#storage#buffer#by#repeated#centrifugation#and#resuspension#in#IPP150#

buffer#(10#mM#Tris–HCl#pH#8,#150#mM#NaCl#and#0.1%#NPJ40).#Beads#were#then#introduced#

to#the#cleared#supernatant#and#incubated#with#gentle#shaking#at#4°C#overnight.# In#the#next#

day,#beads#were#then#washed#five#times#at#4°C#for#2#min#each#with#1#ml#of#IPP150#buffer,#then#

twice#at#4°C#for#2#min#each#in#1×#TE#buffer#(10#mM#Tris–HCl#pH#8#and#1#mM#EDTA).#Protein–

DNA#complexes#were#then#eluted#twice#from#the#beads#by#incubating#the#beads#first#with#150#

μl#of#the#elution#buffer#(50#mM#Tris–HCl#pH#8,#10#mM#EDTA#and#1%#SDS)#at#65°C#for#15#min,#

then#with#100#μl#of#1×#TE#buffer#+#1%#SDS#for#another#15#min#at#65°C.#The#supernatant#(the#

ChIP#fraction)#was#then#separated#from#the#beads#and#further#incubated#at#65°C#overnight#to#

completely#reverse#crosslink.#The#INPUT#fraction#was#also#deJcrosslinked#by#incubation#with#

200#μl#of#1×#TE#buffer#+#1%#SDS#at#65°C#overnight.#DNA#from#the#ChIP#and#INPUT#fraction#

were# then#purified#using# the#PCR#purification# kit# (Qiagen)#according# to# the#manufacturer's#

instruction,#then#eluted#out#in#50#μl#of#EB#buffer#(Qiagen).#The#purified#DNA#was#then#used#

directly#for#qPCR#or#being#constructed#into#library#suitable#for#Illumina#sequencing#using#the#

NEXT#Ultra#library#preparation#kit#(NEB).#ChIP#libraries#were#sequenced#on#the#Illumina#Hiseq#

2500#at#the#Tufts#University#Genomics#facility.#

2.15.2#Generation#of#ChIP@seq#profiles##
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For#analysis#of#ChIPJseq#data,#Hiseq#2500#Illumina#short#reads#(50#bp)#were#mapped#back#to#

the#C.# crescentus#NA1000# reference# genome# (NCBI# Reference# Sequence:# NC@011916.1)#

using#Bowtie#1#and#the#following#command:#

bowtie#Jm#1#Jn#1#–best#–strata#Jp#4#–chunkmbs#512#NA1000@bowtie#–sam#*.fastq#>#output.sam#

Subsequently,# the# sequencing# coverage# at# each# nucleotide# position# was# computed# using#

BEDTools#using#the#following#command:#

bedtools#genomecov#Jd#Jibam#output.sorted.bam#Jg#NA1000.fna#>#coverage_output.txt#

2.16(Measurement(of(NTPase(activity(by(EnzChek(phosphate(assay(
NTP# hydrolysis# was#monitored# using# an# EnzChek# Phosphate#Assay#Kit# (Thermo# Fisher).#

Samples#(100#µL)#containing#a#reaction#buffer#±#0#to#1#mM#of#CTP#±#1#µM#NBS/parS#dsDNA#

+#1#µM#of#purified#Noc#(WT#or#mutants)#were#assayed#in#a#Biotek#EON#plate#reader#for#15#hrs#

with#readings#every#minute.#The#reaction#buffer#(1#mL)#typically#contained#640#μL#ultrapure#

water,#100#μL#10x#customized#reaction#buffer#[100#mM#Tris#pH#8.0,#2#M#NaCl,#and#20#mM#

MgCl2],#200#μL#MESG#substrate#solution,#and#10#μL#purine#nucleoside#phosphorylase#(1#unit).#

Reactions#with#buffer#only,#buffer#+#protein#only#or#buffer#+#NTP#only#were#also#included#as#

controls.#The#plates#were#shaken#at#280#rpm#continuously#for#15#hrs#at#25°C.#The#inorganic#

phosphate#standard#curve#was#also#constructed#according#to#the#manual.#Each#assay#was#

triplicated.#The#NTPase#rates#were#calculated#using#a#linear#regression#fitting#in#Excel.#

#

2.17( In# vitro( crosslinking( using( a( sulfhydrylKtoKsulfhydryl( crosslinker(
bismaleimidoethane((BMOE)(
2.17.1#General#in#vitro#crosslinking#using#BMOE#

A#50#µL#mixture#of#10#µM#Noc#(WT/mutants)#±#1#mM#NTP#±#1#µM#22Jbp#NBS/parS#dsDNA#

was#assembled#in#a#reaction#buffer#[10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#200#mM#NaCl,#and#1#mM#MgCl2]#

and#was#incubated#for#10#min#at#22oC#or#for#1,#5,#10,#15,#and#30#min#at#4°C.#Subsequently,#

BMOE#was#added#to#the#final#concentration#of#1#mM,#and#the#reaction#was#quickly#mixed#by#

three#pulses#of# vortexing.#SDSJPAGE#sample#buffer# containing#23#mM#βJmercaptoethanol#

was# then#added# immediately#to#quench#the#crosslinking# reaction.#Samples#were#heated# to#

50°C#for#10#min#before#being# loaded#on#12%#WedgeWell#TrisJGlycine#polyacrylamide#gels#

(Thermo#Fisher).#Each#experiment#was# triplicated.#Polyacrylamide#gels#were#stained# in#an#

InstantBlue# Coomassie# solution# (Abcam)# and# band# intensity# was# quantified# using# Image#

Studio# Lite# (LIJCOR# Biosciences).# The# crosslinked# fractions# were# averaged,# and# their#

standard#errors#were#calculated#in#Excel.#

#

2.17.2#DNA#loading#assays#
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DNA#loading#assays#were#performed#similarly#to#the#in#vitro#BMOE#crosslinking#experiments#

above.# A# 50# µL# mixture# of# 10# µM# Noc# (E29C# S253C)# ±#1# mM# CTP#±#100# nM# NBSJ

harboring/NBSJscrambled#plasmid#was#assembled#in#a#reaction#buffer#[10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#

7.4,#200#mM#NaCl,#and#1#mM#MgCl2]#and#was#incubated#for#10#min#at#22oC.#Subsequently,#

BMOE#was#added#to#the#final#concentration#of#1#mM,#and#the#reaction#was#quickly#mixed#by#

three#pulses#of# vortexing.#SDSJPAGE#sample#buffer# containing#23#mM#βJmercaptoethanol#

was# then#added# immediately#to#quench#the#crosslinking# reaction.#Samples#were#heated# to#

50°C#for#10#min#before#being#loaded#on#4J12%#WedgeWell#TrisJGlycine#polyacrylamide#gels.##

#

2.17.3#Nuclease#treatment#assays#

For#nuclease#treatment,#crosslinking#reactions#were#performed#as#described#above,#however#

the#reaction#were#quenched#using#a#quenching#buffer#[10#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#200#mM#NaCl,#

1#mM#MgCl2,#and#2.3#mM#βJmercaptoethanol]#instead.#Subsequently,#0.5#µL#of#a#nonJspecific#

DNA#nuclease#(Benzonase,#250#units/µL,#Merck)#was#added,#the#mixture#was#incubated#at#

22oC#for#10#min#before#SDSJPAGE#sample#buffer#was#added.#Samples#were#heated#to#50°C#

for#10#min#before#being#loaded#on#4J12%#WedgeWell#TrisJGlycine#polyacrylamide#gels.#Gels#

were#either#stained#in#an#InstantBlue#Coomassie#solution#(to#detect#protein#bands)#or#in#a#Sybr#

Green#solution#(to#detect#DNA#bands).##

#

2.18(Liposomes(preparation(
E.#coli#total# lipid#extract#(25#mg/mL#in#chloroform,#Avanti)#was#used#to#generate# liposomes.#

Briefly,#an#argon#stream#was#used#to#evaporate#chloroform#from#the#lipids,#and#the#resulting#

lipid# cake# was# further# dried# under# vacuum# for# 2# hrs.# The# lipids# were# subsequently# reJ

suspended#in#a#buffer#containing#100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4#and#200#mM#NaCl.#The#mixture#

was#incubated#at#30°C#for#30#min#with#vigorous#vortexing#every#5#min.#The#final#concentration#

of#the#resuspended#lipids#was#50#mg/mL.#The#resuspended#lipids#were#then#extruded#to#~100#

nm# single# unilamellar# vesicles# (SUV)# using# a# miniJextruder# (Avanti)# equipped# with#

polycarbonate#membranes#(0.1#µm#pore#size).#The#size#of#the#resulting#SUVs#was#confirmed#

by#dynamic#light#scattering.###

#

2.19(Liposome(coKsedimentation(assays(
2.19.1#General#liposome#co@sedimentation#assays#

A#500#µL#mixture#of#0.75#µM#Noc#(WT/mutants)#±#1.0#mg/mL#liposomes#±#1#mM#NTP#±#DNA#

(either#1#µM#of#22Jbp#NBS/parS#dsDNA#or#100#nM#of#NBSJharboring/empty#plasmid)#was#

assembled#in#a#binding#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#200#mM#NaCl,#and#1#mM#MgCl2].#The#

mixture#was#incubated#at#22oC#for#20#min#before#being#centrifuged#at#50,000#rpm#for#20#min#
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at#22°C#(TLA120.2#rotor,#Optima#MaxJE#Benchtop#Ultracentrifuge).#After#centrifugation,# the#

supernatant#was#transferred#to#a#new#1.5#mL#Eppendorf#tube.#The#pellet#was#resuspended#in#

500#µL#of#binding#buffer#before#being#transferred#to#another#1.5#mL#Eppendorf# tube.#SDSJ

PAGE#sample#buffer#was#then#added,#and#the#samples#were#heated#at#70⁰C#for#5#min#before#

being#loaded#onto#either#12%#WedgeWell#TrisJGlycine#polyacrylamide#gels,#Novex#20%#TBE#

polyacrylamide#gels,#or#1%#agarose#gels.#Gels#were#subsequently#stained#in#an#InstantBlue#

Coomassie# solution# (to#detect# protein# bands)# or# in# a# Sybr#Green#solution# (to# detect#DNA#

bands).#Each#assay#was#triplicated.#Protein/DNA#band#intensity#was#quantified#using#Image#

Studio# Lite# (LIJCOR# Biosciences).# The# protein/DNA# fractions# were# averaged,# and# their#

standard#errors#were#calculated#in#Excel.#

#

2.19.2#Nuclease#treatment#assays#

For# nuclease# treatment,# a# 500# µL# mixture# of# 0.75# µM# Noc# (WT/mutants)# ±# 1.0# mg/mL#

liposomes#±#1#mM#NTP#±#100#nM#of#NBSJharbouring/empty#plasmid#was#incubated#at#room#

temperature#for#10#min.#Afterwards,#1#µL#of#Benzonase#(250#units/#µL)#was#added,#and#the#

mixture#was#incubated#for#another#10#min#at#22oC#before#ultracentrifugation.##

#

2.19.3#Liposome#re@sedimentation#experiments#

For#reJsedimentation#experiments,#the#pellet#(from#the#first#round#of#ultracentrifugation)#was#

resuspended#either#in#500#µL#of#binding#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#200#mM#NaCl,#and#

1#mM#MgCl2]#or# in#a#stripping#buffer# [100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#200#mM#NaCl,#and#10#mM#

EDTA].#The#resuspended#pellet#was#centrifuged#for#the#second#time#at#50,000#rpm#for#20#min#

at#22°C.#After#the#second#centrifugation,# the#supernatant#was#transferred# to#a#new#1.5#mL#

Eppendorf# tube.# The# pellet# was# resuspended# in# 500# µL# of# binding# buffer# before# being#

transferred#to#another#1.5#mL#Eppendorf#tube.#SDSJPAGE#sample#buffer#was#then#added#to#

the# supernatant# and# the# pellet# fractions,# and# the# samples# were# analysed# on# denaturing#

polyacrylamide#gels.#

#

2.20(Liposome(flotation(assays(
A#200#µL#mixture#of#0.75#µM#Noc#(WT/mutants)#±#1.0#mg/mL#liposomes#±#1#mM#NTP#±#20#nM#

NBSJharbouring/empty#plasmid#was#assembled#in#a#30%#sucrose#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#

7.4,#200#mM#NaCl,#1#mM#MgCl2,#and#30%#sucrose].#The#mixture#was#incubated#at#22oC#for#5#

min#before#being#overlaid#with#250#µL#of#a#25%#sucrose#buffer#[100#mM#TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#200#

mM#NaCl,#1#mM#MgCl2,#and#25%#sucrose].#Finally,#150#µL#of#a#0%#sucrose#buffer#[100#mM#

TrisJHCl#pH#7.4,#200#mM#NaCl2,#and#1#mM#MgCl2]#was#added#as#the#top#layer.#The#solution#

was#incubated#for#15#min#at#the#22oC#before#being#centrifuged#at#70,000#rpm#at#22°C#for#20#
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min# (TLA120.2# rotor,# Optima# MaxJE# Benchtop# Ultracentrifuge).# After# centrifugation,# three#

equal# fractions# (200# µL# each)# were# gently# drawn# sequentially# from# bottom# of# the#

ultracentrifugation# tube#using#a#Hamilton#syringe.#SDSJPAGE#sample#buffer#was#added# to#

each#fraction,#and#samples#were#heated#at#70⁰C#for#5#min#before#being#loaded#onto#either#

12%# WedgeWell# TrisJGlycine# polyacrylamide# gels# or# 1%# agarose# gels.# Gels# were#

subsequently#stained#in#an#InstantBlue#Coomassie#solution#(to#detect#protein#bands)#or#in#a#

Sybr#Green#solution#(to#detect#DNA#bands).#Each#assay#was#triplicated.#Protein/DNA#band#

intensity# was# quantified# using# Image# Studio# Lite# (LIJCOR# Biosciences).# The# protein/DNA#

fractions#were#averaged,#and#their#standard#errors#were#calculated#in#Excel.#
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Chapter(3:(Determinants(of(DNA4binding(specificity(
in(the(ParB/Noc(protein(family(

Parts$of$this$chapter$have$been$published$in$Cell$Reports,$for$which$I$share$first$authorship$

with$Dr.$Ngat$Tran:$

$

Jalal,$A.S.B.,$Tran,$N.T.,$Stevenson,$C.E.,$Chan,$E.W.,$Lo,$R.,$Tan,$X.,$Noy,$A.,$Lawson,$D.M.,$

and$ Le,$ T.B.K.$ (2020).$ Diversification$ of$ DNAPBinding$ Specificity$ by$ Permissive$ and$

SpecificityPSwitching$Mutations$in$the$ParB/Noc$Protein$Family.$Cell$Rep.$32,$107928.$
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3.1(Introduction(
In$ all$ living$ organisms,$ DNAPbinding$ proteins$ play$ a$ plethora$ of$ roles$ in$ homeostasis,$

transcriptional$ regulation$ in$ response$ to$ stress,$ and$ in$ maintenance$ and$ transmission$ of$

genetic$information.$Crucial$to$the$function$of$such$proteins$are$their$distinct$ability$to$recognise$

specific$cognate$DNAPbinding$sites$found$on$the$genome.$Despite$this,$it$remains$unclear$how$$

related$proteins,$sometimes$with$a$very$similar$DNAPrecognition$motif,$are$able$to$recognise$

entirely$different$DNAPbinding$sites.$What$were$the$changes$at$the$molecular$level$that$brought$

about$ the$ diversification$ in$ DNAPbinding$ specificity?$ As$ these$ proteins$ evolved,$ did$ the$

intermediates$ in$ this$ process$ drastically$ switch$DNAPbinding$ specificity$ or$ did$ they$ transit$

gradually$through$promiscuous$states$that$recognised$multiple$DNA$sequences?$Among$many$

ways$to$evolve$new$biological$ innovations,$gene$duplication$and$neoPfunctionalization$have$

been$ widely$ implicated$ as$ a$ major$ force$ in$ evolution$ (Conrad$ and$ Antonarakis,$ 2007]$

Kaessmann,$2010]$Lynch$and$Conery,$2000]$Qian$and$Zhang,$2014]$Teichmann$and$Babu,$

2004).$In$this$process,$after$a$gene$was$duplicated,$one$copy$retained$the$original$ function$

while$ the$ other$ accumulated$ beneficial$ and$ diverging$mutations$ that$ produced$ a$ different$

protein$with$a$new$function.$In$the$case$of$DNAPbinding$proteins,$a$new$function$could$be$the$

recognition$of$an$entirely$different$DNA$site.$In$this$work,$I$employed$a$pair$of$related$DNAP

binding$proteins$(ParB$and$Noc)$that$are$crucial$ for$bacterial$chromosome$segregation$and$

maintenance$to$better$understand$factors$that$might$have$influenced$the$evolution$of$a$new$

DNAPbinding$specificity.$$

$

ParB$ ensures$ faithful$ chromosome$ segregation$ in$ roughly$ twoPthirds$ of$ known$ bacterial$

species$(Lin$and$Grossman,$1998]$Livny$et$al.,$2007)$The$centromerePlike$parS$DNA$is$the$

first$ loci$ to$be$ segregated$ following$ chromosome$ replication$ (Lagage$et$al.,$2016]$Lin$and$

Grossman,$1998]$Livny$et$al.,$2007]$Toro$et$al.,$2008).$parS$is$nucleated$by$ParB$to$form$a$

ParBPparS%nucleoprotein$ complex,$which$ in$ turn$ interacts$with$ ParA$ and$SMC$proteins$ to$

partition$the$ParBPparS$nucleoprotein$complex,$hence$the$chromosome,$into$each$daughter(
cell$$(Fig.$3.1)$(Fisher$et$al.,$2017]$Fogel$and$Waldor,$2006]$Gruber$and$Errington,$2009]$Ireton$

et$al.,$1994]$Lin$and$Grossman,$1998]$Mohl$and$Gober,$1997]$Tran$et$al.,$2017,$2018).$ParB$

specifically$ recognises$ and$ binds$ to$parS,$ a$ palindromic$ sequence$ (Fig.$ 3.1)$ that$ can$ be$

present$as$multiple$copies$on$the$bacterial$chromosome$but$must$almost$always$be$located$

towards$the$origin$of$replication$(ori)$on$the$chromosome$(Fig.$3.1).$ParB$proteins$also$appear$

to$be$widely$distrusted$in$bacteria$and$thus$must$have$appeared$early$in$evolution.$

$

Noc$ (Nucleoid$ Occlusion$ Factor),$ a$ ParBPrelated$ protein,$ was$ first$ discovered$ in$Bacillus%

subtilis% (Sievers$ et$ al.,$ 2002]$ Wu$ and$ Errington,$ 2004).$ Noc$ has$ a$ similar$ threePdomain$

architecture$to$ParB,$consisting$of$an$NPterminal$domain$for$proteinPprotein$interactions$and$
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for$ targeting$ Noc$ to$ the$ cell$ membrane,$ a$ central$ DNAPbinding$ domain,$ and$ a$ CPterminal$

dimerization$domain$(Fig.$3.1)$(Wu$and$Errington,$2004]$Wu$et$al.,$2009).$$Due$to$its$similarity$

to$ParB,$initial$experiments$attempted$to$elucidate$its$function$in$chromosome$segregation.$In$

contrast$to$ParB,$Noc$recognises$a$different$palindromic$DNAPbinding$site$termed$NBS$(Noc$

Binding$ Site)$ (Pang$ et$ al.,$ 2017]$Wu$ et$ al.,$ 2009)$ (Fig.$ 3.1).$ The$ function$ of$ Noc$ is$ also$

divergent$from$ParB]$Noc$preserves$the$integrity$of$bacterial$chromosome$by$preventing$the$

assembly$of$the$cell$division$machinery$in$the$vicinity$of$the$nucleoid.$In$doing$so,$Noc$prevents$

the$premature$assembly$of$the$cell$division$apparatus$which$may$guillotine$the$nucleoid$and$

damage$the$DNA$(Fig.$3.1)$(Wu$and$Errington,$2004]$Wu$et$al.,$2009).$In$other$words,$Noc$

has$ a$ role$ in$ preserving$ the$ integrity$ of$ the$ chromosome.$ Interestingly,$ the$ genomePwide$

distribution$ of$ NBS$ is$ drastically$ different$ from$ that$ of$ parS.$ While$ parS$ sites$ are$ found$

clustered$towards$the$ori,$NBS$are$found$widely$distributed$on$the$genome$but$never$near$the$

replication$terminus$(ter).$The$absence$of$NBS$near$ter$is$thought$to$direct$the$formation$of$

the$FtsZ$ring$and$cell$division$apparatus$towards$the$midPcell$(Fig.$3.1).$Due$to$their$genomic$

proximity$ (Fig.$3.2A)$and$high$ sequence$ identity,$ it$ is$ likely$ that$noc$ resulted$ from$a$gene$

duplication$and$neoPfunctionalisation$event$from$parB%(Sievers$et$al.,$2002]$Wu$and$Errington,$

2012).$A$phylogenetic$tree$displayed$that$parB$genes$are$widely$distributed$in$bacteria$but$noc$

genes$ are$ confined$ within$ the$ Firmicutes$ clade$ (Fig.$ 3.2A).$ As$ such,$ it$ is$ probable$ that$

appearance$of$the$parB%gene$appeared$early$in$evolution,$predating$the$split$between$GramP

positive$ and$GramPnegative$ bacteria,$ and$ that$ the$ occurrence$of$noc% is$ a$ later$ event$ that$

happened$only$in$Firmicutes$(Fig.$3.2B).$$

$

Initial$experiments$using$ChIPPseq/qPCR$of$17$different$ParB$and$4$different$Noc$from$various$

bacterial$species$expressed$heterologously$ in$E.%coli%harbouring$a$single$parS%or$NBS%site$

demonstrated$that$ParB$specifically$recognises$parS%over$NBS%and$that$Noc$in$turn$recognises$

NBS%over$parS%(Fig$3.2$CPD)$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020).$Thus,$there$must$be$residues$that$mediate$

sequence$specificity$that$enables$ParB$and$Noc$to$recognise$their$individual$cognate$sites.$In$

this$ chapter,$ I$ used$ XPray$ crystallography$ to$ identify$ the$ specificity$ defining$ residues$ that$

mediate$ ParBPparS$ and$ NocPNBS% recognition.$ I$ was$ able$ to$ demonstrate$ that$ specificity$

towards$each$respective$DNAPbinding$site$ is$mediated$by$a$small$set$of$specificity$defining$(
residues$ at$ the$ proteinPDNA$ interface.$ Mutations$ in$ these$ specificityPdefining$ residues$ are$

enough$ to$ reprogram$ ParB$ to$ interact$ with$ a$ nonPcognate$NBS$ DNA$ site.$ By$ combining$

structural$data$with$systematic$scanning$mutagenesis,$I$propose$a$model$explaining$how$DNAP

binding$specificity$was$switched$during$evolution:$ through$ the$ introduction$of$both$negative$

and$positive$determinants$of$specificity,$in$the$presence$of$permissive$substitutions.(
$
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%

Figure(3.1(Schematic(illustration(of(ParB(and(Noc(and(their(respective(specific(DNA4
binding( site( parS# and( NBS.( The$ domain$ architecture$ of$ ParB$ (dark$ green)$ and$ Noc$
(magenta)$together$with$their$respective$cognate$DNAPbinding$sites,$parS$and$NBS.$Different$
bases$between$parS$and$NBS$are$highlighted$in$colours$(parS:$dark$green,$NBS:$magenta).$
The$ genomePwide$ distributions$ of$ parS$ and$NBS$ sites$ (dark$ green$ and$ magenta$ circles,$
respectively)$are$also$shown$schematically.$
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Figure(3.2(DNA4binding(specificity(for(parS(and(NBS(is(conserved(among(ParB(and(Noc(
orthologs( (A)( Genomic$ context$ of$ ParBP$ and$ NocPencoding$ genes$ in$ various$ bacterial$
species.( parB,$ parA,$ noc,$ and$ the$ highly$ conserved$ gidB$ gene$ (which$ encodes$ a$
methyltransferase$that$confers$antibiotic$resistance$to$streptomycin)$(Mikeil$et.$al.,$2012),$are$
coloured$in$dark$green,$brown,$magenta,$and$grey,$respectively.$Genes$at$the$border$of$the$
parB7parA7noc$ cluster$ (open$ arrows)$ vary$ between$ bacterial$ species.$ (B)$ An$ unrooted$
maximum$ likelihood$ tree$ that$ shows$ the$ restrictive$ distribution$ of$Noc$orthologs$ (magenta$
branches)$to$the$Firmicutes$clade.$Bootstrap$support$values$are$shown$for$branches.$(C)(The$
in%vivo$binding$preferences$of$ParB/Noc$to$parS/NBS$as$measured$by$ChIPPqPCR.$Error$bars$
represent$standard$deviation$(SD)$from$three$replicates.$An$E.%coli$strain$with$a$single$parS$
and$ NBS$ site$ engineered$ onto$ the$ chromosome$ was$ used$ as$ a$ heterologous$ host$ for$
expression$of$FLAGPtagged$ParB/Noc.$(D)(The$in%vivo$binding$preferences$of$ParBPparS/NocP
NBS$as$measured$by$ChIPPseq.$An$E.%coli$strain$with$a$single$parS$and$NBS$site$engineered$
onto$ the$ chromosome$ was$ used$ as$ a$ heterologous$ host$ for$ expression$ of$ FLAGPtagged$
ParB/Noc.$For$ChIPPseq$data,$reads$in$a$100Pbp$window$surrounding$the$parS/NBS$site$were$
quantified$and$used$as$a$proxy$for$the$enrichment$of$immunoprecipitated$parS$or$NBS$DNA.(
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3.2(Crystallisation(of(the#DNA4binding(domain((DBD)(of(C.#crescentus#ParB(in(complex(
with(parS#
As$the$first$step$in$identifying$the$specificity$defining$residues$that$enables$C.%crescentus#ParB$
to$ recognise$parS,$ I$sought$to$crystallise$ the$C.%crescentus$ParBPparS%coPcrystal$complex.$

ParB$proteins$generally$compose$of$three$different$domains,$each$of$which$are$connected$by$

flexible$ linkers$ (Fig.$3.1).$This$often$ results$ in$a$ flexibility$ in$ the$organisation$of$ the$domain$

orientation$which$could$impair$the$protein$from$forming$an$orderlyPpackaged$crystal.$To$date$

the$only$ crystal$ structures$of$ chromosomally$encoded$ParB$have$been$ solved$have$ been$

truncated,$principally$at$ the$CTD.$Previous$studies$have$highlighted$the$role$of$ the$DBD$of$

ParB$in$facilitating$parS%recognition,$although$a$positive$charged$lysine$surface$in$the$CTD$of$

B.%subtilis%ParB$has$been$shown$to$bind$nonPspecific$DNA$(Fisher$et$al.,$2017]$Tran$et$al.,$

2018).$The$CTD$between$ParBs$however$are$highly$divergent$and$this$lysinePrich$surface$is$

not$present$ in$C.%crescentus%ParB.$Additionally,$C.%crescentus%ParB$does$not$possess$any$

nonPspecific$DNA$binding$activity$ in% vitro% (Tran$et$ al.,$2018).$As$ I$was$primarily$ interested$

identifying$the$specificityPdefining$residues$that$enables$ParBPparS%recognition,$I$decided$to$

crystallise$only$the$DBD$of$C.%crescentus%ParB$in$complex$with$parS.$After$screening$several$

conditions$and$different$lengths$of$parS%DNA,$I$was$able$to$obtain$crystals$of$the$C.%crescentus%

ParB$(DBD)$in$complex$with$a$20$bp$parS%site.$Diffraction$data$for$the$C.%crescentus%ParB$

(DBD)PparS%coPcrystal$was$collected$to$a$resolution$of$2.6$Å,$and$the$phase$was$solved$by$

molecular$ replacement$using$ the$3.1$Å$structure$of$ the$H.%pylori%ParB∆CTDPparS%complex$$

(Chen$et$al.,$2015).$The$XPray$crystallographic$data$are$summarized$in$Table$3.1.$

(
3.3(The(co4crystal(structure(of(C.#crescentus#ParB((DBD)(in(complex(with(parS##
The$ final$model$ contained$ two$ copies$of$ the$C.% crescentus%ParB$ (DBD)$monomers$ in$ the$

asymmetric$unit]$each$complex$consists$of$two$ParB$(DBD)$molecules$and$one$copy$of$the$

half$parS%DNA$ (Fig$ 3.3A).$ Superimposition$ of$ both$monomers$ suggest$ that$ they$ are$ near$

identical$to$one$another$with$an$RMSD$value$of$0.1$Å,$with$chain$B$being$more$complete$than$

chain$ A$ (Fig$ 3.3B).$ The$ DBD$ of$ C.% crescentus% ParB$ consists$ of$ eight$ αPhelices$ with$ an$

additional$αPhelix$representing$the$His6Ptag$used$to$purify$the$C.%crescentus%DBD$ParB$variant$

(Fig.$3.4B).$Residues:$A127PV137$ (α1),$V144PP158$ (α2),$Q162PI169$ (α3),$S172PA184$ (α4),$

D187PS195$ (α5),$ A200PI206$ (α6),$ P212PG222$ (α7)$ and$ V226PK235$ (α8).$ Noticeably,$ an$

extended$linker$$between$residues$236P254$was$observable$due$to$nonPspecific$DNA$contacts$

stabilizing$the$loop$in$the$crystal$(Fig$3.4A,$3.4B).$The$helixPturnPhelix$motif$is$formed$by$helices$

α3$and$α4$observed$in$various$repressors$and$DNAPbinding$proteins$(Fig$3.4B).$Helix$α4$then$

connects$to$the$remaining$three$helix$that$form$a$compact$bundle$(Fig$3.4APB).$Furthermore,$(
$
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Figure(3.3(Composition(of(the(asymmetric(unit((ASU)(of(the(DNA4binding(domain((DBD)(
of(Caulobacter#ParB(in(complex(with(parS.((A)(The$ASU$of$the$C.%crescentus%ParB$(DBD)P
parS$coPcrystal$complex.$Two$ParB$(DBD)$monomers$are$shown$(Chain$A$:$dark$green$and$
Chain$B$:$grey)$in$complex$with$a$20Pbp$parS%DNA$(yellow)$(B)(Superimposition$of$chain$A$
and$chain$B$of$wildPtype$Caulobacter%ParB$DNAPbinding$domain$(DBD).$RootPmeanP$square$
deviation$(RMSD)$value$is$also$shown.$
$
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Figure( 3.4( ParB4parS# interactions( observed( in( the(Caulobacter#DBD( ParB4parS# co4
crystal(structure.((A)(The$2.4PÅ$resolution$structure$of$two$ParB$(DBD)$monomers$(chain$A:$
dark$ green,$ chain$ B:$ grey)$ in$ complex$ with$ a$ 20Pbp$parS$DNA$ (yellow).$ The$ nucleotide$
sequence$of$ the$20Pbp$parS% is$shown]$bases$(Guanine$1$and$Adenine$6)$that$are$different$
from$NBS%are$shown.$The$purification$tag$is$also$visible$in$one$of$the$DBD$monomers.$Loop$
(236–254)$contacts$the$adjacent$DNA$in$the$crystal$lattice.$(B)(Same$as$panel$A$but$only$chain$
B$and$halfPparS%sites$are$shown.$Key$features$of$the$ParBPparS%complex$are$highlighted.$The$
helixPturnPhelix$motif$(purple)$docks$into$the$major$groove$of$the$parS%site.$
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the$20bp%parS%site$also$forms$a$pseudoPcontinuous$filament,$by$interacting$with$parS%sites$in$

the$adjacent$subunit,$thus$stabilizing$the$C.%crescentus#DBD$ParBPparS%crystal$complex$(Fig$
3.4A).$

(
3.4(The(residues(that(mediate(the(recognition(of(C.#crescentus#ParB(to(parS##
In$the$coPcrystal$structure$of$C.%crescentus%ParB$(DBD)PparS%complex,$ the$two$very$similar$

ParB$(DBD)$monomers$(RMSD$=$0.1$Å)$bind$in$a$twoPfold$symmetric$fashion$to$a$fullPsize$parS$

DNA$duplex,$with$one$monomer$interacting$with$half$a$parS%site$(Fig$3.4A).$In$the$coPcrystal$

complex,$ParB%binds$to$parS$through$a$classical$helixPturnPhelix$motif$(α3$and$α4)$that$inserts$

into$the$major$grooves$of$the$palindromic$parS%site$(Fig$3.4C).$However,$several$other$ParBP

parS$contacts$outside$the$helixPturnPhelix$are$also$observed$in$the$C.%crescentus%ParB$(DBD)$

ParBPparS%coPcrystal$structure.$Various$residues$found$in$helix$α8$(225P235)$and$a$loop$(236P

254)$region$interacts$with$the$parS%site,$either$by$forming$hydrogen$bonds$with$specific$bases$

or$through$interactions$with$the$phosphate$backbone$(Fig.$3,4C)$

$

First,$the$recognition$helix$α4$(res.$172P184)$of$the$helixPturnPhelix$motif$inserts$into$the$major$

grooves$of$the$palindromic$parS$site$(Fig.$3.4C,$Fig.$3.5).$In$the$recognition$helix$α4,$residues$

R173,$ S174,$ N178$ interact$ directly$ to$ the$ parS% site$ by$making$ specific$ base$ contacts$ via$

hydrogen$bonds,$while$residues$Q162$and$R181$interacts$with$the$phosphate$backbone$(Fig.$

3.5).$In$helix$α6,$a$single$arginine$residue$R204$forms$hydrogen$bonds$with$two$bases$on$the$

parS%site,$while$G201$makes$a$nonPspecific$contact$with$the$phosphate$backbone$(Fig.$3.5).$

In$addition,$ in$helix$α8$(225P235),$residues$R227$and$E230$both$make$specific$contacts$by$

hydrogen$bonding$to$specific$bases$on$the$parS%site,$while$R234$interacts$with$the$phosphate$

backbone$of$the$parS%site$(Fig.$3.5).$Finally,$several$lysine$and$arginine$residues$in$the$loop$

spanning$residues$236P254$which$interacts$with$the$minor$groove$in$the$parS%site$found$in$the$

adjacent$complex$of$the$crystal$(Fig.$3.5).$Noticeably,$K245,$R248,$and$R251$form$a$positively$

charged$surface$ that$ interacts$with$ the$phosphate$backbone$of$parS% (Fig$3.5).$Thus,$ from$

solving$the$C.%crescentus%ParB$DBDPparS$coPcrystal$structure,$I$was$able$to$identify$residues$

that$make$specific$and$nonPspecific$contacts,$either$by$hydrogen$bonding$with$parS%bases$or$

by$interacting$with$the$phosphate$backbone.$

$

3.5(Validating( the(observed(ParB4parS# interactions( in( the(C.#crescentus#ParB((DBD)4
parS#co4crystal(structure((
Next,$I$sought$to$validate$the$proteinPDNA$interactions$observed$in$the$C.%crescentus%ParB$

(DBD)PparS$ crystal$ structure.$To$do$ so,$ I$ performed$alanine$ scanning$mutagenesis$on$ the$

ParBPparS% interface$and$determined$ their$ability$ to$bind$ to$parS% in% vitro.$ In$brief,$ the$gene$

encoding$the$residues$observed$to$mediate$parS%recognition$in$C.%crescentus%ParB$(DBD)P$$
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Figure(3.5(ParB4parS# interactions(observed(in(the(C.#crescentus#ParB(DBD)4parS#co4
crystal(structure.((A)(One$monomer$of$ParB$(DBD)$ is$shown$in$complex$with$a$parS$halfP
site]$residues$that$contact$the$DNA$are$labelled.$For$simplicity,$the$parS%site$is$shown$as$wires.$
(B)(Schematic$representation$of$ParB$(DBD)PparS$interactions.$For$simplicity,$only$halfPsite$a$
parS%site$ is$shown.$The$two$bases$at$position$1$and$6$that$are$different$between$parS$and$
NBS$are$highlighted$in$dark$green.$
$

A(

B(
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parS%coPcrystal$structure$were$mutated$to$alanine$and$the$corresponding$variant$proteins$were$

subsequently$purified.$ In$the$recognition$helix$(α4)$residues$S172,$R173,$S174,$N178$were$$

mutated$ to$ alanine$ to$ generate$ the$ ParB$ (S172A),$ ParB$ (R173A),$ ParB$ (S174A),$ ParB$

(N178A)$variants.$Additionally,$ in$α6$ residue$R204$was$mutated$ to$alanine$ to$generate$the$

ParB$ (R204A)$ variant$ and$ in$ α8$ residues$V226,$R227,$ E230$ and$R234A$was$mutated$ to$

alanine$to$generate$the$ParB$(R227A),$ParB$(E230A),$ParB$(R234A)$mutant$proteins.$Finally,$

in$ the$ loop$ spanning$ residues$ 236P254$ residues$ K245,$ R248,$ R251$ were$ subsequently$

mutated$to$alanine$to$generate$the$ParB$(K245A),$ParB$(R248A)$and$ParB$(R251A)$variants.$

All$variant$proteins$were$purified$to$homogeneity$(Fig$3.6)$and$analysed$by$a$quantitative$bioP

layer$interferometry$(BLI)$assay$that$directly$assessed$their$binding$to$the$parS%DNA.$A$linear$

20Pbp$biotinylated$parS$DNA$ to$a$streptavidinPcoated$probe$ to$measure$ the$BLI.$BLI$assay$

monitors$wavelength$shifts$(responses)$resulting$from$changes$in$the$optical$thickness$of$the$

probe$surface$during$association$or$dissociation$of$the$analyte.$The$interactions$between$the$

immobilized$parS%DNA$and$ the$ purified$C.% crescentus%ParB$ (WT)$ and$ variants$were$ then$

monitored.$In$agreement$with$previous$observations,$C.%crescentus%ParB$(WT)$binds$to$the$

parS%DNA$with$a$KD$of$11$±$7.0$nM$(Tran$et$al.,$2018).$In$contrast,$I$was$unable$to$detect$any$

noticeable$ parS% binding$ activity$ when$ proteinPDNA$ interacting$ residues$ found$ in$ the$

recognition$helix$(α4),$α6$and$α8$(except$E230$KD%=$47$±$17%nM)$were$substituted$for$alanine.$

Moreover,$in$the$loop$spanning$residues$236P254,$both$the$ParB$(K245A)$and$ParB$(R251A)$

variants$retained$their$parS%binding$ability$albeit$with$a$reduced$affinity$of$KD%=$450$±$67$nM$

and$34$±$10$respectively,$while$no$parS%binding$was$observed$with$the$R248A$variant.$These$

findings$therefore$further$support$ the$ParBPparS% interactions$observed$in$the$C.%crescentus%

ParB$(DBD)PparS%coPcrystal$complex.$As$most$of$the$residues$crucial$for$parS%binding$were$

found$ in$ the$ helixPturnPhelix$ motif$ and$ in$ α8,$ I$ suggest$ these$ residues$ are$ important$ in$

recognizing$DNA$specifically.$Thus,$I$reasoned$that$specificity$residues$for$parS$(and$NBS)$

must$localize$within$this$amino$acid$region$in$ParB$(and$in$an$equivalent$region$in$Noc).$$

$

3.6(Four(amino(acid(residues(dictate(the(specificity(between(ParB(and(Noc((
To$ determine$ which$ amino$ acid$ region$ contains$ the$ specificity$ residues$ for$ NBS,$ we$

constructed$a$series$of$chimeric$proteins$in$which$different$regions$of$C.%crescentus$ParB$were$

replaced$with$the$corresponding$regions$of$B.%subtilis$Noc$(Fig.$3.8A).$Replacing$the$entire$

region$(res.$162P230)$containing$the$helixPturnPhelix$motif,$helix$(res.$200P207),$and$helix$(res.$

226P230)$with$the$corresponding$region$of$B.%subtilis$Noc$produced$a$chimera$that$binds$to$

both$parS$and$NBS$but$with$a$clear$preference$for$NBS%(Chimera$1,$Fig.$3.8B).$Swapping$a$

smaller$region$containing$just$the$helixPturnPhelix$motif$and$an$adjacent$helix$(res.$200P207)$

created$a$chimera$that$has$an$improved$specificity$to$the$NBS$site$(Chimera$4,$Fig.$3.8B).$$
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$
Figure( 3.6( SDS4PAGE( analysis( of( purified( ParB( variants( used( in( this( study.( Their$
identities$are$shown$above$the$corresponding$lane.$
$

$
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$

Figure(3.7(Alanine(scanning(mutagenesis(of(the(ParB4parS(interface.(Alanine$scanning$
mutagenesis$ and$ the$in%vitro$dissociation$ constant$ (KD)$ ±$ standard$ deviation$ (SD)$ of$ ParB$
variants$to$parS$DNA.$
$
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These$results$indicate$that$the$region$(res.$162P207)$contains$most$of$the$specificity$residues$

for$NBS.$To$better$understand$the$high$degree$of$specificity$conserved$within$the$ParB$and$

Noc$families,$we$mapped$a$sequence$alignment$of$~1800$ParB$and$~400$Noc$orthologs$onto$

the$ParB$DBDPparS$crystal$structure$to$determine$amino$acid$sequence$preferences$for$those$

residues$required$for$interaction$specificity$(Fig.$3.8A).$We$focused$our$attention$on$the$region$

between$residues$162$and$207,$which$was$shown$above$to$contain$the$specificity$residues$

(Fig.$3.8B).$Of$those$amino$acids$that$contact$parS$(Fig.$2BPC),$six$residues$(Q162,$G170,$

K171,$S172,$N178,$and$R204)$are$conserved$between$ParB$and$Noc$family$members$(Fig.$

3.8B).$Two$residues$(R173$and$G201)$ in$ParB$contact$parS$but$are$changed$to$Q173$and$

R201,$respectively,$in$Noc$homologues$(Fig.$3.8B).$Other$residues$at$position$179$and$184$

vary$among$ParB$homologues$but$are$almost$invariably$a$lysine$in$Noc$family$members$(Fig.$

3.8B).$We$hypothesized$that$these$amino$acids$(Q173,$K179,$K184,$and$R201)$(Fig.$3.8B)$

are$ specificity$ residues$ that$ dictate$ Noc$ preference$ for$NBS.$ To$ test$ this$ hypothesis,$ we$

generated$a$variant$of$Caulobacter$ParB$in$which$these$four$residues$were$introduced$at$the$

structurally$equivalent$ positions$ (i.e.$R173Q,$T179K,$A184K$and$G201R).$We$purified$and$

tested$this$variant$ in$a$bioPlayer$ interferometry$assay$with$parS$and$NBS.$As$shown$in$Fig.$

3.8,$ this$ C.% crescentus% ParB$ (RTAG→QKKR)$ variant$ completely$ switched$ its$ binding$

preference$to$a$nonPcognate$NBS$site.$In$addition$to$these$four$residues,$we$identified$other$

highly$conserved$residues,$namely$E200$and$K227$(Fig.$3.8APC),$that$also$contribute$to$the$

NBS$ binding$ preference.$ However,$ just$ four$ residues$ are$ enough$ to$ reprogram$ the$ DNAP

binding$ specificity.$Our$ results$were$strengthened$by$ the$ fact$ that$C.% crescentus% (a$GramP

negative)$ParB$is$far$apart$ from$B.%subtilis%(a$GramPpositive)$ParB$in$phylogenetic$distance$

(Fig.$3.2B),$and$that$C.%crescentus$does$not$have$a$native$Noc$homologue.$Taken$together,$

our$data$ indicate$that$these$four$amino$acids$are$the$main$specificityPdetermining$residues,$

and$that$they$are$likely$the$key$players$in$the$evolutionary$switch$in$binding$preference$from$

parS$to$NBS.$

$

3.7( Systematic( dissection( of(ParB4parS( and(Noc4NBS( interfaces( reveals( the( genetic(
contribution(of(each(specificity(residue(to(the(DNA4binding(preference(
To$systematically$dissect$the$role$of$each$specificity$residue$on$DNAPbinding$preference,$Dr.$

Ngat$Tran$constructed$a$complete$set$of$ParB$mutants$that$have$either$single,$double,$or$triple$

amino$acid$changes$between$the$four$specificity$positions,$from$a$parSPpreferred$wildPtype$C.%

crescentus%ParB$(R173T179A184G201)$to$an$NBSPpreferred$variant$(Q173K179K184R201).$We$named$

them$ ParBPtoPNoc$ intermediates$ (PtoN$ for$ short,$ 15$ variants$ in$ total).$ To$ simplify$ the$

nomenclature,$we$named$the$mutants$based$on$the$specificity$residues$being$considered,$for$

example,$an$NBSPpreferred$variant$(Q173K179K184R201)$is$shortened$to$PtoN15$(QKKR).$PtoN$

variants$were$CPterminally$(His)6$tagged,$expressed$in$E.%coli,$and$purified$to$homogeneity$$
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Figure(3.8(Four(amino(acids(dictate(amino(acid(specificity(between(ParB(and(Noc.((A)$
The$sequence$alignment$of$ParB$(~1800$sequences)$and$Noc$(~400$sequences)$orthologs.$
Amino$acids$are$coloured$based$on$their$chemical$properties$ (GSTYC:$polar]$QN:$neutral]$
KRH:$basic]$DE:$acidic]$and$AVLIPWFM:$hydrophobic).$The$secondary$structure$of$the$amino$
acid$region$(res.$162P207)$ is$shown$above$the$sequence$alignment,$ together$with$residues$
(open$circles)$that$contact$DNA$in$the$ParB$(DBD)PparS$structure.$(B)(Mutations$in$a$subset$
of$residues$in$the$region$between$res.$162P207$(ParB’s$numbering)$can$reprogram$interaction$
specificity.$ParB$(or$segments$of$amino$acids$from$ParB)$and$Noc$(or$equivalent$segment$in$
Noc)$ are$ shown$ in$ dark$ green$ and$ magenta,$ respectively.$ The$ affinity$ of$ proteinPDNA$
interaction$was$expressed$as$dissociation$constant$(KD)$±$SD.((C)(Same$as$panel$except$only$
PtoN16$and$PtoN17$variants$were$used.$The$level$of$proteinPDNA$interaction$was$expressed$
as$an$averaged$response$value.$Error$bars$represent$SD$from$three$replicates.$
$
(
(
(
(
(
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B(
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(Fig.$3.9A).$Subsequently,$we$tested$ParB$and$15$PtoN$variants$with$a$series$of$16$different$

DNA$ sites,$ each$ representing$a$ transitional$ state$ from$parS$ to$NBS$ with$each$ of$ the$ two$

variable$positions$(1$and$6)$changed$to$any$of$other$four$DNA$bases$(Fig.$3.9A).$We$visualised$

16x16$interactions$as$a$heatmap$where$each$matrix$position$reflects$a$dissociation$constant$

(KD).$

$

This$systematic$pairwise$ interaction$screen$led$to$several$notable$observations$(Fig.$3.9A).$

First,$there$are$two$nonPfunctional$variants$(PtoN1:$QTAG$and$PtoN7:$QTAR)$that$were$unable$

to$interact$with$any$of$the$16$DNA$sites$(Fig.$3.9A).$Second,$six$variants$(PtoN4:$RTAR,$PtoN5:$

QKAG,$PtoN6:$QTKG,$PtoN9:$RKAR,$PtoN10:$RTKR,$and$PtoN11:$QKKG)$ switched$ their$

specificity$to$a$DNA$site$that$has$features$borrowed$from$both$parS$and$NBS.$Meanwhile,$four$

variants$(PtoN2:$RKAG,$PtoN3:$RTKG,$PtoN8:$RKKG,$PtoN14:$RKKR)$were$promiscuous$i.e.$

binding$to$multiple$different$DNA$sites$(Fig.$3.9A).$We$noted$that$functional$PtoN$variants$have$

a$lysine$at$either$position$179,$or$184,$or$both.$This$observation$became$even$clearer$after$we$

performed$hierarchical$clustering$of$ the$ interaction$profile$ in$both$the$protein$and$ the$DNA$

dimensions$(Fig.$3.9B).$A$single$lysine$at$either$position$179$or$184$is$enough$to$license$the$

DNAPbinding$capability$to$PtoN$variants$(nodes$a,$d,$i,$and$k$on$the$clustering$tree,$Fig.$3.9B),$

while$PtoN1$(QTAG)$and$PtoN7$(QTAR)$that$do$not$possess$any$lysine$at$179/184$are$nonP

functional$(node$j,$Fig.$3.9B).$We$suggest$that$K179/184$has$a$permissive$effect$that$might$

permit$Q173$and$R201$to$contact$DNA.$$

$

Next,$we$wondered$which$base$of$the$NBS$site$that$Q173$might$contact$specifically.$To$find$

out,$we$clustered$only$PtoN$variants$that$share$the$Q$amino$acid$at$position$173$(Fig.$3.9C).$

We$discovered$that$those$variants$preferred$DNA$sites$that$possess$an$Adenine$at$position$1$

(Fig.$3.9C).$We$applied$the$same$approach$to$find$the$base$that$residue$R201$might$contact$

(Fig.$ 3.9D).$ The$emerging$ trend$ is$ that$ PtoN$ variants$ that$ share$an$R$ amino$ acid$at$ 201$

preferred$DNA$sites$with$a$Cytosine$at$position$6$ (Fig.$ 3.9D).$Taken$ together,$ our$ results$

suggest$a$model$in$which$each$specificity$residue$has$a$distinct$role:$Q173$recognises$Adenine$

1,$R201$recognises$Cytosine$6,$but$they$can$only$do$so$in$the$presence$of$a$permissive$K$at$

either$ position$ 179$ or$ 184,$ or$ both.$ In$ the$next$ section,$we$ used$XPray$ crystallography$ to$

provide$evidence$to$support$this$model.$$

$

3.8(Crystallisation(of(a(C4terminally(truncated((∆CTD)(C.#crescentus#ParB((QKKR+K227)(
variant(with(NBS##
To$determinate$ the$molecular$basis$ that$enables$ the$ recognition$NBS$over$parS%by$ the$C.%

crescentus%ParB$(QKKR)$variant,$I$sought$to$crystallise$a$coPcrystal$complex$of$a$specificityP$

altered$ParB$variant$(QKKR+K227)$mutant$with$a$20Pbp$NBS$DNA.$K227$was$shown$to(
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Figure(3.9(Systemic(scanning(mutagenesis(of(the(protein4DNA(interface(revealed(the(
contribution( of( each( specificity4defining( residue( in( the( protein4DNA( interface.$ (A)$
Systematic$ scanning$mutagenesis$of$ the$proteinPDNA$ interface$ reveals$ the$ contribution$ of$
each$specificity$residue$to$the$DNAPbinding$preference.$Interactions$between$ParB$+$15$PtoN$
intermediates$with$16$DNA$sites$are$represented$as$a$heatmap$where$each$matrix$position$
reflects$a$KD$value.$Amino$acid$residues/bases$from$ParB/parS$are$coloured$in$dark$green,$
and$those$from$Noc/NBS$in$magenta.$(B)$A$hierarchical$clustering$of$data$in$panel$A$in$both$
protein$and$DNA$dimensions.$(C)$A$simplified$heatmap$where$only$PtoN$intermediates$with$a$
glutamine$ (Q)$ at$ position$ 173$ are$ shown.$ (D)$ A$ simplified$ heatmap$ where$ only$ PtoN$
intermediates$with$an$arginine$(R)$at$position$201$are$shown.$
$
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enhance!NBS#binding#but#is#not#part#of#the#core#specificity#residues#(Fig.#3.8C).#After#screening#

several# constructs# with# different# length# of# the# specificity@altered# ParB# variant# and#NBS,# I#

obtained#crystals#of#a#50#amino#acid#C@terminally#truncated#(∆CTD)#ParB#(residues#1@243)#in#

complex#with#a#20@bp#parS!duplex#NBS.#The#construct#contains#the#DNA@binding#domain#and#

the#N@terminal#domain#of#ParB#(QKKR+K227)#but#lacks#the#CTD.#Diffraction#data#for#the#C.!

crescentus!DBD#ParB@NBS!co@crystal#was#collected#to#a#resolution#of#3.6#Å,#a#the#phase#was#

solved#by#molecular#replacement#using#the#3.1#Å#structure#of#the#H.!pylori#ParB∆CTD@parS!

complex# (Chen# et# al.,# 2015V# Leonard# et# al.,# 2004).# The# X@ray# crystallographic# data# are#

summarized#in#Table#3.1.#

!

3.9!The!crystal!structure!of!C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTD!(QKKR+K227)!variant!with!NBS##
The# final# model# contained# two# copies# of# the# C.! crescentus! ParB∆CTD! (QKKR+K227)#

monomers# in#the#asymmetric#unitV#each#complex#consists#of# two#ParB∆CTD!(QKKR+K227)#

ParB#molecules#symmetrically#bound#to#half#an#NBS!site#(Fig.#3.10).#Superimposition#of#both#

monomers#suggest#that#they#are#identical#to#one#another#with#an#RMSD#value#of#0.137#Å#(Fig#

3.10B@C).#Noticeably,#chain#A#was#more#complete#than#chain#B.#Despite#being#in#the#construct,#

the#electron#density#was#not#observed#in#the#first#30#aa#residues#in#the#structure#owing#to#the#

flexibility#of#ParB.#The#secondary#structure#of# the#C.!crescentus!ParB∆CTD! (QKKR+K227)#

complex#consists#of#4#!@sheets#and#10#"@helices,#with#residues#R45@R54#forming#!1,#L85@P88#

(!2),#W96@A100#(!3)#and#T115@I118#(!4).#While#residues#E65@R76#form#"1,#E102@A111#("2),#

D125@R139#("3),#V144@K157#("4),#Q162@I169#("5),#Q173@L182#("6),#D187@S195#("7),#A200@

A207#("8),#P212@G222#("9)#and#V226@A233#("10).#Noticeably#helices#α3#and#α4#of#the#NTD#

are#packed#against#the#DBD.#The#highly#conserved#arginine@rich#motif#(GERRxR),#crucial#for#

C.!crescentus!ParB#spreading#and#NTP#interactions,#resides#on#helix#α2.#The#helix@turn@helix#

is# formed#by#helices#α5#and#α6#observed# in#various# repressors#and#DNA@binding#proteins.#

Helix#α6#then#connects#to#the#remaining#four#helices#that#form#a#compact#bundle.#In#the#crystal,#

the#20bp#NBS!site#also#forms#a#pseudo@continuous#filament,#by#interacting#with#NBS!sites#in#

the#adjacent#subunit,#thus#stabilizing#the#C.!crescentus!ParB∆CTD!(QKKR+K227)#NBS!crystal#

complex.##

#

3.10!CoEcrystal!structure!of! the!specificityEaltered!ParB!variant!with!NBS!reveals! the!
contribution!of!each!specificity!residue!to!the!DNAEbinding!preference!

While#the#resolution#was#modest,# the#protein@DNA#interface#was#well#resolved#and#strongly#

supported#by#the#electron#density.#By#superimposing#the#structures#of#the#WT#C.!crescentus#

ParB#(DBD)@parS!complex#and#the#ParB∆CTD#(QKKR+K227)#complex,#I#observed#several##
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Figure S4. Co-crystal structure of the NBS-preferred Caulobacter ParB variant with 
NBS. (A) The structure of two ParB (QKKR + K227) monomers (dark green) in complex with 
a 20-bp NBS DNA (grey). Each ParB (QKKR + K227) monomer contains the N-terminal 
domain and the central DNA-binding domain but lacks the C-terminal dimerization domain. 
The nucleotide sequence of the 20-bp NBS site is shown on the left-hand side; bases (Adenine 
1 and Cytosine 6) that are different from parS are bolded. (B) One monomer of ParB (DBD) is 
shown in complex with an NBS half-site; only specificity residues are labeled and colored in 
magenta. (C) Schematic representation of ParB (QKKR + K227)-NBS interactions. For 
simplicity, only half of NBS is shown. The two bases at position 1 and 6 that are different 
between parS and NBS are highlighted in magenta. 
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Figure S3. Superimposition of ParB chains in the asymmetric unit. (A) Superimposition 
of chain A and chain B of wild-type Caulobacter ParB DNA-binding domain (DBD). Root-mean-
square deviation (RMSD) value is also shown. (B) Superimposition of chain A and chain B of 
the NBS-preferred ParB (QKKR +K227) variant. Chain A/B contains both the N-terminal 
domain and the central DNA-binding domain but lacks the C-terminal dimerization domain. 
(C) Superimposition of chain A and chain B of the NBS-preferred ParB (QKKR +K227) variant, 
but only the core DBD is shown.  
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of chain A and chain B of wild-type Caulobacter ParB DNA-binding domain (DBD). Root-mean-
square deviation (RMSD) value is also shown. (B) Superimposition of chain A and chain B of 
the NBS-preferred ParB (QKKR +K227) variant. Chain A/B contains both the N-terminal 
domain and the central DNA-binding domain but lacks the C-terminal dimerization domain. 
(C) Superimposition of chain A and chain B of the NBS-preferred ParB (QKKR +K227) variant, 
but only the core DBD is shown.  
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Figure(3.10$Co4crystal(structure(of( the(NBS4preferred(Caulobacter(ParB(variant(with(
NBS.((A)(The$structure$of$two$ParB$(QKKR$+$K227)$monomers$(dark$green)$in$complex$with$
a$ 20Pbp$NBS$ DNA$ (grey).$ Each$ParB$ (QKKR$ +$ K227)$monomer$ contains$ the$ NPterminal$
domain$and$the$central$DNAPbinding$domain$but$lacks$the$CPterminal$dimerization$domain.$
The$nucleotide$sequence$of$the$20Pbp$NBS$site$is$shown$on$the$leftPhand$side]$bases$(Adenine$
1$and$Cytosine$6)$that$are$different$from$parS$are$bolded.$(B)(Superimposition$of$chain$A$and$
chain$B$of$the$NBSPpreferred$ParB$(QKKR$+K227)$variant.$Chain$A/B$contains$both$the$NP
terminal$domain$and$the$central$DNAPbinding$domain$but$ lacks$the$CPterminal$dimerization$
domain.$(C)$Superimposition$of$chain$A$and$chain$B$of$the$NBSPpreferred$ParB$(QKKR$+K227)$
variant,$but$only$the$core$DBD$is$shown.$
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changes$in$both$the$protein$and$DNA$that$enables$specific$interactions.$First,$R173$in$a$wildP

type$ParB$hydrogen$bonds$with$parS$Guanine$1.$A$shorter$side$chain$of$Q173$(in$an%NBSP

preferred$ParB$mutant)$ is$unable$to$bind$to$Guanine$1.$However,$a$corresponding$base$ in$

NBS%(Adenine$1)$positions$itself$closer$to$hydrogen$bond$with$this$Q173$residue$(Fig.$3.12A)]$

this$is$possible$due$to$conformational$changes$in$the$NBS$site$that$narrows$the$minor$groove$

width$at$the$Adenine$1:Thymine$P1$position$(from$7.5$to$3.8Å,$Fig.$3.12APB).$The$switch$from$

R173$ to$ Q173$ served$ to$ eliminate$ the$ ability$ of$ ParB$ to$ contact$ parS$ Guanine$ 1$ while$

simultaneously$ establishing$ a$ new$ contact$ with$ NBS$ Adenine$ 1.$ Other$ notable$ changes$

between$the$two$coPcrystal$structures$occur$at$residues$G201$and$R201$(Fig.$3.12B).$Due$to$

the$lack$of$a$side$chain$for$G201$it$is$unable$to$contact$Thymine$P6$(Fig.$3.12B)$and$only$binds$

to$the$phosphate$backbone.$Whereas,$the$equivalent$residue$R201$in$an$NBSPpreferred$ParB$

variant$ readily$ forms$ hydrogen$ bonds$ with$ Guanine$ P6$ (Fig.$ 3.12B).$ Superimposition$ and$

analysis$of$the$parS%and$NBS%site$demonstrated$that$both$the$minor$groove$and$the$major$

groove$widths$increase$significantly$at$the$Cytosine$6:Guanine$P6$position$of$NBS$(from$7.0$to$

9.0Å,$and$from$10.2$to$12.5Å,$respectively),$presumably$to$move$Guanine$P6$outwards$to$be$

compatible$ with$ the$ longer$ side$ chain$ of$ R201$ (Fig.$ 3.12).$ The$ coPcrystal$ structures$ are$

therefore$consistent$with$data$ from$ the$systematic$scanning$mutagenesis,$and$support$ the$

model$ that$ R201$ is$ a$ positive$ determinant$ of$ specificity$ which$ enables$ the$ recognition$ of$

Cytosine$ 6:Guanine$ P6,$ and$ that$Q173$ is$ a$ dual$ positive$ and$ negative$ determinant$which$

enables$the$recognition$of$Adenine$1:Thymine$P1$on$NBS.$

$

The$ ParB∆CTD$ (QKKR+K227)PNBS$ complex$ structure,$ however,$ did$ not$ yield$ extra$

information$on$the$specificity$residues$K179$and$K184$because$no$clear$electron$density$was$

seen$for$the$side$chains$of$these$residues$(Fig.$3.12).$It$is$possible$that$these$residues$do$not$

contact$specific$bases$but$interact$with$the$phosphate$backbone$nonPspecifically$at$multiple$

positions,$leading$to$a$blurring$of$the$electronPdensity.$Indeed$a$previous$study$comparing$129$

proteinPDNA$interactions$available$on$the$PDB$noted$that$lysine$residues$make$up$most$of$the$

interaction$ with$ the$ phosphate$ backbone$ (Luscombe$ et$ al.,$ 2001).$ Thus,$ the$ most$

parsimonious$explanation$for$the$“enabling”$capability$of$K179$and$K184$(data$from$systematic$

scanning$mutagenesis$experimentsPFig.3.9A)$is$that$they$increase$DNAPbinding$affinity$nonP

specifically$to$overcome$the$initial$energy$barrier$and$permit$specific$base$contacts$from$Q173$

and$ R201,$ perhaps$ by$ interacting$ with$ the$ phosphate$ backbone$ nonPspecifically.$ Another$

hypothesis$for$the$“enabling”$effect$of$K179/184$is$that$they$induce$conformational$changes$at$

the$recognition$helix$and$helix$(res.$200P207),$thereby$positioning$Q173$and$R201$favourably$

to$interact$with$NBS$Adenine$1$and$Guanine$P6.$However,$the$two$helices$were$not$seen$to$

change$their$positions$or$conformations$significantly$between$the$two$coPcrystal$structures,$%
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Figure(3.11(Interactions(between(ParB((QKKR(+(K227)(variant(and(the(NBS#DNA.(One$
monomer$of$ParB$(DBD)$is$shown$in$complex$with$an$NBS$halfPsite]$only$specificity$residues$
are$labelled$and$coloured$in$magenta.$(C)$Schematic$representation$of$ParB$(QKKR$+$K227)P
NBS%interactions.$For$simplicity,$only$half$of$NBS$is$shown.$The$two$bases$at$position$1$and$6$
that$are$different$between$parS$and$NBS$are$highlighted$in$magenta.$
$
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Figure S4. Co-crystal structure of the NBS-preferred Caulobacter ParB variant with 
NBS. (A) The structure of two ParB (QKKR + K227) monomers (dark green) in complex with 
a 20-bp NBS DNA (grey). Each ParB (QKKR + K227) monomer contains the N-terminal 
domain and the central DNA-binding domain but lacks the C-terminal dimerization domain. 
The nucleotide sequence of the 20-bp NBS site is shown on the left-hand side; bases (Adenine 
1 and Cytosine 6) that are different from parS are bolded. (B) One monomer of ParB (DBD) is 
shown in complex with an NBS half-site; only specificity residues are labeled and colored in 
magenta. (C) Schematic representation of ParB (QKKR + K227)-NBS interactions. For 
simplicity, only half of NBS is shown. The two bases at position 1 and 6 that are different 
between parS and NBS are highlighted in magenta. 
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Figure( 3.12( Superimposition( of( the( wild4type( ParB4parS( structure( on( the( ParB(
(QKKR+K227)4NBS( structure( reveals( the(contribution( of( specificity( residues( to(NBS#
binding.(To$simplify$and$highlight$ the$ roles$of$ specificity$ residues,$only$ the$ side$ chains$of$
specificity$residues$and$their$contacting$bases$are$shown.$The$amino$acid$region$(173P207)$
and$ the$DNA$backbones$ are$ shown$ in$ cartoon$ representation.$DNA$ bases$ are$ numbered$
according$ to$ their$ respective$ positions$ on$ parS/NBS$ site.$ The$ insets$ show$ interactions$
between$ either$Q/R$at$ position$ 173$ (A)$ or$G/R201$ (B)$ with$ their$ corresponding$ bases$ on$
parS/NBS.$
$
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binding. To simplify and highlight the roles of specificity residues, only the side chains of 3 
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(
Figure(3.13(Conformational(changes(at(parS(and(NBS(DNA(within( the( two(co4crystal(
structures.( (A)( A$ superimposition$ of$ parS$ and$ NBS$ DNA$ structures,$ rootPmeanPsquare$
deviation$(RMSD)$values$are$also$shown.$Bases$that$are$different$between$parS$(dark$green)$
and$NBS$(magenta)$are$highlighted$in$colours.$(B)$The$major$and$minor$groove$widths$of$the$
bound$DNA$(parS:$dark$green,$NBS:$magenta).((B)$The$roll$and$twist$angles$for$each$base$
pair$step$of$the$bound$DNA$(parS:$dark$green,$NBS:$magenta).$
$
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arguing$against$this$hypothesis$(Fig.$3.12).$Thus,$to$unambiguously$determine$the$contribution$

of$ the$K179$and$K184$residues$in$mediating$the$recognition$of$NBS%over$parS.$ I$sought$to$

obtain$a$higher$resolution$of$data$set,$which$may$reveal$the$electron$density$for$the$side$chains$

of$these$residues.$Despite$various$attempts,$I$was$unable$to$obtain$crystals$of$the$ParB∆CTD$

(QKKR$+$K227)PNBS%variant$that$diffracted$better$than$3.6$Å.$To$overcome$this,$I$decided$to$

solve$the$crystal$structure$of$B.%subtilis%Noc$in$complex$with$NBS$ to$obtain$a$NocPNBS%coP

crystal$that$would$diffract$at$a$much$better$resolution.%

$

3.11(Crystallisation(of(the(B.#subtilis#DNA4binding(domain((DBD)(in(complex(with(NBS#(
To$understand$the$determinants$of$specificity$between$B.%subtilis$Noc$and$its$DNA$substrate,$

NBS.$I$sought$to$crystalise$B.%subtilis%Noc$in$complex$with$NBS.$Noc$proteins$are$generally$

composed$of$ three$different$domains,$each$of$which$are$connected$by$ flexible$ linkers$ (Fig.$

3.1A).$This$often$results$in$a$flexibility$in$the$organisation$of$the$domain$orientation$which$could$

impair$the$protein$from$forming$an$orderlyPpackaged$crystals.$To$overcome$this$flexibility$and$

produce$suitable$crystals,$I$decided$to$crystallise$only$the$DBD$of$Bacillus%Noc$in$complex$with$

NBS,$After$screening$several$conditions$and$different$lengths$of$NBS%DNA,$I$was$able$to$obtain$

crystals$of$the$B.%subtilis%Noc$(DBD)$in$complex$with$a$22$bp$NBS%site.$Diffraction$data$for$the$

B.% subtilis%Noc$ (DBD)PNBS% coPcrystal$ was$ collected$ to$a$ resolution$of$ 2.6$ Å,$ although$ the$

dataset$was$highly$anisotropic.$The$phase$was$solved$using$the$C.%crescentus%ParB$(DBD)P

parS%complex$as$a$search$template.$The$XPray$crystallographic$data$are$summarized$in$Table$

3.1.$

$

3.12(The(co4crystal(structure(of(the(B.#subtilis#Noc((DBD)4NBS#complex(
The$final$model$contained$two$copies$of$the$B.%subtilis#Noc$(DBD)$monomers$in$the$asymmetric$
unit]$each$complex$consists$of$two$DBD$Noc$molecules$symmetrically$bound$to$half$a$NBS%

site$(Fig.$3.14A$and$3.15A).$Noticeably,$chain$B$was$more$complete$than$chain$A,$with$the$

first$helix$#1$only$seen$in$chain$B.$Superimposition$of$both$monomers$suggest$that$they$are$

identical$to$one$another$with$an$RMSD$value$of$0.1$Å$(Fig$3.14B).$The$secondary$structure$of$

B.%subtilis$Noc$(DBD)$consists$of$eight$#Phelices,$with$residues$T113PR124$forming$α1,$S129P

H143$(α2),$Q147PL154$(α3),$Q158PK169$(α4),$Q172PE180$(α5),$E185PI192$(α6),$P197PK210$

(α7)$and$V214PR230$ (α8)$ (Fig.$3.15B).$The$helixPturnPhelix$ is$ formed$by$helices$α3$and$α4$

observed$in$various$repressors$and$DNAPbinding$proteins$(Fig.$3.15B).$Helix$α4$then$connects$

to$the$remaining$three$helix$that$ form$a$compact$bundle.$ In$the$crystal,$ the$22Pbp$NBS%site$

also$forms$a$pseudoPcontinuous$filament,$by$interacting$with$NBS%sites$in$the$adjacent$subunit,$

thereby$stabilizing$the$B.%subtilis%Noc$(DBD)PNBS%crystal$complex$(Fig.$3.15B).$

$
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Figure( 3.14( Composition( of( the( asymmetric( unit( (ASU)( of( the( DNA4binding( domain(
(DBD)(of(B.#subtilis#Noc(in(complex(with(NBS.((A)(The$ASU$of$the$B.%subtilis%Noc$(DBD)P
NBS%coPcrystal$complex.$Two$DBD$monomers$of$Noc$are$shown$(Chain$A$ :$magenta$and$
Chain$B$:$grey)$ in$complex$with$a$22Pbp$NBS%DNA$(yellow)$(B)(Superimposition$of$chain$A$
and$ chain$ B$of$B.% subtilis%Noc(DBD).$RootPmeanP$ square$ deviation$ (RMSD)$ value$ is$ also$
shown.$
$
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Figure(3.15(The(co4crystal(structure(of(the(DNA4binding(domain(of(B.#subtilis#ParB(in(
complex(with( a( 224bp(NBS#DNA.( (A)(The$2.4PÅ$ resolution$ structure$of$ two$ParB$ (DBD)$
monomers$(chain$A:$dark$green,$chain$B:$grey)$in$complex$with$a$20Pbp$parS$DNA$(yellow).$
The$nucleotide$sequence$of$the$20Pbp$parS%is$shown]$bases$(Guanine$1$and$Adenine$6)$that$
are$ different$ from$NBS% are$ shown.$ The$ purification$ tag$ is$ also$ visible$ in$ one$ of$ the$ DBD$
monomers.$Loop$(236–254)$contacts$the$adjacent$DNA$in$the$crystal$lattice.$One$monomer$of$
ParB$(DBD)$is$shown$in$complex$with$an$NBS$halfPsite]$only$specificity$residues$are$labelled$
and$coloured$in$magenta.$
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Figure(3.16(Interactions(between(the(DBD(of(Noc(and(the(NBS#DNA.(((A)(One$monomer$
of$the$DBD$only$of$B.%subtilis%Noc$is$shown$in$complex$with$an$NBS$halfPsite]$residues$that$
contact$the$DNA$are$labelled.$For$simplicity,$the$parS%site$is$shown$as$wires.$(B)$In$the$Noc$
(DBD)PNBS% coPcrystal$ structure,$ Noc$ interacts$ with$ an$NBS%DNA$ in$ the$ adjacent$ subunit.$
Residue$R230$hydrogen$bonds$with$Guanine1$and$Guanine2$in$the$adjacent$22$bp$NBS%DNA.$
These$nucleotides$however$are$not$present$in$the$cognate$NBS%sequence$and$this$NocPNBS%
interaction$is$likely$an$artefact$of$crystallization.$(C)(Schematic$representation$of$Noc$(DBD)P
NBS$interactions.$For$simplicity,$only$halfPsite$a$NBS%site$is$shown.$The$two$bases$at$position$
1$and$6$that$are$different$between$parS$and$NBS$as$well$as$the$specificity$defining$residues$
of$Noc$are$highlighted$in$magenta.$
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3.13(The(residues(that(mediate(the(recognition(of(B.#subtilis#Noc(to(NBS#
In$the$coPcrystal$structure$of$B.%subtilis%Noc$(DBD)PNBS,%two$very$similar$Noc$(DBD)$monomers$

(RMSD$=$0.1$Å)$bind$in$a$twoPfold$symmetric$fashion$to$a$fullPsize$NBS$DNA$duplex,$with$one$

monomer$interacting$with$half$an$NBS%site.$The%DBD$of$B.%subtilis%Noc%binds$to$NBS%through$

helices$α3$and$α4,$which$form$the$helixPturnPhelix$motif$that$inserts$into$the$major$grooves$of$

the$palindromic$NBS%site$(Fig.$3.15C).$Furthermore,$several$other$proteinPDNA$interaction$are$

observed$outside$of$the$helixPturnPhelix$motif.$First,$in$the$helix$α3$of$the$helixPturnPhelix$motif,$

residue$Q147$makes$a$nonPspecific$contact$with$the$phosphate$backbone$of$the$NBS%site$(Fig.$

3.16A,$3.16C).$Then,$ the$ recognition$helix$ (α4)$of$ the$helixPturnPhelix$motif$ inserts$ into$ the$

major$grooves$of$the$palindromic$NBS$site.$In$α4,$residues$Q158,$S159,$T160,$N163$and$R166$

interact$directly$to$the$NBS%site$by$making$specific$base$contacts$via$hydrogen$bonds,$while$

residues$G159,$T160,$K164$and$K169$ interacts$with$ the$phosphate$backbone$ (Fig.$3.16A,$

3.16C).$Indeed,$the$electron$density$for$the$side$chains$of$residues$K164$and$K169$were$not$

resolved$in$the$3.6$Å$C.%crescentus%ParB$(QKKR+K227)PNBS%coPcrystal$structure$(Fig$3.12AP

B).$Furthermore,$in$helix$α6$a$single$arginine$residue,$R189$forms$hydrogen$bonds$with$two$

bases$on$ the$NBS%site,$while$ residues$T184,$E185$and$R186$ interacts$with$the$phosphate$

backbone$(Fig.$3.16A,$3.16C).$Next,$a$single$valine$residue$V214$in$the$ loop$spanning$res.$

209P216$makes$ a$ nonPspecific$ contact$ with$ the$ phosphate$ backbone$ of$NBS$ (Fig.$ 3.16A,$

3.16C).$Finally,$a$single$arginine$residue$R230$in$α8$shown$to$interact$with$the$NBS%site$in$the$

adjacent$asymmetric$unit,$by$hydrogen$bonding$with$Guanine$1$and$Guanine$2$in$the$22Pbp$

NBS%site$(Fig.$3.16B).$Nevertheless,$these$bases$are$not$part$of$the$cognate$NBS%site,$thus$

these$interaction$are$likely$an$artefact$from$crystal$packing$(discussed$below)$(Wu$et$al.,$2009).$$

Thus,$from$solving$this$coPcrystal$structure,$I$was$able$to$identify$residues$that$mediate$specific$

and$nonPspecific$contacts$between$Noc$and$NBS,$either$through$hydrogen$bonding$with$NBS%

bases$or$by$interacting$with$the$phosphate$backbone.$

$

3.14(Validating(the(Noc4NBS#interactions(observed(in(the(B.#subtilis#Noc((DBD)4NBS(co4
crystal(structure(((
Next,$I$sought$to$validate$the$proteinPDNA$interactions$observed$in$the$B.%subtilis%Noc$(DBD)P

NBS$crystal$structure.$To$do$so,$I$performed$an$alanine$scanning$mutagenesis$on$the$NocP

NBS%interface$and$determined$their$ability$to$bind$to$NBS%in%vitro.$In$brief,$the$gene$encoding$

the$residues$observed$to$mediate$NBS%recognition$ in$B.%subtilis%Noc$(DBD)PNBS%coPcrystal$

structure$were$mutated$to$alanine$and$the$corresponding$variant$proteins$were$subsequently$

purified.$In$the$recognition$helix$(α4)$residues$Q158,$S159,$T160,$R166,$K169$were$mutated$

to$alanine$to$generate$the$Noc$(Q158A),$Noc$(S159A),$Noc$(T160A),$Noc$(R166A)$and$Noc$

(K169A)$variants.$Additionally,$in$α6$residue$R186$was$mutated$to$alanine$to$generate$the$Noc$

(R186A)$variant$and$in$the$loop$spanning$residues$236P254,$N214$was$mutated$to$alanine$to$
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generate$the$Noc$(N214A)$mutant$protein.$Finally,$in$α8$a$single$residue,$R230$was$mutated$

to$ alanine$ to$ generate$ and$ Noc$ (R230A)$ variant.$ All$ variant$ proteins$ were$ purified$ to$

homogeneity$ (Fig$3.17A)$and$analysed$by$a$surface$plasmon$resonance$ (SPR)$assay$ that$

directly$assessed$their$binding$to$the$NBS%DNA.$To$measure$the$percentage$of$the$theoretical$

maximum$ response$ (%Rmax)$ of$ Noc$ binding$ to$ a$ 24Pbp$ double$ stranded$ oligonucleotides$

containing$individual$NBS%sites$by$SPR,$before$being$tethered$onto$the$chip$surface$within$the$

SPR$flow$cell.$Purified$Noc$(WT)$and$variants$were$then$flowed$over$the$DNA.$Interactions$

between$Noc$and$NBS%was$measured$by$recording$the$change$in$response$units$during$Noc$

injections.$After$each$injection,$the$chip$was$washed$in$a$high$salt$containing$buffer$to$remove$

any$bound$Noc.$The$cycle$was$repeated$using$3$different$concentrations$of$Noc$(WT)$and$

variants,$ consisting$ of$ 1000$ nM,$ 500$ nM$ and$ 50$ nM$ concentrations.$ In$ agreement$ with$

previous$observations,$B.%subtilis%Noc$(WT)$binds$to$immobilized$NBS%DNA$(Fig.$3.17B)$(Wu$

et$al.,$2009).$While$I$was$unable$to$detect$any$noticeable$binding$when$residues$Q158,$T160$

and$R166$in$the$recognition$helix$(α4)$and$R166$in$(α6)$were$substituted$for$alanine,$both$Noc$

(S159A)$and$Noc$ (K169A)$ retained$ their$NBS%binding$albeit$with$~11$and$~6$ fold$ reduced$

binding$respectively$at$1000$nM$concentration$(Fig.$3.17B).$Moreover,$in$the$loop$spanning$

residues$ 236P254,$ the$ Noc$ (N214A)$ displayed$ a$ ~8$ fold$ reduced$ binding$ at$ 1000$ nM$

concentration$to$the$NBS%DNA$when$compared$to$Noc$(WT).$Finally$while$R230$in$α8$was$

shown$to$interact$with$the$NBS%DNA$in$the$adjacent$ASU$of$the$B.%subtilis%Noc$DBDPNBS,$the$

Noc$ (R230A)$ variant$displayed$a$WTPlike$binding$ to$ the$NBS%site,$ thus$ it$ is$ likely$ that$ this$

interaction$is$an$artefact$of$crystal$packing$(Fig.$3.17B).$Taken$together,$these$findings$further$

support$ the$ NocPNBS% interactions$ observed$ in$ the$ B.% subtilis% Noc$ (DBD)PNBS% coPcrystal$

complex.$

$

3.15(Superimposing( the( structure( of(C.# crescentus#ParB( (DBD)( and(B.# subtilis#Noc(
(DBD)(reveals(the(mechanistic(basis(that(defines(specificity((
To$determine$the$changes$in$both$protein$and$the$DNA$sites$that$enabled$specific$interactions,$

I$superimposed$the$structures$of$the$ParB$(DBD)PparS$and$Noc$(DBD)PNBS%complexes$(Fig.$

3.18APB).$By$doing$so,$I$observed$several$changes$in$both$the$protein$and$the$DNA$sites$that$

enabled$specific$interactions$(Fig.$3.18B).$These$findings$were$similar$with$the$observations$

made$when$I$compared$the$ParB$(DBD)PparS%structure$with$the$ParB!CTD$(QKKR+K227)P

NBS%structure.$R173$in$ParB$forms$a$hydrogen$bond$with$parS%Guanine1,$while$the$shorter$

side$chain$of$the$corresponding$Q158$in$Noc$is$unable$to$bond$with$Guanine$1$(Fig.$3.18A).$

Instead,$the$corresponding$base$in$NBS$(Adenine$1)$positions$itself$closer$to$enable$hydrogen$

bonding$ with$ this$Q158$ residue$ (Fig.$ 3.18B).$ Indeed$ comparison$ between$ parS%and$NBS$$

demonstrated$conformational$changes$in$the$NBS$site$that$narrows$the$minor$groove$width$at$

the$Adenine1:Thymine1$position$(from$~7.7$to$~3.7$Å,$Fig.$3.19).$The$switch$from$arginine$to$$
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$

(
Figure(3.17(Alanine(scanning(mutagenesis(of( the(Noc4NBS( interface.( (A)(SDSPPAGE$
analysis$ of$ purified$Noc$ variants$used$ in$ this$ study.$ Their$ identities$ are$ shown$ above$ the$
corresponding$lane.((B)(Surface$Plasmon$Resonance$(SPR)$was$used$to$measure$binding$
affinity$of$Noc$(WT)$and$Noc$variants$(50,$500$and$1000$nM)$to$24Pbp$doublePstranded$
DNA$that$contains$the$NBS$site.$The$level$of$Noc$(WT)$and$variants$binding$to$DNA$was$
expressed$as$a$percentage$of$the$theoretical$maximum$response,$Rmax,$assuming$a$single$
Noc$dimer$binding$to$one$immobilized$doublePstranded$DNA$oligomer.$This$normalization$
process$ enabled$ the$ various$ responses$ to$ be$ readily$ compared,$ irrespective$ of$ the$
quantity$and$length$of$the$DNA$tethered$on$an$SPR$chip$surface.(
$
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glutamine$ serves$ to$ eliminate$ the$ ability$ of$ ParB$ to$ contact$ parS$ at$ Guanine$ 1$ while$

simultaneously$ forming$ a$ new$ hydrogen$ bond$ with$ NBS$ at$ Adenine$ 1.$ Another$ notable$

difference$between$the$two$coPcrystal$structures$occurs$at$position$201$(Fig.$3.18BPC).$G201$

from$ ParB$ has$ no$ side$ chain,$ hence$ cannot$ contact$ Thymine$ P6$ and$ only$ contacts$ the$

phosphate$backbone$nonPspecifically$(Fig.$3.18BPC).$However,$the$equivalent$residue$R186$

in$Noc$readily$forms$hydrogen$bonds$with$Guanine$P6$(Fig.$3.18BPC).$Indeed,$comparison$of$

parS%and$NBS%revealed$a$DNA$unwinding$that$increased$both$the$minor$and$the$major$groove$

widths$at$the$Cytosine$6:Guanine$P6$position$of$NBS$(from$~7.1$to$~8.1$Å,$and$from$~10.5$to$

~11.8$Å,$ respectively),$possibly$ to$position$Guanine$ P6$outwards$ to$accommodate$a$ longer$

side$chain$of$arginine$ (Fig.$3.19).$Furthermore,$ the$Noc$ (DBD)PNBS$structure$ revealed$ the$

side$chains$of$K164$and$K169$which$makes$hydrogen$bonds$with$the$phosphate$groups$of$

Guanine$ (P5)$ and$ Thymine$ (2)$ of$NBS% rather$ than$ contacting$ any$ bases$ specifically$ (Fig.$

3.16APB$ and$ 3.18BPC).$ Interestingly,$ in$ absence$ of$ K164$ and/or$ K169,$ prevented$ the$

interaction$between$PtoN$variants$with$NBS,$ even$ in$ the$presence$of$ the$Q173$and$R201$

substitutions$(Fig.$3.9).$Thus,$the$binding$of$K164$and$K169$to$the$phosphate$$backbone$of$

NBS$likely$increases$the$DNAPbinding$affinity$of$PtoN/Noc$towards$the$NBS%site$to$overcome$

the$ initial$ energy$barrier$ and$primes$both$Q173$and$R201$ to$ favourably$ interact$with$NBS$

Adenine$P1$and$Guanine$P6$respectively.$Thus,$through$a$combination$of$XPray$crystallography$

and$ systemic$ mutagenesis,$ I$ propose$ that$ permissive$ mutations$ (K164$ and$ K169)$ and$

specificity$ swapping$mutations$ (Q158$and$R201)$are$ required$ for$DNAPbinding$proteins$ to$

switch$the$recognition$of$their$cognate$DNA$substrate.$

$

3.16(Discussion(
Both$parS$and$NBS$differ$from$each$other$by$only$2$bases$(position$1$and$6,$Fig.$4.1A),$yet$

both$ParB$and$Noc$recognise$and$binds$them$with$exquisite$specificity.$By$obtaining$coPcrystal$

structures$of$the$C.%crescentus%ParB$(DBD)PparS%complex$and$the$B.%subtilis%Noc$DBDPNBS$

complex,$along$with$the$scanning$mutagenesis$of$the$proteinPDNA$interface,$we$demonstrated$

that$DNAPbinding$specificity$was$switched$from$parS$to$NBS$through$the$combined$action$of$

negative$and$positive$determinants$of$specificity,$and$permissive$mutations.$A$single$R173Q$

substitution$alone$removed$the$parSPbinding$capability$(a$negative$determinant),$while$at$the$

same$time$enabled$the$protein$to$recognise$Adenine$1$of$NBS$(a$positive$determinant).$The$

specificity$for$NBS$was$further$improved$by$a$G201R$substitution$that$introduced$a$hydrogenP

bonding$capability$ to$ recognise$Cytosine$6$of$NBS$ (a$positive$determinant)$ (Fig.$3.18BPC).$

However,$ as$ observed$ by$ the$ systemic$ scanning$ mutagenesis$ assays,$ Q173$ and$ R201$

alone/together$are$not$enough]$and$permissive$amino$acids$(K179$and/or$K184)$must$have$

been$ introduced.$Without$ these$ permissive$ substitutions,$ Q173$ and$ R201$ were$ poised$ to$

recognise$specific$bases$but$could$not$achieve$sufficient$affinity$to$bind$NBS$strongly.$Due$to$$
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Figure(3.18(Superimposition(of(the(ParB((DBD)4parS(structure(on(the(Noc((DBD)4NBS(
structure(reveals(the(contribution(of(specificity(residues(to(NBS#binding.((A)(Amino$acid$
sequences$of$C.% crescentus$ParB$and$B.% subtilis$Noc$with$ the$positions$of$ four$ specificity$
residues$ highlighted$ in$ dark$ green$ and$ magenta,$ respectively.$ Secondary$ structures$ are$
shown$ above$ the$ sequence$ alignment.$ To$ simplify$ and$ highlight$ the$ roles$ of$ specificity$
residues,$only$the$side$chains$of$specificity$residues$and$their$contacting$bases$are$shown.$
The$amino$acid$ regions$ (173P207$ in$ParB$and$the$corresponding$158P192$ in$Noc)$and$ the$
DNA$backbones$are$shown$in$cartoon$representation.$DNA$bases$are$numbered$according$to$
their$respective$positions$on$parS/NBS$site.$The$insets$show$interactions$between$either$(B)$
R173$(ParB’s$numbering)$and$Q158$(Noc’s$numbering)$or$(C)$G201$(ParB’s$numbering)$and$
R186$(Noc’s$numbering)$and$with$their$corresponding$bases$on$parS/NBS.$The$side$chains$
of$K164$and$K169$in$Noc$(DBD)PNBS$structure$contact$the$phosphate$groups$of$Guanine$(P5)$
and$Thymine$(2)$of$NBS,$respectively$(See$also$Figure$S2D).$For$Guanine$(P5)$and$Thymine$
(2)$in$NBS,$only$their$phosphate$groups$are$shown.$
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Figure(3.19(Conformational(changes(at(parS(and(NBS(DNA(within( the(C.#crescentus#
ParB( (DBD)4parS# and( B.# subtilis# Noc( (DBD)4NBS# co4crystal( structures.( (A)( A$
superimposition$of$parS$and$NBS$DNA$structures,$rootPmeanPsquare$deviation$(RMSD)$values$
are$also$shown.$Bases$that$are$different$between$parS$(dark$green)$and$NBS$(magenta)$are$
highlighted$in$colours.$(B)$The$major$and$minor$groove$widths$of$the$bound$DNA$(parS:$dark$
green,$NBS:$magenta).((B)$The$roll$and$twist$angles$for$each$base$pair$step$of$the$bound$DNA$
(parS:$dark$green,$NBS:$magenta).$
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Table(3.1$XPray$data$collection$and$processing$statistics$for$the$crystal$structures$of$the$ParB$

(DBD)PparS$complex,$ParB!CTD$(QKKR+K227)PNBS$complex$and$Noc$(DBD)PNBS$complex$

Structure(
ParB( (DBD)4parS(
complex(

ParB!CTD(

(QKKR+K227)4

NBS(complex(

Noc((DBD)4NBS#
complex(

Data$collection$ $ $ $

$ Diamond$Light$Source$beamline$ I04$ I03$ I03$
$ Wavelength$(Å)$ 0.980$ 0.970$ 0.970$

$ Detector$ Pilatus$6MPF$ Pilatus3$6M$ Eiger2$XE$16M$

$ Resolution$range$(Å)$
40.12$–$2.40$(2.49$

–$2.40)$

83.36$–$3.60$(3.94$–$

3.60)$

72.30$ –$ 2.23$

(2.66$–$2.23)$

$ Space$Group$ C2$ I4122% C2$

$ Cell$parameters$(Å/°)$

a$ =$ 122.1,$ b$ =$

40.7,$c$=$94.0,$"$=$

121.4$

a$ =$ b$ =$ 117.9,$ c$ =$

249.6%

a$ =$ 134.1$ b$ =$

60.6,$c$=$81.1,$"$

=$116.9%

$ Total$no.$of$measured$intensities$ 105021$(10942)$ 194558$(47223)$ 142152$(6183)$

$ Unique$reflections$ 16317$(1662)$ 10637$(2491)$ 10830$(542)$

$ Multiplicity$ 6.4$(6.6)$ 18.3$(19.0)$ 13.1$(11.4)$

$ Mean$I/$(I)$ 7.0$(2.0)$ 10.5$(2.7)$ 9.3$(1.5)$

$ Completeness$(%)$ 99.7$(99.2)$ 100.0$(99.9)$ 38.1$(4.7)$

% Rmergea$ 0.137$(0.801)$ 0.148$(0.799)$ 88.4$(57.2)$

% Rmeasb$ 0.150$(0.869)$ 0.152$(0.821)$ 0.108$(0.851)$

% CC½c$ 0.992$(0.850)$ 0.999$(0.994)$ 1.000$(0.847)$

$ Wilson$B$value$(Å2)$ 42.1$ 140.9$ 115.7$

Refinement$ $ $ $
$ Resolution$range$(Å)$ 40.12$–$2.40$ 83.36$–$3.60$$ 72.30$–$2.23$$

$ Reflections:$working/freed$ 15480/826$ 10078/527$ 10231/599$

$ Rworke$ 0.216$$ 0.319$ 0.231$

$ Rfreee% 0.232$ 0.340$ 0.279$

$
Ramachandran$plot:$$

favoured/allowed/disallowedf$(%)$
96.5/3.5/0.0$ 95/5.0/0.0$ 95.4/4.6/0.0$

$ R.m.s.$bond$distance$deviation$(Å)$ 0.003$ 0.003$ 0.002$
$ R.m.s.$bond$angle$deviation$(°)$$ 1.08$ 1.09$ 1.03$

$ No.$of$protein$residues$per$chain$ 121/140$ 194/113$ 105/116$

$ No.$of$DNA$bases$per$chain$ 20/20$ 20/20$ 22/22$

$ No.$of$water/glycerol$molecules$ 82/2$ 0/0$ 0/0$

$
Mean$B$factors:$protein/DNA/$

water/glycerol/overall$(Å2)$
51/46/38/60/49$ 206/226/P/P/212$ 155/148/0/154$

PDB(accession(code( 6S6H( 6S6P( 6Y93(
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Values$in$parentheses$are$for$the$outer$resolution$shell.$a$Rmerge$=$∑hkl%∑i%|Ii(hkl)%−$�I(hkl)
�|/$∑hkl%∑iIi(hkl).$$

b$Rmeas$=$∑hkl%[N/(N%−$1)]1/2$×$∑i%|Ii(hkl)%−$�I(hkl)�|/$∑hkl%∑iIi(hkl),$where$Ii(hkl)%is$the$ith$
observation$of$reflection$hkl,$�I(hkl)�$is$the$weighted$average$intensity$for$all$observations$i%
of$reflection$hkl%and$N%is$the$number$of$observations$of$reflection$hkl.$$

c$CC1~2$ is$the$correlation$coefficient$between$symmetry$equivalent$ intensities$from$random$
halves$of$the$dataset.$$

d$The$dataset$was$split$ into$ "working"$and$"free"$sets$consisting$of$95$and$5%$of$ the$data$
respectively.$The$free$set$was$not$used$for$refinement.$$

e$The$RPfactors$Rwork$and$Rfree$are$calculated$as$follows:$R%=$∑(|$Fobs$P$Fcalc$|)/∑|$Fobs$|,$
where$ Fobs$ and$ Fcalc$ are$ the$ observed$ and$ calculated$ structure$ factor$ amplitudes,$
respectively.$$

f$As$calculated$using$MolProbity$(Davis$et$al.,$2007).$$
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the$resolution$of$the$coPcrystal$structure$of$the$ParB$(QKKR+K227)$variant$ in$complex$with%

NBS,$the$contribution$of$K179$and/or$K184$to$NBS%binding$remained$enigmatic,$as$no$electron$

density$was$observed$for$the$side$chains$of$either$residues.$To$overcome$this,$I$was$able$to$

crystallise$and$solve$a$higher$resolution$structure$of$DBD$only$of$B.%subtilis%Noc$in$complex$

with$ NBS,$ which$ revealed$ that$ the$ K179$ and/or$ K184$ substitutions$ binds$ to$ phosphate$

backbone$of$the$NBS%site,$providing$evidence$of$their$role$as$permissive$substitutions$for$NBS%

recognition.$Intriguingly,$permissive$mutations$were$also$observed$in$the$evolution$of$influenza$

resistance$ to$ the$ antiviral$ drug$ oseltamivir$ (Bloom$ et$ al.,$ 2010).$ The$ acquisition$ of$ two$

permissive$mutations,$enabled$the$virus$to$tolerate$the$subsequent$accumulation$of$a$H274Y$

mutation$that$ impaired$oseltamivir$binding$to$the$viral$neuraminidase$enzyme.$By$acquiring$

these$ permissive$mutations,$ the$ virus$managed$ to$ improve$ the$ stability$ of$ neuraminidase$

before$the$introduction$of$the$structurally$destabilizing$H274Y$mutation$(Bloom$et$al.,$2010).$

Similarly,$a$permissive$mutation$located$far$away$from$the$active$site$of$an$antibioticPdegrading$

βP$lactamase$(TEM1)$had$little$effect$on$its$enzymatic$activity$by$itself,$but$restored$stability$

loss$by$a$subsequent$mutation$that$increased$TEM1$activity$against$cephalosporin$antibiotics$

(Wang$et$al.,$2002).$While$in$another$example,$11$permissive$mutations$were$introduced$to$

diversify$ the$ DNAPbinding$ specificity$ of$ an$ ancestral$ steroid$ receptor$ to$ recognise$ a$ new$

cognate$DNA$site.$ Indeed,$ these$11$mutations$were$ found$outside$of$ the$DNAPrecognition$

helix,$ but$ nonPspecifically$ increased$ the$ affinity$ for$ both$ estrogen$ response$ elements$ and$

steroid$response$elements,$thereby$permitting$three$additional$substitutions$in$the$recognition$

helix$to$alter$the$protein$specificity$to$the$new$DNA$site$(McKeown$et$al.,$2014).$In$the$case$of$

ParB/Noc,$the$introduction$of$a$lysine$residues,$either$at$position$179$or$184,$was$enough$to$

enable$Gln173$and$Arg201$to$bind$and$recognise$NBS$specifically,$by$increasing$the$affinity$

to$both$parS$and$NBS$nonPspecifically.$$

$

In$ summary,$ the$work$ I$ present$ in$ this$ chapter$ revealed$ the$molecular$ basis$underpinning$

ParBPparS%and$NocPNBS%recognition.$In$doing$so,$I$was$able$to$provide$a$model$explaining$

how$ proteinPDNA$ interaction$ specificity$ can$ change$ (Fig$ 3.20).$ By$ combining$ XPray$

crystallography$ and$ systemic$ scanning$ mutagenesis,$ we$ identified$ a$ small$ set$ of$ four$

specificity$residues$at$the$proteinPDNA$interface,$and$dissected$at$the$molecular$level$the$role$

of$individual$residues$in$reprogramming$specificity.$The$work$in$this$chapter$may$be$useful$for$

understanding$ the$ diversification$ of$ other$ classes$ of$ DNAPbinding$ proteins.$ Nevertheless,$

evolution$has$most$likely$exploited$more$mutations$and$amino$acid$residues$to$finePtune$DNAP

binding$ specificity$ than$ the$ core$ set$ of$ four$ residues$ in$ this$ work.$ Other$ compensatory$

mutations$ that$alter$ the$structural$stability$of$proteins$might$also$contribute$and$dictate$ the$

course$of$evolution$to$new$biological$functions$(Ivankov$et$al.,$2014]$Sikosek$and$Chan,$2014]$

Starr$and$Thornton,$2016).$An$important$challenge$for$future$work$is$to$study$all$contributing$$
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Figure(3.20(A(model( for( the(determinants(of(NBS4binding(specificity.(Contributions$of$
each$specificity$residue$to$enable$a$switch$in$binding$specificity$from$parS$to$NBS.$An$R173Q$
substitution$enabled$interactions$with$Adenine$1:Thymine$P1$(of$NBS).$A$G201R$substitution$
enabled$interactions$with$Cytosine$6:$Guanine$P6$(of$NBS).$Q173$and$R201$could$only$do$so$
in$the$presence$of$permissive$residues$K$at$either$179,$184,$or$both.$Without$K179/184,$Q173$
and$ R201$ were$ poised$ to$ interact$ with$ specific$ bases$ but$ could$ not,$ possibly$ because$ of$
insufficient$affinity$for$DNA.(
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factors$ (permissive,$ specificityPswitching,$ and$ other$ compensatory$ substitutions)$ in$ a$

systematic$manner$to$better$understand$the$course$of$evolution$to$new$biological$innovations.$
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4.1 Introduction  
Proper chromosome segregation is essential in all domains of life. In most bacterial species, 

faithful chromosome segregation is mediated by the tripartite ParA-ParB-parS system 

(Donczew et al., 2016; Fogel and Waldor, 2006; Harms et al., 2013; Ireton et al., 1994; 

Jakimowicz et al., 2002; Jalal and Le, 2020; Kawalek et al., 2018; Lin and Grossman, 1998; 

Mohl et al., 2001; Tran et al., 2018). The centromere parS is the first DNA locus to be 

segregated following chromosome replication (Lagage et al., 2016; Lin and Grossman, 1998; 

Livny et al., 2007; Toro et al., 2008). ParB nucleates on parS before associating with adjacent 

non-specific DNA, in a process known as spreading, to form a higher-order nucleoprotein 

complex (Breier and Grossman, 2007; Broedersz et al., 2014; Graham et al., 2014; Jalal and 

Le, 2020; Murray et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2015). The ParB-DNA 

nucleoprotein complex stimulates the ATPase activity of ParA, driving the movement of the 

parS locus (and subsequently, the whole chromosome) to the opposite pole of the cell (Hwang 

et al., 2013; Leonard et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2014; Vecchiarelli et al., 2012, 2014). This 

nucleoprotein complex recruits SMC to disentangle and organize replicated DNA (Böhm et 

al., 2020; Gruber and Errington, 2009; Tran et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017).  

 

The assembly of the ParB-parS nucleoprotein complex is a crucial event; bacterial cells 

harbouring a nucleation-competent but spreading-defective parB allele are impaired in 

plasmid/chromosome segregation (Breier and Grossman, 2007; Murray et al., 2006; Song et 

al., 2017). Spreading was first discovered for the P1 plasmid-encoded ParB protein (Rodionov 

et al., 1999), and was subsequently found to be a general feature of many plasmid and 

chromosomal ParB proteins in bacteria (Breier and Grossman, 2007; Chen et al., 2015; Kusiak 

et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2006; Song et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2018) In addition to a linear 

spreading on DNA, Bacillus subtilis ParB can also bridge distal DNA together to coalesce into 

a large nucleoprotein network in a process known as “spreading and bridging” (Fisher et al., 

2017; Graham et al., 2014; Madariaga-Marcos et al., 2019; Song et al., 2017; Taylor et al., 

2015). While a broadly similar “nucleation and caging” mechanism was also proposed to 

explain the ability of an F1-plasmid ParB and Vibrio cholerae chromosomal ParB to form a 

large nucleoprotein network (Debaugny et al., 2018; Sanchez et al., 2015). In this model, the 

nucleation of ParB on parS creates a high local concentration of ParB, thereby caging ParB 

molecules together with non-specific DNA surrounding parS to create a loose but fluid protein-

DNA network (Debaugny et al., 2018; Sanchez et al., 2015).  

 

Chromosomal ParB protein consists of an N-terminal domain (NTD), a central parS-specific 

DNA-binding domain (DBD), and a C-terminal domain (CTD) (Fig. 4.1A). Previously the 

structure of a CTD-truncated (∆CTD) Helicobacter pylori ParB with parS provided a possible 
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structural basis for spreading. In this structure, four H. pylori ParB∆CTD monomers bind to 

four individual half parS sites and tetramerize to bring distal DNA closer together (Fig. 1.2, 

Chapter 1) (Chen et al., 2015). In comparison to the structure of an apo-ParB∆CTD from 

Thermus thermophilus, the NTD of H. pylori ParB∆CTD adopts an alternative conformation to 

position the highly conserved arginine-rich patch (GERRxR, Fig. 4.1) outwards to mediate 

ParB-ParB oligomerization (Chen et al., 2015; Leonard et al., 2004). Based on this pairwise 

structural comparison, Chen et al., (2015) proposed that the nucleation on parS induces a 

transition (at the NTD of ParB) from a spreading-incompetent closed conformation to a 

spreading-competent open conformation (Chen et al., 2015; Leonard et al., 2004). While more 

recent works by Soh et al., (2019) and Osorio-Valeriano et al., (2019) on Bacillus subtilis and 

Myxococcus xanthus ParB, respectively, showed that ParB binds and hydrolyses cytidine 

triphosphate (CTP) to cytidine diphosphate (CDP), and that CTP modulates the binding affinity 

of ParB to parS (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019). Co-crystal structures of a B. 

subtilis ParB (ParB∆CTD) with CDP and an N-terminal domain truncated (∆NTD) Myxococcus 

xanthus PadC (PadC∆NTD) with CTP showed nucleotides sandwiching between the two 

opposite subunits, thus promoting their self-dimerization (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh 

et al., 2019). The self-dimerization at the N-terminal domain (NTD) of B. subtilis ParB creates 

a clamp-like molecule that enables DNA entrapment (Soh et al., 2019). Additionally, ParB can 

hydrolyse CTP to CDP and inorganic phosphate, however hydrolysis is not required for 

spreading since ParB in complex with a slow-hydrolysable CTP analogue (CTPɣS) can still 

self-load on the DNA (Soh et al., 2019). Also, M. xanthus PadC, a ParB-like protein, does not 

possess noticeable CTPase activity (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019). Overall, the role of CTP 

hydrolysis in bacterial chromosome segregation is not yet clear. 

 

Here, we demonstrate that CTP facilitates ParB escape from the parS site and promotes the 

accumulation of ParB on a closed DNA substrate. Furthermore, I report the co-crystal 

structures of a C-terminal domain truncated C. crescentus ParB in complex with either parS 

or CTPɣS to better understand the roles of CTP binding and hydrolysis. Consistent with a 

previous finding (Soh et al., 2019), the NTDs of C. crescentus ParB also self-dimerize upon 

binding to nucleotides, thus closing a molecular gate at this domain (the NTD gate). 

Furthermore, the two opposite DNA-binding domains (DBD) move closer together to close a 

second molecular gate (the DNA-gate). Collectively, I suggest a CTP-operated gating 

mechanism that regulates ParB nucleation and spreading in C. crescentus.  

 

4.2 Crystallisation of the C. crescentus ParB(∆CTD)-parS complex 
Chromatin immunoprecipitation coupled to deep sequencing (ChIP-seq) approaches have 

demonstrated that C. crescentus ParB binds to the non-specific DNA flanking the parS sites 
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to spread on the chromosome (Tran et al., 2018). Thus, to elucidate the structural basis of 

ParB spreading, I first sought to determine a co-crystal structure of the ParB-parS complex 

from C. crescentus. ParB proteins generally compose of three different domains, each of 

which are connected by flexible linkers (Fig. 4.1A). This often results in a flexibility in the 

organization of the domain orientation which could impair the protein from forming an orderly-

packaged crystals. To reduce the flexibility of the ParB protein, I generated a shorter ParB 

variant by truncating the CTD (50 amino acids) (Fig. 4.1B). The C-terminal region of ParB has 

the weakest homology to ParB homologues from different bacterial species (Figure 4.2). 

Indeed, the crystal structures of apo-ParB from T. thermophilus and ParB-parS from H. pylori 

were both solved by using the ∆CTD proteins (Chen et al., 2015; Leonard et al., 2004). While 

the CTD of B. subtilis ParB was found to interact with DNA non-specifically due to a series of 

lysine residues in this domain (Fisher et al., 2017; Madariaga-Marcos et al., 2019), the 

equivalent residues are not found in C. crescentus ParB. Thus, I hypothesised that the C. 

crescentus CTD may not bind DNA and solely function as a dimerization interface (see 

Chapter 5).  

 

To generate a C-terminal truncated (∆CTD) variant of ParB, the parB gene from C. crescentus 

encoding residues 1–244 of 291 amino acids found in the full-length proteins were cloned, 

overexpressed, and the protein was purified (see Chapter 2) (Fig 4.1B). To verify whether the 

ParB∆CTD variant retains parS binding ability in vitro, I performed a quantitative DNA binding 

assay using bio-layer interference (BLI). In brief, a linear 20 bp biotinylated parS or scrambled-

parS containing DNA was attached to a streptavidin-coated probe to measure by BLI. BLI 

assay monitors wavelength shifts (responses) resulting from changes in the optical thickness 

of the probe surface during association or dissociation of the analyte (see Chapter 2). 

Observed protein-DNA interactions were recorded as BLI-responses (nm), and three different 

concentrations of protein (1000 nm, 500nm, 250nm) of ParB (WT) and ParB∆CTD were used. 

As previously observed in Chapter 3, at 150 mM NaCl, no binding between ParB (WT) and 

ParB∆CTD was observed with the scrambled- parS containing DNA (Fig 4.1C) (Tran et al., 

2018). Indeed, BLI-analysis confirmed that ParB∆CTD retains its parS binding ability in vitro, 

albeit much weaker than the full-length ParB protein (Fig 4.1D). After conducting crystal trials 

with either the full-length or ParB∆CTD and several different length of parS DNA duplexes, I 

obtained crystals of a ParB∆CTD in complex with a 22-bp parS duplex DNA. Diffraction data 

for the C. crescentus  ParB∆CTD-parS co-crystal was collected to a resolution of 2.9 Å, and 

the phase was solved by molecular replacement using the 3.1 Å structure of the H. pylori 

ParB∆CTD-parS complex and the 2.3 Å structure of apo-T. thermophilus ParB∆CTD as search 

templates (Chen et al., 2015; Leonard et al., 2004). The X-ray crystallographic data are 

summarised in Table 4.1.  
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Figure"4.1"Purified"C.#crescentus"Par"B"variants"and"their"parS"DN"A:binding"activities."
(A)$The$domain$architecture$of$C.#crescentus$ParB:$the$N8terminal$domain$(NTD,$dark$green),$
the$ central$ DNA8binding$ domain$ (DBD,$ dark$ green),$ the$ C8terminal$ domain$ (CTD,$ faded$
green),$and$a$linker$that$connects$the$DBD$and$the$CTD$together.$The$ParB∆CTD$variant$that$
was$used$for$Crystallisation$lacks$the$CTD$(faded$green).!(B)$Full8length$C.#crescentus$ParB$
and$the$C8terminally$truncated$variant$(ParB∆CTD)$were$expressed$in$E.$coli$and$purified$to$
near$ homogeneity.$ All$ variants$ were$ C8terminally$ His8tagged$ (KLAAALEHHHHHH).$ (C)$
ParB∆CTD$retains$its$ability$to$bind$parS$DNA,$albeit$weaker$than$a$full8length$protein.$Bio8
layer$interferometric$analysis$of$the$interaction$between$a$full8length$C.#crescentus$ParB$(grey)$
or$a$C8terminally$truncated$ParB∆CTD$(black)$and$a$208bp$parS8containing$duplex$DNA$or$the$
scrambled$parS$DNA.$Sensors$loaded$with$biotinylated$parS$DNA$were$probed$with$5000$nM,$
1000$nM,$and$500$nM$dimer$concentrations$of$proteins.$The$interaction$kinetics$were$followed$
by$monitoring$the$wavelength$shifts$(response$unit,$nm)$resulting$from$changes$in$the$optical$
thickness$of$the$sensor$surface$during$association$or$dissociation$of$the$proteins.$"
!
!
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Figure 4.2 Sequence alignment of the chromosomal ParB superfamily. An alignment of 
~1800 chromosomal ParB proteins was constructed and presented as a sequence logo. The 
height of the stack indicates the sequence conservation, while the height of symbols within 
the stack indicates the relative frequency of each amino acid residue at that position. Amino 
acids are coloured based on their chemical properties. Secondary-structure elements for C. 
crescentus ParB∆CTD are shown below the alignment. Dashed lines indicate unmodeled 
residues due to poor electron density in the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS co-crystal 
structure. 
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4.3 The crystal structure of C. crecentus ParB∆CTD in complex with parS 
The asymmetric unit of the crystal contained four copies of the ParB monomer (Chain A-D) 

(two dimers) and two copies of the parS DNA (Fig 4.3A-B). Each ParB∆CTD binds to a half 

parS site but there is no protein-protein contact between the two adjacent subunits (Fig 4.4A). 
The bases at the end of the parS site stack and interact to form the pseudo-continuos filament 

that runs through the crystal. The overall structure of the ParB∆CTD-parS complex is shown 

in Figure 4.4, with the ParB∆CTD variant containing both the NTD and the DBD (Fig 4.4A-B). 

The secondary structure of the ParB∆CTD-parS is composed of 10 α-helix and 4 β-pleated 

sheets that span residues 45-48 (β1), 65-73 (α1), 84-88 (β2), 96-100 (β3), 102-111 (α2), 114-

120 (β4), 125-138 (α3), 144-158 (α4), 162-169 (α5), 173-184 (α6), 187-195 (α7), 200-206 

(α8), 212-222 (α9) and 226-235 (α10) (Fig. 4.4B). The NTD contains helixes α1 to α2 and 

pleated-sheets β1 to β4, while the last eight helices (α3- α10) make up the DBD of ParB (Fig. 

4.4B). I noticed similar interactions between ParB and parS as previously observed in the C. 

crescentus ParB (DBD)-parS co-crystal structure (Chapter 3) (Jalal et al., 2020b). Since both 

chain A and chain B in the asymmetric unit are almost identical to chain C and chain D, I 

decided to use chain C-D-parS for subsequent structural analysis (Fig. 4.3A). 
 

From the co-crystal structure, I noticed that helices α3 and α4 of the NTD are packed against 

the DBD. A flexible loop found between α3 and β4  (V120-L123) connects the rest of the NTD 

to the DBD. The highly conserved arginine-rich motif (GERRxR), crucial for C. crescentus 

ParB spreading, resides on helix α2. By superimposing different chains found in the co-crystal 

structure, I observe that while the DBD and the NTD α3-α4 are almost identical between chain 

C and D (RMSD=0.19 Å), the rest of the NTD (α1-β4) adopts completely different arrangement 

(Fig 4.4C) (Tran et al., 2018). The NTD (α1-β4) of chain C and D are oriented ~80o apart from 

each other (Fig. 4.4C); this is due to a loop (V120-L123) (flexible elbow) connecting α3 and 

β4 together (Fig. 4.4C-D). The role of this elbow in orientating the NTD became clearer upon 

comparing the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS structure to two other available structures of 

chromosomal ParBs from H. pylori and T. thermophilus. 

 

4.4 Structural comparison reveals the flexibility of the NTD of ParB 
In the co-crystal structure of the H. pylori ParB∆CTD-parS complex, ParB adopts a different 

conformation in which its NTD projects outwards and contacts a nearby ParB monomer in the 

adjacent asymmetric unit (Chen et al., 2015) (Fig. 4.5A). In contrast, I was unable to observe 

any such interaction between the NTD of the two adjacent C. crescentus ParB monomers (Fig. 

4.5A). By superimposing the structure of H. pylori ParB∆CTD onto the C. crescentus  
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Figure 1-figure supplement 1
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C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS chain C/D
C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS chain A/B

Figure1-figure supplement 1. The composition of the asymmetric unit (ASU) of the C. crescentus 
ParB∆CTD-parS co-crystal. (A) The ASU contains four copies of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD 
monomers (chain A, B, C, and D) and two copies of the full-size parS DNA. (B) Superimposition of the 
chain C-D-parS complex (dark green) to the chain A-B-parS complex (cyan) shows that the two 
complexes in the ASU are structurally similar (RMSD = 1.59 Å).  
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Figure1-figure supplement 1. The composition of the asymmetric unit (ASU) of the C. crescentus 
ParB∆CTD-parS co-crystal. (A) The ASU contains four copies of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD 
monomers (chain A, B, C, and D) and two copies of the full-size parS DNA. (B) Superimposition of the 
chain C-D-parS complex (dark green) to the chain A-B-parS complex (cyan) shows that the two 
complexes in the ASU are structurally similar (RMSD = 1.59 Å).  
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Figure 4.3 Composition of the asymmetric unit of the co-crystal C. crescentus Ct-ParB-
parS structure. (A) The asymmetric unit consists of four copies of the C. crescentus 
ParB∆CTD (chain A, B, C and D) and two copies of the 22 bp full size parS DNA. (B) 
Superimposition of chains A (cyan) and B (light grey) onto chains C (green) and D (dark grey) 
displayed the near identical orientation of the two complexes in the asymmetric unit. 
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Figure 2. Co-crystal structure of a C-terminal domain truncated Ct-ParB-parS complex from 
Caulobacter crescentus revealed the multiple conformations of the N-terminal domain. (A) Co-

crystal structure of two Caulobacter Ct-ParB monomers (dark green and light blue) bound on a 22-bp 

parS DNA. The nucleotide sequence of the 22-bp parS is shown below the co-crystal structure, the core 

parS sequence is highlighted in bold. (B) The structure of Ct-ParB chain D bound to a parS half site with 

key features highlighted. (C) Superimposition of Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C and D (light blue and dark 

green, respectively) shows two different orientations of the NTD (α1-β4). The arrow above each chain 

shows the direction each NTD projects towards. The dashed box shows the flexible loop (elbow) that 

connects helix α3 and sheet β4 together. (D) A top-down view of the superimposition of chain C and D 

shows that the NTD (α1-β4) of chain C and D are oriented ~80o
 apart from each other. 
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Figure 2. Co-crystal structure of a C-terminal domain truncated Ct-ParB-parS complex from 
Caulobacter crescentus revealed the multiple conformations of the N-terminal domain. (A) Co-

crystal structure of two Caulobacter Ct-ParB monomers (dark green and light blue) bound on a 22-bp 

parS DNA. The nucleotide sequence of the 22-bp parS is shown below the co-crystal structure, the core 

parS sequence is highlighted in bold. (B) The structure of Ct-ParB chain D bound to a parS half site with 

key features highlighted. (C) Superimposition of Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C and D (light blue and dark 

green, respectively) shows two different orientations of the NTD (α1-β4). The arrow above each chain 

shows the direction each NTD projects towards. The dashed box shows the flexible loop (elbow) that 

connects helix α3 and sheet β4 together. (D) A top-down view of the superimposition of chain C and D 

shows that the NTD (α1-β4) of chain C and D are oriented ~80o
 apart from each other. 
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Figure 4.4 Co-crystal structure of a C-terminal domain truncated ParB∆CTD-parS 
complex from Caulobacter crescentus revealed the multiple conformations of the N-
terminal domain. (A) Co-crystal structure of two C. crescentus ParB∆CTD monomers (dark 
green and light blue) bound on a 22-bp parS DNA. The nucleotide sequence of the 22-bp parS 
is shown below the co-crystal structure, the core parS sequence is highlighted in bold. (B) The 
structure of ParB∆CTD chain D bound to a parS half site with key features highlighted. (C) 
Superimposition of C. crescentus ParB∆CTD chain C and D (light blue and dark green, 
respectively) shows two different orientations of the NTD (α1-β4). The arrow above each chain 
shows the direction each NTD projects towards. The dashed box shows the flexible loop 
(elbow) that connects helix α3 and sheet β4 together. (D) A top-down view of the 
superimposition of chain C and D shows that the NTD (α1-β4) of chain C and D are oriented 
~80o apart from each other. 
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ParB∆CTD$structure,$I$observed$that$each$NTD$is$orientated$differently$(Fig.$4.5B,$Fig.$4.6AF

B).$In$the$H.#pylori#ParBFparS#coFcrystal$structure,$the$NTD$extends$outwards$(in$an$extended$

conformation),$ while$ the$C.# crescentus#ParB$ points$either$ inwards$ (chain$D)$ or$ sideFways$

(chain$C)$(Fig$4.5AFC).$$

$

By$superimposing$all$three$chains,$I$noted$that$the$elbow$(V120FL123)$swivels$around$the$α3$

axis,$hence$permitting$the$NTD$to$adopt$three$distinct$conformations$(Fig.$4.5B).$Sequence$

alignment$of$~1800$ParB$orthologs$displayed$an$enrichment$for$charged$and$polar$uncharged$

residues$ in$ the$ elbow$ region$ (Fig.$ 4.5B).$ This$ amino$ acid$ preference$ is$ typically$ found$ in$

intrinsically$disordered$proteins$and$may$confer$flexibility$to$the$elbow$connecting$α3$and$β4$

together$(Romero$et$al.,$2001W$Vucetic$et$al.,$2003).$A$subsequent$structure$superimposition$

and$showed$that$the$NTD$of$an$apoFT.#thermophilus$ParB∆CTD$also$adopts$a$similar$open$

conformation,$to$chain$D$in$the$C.#crescentus$ParB∆CTDFparS$coFcrystal$structure$(Fig.$4.5C).$

Next,$I$observed$a$second$level$of$flexibility$of$the$NFterminal$most$peptide$(residues$1F64)$of$

ParB.$This$amino$acid$region$is$extended$in$the$T.#thermophilus$ParB∆CTD$structure$(pink$

dashed$ line,$Fig$4.5C),$however$ in$ the$C.# crescentus#ParB∆CTD$this$ region$ folds$back$ to$

contribute$the$fourth$strand$ to$the$core$βFsheet$at$ the$NTD$(green$dashed$ line,$Fig.$4.5C).$

Interestingly,$ the$equivalent$ region$was$not$observed$ in$ the$H.#pylori#ParB∆CTD$coFcrystal$

structure.$Due$to$the$alternate$conformations$of$this$NFterminal$region$and$of$the$NTD$as$a$

whole,$ the$ParAFinteracting$ region$ (residues$1F30,$Fig.$ 1$and$Fig.$4.5),$ it$ is$ likely$ that$ this$

region$can$potentially$explore$a$very$large$space$surrounding$ParB.$$

$

Altogether,$by$performing$a$threeFway$structural$comparison,$I$suggest$that$the$NTD$of$ParB$

can$adopt$multiple$alternate$conformations$regardless$whether$ParB$is$in$complex$with$parS.$

Our$finding$contrasts$previous$observations$made$by$Chen#et$al.,$(2015),$as$my$C.#crescentus#

ParB∆CTDFparS# coFcrystal$ structure$ demonstrated$ that$ nucleation$ to$ parS$ alone$ is$ not$

sufficient$ enough$ to$ induce$ a$ transition$ (at$ the$ NTD)$ from$ a$ spreadingFincompetent$ to$ a$

spreadingFcompetent$ state.$ Indeed$ while$ ParB$ spreading$ has$ been$ observed$ in$ various$

bacterial$species$ in#vivo,$(Breier$and$Grossman,$2007W$Graham$et$al.,$2014W$Lagage$et$al.,$

2016W$Murray$et$al.,$ 2006W$Rodionov$et$ al.,$ 1999W$Tran$et$al.,$ 2018)$parS7dependent$ParB$

spreading$ has$ resisted$ biochemical$ reconstitutions$ (in$ agreement$ with$ my$ C.# crescentus#

ParB∆CTDFparS#structure)$(Fisher$et$al.,$2017W$Graham$et$al.,$2014W$MadariagaFMarcos$et$al.,$

2019W$Taylor$et$al.,$2015).$These$unsuccessful$attempts$at$reconstituting$ParB$spreading$ in#

vitro#suggests$that$additional$factors$may$be$missing.$In$the$next$section,$I$further$expand$on$

the$coFfactor$required$for$ParB$spreading$in#vitro.$

$

4.5$parS%DNA$increases$the$CTP$binding$and$hydrolysis$rate$of$C.%crescentus%ParB$
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Figure 4.5 Structural comparisons of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS complex to 
other ParB family members. (A) Structures of two adjacent symmetry complexes of H. pylori 
(upper panel) and C. crescentus ParB∆CTD -parS (lower panel). In the H. pylori ParB∆CTD-
parS complex, ParB adopts an open conformation in which its NTD projects outwards to 
contact a neighbouring monomer. However, no such interaction was seen between the NTD 
of the two adjacent C. crescentus ParB monomers. (B) A side-view of the superimposition 
between C. crescentus ParB∆CTD chain C (light blue), chain D (dark green), and H. pylori 
ParB∆CTD (golden) shows the three distinct orientations of the NTD (see also Fig. 4.6). (C) A 
top view of the superimposition between C. crescentus ParB∆CTD chain C, chain D, and H. 
pylori  ParB∆CTD. The dashed box shows the flexible loop (elbow) that connects helix α3 and 
sheet β4 together. The conservation of amino acids at the flexible elbow is presented as 
sequence logos. Amino acids are coloured based on their chemical properties (GSTYC: polar; 
QN: neutral; KRH: basic; DE: acidic; and AVLIPWFM: hydrophobic). (D) Superimposition of 
C. crescentus ParB∆CTD chain D (dark green) and T. thermophilus ParB∆CTD chain C (pink) 
shows the two different conformations of the N-terminal-most peptide (dashed dark green and 
pink lines). 
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Figure 4.6 Structural comparisons of the C. crescentus ParB-parS complex to other 
ParB family members. Superposition of all crystallographic independent subunits from (A) 
H. pylori ParB-parS; (B) H. pylori ParB-parS and chain C and D of C. crescentus Ct-ParB-
parS; (C) T. thermophilus apo-ParB∆CTD; (D) T. thermophilus Ct-ParB∆CTD and chain C and 
D of C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS. Superimposition was based on the DNA-binding domain 
and helices α3-α4 of the N-terminal domain. 
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More recent studies have demonstrated that B. subtilis ParB and M. xanthus PadC are 

members of a new CTPase protein family that bind and hydrolyse cytidine triphosphate (CTP) 

to cytidine diphosphate (CDP) (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019). By employing 

a membrane-spotting assay (DRaCALA), we showed that C. crescentus ParB binds to 

radiolabelled CTP in the presence of parS DNA (Fig. 4.7A). An excess of unlabelled CTP, but 

no other NTPs, could compete with radioactive CTP for binding to C. crescentus ParB, 

suggesting that C. crescentus ParB does not bind other NTPs (Fig. 4.7B). The CTP binding 

of ParB was reduced when a non-cognate DNA site (NBS) (Wu et al., 2009) was used instead 

of parS. We also failed to detect CTP binding in our DRaCALA assay or by isothermal titration 

calorimetry when DNA was omitted. Nevertheless, we robustly detected CTP hydrolysis to 

CDP and inorganic phosphate when C. crescentus ParB and CTP were included, albeit at a 

very low rate of ~0.4 CTP molecules per ParB per hour (Fig. 4.7C). A background level of 

inorganic phosphate was observed when C. crescentus ParB was incubated with ATP, GTP, 

or UTP (Fig. 4.7C). Crucially, the addition of a 22-bp parS DNA, but not a non-cognate 22-bp 

NBS DNA, increased CTP turnover rate sevenfold to ~3 CTP molecules per ParB per hour 

(Fig. 4.7C). Lastly, the CTP hydrolysis was reduced to the background in the nucleation-

competent but spreading-defective ParB (R104A) variant (Fig. 4.7C). Altogether, our data 

suggest that parS DNA stimulates C. crescentus ParB to bind and hydrolyse CTP. Next we 

sought to determine whether CTP influence the nucleation of ParB to parS.  

 

4.6 CTP reduces the nucleation of C. crescentus ParB on parS  
To determine if CTP or other NTP alone affects ParB-parS interaction, we attached a linear 

20-bp biotinylated parS DNA to a streptavidin-coated probe to measure the bio-layer 

interference (BLI). We monitored in real-time interactions between immobilized parS DNA and 

purified C. crescentus ParB or a premix of ParB + NTP (Fig. 4.8A). Consistent with previous 

reports (Figge et al., 2003; Tran et al., 2018), C. crescentus ParB bound site-specifically to 

parS (Fig. 4.8B). In the presence of ATP, GTP, or UTP, we observed a small reduction in 

ParB-parS binding at steady state regardless of whether Mg2+ was included in binding buffer 

or not (Fig. 4.8B-C), suggesting that C. crescentus ParB is slightly sensitive to highly 

negatively charged compounds or possibly to counter-ions (Na+) in NTP solutions. However, 

we noted that CTP had a pronounced effect on ParB-parS interaction, specifically in the 

presence of Mg2+ (Fig. 4.8B-C). An increasing concentration of CTP (but not CMP or CDP) 

gradually reduced the binding of ParB to parS (Fig 4.8D-E). On closer inspection, we noted 

that ParB + CTP slowly dissociated from parS even before the probe was returned to a protein- 

free buffer (a gradual downward slope between 30th and 150th sec, Fig. 4.8A), suggesting that 

CTP facilitated ParB removal from a 20-bp parS DNA. To investigate further, we monitored   

the dissociation rates of pre-bound CTP-free ParB-parS complexes after probes were returned  
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Figure 4.7 parS DNA increases the CTP binding and hydrolysis rate by C. crescentus 
ParB. (A–B) CTP binding as monitored by DRaCALA assay using radiolabelled CTP α-P32. 
The bulls-eye staining indicates CTP binding due to a more rapid immobilization of protein-
ligand complexes compared to free ligands alone. The starting concentration of proteins used 
in panel A was 25 μM. The same concentration of radioactive CTP, unlabelled CTP, and DNA 
was used in experiments shown in panels A and B. (C) A continuous monitoring of inorganic 
phosphate (Pi) released by recording absorbance at 360 nm overtime at 25°C. The rates of 
CTP hydrolysis were inferred from a Pi standard. The NTP hydrolysis of C. crescentus ParB 
was also monitored in the presence of ATP, GTP, or UTP, with a 22 bp parS DNA duplex or 
a non-cognate 22 bp NBS DNA duplex (a DNA-binding site of Noc protein (Wu and Errington, 
2004). The nucleation-competent but spreading-defective ParB (R104A) mutant did not 
hydrolyse CTP in the presence of parS DNA. All buffers used for experiments in this figure 
contained Mg2+. 
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Figure 4.8 CTP reduces the nucleation of C. crescentus ParB at parS. (A) Bio-layer 

interferometric (BLI) analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 μM ParB-His6 dimer ± 1 

mM NTP and a 20-bp DNA duplex containing parS. Biotinylated DNA fragments were 

immobilized onto the surface of a Streptavidin (SA)-coated probe (See Materials and 

Methods). The BLI probe was dipped into a buffer only solution (0-30 sec), then to a premix 

of protein ± NTP (30-150 sec: association phase), and finally returned to a buffer only solution 

(150-270 sec: dissociation phase). Sensorgrams were recorded over time. (B) BLI analysis of 

the interaction between purified C. crescentus ParB-His6 (0.125 to 2 µM) and a 20-bp parS 

DNA probe (C) Same as panel except Mg2+ was omitted in the buffer solution (D) BLI analysis 

of the interaction between purified C. crescentus ParB and an increasing concentration of 

CTP-Mg2+. ParB-His6 (1 µM dimer) + 0-10 mM CTP, and a 20-bp DNA duplex containing parS 

were used for this experiment. (E) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 μM C. 
crescentus ParB-His6 ± 1 mM cytidine mono-, di-, or triphosphate, and a 20-bp parS DNA. 

Schematic of the DNA substrate is shown above the sensorgram (F) BLI analysis of the 

interaction between 1 μM C. crescentus ParB-His6 (without CTP) and a 20-bp parS DNA. For 

the dissociation phase, the probe was returned to a buffer only or buffer supplemented with 1 

mM CTP. All buffers used for experiments in this figure (with exception of Figure 4.8C) 

contained Mg2+. Each BLI experiment was triplicated and a representative sensorgram was 

presented. 
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to a protein-free buffer with or without CTP, we found ParB dissociating ~seven times faster 

in buffer with CTP than in buffer only solution (Fig. 4.8F). Given the short length of a 20-bp 

parS DNA duplex that has only sufficient room for nucleation, our results suggest that CTP 

might decrease ParB nucleation on parS or liberates pre-bound ParB from parS site. 

 

4.7 CTP facilitates ParB association with a closed DNA substrate beyond nucleation 
Next, we investigated the effect of CTP on ParB-DNA interaction by employing a longer 169-

bp parS-containing DNA fragment that has been labelled at both 5’ ends with biotin (Fig. 4.9A). 

Immobilizing a dual biotin-labelled DNA on a streptavidin-coated BLI probe created a DNA 

substrate where both ends were blocked (a closed DNA). The interactions between 

immobilized DNA and purified C. crescentus ParB in the presence or absence of NTP was 

then monitored. In the absence of NTP, we observed the usual nucleation event on parS with 

1 µM ParB protein (Fig. 4.9A). Premixing ATP, GTP, or UTP with ParB did not change the 

sensorgrams markedly (Fig. 4.9A). However, the addition of CTP significantly increased the 

response by ~12 fold (Fig. 4.9A) suggesting that more ParB associated with a 169-bp parS 

probe at steady state than by nucleation at parS alone. We observed that DNA-bound ParB 

was salt sensitive and dissociated easily to the solution when the BLI probe was returned to 

a low-salt protein-free buffer without CTP (Fig. 4.9A, dissociation phase). Noticeably, no 

increase in response was observed when a 169-bp dual biotin-labelled DNA containing a 

scrambled parS was employed instead (Fig. 4.9A). Furthermore, we observed that a 

nucleation-competent but spreading-defective C. crescentus ParB (R104A) mutant did not 

respond to the addition of CTP to the same extent as ParB (WT) (Fig. 4.9B). Our results 

suggest that CTP is required for the increase in parS-dependent ParB accumulation in vitro.  

 

To independently verify the BLI data, we performed an in vitro pull-down of purified His-tagged 

C. crescentus  ParB (Fig. 4.9C). Streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads were incubated with 

2.8-kb dual biotin-labelled DNA fragments containing either parS or scrambled parS sites. 

Again, a dual biotin-labelled DNA formed a closed substrate on the surface of the beads. DNA-

coated beads were incubated with purified C. crescentus ParB either in the presence or 

absence of NTP before being pulled down magnetically. Pulled-down ParB was released from 

beads and their protein level was analysed by an α-His6 immunoblot (Fig. 4.9C). We found~13-

15 fold more pulled-down ParB when CTP was included (Fig. 4.9C). No enrichment was 

observed when scrambled parS-coated beads were used, confirming that the extensive in 

vitro association of ParB with DNA is dependent on parS (Fig. 4.9C). Also, consistent with the 

BLI experiments, no further enrichment of ParB was seen when ATP, GTP or UTP was 

included (Fig. 4.9C). Furthermore, a nucleation-competent but spreading-defective ParB 
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Figure 4.9 Cytidine triphosphate (CTP) enhances ParB association with a parS 
containing DNA beyond by nucleation alone (A) BLI analysis of the interaction between a 
premixed of 1 μM C. crescentus ParB-His6 ± 1mM NTP and a 169-bp dual biotin-labelled DNA 
containing a parS or a scrambled parS site. Interactions between a dual biotinylated DNA and 
a streptavidin (SA)-coated probe created a topologically closed DNA substrate (see the 
schematic cartoon of the BLI probe above the sensorgram). (B) Interactions between a 
nucleation-competent but spreading-defective ParB (R104) variant with a 169 parS DNA 
fragment in the presence or absence of CTP were also recorded. (C) A schematic of the pull-
down assay and immunoblot analysis of pulled-down C. crescentus ParB-His6. The length of 
bound DNA is ~2.8 kb. Beads were incubated with ParB protein for five minutes before being 
pulled down magnetically. All buffers used for experiments in this figure contained Mg2+. 
 

A 

B 

C 
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 (R104A) variant was not enriched in our pull-down assay regardless of whether CTP was 

present or not (Fig. 4.9C). Altogether, our results suggest that the parS-dependent spreading 

ability of ParB on a closed DNA substrate requires CTP. 

 

4.8 A closed DNA substrate is required for an increased ParB association with DNA 
Next, we investigated whether a DNA substrate with a free end (an open DNA) can also 

support ParB accumulation in vitro. The 169-bp dual biotin-labelled DNA was designed with 

unique BamHI and EcoRI recognition sites flanking the parS site (Fig. 4.10A). To generate an 

open end on DNA, we immerged the DNA-coated probes in buffers contained either BamHI 

or EcoRI (Fig. 4.10A-C). Subsequently, probes were washed of restriction enzymes and 

returned to a binding buffer. Before restriction enzyme digestion, we again observed an 

enhanced ParB association with a closed DNA substrate in the presence of CTP (Fig. 4.10A). 

After restriction enzyme digestion, the inclusion of CTP had no effect on the BLI response, 

indicating that ParB did not accumulate on an open DNA substrate in vitro (Fig. 4.10A-C). 

Taken together, these findings suggest that ParB spreads but quickly escapes by sliding off 

the free DNA end. 

 
4.9 The crystal structure of the C-terminal truncated (∆CTD) Caulobacter ParB in 
complex with the slow hydrolysable CTP analogue, CTPɣS 
Next, to gain insights into the spreading state of ParB, I attempted to crystallise C. crescentus 

ParB in complex with the slow hydrolysable analogue of CTP, CTPɣS. After screening several 

constructs, I was able to obtain crystals of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD in complex with  

CTPɣS. Diffraction data was collected to a resolution of 2.7 Å and the structure was solved 

using molecular replacement with the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD as a template (Chapter 2). 

The X-ray crystallographic data are summarised in Table 4.1. At this resolution, it was not 

possible to assign the position of the ligand sulphur atom. Indeed, the placement of the sulphur 

atom may vary from one ligand to the next leading to an averaging of the electron density. 

Hence, CTP instead of CTPɣS was modelled into the electron density (Fig. 4.11A). The 

asymmetric unit contains two copies of ParB∆CTD, each with a CTPɣS molecule and a 

coordinated Mg2+ ion bound at the NTD (Fig. 4.11A). In contrast to the open conformation of 

the ParB∆CTD-parS structure, nucleotide-bound NTDs from opposite subunits self-dimerize 

(with an interface area of 2111 Å2, as determined by PISA) (Krissinel, 2015) (Fig. 4.11A). 

Multiple CTPɣS-contacting residues also directly contribute to the NTD self-dimerization 

interface (summarized in Fig. 4.12), indicating a coupling between nucleotide binding and self-

dimerization. Furthermore, the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTPɣS structure is similar to that of 

the CDP-bound B. subtilis ParB∆CTD (RMSD=1.48 Å) (Soh et al., 2019) and the CTP-bound  
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Figure 4.10 A closed DNA substrate is required for an increased association of ParB 
with DNA. (A) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 μM C. crescentus ParB-
His6 ± 1mM CTP and a 169-bp dual biotin-labelled parS DNA. (B) Same as panel A but 
immobilized DNA fragments have been restricted with BamHI before BLI analysis. (C) Same 
as panel A but immobilized DNA fragments have been restricted with EcoRI before BLI 
analysis. Schematic of DNA fragments with the relative positions of parS and restriction 
enzyme recognition sites are shown above the sensorgram. Each BLI experiment was 
triplicated and a representative sensorgram was presented. All buffers used for experiments 
in this figure contained Mg2+.   
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Figure 4.11 Co-crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTPɣS complex reveals 
a closed conformation at the NTD. (A) (Left panel) The front view of the co-crystal structure 
of C. crescentus ParB∆CTD (dark green and grey) bound to a non-hydrolysable analogue 
CTPɣS (orange) and Mg2+ ions (dark green and grey spheres). (Right panel) The top view 
of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTPɣS co- crystal structure. (B) Structural comparisons of 
the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTPɣS complex to the B. subtilis ParB∆CTD-CDP complex and 
the M. xanthus PadC∆NTD-CTP complex. Superimposition of nucleotide-bound structures of 
C. crescentus ParB∆CTD (dark green), B. subtilis ParB∆CTD (magenta) PDB: 6SDK, and M. 
xanthus PadC∆NTD PDB: 6RYK (light blue) with their corresponding pairwise root- mean-
square deviation values (RMSD). (C) The chemical structure of CTPɣS.  
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Figure 2-figure supplement 1

Figure 2-figure supplement 1. Sequence alignment of the chromosomal ParB protein family. An 
alignment of ~1800 chromosomal ParB proteins was constructed and presented as a sequence logo. 
The height of the stack indicates the sequence conservation, while the height of symbols within the stack 
indicates the relative frequency of each amino acid residue at that position. Amino acids are colored 
based on their chemical properties. Secondary-structure elements for C. crescentus ParB∆CTD are 
shown below the alignment. Dashed lines indicate unmodelled residues due to poor electron density in 
the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S co-crystal structure. Residues that contact CTP S-Mg2+ and/or 
mediate the NTD self-dimerization are also labeled.  
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Figure!4.12!Sequence!alignment!of!the!chromosomal!ParB!protein!family.!An#alignment#
of#~1800#chromosomal#ParB#proteins#was#constructed#and#presented#as#a#sequence#logo.#
The#height#of#the#stack#indicates#the#sequence#conservation,#while#the#height#of#symbols#within#
the#stack#indicates#the#relative#frequency#of#each#amino#acid#residue#at#that#position.#Amino#
acids#are#coloured#based#on#their#chemical#properties.#SecondaryFstructure#elements#for#C.#
crescentus#ParB∆CTD# are# shown# below# the# alignment.# Dashed# lines# indicate# unmodeled#
residues# due# to# poor# electron# density# in# the#C.# crescentus#ParB∆CTDFCTPɣS# coFcrystal#

structure.#Residues#that#contact#CTPɣSFMg2+#and/or#mediate#the#NTD#selfFdimerization#are#
also#labelled.##
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M.# xanthus# PadC∆NTD# (RMSD=2.23# Å)# (OsorioFValeriano# et# al.,# 2019)# (Fig.# 4.11B),#

suggesting#that#the#closed#conformation#at# the#NTD#is#structurally#conserved#in#nucleotideF

bound#ParB/ParBFlike#proteins.#

#

4.10!The!CTP?binding!pocket!(C?pocket)!of!C.#crescentus#ParB!
In# the# coFcrystal# structure# of# the# C.# crescentus# ParB∆CTDFCTPɣS# complex,# two# CTPɣS#

molecules#are#sandwiched#between#helices#α1,#α2,#α3#from#one#subunit#and#helix#α3’#from#

the#opposite#subunit#(Fig.#4.11A,#4.13AFB).#Ten#amino#acids#form#hydrogenFbonding#contacts#

with#three#phosphate#groups#of#CTPɣS,#either#directly#or#via#the#coordinated!Mg2+# ion#(Fig.#
4.13AFB).# These# phosphateFcontacting# residues# were# referred# to# as# PFmotifs# 1# to# 3,#

respectively#(P#for#phosphate#motif,#Fig.#4.13AFB).#Four#amino#acids#at#helix#α1#and#the#α1F

β2#intervening#loop#provide#hydrogenFbonding#interactions#to#the#cytosine#ring,#hence#were#

termed#the#CF#motif#(C#for#cytosine#motif,#Fig.#4.13AFB).#Lastly,#six#additional#residues#contact#

the# ribose#moiety#and/or#the#pyrimidine#moiety#via#hydrophobic# interactions# (Fig.#4.13AFB).#

NucleotideF#contacting#residues#in#C.#crescentus#ParB#and#their#corresponding#amino#acids#in#

ParB/ParBFlike#homologs#were#summarized#in#figure#4.12#and#figure#4.20.#The#CFmotif#forms#

a#snug#fit#to#the#pyrimidine#moiety,#thus#is#incompatible#with#larger#purine#moieties#such#as#

those#from#ATP#or#GTP.#HydrogenFbonding#contacts#from#the#G79#main#chain#and#the#S74#

side#chain#to#the#amino#group#at#position#4#of#the#cytosine#moiety#further#distinguish#CTP#from#

UTP# (Fig.# 4.13AFB).# Taken# all# together,# my# structural# data# is# consistent# with# the# known#

specificity#of#C.#crescentus#ParB#for#CTP#(Fig.#4.7AFB).!
#

4.11! Conformational! changes! between! the! nucleating! and! spreading! state! of! C.#
crescentus#ParB#
A#direct#comparison#of#the#C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTDFparS#structure#to#the#ParB∆CTDFCTPɣS#

structure# further# revealed# the# conformational# changes# upon# nucleotide# binding.# In# the#

nucleating#state,#as# represented#by# the#ParB∆CTDFparS#structure,#helices#α3#and#α4#from#

each# subunit# bundle# together# (32°# angle# between# α3#and# α4,# Fig.# 4.14).# However,# in# the#

spreading#state,#as#represented#by#the#ParB∆CTDFCTPɣS#structure,#α3#swings#outwards#by#

CTP#101°#to#pack#itself#with#α4’#from#the#opposite#subunit#(Fig.#4.14).#Nucleotide#binding#most#

likely#facilitates#this#“swingingFout”#conformation#since#both#α3#and#the#α3Fα4#loop#i.e.#PF#motif#

3#make#numerous#contacts#with#the#bound#CTPɣS#and#the#coordinated#Mg2+#ion#(Fig.#4.15AF

B).#The#reciprocal#exchange#of#helices#ensures#the#packing#in#the#α3Fα4#protein#core#remains#

intact,#while#driving#the#conformational#changes#for#the#rest#of#the#NTD#as#well##as#the#DBD#

(Fig.#4.15A).#Indeed,#the#residues#44F121#at#the#NTD#wholesale#rotates#by#94°##to#dimerize#

with#its#counterpart#from#the#opposite#subunit#(Fig.#4.15A,#4.16A).#Also,#residues#161F221#at##
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!

Figure!4.13!The!nucleotide?binding!pocket!of!C.#crescentus#ParB.! (A)#The#amino#acid#
residues# that# contact# the# CTPɣS# molecule# and# the# coordinated# Mg

2+#
ion# are# shown# (B)!

ProteinFligand#interaction#map#of#CTPɣS#bound#to#C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTD.#Hydrogen#bonds#
are#shown#as#dashed#green#lines#and#hydrophobic#interactions#as#red#semiFcircles.#Nitrogen,#

oxygen,#phosphate,#and#magnesium#atoms#are#shown#as#blue,#red,#purple,#and#green#filled#

circles,#respectively.#(C)!Omit#mFobsFDFcalc#difference#electron#density#calculated#at#2.73#Å#
resolution#for#MgFCTP.#The#omit#map#was#calculated#using#phases#from#the#final#model,#with#

the# displayed# atoms# omitted,# after# the# application# of# small# random# shifts# to# the# atomic#

coordinates,#reFsetting#temperature#factors,#and#reFrefining#to#convergence#(rendered#in#blue#

mesh#at#a#contour#level#of#~3.5σ).!
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Figure 2. Co-crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S complex reveals a closed 
conformation at the NTD. (A) (Left panel) The front view of the co-crystal structure of C. crescentus 
ParB∆CTD (dark green and grey) bound to a non-hydrolyzable analog CTP S (orange) and Mg2+ ions 
(dark green and grey spheres). (Right panel) The top view of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S co-
crystal structure. (B) The nucleotide-binding pocket of C. crescentus ParB showing amino acid residues 
that contact the CTP S molecule and the coordinated Mg2+ ion. (C) Protein-ligand interaction map of 
CTP S bound to C. crescentus ParB∆CTD. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed green lines and 
hydrophobic interactions as red semi-circles. Nitrogen, oxygen, phosphate, and magnesium atoms are 
shown as blue, red, purple, and green filled circles, respectively.  
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!
Figure!4.14!Conformational!changes!between!the!nucleating!and!the!spreading!state!of!
C.#crescentus#ParB.!Structures$of$C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTD$in$complex$with$parS#(left!panel)!
and$with$CTPɣS$(right!panel),$with$the$pairs$of$helices$(α3Bα4,$and$α3’Bα4’$for$the$opposite$
subunit)$shown$in$light$blue$and$dark$blue,$respectively.$Below$each$structure,$only$the$α3Bα4,$
α3’Bα4’$pairs,$and$the$angles$between$these$helices$are$shown.$!
$
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Figure 3. Conformational changes between the nucleating and the spreading state of C. 
crescentus ParB. Structures of C. crescentus ParB∆CTD in complex with parS (left panel) and with 
CTP S (right panel), with the pairs of helices (α3-α4, and α3’-α4’ for the opposite subunit) shown in light 
blue and dark blue, respectively. Below each structure, only the α3-α4, α3’-α4’ pairs, and the angles 
between these helices are shown.      
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C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S, superimposed on parS
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Figure 4. The structure of a nucleotide-bound C. crescentus ParB∆CTD is incompatible with 
specific parS binding at the DBD. (A) Structural changes between C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS and 
ParB∆CTD-CTP S structures. Helices α3 and α4 are shown in light blue. The arrows next to the NTD 
(residues 44 to 1221) and the DBD (residues 161 to 21) show the direction that these domains rotate 
towards in the nucleotide-bound state. (B) Superimposing the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S structure 
onto parS DNA shows DNA-recognition helices (α6 and α6 , magenta) positioning away from the two 
consecutive major grooves of parS, and helices α8-α9 and α8 -α9  at the DBD (dashed box) clashing with 
parS DNA.  
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Figure! 4.15! The! structure! of! a! nucleotideAbound! C.# crescentus# ParB∆CTD! is!
incompatible!with!specific!parS#binding!at!the!DBD.!(A)!Structural$changes$between$C.#
crescentus#ParB∆CTDBparS#and$ParB∆CTDBCTPɣS$structures.$Helices$α3$and$α4$are$shown$
in$light$blue.$The$arrows$next$to$the$NTD$(residues$44$to$1221)$and$the$DBD$(residues$161$to$
21)$show$the$direction$that$these$domains$rotate$towards$in$the$nucleotideBbound$state.$(B)!
Superimposing$the$C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTDBCTPɣS$structure$onto$parS#DNA$shows$DNAB
recognition$helices$(α6$and$α6’,$magenta)$positioning$away$from$the$two$consecutive$major$
grooves$of$parS,$and$helices$α8Bα9$and$α8’Bα9’$at$the$DBD$(dashed$box)$clashing$with$parS#
DNA.$!
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$

Figure!4.16!The!structure!of!nucleotideAbound!C.#crescentus#ParB∆CTD!is!incompatible!
with!specific!parS#binding!at!the!DBD.!(A)!Residues$44$to$121$of$ the$NTD$and$residues$
161$to$221$of$the$DBD$move$in$a$near$rigidBbody$motion$between$the$ParB∆CTDBparS#and$
the$ ParB∆CTDBCTPɣS$ structures.$ (Left! panel)!Structural$ comparison$ between$ the$ NTDs$
(residues$44$to$121)$from$the$ParB∆CTDBparS#structure$(black)$and$the$ParB∆CTDBCTPɣS$
structure$(dark$green).$(Right!panel)!Structural$comparison$between$the$DBDs$(residues$161$
to$221)$from$the$ParB∆CTDBparS#structure$(black)$and$the$ParB∆CTDBCTPɣS$structure$(dark$
green).$The$corresponding$rootBmeanB$square$deviation$value$(RMSD)$is$shown$below$each$
structural$ alignment.$ (B)! The$ interBdomain$ distances$ between$ opposite$ DBDs$ in$ the$
ParB∆CTDBparS#and$the$ParB∆CTDBCTPɣS$structures.$Distances$(yellow$dashed$lines)$were$
measured$between$the$centroid$(magenta$sphere)$of$each$DBD.$$

 

Figure 4-figure supplement 1
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Figure 4-figure supplement 1. The structure of nucleotide-bound C. crescentus ParB∆CTD is 
incompatible with specific parS binding at the DBD. (A) Residues 44 to 121 of the NTD and residues 
161 to 221 of the DBD move in a near rigid-body motion between the ParB∆CTD-parS and the 
ParB∆CTD-CTP S structures. (Left panel) Structural comparison between the NTDs (residues 44 to 
121) from the ParB∆CTD-parS structure (black) and the ParB∆CTD-CTP S structure (dark green). 
(Right panel) Structural comparison between the DBDs (residues 161 to 221) from the ParB∆CTD-parS 
structure (black) and the ParB∆CTD-CTP S structure (dark green). The corresponding root-mean-
square deviation value (RMSD) is shown below each structural alignment. (B) The inter-domain 
distances between opposite DBDs in the ParB∆CTD-parS and the ParB∆CTD-CTP S structures. 
Distances (yellow dashed lines) were measured between the centroid (magenta sphere) of each DBD.  
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the'DBD'rotates'upward'by'26°'in'a'near'rigid8'body'movement'(Fig.'4.15A,'4.16A).'As'the'

result,' the'opposite'DBDs'of'ParB'are'closer' together' in'the'spreading'state' (inter8domain'

distance'='27.1'Å)'than'in'the'nucleating'state'(inter8domain'distance'='36.2'Å)'(Fig.'4.16B).'

By'overlaying'the'CTPɣS8bound'structure'onto'the'parS%DNA,'it'then'became'clear'that'the'

DBDs'in'the'spreading'state'clash'severely'with'DNA,'hence'are'no'longer'compatible'with'

parS' DNA' binding' (Fig.' 4.15B).' My' structural' data' are' therefore' consistent' with' our'

biochemical' reconstitutions' that'CTP'decreases'C.%crescentus%ParB'nucleation'on'parS%or'

liberates'pre8'bound'ParB'from'parS%site'(Fig.'4.8,'4.9).'Overall,'I'suggest'that'CTP'binding'

induces'a'DNA8binding'incompatible'conformation'that'facilitates'ParB'escape'from'the'high8

affinity'nucleation'parS%site.''

'

4.12%The%crystal%structure%of%the%Caulobacter+ParB!44N%in%complex%with%CDP%
As' the' CTPɣS8bound' C.% crescentus' ParB' crystals' diffracted' to' 2.7' Å,' I' was' unable' to'

confidently'model'any'potential'catalytic'water'molecules,'preventing'our'understanding'of'the'

mechanism'of'CTP'hydrolysis'by'the'ParB'CTPase.'To'obtain'a'structural'insight'into'ParB'

mediated'CTP'hydrolysis,' I'sought' to'obtain'a'ParB8CTPɣS'co8crystal'complex' that'would'

diffract'at'a'higher'resolution.'From'comparing'both'ParB!CTD'crystal'structures,'I'observed'

that' the' electron' density' for' the' first' 44' residues' of' ParB!CTD' were' not' present' in' the'

structure,'likely'due'to'a'disordered'conformation.'Indeed,'truncating'this'region'generated'the'

C.% crescentus'ParB!44N!CTD'variant'generated' crystals' that' diffracted' to'a'much'higher'

resolution'of'1.28'Å.'The'phase'was'then'solved'by'molecular'replacement'using'the'2.9'Å'

structure' of' the' C.% crescentus% ParB!CTD' ParB8parS% as' a' search' template.' The' X8ray'

crystallographic'data'are'summarised'in'Table'4.1.''

'

The' asymmetric' unit' of' the' crystal' contained' a' single' molecule' of' ParB!44N∆CTD8CDP'

monomer'which'forms'a'dimer'due'to'the'symmetry'of'crystal'packing'(Fig'4.17A8B).'In'the'

crystal,'C.%crescentus%ParB!44N∆CTD'forms'a'compact'dimer'composed'of'two'interlocking''

polypeptide' chains.' Despite' the'ParB!44N∆CTD' being' co8crystallised' with' CTPɣS,' I' was'

unable'to'confidently'model'the'third'sulphur'containing'phosphate'group,'as'such'CDP'was'

modelled'instead.'Thus,'despite'the'higher'resolution,'I'was'unable'to'determine'the'structural'

basis' of' CTP8hydrolysis' by' the' ParB' CTPase.' Structural' comparisons' between' the' C.%

crescentus% ParB!44N∆CTD8CDP' complex' and' the' C.% crescentus% ParB∆CTD8CTPɣS'

revealed'that'both'proteins'adopt'a'similar'conformation'of'the'NTD'and'DBD'(RMSD'='0.7.'

Å)'(Fig.'4.18A).'Nevertheless,'from'comparing'the'C8pocket'of'the'ParB∆CTD8CTPɣS'I'was'

able'to'compare'the'contacts'mediated'between'ParB8CTPɣS'and'CDP'(Fig.'4.19).'Noticeably'

both'E135'and'N136'which'form'side'chain'contacts'through'a'coordinated'Mg2+'ion'with'P8''
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'

Figure%4.17%The%crystal%structure%of%a%C.+crescentus+ParB∆44N∆CTD%in%complex%with%
cytidine% diphosphate% (CDP)% (A)% The' asymmetric' unit' contained' one' copy' of' the' C.%
crescentus%ParB∆44N∆CTD'(aquamarine'and'grey)'bound'to'CDP'(magenta).'(B)%A'dimer'of'
the'C.%crescentus%ParB∆44N∆CTD'that'self8dimerizes'at'the'N8terminal'domain'(NTD).'
%
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Figure 2. Co-crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S complex reveals a closed 
conformation at the NTD. (A) (Left panel) The front view of the co-crystal structure of C. crescentus 
ParB∆CTD (dark green and grey) bound to a non-hydrolyzable analog CTP S (orange) and Mg2+ ions 
(dark green and grey spheres). (Right panel) The top view of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S co-
crystal structure. (B) The nucleotide-binding pocket of C. crescentus ParB showing amino acid residues 
that contact the CTP S molecule and the coordinated Mg2+ ion. (C) Protein-ligand interaction map of 
CTP S bound to C. crescentus ParB∆CTD. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed green lines and 
hydrophobic interactions as red semi-circles. Nitrogen, oxygen, phosphate, and magnesium atoms are 
shown as blue, red, purple, and green filled circles, respectively.  
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Figure 2. Co-crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S complex reveals a closed 
conformation at the NTD. (A) (Left panel) The front view of the co-crystal structure of C. crescentus 
ParB∆CTD (dark green and grey) bound to a non-hydrolyzable analog CTP S (orange) and Mg2+ ions 
(dark green and grey spheres). (Right panel) The top view of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTP S co-
crystal structure. (B) The nucleotide-binding pocket of C. crescentus ParB showing amino acid residues 
that contact the CTP S molecule and the coordinated Mg2+ ion. (C) Protein-ligand interaction map of 
CTP S bound to C. crescentus ParB∆CTD. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed green lines and 
hydrophobic interactions as red semi-circles. Nitrogen, oxygen, phosphate, and magnesium atoms are 
shown as blue, red, purple, and green filled circles, respectively.  
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%

%

Figure%4.18%Structural%superimposition%between%the%C.+crescentus+ParB∆44N∆CTDICDP%
complex,%C.+crescentus+ParB∆CTDICTPɣS,%and%B.+subtilis+ParB∆CTDICDP%complex.'(A)%
Superimposition' of' nucleotide8bound' structures' of+ C.% crescentus% ParB∆44N∆CTD'
(aquamarine)'C.% crescentus%ParB∆CTD' (green)' (B)% ' Superimposition' of' nucleotide8bound'
structures' of+ C.% crescentus% ParB∆44N∆CTD' (aquamarine)' and' B.% subtilis% ParB∆CTD'
(magenta)'with'their'corresponding'pairwise'root8'mean8square'deviation'values'(RMSD).''
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Figure 3. Structural comparisons of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex to other ParB family 
members. (A) Structures of two adjacent symmetry complexes of Helicobacter pylori (upper panel) and 
Caulobacter crescentus Ct-ParB-parS (lower panel). In the Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex, ParB 
adopts an open conformation in which its NTD projects outwards to contact a neighboring monomer. 
However, no such interaction was seen between the NTD of the two adjacent Caulobacter ParB 
monomers. (B) A side-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C (light blue), 
chain D (dark green), and Helicobacter Ct-ParB (golden) shows the three distinct orientations of the NTD 
(see also Fig. S3). (C) A top-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C, chain 
D, and Helicobacter Ct-ParB. The dashed box shows the flexible loop (elbow) that connects helix α3 and 
sheet β4 together. The conservation of amino acids at the flexible elbow is presented as sequence logos. 
Amino acids are colored based on their chemical properties (GSTYC: polar; QN: neutral; KRH: basic; 
DE: acidic; and AVLIPWFM: hydrophobic). (D) Superimposition of Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain D (dark 
green) and Thermus Ct-ParB chain C (pink) shows the two different conformations of the N-terminal-
most peptide (dashed dark green and pink lines). 
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Figure 3. Structural comparisons of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex to other ParB family 
members. (A) Structures of two adjacent symmetry complexes of Helicobacter pylori (upper panel) and 
Caulobacter crescentus Ct-ParB-parS (lower panel). In the Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex, ParB 
adopts an open conformation in which its NTD projects outwards to contact a neighboring monomer. 
However, no such interaction was seen between the NTD of the two adjacent Caulobacter ParB 
monomers. (B) A side-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C (light blue), 
chain D (dark green), and Helicobacter Ct-ParB (golden) shows the three distinct orientations of the NTD 
(see also Fig. S3). (C) A top-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C, chain 
D, and Helicobacter Ct-ParB. The dashed box shows the flexible loop (elbow) that connects helix α3 and 
sheet β4 together. The conservation of amino acids at the flexible elbow is presented as sequence logos. 
Amino acids are colored based on their chemical properties (GSTYC: polar; QN: neutral; KRH: basic; 
DE: acidic; and AVLIPWFM: hydrophobic). (D) Superimposition of Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain D (dark 
green) and Thermus Ct-ParB chain C (pink) shows the two different conformations of the N-terminal-
most peptide (dashed dark green and pink lines). 
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Figure%4.19%Comparison%of%the%nucleotide%binding%pocket%between%the%CTPɣS%bound%C.+
crescentus+ParB∆CTD%and%the%CDP%bound%C.+crescentus+ParB∆44N∆CTD'(A)'The'amino'
acid'residues'that'contact'the'CTPɣS'molecule'and'the'coordinated'Mg2+'ion'are'shown'(B)%
The'amino'acid'residues'that'contact'the'CDP'molecule'and'water'molecules'are'shown'(C)'
Protein8ligand'interaction'map'of'CTPɣS'bound'to'C.%crescentus%ParB∆CTD.'Hydrogen'bonds'
are'shown'as'dashed'green'lines'and'hydrophobic'interactions'as'red'semi8circles.'Nitrogen,'
oxygen,'phosphate,'and'magnesium'atoms'are'shown'as'blue,'red,'purple,'and'green'filled'
circles,' respectively.' (D)' Protein8ligand' interaction' map' of' CDP' bound' to' C.% crescentus%
ParB∆44N∆CTD.'
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%
Figure%4.20%Summary%of%nucleotideIcontacting%residues'of%ParB.'The'nucleotide8binding'
residues' from'C.% crescentus%ParB∆CTD8CTPɣS' structure,'C.% crescentus%ParB∆44N∆CTD'
structure,'B.%subtilis%ParB∆CTD8CDP'structure'(PDB'accession'code:'6SDK),'and'M.%xanthus%
PadC∆NTD'structure'(PDB'accession'code:'6RYK)'are'shown.'Positional'equivalent'residues'
that'do'not'contact'nucleotides'are'shown'in'light'grey.''
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P-region 1 Q58 (side chain) Q58 (side chain, via H
2
0) Q37 (no contact to P) F308 (no contact to P)

R60 (side chain) R60 (side chain, via H
2
0) R39 (side chain) R311 (side chain)

C-pocket S74 (side chain) S74 (side chain) S53 (side chain) E322 (side chain)
G79 (main chain) G79 (main chain) G58 (main chain) G327 (main chain)
L81 (main chain) L81 (main chain) L60 (main chain) L329 (main chain)
Q82 (main chain) Q82 (main chain) Q61 (main chain) F330 (main chain)

P-region 2 G101 (main chain) G101 (side chain, via H
2
0) G77 (main chain, via 2+) G347 (main chain)

E102 (main chain) E102 (side chain, via H
2
0) E78 (main chain, via 2+) F348 (main chain)

R103 (side chain) R103 (side chain) R79 (side chain) R349 (side chain)
R104 (side chain) R104 (side chain) R80 (side chain) R350 (side chain)

P-region 3 E135 (side chain, via Mg2+) E135 (no contact to P) E111 (side chain, via H
2
0 and 2+) E382  (side chain, via H

2
0 and Mg2+)

N136 (side chain, via Mg2+) N136 (no contact to P) N112 (side chain, via H
2
0 and 2+) A383 (no contact to P)

R139 (side chain) R139 (side chain) R115 (side chain) A386 (no contact to P)
A140 (main chain) A140 (no contact to P) E116 (main chain) 387 (main chain)

Hydrophobic interactions L71 (side chain) L71 (side chain) L50 (side chain) L319 (side chain)
to the cytidine moiety I134 (side chain) I134 (side chain) I110 (side chain) A381 (no contact with P)

I75 (side chain) I75 (side chain) V54 (side chain) I323 (side chain)
V80 (side chain) V80 (side chain) I59 (side chain) Q328 (side chain)

to the ribose moiety R139 (side chain) R139 (side chain) R115 (side chain) A386 (no contact to P)
to the cytidine and ribose moiety Q138 (side chain) Q138 (side chain) Q114 (side chain) H385 (side chain)
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'
Table%4.1'X8ray'data'collection'and'processing'statistics'for'the'crystal'structures'of' the'C.%
crescentus' ParB∆CTD8parS' complex,' C.% crescentus' ParB∆CTD8CTPɣS' complex' and' C.%
crescentus'ParB∆44N∆CTD8CDP'complex'

Structure% C.+crescentus+

ParB∆CTDIparS%
complex%

C.+crescentus%
ParB∆CTD%
CTPɣS%
complex+

C.+crescentus%
ParB∆44N∆CTD%
CDP%
complex+

Data%collection% ' ' '

' Diamond'Light'Source'beamline' I0481' I03' I04'

' Wavelength'(Å)' 0.916' 0.976' 0.980'

' Detector' Pilatus'6M8F' Eiger2'XE'16M' Eiger2'XE'16M'

' Resolution'range'(Å)'
72.96'–'2.90''

(3.08'–'2.90)'

70.59' –' 2.73'

(2.86'–'2.73)'

69.38' –' 1.26'

(1.28'–'1.26)'
' Space'Group' P21' P21% P21212'

' Cell'parameters'(Å/°)'
a'='54.3,'b'='172.9,'

c'='72.9,'"'='90.5'

a' =' 69.5,' b' ='

56.1,'c'='71.4,'"'

='98.4%

a' =' 56.1,' b' ='

69.4,'c'='55.2'

' Total'no.'of'measured'intensities' 198135'(33888)' 92266'(8473)' 2057626'(2872)'

' Unique'reflections' 29654'(4775)' 14516'(1756)' 58976'(2872)'
' Multiplicity' 6.7'(7.1)' 6.4'(4.8)' 34.9'(14.5)'

' Mean'I/#(I)' 8.7'(1.4)' 5.4'(1.2)' 24.0'(1.0)'

' Completeness'(%)' 99.7'(100.0)' 98.8'(91.4)' 100.0'(99.4)'

% Rmergea' 0.135'(1.526)' 0.195'(1.210)' 0.061'(2.100)'

% Rmeasb' 0.146'(1.646)' 0.212'(1.357)' 0.062'(2.173)'
% CC½c' 0.997'(0.677)' 0.991'(0.825)' 0.999'(0.522)'

' Wilson'B'value'(Å2)' 81.6' 57.7' 19.1'

Refinement% ' ' '

' Resolution'range'(Å)'
72.96'–'2.90'(2.98'–'

2.90)'

70.59' –' 2.73'

(2.80'–'2.73)'

69.42' –' 1.26'

(1.29'–'1.26)'

' Reflections:'working/freed' 28155/1466' 13824/678' 56152/2763'

' Rworke' 0.240'(0.366)' 0.248'(0.371)' 0.176'(0.343)'

' Rfreee% 0.263'(0.369)' 0.284'(0.405)' 0.200'(0.366)'

'
Ramachandran'plot:''

favoured/allowed/disallowedf'(%)'
95.2/4.8/0' 95.5/4.5/0' 98.9/1.1/0'

' R.m.s.'bond'distance'deviation'(Å)' 0.005' 0.002' 0.008'

' R.m.s.'bond'angle'deviation'(°)'' 1.05' 1.19' 1.482'

'

Mean'B'factors:'protein/DNA/water'

/other/'

overall'(Å2)'

98/74/8/8/92' 81/8/8/61/77' 31/8/39/23/31'

PDB%accession%code% 6T1F% 7BM8% %
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Values'in'parentheses'are'for'the'outer'resolution'shell.'a'Rmerge'='∑hkl%∑i%|Ii(hkl)%−'�I(hkl)
�|/'∑hkl%∑iIi(hkl).''

b'Rmeas'='∑hkl%[N/(N%−'1)]1/2'×'∑i%|Ii(hkl)%−'�I(hkl)�|/'∑hkl%∑iIi(hkl),'where'Ii(hkl)%is'the'ith'
observation'of'reflection'hkl,'�I(hkl)�'is'the'weighted'average'intensity'for'all'observations'i%
of'reflection'hkl%and'N%is'the'number'of'observations'of'reflection'hkl.''

c'CC1r2' is'the'correlation'coefficient'between'symmetry'equivalent' intensities'from'random'
halves'of'the'dataset.''

d'The'dataset'was'split' into' "working"'and'"free"'sets'consisting'of'95'and'5%'of' the'data'
respectively.'The'free'set'was'not'used'for'refinement.''

e'The'R8factors'Rwork'and'Rfree'are'calculated'as'follows:'R%='∑(|'Fobs'8'Fcalc'|)/∑|'Fobs'|,'
where' Fobs' and' Fcalc' are' the' observed' and' calculated' structure' factor' amplitudes,'
respectively.''

f'As'calculated'using'MolProbity'(Davis'et'al.,'2007).''

'
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region$3$of$CTPɣS$no$longer$forms$any$covalent$ interaction$with$CDP$(Fig$4.19ACD).$Next,$$

A140$which$hydrogen$bonds$through$its$main$chain$with$CTPɣS$no$longer$interacts$with$CDP$

in$the$ParB!44N∆CTDCCDP$complex$(Fig$4.19ACD).$Additionally,$the$sidechains$of$Q58$and$

R59$which$form$a$direct$interaction$with$the$ɣCphosphate$of$CTPɣS$now$forms$water$mediated$

contacts$with$the$2nd$phosphate$group$in$$CDP$(Fig$4.19ACD).$Furthermore,$despite$being$coC

crystallised$in$the$presence$of$MgCl2,$I$was$unable$to$observe$any$clear$density$to$model$in$

any$Mg2+$atoms$ in$ the$CCpocket$of$ the$ParB!44N∆CTDCCDP$complex$ (Fig$4.19ACD).$ It$ is$

therefore$ likely$ that$ CTPɣS$ was$ hydrolysed$ during$ the$ crystallisation$ of$ ParB!44N∆CTDC

CTPɣS$ complex$ and$ the$ ParB!44N∆CTDCCDP$ complex$ exists$ in$ a$ postChydrolysis$ state.$

Indeed$ structural$ comparison$ between$ ParB!44N∆CTDCCDP$ complex$ and$ the$ previously$

solved$B.# subtilis$ ParB∆CTDCCDP$ (Soh$ et$ al.,$ 2019)$ demonstrated$ both$ proteins$ adopt$ a$

similar$conformation$of$both$the$NTD$and$DBD$(Fig.$4.18B).$While$M.#xanthus#ParB$displayed$

a$weak$affinity$to$CDP$and$NTD$of$B.#subtilis# failed$to$selfCengage$in$the$presence$of$CDP$

(OsorioCValeriano$et$ al.,$2019Y$Soh$et$al.,$2019),$ it$ is$ likely$ that$ the$ParB!44N∆CTDCCDP$

complex$still$maintained$NTD$selfCdimerization$due$to$the$high$concentration$of$protein$in$the$

crystal.$

!
4.13!Discussion!!
In$this$chapter,$we$report$that$a$small$molecule$(CTP)$is$required$to$enable$C.#crescentus$ParB$

proteins$to$spread$ in#vitro.$Furthermore,$I$provide$the$structural$ insights$ into$the$nucleating$

and$sliding$states$of$C.#crescentus$ParB.$Nucleating$ParB$is$an$open$clamp$in$which$parS$

DNA$is$held$tightly$(nM$affinity)$at$the$DBD$(Tran$et$al.,$2018).$The$NTDs$of$nucleating$ParB$

can$ adopt$ multiple$ alternative$ conformations,$ and$ crucially$ there$ is$ no$ contact$ between$

opposite$NTDs.$We$liken$this$conformation$of$ the$NTD$to$that$of$an$open$gate$(NTDCgate),$

through$which$parS$DNA$might$gain$access$ to$the$DNACbinding$domain$ (Fig.$4.18).$ In$the$

sliding$state,$CTP$promotes$the$selfCdimerization$of$the$NTDs,$thus$closing$the$NTDCgate$(Fig.$

4.18).$ Opposite$ DBDs$ also$ move$ approx.$ 10$ Å$ closer$ together,$ bringing$ about$ a$ DNA$

incompatible$conformation.$Again,$ I$ liken$this$conformation$of$ the$DBDs$to$that$of$a$closed$

gate$(DNACgate)$(Fig.$4.18).$Overall,$the$DNACgate$closure$explains$how$CTP$binding$might$

switch$ParB$from$a$nucleating$to$a$sliding$state.$These$findings$support$our$observations$from$

BLI$analysis$that$CTP$facilitates$the$dissociation$of$ParB$from$parS#(Fig.$4.8).$Upon$escaping$

parS,$CTPCbound$ParB$is$then$able$to$spread$or$diffuse$along$the$nonCspecific$DNA$flanking$

parS.$ Indeed,$we$demonstrated$CTPCbound$C.#crescentus#ParB$did$not$accumulate$on$an$

open$DNA$suggesting$that$C.#crescentus#ParB$diffuses$laterally$along$the$DNA$(Fig.$4.10).$

Similarly,$ crossClinking$ experiments$ on$Bacillus#ParB$ (Soh$et$ al.,$ 2019)$ proposed$ that$ the$

ParBCCTP$complex$forms$a$sliding$clamp$that$moves$along$the$DNA.$
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Figure!4.21!A!model!for!C.#crescentus#ParB!nucleating!and!sliding!cycle.!(A)!ParB$(dark$
green)$consists$of$three$domains:$an$NCterminal$CTPCbinding$domain$(NTD),$a$central$parS#
DNACbinding$domain$(DBD),$a$CCterminal$dimerization$domain$(CTD),$and$a$20$amino$acid$
linker$that$connects$ the$DBD$and$ the$CTD$ together.$Nucleating$ParB$ is$an$open$clamp,$ in$
which$parS#DNA$is$captured$at$the$DNACbinding$domain$(the$DNACgate).$Upon$binding$CTP$
(orange),$ the$NCterminal$domain$ (NTD)$selfCdimerizes$ to$close$ the$NTDCgate$of$ the$clamp.$
CTPCbinding$and$the$exchange$of$helices$α4$and$α4’$(blue)$stabilize$this$closed$conformation.$
The$DNACbinding$domains$also$move$closer$together$to$close$the$DNACgate,$potentially$driving$
parS#DNA$into$a$compartment$between$the$DNACgate$and$the$CTD.$In$the$nucleotideCbound$
state,$the$DBD$and$the$DNACrecognition$helices$(α6$and$α6’,$magenta)$are$incompatible$with$
DNA$binding.$CTP$hydrolysis$and/or$the$release$of$hydrolytic$products$(CDP$and$inorganic$
phosphate$Pi)$may$reCopen$the$gates$to$discharge$DNA.$(B)!C.#crescentus$ParB$sliding$and$
spreading$on$DNA.$CTPCbound$ParBs$diffuse$from$the$nucleation$site$parS$and$can$run$off$
the$free$DNA$end$unless$they$are$blocked$by$DNACbound$roadblocks$such$as$transcriptional$
regulators$e.g.$TetR.$CTP$hydrolysis$is$not$required$for$ParB$to$escape$from$the$nucleation$
parS$ site$ but$ might$ contribute$ to$ ParB$ recycling.$ It$ is$ not$ yet$ known$ whether$ both$ CTP$
molecules$on$a$ParB$dimer$are$concertedly$hydrolysed/dissociated$for$ParB$to$escape$from$
the$chromosome$or$a$heterodimer$state$of$ParB$with$a$single$CTP$bound$also$exists$in#vivo.$$$$$$
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The$closure$of$the$two$gates$most$likely$drives$parS#DNA$into$a$compartment$in$between$the$

DBD$and$the$CTD.$$Previously,$Soh$et.#al.,$(2019)$compared$B.#subtilis$ParB∆CTDCCDP$coC

crystal$structure$to$that$of$a$H.#pylori$ParB∆CTDCparS$complex$and$proposed$that$DNA$must$

be$entrapped$in$the$DBDCCTD$compartment$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$Here,$the$available$structures$

of$nucleating$and$sliding$ParB$from$the$same$bacterial$species$provides$further$support$that$

the$compartment$between$the$DBD$and$CTD$likely$acts$as$the$DNACentrapping$compartment.$

The$ linker$ that$ connects$ the$ DBD$ and$ the$ CTD$ together$ is$ not$ conserved$ in$ amino$ acid$

sequence$among$chromosomal$ParB$orthologs$(Fig.$4.12),$however$I$noted$that$the$linker$is$

invariably$~20$amino$acid$in$length$and$positively$charge$lysines$are$overCrepresented$(Fig.$

4.12)$ The$ biological$ significance$ of$ the$ linker$ length$ and$ its$ lysines,$ if$ any,$ is$ currently$

unknown.$However,$it$is$worth$noting$that$a$human$PCNA$clamp$was$proposed$to$recognize$

DNA$via$ lysineCrich$patches$ lining$ the$ clamp$channel,$ and$ that$ these$ lysine$ residues$help$

PCNA$slides$by$tracking$the$DNA$backbone$(De$March$et$al.,$2017).$ Investigating$whether$

these$lysine$residues$in$the$DBDCCTD$linker$of$ParB$have$a$similar$role$is$an$important$subject$

for$the$future.$If$not$already$bound$on$DNA,$the$closed$ParB$clamp$presumably$cannot$selfC

load$ onto$ parS# due$ to$ its$ now$ inaccessible$ DBD.$ Indeed,$ Soh$ et.# al.,$ (2019)$ parS$ DNA$

enhances$the$CTPCdependent$NTDCgate$closure,$thus$is$likely$a$builtCin$mechanism$to$ensure$

gate$ closure$ results$ in$ a$ productive$ DNA$ entrapment$ (Soh$ et$ al.,$ 2019).$ However,$ the$

molecular$ basis$ for$ the$parSCenhanced$gate$ closure$ remains$unclear$due$ to$ the$ lack$of$ a$

crystal$structure$of$C.#crescentus$apoCParB$despite$my$extensive$effort.$$

$

Herein$both$the$C.#crescentus#ParB!44N∆CTDCCDP$and$the$previous$structure$of$a$B.#subtilis$

ParB∆CTDCCDP$complex$also$have$the$NTDCgate$closed$(CTP$was$hydrolysed$to$CDP$during$

the$crystallisation),$hence$it$is$likely$that$both$CTP$hydrolysis$and$the$subsequent$release$of$

hydrolytic$products$are$necessary$to$reCopen$the$gates$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$However,$ParB$has$

a$weak$to$negligible$affinity$to$CDP,$hence$the$CDPCbound$ParB$species$might$be$shortClived$

in$solution$and$might$not$play$a$significant$biological$role$(OsorioCValeriano$et$al.,$2019).$Once$

the$clamp$is$reCopened,$entrapped$DNA$might$escape$via$the$same$route$that$it$first$enters.$

Other$wellCcharacterized$DNA$clamps,$ for$ examples,$ topoisomerases$ II$ open$ their$CTD$ to$

release$trapped$DNA.$However,$the$CTDs$ParB$are$stably$dimerized$independently$of$parS$

and$CTP,$hence$we$speculate$that$the$CTD$of$ParB$is$mostly$impassable$to$the$entrapped$

DNA.$The$released$ParB$clamp$might$reCnucleate$on$parS#and$binds$CTP$to$close$the$gate,$

hence$restarting$the$nucleation$and$sliding$cycle.$The$CTPCbound$structure$of$a$M.#xanthus#

ParBClike$protein,$PadC,$was$solved$ to$a$high$ resolution$ (1.7$Å),$however,$PadC$does$not$

possess$noticeable$CTPase$activity$(OsorioCValeriano$et$al.,$2019).$While$the$coCcrystal$of$B.#

subtilis#and$C.#crescentus#ParB$with$CDP$was$also$solved$to$a$high$resolution$(1.8$Å$and$1.28$

Å$resolution$respectively)$but$represents$a$postChydrolysis$state$instead.$Lastly,$our$CTPɣSC
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bound$C.# crescentus$ ParB$ crystals$ diffracted$ to$ 2.7$ Å,$ thus$ preventing$ water$ molecules,$

including$ a$ potential$ catalytic$ water,$ from$ being$ assigned$ with$ confidence.$ Therefore,$ the$

mechanism$of$CTP$hydrolysis$by$a$ParB$CTPase$remains$unresolved.$Given$that$ParB$is$a$

founding$ member$ of$ a$ new$ CTPase$ protein$ family,$ further$ studies$ are$ needed$ to$ fully$

understand$the$molecular$mechanism$of$CTP$hydrolysis$so$that$the$knowledge$gained$might$

be$generalized$to$other$CTPases.$$

$

Taken$ together$ I$ propose$ the$ structural$ basis$ for$ a$ CTPCoperated$ gating$mechanism$ that$

regulate$the$opening$and$closing$of$a$DNACclamp$ParB.$CTP$functions$as$a$molecular$switch$

that$converts$ParB$from$a$nucleating$to$a$sliding$and$DNACentrapping$state.$Overall,$CTP$is$

crucial$for$the$formation$of$the$higherCorder$ParBCDNA$complex$in#vivo,$and$ultimately$for$the$

faithful$chromosome$segregation$in$the$majority$of$bacterial$species.$Nevertheless,$as$all$the$

crystal$structures$I$report$ in$this$chapter$were$truncated$at$ the$CTD,$the$role$of$ the$CTD$in$

addition$to$being$a$dimerization$interface$is$less$clear.$In$the$next$chapter$I$investigate$the$role$

of$the$CTD$of$C.#crescentus#ParB$in$bacterial$chromosome$segregation.$$

$
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Chapter(5:(Dissecting(the(role(of(the(C4terminal(

domain(of(C.#crescentus#ParB(in(chromosome(
segregation(
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5.1(Introduction((
In# roughly# twoIthirds# of# known# bacterial# species,# the# conserved# ParAIParBIparS% complex#

ensures#faithful#chromosome#segregation# (Donczew#et#al.,#2016X#Fogel#and#Waldor,#2006X#

Harms#et#al.,#2013X#Ireton#et#al.,#1994X#Jakimowicz#et#al.,#2002X#Kawalek#et#al.,#2018X#Lin#and#

Grossman,#1998X#Livny#et#al.,#2007X#Mohl#et#al.,#2001X#Tran#et#al.,#2018).#The#parS%site#is#the#

first#DNA#locus#to#be#segregated#after#chromosome#replication#(Lagage#et#al.,#2016X#Lin#and#

Grossman,#1998X#Livny#et#al.,#2007X#Toro#and#Shapiro,#2010).#ParB,#a#DNAIbinding#protein,#

nucleates#on#parS#before#binding#to#cytidine#triphosphate#(CTP)#to#slide#along#the#adjacent#

nonIspecific#DNA#(spreading)#to#form#a#network#of#proteinIDNA#complexes#(Jalal#et#al.,#2020X#

OsorioIValeriano#et#al.,#2019X#Soh#et#al.,#2019).#This#nucleoprotein#network#in#turn#interacts#

with# ParA# to# partition# the# parS# locus,# hence# the# chromosome# to# each# daughter# cell.#

Chromosomally#encoded#ParBs#contains#an#NIterminal#domain#(NTD),#a#central#parSIspecific#

DNAIbinding#domain#(DBD),#and#a#CIterminal#domain#(CTD)#(Figure#5.1).#The#NTD#and#DBD#

are# generally# conserved# between# ParB# orthologs,# while# the# CTD# exhibits# high# sequence#

variability,# with# exception# to# a# conserved# leucineIzipper# residues# that# mediate# ParB#

dimerisation#(Fisher#et#al.,#2017).#The#NTD#contains#the#highly#conserved#arginine#rich#patch#

(GERRXR)# that# has# been# shown# to# be# essential# for# ParB# spreading# by# forming# the# CTP#

interacting#pocket#(Jalal#et#al.,#2020X#OsorioIValeriano#et#al.,#2019X#Soh#et#al.,#2019).#

#

In#the#previous#chapter#(Chapter#4),#I#provided#the#structural#basis#for#the#transition#between#

nucleation# to# spreading# by# solving# coIcrystal# structures# of# were# truncated# at# the# CTD#C.%

crescentus#ParB#with#parS#and#with#a#CTP#analogue.#ParB#nucleates#as#an#open#clamp,#

whereby#parS#is#captured#by#the#DNAIbinding#domain#(DNAIgate).#Upon#binding#CTP,#the#NI

terminal#domain#(NTD)#selfIengages#to#form#a#patch#clamp.#The#DNAIgate#also#closes#to#likely#

drive#parS%into#compartment#between#the#DNAIgate#and#the#CIterminal#domain,#thus#enabling#

ParB#to#spread#by#sliding#along#the#nonIspecific#DNA#flanking#the#parS%site#as#patch#clamp#

ring.#However,#as#both# coIcrystal# structures# lacked# the#CTD,# the# role#of# the#CTD# in#ParB#

spreading#by#C.%crescentus%ParB#remains#less#clear.#Interestingly,#in#B.%subtilis,#in#addition#to#

the#NTD,# the#CTD#of#ParB#has#been#proposed# to#mediate#the# formation#of# the#ParBIDNA#

nucleoprotein# complex# (Fisher# et# al.,# 2017X# MadariagaIMarcos# et# al.,# 2019X# Taylor# et# al.,#

2015).#B.%subtilis#ParB#was#shown#to#bind#nonIspecific#DNA#to#condense#both#DNA#in%vitroX#

these#activities#were#attributed#to#a#positively#charged#lysine#rich#surface#found#within#the#CTD#

(Fisher#et#al.,#2017X#Taylor#et#al.,#2015).#Despite#this,#the#sequence#of#the#CTD#diverges#more#

rapidly# than# other# domains# of# ParB,# thus# it# is# unclear#whether# ParBs# from#other#bacterial#

species#also#possess#a#functionally#equivalent#CTD.#Moreover,#the#relationship#between#the#

in%vitro#DNA#condensation#and#the#in%vivo#spreading#is#unclear.#
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In#this#chapter#we#show#that#the#CTD#of#C.%crescentus#ParB,#in#contrast#to#that#of#B.%subtilis%

ParB,# does# not# display# nonIspecific# DNAIbinding# or# DNA# condensation# activities# in% vitro%

(Fisher#et# al.,# 2017X#Taylor#et# al.,#2015).#Engineered#C.% crescentus#ParB#variants#with#an#

enhanced#nonIspecific#DNAIbinding#activity# can#condense#DNA# in% vitro# but# do#not# spread#

further# than# wildItype# protein# in% vivo.# Overall,# these# results# suggest# that# the# CTD# in# C.%

crescentus%ParB#most#likely#functions#as#a#primary#dimerisation#interface.##

(
5.2( Engineering( a( lysine4rich( surface( into( the( C.# crescentus( ParB( CTD( resulted( in(
variants(with(non4specific(DNA4binding(in#vitro#
Previously,#B.%subtilis%ParB#was#reported#to#condense#DNA#in%vitro#independently#of#parS#and#

the#DNA#condensation#activity#was#mediated#by#a#positively#charged#lysine#rich#surface#on#the#

CTD#(Fisher#et#al.,#2017X#Taylor#et#al.,#2015).#However,#unlike#B.%subtilis#ParB,#the#CTD#of#C.%

crescentus%ParB#lacks#a#lysineIrich#patch#and#the#wildItype#protein#does#not#bind#or#displays#

weak#affinity#to#nonIspecific#DNA#in%vitro#(Tran#et#al.,#2018)#(Fig#5.2A).#Thus,#I#hypothesised#

that#the#introduction#of#a#lysine#rich#surface#into#the#CTD#of#C.%crescentus%would#generate#C.%

crescentus% ParB# with# enhanced# nonIspecific# DNAIbinding# activity# in% vitro.# To# test# this#

hypothesis,#I#systematically#introduced#either#single#(1K),#double#(2K),#triple#(3K),#quadruple#

(4K),# or# quintuple# (5K)# lysine# substitutions# from# the#B.% subtilis% ParB# CTD# into# equivalent#

positions# on# the# CTD# of#C.% crescentus%ParB# (Fig.# 5.1AIB).# Ten# variants# were# purified# to#

homogeneity# using#a# oneIstep#Ni2+# affinity# column# as#detailed# in#Chapter# 2# (Material# and#

Methods),#and#purity#of#each#protein#was#assessed#by#SDSIPAGE#analysis#(Fig.#5.1B).#To#

directly# assess# their# binding# to# a#parS%or# a# scrambled#parS%DNA# i.e.# nonIspecific#DNA,# I#

attached#a#linear#20#bp#biotinylated#parS%or#scrambledI#parS%containing#DNA#to#a#streptavidinI

coated#probe#to#measure#by#bioIlayer#interference#(BLI).#BLI#assay#monitors#wavelength#shifts#

(responses)# resulting# from# changes# in# the# optical# thickness# of# the# probe# surface# during#

association#or#dissociation#of#the#analyte#(see#Chapter#2).#Observed#proteinIDNA#interactions#

were#recorded#as#BLIIresponses#(nm),#and#three#different#concentrations#of#protein#(1000#nm,#

500nm,#250nm)#were#used.%

#

As#expected,#all# ten#tested#ParB#variants#retained#their#binding#activities#to#parS#(Fig.#5.2).#

Interestingly,#BLI#response#(nm)#of#the#lysineIbearing#ParB#variant#with#the#parS%containing#

DNA# was#much# higher# than# that# to#C.% crescentus%ParB# (WT).# Hence,# it# is# likely# that# the#

presence#of#these#lysine#residues#increases#the#overall#affinity#of#ParB#towards#the#parS%site.#

I#was#unable#to#detect#any#noticeable#nonIspecific#DNAIbinding#activity#for# the#1K#and#2K#

variants# (Fig.# 5.2),# suggesting# that# the# introduction#of#more# lysine# residues#at# the#CTD# is#

required#to#generate#a#C.%crescentus%ParB#with#enhanced#nonIspecific#DNA#binding#activity#in%#
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(
Figure(5.1(Lysine(bearing(C.#crescentus#ParB(variants(at(the(C4terminal(domain((CTD)(
(A)( #Sequence#alignment#between#C.% crescentus% (dark# green)# and#B.% subtilis#ParB# (blue)#
shows#that#C.%crescentus#ParB#lacks#the#equivalent#lysineIrich#amino#acid#patch#at#its#CTD.#
Lysine#residues#that#are# important#for# the#nonspecific#DNAIbinding#and#DNA#condensation#

activities# in#B.% subtilis#ParB,#and#positional#equivalent# residues# in#C.% crescentus#ParB#are#
highlighted#in#blue#and#green,#respectively.#SecondaryIstructure#elements#for#B.%subtilis#ParB#
CTD# (PDB# accession# number:# 5NOC)# are# shown# above# the# sequence# alignment.# (B)(C.%
crescentus#ParB#(WY)#and#lysine#bearing#variants#were#expressed#in#E.%coli#and#purified#to#
near#homogeneity.#All#variants#were#CIterminally#HisItagged#(KLAAALEHHHHHH).(
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Figure 6. Engineering a lysine-rich surface into the Caulobacter ParB C-terminal domain 
resulted in variants with a non-specific DNA-binding activity. (A) Sequence alignment between 
Caulobacter (dark green) and Bacillus ParB (blue) shows that Caulobacter ParB lacks the equivalent 
lysine-rich amino acid patch at its CTD. Lysine residues that are important for the non-specific DNA-
binding and DNA condensation activities in Bacillus ParB (35), and positional equivalent residues in 
Caulobacter ParB are highlighted in blue and green, respectively. (B) In vitro binding affinities between 
ParB variants and parS DNA (left panel) and non-specific scrambled parS DNA (right panel). Bio-layer 
interferometry assays were used to measure the binding affinity of ParB (250, 500, and 1000 nM) to 
20-bp double-stranded DNA that contains a parS site or a scrambled parS site. The level of ParB 
binding to DNA was expressed as response units (nm in shifted wavelength). Error bars represent 
standard deviation (SD) from three replicates. 
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Figure(5.2(Lysine(bearing(C.#crescentus#ParB(variants(at(the(C4terminal(domain((CTD)(
binds( non4specific( DNA( in# vitro.( Introducing# three# or# more# lysine# residues# to# the# C.%
crescentus%CTD#resulted#in#ParB#variants#with#enhanced#nonIspecific#DNAIbinding#activity.#In#
vitro# binding# affinities#between#ParB# variants#and#parS#DNA# (left# panel),# and#nonIspecific#
scrambled#parS#DNA#(right#panel).#BioIlayer#interferometry#assays#were#used#to#measure#the#
binding#affinity#of#ParB#(250,#500,#and#1000#nM)#to#20Ibp#doubleIstranded#DNA#that#contains#
a#parS#site#or#a#scrambled#parS#site.#The#level#of#ParB#binding#to#DNA#was#expressed#as#
response#units#(nm#in#shifted#wavelength).#Error#bars#represent#standard#deviation#(SD)#from#
three#replicates.##
(
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Figure 6. Engineering a lysine-rich surface into the Caulobacter ParB C-terminal domain 
resulted in variants with a non-specific DNA-binding activity. (A) Sequence alignment between 
Caulobacter (dark green) and Bacillus ParB (blue) shows that Caulobacter ParB lacks the equivalent 
lysine-rich amino acid patch at its CTD. Lysine residues that are important for the non-specific DNA-
binding and DNA condensation activities in Bacillus ParB (35), and positional equivalent residues in 
Caulobacter ParB are highlighted in blue and green, respectively. (B) In vitro binding affinities between 
ParB variants and parS DNA (left panel) and non-specific scrambled parS DNA (right panel). Bio-layer 
interferometry assays were used to measure the binding affinity of ParB (250, 500, and 1000 nM) to 
20-bp double-stranded DNA that contains a parS site or a scrambled parS site. The level of ParB 
binding to DNA was expressed as response units (nm in shifted wavelength). Error bars represent 
standard deviation (SD) from three replicates. 
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vitro.#Indeed,#the#further#introduction#of#lysine#residues#created#3K,#4K,#and#5K#variants#that#

binds#with#nonspecific#DNA#similarly#to#that#of#B.%subtilis#ParB#(Fig.#5.2).#Next,# I#wondered#

whether# these#C.% crescentus%ParB# variants# with#B.% subtilisIlike# in% vitro% nonIspecific# DNA#

binding#would#also#condense#DNA#in%vitro.#

(
5.3( Engineering( a( lysine4rich( surface( into( the( C.# crescentus( ParB( CTD( resulted( in(
variants(with(enhanced(non4specific(DNA(condensation(activity(in#vitro#
To#determine#whether#the#engineered#nonIspecific#DNAIbinding#activity#of#C.%crescentus%ParB#

(3KI5K)#variants#(Fig.#5.3)#would#also#condense#DNA#in%vitro,#we#performed#magnetic#tweezer#

experiments#on#these#variants#and#compared#their#ability#to#condense#DNA#to#that#of#wildItype#

C.%crescentus#and#B.%subtilis%ParBs#(Fig.#5.3A)#(A#collaboration#with#Dr.#Cesar#L.#Pastrana#

and#Prof.#Fernando#HerreroIMoreno,#CSIC,#Spain).#Briefly,#in#this#setup,#a#DNA#containing#a#

single#parS%site#is#attached#onto#a#glass#slide#on#one#end#and#onto#a#magnetic#bead#on#the#

other#(Taylor#et#al.,#2015).#Above#the#bead#are#a#pair#of#magnets#which#allows#the#application#

of#force#onto#the#DNA,#hence#permitting#the#change#in#the#extension#of#the#DNA.#The#extension#

of#a#tethered#DNA#is#then#tracked,#and#any#observation#of#a#decrease#in#extension#that#was#

substantially#larger#than#by#the#applied#force#alone#is#an#indication#of#DNA#condensation#(Fig.#

5.3A).##

#

The#C.%crescentus%ParB#(WT)#and#variants#(3KI5K)#with#engineered#nonIspecific#DNAIbinding#

activity#were#purified#using#a#threeIstep#columnIprocedure#(as#detailed#in#Chapter#2).#In#brief,#

overproduced#His6Itagged#ParB#variants#(3KI5K)#were#purified#from#an#E.%coli#cell#lysate#using#

a#Ni2+#affinity#column,#followed#by#a#Heparin#column,#and#a#final#gel#filtration#purification#step.#

The# purity# of# each# eluted# fraction# was# assessed# by# SDSIPAGE.# Magnetic# tweezer#

experiments#were#performed#at#1#µM#concentration#of#proteins#and#at#different#forces#using#

an#identical#setup#and#conditions#described#in#experiments#with#B.%subtilis#ParB#(Fisher#et#al.,#

2017X#Taylor#et#al.,#2015).#Previously,#B.%subtilis#ParB##was#shown#to#condense#both#nonIparS#

DNA#and#parS# containing#DNA# (Fisher#et# al.,# 2017X#Taylor# et# al.,#2015).#As#expected,# no#

noticeable#change#in#extension#in#relation#to#applied#force#was#observed#when#C.%crescentus%

ParB#(WT)#was#incubated#with#either#parS%or#the#nonIparS%containing#DNA#1#µM#concentration#

(Fig.5.3B).#Therefore,# in#contrast# to#B.%subtilis%ParB,#C.%crescentus%ParB#does#not#possess#

any# noticeably# DNA# condensation# activity# in% vitro,# likely# due# to#C.% crescentus%ParB# (WT)#

displaying#a#low#binding#affinity#to#nonIspecific#DNA# in%vitro.#However,#the#incubation#of#the#

3K,# 4K,# or# 5K# ParB# variants# with# the# tethered# parS% or# scrambled# parS% containing# DNA,#

resulted# in# a# decrease# in# the# DNA# extension# that# was# greater# than# that# attributable# to# a#

decrease#in#applied#force#alone#(Fig.#5.3B).#These#findings#demonstrate#that#introduction#of#

three#to#five#lysine#residues#to#the#C.%crescentus#ParB#CTD#resulted#in#the#ability#to#condense#(
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Figure(5.3(Lysine(bearing(C.#crescentus#ParB(variants(at(the(C4terminal(domain((CTD)(
condense(non4specific(DNA( in#vitro.( (A)#Schematic#of# the#magnetic# tweezer#assay# that#
monitored# ParBIdependent# DNA# condensation# (see# also# the#Materials# and#Methods).# (B)#
Mean#forceIextension#curves#for#parS#DNA#or#scrambled#parS#DNA#in#the#presence#of#2#µM#
C.%crescentus%ParB#(WT)#(dark#green),#B.%subtilis%ParB#(WT)#(blue),#and#C.%crescentus%ParB#
(3KI5K)#variants#(pink,#orange,#and#brown).#Data#for#bare#DNA#were#fitted#to#the#wormIlike#
chain#model.#Solid#lines#for#data#in#the#presence#of#ParB#variants#serve#as#a#guide#to#the#eye.#
Data#for#nonIcondensed#DNA#were#fitted#to#the#wormIlike#chain#model.#Errors#are#the#standard#
error#of#measurements#on#different#molecules#(N#≥#15#molecules).#
#
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(
DNA#nonIspecifically#in%vitro.#In#the#next#section,#I#sought#to#determine#whether#the#generated#

ParB#with#enhanced#in%vitro#DNA#condensation#activity#would#affect#ParB#function#in%vivo.###

(
5.4( C.# crescentus# cells( harbouring( ParB( variants( with( in# vitro# DNA( condensation(
activity(are(viable(in#vivo#
Next,# I# wondered#whether# these#C.% crescentus%ParB# variants#with#enhanced# in% vitro%DNA#

condensation# activity# were# functional# in% vivo.# In#C.% crescentus,# ParB# is# essential# for# cell#

viability,# thus#mutations# that#perturb#ParB# function#are# lethal.#A# flag% tag#was# fused# into# the#

ParBIencoding# gene# of# each# lysineIbearing# variant# (1KI5K)# and# each# allele# was# cloned#

downstream#of# a# vanillateIinducible#promoter# (Pvan)# (Thanbichler#et#al.,#2007).# I# then#used#

transduction#to#transform#a#strain#of#C.%crescentus%where#its#native#parB%is#under#the#control#

of# a# Pxyl# and# repressed# by# glucose# with# the# vanillateIinducible# FLAGIParB# lysineIbearing#

variants.#Western#blotting#using#antiIFLAG#antibodies#was#then#used#to#confirm#the#presence#

of# the#FLAGIParB# lysineIbearing#variants# in# these#C.%crescentus#strains# (Fig.#5.4A).#When#

PYE#was#supplemented#with#xylose,#the#Pxyl%promoter#is#able#to#drive#the#transcription#of#the#

native# parB,# thereby# allowing# chromosome# segregation# and# cell# viability.# The# addition# of#

glucose#however#inhibits%parB#transcription#in#this#strain#of#C.%crescentus%and#results#in#ParB#

depletion,#followed#by#cell#death.#C.%crescentus#cells#were#viable#when#the#PYE#medium#was#

supplemented#with#both#vanillate#and#glucose#as# the#Pvan%promoter#was#able# to# initiate# the#

transcription#of#parB#(1KI5K)#variants#(Fig#5.4BIC).#These#findings#therefore#suggest#that#the#

additional#lysine#residues#at#the#CTD#did#not#impair#ParB#function#in#C.%crescentus.#

#

Western#blot#analysis#using#antiIFLAG#antibodies#was#then#performed#to#determine#whether#

these#lysineIbearing#ParB#variants#were#produced#at#a#stable#level#in%vivo.#Overnight#cultures#

of#C.% crescentus% strains# harbouring# the# ParB# lysineIbearing# variants# were# grown# in# PYE#

supplemented#with#vanillate#and#glucose.#Cells#were#left#to#grow#at#an#~OD600,#before#being#

pelleted#and#loaded#onto#an#equal#volume#of#total#protein#was#loaded#SDSIPAGE#gel.#Indeed,#

western#blotting#using#!IFLAG#antibodies#confirmed#that#the#ParB#variants#were#produced#at#

a# roughly# equal# level# compared# to# ParB# (WT)# (Fig# 5.4D).# I# then# sought# to#use# chromatin#

immunoprecipitation# coupled# to# deep# sequencing# (ChIPIseq)# to# determine# whether# these#

ParB#variants#would#spread#further#on#the#C.%crescentus%chromosome.##

#

5.5(C.# crescentus%ParB( variants( with( an( in( vitro( DNA( condensation( activity( did( not(
spread(more(extensively(in#vivo( 
Next,#I#wondered#whether#these#C.%crescentus%ParB#with%enhanced#DNAIcondensation#activity#

of#the#ParB#(3KI5K)#variants#would#display#an#increased#spreading#ability#in%vivo.#To#test#this,##
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Figure(5.4(Lysine(bearing(C.#crescentus#ParB(variants(at(the(CTD(are(functional(in#vivo.#
(A)# αIFLAG# immunoblot# analysis# of# the# generated# C.% crescentus% strains# to# confirm# the#
presence# C.% crescentus# ParB# (1K# to# 5K)# variants.# Strains# were# grown# in# medium#
supplemented#with#xylose#and#vanillate.#(B4C)#C.%crescentus#ParB#(1K#to#5K)#variants#were#
expressed#from#the#van#locus#(vanillate# inducible)# in#the#ParB#(WT)Idepletable#background#

(C.%crescentus#MT148:#parB::PxylIparB).#In#the#presence#of#xylose,#ParB#(WT)#was#produced#
and#all#strains#were#viable,#including#strain#7#that#expressed#yfp#from#the#van#locus.#On#the#

other#hand,#the#addition#of#glucose#repressed#the#production#of#ParB#(WT)#while#other#ParB#

variants#were#not#produced,#leading#to#loss#of#viability.#In#the#presence#of#both#glucose#and#

vanillate,#only#ParB#(1K#to#5K)#variants#were#produced.#Cell#growth#for#strains#(2#to#6,#and#8#

to#12)# indicated#that#ParB#(1K#to#5K)#variants#can#complement#the# lack#of#ParB#(WT)# in#C.%
crescentus.#(D)#αIFLAG#immunoblot#analysis#of#C.%crescentus#strains#1,#10,#11,#12#(see#panel#
B)#grown#in#medium#supplemented#with#glucose#and#vanillate.#
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I# performed#αIFLAG#ChIPIseq#experiments#on#C.% crescentus# strains#expressing# individual#

FLAGItagged#ParB#variant#in#a#ParB#(WT)Idepletable#background#(Thanbichler#and#Shapiro,#

2006).#As#a#positive#control#for#these#ChIPIseq#experiments,#I#used#a#strain#of#C.%crescentus%

expressing# a# FLAGItagged# version# of# ParB# (WT).# While# as# a# negative# control,# a# nonI

spreading#FLAGIParB# (R104A)#mutant# (Tran#et#al.,#2018),#and#a#nonIDNAIbinding#protein#

FLAGIYFP#were# included.#C.%crescentus%cells#were#depleted#of# the#native#untagged#ParB,#

and#the#expression#of#the#ParB#(WT)#and#variants#were#induced#by#the#addition#and#glucose#

and# vanillate# before# cells# were# fixed# with# 1%# formaldehyde# for# ChIPIseq.# DNAIbound# to#

FLAGIParB#(WT),#variants#and#FLAGIYFP#was#then#pulled#down#through#the#use#of#!IFLAG#

antibody#coupled#to#sepharose#beads.##

#

Consistent#with#the#previous#findings,#the#ChIPIseq#profile#of#a#FLAGIParB#(WT)#showed#a#

clear#enrichment#above#the#background#in#the#~10#kb#region#from#4030#to#4040#kb#on#the#

chromosome#(Fig.#5.5)#(Tran#et#al.,#2018).#This#extensive#ChIPIseq#profile#is#consistent#with#

ParB#(WT)#spreading#on#the#chromosome#in%vivo#and#contrasts#the#ChIPIseq#profile#observed#

in#the#spreading#impaired#FLAGIParB#(R104A)#in#which#the#enrichment#was#confined#to#just#

~500#bp#immediately#surrounding%parS#sites#(Tran#et#al.,#2018)#(Fig.#5.5).#As#expected#for#a#

negative# control,# no# enrichment# was# seen# in# the# ChIPIseq# profile# for# the# FLAGIYFP.#

Interestingly,# the#ChIPIseq#profiles#of# the#FLAGIParB# (3KI5K)#variants#were# less#extended#

than# the# FLAGIParB# (WT),# despite# these# ParB# variants# displaying# enhanced# DNA#

condensation#activity#in%vitro.#Noticeably,#the#overall#heights#of#the#ChIPIseq#profiles#of#ParB#

(3KI5K)#were#lower#when#compared#to#the#ChIPIseq#profile#of#ParB#(WT).#It#is#likely#that#ParB#

(3KI5K)# might# bind# DNA# nonIspecifically# along# the# chromosome,# thereby# titrating# ParB#

molecules#away#from#the%parS#cluster,#hence#resulting#in#a#lower#concentration#of#DNAIbound#

ParB#near#parS.#Another#possibility#is#ParB#(3KI5K)#are#defective#at#the#parS#nucleation#step,#

however#this#is#unlikely#as#ParB#(3KI5K)#retain#their#pars#binding#activities# in%vitro#(Fig.#5.2)#

and#were#expressed#to#a#comparable#level#to#wildItype#protein#in%vivo#(Fig.#5.4D).#Thus,#these#

results# demonstrate# that# the#C.% crescentus# ParB# variants# with# an# enhanced# in% vitro%DNA#

condensation#activity#do#not#display#any#increase#in#intrinsic#spreading#ability#in%vivo.##

#

5.6(Discussion(
In# this# chapter,# I# characterise# the# relationship#between# the#CTPIindependent# in% vitro%DNA#

condensation# and# in% vivo# spreading# abilities# of# ParB,# by# generating# C.% crescentus% ParB#

variants# with# enhanced# in% vitro% DNA# condensation# activity.# Previously# (Chapter# 4),# I#

demonstrated#the#structural#basis#of#ParB#spreading,#whereby#CTPIbinding#promotes#NTDI

NTD#engagement#and#the#DNAIbinding#domain#adopts#a#conformation#that#no#longer#favours##
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Figure( 5.5. Engineered( C.# crescentus# ParB( variants( with( an( enhanced( DNA(
condensation(activity(in(vitro(do(not(spread(further(than(the(wild4type(protein(in(vivo.(
ChIPIseq#profiles#of# a# FLAGItagged#C.% crescentus# ParB# (WT)# (dark#green),# a# spreadingI
incompetent#FLAGIParB#(R104A),#a#nonIDNAIbinding#protein#FLAGIYFP#(grey),#and#FLAGI
ParB# (3KI5K)# variants# (pink,# orange,# and# brown).# ChIPIseq# signals# were# reported# as# the#
number#of#reads#at#every#nucleotide#along#the#genome#(RPBPM#value).#The#genomic#context#
(4030#kb#to#4042#kb)#and#parS#sites#are#shown#below#the#ChIPIseq#profiles.##
#
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Figure 7. Engineered Caulobacter ParB variants with an enhanced non-specific DNA-binding 
activity condensed DNA in vitro but did not spread further than the wild-type protein in vivo. 
(A) Schematic of the magnetic tweezer assay that monitored ParB-dependent DNA condensation (see 
also the Materials and Methods). (B) Mean force-extension curves for parS DNA or scrambled parS 
DNA in the presence of 2 µM Caulobacter ParB (WT) (dark green), Bacillus ParB (WT) (blue), and 
Caulobacter ParB (3K-5K) variants (pink, orange, and brown). Data for bare DNA were fitted to the 
worm-like chain model. Solid lines for data in the presence of ParB variants serve as a guide to the 
eye. Data for non-condensed DNA were fitted to the worm-like chain model. Errors are the standard 
error of measurements on different molecules (N  15 molecules). (C) ChIP-seq profiles of a FLAG-
tagged Caulobacter ParB (WT) (dark green), a spreading-incompetent FLAG-ParB (R104A), a non-
DNA-binding protein FLAG-YFP (grey), and FLAG-ParB (3K-5K) variants (pink, orange, and brown). 
ChIP-seq signals were reported as the number of reads at every nucleotide along the genome 
(RPBPM value). The genomic context (4030 kb to 4042 kb) and parS sites are shown below the ChIP-
seq profiles.   
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were#truncated#at#the#CTD,#thus#the#role#of#the#CTD#(in#addition#to#dimerisation)#is#less#clear.#

While#in#B.%subtilis,#the#CTD#of#ParB#contributes#of#towards#the#formation#of#the#ParBIDNA#

nucleoprotein# complex#by#acting#as#both#as#a#dimerisation#and(DNAIbinding#and#bridging#
interface# via# its# nonIspecific# DNA# binding# and# condensation# activities,# the# CTD# is# poorly#

conserved#and#C.%crescentus%ParB#lacks#lysine#rich#surface#and#does#not#condense#DNA#in%

vitro%(Fisher#et#al.,#2017X#Graham#et#al.,#2014X#MadariagaIMarcos#et#al.,#2019X#Taylor#et#al.,#

2015).# Indeed,#C.%crescentus%ParB#possessing#a#B.%subtilis% like#DNA#condensation#activity,#

displayed#no#enhancement#in#ParB#spreading.#It#is#therefore#likely#that#CTD#of#C.%crescentus%

ParB#may#function#primarily#as#a#dimerisation#interface.#(
#

Initially,#it#was#surprising#to#find#that#C.%crescentus%ParB#displays#little#affinity#to#nonIspecific#

DNA# in% vitro# since# both# current# models# for# ParBIDNA# nucleoprotein# complex# assembly#

(“spreading# and# bridging”,# “nucleation# and# caging”# and# # “spread# by# sliding”)# require# some#

degree#of#interaction#between#ParB#and#nonspecific#DNA#(Broedersz#et#al.,#2014X#Debaugny#

et#al.,#2018X#Fisher#et#al.,#2017X#Graham#et#al.,#2014X#Jalal#et#al.,#2020X#OsorioIValeriano#et#al.,#

2019X#Sanchez#et#al.,#2015X#Soh#et#al.,#2019X#Taylor#et#al.,#2015).#However,#while#I#did#not#

observe# nonIspecific# DNAIbinding# activity# at# 1# µM#C.% crescentus# ParB# in# vitro,# the# local#

concentration#of#ParB#in#close#proximity#to#parS#has#been#estimated#to#reach#~500#µM#inside#

C.%crescentus#cells#(Lim#et#al.,#2014).#At#this#high#concentration,#it#can#be#speculated#that#the#

central#DBD#can#bind#to#DNA#nonIspecifically.#Intriguingly,#in#C.%crescentus%the#five#parS%sites#

that#displays#the#strongest#affinity#to#C.%crescentus%ParB#cluster#more#closely#(within#a#~5#kb#

DNA#segment# (Tran#et#al.,#2018)#whereas# in#B.%subtilis,# the# four# strongest#parS# sites#are#

dispersed#within#a#~57#kb#region#on#the#chromosome#(Lee#and#Grossman,#2006).#Thus,#it#is#

likely#that#a#closer#clustering#parS%sites,#promotes#the#formation#of#the#C.%crescentus%ParBI

parS%nucleoprotein#complex,#despite#C.%crescentus%ParB#displaying#a#lower#affinity#for#nonI

specific#DNA.#Interestingly,#in#B.%subtilis%cells,#the#concentration#of#ParB#is#much#lower#than#in#

C.% crescentus% (~140#dimers# compared# to#~360#dimers#per#origin#of# replication# (Lim#et#al.,#

2014).#As#the#parS%sites#in#B.%subtilis%is#more#dispersed#than#in#C.%crescentus,#it#is#likely#that#

B.% subtilis%ParB# requires# the# enhanced# nonIspecific# DNA# binding/condensation# activity# to#

promote#the#formation#of#the#ParBIDNA#nucleoprotein#complex.##

#

Furthermore,#the#role#of#CTP#in#the#DNA#bridging#and#condensation#activities#of#B.%subtilis%

ParB# is# not# fully# understood.# Certainly# our# singleImolecule# biophysical# approaches# have#

demonstrated#that#C.%crescentus%ParB#is#unable#to#condense#DNA,#despite#being#able#to#form#

the# higher# order# ParBIparS% complex# in% vivo% (Tran# et# al.,# 2018).# As# CTP# was# required# to#

reconstitute#the#spreading#ability#of#ParB#in%vitro,#it#is#not#unreasonable#to#speculate#that#CTP#

may#promote#the#DNA#bridging#and#condensation#activities#of#C.%crescentus%ParB#(Jalal#et#al.,#
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2020).#Studies#utilizing#B.%subtilis%ParB#has#complicated#attempts#to#distinguish#the#difference#

between#ParB#bridging#(NTDINTD#oligomerization)#and#DNA#condensation#(Chen#et#al.,#2015X#

Fisher#et#al.,#2017X#Graham#et#al.,#2014X#MadariagaIMarcos#et#al.,#2019X#Song#et#al.,#2017X#

Taylor# et# al.,# 2015).# Although# it# is# clear# that# NTDINTD# oligomerization# of# ParB# is# also#

necessary# for# DNA# condensation,# neither#B.% subtilis%CTD# alone# nor#B.% subtilis# ParB# with#

mutations#at#the#arginineIrich#patch#(at# the#NTD)#can#condense#DNA# in%vitro%(Fisher#et#al.,#

2017X#MadariagaIMarcos#et#al.,#2019).#As#C.%crescentus%ParB# lacks# this#CTPIindependent#

DNA#condensation#activity# in%vitro,#perhaps#future#studies#utilizing#C.%crescentus%ParB#may#

enable#us#to#further#distinguish#between#the#bridging#and#condensation#activities#of#ParB#and#

clarify#the#involvement#of#CTP#in#these#functions.#

#
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Chapter(6:(CTP(regulates(the(membrane4binding(

activity(of(the(nucleoid(occlusion(protein(Noc!
This$chapter$has$been$deposited$published$in$Molecular$Cell,$for$which$I$performed$almost$all$

of$the$experiments$and$wrote$the$first$draft$of$the$manuscript:$
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6.1(Introduction((
While$ ATP$ and$ GTP$ switches$ are$ ubiquitous$ in$ biology,$ CTP$ switches$ have$ rarely$ been$

identified$ but$ may$ be$ more$ widespread$ than$ previously$ appreciated.$ A$ recent$ discovery$

showed$ParB,$a$crucial$protein$for$bacterial$chromosome$segregation,$is$the$founding$member$

of$a$new$class$of$CTPQdependent$molecular$switch$(OsorioQValeriano$et$al.,$2019^$Soh$et$al.,$

2019).$ParB$nucleates$on$a$parS$DNA$sequence$and$must$associate$with$neighbouring$DNA,$

a$ process$ known$ as$ spreading,$ to$ enable$ faithful$ chromosome$ segregation$ (Breier$ and$

Grossman,$2007^$Funnell,$2016^$Graham$et$al.,$2014^$Jalal$and$Le,$2020^$Murray$et$al.,$2006^$

Sanchez$et$al.,$2015).$CTP$induces$ParB$selfQdimerisation$to$create$a$clampQlike$molecule.$

The$ParB$clamp$selfQloads$at$parS,$ then$spreads$by$sliding$to$neighbouring$DNA$while$still$

entrapping$DNA$(Breier$and$Grossman,$2007^$Funnell,$2016^$Graham$et$al.,$2014^$Jalal$and$

Le,$2020^$ Jalal$ et$ al.,$2020a^$Murray$et$ al.,$ 2006^$Sanchez$et$ al.,$ 2015^$Soh$et$al.,$2019)$

Essentially,$CTP$serves$to$switch$ParB$from$a$parSQnucleating$open$clamp$to$a$DNAQsliding$

closed$clamp$state$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020a^$Soh$et$al.,$2019).$The$end$result$is$the$formation$of$a$

higherQorder$nucleoprotein$complex$with$multiple$ParBQCTP$clamps$entrapped$at$the$vicinity$

of$the$parS$locus.$The$higherQorder$nucleoprotein$complex$stimulates$the$ATPase$activity$of$

ParA,$a$partner$of$ParB,$driving$the$segregation$of$replicated$chromosomes$to$daughter$cells$

(Hwang$et$al.,$2013^$Jalal$and$Le,$2020^$Lim$et$al.,$2014^$Vecchiarelli$et$al.,$2013,$2014).$

$

In$Firmicutes,$the$nucleoid$occlusion$protein$Noc$is$a$paralogue$of$ParB$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020b^$

Sievers$et$al.,$2002^$Wu$and$Errington,$2012),$however$the$role$of$Noc$is$different$from$that$of$

a$ canonical$ParB$ (Pang$et$ al.,$2017^$Veiga$et$al.,$2011^$Wu$et$al.,$ 2009).$Noc$directs$ the$

assembly$ of$ the$ cell$ division$ machinery$ towards$ the$ middle$ of$ a$ dividing$ cell$ where$ the$

concentration$of$ chromosomal$DNA$ (the$nucleoid)$ is$ the$ least,$ thus$ensuring$a$binary$ cell$

division$(Adams$et$al.,$2014^$Rodrigues$and$Harry,$2012^$Wu$and$Errington,$2004).$Noc$does$

so$by$nucleating$on$16Qbp$NBS$sites$scattered$around$the$chromosome$before$spreading$to$

neighbouring$DNA$to$form$large$NocQDNA$nucleoprotein$complexes$(Adams$et$al.,$2015^$Wu$

et$al.,$2009).$Unusually,$Noc$is$also$a$peripheral$membrane$protein$that$directly$associates$

with$the$cell$membrane$via$an$NQterminal$amphipathic$helix$(Fig.$6.1A)$(Adams$et$al.,$2015).$

The$recruitment$of$the$chromosomal$DNA$to$the$membrane$is$crucial$to$prevent$the$division$

machinery$ formation$over$ the$ chromosome^$a$Noc$variant$ lacking$ the$amphipathic$helix$ is$

impaired$in$nucleoid$occlusion$activity.$In$Bacillus,subtilis,$Noc$was$observed$to$associate$with$

the$cell$membrane$in$a$transient$manner$in,vivo,(Wu$et$al.,$2009).$It$was$thought$that$a$strong$

membraneQbinding$activity$of$Noc$might$have$been$selected$against$since$a$stable$association$

with$the$membrane$might$hamper$chromosome$replication$and$segregation,$yet$it$is$unclear$

how$ the$membraneQbinding$ activity$ of$ Noc$ is$ regulated.$ Furthermore,$Noc$must$ bring$ the$

chromosomal$DNA$to$the$membrane$to$physically$inhibit$the$division$machinery$formation^$an$
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unregulated$membraneQbinding$activity$would$likely$confine$apoQNoc$permanently$to$the$cell$

membrane,$thus$unfavourably$limiting$the$recruitment$of$DNA$to$the$membrane$(Adams$et$al.,$

2015).$Again,$it$remains$unclear$whether$the$membraneQbinding$activity$of$Noc$is$regulated,$

and$if$so$how.$

$

To$ investigate$ further,$ I$ biochemically$ reconstitute$ NBSQdependent$ Noc$ spreading$ and$

membrane$association$events$using$purified$B.,subtilis$Noc$protein$and$phospholipid$vesicles$

(liposomes).$I$show$that,$similar$to$a$canonical$ParB,$Noc$is$a$CTPase$enzyme$that$binds$CTP$

to$ form$a$protein$ clamp$ that$ can$slide$and$entrap$DNA.$ Importantly,$CTP$binding,$ but$not$

hydrolysis,$is$required$to$switch$NocQDNA$from$a$membrane$inactive$to$an$active$state,$thus$

locking$ Noc$ into$ a$ pathway$ in$ which$ it$ has$ to$ spread$ before$ associating$ with$ the$ cell$

membrane.$I$solve$an$XQray$crystal$structure$of$a$CQterminal$domain$truncated$apoQNoc$from$

Geobacillus,thermoleovorans,$in$which$its$membraneQtargeting$amphipathic$helix$adopts$an$

autoinhibitory$conformation,$restricted$from$interacting$with$the$membrane.$I$suggest$that$CTP$

binding$might$ liberate$ the$amphipathic$helix,$ thereby$ switching$Noc$ to$a$membraneQactive$

state.$Altogether,$I$demonstrate$that$CTP$directly$regulates$the$membraneQbinding$activity$of$

the$nucleoid$occlusion$protein$Noc,$further$expanding$the$role$of$CTP$switches$in$biology.$$$$$$$$$$$$$

(
6.2(NBS(DNA(increases(the(CTP(binding(and(hydrolysis(rate(of(Noc(
Given$the$shared$ancestry$between$ParB$and$Noc,$we$wondered$if$B.,subtilis$Noc$also$binds$

and$ hydrolyses$ CTP.$ To$ investigate,$ Ngat$ Tran$ employed$ a$ membraneQspotting$ assay$

(DRaCALA)$and$showed$that$B.,subtilis$Noc$binds$radiolabelled$CTP$but$only$in$the$presence$

of$a$cognate$22Qbp$NBS$DNA$(Fig.$6.2A).$An$excess$of$unlabelled$CTP,$but$no$other$NTP,$

outcompeted$radiolabelled$CTP$for$binding$to$Noc,$suggesting$that$B.,subtilis$Noc$binds$CTP$

specifically$ (Fig.$ 6.2B).$ Similarly,$ an$NQterminally$ truncated$Noc$ variant$ lacking$ the$10QAA$

membrane$ targeting$ amphipathic$ helix$ (NocN∆10)$ also$ bound$ radiolabelled$ CTP$ in$ the$

presence$of$NBS$DNA$(Fig.$6.2C).$However,$the$Noc$(R89A)$and$Noc$(N121S)$(with$both$R89$

and$N121S$being$found$in$the$NTD)$variants,$whose$equivalent$substitutions$ in$ParB$have$

been$shown$to$impair$spreading$and$CTP$binding$(Fig.$6.1B),$did$not$bind$radiolabelled$CTP$

at$the$tested$concentration$(Fig.$6.2C)$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020a^$OsorioQValeriano$et$al.,$2019^$Soh$

et$ al.,$ 2019).$ Next,$ I$ performed$ a$ quantitative$ nucleotideQbinding$ assay$ using$ isothermal$

titration$calorimetry$(ITC)$with$a$non/slow$hydrolysable$CTP$analogue$(CTPɣS)$to$ensure$the$

heat$exchange$was$solely$due$to$nucleotideQbinding$but$not$hydrolysis$or$DNA$binding.$I$found$

that$B., subtilis$Noc$binds$CTPɣS$with$a$moderate$affinity$ (Kd$=$67.5$±$23$µM),$while$Noc$

(N121S)$bound$CTPɣS$weaker$at$Kd$=$231.5$±$66$µM,$and$Noc$(R89A)$did$not$detectably$bind$

nucleotide$ (Fig.$ 6.3).$ Consistent$with$a$ previous$ report,$B., subtilis$ Noc$also$ showed$CTP$

hydrolysis$activity,$albeit$at$a$low$rate$of$~1$CTP$per$Noc$per$hour$when$only$the$purified$$
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(
Figure(6.1(Schematic(representation(of(the(Noc(protein((A)(The$domain$architecture$of$B.,
subtilis$Noc:$a$membraneQtargeting$sequence$(MTS)$that$contains$an$amphipathic$helix,$an$
NQterminal$domain$ (NTD),$ a$ central$DNAQbinding$domain$ (DBD),$and$a$CQterminal$ domain$
(CTD).$ (B)( A$ sequence$ alignment$ between$ B., subtilis$ Noc$ and$ its$ paralog$ ParB.$ The$
conserved$arginineQrich$patch$that$mediates$CTP$binding$in$B.,subtilis$ParB$is$shown$in$a$solid$
box.$Residues$E29$ (blue),$ R89$ (red)$ and$N121$ (red)$ in$B., subtilis$ Noc,$whose$equivalent$
substitutions$in$B.,subtilis$ParB$have$been$showed$to$impair$spreading$and$CTP$binding,$were$
substituted$by$alanine$and$serine,$respectively.(
$
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Figure 1. Noc binds and hydrolyzes CTP in the presence of NBS DNA. (A) The domain 
architecture of B. subtilis Noc: a membrane-targeting sequence (MTS) that contains an amphipathic 
helix, an N-terminal domain (NTD), a central DNA-binding domain (DBD), and a C-terminal domain 
(CTD). (B-D) CTP binding as monitored by DRaCALA assay using radiolabeled CTP α-P32. The 
bulls-eye staining indicates CTP binding due to a more rapid immobilization of protein-ligand 
complexes compared to free ligands. The starting concentration of Noc used in all panels was 30 
µM. The concentrations of CTP α-P32, unlabeled CTP, and a 22-bp parS/NBS DNA used in all panels 
were 5 nM, 30 µM, and 1 µM, respectively. (E) CTP hydrolysis rate of Noc (WT) and variants, 
measured by a continuous detection of released inorganic phosphates (see Materials and Methods). 
CTPase rates were measured at increasing concentration of CTP. All reactions contained 1 µM Noc 
(WT/variants) ± 1 µM 22-bp NBS or parS DNA and an increasing concentration of CTP (0, 10, 50, 
100, 500, and 1000 µM). Experiments were triplicated and standard deviation of the CTPase rates 
were presented.  

B(
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(((((((

(
Figure(6.2(Noc(binds(CTP( in( the(presence(of(NBS(DNA.(CTP$binding$as$monitored$by$
DRaCALA$assay$using$radiolabelled$CTP$αQP32.$The$bullsQeye$staining$indicates$CTP$binding$
due$to$a$more$rapid$immobilization$of$proteinQligand$complexes$compared$to$free$ligands.$The$
starting$concentration$of$Noc$used$in$all$panels$was$30$µM.$The$concentrations$of$CTP$αQP32,$
unlabelled$CTP,$and$a$22Qbp$parS/NBS$DNA$used$in$all$panels$were$5$nM,$30$µM,$and$1$µM,$
respectively.$
(
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Figure 1. Noc binds and hydrolyzes CTP in the presence of NBS DNA. (A) The domain 
architecture of B. subtilis Noc: a membrane-targeting sequence (MTS) that contains an amphipathic 
helix, an N-terminal domain (NTD), a central DNA-binding domain (DBD), and a C-terminal domain 
(CTD). (B-D) CTP binding as monitored by DRaCALA assay using radiolabeled CTP α-P32. The 
bulls-eye staining indicates CTP binding due to a more rapid immobilization of protein-ligand 
complexes compared to free ligands. The starting concentration of Noc used in all panels was 30 
µM. The concentrations of CTP α-P32, unlabeled CTP, and a 22-bp parS/NBS DNA used in all panels 
were 5 nM, 30 µM, and 1 µM, respectively. (E) CTP hydrolysis rate of Noc (WT) and variants, 
measured by a continuous detection of released inorganic phosphates (see Materials and Methods). 
CTPase rates were measured at increasing concentration of CTP. All reactions contained 1 µM Noc 
(WT/variants) ± 1 µM 22-bp NBS or parS DNA and an increasing concentration of CTP (0, 10, 50, 
100, 500, and 1000 µM). Experiments were triplicated and standard deviation of the CTPase rates 
were presented.  
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Figure( 6.3( Interactions( between( Noc( (WT( and( mutants)( with( a( slow( hydrolysable(
analogue(of(CTP,(CTPɣS.$Analysis$of$the$interaction$of$B.,subtilis$Noc$(WT$and$mutants)$with$
CTPɣS$by$isothermal$calorimetry$(ITC).$Each$experiment$was$duplicated.$Regression$curves$

were$fitted,$and$binding$affinities$(Kd)$are$shown.(
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Figure S1. Interactions between Noc (WT and mutants) with a non-hydrolyzable analog of 
CTP, CTPɣS. (A) A sequence alignment between B. subtilis Noc and its paralog ParB. The 

conserved arginine-rich patch that mediates CTP binding in B. subtilis ParB is shown in a solid box. 

Residues R89 (red) and N121 (red) in B. subtilis Noc, whose equivalent substitutions in B. subtilis 

ParB have been showed to impair spreading and CTP binding2, were substituted by alanine and 

serine, respectively. (B) Analysis of the interaction of B. subtilis Noc (WT and mutants) with CTPɣS 

by isothermal calorimetry (ITC). Each experiment was duplicated. Regression curves were fitted, 

and binding affinities (Kd) are shown. 
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(
Figure(6.4$Noc(hydrolyses(CTP(in(the(presence(of(NBS!DNA.$CTP$hydrolysis$rate$of$Noc$
(WT)$and$variants,$measured$by$a$ continuous$detection$of$ released$ inorganic$phosphates$
(see$Materials$and$Methods).$CTPase$ rates$were$measured$at$ increasing$concentration$of$
CTP.$All$reactions$contained$1$µM$Noc$(WT/variants)$±$1$µM$22Qbp$NBS$or$parS$DNA$and$an$
increasing$ concentration$ of$ CTP$ (0,$ 10,$ 50,$ 100,$ 500,$ and$ 1000$ µM).$ Experiments$ were$
triplicated$and$standard$deviation$of$the$CTPase$rates$were$presented.$$
(
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Figure 1. Noc binds and hydrolyzes CTP in the presence of NBS DNA. (A) The domain 
architecture of B. subtilis Noc: a membrane-targeting sequence (MTS) that contains an amphipathic 
helix, an N-terminal domain (NTD), a central DNA-binding domain (DBD), and a C-terminal domain 
(CTD). (B-D) CTP binding as monitored by DRaCALA assay using radiolabeled CTP α-P32. The 
bulls-eye staining indicates CTP binding due to a more rapid immobilization of protein-ligand 
complexes compared to free ligands. The starting concentration of Noc used in all panels was 30 
µM. The concentrations of CTP α-P32, unlabeled CTP, and a 22-bp parS/NBS DNA used in all panels 
were 5 nM, 30 µM, and 1 µM, respectively. (E) CTP hydrolysis rate of Noc (WT) and variants, 
measured by a continuous detection of released inorganic phosphates (see Materials and Methods). 
CTPase rates were measured at increasing concentration of CTP. All reactions contained 1 µM Noc 
(WT/variants) ± 1 µM 22-bp NBS or parS DNA and an increasing concentration of CTP (0, 10, 50, 
100, 500, and 1000 µM). Experiments were triplicated and standard deviation of the CTPase rates 
were presented.  
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protein$and$CTP$were$included$(Fig.$6.4)$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$The$addition$of$22Qbp$NBS$DNA,$

but$not$a$nonQcognate$22Qbp$parS$DNA,$increased$the$CTP$hydrolysis$rate$nine$fold$to$~9$CTP$

per$Noc$per$hour$(Fig.$6.4)$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$The$Noc$(R89A)$and$Noc$(N121S)$variants$did$

not$show$noticeable$CTPQhydrolysing$activity$(Fig.$6.4).$Lastly,$despite$binding$CTP$equally$

or$more$strongly$than$the$WT$(Fig.$6.4),$NocN∆10$hydrolysed$CTP$at$a$reduced$rate$of$~5$

CTP$per$Noc$per$hour$(Fig.$6.4)$(see$Discussion).$Altogether,$our$data$suggest$that$B.,subtilis$

Noc$is$a$CTPase$enzyme$that$binds$and$hydrolyses$CTP$in$the$presence$of$cognate$DNA.$$$$

(
6.3(CTP(and(NBS(DNA(stimulate(the(engagement(of(the(N4terminal(domain(of(Noc( in!
vitro(
In$the$presence$of$CTP,$ParB$selfQengages$at$the$NQterminal$domain$(NTD)$to$create$a$clampQ

like$molecule$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020a^$Soh$et$al.,$2019).$To$investigate$whether$CTP$elicits$a$similar$

response$ in$Noc,$ I$employed$siteQspecific$ crosslinking$of$a$purified$B.,subtilis$Noc$ (E29C)$

variant$by$a$sulfhydrylQtoQsulfhydryl$crosslinker$bismaleimidoethane$(BMOE).$Residue$E29$at$

the$NTD$were$substituted$by$cysteine$on$an$otherwise$cysteineQless$Noc$(WT)$background$

(Fig.$6.5A)$to$create$a$variant$in$which$symmetryQrelated$cysteines$become$covalently$linked$

together$if$they$are$within$8$Å$of$each$other.$The$crossQlinked$form$was$detectable$as$a$protein$

form$with$reduced$mobility$on$SDSQPAGE$(labelled$X$in$Figure$6.5B).$In$the$absence$of$CTP,$

Noc$ (E29C)$crosslinked$minimally$ (~10%$crosslinked$ fraction,$ lanes$2Q4$of$Fig.$6.5B).$The$

crosslinking$efficiency$increased$threefold$(~30%)$in$the$presence$of$CTP$(lane$8$of$Fig.$6.5B),$

but$not$CDP$or$ATP$(Fig.$6.5B$and$Fig.$6.5C).$The$crosslinking$efficiency$further$increased$

fivefold$(~55%)$when$both$CTP$and$a$22Qbp$NBS$were$included$(lane$10$of$Fig$6.5B,$and$Fig.$

6.5E).$However,$the$addition$of$a$nonQcognate$22Qbp$parS$DNA$did$not$result$in$the$same$high$

level$of$crosslinking$even$when$CTP$was$present$(lane$9$of$Fig.$6.5B).$Noticeably,$a$slowQ

hydrolysable$CTP$analogue$CTPɣS$readily$promoted$crosslinking$(~45%$crosslinked$fraction)$

regardless$of$the$presence$or$absence$of$NBS$DNA$(lanes$8Q10$of$Fig.$6.5D,$and$Fig.$6.5F).$

Therefore,$my$ data$ suggest$ that$CTP$binding,$ but$ not$ hydrolysis,$ is$ required$ for$ the$NTD$

engagement$ of$B., subtilis$ Noc.$ Consistent$ with$ the$ requirement$ of$ CTP$ binding$ for$ NTD$

engagement,$the$Noc$(E29C$R89A)$variant,$in$which$the$R89A$substitution$incapacitated$CTP$

binding,$did$not$crosslink$beyond$the$background$level$in$any$tested$condition$(Fig.$6.6A).$The$

Noc$(E29C$N121S)$variant,$which$binds$CTP$(albeit$at$a$reduced$affinity)$but$cannot$hydrolyse$

CTP,$ crosslinked$ similarly$ to$ Noc$ (E29C)$ (~30%$ crosslinked$ fraction)$ at$ the$ saturating$

concentration$ of$ 1$mM$CTP,$ though$ the$NBSQstimulated$ crosslinking$ was$ abolished$ (Fig.$

6.6B).$ Lastly,$ the$NocN∆10$ (E29C)$ variant,$ which$ lacks$ the$NQterminal$ amphipathic$ helix,$

crosslinked$similarly$to$Noc$(E29C)$in$the$presence$of$CTP$and$NBS$DNA$(Fig.$6.6C).$

$

6.4(A(Noc(clamp(associates(with(a(closed(NBS(substrate(in(a(CTP4dependent(manner$
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Figure(6.5(CTP(and(NBS(DNA(promote(the(self4engagement(of(the(N4terminal(domain(
of(Noc.((A)(SDSQPAGE$analysis$of$BMOE$crosslinking$products$of$10$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$(WT)$
protein$±$1.0$µM$22Qbp$parS/NBS$DNA$±$1.0$mM$NTP.$WildQtype$Noc$naturally$lacks$cysteine,$
hence$does$not$crosslink$in$the$presence$of$BMOE.$All$crosslinking$reactions$were$performed$
at$22oC$unless$indicated$otherwise.$Quantification$of$the$crosslinked$fraction$is$shown$below$
each$ representative$ image.$ Error$ bars$ represent$ SEM$ from$ three$ replicates.$ (B)(Same$ as$
panel$A$but$Noc$(E29C)$was$used$instead.$X$indicates$a$crosslinked$form$of$Noc$(E29C).$(C)(
Same$as$panel$B$expect$CDP$instead$of$CTP$was$used.$(D)(Same$as$panel$A$but$CTPɣS$
instead$ of$ CTP$ was$ used.$ (E)( TimeQcourse$ of$ Noc$ (E29C)$ crosslinking$ with$ CTP$ in$ the$
presence$or$absence$of$22Qbp$NBS$DNA.$Purified$Noc$(E29C)$was$preincubated$with$1.0$mM$
CTP$±$1$µM$22Qbp$NBS$DNA$for$1,$5,$10,$15,$or$30$min$at$4oC$(instead$of$the$usual$22oC)$
before$BMOE$was$ added.$ A$ lower$ incubation$ temperature$was$ needed$ to$ slow$down$ the$
reaction.$Quantification$of$the$crosslinked$fraction$is$shown$below$each$representative$image.$
Error$bars$represent$SE$from$three$replicates.$(F)$Same$as$panel$D,$but$1.0$mM$CTPɣS$was$
used$instead.$(
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(

(
Figure(6.6(CTP(and(NBS(DNA(promote(the(self4engagement(of(the(N4terminal(domain(
of(Noc.( (A)$SDSQPAGE$analysis$of$BMOE$crosslinking$products$of$ 10$µM$B., subtilis$Noc$
(E29C,$R89A)$protein$±$1.0$µM$22Qbp$parS/NBS$DNA$±$1.0$mM$NTP.$All$crosslinking$reactions$
were$performed$at$22oC$unless$indicated$otherwise.$Quantification$of$the$crosslinked$fraction$
is$shown$below$each$representative$image.$Error$bars$represent$SEM$from$three$replicates.$
(B)(Same$as$panel$A,$but$Noc$(E29C,$N121S)$was$used$instead.$(C)(Same$as$panel$A,$but$
Noc$(!10,$E29C)$was$used$instead.(
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To$further$investigate$if$the$NTD$engagement$produces$a$clampQlike$Noc$that$can$entrap$DNA,$

I$performed$crosslinking$reactions$on$a$dualQcysteine$Noc$(E29C$S253C)$variant$(Fig.$6.7B).$

Residues$E29$and$S253$at$the$NTD$and$the$CQterminal$domain$(CTD)$of$Noc,$respectively,$

were$substituted$by$cysteine$(Fig.$6.7B).$While$Noc$(E29C)$crosslinked$in$a$CTP$and$NBSQ

dependent$ manner$ (Fig.$ 6.7B),$ Noc$ (S253C)$ crosslinked$ efficiently$ (~80%$ crosslinked$

fraction)$but$independently$of$CTP$and/or$NBS$(Fig.$6.7A),$consistent$with$the$known$role$of$

the$ CTD$ as$ a$ primary$ dimerisation$ domain$ (Adams$ et$ al.,$ 2015^$ Leonard$ et$ al.,$ 2004).$ I$

observed$that$purified$Noc$(E29C$S253)$formed$a$high$molecular$weight$(HMW)$species$near$

the$top$of$the$polyacrylamide$gel$in$the$presence$of$CTP,$a$circular$NBSQharbouring$plasmid,$

and$the$crosslinker$BMOE$(lane$7$of$Fig.$6.7BQC$and$Fig.$6.7D).$The$HMW$smear$contained$

both$protein$and$DNA,$as$apparent$from$dual$staining$with$a$protein$stain$(Coomassie)$and$a$

DNA$ stain$ (Sybr$ green)$ (Fig.$ 6.7C).$ The$ slowly$ migrating$ DNAQstained$ bands$ were$ also$

observed$ when$ the$ crosslinking$ products$ were$ resolved$ on$ an$ agarose$ gel$ (Fig.$ 6.7D).$

Therefore,$the$HMW$smear$most$likely$contained$proteinQDNA$catenates$between$a$circular$

NBS$ plasmid$ and$ a$ denatured$ but$ otherwise$ circularly$ crosslinked$ Noc$ (E29C$ S253C)$

polypeptide.$To$ verify$ the$nature$of$ the$ catenates,$ crosslinking$products$were$ treated$with$

Benzonase,$a$nonQspecific$DNase,$before$SDSQPAGE$analysis$(lane$8$of$Fig.$6.7BQC).$Here,$

the$ use$ of$ Benzonase$ eliminated$ the$ HMW$ smear,$ likely$ by$ unlinking$ the$ proteinQDNA$

catenates.$Lastly,$the$HMW$smear$was$not$observed$when$an$empty$plasmid$was$employed$

or$when$CTP$was$omitted$from$the$reaction$(lanes$4Q5$and$9Q10$of$Fig.$6.7BQC).$Altogether,$

our$results$indicate$that$B.,subtilis$Noc$entraps$DNA$in$an$NBSQ$and$CTPQdependent$manner.$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$

To$follow$the$DNA$entrapment$and$spreading$of$Noc$in$realQtime,$I$employed$a$170Qbp$dual$

biotinQlabelled$NBS$DNA$that$had$been$tethered$at$both$ends$onto$a$streptavidinQcoated$probe$

to$form$a$closed$DNA$and$measured$bioQlayer$interferometry$(BLI)$signal$(Fig.$6.8)$(Jalal$et$

al.,$2020a).$BLI$monitors$wavelength$shifts$resulting$from$changes$in$the$optical$thickness$of$

the$probe$during$the$association/dissociation$of$Noc$from$the$closed$NBS$DNA$substrate.$In$

the$absence$of$CTP,$I$observed$only$the$nucleation$event$on$NBS$DNA$with$1$µM$purified$Noc$

(Fig.$6.8A).$Premixing$Noc$with$ATP,$GTP,$or$UTP$did$not$change$the$sensorgram$markedly,$

however$ the$ addition$ of$ 1$ mM$ CTP$ increased$ the$ BLI$ response$ by$ ~sixfold$ (Fig.$ 6.8A),$

consistent$with$NocQCTP$spreading$from$NBS$to$accumulate$more$on$the$170Qbp$closed$DNA$

substrate$than$by$nucleation$alone.$I$did$not$observe$a$noticeable$BLI$response$when$a$170Q

bp$closed$parS$DNA$substrate$was$employed$instead$(Fig.$6.8A),$confirming$that$nucleation$

and$spreading$by$B.,subtilis$Noc$is$strictly$dependent$on$the$NBS.$I$further$observed$by$BLI$$

$

$
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Figure(6.7((A)(SDSQPAGE$analysis$of$BMOE$crosslinking$products$of$10$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$
(S253C)$protein$±$1.0$µM$22Qbp$parS/NBS$DNA$±$1.0$mM$NTP.$All$crosslinking$ reactions$
were$performed$at$22oC$unless$indicated$otherwise.$The$black$arrow$represents$proteolysed$

crossQlinked$ Noc$ (S253C).$ Quantification$ of$ the$ crosslinked$ fraction$ is$ shown$ below$ each$

representative$ image.$ Error$ bars$ represent$ SEM$ from$ three$ replicates.$ ( (B)$ SDSQPAGE$
analysis$of$BMOE$crosslinking$of$10$µM$dualQcysteine$Noc$(E29C$S253C)$variant$±$DNA$±$

1.0$mM$NTP.$Different$DNAs$were$employed$in$crosslinking$reactions:$a$ linear$22Qbp$NBS$
DNA$(22bp$NBS$lin,$1.0$µM),$a$circular$3Qkb$NBS$plasmid$(3kb$NBS$cir,$100$nM),$or$a$circular$
3Qkb$ scrambled$NBS$ plasmid$ (3kb$ nonS$ cir,$ 100$ nM).$ The$ highQmolecular$ weight$ (HMW)$
smear$near$the$well$of$the$polyacrylamide$gel$is$marked$with$a$solid$box$and$an$asterisk$(see$

also$panel$6.7C).$When$the$crosslinking$reaction$was$subsequently$treated$with$a$nonQspecific$

DNA$nuclease,$Benzonase,$the$HMW$smear$was$no$longer$observed$(dashed$box,$lane$8).$X$

indicates$a$singly$crosslinked$form$of$Noc$(E29C$S253C).$XX$indicates$a$doubly$crosslinked$

form$of$Noc$(E29C$S253C).$(C)$Same$as$panel$6.7B$but$fivefold$more$volume$of$each$sample$
was$loaded$in$each$well$to$enhance$the$visualization$of$the$HMW$smear,$only$the$top$of$the$

polyacrylamide$gel$was$shown.$The$gel$was$also$stained$with$a$DNAQdye,$Sybr$Green$(SYBR),$

and$only$the$top$section$of$the$gel$was$shown.$A$smaller$22Qbp$NBS$DNA$migrated$out$of$the$
gel,$thus$was$not$observed.$(D)$Agarose$gel$analysis$of$BMOE$crosslinking$products.$A$subset$
of$crosslinking$reactions$(lanes$6,7,9,$and$10)$were$loaded$and$resolved$on$a$1%$agarose$gel.$

The$gel$was$subsequently$stained$with$Sybr$Green$for$DNA.$$$$$$
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$

Figure(6.8(CTP( facilitates( the( association( of(Noc(with(a(closed(NBS( DNA( substrate(
beyond(nucleation.((A)(BioQlayer$interferometry$(BLI)$analysis$of$the$interaction$between$a$
premix$of$1.0$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$±$1.0$mM$NTP$and$a$170Qbp$dual$biotinQlabelled$DNA$that$
contains$either$an$NBS$or$a$nonQcognate$parS$site.$Interactions$between$a$dual$biotinylated$
DNA$and$a$streptavidin$(SA)Qcoated$probe$created$a$closed$DNA$molecule$where$both$ends$
were$blocked$(see$also$the$schematic$diagram$of$the$BLI$probes).$Other$Noc$variants,$Noc$
(R89A)$and$Noc$ (N121S),$were$also$analysed$ in$ the$ same$assay.$ (B)$BLI$ analysis$of$ the$
interaction$between$a$premix$of$1.0$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$±$1.0$mM$CTP$and$a$BamHIQrestricted$
dual$biotinylated$NBS$DNA.$The$170Qbp$NBS$DNA$substrate$was$also$designed$with$a$BamHI$
recognition$site$(see$the$schematic$diagram$of$the$probes).$The$intact$dual$biotinylated$DNA$
was$first$immobilized$onto$the$probe$surface,$then$an$open$end$was$generated$by$digestion$
with$BamHI$(See$Materials$and$Methods).$Afterwards,$the$probe$was$used$in$a$BLI$analysis$
with$a$premix$of$Noc$±$CTP.$Each$experiment$was$triplicated$and$a$representative$sensorgram$
was$shown.$$$$$$$$
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Figure 3. CTP facilitates the association of Noc with a closed NBS DNA substrate beyond 
nucleation. (A) Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1.0 µM 

B. subtilis Noc ± 1.0 mM NTP and a 170-bp dual biotin-labeled DNA that contains either an NBS or 

a non-cognate parS site. Interactions between a dual biotinylated DNA and a streptavidin (SA)-

coated probe created a closed DNA molecule where both ends were blocked (see also the schematic 

diagram of the BLI probes). Other Noc variants, Noc (R89A) and Noc (N121S), were also analyzed 

in the same assay. (B) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1.0 µM B. subtilis Noc ± 

1.0 mM CTP and a BamHI-restricted dual biotinylated NBS DNA. The 170-bp NBS DNA substrate 

was also designed with a BamHI recognition site (see the schematic diagram of the probes). The 

intact dual biotinylated DNA was first immobilized onto the probe surface, then an open end was 

generated by digestion with BamHI (See Materials and Methods). Afterwards, the probe was used 

in a BLI analysis with a premix of Noc ± CTP. Each experiment was triplicated and a representative 

sensorgram was shown.        
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assay$that$the$Noc$(R89A)$and$Noc$(N121S)$variants$could$nucleate$but$could$not$spread$to$

accumulate$on$nucleation$alone.$I$did$not$observe$a$noticeable$BLI$response$when$a$170Qbp$

closed$parS$DNA$substrate$was$employed$instead$(Fig.$6.8A),$confirming$that$nucleation$and$

spreading$ by$ the$ closed$NBS$ substrate$ even$ in$ the$ presence$ of$ 1$mM$CTP$ (Fig.$ 6.8A),$

consistent$with$the$requirement$of$NTD$engagement$for$DNA$entrapment$(see$also$Fig.$6.7BQ

D).(
$

Next,$I$investigated$whether$a$DNA$substrate$with$a$free$end$(an$open$DNA)$can$also$support$

Noc$accumulation$ in$our$BLI$ setup.$The$170Qbp$dual$ biotinQlabelled$was$designed$with$an$

unique$BamHI$recognition$site$flanking$the$NBS$site$(Fig.$6.8B).$To$generate$a$free$end$on$

the$ DNA,$ the$ DNAQcoated$ probe$ was$ immersed$ in$ a$ buffer$ containing$BamHI$ restriction$

enzyme.$Before$BamHI$digestion,$Noc$showed$an$enhanced$association$on$a$closed$DNA$

substrate$in$the$presence$of$CTP$(Fig.$6.8A).$However,$after$BamHI$digestion,$the$addition$of$

CTP$did$not$affect$the$BLI$response$beyond$the$nucleation$of$Noc$at$the$NBS,(Fig.$6.8B).$I$

reasoned$that,$similar$to$the$canonical$ParB,$Noc$spreads$but$quickly$escapes$by$sliding$off$a$

free$DNA$end$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020a).$Overall,$my$BLI$analysis$is$consistent$with$the$siteQspecific$

crosslinking$analysis$and$suggests$a$clampQlike$NocQCTP$that$can$spread$and$accumulate$on$

a$closed$DNA$substrate$by$entrapping$DNA.$$$$

$

6.5(Noc(binds(liposomes(in(the(presence(of(CTP(
It$has$been$shown$previously$ in,vivo$ that$Noc$possesses$membraneQbinding$activity$and$ it$

must$bring$chromosomal$DNA$to$the$cell$membrane$to$prevent$the$formation$of$cell$division$

machinery$ (Adams$ et$ al.,$ 2015).$ Puzzlingly,$ however,$ I$ could$ not$ observe$ noticeable$

association$ between$ purified$ B., subtilis$ Noc$ and$ liposomes$ by$ a$ coQsedimentation$ assay$

(lanes$1Q4$of$Fig.$6.9A).$I$wondered$if$CTP$might$be$the$missing$coQfactor$that$activates$the$

membraneQbinding$activity$of$Noc.$To$ test$ this$possibility,$ purified$Noc$was$ incubated$with$

liposomes$with$or$without$CTP$and$22Qbp$NBS$DNA,$and$ultracentrifuged$(Fig.$6.9AQB).$The$

pellet$ contained$ sedimented$ liposomes$ and$ associating$ protein$ while$ the$ supernatant$

contained$unbound$protein^$protein$and$DNA$species$from$both$fractions$were$analysed$by$

polyacrylamide$gel$electrophoresis.$I$did$not$observe$a$significant$increase$in$the$amount$of$

Noc$in$the$pellet$when$CTP$alone,$CTP$and$a$nonQcognate$22Qbp$parS$DNA$(lanes$5Q8$of$Fig.$

6.9A),$or$other$nucleotides$were$employed$(Fig.$6.9C).$However,$in$the$presence$of$both$CTP$

and$a$22Qbp$NBS$DNA,$~45%$of$the$total$amount$of$Noc$was$detected$robustly$in$the$pellet$

(lane$9Q12$of$Fig.$6.9A),$suggesting$that$the$in,vitro$membraneQbinding$activity$of$Noc$is$CTPQ$

and$NBSQdependent.$NBS$DNA$is$most$likely$required$to$stimulate$CTP$binding,$hence$the$

membraneQbinding$activity$of$Noc,$rather$than$to$concentrate$a$large$amount$of$weakly$
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Figure 4. Noc binds liposomes in the presence of CTP and NBS DNA, and the phenotypic 
effects of the Noc variants. (A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc binding to membranes by a liposome 
co-sedimentation assay. A premix of 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp linear parS/NBS 
DNA ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min before 
ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, and the gel was subsequently stained 
with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below each representative 
image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates. (B) Same as panel A but 1.0 mM CTP S 
was used instead. (C) Other Noc variants, Noc (R89A), Noc (N121S), and NocN 10, were also 
analyzed in a liposome co-sedimentation assay. (D) Complementation of noc in a ∆noc∆minCD 
background. Strains ΔnocΔminCD amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or mutant)-myfp were streaked on nutrient 
agar plates supplemented with 0.5% xylose and incubated at 30oC or 39oC. (E) Cellular localization 
of mYFP-labeled Noc (WT or mutants). Representative images of Δnoc amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or 
mutant)-myfp cells grown in the presence of 0.5% xylose. Cell membranes were stained with FM5-
95.       
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Figure S3.  CTP and NBS DNA enables Noc binding to liposomes. (A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc 
binding to membranes by a liposome co-sedimentation assay. A premix of 1.0 µM 22-bp linear NBS 
DNA ± 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC 
for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Without Noc, 22-bp NBS DNA did not co-sediment on its own (lanes 1-2) 
or with liposomes (lanes 3-4). Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, and gel was 
subsequently stained with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below 
each representative image. Error bars represent SE from three replicates. (B) CTP but no other 
nucleotides enables Noc to co-sediment with liposomes. A premix of 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein 
+ 1.0 µM 22-bp NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM NTP + 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min 
before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE. (C) Caulobacter crescentus ParB does not co-sediment with liposomes in any tested 
conditions. A premix of 0.75 µM C. crescentus ParB protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp linear parS/NBS DNA ± 
1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The 
resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. 
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Figure 4. Noc binds liposomes in the presence of CTP and NBS DNA, and the phenotypic 
effects of the Noc variants. (A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc binding to membranes by a liposome 
co-sedimentation assay. A premix of 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp linear parS/NBS 
DNA ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min before 
ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, and the gel was subsequently stained 
with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below each representative 
image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates. (B) Same as panel A but 1.0 mM CTP S 
was used instead. (C) Other Noc variants, Noc (R89A), Noc (N121S), and NocN 10, were also 
analyzed in a liposome co-sedimentation assay. (D) Complementation of noc in a ∆noc∆minCD 
background. Strains ΔnocΔminCD amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or mutant)-myfp were streaked on nutrient 
agar plates supplemented with 0.5% xylose and incubated at 30oC or 39oC. (E) Cellular localization 
of mYFP-labeled Noc (WT or mutants). Representative images of Δnoc amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or 
mutant)-myfp cells grown in the presence of 0.5% xylose. Cell membranes were stained with FM5-
95.       
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Figure S3.  CTP and NBS DNA enables Noc binding to liposomes. (A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc 
binding to membranes by a liposome co-sedimentation assay. A premix of 1.0 µM 22-bp linear NBS 
DNA ± 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC 
for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Without Noc, 22-bp NBS DNA did not co-sediment on its own (lanes 1-2) 
or with liposomes (lanes 3-4). Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, and gel was 
subsequently stained with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below 
each representative image. Error bars represent SE from three replicates. (B) CTP but no other 
nucleotides enables Noc to co-sediment with liposomes. A premix of 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein 
+ 1.0 µM 22-bp NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM NTP + 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min 
before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE. (C) Caulobacter crescentus ParB does not co-sediment with liposomes in any tested 
conditions. A premix of 0.75 µM C. crescentus ParB protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp linear parS/NBS DNA ± 
1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The 
resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. 
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Figure S3.  CTP and NBS DNA enables Noc binding to liposomes. (A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc 
binding to membranes by a liposome co-sedimentation assay. A premix of 1.0 µM 22-bp linear NBS 
DNA ± 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC 
for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Without Noc, 22-bp NBS DNA did not co-sediment on its own (lanes 1-2) 
or with liposomes (lanes 3-4). Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, and gel was 
subsequently stained with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below 
each representative image. Error bars represent SE from three replicates. (B) CTP but no other 
nucleotides enables Noc to co-sediment with liposomes. A premix of 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein 
+ 1.0 µM 22-bp NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM NTP + 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min 
before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE. (C) Caulobacter crescentus ParB does not co-sediment with liposomes in any tested 
conditions. A premix of 0.75 µM C. crescentus ParB protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp linear parS/NBS DNA ± 
1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The 
resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. 
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Figure 4. Noc binds liposomes in the presence of CTP and NBS DNA, and the phenotypic 
effects of the Noc variants. (A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc binding to membranes by a liposome 
co-sedimentation assay. A premix of 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp linear parS/NBS 
DNA ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min before 
ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, and the gel was subsequently stained 
with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below each representative 
image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates. (B) Same as panel A but 1.0 mM CTP S 
was used instead. (C) Other Noc variants, Noc (R89A), Noc (N121S), and NocN 10, were also 
analyzed in a liposome co-sedimentation assay. (D) Complementation of noc in a ∆noc∆minCD 
background. Strains ΔnocΔminCD amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or mutant)-myfp were streaked on nutrient 
agar plates supplemented with 0.5% xylose and incubated at 30oC or 39oC. (E) Cellular localization 
of mYFP-labeled Noc (WT or mutants). Representative images of Δnoc amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or 
mutant)-myfp cells grown in the presence of 0.5% xylose. Cell membranes were stained with FM5-
95.       
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Figure( 6.9( Noc( binds( liposomes( in( the( presence( of( CTP( and( NBS( DNA,( and( the(
phenotypic(effects(of(the(Noc(variants.((A)(Analysis$of$B.,subtilis$Noc$binding$to$membranes$
by$a$liposome$coQsedimentation$assay.$A$premix$of$0.75$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$protein$±$1.0$µM$
22Qbp$linear$parS/NBS$DNA$±$1.0$mM$CTP$±$1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$was$incubated$at$22oC$for$
5$min$before$ultracentrifugation.$The$resulting$supernatant$(S)$and$pellet$(P)$fractions$were$
analysed$by$SDSQPAGE.$Samples$were$also$loaded$onto$a$20%$TBE$PAGE,$and$the$gel$was$
subsequently$stained$with$Sybr$Green$for$DNA.$Quantification$of$Noc$in$each$fraction$is$shown$
below$ each$ representative$ image.$ Error$ bars$ represent$ SEM$ from$ three$ replicates.$ (B)$
Analysis$of$B.,subtilis$Noc$binding$to$membranes$by$a$liposome$coQsedimentation$assay.$A$
premix$of$1.0$µM$22Qbp$linear$NBS$DNA$±$0.75$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$protein$±$1.0$mM$CTP$±$
1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$was$incubated$at$22oC$for$5$min$before$ultracentrifugation.$The$resulting$
supernatant$ (S)$and$pellet$ (P)$ fractions$were$analysed$by$SDSQPAGE.$Without$Noc,$22Qbp$
NBS$DNA$did$not$coQsediment$on$its$own$(lanes$1Q2)$or$with$liposomes$(lanes$3Q4).$Samples$
were$also$loaded$onto$a$20%$TBE$PAGE,$and$gel$was$subsequently$stained$with$Sybr$Green$
for$DNA.$Quantification$of$Noc$in$each$fraction$ is$shown$below$each$representative$ image.$
Error$bars$represent$SEM$from$three$replicates.((C)(CTP$but$no$other$nucleotide$enables$Noc$
to$coQsediment$with$liposomes.$A$premix$of$0.75$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$protein$+$1.0$µM$22Qbp$
NBS$DNA$±$1.0$mM$NTP$+$1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$was$incubated$at$22oC$for$5$min$before$
ultracentrifugation.$The$ resulting$supernatant$ (S)$and$pellet$ (P)$ fractions$were$analysed$by$
SDSQPAGE.$ (D)(Same$ as$ panel$ A$ but$ 1.0$mM$CTPɣS$ was$ used$ instead.$ (E)(Other$ Noc$
variants,$Noc$ (R89A),$Noc$ (N121S),$ and$NocN∆10,$were$also$analysed$ in$a$ liposome$coQ
sedimentation$assay.$(F)(Caulobacter,crescentus$ParB$does$not$coQsediment$with$liposomes$
in$any$tested$conditions.$A$premix$of$0.75$µM$C.,crescentus$ParB$protein$±$1.0$µM$22Qbp$linear$
parS/NBS$DNA$±$1.0$mM$CTP$±$1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$was$incubated$at$22oC$for$5$min$before$
ultracentrifugation.$The$ resulting$supernatant$ (S)$and$pellet$ (P)$ fractions$were$analysed$by$
SDSQPAGE.(
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binding$Noc$in$the$vicinity$of$NBS$to$collectively$enhance$its$affinity$for$ the$cell$membrane.$

Supporting$this$proposition,$the$short$length$of$a$22Qbp$NBS$DNA$duplex$means$that$only$a$

dimer$of$Noc$or$NocQCTP$complex$can$occupy$the$DNA$at$a$time.$Furthermore,$nearly$all$of$

the$ 22Qbp$ NBS$ DNA$ was$ present$ in$ the$ supernatant$ (instead$ of$ in$ the$ pellet)$ after$

centrifugation$ (Fig.$6.9A),$most$ likely$because$NocQCTP$clamps$ rapidly$escaped$ the$open$

linear$NBS$DNA,$further$arguing$that$individual$NocQCTP$possesses$a$substantial$membraneQ

binding$capability.$$

$

Next,$I$observed$that$the$addition$of$CTPɣS$alone$caused$~35%$of$Noc$to$associate$with$the$

pelleted$vesicles$(lanes$5Q6,$Fig.$6.9D).$The$vesicleQbound$fraction$further$increased$to$~45%$

when$both$CTPɣS$and$a$22Qbp$NBS$DNA$were$present$(lanes$7Q8,$Fig.$6.9D).$I$infer$that$CTP$

binding,$but$not$hydrolysis,$is$required$for$the$ in,vitro$NocQliposomes$interaction.$Consistent$

with$the$requirement$of$CTP$binding$for$membraneQbinding$activity,$the$Noc$(R89A)$and$Noc$

(N121S)$ variants$ which$ do$ not$ bind$ CTP$ or$ bind$ CTP$ weakly$ failed$ to$ coQsediment$ with$

liposomes$even$when$CTP$and$NBS$were$included$(lanes$3Q4$and$5Q6,$Fig.$6.10E).$The$NQ

terminal$ amphipathic$ helix$ was$ previously$ shown$ in, vivo$ to$ be$ the$ membraneQtargeting$

determinant$of$B.,subtilis$Noc.$Here,$I$also$confirmed$ that$a$purified$NocN∆10$ lacking$ this$

amphipathic$ helix$ was$ unable$ to$ coQsediment$ with$ liposomes$ in, vitro$ regardless$ of$ the$

presence$or$absence$of$CTP$or$NBS$DNA$(lanes$7Q8,$Fig.$6.9E).$Lastly,$ in$another$control$

experiment,$C., crescentus$ParB,$which$binds$CTP$but$ not$ the$ cell$membrane,$did$not$ coQ

sediment$with$liposomes$in$the$presence$of$CTP$±$parS$or$NBS$DNA$(Fig.$6.9F)$(Jalal$et$al.,$

2020a^$Lim$et$al.,$2014^$Toro$et$al.,$2008).$$$$

(
6.6(Noc(recruits(NBS(plasmid(to(liposomes(in(the(presence(of(CTP(
Next$ I$ wondered$ if$ the$ NocQdependent$ recruitment$ of$ DNA$ to$ the$ membrane$ can$ be$

biochemically$ reconstituted.$ To$ this$ end,$ I$ assembled$ a$ reaction$ containing$ purified$ Noc,$

liposomes,$CTP,$and$a$~5Qkb$circular$NBSQharbouring$plasmid$before$ultracentrifugation$(Fig.$

6.10).$ Unlike$ the$ 22Qbp$NBS$ DNA,$ the$NBS$ plasmid$ is$ topologically$ closed$ and$ therefore$

should$not$be$able$to$escape$entrapment$by$NocQCTP$clamps.$Unfortunately,$owing$to$its$high$

molecular$ weight,$ ~45$ to$ 55%$ of$ the$ circular$ plasmid$ sedimented$ independently$ of$ the$

liposomes$(lanes$5Q6$of$Fig.$6.10A,$and$lanes$1Q4$of$Fig.$6.10B).$Nevertheless,$in$the$presence$

of$liposomes$and$CTP,$the$NBS$plasmid$completely$coQsedimented$with$Noc$(lanes$11Q12$of$

Fig.$6.10A),$demonstrating$that$Noc$can$recruit$plasmid$DNA$to$liposomes$in$the$presence$of$

CTP.$ The$ pellet/supernatant$ distribution$ of$ a$ control$ plasmid$ with$ no$NBS$ (“empty”)$ was$

unaffected$by$the$presence$of$Noc$and$CTP,$and$only$~2%$of$Noc$was$found$in$the$pellet$

(lanes$9Q10$of$Fig.$6.10A).$Next,$in$an$attempt$to$minimize$the$sedimentation$of$a$plasmid$by$

itself,$I$performed$a$vesicle$flotation$assay$in$which$liposomes$and$associating$protein/DNA$
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Figure(6.10(Noc(recruits(NBS(plasmid(to(liposomes(in(the(presence(of(CTP.((A)(Analysis$
of$ B., subtilis$ Noc$ binding$ to$ membranes$ and$ the$ recruitment$ of$ plasmid$ DNA$ to$ the$
membranes$ by$ a$ liposome$ coQsedimentation$ assay.$ A$ premix$ of$ 0.75$ µM$B., subtilis$ Noc$
protein$±$100$nM$5Qkb$plasmid$DNA$±$1.0$mM$CTP$±$1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$was$incubated$at$
22oC$ for$ 5$min$ before$ ultracentrifugation.$ Either$ an$ empty$ plasmid$ or$ an$NBSQharbouring$
plasmid$was$employed$ in$ this$assay.$The$ resulting$supernatant$ (S)$and$pellet$ (P)$ fractions$
were$analysed$by$SDSQPAGE.$Samples$were$also$loaded$onto$a$1%$agarose$gel,$and$was$
subsequently$stained$with$Sybr$Green$for$DNA.$Quantification$of$Noc$or$DNA$in$each$fraction$
is$shown$below$each$representative$image.$Error$bars$represent$SEM$from$three$replicates.$
(B)$Similar$to$panel$A,$a$premix$of$100$nM$NBS$plasmid$±$0.75$µM$Noc$±$1.0$mM$CTP$±$1.0$
mg/mL$ liposomes$was$ first$ assembled$and$ incubated$ at$ 22oC$ for$ 5$min.$However,$ before$
ultracentrifugation,$a$nonQspecific$DNA$nuclease$(Benzonase)$was$either$added$or$omitted$
from$ the$ samples,$ as$ indicated.$ (C)$ Other$ Noc$ variants,$ Noc$ (R89A),$ Noc$ (N121S),$ and$
NocN∆10,$were$also$analysed$in$a$liposome$coQsedimentation$assay.$Benzonase$was$either$
added$or$omitted,$as$indicated,$before$ultracentrifugation.$
(
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Figure( 6.11( Liposome( flotation( assays( shows( Noc( can( recruit( NBS( plasmid( to(
membrane( in( the( presence( of( CTP.( (A)( The$ principle$ of$ a$ liposome$ flotation$ assay.$
Liposomes$±$purified$Noc$±$CTP$±$NBS$plasmid$were$incubated$in$a$30%$sucrose$binding$
buffer.$ Buffer$ only$ with$ 25%$ sucrose$ and$ 0%$ sucrose$ were$ subsequently$ layered$ on$ top$

sequentially.$After$ultracentrifugation,$ liposomes$and$associated$protein/DNA$migrate$along$

the$sucrose$gradient$i.e.$floating$to$the$upper$most$fractions.$Three$equal$fractions$(bottom,$

middle,$and$top)$were$drawn$out$sequentially$using$a$Hamilton$syringe,$and$their$protein$and$

DNA$contents$were$analysed.$(B)$Control$experiments:$liposome$flotation$assays$in$which$one$
component,$either$Noc$protein,$a$5Qkb$plasmid$DNA,$CTP,$or$ liposomes,$was$omitted.$ (C)(
Analysis$ of$B., subtilis$ Noc$binding$ to$membranes$ and$ the$ recruitment$ of$ plasmid$DNA$ to$
membranes$by$a$liposome$flotation$assay.$A$premix$of$0.75$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$±$100$nM$5Qkb$
plasmid$DNA$±$1.0$mM$CTP$±$1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$was$incubated$at$22oC$for$5$min$before$

ultracentrifugation.$Either$an$empty$plasmid$or$an$NBSQharbouring$plasmid$were$employed$in$
this$assay.$The$resulting$fractions$(Bottom$B,$Middle$M,$and$Top$T)$were$analysed$by$SDSQ

PAGE.$Samples$were$also$loaded$onto$a$1%$agarose$gel$and$was$subsequently$stained$with$

Sybr$Green$ for$DNA.$Quantification$of$Noc$or$DNA$ in$each$ fraction$ is$ shown$below$each$

representative$image.$Error$bars$represent$SEM$from$three$replicates.$(D)$Other$Noc$variants,$
Noc$(R89A),$Noc$(N121S),$and$NocN∆10,$were$also$analysed$in$a$liposome$flotation$assay.$

A$premix$of$0.75$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$protein$(WT$or$mutants)$+$100$nM$NBS$plasmid$+$1.0$mM$
CTP$+$1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$was$ultracentrifuges,$and$the$resulting$fractions$were$analysed$

for$protein$and$DNA$contents.$
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migrate$up$a$sucrose$gradient$ to$ the$topmost$ faction$ rather$ than$down$ into$ the$pellet$ (Fig.$

6.11A).$Despite$ the$basal$ level$ of$ ~20%$ total$NBS$ plasmid$ in$ the$ top$ fraction$even$when$

liposomes$were$omitted$(lane$3$of$Fig.$6.11B),$I$again$observed$~80%$of$total$NBS$plasmid$

being$recruited$to$the$liposomes$when$purified$Noc$and$CTP$were$also$present$(lane$12$of$

Fig.$6.11C).$In$light$of$the$above$results,$I$wondered$if$the$role$of$NBS$was$to$stimulate$the$

membraneQbinding$ activity$ of$ NocQCTP.$ To$ test$ this$ possibility,$ I$ first$ assembled$ a$ coQ

sedimentation$reaction$as$described$above.$Subsequently,$Benzonase$was$added$to$eliminate$

NBS$ plasmid$ before$ ultracentrifugation$ (lanes$ 7Q8$ of$ Fig.$ 6.10B).$ The$ nuclease$ treatment$

eliminated$ intact$NBS$plasmid$from$both$ the$supernatant$and$ the$pellet$ fractions,$however$

~65%$of$the$total$amount$of$Noc$still$remained$coQsedimented$to$the$pellet$in$comparison$to$

~80%$when$nuclease$was$omitted$(lanes$7Q8$vs.$lanes$5Q6$of$Fig.$6.10B).$In$parallel,$I$tested$

spreadingQdefective$ Noc$ (R89A)$ and$ Noc$ (N121S),$ and$ a$ membraneQbindingQdefective$

NocN∆10$for$their$ability$to$recruit$NBS$plasmid$to$liposomes$in$a$coQsedimentation$assay$(Fig.$

6.10C)$as$well$as$in$a$flotation$assay$(Fig.$6.11D).$Consistent$with$previous$and$the$above$in,

vivo$data,$these$mutants$could$not$recruit$DNA$to$the$pellet$fraction$beyond$the$basal$level$

(Fig.$6.10C$and$Fig.$6.11D)$(Adams$et$al.,$2015).$Altogether,$these$results$suggest$that$the$

NBS, specifically$ activates$ the$membraneQbinding$ activity$ of$ Noc$ in$ the$ presence$ of$ CTP,$

thereby$recruiting$NocQDNA$complexes$to$the$membrane.$$$$

(
6.7(The(association(of(Noc4NBS(DNA(with(liposomes(is(reversible(
Once$the$membraneQassociated$NocQDNA$nucleoprotein$complexes$form,$can$this$process$

be$ reversed?$ To$ investigate,$ I$ employed$ a$ buffer$ supplemented$ with$ EDTA$ to$ sequester$

coordinated$Mg2+$cation$to$disrupt$CTP$binding$from$the$preformed$liposomeQbound$NocQDNA$

complexes$(Fig.$6.12).$In$this$experiment,$the$pellet$containing$preformed$liposomesQbound$

NocQDNA$complexes$(lanes$2$or$4$of$Fig.$6.12)$was$either$resuspended$in$EDTAQminus$or$

EDTAQplus$buffer$before$being$ultracentrifuged$again.$After$the$second$round$of$centrifugation,$

both$the$pellet$and$the$supernatant$fractions$were$analysed$for$the$presence$of$protein$and$

DNA$(lanes$5Q8$of$Fig.$6.12).$I$observed$that$while$nearly$all$NBS$plasmid$remained$in$the$

pellet$ when$an$EDTAQminus$ buffer$was$used$ (lane$ 6$ of$ Fig.$ 6.12),$ ~38%$of$ total$ plasmid$

returned$ to$ the$ supernatant$ in$ the$presence$of$EDTA$ (lane$ 7$ of$ Fig.$ 6.12).$ These$ results$

demonstrate$ that$ the$ membraneQbinding$ activity$ of$ Noc$ can$ be$ reversed$ and$ suggest$ a$

possible$ inhibitory$mechanism$ that$ keeps$apoQNoc$ in$ the$membrane$ inactive$mode$ in$ the$

absence$of$CTP.$$$$$$$$

$
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Figure(6.12(The(association(of(Noc4NBS(DNA(with(liposomes(is(reversible.$A$premix$of$
0.75$µM$B.,subtilis$Noc$protein$+$100$nM$NBS$plasmid$+$1.0$mM$CTP$+$1.0$mg/mL$liposomes$
was$ultracentrifuges,$and$the$resulting$fractions$were$analysed$for$protein$and$DNA$contents$
(lanes$1Q2$and$3Q4).$The$resulting$pellet$(lanes$2$and$4)$were$subsequently$resuspended$in$
either$a$binding$buffer$(Q$EDTA$+$1$mM$MgCl2)$or$in$a$stripping$buffer$(+$10$mM$EDTA$Q$MgCl2).$
The$resuspensions$were$ultracentrifuged$for$the$second$time,$and$the$resulting$fractions$were$
analysed$for$protein$and$DNA$contents$(lanes$5Q6$and$7Q8).$$$(
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6.8(Crystal(structure(of(G.!thermoleovorans(Noc∆CTD(shows(the(membrane4targeting(
amphipathic(helix(in(an(autoinhibitory(conformation((
To$gain$further$insights$into$the$membrane$inactive$state,$I$sought$to$solve$a$crystal$structure$

of$Noc.$I$could$not$obtain$high$quality$crystals$of$B.,subtilis$Noc$either$in$fullQlength$or$truncated$

forms$despite$extensive$effort.$However,$I$could$grow$crystals$and$collect$diffraction$data$for$

a$ CQterminal$ domain$ truncated$ apoQNoc$ (Noc∆CTD)$ from$ a$ thermophilic$ bacterium,$

Geobacillus,thermoleovorans,$to$2.5$Å$resolution.$B.,subtilis$Noc$and$G.,thermoleovorans$Noc$

share$72%$sequence$identity$(Fig.$6.13).$The$structure$was$solved$by$ iodine$SAD$phasing$

since$ no$ other$ Noc$ protein$ family$ structure$ was$ available$ as$ a$ template$ for$ molecular$

replacement.$The$XQray$crystallographic$data$are$summarised$in$Table$6.1.$The$asymmetric$

unit$contains$two$similar$copies$of$apoQNoc$(RMSD$=$0.9$Å)$(Fig.$6.14A),$hence$I$used$the$

more$complete$subunit$for$all$further$analysis.$

$

Each$Noc∆CTD$subunit$contains$an$NQterminal$domain$(NTD)$(helices$α1Qα6)$and$an$NBSQ

specific$DNAQbinding$domain$(DBD)$(helices$α7Qα12)$(Fig.$6.14B)$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020b^$Wu$et$

al.,$2009).$Each$G.,thermoleovorans,Noc∆CTD$subunit$is$composed$of$an$NTD$(helixes$and$

sheets)$with$the$amphipathic$helix$and$the$CTP$interacting$motif$being$formed$by$helixes$α1$

and$ α4$ respectively,$ and$ the$DBD$ (helixes),$ where$ the$ helixQturnQhelix$motif$ is$ formed$ by$

helixes$α7$and$α8$(Fig.$6.14B).$The$secondary$structure$of$the$G.,thermoleovorans,Noc∆CTD$

is$composed$of$12$αQhelix$and$4$βQpleated$sheets,$with$the$NTD$consisting$of$three$αQhelixes$

(α1Qα5)$and$four$βQpleatedQsheets$(β1Qβ4),$while$the$last$seven$helices$(α6Qα12)$make$up$the$

DBD$of$G.,thermoleovorans,Noc.$In$the$NTD,$a$short$linker$connects$the$amphipathic$helix,$

α1$ (5Q11)$with$α2$ (13Q21),$which$ is$ then$ followed$by$a$ long$flexible$ loop$ (flexible$arm)$ that$

connects$to$β1(27Q31).$A$long$linker$then$connects$β1$to$α3$(49Q63),$which$is$then$followed$by$

region$containing$β2$(68Q73),$β3$(77Q82),$α4$(84Q89)$and$β4$(97Q102),$with$the$CTP$interacting$

motif$being$ in$α4.$The$remaining$NTD$is$composed$of$α5$(107Q121)$which$connects$to$the$

remaining$helixes$ that$ forms$ the$DBD$of$G., thermoleovorans,Noc∆CTD.$The$DBD$ is$ then$

followed$by$α6$(126Q140)$which$links$to$α7$(144Q151)$and$α8$(155Q165)$that$forms$the$helixQ

turnQhelix$motif.$α8$then$links$to$the$remaining$helixes$which$pack$to$form$a$compact$bundle$

in$ the$ structure,$ whereby$ helixes$ α9$ (169Q177)$ and$ α11$ (190Q207)$ are$ positioned$ across$

helixes$α10$(182Q191)$and$α12$(211Q223)$(Fig.$6.14B).(
$
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(
Figure( 6.13( A( sequence( alignment( between( B.! subtilis( Noc( and( its( homologue(G.!
thermoleovorans!Noc.$The$conserved$arginineQrich$patch$that$mediates$CTP$binding$in$B.,
subtilis$ParB$is$shown$in$the$solid$box.$The$sequences$of$amphipathic$helix$α1,$helix$α2,$and$
the$α2Qβ1$connecting$loop$are$also$indicated$on$the$sequence$alignment.$$
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Figure(6.14( The( crystal( structure( of(Geobacillus! thermoleovorans( Noc∆CTD( (A)$ The$
asymmetric$unit$of$G.,thermoleovorans$Noc∆CTD$contains$two$copies$of$Noc∆CTD$monomers$
(left$panel).$Chains$A$and$B$are$structurally$similar,$RMSD$=$0.96$Å$(right$panel)$((B)(Crystal$
structure$of$a$G.,thermoleovorans$Noc∆CTD(monomer$(grey)$with$an$NQterminal$amphipathic$
helix$α1$(magenta)$and$helix$α2$(pink).$Helix$α2$is$connected$to$the$main$NQterminal$domain$
(NTD)$ via$an$eight$aminoQacid$ loop.$The$dashed$ line$demarcates$ the$NTD$ from$ the$DNAQ
binding$domain$ (DBD).$Helix$α8$at$ the$DBD$ is$ the$ recognition$helix$ that$contributes$ to$ the$
specific$recognition$of$the$NBS$site.$$
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(
Figure(6.15$The(membrane4targeting(amphipathic(helix(α1.$A$helical$wheel$representation$
of$the$10Qamino$acid$at$the$NQterminus$of$G.,thermoleovorans$Noc.$While$the$first$five$amino$
acids$were$unresolved$in$the$Noc∆CTD$crystal$structure,$the$next$five$amino$acids$adopt$a$310$
helical$conformation$with$distinct$polar$and$hydrophobic$sides.$
$
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Figure( 6.16( Crystal( structure( of(Geobacillus! thermoleovorans( Noc∆CTD( shows( the(
membrane4targeting(amphipathic(helix(in(an(autoinhibitory(conformation.((A4B)$Helices$
α1$(magenta)$and$α2$(pink)$pack$themselves$into$the$core$NQterminal$domain$(grey).$Hydrogen$
bonds$are$shown$as$dashed$lines,$water$molecules$are$also$shown.$$$$$$$
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The$primary$dimerisation$domain$at$the$CQterminal$side$of$Noc$was$truncated$in$Noc∆CTD,$

hence$is$not$present$in$this$structure.$Most$notably,$electron$density$for$five$out$of$10$AA$at$

the$membraneQtargeting$helix$α1$are$visible$and$adopt$a$310$helical$conformation$(Fig.$6.15).$

From$ the$ structure,$ it$ is$ apparent$ that$ the$membraneQtargeting$ sequence$of$Noc$ is$ indeed$

amphipathic,$with$distinct$polar$and$hydrophobic$faces$(Fig.$6.15).$The$amphipathic$helix$α1$

is$immediately$followed$by$helix$α2$and$subsequently$by$an$8QAA$α2Qβ1$loop$that$precedes$

the$main$NTD$(Fig.$6.15).$By$sequence$comparison$with$a$canonical$ParB,$the$main$NTD$(β1Q

α6)$of$Noc$contains$the$CTPQbinding$motifs,$while$the$amphipathic$α1,$α2,$and$the$α2Qβ1$loop$

are$specific$to$Noc$protein$family$(Fig.$6.13)$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$I$noted$that$the$hydrophobic$

face$of$the$amphipathic$α1$helix$is$buried$towards$α5$and$α7$at$the$core$of$Noc$(Fig.$6.16AQ

B),$thus$is$unexposed$and$unlikely$to$be$available$for$membrane$interaction.$Specifically,$the$

side$ chain$ of$ S6$ hydrogen$ bonds$ with$ the$ side$ chain$ of$ R150,$ and$ the$ side$ chain$ of$ R7$

hydrogen$bonds$with$the$main$chain$oxygen$of$N104$(Fig.$6.16A).$Additionally,$the$main$chain$

oxygen$of$S10$hydrogen$bonds$with$the$side$chain$of$Q16,$and$lastly,$the$main$chain$oxygen$

of$F11$hydrogen$bonds$with$the$side$chain$of$Q120$(Fig.$6.16A).$Sidechains$of$F9$and$F11$

also$interact$hydrophobically$with$side$chains$of$I116$and$I81,$respectively$(Fig.$6.16A).$These$

interactions$ thus$bury$α1$ in$a$potential$autoinhibitory$conformation.$I$ further$noted$ that$α2,$

which$does$not$target$the$membrane$per,se$but$ is$conserved$in$Noc$homologs$(Fig.$6.13),$

also$ contributes$ to$ holding$ α1$ in$ the$ repressed$ state$ (Fig.$ 6.16B)$ (Adams$ et$ al.,$ 2015).$

Specifically,$the$side$chains$of$both$E13$and$Q16$form$waterQmediated$networks$with$the$side$

chains$of$I65,$R86,$and$K103,$while$the$side$chain$of$E20$forms$a$hydrogen$bond$with$Q66$

(Fig.$6.16B).$Overall,$our$apoQNoc∆CTD$structure$suggests$a$repressed$state$that$might$keep$

Noc$in$the$membrane$inactive$state$in$the$absence$of$CTP.$$

(
6.9(Crystal(structure(of(the(G.!thermoleovorans(NocN∆26∆CTD(variant(is(incompatible(
with(an(autoinhibitory(conformation(of(the(amphipathic(helix((
Next,$I$attempted$to$obtain$a$coQcrystal$structure$of$Noc$in$complex$with$nucleotides.$In$the$

presence$of$CTPɣS,$we$were$able$to$grow$and$collect$2.95$Å$diffraction$data$for$a$crystal$of$a$

G., thermoleovorans$ NocN∆26∆CTD$ variant,$ which$ lacks$ both$ the$ NQterminal$ membraneQ

targeting$helix$and$the$CQterminal$domain.$The$XQray$crystallographic$data$are$summarised$in$

Table$ 6.1.$ After$ solving$ its$ structure,$ it$ is$ apparent$ that$ NocN∆26∆CTD$ has$ adopted$ an$

alternative$ conformation$ to$ that$ of$ Noc∆CTD$ (Fig.$ 6.17AQB,$ 6.18AQC).$ This$ alternative$

conformation$of$Noc∆N26∆CTD$is$compatible$with$homodimer$formation,$giving$an$interfacial$

area$of$~2700$Å2$(as$evaluated$with$jsPISA)$(Krissinel,$2015),$which$resembles$that$observed$

for$a$coQcrystal$structure$of$B.,subtilis$ParB∆CTD$with$bound$cytidine$diphosphate$(CDP)$(Fig.$

6.19A)$and$my$C.,crescentus,ParB∆CTDQ$CTPɣS$coQcrystal$structure$(RMSD$=$2.6$Å$)$(Fig.$

6.19B)$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$However,$there$was$no$clear$electron$density$for$a$bound$nucleotide$$
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(
Figure(6.17(The(crystal(structure(of(the(G.!thermoleovorans(NocN∆26∆CTD$(A)(Crystal$
structure$ of( G., thermoleovorans$ Noc∆CTD$ (same$ as$ Fig.$ 6A)$ with$ helices$ α5$ and$ α6$
highlighted$ in$ blue.$ The$ amphipathic$ helix$ α1$ and$ α2$ are$ shown$ in$ magenta$ and$ pink,$

respectively.$(B)$Crystal$structure$of$a$G.,thermoleovorans$NocN∆26∆CTD$variant$that$lacks$
both$the$CQterminal$domain$(CTD)$and$helices$α1$and$α2$(dashed$boxes).$Helices$α5$and$α6$

are$shown$in$blue.$(C)$A$dimer$of$G.,thermoleovorans$NocN∆26∆CTD$that$selfQdimerizes$at$
the$NQterminal$domain$(NTD).$Helices$α5$and$α6$in$one$of$the$subunits$are$shown$in$blue.$
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Figure 7. The conformation of Noc in the crystal structure of G. thermoleovorans 
NocN¨26¨CTD is incompatible with an autoinhibitory state of the amphipathic helix. (A) 
Crystal structure of G. thermoleovorans Noc CTD (same as Fig. A) with helices α  and α  

highlighted in blue. The amphipathic helix α1 and α  are shown in magenta and pink, respectively. 

(B) Crystal structure of a G. thermoleovorans NocN CTD variant that lacks both the C-terminal 

domain (CTD) and helices α1 and α  (dashed boxes). Helices α  and α  are shown in blue. (C) A 

dimer of G. thermoleovorans NocN CTD that self-dimerizes at the N-terminal domain (NTD). 

Helices α  and α  in one of the subunits are shown in blue. (D) A superimposition at the NTDs of 

Noc CTD monomer (grey) and NocN CTD dimer (green and light blue) shows a severe clash 

(arrows) between α1 (magenta), α  (pink) and the opposite subunit of NocN CTD (light blue). 
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(
Figure(6.18(The(conformation(of(Noc( in( the(crystal( structure(of(G.! thermoleovorans(
NocN∆26∆CTD(is(incompatible(with(an(autoinhibitory(state(of(the(amphipathic(helix.((A)$
A$ superimposition$ at$ the$ NQterminal$ domains$ of$ a$ Noc∆CTD$ monomer$ (grey)$ and$ a$
NocN∆26∆CTD$ monomer$ (green).$ The$ amphipathic$ helix$ α1$ and$ helix$ α2$ are$ shown$ in$
magenta$and$pink,$respectively.$(B)$Same$as$panel$B,$but$only$the$NQterminal$domain$(NTD)$
is$ shown$ for$ clarity.$ (C)(A$superimposition$at$ the$NTDs$of$Noc∆CTD$monomer$ (grey)$and$
NocN∆26∆CTD$ dimer$ (green$ and$ light$ blue)$ shows$ a$ severe$ clash$ (arrows)$ between$ α1$
(magenta),$α2$(pink)$and$the$opposite$subunit$of$NocN∆26∆CTD$(light$blue).$
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Figure 3. Structural comparisons of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex to other ParB family 
members. (A) Structures of two adjacent symmetry complexes of Helicobacter pylori (upper panel) and 
Caulobacter crescentus Ct-ParB-parS (lower panel). In the Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex, ParB 
adopts an open conformation in which its NTD projects outwards to contact a neighboring monomer. 
However, no such interaction was seen between the NTD of the two adjacent Caulobacter ParB 
monomers. (B) A side-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C (light blue), 
chain D (dark green), and Helicobacter Ct-ParB (golden) shows the three distinct orientations of the NTD 
(see also Fig. S3). (C) A top-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C, chain 
D, and Helicobacter Ct-ParB. The dashed box shows the flexible loop (elbow) that connects helix α3 and 
sheet β4 together. The conservation of amino acids at the flexible elbow is presented as sequence logos. 
Amino acids are colored based on their chemical properties (GSTYC: polar; QN: neutral; KRH: basic; 
DE: acidic; and AVLIPWFM: hydrophobic). (D) Superimposition of Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain D (dark 
green) and Thermus Ct-ParB chain C (pink) shows the two different conformations of the N-terminal-
most peptide (dashed dark green and pink lines). 
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Figure 3. Structural comparisons of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex to other ParB family 
members. (A) Structures of two adjacent symmetry complexes of Helicobacter pylori (upper panel) and 
Caulobacter crescentus Ct-ParB-parS (lower panel). In the Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex, ParB 
adopts an open conformation in which its NTD projects outwards to contact a neighboring monomer. 
However, no such interaction was seen between the NTD of the two adjacent Caulobacter ParB 
monomers. (B) A side-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C (light blue), 
chain D (dark green), and Helicobacter Ct-ParB (golden) shows the three distinct orientations of the NTD 
(see also Fig. S3). (C) A top-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C, chain 
D, and Helicobacter Ct-ParB. The dashed box shows the flexible loop (elbow) that connects helix α3 and 
sheet β4 together. The conservation of amino acids at the flexible elbow is presented as sequence logos. 
Amino acids are colored based on their chemical properties (GSTYC: polar; QN: neutral; KRH: basic; 
DE: acidic; and AVLIPWFM: hydrophobic). (D) Superimposition of Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain D (dark 
green) and Thermus Ct-ParB chain C (pink) shows the two different conformations of the N-terminal-
most peptide (dashed dark green and pink lines). 

B.,subtilis,Noc∆26N∆CTD$
 
C.,crescentus,ParB∆CTDQCTPɣS$
 

RMSD$=$2.6$Å$$
 

B(
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Figure(6.19(The(conformation(of(G.!thermoleovorans(NocN∆26∆CTD(is(similar(to(that(of(
a( nucleotide4bound( B.! subtilis( ParB∆CTD( and( C.! crescentus( ParB∆CTD( (A)$
Superimposition$ between$ a$ G., thermoleovorans$ NocN∆26∆CTD$ dimer$ (green)$ and$ a$ B.,
subtilis,ParB∆CTDQCDP$dimer$ (magenta).$CDP$molecules$are$ shown$ in$magenta$and$ the$
sulphate$ anion$ is$ shown$ in$ green.$ (B)( Superimposition$ between$ a$ G., thermoleovorans$
NocN∆26∆CTD$dimer$(green)$and$a$C.,crescentus,ParB∆CTDQCTPɣS$dimer$(yellow).$CDP$
molecules$are$shown$in$magenta$and$the$sulphate$anion$is$shown$in$green.(
$
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$

Structure(
G.!thermoleovorans!

Noc!CTD(4(iodide(
G.!thermoleovorans!

Noc!CTD(4(native!
G.!thermoleovorans!

NocN!26!CTD!
Data,collection, $ $ $

$
Diamond$ Light$ Source$
beamline$

I04$
I04Q1$ I04$

$ Wavelength$(Å)$ 1.800$ 0.912$ 0.980$

$ Detector$ Eiger2$XE$16M$ Pilatus$6MQF$ Eiger2$XE$16M$

$ Resolution$range$(Å)$
96.61$–$3.40$(3.67$

–$3.40)$

84.89$ –$ 2.50$

(2.60$–$2.50)$

37.44$ –$ 2.95$ (3.13$ –$

2.95)$

$ Space$Group$ P213$ P213$ C2221$

$ Cell$parameters$(Å/°)$ a$=$b$=$c$=$136.6$ a$=$b$=$c$=$146.8$
a$=$105.1,$b$=$106.6,$c$
=$42.2,

$
Total$ no.$ of$ measured$

intensities$
2147484$(426036)$

1458851$

(163435)$

66966$(10641)$

$ Unique$reflections$ 11990$(2445)$ 36704$(4119)$ 5285$(835)$

$ Multiplicity$ 179.1$(174.2)$ 39.7$(39.7)$ 12.6$(12.0)$

$ Mean$I/"(I)$ 15.9$(3.3)$ 28.5$(1.8)$ 5.5$(1.5)$

$ Completeness$(%)$ 100.0$(100.0)$ 100.0$(100.0)$ 100.0$(100.0)$

, Rmergea$ 0.500$(3.392)$ 0.091$(2.654)$ 0.281$(1.343)$

, Rmeasb$ 0.501$(3.402)$ 0.093$(2.688)$ 0.293$(1.399)$

, CC½c$ 0.999$(0.894)$ 1.000$(0.670)$ 0.997$(0.885)$

$ Wilson$B$value$(Å2)$ 88.7$ 68.0$ 38.2$

Refinement, $ $ $

$ Resolution$range$(Å)$ Q$
84.89$ –$ 2.50$
(2.57$–$2.50)$

37.44$ –$ 2.95$ (3.03$ –$
2.95)$

$ Reflections:$working/freed$ Q$ 34843/1794$ 4752/522$

$ Rworke$ Q$ 0.210$(0.328)$ 0.267$(0.438)$

$ Rfreee, Q$ 0.240$(0.386)$ 0.288$(0.443)$

$

Ramachandran$plot:$$

favoured/allowed/disallowedf$

(%)$

Q$ 98.1/1.9/0.0$ 98.0/2.0/0.0$

$
R.m.s.$ bond$ distance$
deviation$(Å)$

Q$
0.010$ 0.007$

$
R.m.s.$bond$angle$deviation$

(°)$$
Q$

1.55$ 1.33$

$

Mean$ B$ factors:$

protein/sulfate/water/$

overall$(Å2)$

Q$ 85/118/71/86$ 74/70/0/74$

PDB(accession(code( ( 7NFU( 7NG0(
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Values$in$parentheses$are$for$the$outer$resolution$shell.$a$Rmerge$=$∑hkl,∑i,|Ii(hkl),−$�I(hkl)
�|/$∑hkl,∑iIi(hkl).$$

b$Rmeas$=$∑hkl,[N/(N,−$1)]1/2$×$∑i,|Ii(hkl),−$�I(hkl)�|/$∑hkl,∑iIi(hkl),$where$Ii(hkl),is$the$ith$
observation$of$reflection$hkl,$�I(hkl)�$is$the$weighted$average$intensity$for$all$observations$i,
of$reflection$hkl,and$N,is$the$number$of$observations$of$reflection$hkl.$$

c$CC1~2$ is$the$correlation$coefficient$between$symmetry$equivalent$ intensities$from$random$
halves$of$the$dataset.$$

d$The$dataset$was$split$ into$ "working"$and$"free"$sets$consisting$of$95$and$5%$of$ the$data$
respectively.$The$free$set$was$not$used$for$refinement.$$

e$The$RQfactors$Rwork$and$Rfree$are$calculated$as$follows:$R,=$∑(|$Fobs$Q$Fcalc$|)/∑|$Fobs$|,$
where$ Fobs$ and$ Fcalc$ are$ the$ observed$ and$ calculated$ structure$ factor$ amplitudes,$
respectively.$$

f$As$calculated$using$MolProbity$(Davis$et$al.,$2007).$$

Table$6.1$$XQray$data$collection$and$processing$statistics$for$the$crystal$structures$of$the$G.,
thermoleovorans$ Noc!CTDQiodide,$ G., thermoleovorans$ Noc!CTDQnative$ and$ G.,
thermoleovorans,NocN!26!CTD.$
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in$our$structure,$instead$a$sulphate$anion$occupies$a$similar$nucleotideQbinding$pocket$to$the$

B.,subtilis$ParBQCDP$structure$(Fig.$6.19AQB)$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$I$further$observed$that$helix$

α5$in$the$Noc∆N26∆CTD$structure$swings$outwards$by$104$degrees$and$no$longer$bundles$

with$helix$α6$from$the$same$subunit$(Fig.$6.18C),$and$that$this$movement$might$drive$the$selfQ

dimerisation$ at$ the$ NQterminal$ domain$ of$ Noc$ i.e.$ the$ NTD$ engagement$ (Fig.$ 6.18C).$ By$

superimposing$ the$ NTDs$ of$ Noc∆CTD$ and$ NocN∆26∆CTD$ (RMSD$ =$ 1.49$Å),$ I$ detected$

severe$clashes$between$α1,$α2,$and$the$opposite$subunit$of$NocN∆26∆CTD$(Fig.$6.18AQC).$

Therefore,$it$is$clear$that$the$autoinhibitory$state$of$α1$and$α2$(as$observed$in$Noc∆CTD)$is$

not$compatible$with$the$alternative$conformation$in$the$NocN∆26∆CTD$structure.$I$speculate$

that$the$amphipathic$helix$α1$and$α2$might$be$liberated$from$its$autoinhibitory$conformation$to$

be$compatible$with$the$NTDQengagement$conformation$in$the$NocN∆26∆CTD$structure.$$

$

6.10(Discussion$
The$nucleoid$occlusion$protein$Noc$increases$cell$division$efficiency$by$directing$the$division$

machinery$ towards$midcell$ either$by$ inhibiting$ FtsZ$ formation$ over$ the$ nucleoid$and/or$ by$

concentrating$FtsZ$in$the$vicinity$of$a$preQexisting$midQcell$ZQring$(Pang$et$al.,$2017^$Rodrigues$

and$Harry,$2012).$The$extensive$NocQmediated$DNAQmembrane$interaction$is$at$the$heart$of$

both$models$for$nucleoid$occlusion$(Adams$et$al.,$2015^$Wu$et$al.,$2009).$In$this$study,$I$show$

that$CTP$regulates$the$nucleoid$occlusion$activity$of$Noc.$I$provide$evidence$that$(i)$CTP$is$

required$ for$Noc$ to$ form$ the$NBSQdependent$nucleoprotein$ complex,$ and$ (ii)$CTP$binding$

switches$Noc$from$a$membraneQinactive$autoQrepressed$state$to$a$membraneQactive$state.$I$

propose$that$the$dual$dependency$of$Noc’s$membraneQbinding$activity$on$NBS$and$CTP$might$

ensure$productive$ recruitment$of$DNA$to$ the$bacterial$cell$membrane$ to$exert$ the$nucleoid$

occlusion$activity$(Fig.$6.20).$It$has$been$estimated$that$the$intracellular$concentrations$of$Noc$

and$CTP$are$~5$µM$and$~1$mM,$respectively$(Buckstein$et$al.,$2008^$Wu$et$al.,$2009).$At$these$

concentrations,$if$the$membraneQbinding$activity$of$Noc$was$solely$dependent$on$CTP,$most$

intracellular$DNAQunbound$Noc$would$be$ in$ the$CTPQbound$state$and$confined$ to$ the$ cell$

membrane,$ thus$ potentially$ limiting$ the$ recruitment$ of$ chromosomal$ DNA$ to$ the$ cell$

membrane.$ I$ therefore$ reason$ that$ the$ NBSQstimulated$ NocQCTP$ interaction$ provides$ a$

mechanism$to$commit$Noc$into$a$pathway$in$which$only$DNAQentrapped$Noc$molecules$are$

able$ to$ associate$ with$ the$ cell$ membrane$ (Fig.$ 6.20).$ Another$ consequence$ of$ coupling$

membrane$activity$to$NBS$binding$is$that$membraneQassociated$nucleoprotein$complexes$are$

spatially$ confined$ near$ the$ vicinity$ of$NBS, sites.$ This$ spatial$ confinement$ is$ important$ for$

directing$division$machinery$formation$towards$midcell$where$the$concentration$of$NBS$sites,$

hence$the$nucleoid$occlusion$activity,$is$lowest$(Wu$et$al.,$2009).$
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(
Figure(6.20(A(model(for(a(CTP4dependent(regulation(of(membrane4binding(activity(of(
Noc.((A)(Noc$binds$specifically$to$NBS,site$to$nucleate$on$DNA.$In$the$apoQ$or$NBSQassociated$
form,$the$amphipathic$helix$(magenta)$adopts$an$autoinhibitory$conformation,$thus$cannot$bind$
to$ the$membrane.$NBSQbinding$ stimulates$Noc$ to$bind$CTP$ (orange).$Concomitantly,$CTP$
induces$a$sliding$clamp$conformation$in$Noc$that$can$run$off$open$ends$of$a$linear$22Qbp$NBS,
DNA.$In$this$state,$the$amphipathic$helix$is$likely$liberated$from$the$autoinhibitory$conformation,$
thus$enable$NocQCTP$to$bind$to$the$membrane.$(B)(When$a$circular$NBS,plasmid$with$no$open$
end$was$ employed,$ a$ sliding$ clamp$of$Noc$entraps$ plasmid$DNA$and$ recruit$ DNA$ to$ the$
membrane.$ In$ the$presence$of$CTD,$a$ tripartite$membraneQproteinQDNA$ linkage$ is$ formed.$
CTP$hydrolysis$is$not$required$for$membrane$binding$or$DNA$recruitment$but$might$has$a$role$
in$releasing$Noc$from$DNA$and$the$membrane.$$
$
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Figure 8. A model for a CTP-dependent regulation of membrane-binding activity of Noc. (A) 
Noc binds specifically to NBS site to nucleate on DNA. In the apo- or NBS-associated form, the 
amphipathic helix (magenta) adopts an autoinhibitory conformation, thus cannot bind to the 
membrane. NBS-binding stimulates Noc to bind CTP (orange). Concomitantly, CTP induces a sliding 
clamp conformation in Noc that can run off open ends of a linear 22-bp NBS DNA. In this state, the 
amphipathic helix is likely liberated from the autoinhibitory conformation, thus enable Noc-CTP to 
bind to the membrane. (B) When a circular NBS plasmid with no open end was employed, a sliding 
clamp of Noc entraps plasmid DNA and recruit DNA to the membrane. In the presence of CTD, a 
tripartite membrane-protein-DNA linkage is formed. CTP hydrolysis is not required for membrane 
binding or DNA recruitment but might has a role in releasing Noc from DNA and the membrane. 
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The$ lack$of$a$bound$nucleotide$ in$ the$NocN∆26∆CTD$structure$forbids$me$ from$drawing$a$

conclusion$on$the$role$of$CTP$and$the$possible$conformational$liberation$of$the$amphipathic$

helix$ α1.$ However,$ several$ lines$ of$ evidence$ suggest$ that$ CTP$ might$ favour$ the$ NTDQ

engagement$conformation$as$observed$in$our$NocN∆26∆CTD$structure:$(i)$CTP/CTPɣS$$

promoted$ the$ crosslinking$ between$ symmetrical$ E29C$ residues,$ a$ readout$ for$ NTDQ

engagement$(Fig.$6.5B),$(ii)$the$conformation$of$NocN∆26∆CTD$is$highly$similar$to$that$of$a$

CDPQbound$B.,subtilis$ParB$and$CTPɣSQbound$C.,crescentus,ParB$(Fig.$6.20AQB),$and$(iii)$

CTP/CTPɣS$enables$Noc$(WT)$to$coQsediment$with$liposomes$(Fig.$6.9)$(Chapter$4)$(Soh$et$

al.,$ 2019).$ Altogether,$ it$ is$ not$ unreasonable$ to$ speculate$ that$ the$ CTPQinduced$ NTD$

engagement$might$liberate$the$amphipathic$helix$from$its$autoinhibitory$state$to$interact$with$

the$cell$membrane.$The$8QAA$loop$that$connects$the$amphipathic$helix$to$the$rest$of$Noc$might$

offer$the$flexibility$to$orient$the$amphipathic$helix$parallel$to$the$membrane$plane$for$binding$

(Fig.$6.20).$

$

This$study$also$provides$evidence$that$B.,subtilis$Noc$possesses$CTPase$activity,$but$CTP$

hydrolysis$is$neither$required$for$the$clamp$formation$nor$membrane$association.$What$might$

possibly$the$role$of$CTP$hydrolysis$be?$Similar$to$the$counterpart$ParB,$CTP$hydrolysis$and/or$

the$subsequent$release$of$hydrolytic$products$might$disengage$the$NTD$to$open$the$clamp$to$

release$entrapped$DNA$(Fig.$6.20B)$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020a^$OsorioQValeriano$et$al.,$2019^$Soh$et$

al.,$ 2019).$ Concomitantly,$ Noc$ might$ revert$ to$ the$ membraneQinactive$ state,$ enabling$ its$

extraction$ from$ the$ cell$ membrane.$ Our$ experiment$ that$ employed$ EDTA$ to$ sequester$

coordinated$Mg2+$to$artificially$promote$the$dissociation$of$CTP$from$Noc$supports$the$proposal$

that$membrane$association$ can$be$ reversible$ (Fig.$6.12).$Furthermore,$B., subtilis$Noc$ foci$

associate$with$the$cell$membrane$in$a$transient$manner,$perhaps$suggesting$a$weak$and$fast$

on/off$membrane$interaction$ in,vivo,(Adams$et$al.,$2015).$The$transient$association$with$the$

membrane,$possibly$endowed$by$a$CTP$hydrolysis$event$that$facilitates$the$release$of$Noc,$

might$be$advantageous$for$the$cells$because$a$strong$and$permanent$mode$of$binding$might$

hamper$chromosome$replication$or$damage$DNA.$Supporting$this$view,$fusing$NocN∆10$to$a$

synthetic$ transmembrane$ helix$ led$ to$ broken,$ bisected$ chromosomes$ and$ eventually$

chromosome$segregation$defects$in$many$B.,subtilis$cells$(Adams$et$al.,$2015^$Nyholm$et$al.,$

2007).$$Lastly,$we$noted$that$NocN∆10$binds$CTP$equally/slightly$stronger$than$Noc$(WT)$(Fig.$

1D)$yet$its$CTPase$rate$is$reduced$by$a$half$(Fig.$6.4).$It$is$still$unclear$why$this$is$the$case^$

however,$ we$ speculate$ that$ the$autoinhibitory$ conformation$of$ this$NQterminal$most$ region$

might$ play$ a$ role$ in$ CTP$ binding/hydrolysis.$ Lending$ support$ to$ our$ speculation,$ this$ NQ

terminalQmost$ region$ interacts$ with$ residues$ Q66$ and$ R86$ (apoQNoc∆CTD$ structure,$ Fig.$

6.16B)$whose$equivalent$residues$in$C.,crescentus,and$B.,subtilis$ParB$are$known$to$be$critical$

for$CTP$binding$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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$

ATP$and$GTP$switches$that$control$membrane$activity$are$widespread$in$all$domains$of$life.$

For$example,$ATP$binding$promotes$the$dimerisation$of$MinD$(role$ in$bacterial$cell$division$

site$ selection)$ and$ concomitantly$ increases$ its$ affinity$ for$ the$ cell$ membrane$ (Hu$ and$

Lutkenhaus,$2003^$Hu$et$al.,$2002^$Ramm$et$al.,$2019^$Wu$et$al.,$2011).$MinE,$a$partner$of$

MinD,$ stimulates$ the$ ATPase$ activity$ of$ MinD,$ promoting$ MinD$ dissociation$ from$ the$

membrane.$In$eukaryotes,$both$the$RasQrelated$protein$(Sar)$and$ADPQribosylation$factor$(Arf)$

(role$ in$vesicle$trafficking)$function$as$GTPQdependent$switches,$cycling$between$the$active$

GTPQbound$form$and$the$inactive$GDPQbound$form$(Beck$et$al.,$2008^$Bielli$et$al.,$2005^$Bos$

et$al.,$2007^$Dodonova$et$al.,$2017^$Hanna$et$al.,$2016^$Krauss$et$al.,$2008^$Lee$et$al.,$2005^$

Zhukovsky$et$al.,$2019).$In$the$GDPQbound$form,$the$amphipathic$helix$of$Sar/Arf1$adopts$a$

repressed$ conformation$ by$ burying$ itself$ into$ a$ hydrophobic$ pocket$ (Goldberg,$ 1998^$

Zhukovsky$et$al.,$2019).$The$exchange$of$GDP$for$GTP$induces$conformational$changes$that$

push$the$myristoylated$amphipathic$helix$out$of$the$hydrophobic$pocket,$enabling$membrane$

association$(Goldberg,$1998^$Zhukovsky$et$al.,$2019).$Our$study$provides$evidence$for$a$first$

CTP$switch$ that$ controls$membrane$activity$ (Fig.$ 6.20),$ suggesting$ that$CTP$switches$are$

likely$to$control$more$diverse$functions$in$biology$than$previously$appreciated.$$

$

Taken$together$my$findings$unveils$a$nucleotideQdependent$regulatory$layer,$in$addition$to$the$

previously$ described$ DNAQdependent$ regulation,$ in$ the$ nucleoid$ occlusion$ protein$ Noc$

(Adams$et$al.,$2015).$The$dual$dependency$on$nucleotide$and$DNA$guarantees$a$productive$

formation$of$ the$ tripartite$DNAQproteinQmembrane$superQcomplex$ for$nucleoid$occlusion.$ In$

this$work,$we$also$provide$evidence$for$a$CTP$switch$that$controls$membraneQbinding$activity,$

adding$ the$ control$ of$ membrane$ association$ in$ Noc$ to$ the$ role$ of$ ParBQCTP$ in$ bacterial$

chromosome$segregation.$It$is$likely$that$CTP$switches$are$pervasive$in$biology$but$have$so$

far$been$underappreciated$(Basu$and$Koonin,$2005^$OsorioQValeriano$et$al.,$2019^$Soh$et$al.,$

2019).$ Finally,$ evolution$ is$ replete$ with$ examples$ of$ functional$ domains$ being$ adapted$ to$

diversify$functions$of$proteins.$Gene$encoding$Noc$resulted$from$gene$duplication$and$neoQ

functionalization$from$parB,$our$work$furthers$the$understanding$of$how$CTP$switch$has$been$

adapted$ to$ a$ new$ function,$ hence$ might$ have$ $ implications$ in$ understanding$ biological$

innovations$by$evolution$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020b^$Sievers$et$al.,$2002^$Wu$and$Errington,$2012).$$$$
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Chapter(7:(General(discussion(
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7.1(Evolution(shapes(the(factors(involved(in(bacterial(genomic(maintenance(((
The$maintenance$of$genomic$integrity$is$a$sophisticated$process$that$requires$the$involvement$

of$multiple$biological$factors.$Remarkably,$through$gene$duplication$and$neoPfunctionalisation,$

Nature$has$repurposed$various$proteins$with$novel$functions$to$promote$genomic$maintenance$

(Qian$and$Zhang,$2014).$One$such$example$includes$the$evolutionarily$related$proteins,$ParB$

and$Noc.$The$close$genomic$proximity$and$high$sequence$similarity$between$ParB$and$Noc$

suggests$that$noc$evolved$from$parB$through$a$gene$duplication$event$(Sievers$et$al.,$2002W$

Wu$and$Errington,$2012).$Through$the$loss$of$a$ParAPinteracting$domain$and$the$acquisition$

of$ an$ amphipathic$ helix,$ ParB$ was$ reengineered$ to$ no$ longer$ function$ in$ chromosome$

segregation,$but$rather$in$nucleoid$occlusion$(Adams$et$al.,$2015).$The$mutational$event$that$

resulted$in$the$grafting$of$an$amphipathic$helix$might$have$been$the$evolutionary$mechanism$

that$once$granted$a$novel$function$to$Noc.$However,$the$evolutionary$trajectory$that$replaced$

the$ParAPinteracting$ region$ in$ favour$of$an$amphipathic$helix$ remains$enigmatic.$Recently,$

Knopp$et.$al.$(2019)$generated$a$diverse$library$of$randomised$DNA$sequences$encoding$short$

peptides$in$E.$coli$and$demonstrated$that$the$de$novo$emergence$of$such$peptides$can$confer$

resistance$ towards$ antibiotics$ (Knopp$ et$ al.,$ 2019).$ Using$ a$ similar$ approach,$ it$ may$ be$

possible$ to$ reconstitute$ the$ evolution$ of$ the$ Noc$ amphipathic$ helix$ by$ replacing$ the$ DNA$

sequence$ encoding$ the$ amphipathic$ helix$ with$ one$ that$ would$ encode$ library$ of$ random$

encoding$peptides.$This$diverse$ library$could$ then$be$expressed$ into$a$strain$of$B.$subtilis$

where$a$functional$Noc$is$required$for$cell$viability$(livePorPdead$selection).$Deep$sequencing$

of$ the$ region$ encoding$ the$ amphipathic$ helix$ of$ these$ noc$ variants,$ both$ preP$ and$ postP$

selection,$coupled$with$network$analysis$might$reconstitute$the$evolutionary$paths$that$enabled$

the$grafting$of$the$amphipathic$helix.$$

$

Furthermore,$in$contrast$to$ParB,$Noc$does$not$bind$parS$but$instead$recognizes$a$different$

DNA$substrate,$NBS$(Wu$et$al.,$2009).$NBS$differs$from$parS$by$only$two$bases$yet$Noc$and$

ParB$recognise$them$with$exquisite$specificity$(Chapter$3).$The$difference$in$the$distribution$

of$parS$and$NBS$on$the$chromosome$also$contributes$towards$the$divergence$in$the$roles$of$

ParB$and$Noc$(Livny$et$al.,$2007W$Pang$et$al.,$2017W$Wu$et$al.,$2009).$The$clustering$of$parS$

towards$ the$ ori,$ promotes$ efficient$ DNA$ replication/segregation$ and$ ParBPdependent$

chromosome$anchoring.$Whereas$the$distribution$of$NBS$sites$all$over$the$genome$except$

near$the$ter,$directs$ZPring$assembly$towards$the$midcell$(Wu$et$al.,$2009).$By$combining$XP

ray$ crystallography$ with$ systemic$ mutagenesis$ approaches,$ we$ have$ identified$ that$ the$

recognition$of$ParB$ to$parS$and$Noc$ to$NBS$ is$encoded$by$a$ small$ set$of$ four$ specificity$

definingPresidues$(Chapter$3)$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020b).$Indeed,$a$ParB$protein$harbouring$four$of$

the$specificity$definingPresidues$from$Noc,$no$longer$recognised$parS,$but$prefers$NBS$as$its$

DNA$substrate.$From$comparing$the$coPcrystal$structures$of$the$C.$crescentus$ParB$(DBD)P
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parS$complex$with$the$B.$subtilis$Noc$(DBD)PNBS$complex,$I$demonstrate$the$molecular$basis$

that$enabled$the$diversification$of$DNAPbinding$specificity$between$ParB$and$Noc$(Chapter$3)$

(Jalal$ et$ al.,$ 2020b).$ Indeed,$ a$ combination$ of$ permissive$mutations$ which$ increased$ the$

overall$binding$affinity$of$Noc$ to$the$NBS$site$and$a$series$of$sequence$specific$mutations$

generated$a$ParB$variant$that$specifically$binds$NBS$and$no$longer$recognises$parS.$Later,$

deep$mutational$scanning$of$these$four$residues$reconstituted$the$evolutionary$trajectory$that$

reprogramed$the$DNAPbinding$specificity$of$ParB$to$Noc$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020b),$demonstrating$

permissive$mutations$were$first$introduced$before$specificityPswitching$substitutions$to$change$

the$DNAPbinding$specificity$of$ParB$to$Noc$(Jalal$et$al.,$2020b).$Interestingly,$from$our$systemic$

scanning$ approach,$ we$ demonstrated$ that$ various$ ParBPtoPNoc$ (PtoN)$ variants$ displayed$

promiscuous$ interactions$ with$ their$ cognate$ DNA$ sites.$ Future$ approaches$ to$ better$

understand$the$coPevolution$of$ParB$and$Noc$with$their$respective$DNA$sites$may$involve$the$

generation$ of$ a$ bacterial$ onePhybrid$ library$ with$ each$ PtoN$ variant$ that$ displayed$ a$

promiscuous$interaction.$A$combination$of$biochemical$reconstitutions,$XPray$crystallography$

and$modelling$ approaches$ (molecular$ dynamic$ simulations)$ may$ yet$ reveal$ the$molecular$

basis$ underpinning$ the$ DNAPbinding$ specificity$ mediated$ by$ these$ PtoN$ variants.$

Nevertheless,$ the$ small$number$of$ required$mutations$and$ the$ large$number$of$mutational$

paths$to$reprogram$DNAPbinding$specificity$demonstrates$how$evolvable$the$ParABS$system$

is.$This$ in$combination$with$the$widespread$distribution$of$ the$ParABS$system$over$various$

species$of$bacteria$ illustrates$that$evolution$ likely$repurposed$various$proteins$belonging$to$

the$ParA/ParB$superfamily$to$function$outside$of$chromosome$segregation$(Livny$et$al.,$2007).$$

Outside$of$the$ParB/Noc$protein$family,$other$examples$include$the$existence$of$different$ParA$

homologs$across$various$bacterial$species.$In$Rhodobacter$sphaeroides,$an$orphan$ParAPlike$

protein$ (PpfA)$ uses$ nonPspecific$ nucleoid$ binding$ to$ separate$ cytoplasmic$ clusters$ of$

chemotaxis$ proteins$ (Roberts$ et$ al.,$ 2012).$ Similar$ to$ the$ canonical$ ParABS$ system,$ the$

ATPase$activity$of$PpfA$is$modulated$by$the$N$terminus$of$a$ParB$analogue$(TlpT)$(Roberts$

et$ al.,$ 2012).$ In$C.$ crescentus,$ another$ParA$homologue$ (MipZ)$ coordinates$ chromosome$

segregation$with$cell$division$by$directly$interfering$with$FtsZ$polymerization$(Thanbichler$and$

Shapiro,$2006).$MipZ$binds$DNA$nonPspecifically$ and$also$ interacts$with$ParB$ to$ create$a$

bipolar$protein$gradient$in$the$cells$that$restricts$FtsZ$ring$formation$to$the$midcell,$where$the$

concentration$ of$ MipZ$ is$ lowest$ (CorralesPGuerrero$ et$ al.,$ 2020W$ Kiekebusch$ et$ al.,$ 2012W$

Thanbichler$and$Shapiro,$2006).$In$V.$cholerae,$three$ParAPlike$ATPases$(ParA1,$FlhG,$and$

ParC)$ interact$with$a$polar$transmembrane$protein$HubP$to$control$polar$ localization$of$ the$

chromosome$origin,$ the$chemotactic$machinery,$and$ the$ flagellum$(Yamaichi$et$al.,$2012).$

Another$ such$ example$ includes$ the$ nucleoid$ occlusion$ protein$ SlmA,$ found$ in$ E.$ coli.$

Noticeably,$the$crystal$structure$of$SlmA,$revealed$a$similar$fold$to$the$tetracycline$repressor$
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(TetR)$superfamily$(Cuthbertson$and$Nodwell,$2013W$Schumacher$and$Zeng,$2016W$Tonthat$et$

al.,$2013).$It$is$likely$that$by$swapping$its$sequence$specificity$for$SBS,$over$the$TetR$operator$

site$(tetO)$ that$enables$TetR$to$repress$the$expression$of$ the$TetA$efflux$pump,$SlmA$was$

repurposed$ to$ function$ in$nucleoid$occlusion$ $ (Cho$and$Bernhardt,$ 2013W$Cuthbertson$and$

Nodwell,$2013).$Additionally,$the$ligand$binding$domain$of$TetR$was$reengineered,$allowing$

SlmA$to$ interact$with$the$CTD$of$FtsZ$to$ impair$FtsZ$polymerisation$ instead$of$ tetracycline.$

Intriguingly,$unlike$TetR,$where$ligand$binding$results$in$dissociation$from$tetO,$SlmA$must$be$

in$complex$with$SBS$to$interact$with$its$ligand,$FtsZ$(Schumacher$and$Zeng,$2016W$Tonthat$et$

al.,$ 2013).$ These$ examples$ illustrate$ how$ diverse$ functions$ in$ biology$ can$ evolve$ from$ a$

general$mechanism,$and$are$ therefore$ interesting$ from$ both$evolutionary$ and$mechanistic$

standpoints.$

Moreover,$research$in$various$model$organisms$and$an$everPincreasing$number$of$sequenced$

bacterial$ genomes$ have$ highlighted$ the$ diversification$ in$ the$ mechanism$ of$ bacterial$

chromosome$ segregation.$ Roughly$ onePthird$ of$ bacterial$ species$ lack$ ParABS$ homologs$

entirely$and$thus$likely$utilize$other$systems$to$facilitate$their$chromosome$partitioning$(Livny$

et$ al.,$ 2007).$ Intriguingly$ some$ species,$ for$ example$ Streptococcus$ pneumoniae$ or$

Staphylococcus$aureus,$lack$ParA$but$both$ParBPparS$as$well$as$SMC$are$present.$Even$in$

bacterial$species$that$possess$the$canonical$ParABS$system,$wide$variation$in$the$number$of$

parS$sites$existsW$examples$ include,$Xanthomonas$campestris$has$a$single$parS$site$while$

Streptomyces$coelicolor$and$Listeria$innocua$accumulated$up$to$20P23$parS$sites$clustered$

towards$ the$ori$ (Jakimowicz$ et$ al.,$ 2002W$ Livny$et$ al.,$ 2007).$Why$does$a$ variation$ in$ the$

number$ of$ parS$ sites$ exists,$ when$ a$ single$ parS$ site$ is$ often$ sufficient$ for$ chromosome$

segregation$ (Graham$et$ al.,$ 2014W$ Jecz$et$al.,$2015W$Lagage$et$ al.,$2016)?$How$does$ this$

variation$in$the$number$of$parS$sites$influence$chromosome$segregation$in$different$bacterial$

species$ in$ their$ respective$niches?$Why$do$parS$sites$position$closely$on$ the$genome$and$

what$drives$their$clustering$over$evolutionary$time?$For$the$last$question,$a$transposonPbased$

saturated$ insertion$ of$ a$ parS$ site$ on$ the$ Pseudomonas$ aeruginosa$ and$ C.$ crescentus$

chromosome$offered$some$ insightsW$ it$was$discovered$that$ the$ insertion$of$a$de$novo$or$a$

second$parS$site$is$only$tolerable$in$~600$kb$region$surrounding$the$native$parS$locus$or$the$

origin$of$ replication$without$severely$affecting$cell$ fitness$ (Lagage$et$al.,$2016W$Tran$et$al.,$

2018).$These$results$suggest$a$selfPreinforcing$mechanism$for$the$expansion$of$the$bacterial$

centromere$region$by$restricting$the$multiplication$of$parS$to$a$narrow$region$near$the$original$

site.$

$

Finally,$$a$DNA$segregation$system$that$combines$bacterial$ParABPlike$and$eukaryotic$histoneP

like$components$has$been$identified$in$the$archaea$Sulfolobus$(Schumacher$et$al.,$2015).$This$
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system$ consists$ of$ an$ATPase$ ParA,$ an$ atypical$ ParB$ adaptor,$ and$ a$ novel$ centromereP

binding$protein$AspA.$The$NTD$of$ the$archaeal$ParB$ is$similar$ to$the$bacterial$ParB$NTD,$

however$ its$CTD$resembles$an$eukaryotic$histone$protein$CenpA.$A$long$amino$acid$ linker$

that$connects$the$two$domains$of$the$archaeal$ParB$interacts$with$ParA$while$its$NPterminal$

domain$binds$AspA$(Schumacher$et$al.,$2015).$AspA$binds$the$centromere,$thereby$serves$as$

a$physical$link$between$the$archaeal$ParAPParB$and$the$segregating$DNA.$The$hybrid$nature$

of$the$archaeal$DNA$segregation$machinery$demonstrates$how$evolution$has$diversified$DNA$

segregation$systems,$possibly$to$adapt$to$the$specific$needs$of$each$organism,$while$keeping$

the$general$mechanism$conserved$across$the$three$domains$of$life.$

$

7.2(Multiple(models(for(the(formation(of(the(ParBEparS%nucleoprotein(complex(
Over$35$years$of$research$into$the$ParB$family$of$proteins$have$resulted$ in$the$proposal$of$

various$models$for$ParB$nucleoprotein$complex$assembly.$With$the$unexpected$finding$that$

ParB$belonging$to$a$new$family$of$CTPase$proteins$challenging$our$current$thinking$on$the$

assembly$ of$ the$ ParBPDNA$ nucleoprotein$ complex,$ and$ in$ turn$ bacterial$ chromosome$

segregation/maintenance$(OsorioPValeriano$et$al.,$2019W$Soh$et$al.,$2019).$Despite$this,$it$is$

too$ early$ to$ suggest$ that$ the$ ParBPCTP$ “spreading$ by$ sliding”$ model$ supersede$ each$

previously$ proposed$ models,$ as$ various$ mechanistic$ insights$ are$ still$ poorly$ understood.$

Indeed,$ OsorioPValeriano$ et.$ al.,$ (2019)$ proposed$ an$ alternative$ view$ on$ ParBPCTP$

interactions,$whereby$parS$binding$enhances$the$CTPase$activity$ in$M.$xanthus$ParB,$thus$

switching$M.$xanthus$ParB$from$a$closed$CTPPbound$conformation$to$an$open$CDPPbound$

conformation$(OsorioPValeriano$et$al.,$2019).$The$weak$affinity$of$M.$xanthus$ParB$to$CDP$

would$ favour$ the$ dissociation$ of$ bound$ CDP,$ enabling$ the$ NTD$ of$M.$ xanthus$ ParB$ to$

participate$in$DNAPbridging$and$caging$interactions$(OsorioPValeriano$et$al.,$2019).$Though,$

whether$M.$ xanthus$ ParB$ can$ also$ participate$ in$ similar$ proteinPprotein$ and$ proteinPDNA$

interactions$to$condense$distal$loci$like$B.$subtilis$ParB$has$yet$to$be$confirmed$experimentally$

(Fisher$et$al.,$ 2017W$Graham$et$al.,$ 2014W$Taylor$ et$al.,$ 2015).$ It$ is$ likely$ that$ two$different$

models$of$ParB$function$inside$the$cells:$one$that$enables$the$bridging/caging$of$DNA$together,$

and$another$that$enables$the$lateral$sliding$of$ParB$as$a$ring$on$DNA.$Investigating$the$relative$

contribution$of$ the$ two$different$modes$of$action$to$chromosome$segregation,$especially$ in$

vivo,$represents$an$important$challenge$for$the$future.$$

$

The$initial$model$for$the$assembly$of$the$ParBPparS$complex$came$from$studies$using$plasmid$

borne$ParB,$whereby$ParB$was$proposed$to$form$a$onePdimensional$filament$that$binds$the$

DNA$ flanking$ the$ parS$ site$ (Rodionov$ et$ al.,$ 1999).$ Later,$ a$ combination$ of$ quantitative$

immunoblotting$and$immunofluorescence$microscopy$approaches,$estimated$that$the$number$

of$ParB$molecules$ in$ the$ cell$ is$ too$ low$ to$ support$ ParB$ spreading$as$a$onePdimensional$
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filament$(Graham$et$al.,$2014).$Instead,$using$singlePmolecule$TIRF$microscopy,$Graham$et.$

al.,$(2014)$proposed$the$‘spreading$and$bridging$model’$whereby$the$nonPspecific$binding$of$

B.$subtilis$ParB$results$in$the$threePdimensional$bridging$and$looping$of$DNA$(Graham$et$al.,$

2014).$Indeed,$mutations$in$the$argininePrich$patch$that$have$previously$been$shown$to$impair$

ParB$spreading$in$vivo$also$hampered$the$DNAPbridging$activity$of$B.$subtilis$ParB$(Graham$

et$al.,$2014).$Almost$at$the$same$time,$Taylor$et.$al.,$(2015)$using$ in$vitro$magnetic$tweezer$

approaches$ demonstrated$ that$ the$ combination$ of$ B.$ subtilis$ ParBPParB$ and$ ParBPnonP

specific$DNA$interactions$results$in$the$condensation$of$DNA$(Taylor$et$al.,$2015).$While$the$

coPcrystal$structure$of$H.$pylori$ParB!CTDPparS$complex$demonstrated$that$the$arginine$rich$

patch$mediates$ParB$spreading,$by$acting$as$a$proteinPprotein$interface$that$mediates$ParBP

ParB$oligomerization$(Chen$et$al.,$2015).$Later,$Fisher$et.$al.,$(2017)$proposed$that$the$CTD$

of$B.$subtilis$ParB,$in$addition$to$acting$as$a$dimerization$interface,$also$possess$a$series$of$

lysine$residues$that$mediates$the$binding$and$compaction$of$nonPspecific$DNA$networks$ in$

vitro$(Fisher$et$al.,$2017).$In$contrast$to$B.$subtilis$ParB,$C.$crescentus$ParB$failed$to$display$

any$nonPspecific$DNA$condensation$activity$ in$vitro$(Chapter$5).$While,$C.$crescentus$ParB$

could$ only$ condense$ DNA$ in$ vitro$ using$ magnetic$ tweezer$ assays$ when$ the$ CTD$ was$

engineered$to$possess$a$B.$subtilis$ like$nonPspecific$DNA$binding$activity.$It$ is$ important$to$

emphasize$that$both$NTDPNTD$interactions$of$ParB$and$nonPspecific$DNA$binding$of$the$CTD$

is$required$for$DNA$condensation$activity$in$vitro$(Fisher$et$al.,$2017W$Taylor$et$al.,$2015).$Thus,$

these$ findings$ suggests$ that$C.$ crescentus$ParB$ can$ also$ participate$ in$ such$ ParBPParB$

interactions$ in$ absence$ of$ CTP$ to$ condense$ DNA$ (when$ the$ additional$ threePfive$ lysine$

residues$ are$ present$ at$ the$ CTD).$ Despite$ this,$ the$ role$ of$ CTP$ in$ the$ bridging$ and$

condensation$ ability$ of$ ParB$ needs$ to$ be$ addressed,$ as$ the$ singlePmolecule$ imaging$

approaches$that$led$to$the$proposal$of$the$‘bridging$and$condensation’$models$were$done$in$

the$absence$of$CTP.$The$modest$affinity$between$ParB$and$CTP$suggests$that$the$purified$

ParB$proteins$used$in$these$assays$were$likely$CTP$free$(OsorioPValeriano$et$al.,$2019W$Soh$

et$ al.,$ 2019).$ Nevertheless,$ as$ C.$ crescentus$ lacks$ any$ noticeable$ nonPspecific$ DNA$

binding/condensation$activity$in$vitro,$future$experiments$may$seek$to$use$C.$crescentus$ParB$

as$a$model$protein$to$better$understand$the$role$of$CTP$in$regulating$its$ability$to$bridge$and$

condense$distal$loci.$$

$

Initially$ I$ was$ surprised$ by$ the$ lack$ of$ NTD$ mediated$ ParBPParB$ interactions$ in$ my$ C.$

crescentus$ParB!CTDPparS$coPcrystal$structure,$despite$C.$crescentus$ParB$being$able$ to$

spread$in$vivo$(Chapter$4)$(Tran$et$al.,$2018).$Nevertheless,$through$in$vitro$reconstitution$we$

were$able$to$demonstrate$that$parSPdependent$spreading$requires$CTP$as$a$coPfactor$(Jalal$

et$al.,$2020a).$Furthermore,$from$solving$the$C.$crescentus$ParB!CTDPCTPɣS$complex$I$was$
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able$ to$ better$ understand$ the$ role$ of$ CTP$ in$ ParB$ spreading.$We$ demonstrate$ that$ CTP$

functions$as$molecular$switch$to$convert$ParB$from$a$nucleatingPparS$bound$open$clamp,$to$

a$CTPPbound$closed$sliding$patch$clamp$(Chapter$4).$Structural$comparisons$between$the$C.$

crescentus$ParB!CTDPparS$and$the$C.$crescentus$ParB!CTDPCTPɣS$complex$demonstrated$

that$the$DBDs$also$move$approximately$10$Å$closer$together,$bringing$about$a$conformation$

that$is$incompatible$with$parS$binding.$Overall,$the$closure$of$the$DNAPgate$explains$how$CTP$

binding$switches$ParB$from$a$nucleating$to$a$sliding$state.$It$is$likely$that$the$closure$of$the$

opposing$DNAPgates$drives$parS$DNA$into$a$compartment$in$between$the$DBD$and$the$CTD.$

Indeed,$ Soh$ et$ al.$ (2019)$ previously$ compared$ the$ B.$ subtilis$ ParB∆CTDPCDP$ coPcrystal$

structure$to$that$of$a$H.$pylori$ParB∆CTDPparS$complex$and$proposed$that$the$nonPspecific$

DNA$must$be$entrapped$in$the$DBDPCTD$compartment$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$While$the$DBDP

CTD$ linked$ displays$ little$ amino$ acid$ sequence$ conservation$ among$ chromosomal$ ParB$

orthologs,$this$ linker$region$is$$ invariably$~20$amino$acid$ in$ length$and$is$overPrepresented$

with$positively$charged$lysine$residues.$Indeed,$a$fraction$of$ the$DBDPCTD$compartment$ is$

observed$in$our$C.$crescentus$ParB$DBDPparS$coPcrystal$structure,$whereby$a$set$of$positively$

charged$ residues$were$observed$ to$make$nonPspecific$ contacts$with$ the$parS$DNA$ in$ the$

adjacent$subunit$(Chapter$3).$While$Fisher$et.$al.,$(2017)$demonstrated$that$mutations$ in$a$

series$of$ lysine$ residues$ in$ the$CTD$of$B.$ subtilis$ParB$ impaired$ParBPDNA$nucleoprotein$

formation$in$vivo$(Fisher$et$al.,$2017).$It$is$tantalizing$to$speculate$that$these$overPrepresented$

positively$ charged$ residues$ found$ in$ the$ linker$between$ the$DBDPCTD$of$ParB$ forms$nonP

specific$contacts$with$the$DNA$ flanking$the$parS$site,$promoting$ParB$spreading$along$ the$

DNA.$Nevertheless,$the$biological$significance$of$these$residues$along$with$the$length$of$linker$

is$unknown.$Determining$the$contribution$of$ these$positively$charged$residues$$ in$the$DBDP

CTD$linker$in$ParB$spreading$is$important$study$for$the$future.$$

$

Despite$the$tremendous$amount$of$progress$in$understanding$the$mechanistic$basis$of$ParB$

spreading,$several$questions$still$remain.$In$particular,$it$is$uncertain$weather$the$ParB$clamp$

can$entrap$two$or$more$DNA$segments$together.$The$lack$of$a$fullPlength$chromosomal$ParB$

has$hindered$our$understanding$on$the$linker$compartment$between$the$DBD$and$CTD.$A$fullP

length$structure$of$ParB$would$enable$a$better$identification$of$the$size$of$the$lumen$and$would$

refine$modelling$approaches$to$determine$how$many$DNA$segments$can$be$entrapped$by$the$

patch$clamp.$Additionally,$the$dynamics$of$the$opening$and$closing$of$the$camp$during$parS$

and$CTP$interactions$is$not$fully$understood.$SinglePmolecule$FRET$approaches$may$better$

reveal$ the$ conformational$ changes$ of$ the$ParB$ clamp$ during$ parS$ and$ CTP$ interactions.$

Furthermore,$ it$ is$uncertain$whether$the$$translocation$of$ParB$along$the$DNA$also$ induces$

DNA$supercoiling,$ thereby$compacting$ the$parS$site.$Various$gelPbased$DNA$assays$have$

been$used$to$study$DNA$supercoiling$induced$by$DNA$gyrase$proteins$(Nitiss$et$al.,$2012).$
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Perhaps$ such$ approaches$ may$ be$ utilised$ to$ further$ characterise$ ParBPDNA$ interactions$

mediated$by$CTP?$$

$

Finally,$the$recent$discovery$of$CTP$as$a$cofactor$of$both$plasmidP$and$chromosomePencoded$

ParB$raises$many$important$questions.$Does$ParBPCTP$further$stimulate$the$ATPase$activity$

of$ ParA,$ and$ conversely,$ does$ ParA$ accelerate$ the$ CTP$ hydrolysis$ rate$ of$ ParB?$ Early$

evidence$suggested$ that$CTP$can$modulate$ParAPParB$ interactionW$mutations$at$ the$CTPP

binding$pocket$of$a$ParBPlike$protein$PadC$were$shown$to$impair$PadC–ParA$binding$in$vitro$

(i.e.$ ParA$ preferentially$ binds$ to$ PadCPCTP,$ rather$ than$ to$ apoPPadC,$ and$ gave$ rise$ to$

aberrant$ ParA$ localization$ patterns$ in$ vivo)$ (OsorioPValeriano$ et$ al.,$ 2019).$ Future$ works,$

especially$with$the$canonical$ParABS$system,$will$provide$important$insights$to$refine$current$

models$ for$ the$ ParAPdirected$ DNA$ segregation.$ Addressing$ these$ key$ questions$ will$

undoubtedly$reveal$new$insights$into$the$formation$of$the$ParBPDNA$nucleoprotein$complex$

and$its$roles$in$bacterial$chromosome$segregation.$$

$

7.3(A(stepwise(model(describing(the(formation(of(the(NocEDNAEmembrane(complex(
Noc$was$discovered$over$19$years$ago,$as$such$it$remains$less$characterised$than$its$ParB$

paralogue$(Sievers$et$al.,$2002).$While$several$models$of$ParBPparS$nucleoprotein$complex$

assembly$ have$been$ described$ (albeit$ several$ important$ questions$ remain),$ the$molecular$

basis$ underpinning$ the$ assembly$ of$ the$ NocPNBSPmembrane$ complex$ remains$ less$

understood,$as$no$structural$ information,$until$ those$presented$here$have$been$reported.$A$

refined$understanding$ in$ the$assembly$of$ the$NocPNBSPmembrane$complex$ is$ essential$ to$

provide$a$mechanistic$basis$for$Noc$mediated$nucleoid$occlusion.$Previously$it$was$speculated$

that$formation$of$NocPNBSPmembrane$complex,$utilises$a$ParBPlike$‘spreading$and$bridging’$

mechanism$ through$ the$ oligomerization$ of$ the$ NTD$ to$ form$ the$ NocPDNA$ nucleoprotein$

complex$that$associates$with$the$cell$membrane$(Adams$et$al.,$2015).$Such$proposals$were$

made$ due$ to$ observations$ that$ mutations$ in$ the$ argininePrich$ motif$ (required$ for$ ParB$

spreading),$impaired$foci$formation$and$membrane$localization$of$Noc$in$vivo$(Adams$et$al.,$

2015).$ The$ formation$ of$ the$ NocPDNA$ complex$ at$ the$ cell$ membrane$ would$ cause$ a$

considerable$crowding$effect$that$would$prevent$the$assembly$of$the$ZPring$in$the$membrane$

of$their$vicinity.$In$this$thesis,$I$demonstrate$that$the$argininePrich$motif$of$Noc$likely$forms$the$

CTP$binding$pocket$of$Noc,$as$a$mutation$in$the$arginine$rich$patch$prevented$the$CTP$binding$

and$hydrolysis$activities$of$Noc.$It$ is$ therefore$possible$that$the$striking$phenotypes$arising$

from$mutations$in$the$argininePrich$patch$were$due$to$Noc$being$unable$to$participate$in$CTP$

interactions.$$

$
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Taken$ together$ I$propose$a$stepwise$model$describing$ the$CTP$mediated$ formation$of$ the$

NocPDNAPmembrane$complex$(Fig.$6.21).$Step1:(The(amphipathic(helix(adopts(an(autoE
inhibitory( conformation( preventing( premature( NocEmembrane( interactions.(The$ data$
from$XPray$crystallography$provided$evidence$that$both$the$"1$amphipathic$helix$adopts$an$

autoPinhibitory$ conformation$ by$ forming$ a$ network$ of$ covalent$ interactions$ to$ prevent$

premature$NTDPNTD$selfPengagement$prior$to$CTP$binding.$This$autoPinhibitory$mechanism$

likely$serves$to$prevent$the$amphipathic$helix$from$prematurely$binding$to$the$cell$membrane$

before$Noc$nucleates$onto$NBS$which$would$occlude$ its$DNA$recruitment$activity.$Step(2:$
Noc(nucleates(onto(NBS,(enhancing(its(interaction(with(CTP.(The$modest$affinity$of$Noc$
to$CTPɣS,$as$shown$by$my$ITC$analysis$suggests$that$Noc$likely$exists$in$the$inactive$apoP

state$prior$ to$nucleating$onto$NBS.$While$ the$ results$ from$our$DRaCALA$and$crossPlinking$

approaches$demonstrated$that$NBS$acts$as$the$catalyst$that$promotes$the$CTPPbinding$and$

enhances$NTD$selfPdimerization.$The$requirement$of$NBS$to$stimulate$NocPCTP$interactions$

likely$ commits$Noc$ into$a$pathway$where$only$DNAPentrapped$Noc$molecules$are$able$ to$

associate$with$the$cell$membrane.$Step(3:(Noc(spreads(by(sliding(and(entrapping(the(nonE
specific(DNA( flanking( the(NBS( site.$Both$my$crossPlinking$and$BLI$experiments$provide$
biochemical$evidence$that$CTPPbinding$induces$NTD$selfPdimerization,$enabling$Noc$to$form$

a$patch$clamp$ring$ that$slides$along$and$entraps$ the$nonPspecific$DNA.$Furthermore,$ from$

comparing$ the$ coPcrystal$structures$of$ the$C.$crescentus$ParB!CTDPparS$and$ParB!CTDP

CTPɣS,$I$suggested$that$the$linker$region$between$the$DBDPCTD$of$ParB,$is$the$compartment$

that$entraps$nonPspecific$DNA$(Chapter$4).$Bioinformatic$predictions$suggests$that$this$linker$

region$ is$ conserved$with$Noc,$ thus$ it$ likely$ serves$a$ similar$ function$ in$Noc.$Step(4:(Noc(
associates(and(recruits(DNA(towards(the(cell(membrane.$The$lack$of$a$nucleotide$bound$
NocN∆26∆CTD$structure$ forbids$us$from$drawing$a$conclusion$on$the$ role$of$CTP$and$ the$

possible$ conformational$ liberation$ of$ the$ amphipathic$ helix$ α1.$ However,$ several$ lines$ of$

evidence$suggest$that$CTP$might$favour$the$NTDPengagement$conformation$as$observed$in$

our$NocN∆26∆CTD$structure$ (as$discussed$ in$Chapter$6).$Thus,$I$speculate$that$the$CTPP

induced$NTD$engagement$would$liberate$the$amphipathic$helix$from$its$autoinhibitory$state$to$

interact$with$the$cell$membrane.$While$the$8PAA$loop$that$lies$in$between$the$amphipathic$helix$

and$ the$ rest$of$Noc$might$offer$ the$ flexibility$ to$orient$ the$amphipathic$helix$ parallel$ to$ the$

membrane$plane$for$binding.$$

$

The$work$ I$present$ in$this$ thesis$has$contributed$ towards$our$understanding$ regarding$ the$

assembly$of$ the$NocPDNAPmembrane$complex,$nevertheless$several$unresolved$questions$

still$remain.$While$I$have$demonstrated$that$B.$subtilis$Noc$possess$CTPase$activity,$it$is$clear$

that$CTP$hydrolysis$ is$not$ required$for$clamp$ formation$nor$membrane$association.$Future$
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studies$to$further$understand$the$role$of$CTP$hydrolysis$is$therefore$required.$I$hypothesise$

that,$similar$to$ParB,$CTP$hydrolysis$likely$promotes$the$disengagement$of$the$NTD,$releasing$

the$entrapped$DNA,$and$reverts$Noc$back$to$its$membranePinactive$state.$In$support$of$this,$I$

demonstrated$ that$ the$association$of$Noc$ to$ the$cellPmembrane$ is$ reversible$when$CTP$ is$

artificially$dissociated$from$Noc$(Fig.$6.13,$Chapter$6).$Additionally,$the$low$CTPase$activity$of$

Noc$is$also$intriguing.$Is$it$likely$that$Noc,$like$MinD,$require$an$additional$protein$partner$to$

stimulate$ its$NTPase$activity$(Hu$et$al.,$2002).$Pang$et.$al.$(2017)$previously$demonstrated$

that$S.$aeurus$Noc,$despite$ functioning$ in$a$manner$akin$to$B.$subtilis$Noc,$was$unable$ to$

complement$the$deletion$of$Noc$in$a$B.$subtilis$!min$!noc$genetic$background$(Pang$et$al.,$

2017).$These$observations$raise$the$possibility$that$Noc$may$interact$with$a$speciesPspecific$

component$of$ the$divisome,$ likely$ to$prevent$ its$ assembly$ in$ the$ vicinity$ of$ the$NocPDNAP

membrane$complex.$ If$ this$ is$ indeed$ the$ case,$ it$ is$not$ unreasonable$ to$ speculate$ that$ an$

additional$protein$factor$may$stimulate$the$CTPase$activity$of$Noc,$and$that$CTP$may$promote$

such$interactions.$In$support$of$this,$the$NocPlike$protein,$PadC$was$only$able$to$interact$with$

ParA$in$the$presence$of$CTP$(OsorioPValeriano$et$al.,$2019).$

$

Furthermore,$it$is$unclear$whether$the$amphipathic$helix$acts$as$the$sole$membrane$targeting$

motif$of$Noc.$From$my$liposome$sedimentation$assays,$I$was$unable$to$demonstrate$a$direct$

interaction$between$a$28Paa$peptide$containing$both$the$amphipathic$helix$and$adjacent$helix$

of$Noc$and$the$purified$vesicles$(data$not$shown).$Additionally,$despite$various$attempts$I$was$

unsuccessful$in$obtaining$a$crystal$structure$of$an$amphipathic$helix$containing$Noc$variant$in$

complex$ with$ CTP.$ This$ is$ likely$ due$ to$ the$ insolubility$ of$ the$ hydrophobic$ surface$ of$ the$

amphipathic$helix$preventing$the$formation$of$suitable$crystals$in$solution.$Future$experiments$

may$employ$the$use$of$detergents$or$the$inclusion$of$lipids$in$crystal$screens$to$promote$the$

solubility$ of$ the$ amphipathic$ helix$ (Loll,$ 2014).$ Another$ approach$ to$ directly$ investigate$

whether$the$amphipathic$helix$is$indeed$more$solventPexposed$in$the$presence$of$CTP$is$to$

employ$the$use$HydrogenPDeuterium$Exchange$Mass$Spectrometry$(HDXPMS).$HDXPMS$is$a$

powerful$biophysical$ technique$that$determines$the$conformational$dynamics$of$proteins$by$

monitoring$the$accessibility$of$the$amide$protein$backbone$hydrogens$to$the$deuterons$in$the$

solvent$environment$(Masson$et$al.,$2019).$Indeed,$OsorioPValeriano$et.$al.,$(2019)$previously$

used$HDXPMS$to$demonstrate$ that$CTPPbinding$stabilised$ the$CTPPbinding$pocket$and$ the$

helixPturnPhelix$ motif$ of$M.$ xanthus$ ParB$ (OsorioPValeriano$ et$ al.,$ 2019).$ In$ lieu$with$ our$

findings,$I$hypothesise$ that$HDXPMS$analysis$of$NocPCTP$complex$would$ reveal$a$striking$

difference$in$HDX$uptake$of$the$Noc$amphipathic$helix$$in$the$presence$of$CTPɣS.$If$this$indeed$

the$ case,$ these$ findings$ would$ provide$ a$ direct$ evidence$ that$ CTPPbinding$ liberates$ the$

amphipathic$helix,$switching$Noc$from$a$membranePinactive$to$a$membranePactive$state.$$

$
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More$ recent$ work$ has$ proposed$ that$ Noc$ rather$ than$ promoting$ divisionPsite$ placement,$

functions$to$condense$FtsZ$filaments$towards$the$midcell$during$cytokinesis$(Yu$et$al.,$2021).$

Whether$ Noc$ primarily$ functions$ in$ division$ site$ placement$ or$ through$ stabilizing$ FtsZ$

assembly$at$the$midcell$is$uncertain$(Wu$et$al.,$2009W$Yu$et$al.,$2021),$though$it$is$clear$that$

these$roles$rely$on$the$accumulation$of$Noc$on$the$DNA$and$membrane.$Certainly,$in$E.$coli,$

SlmA$was$recently$reported$to$bind$and$recruit$DNA$(SBS)$ towards$lipid$membranes$in$an$

FtsZ$and$SBSP$mediated$manner$(RoblesPRamos$et$al.,$2020).$These$findings$suggest$that$

membrane$association$and$DNA$recruitment$may$be$a$common$feature$of$nucleoid$occlusion.$

Further$ work$ is$ therefore$ required$ to$ further$ elucidate$ the$ mechanism$ of$ Noc$ mediated$

nucleoid$ occlusion,$ nevertheless$ it$ is$ most$ likely$ that$ CTP$ plays$ a$ key$ role$ in$ this$ poorly$

understood$process.$The$widespread$availability$of$ the$CTPase$domain$ in$ various$protein$

sequences$also$raises$the$exciting$possibility$that$other$crucial$biological$processes,$perhaps$

even$outside$bacterial$chromosome$biology,$may$be$regulated$by$CTP$(Soh$et$al.,$2019).$$

(
7.4(CTP(molecular(switches:(a(common(theme(in(biology?((
ATP$and$GTPPdependent$molecular$switches$are$widespread$in$all$domains$of$life,$where$they$

are$ used$ to$ regulate$ the$ functions$ of$ various$proteins.$ For$ example,$ in$ bacteria,$ an$ATPP

dependent$molecular$switch,$MinD$plays$a$crucial$role$in$bacterial$cell$division$site$selection.$

ATP$ binding$ promotes$ MinD$ dimerization,$ concomitantly$ increasing$ its$ affinity$ to$ the$ cell$

membrane$(Hu$and$Lutkenhaus,$2003W$Hu$et$al.,$2002W$Ramm$et$al.,$2019W$Wu$et$al.,$2011).$

While$MinE,$a$protein$partner$of$MinD$stimulates$the$ATPase$activity$of$MinD,$thus$promoting$

its$monomerization$and$hence$its$dissociation$from$the$membrane.$While$in$eukaryotes,$both$

the$ RasPrelated$ protein$ (Sar)$ and$ ADPPribosylation$ factor$ (Arf),$ which$ function$ in$ vesicle$

trafficking$ act$ as$ GTPPdependent$ molecular$ switches.$ In$ the$ GDPPbound$ state,$ the$

amphipathic$ helix$ of$ Sar/Arf1$ adopts$ a$ sequestered$ conformation$ by$ burying$ itself$ into$ a$

hydrophobic$pocket$(Beck$et$al.,$2008W$Bielli$et$al.,$2005W$Bos$et$al.,$2007W$Dodonova$et$al.,$

2017W$Hanna$et$al.,$2016W$Krauss$et$al.,$2008W$Lee$et$al.,$2005W$Zhukovsky$et$al.,$2019).$The$

exchange$of$GDP$for$GTP$$results$in$a$conformational$change$that$releases$the$myristoylated$

amphipathic$helix$out$of$the$hydrophobic$pocket,$fostering$membrane$association$(Goldberg,$

1998W$Zhukovsky$et$al.,$2019).$In$this$thesis,$I$further$characterise$ParB$and$Noc$as$a$new$

class$ of$CTPPdependent$molecular$ switches,$ raising$ the$ possibility$ that$CTP$ switches$ are$

highly$diverse$and$may$control$various$functions$in$biology$than$previously$appreciated.$$

$

While$CTP$has$been$demonstrated$to$participate$in$nucleotide$metabolism,$with$the$discovery$

of$new$enzymes$such$as$LarC,$which$functions$in$the$biosynthesis$of$nickelPpincer$nucleotide$

(Desguin$et$al.,$2018).$My$finding$that$CTP$regulates$the$membrane$binding$activity$of$Noc$

raises$ the$ exciting$ possibility$ that$ CTP$ may$ play$ additional$ regulatory$ roles$ that$ remains$
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undiscovered.$One$such$example$includes$KorB,$a$DNAPbinding$transcriptional$factor$involved$

in$the$regulation$of$genes$required$for$the$stability$and$transmission$of$RK2$plasmids$(Thomas$

and$ Hussain,$ 1984).$ Noticeably,$ KorB$ is$ able$ to$ regulate$ the$ expression$ of$ genes$ found$

several$kilobases$away$from$its$operator$site$(OB)$(Bingle$et$al.,$2005).$In$addition$to$this,$KorB$

also$harbours$the$highly$conserved$GxRRxR$motif.$It$is$therefore$tantalizing$to$speculate$that$

KorB$may$utilize$CTP$as$a$coPfactor$to$spread$in$a$manner$akin$to$ParB$and$Noc.$As$plasmids$

are$widely$used$in$Nature$to$confer$resistance$to$a$plethora$of$antibiotics,$ the$CTPPbinding$

pocket$may$yet$serve$as$a$novel$target$in$the$development$of$new$antibiotics$(Bennett,$2008).$$

$

Last$ but$ not$ least,$ studies$ to$ dissect$ the$mechanism$ of$ CTP$ hydrolysis$ by$ the$ParB/Noc$

CTPase$are$crucial$to$improve$our$understanding$of$CTPPdependent$molecular$switches.$As$

ParB/Noc$are$a$founding$members$of$a$the$new$CTPase$family$of$proteins,$knowledge$gained$

from$future$work$might$be$generalized$to$other$CTPases.$Our$work$have$demonstrated$that$

CTPPbinding,$but$not$CTPPhydrolysis$ is$required$for$spreading$ability$of$ParB$and$Noc,$and$

the$membranePbinding$activity$of$Noc.$Despite$various$attempts,$I$was$unable$to$obtain$a$highP

resolution$structure$of$either$ParB$or$Noc$in$complex$with$CTPɣS,$thus$preventing$me$from$

confidently$ modelling$ any$ catalytic$ water$ molecules.$ Therefore,$ the$ mechanism$ of$ CTP$

hydrolysis$by$a$ParB$CTPase$remains$unresolved.$Indeed$proteins$(N112S$and$N172A$of$B.$

subtilis$and$M.$xanthus$ParB$and$N121S$of$B.$subtilis$Noc$respectively)$which$bind$CTP$but$

are$deficient$for$hydrolysis,$fail$to$form$tight$foci$inside$the$cells$(OsorioPValeriano$et$al.,$2019W$

Soh$et$ al.,$ 2019)$ (Chapter$ 6)W$ however,$ this$ is$weak$ evidence$ for$ the$ in$ vivo$ role$ of$ CTP$

hydrolysis$since$B.$subtilis$ParB$(N112S)$and$Noc$(N121S)$is$already$impaired$at$forming$a$

protein$ clamp$ (Soh$ et$ al.,$ 2019).$ Future$ studies$ using$alanine$ scanning$ experiments$with$

reference$ to$ my$ C.$ crescentus$ ParB∆CTDPCTPɣS$ complex$ may$ provide$ some$ catalytic$

insights$into$the$ParB$CTPase.$Identifying$a$mutant$ParB/Noc$protein$that$retains$both$CTPP

binding$and$NTD$clamp$formation,$but$is$unable$to$hydrolyse$CTP$will$further$reveal$the$role$

of$CTP$hydrolysis$in$the$ParB/Noc$family$of$CTPases.$$

(
7.5(Final(perspectives(
Research$ with$ bacterial$ systems$ has$ already$ benefited$ tremendously$ from$ the$ recent$

explosion$of$interest$and$technological$advances$obtained$from$the$eukaryotic$chromosome$

field.$$It$is$likely$that$novel$high$throughput$sequencingPbased$methodologies,$singlePmolecule$

imaging,$ singlePmolecule$ biophysics$ as$ well$ as$ traditional$ biochemistry$ and$ genetics$ will$

continue$ to$provide$ further$ insights$ into$ the$mechanisms$ of$ chromosome$ segregation$and$

genomic$ maintenance$ in$ bacteria.$ Various,$ orthogonal$ ParBPparS$ systems$ have$ been$

exploited$to$label$and$image$DNA$loci$in$vivo,$in$both$bacteria$and$eukaryotes$(Germier$et$al.,$

2017,$2018W$Le$and$Laub,$2014W$Mariamé$et$al.,$2018).$Recent$studies$have$also$expanded$
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the$utilization$of$ the$ParABS$system$ in$synthetic$biology,$ for$example,$as$part$of$a$genetic$

circuit$ to$enable$asymmetric$cell$division$ in$E.$coli$ (Molinari$et$al.,$2019W$Mushnikov$et$al.,$

2019).$Such$exciting$developments$will$benefit$ from$ongoing$ research$ into$ the$mechanistic$

details$of$the$ParB/Noc$protein$family$and$their$evolvability$to$acquire$new$functions.$

$
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!

X#ray! crystallography! is! a! powerful! method! used! to! determine! the! atomic! structure! of!

crystals.!The!initial!finding!that!the!three#dimensional!structure!of!proteins!can!be!determined!

by! X#ray! crystallography! dates! back! to! 1934,! where! Bernal! and! Crowfoot! managed! to!

produce! a! diffraction! pattern! from! crystals! of! the! endopeptidase! Pepsin! (Bernal! and!

Crowfoot,! 1934).! Since! then,! X#ray! crystallography! has! elucidated! the! three#dimensional!

structures!of!various!proteins,!providing!crucial!insight!into!their!architecture!and!mechanism!

(Shi,!2014).!A!detailed!understanding!of!the!principles!underpinning!X#ray!crystallography!is!

therefore!invaluable!in!obtaining!the!structures!of!proteins.!!

!

Crucial! to! the!use! of! X#ray! crystallography! in! solving! the! three#dimensional! structure! of! a!

protein,! is! the!generation!of!X#rays.!X#rays!were!first!discovered!in!1895,!where!they!were!

described! as! a! form! of! electromagnetic! wave! that! vary! over! time! and! space! (Röntgen,!

1896).!Additionally,!X#rays!were!observed!to!diffract!and!possessed!a!wave#like!nature.!X#

rays!typically!possess!a!wavelength!within!the!range!of!0.1!Å!to!100!Å,!with!wavelengths!0.2!

Å!#!3!Å!being!highly!relevant!in!X#ray!crystallography.!In!order!to!generate!X#rays,!a!readily!

available!source!of!electrons!and!a!means!of!accelerating!electrons!at!a!high!enough!speed!

is! required.! In! a! typical! X#ray! crystallography! experiment,! X#rays! are! generated! through!

accelerating! electrons! in! a! synchrotron,! as! moving! electrons! emit! energy! at! X#ray!

wavelength!(Ren,!2012).!The!synchrotron!functions!to!accelerate!electrons!at!high!levels!of!

energy! before! making! these! electrons! change! directions! periodically! (Ren,! 2012).! The!

principal! components! of! a! synchrotron! consists! of! the! linear! particle! accelerator! that!

produces! the! electrons,! the! booster! synchrotron! which! accelerates! the! electrons! prior! to!

injection! into! the! storage! ring!where!electrons! travel! close! to! the! speed! of! light! and! pass!

through! various! types!of!magnets! to! generate!X#rays!where! they! are! then!emitted! by! the!

beamline!(Ren,!2012).!Alternatively,!X#rays!can!be!generated!in!house!through!the!use!of!a!

rotating! anode,! whereby! a! tungsten! disc! receives! an! electron! beam! from! a! cathode! to!

generate! X#rays.! In! this! thesis,! however! X#rays! were! typically! generated! using! the!

synchrotron!at!the!Diamond!light!Source!(Pooley!et!al.,!2001).! 
!

In!order!to!determine!the!three#dimensional!structure,!we!must!first!obtain!diffracting!protein!

crystals!which!can!often!be!a!challenging!endeavour.!The!basis!of!crystallisation,!is!to!take!a!

solution!of! the!protein!and! facilitate! it! to! come!out! of! solutionU! if! this! happens! too!quickly!



however! the! protein! will! precipitate,! but! under! the! right! conditions,! crystals! will! grow.! As!

such,! the! protein! sample!must! be! very! pure! (~95%!purity)! and! highly! concentrated! (~10!

mg/mL)! (Smyth!and!Martin,!2000).!Crystallisation!of!proteins! is!a!multi#step!process!which!

involves! 3! main! stages:! nucleation,! growth! and! cessation! of! growth! (Smyth! and! Martin,!

2000).!The! initial!nucleation!step! involves! the! formation!of!a! few!crystal!nuclei,! the!protein!

must! then!stay! in!a!metastable! zone!over!a!period!of! time! to!enable! the! crystals! to!grow!

(Smyth!and!Martin,!2000).! In!this!thesis,!growth!of!proteins!crystals!was!achieved!primarily!

through! the! vapour! diffusion! method,! which! enables! the! protein! concentration! to! slowly!

increase! over! time! as! water! vapour! diffuses! from! the! protein! drop! with! a! low! precipitant!

concentration!to!the!reservoir!with!a!higher!precipitant!concentration!until!the!concentrations!

equilibrate! (Giegé,! 2013).! Once! suitable! crystals! have! been! grown,! an! X#ray! diffraction!

pattern!is!then!generated!through!the!bombardment!of!crystals!by!in!a!beam!of!X#rays.!The!

regular! arrangement! of! atoms! that! are! present! in! the! crystal! would! then! act! as! a! three#

dimensional! diffraction! grating! whereby! X#rays! interact! with! the! electrons! through! elastic!

collisions,!hence!generating!diffraction.!The!scattering!of!X#rays!are!a!direct! result!of! their!

interaction!with!the!electrons!(Smyth!and!Martin,!2000).!This!diffraction!pattern!is!viewed!as!

spots,! and!determining! the! intensity,! symmetry!and!position!of! spots!are! the! first! steps! in!

obtaining! the! final! three#dimensional! structure! of! the! protein! (Smyth! and! Martin,! 2000).!

Despite!this,!one!cannot!simply!collect!one!image!whereby!the!crystal!was!shot!by!X#rays!at!

only!one!angle,!this!is!because!only!a!minute!number!of!reflections!will!be!excited!by!X#rays!

at!a!particular!angle!of! the!stationary!crystal.!To!overcome!this,!we!commonly!collect!3600!

images!of!the!crystal,!with!the!crystal!being!slowly!rotated!through!360°!(i.e.!0.1°!per!image)!

thereby!enabling!each!image!to!be!collected!at!a!different!angle.!!

!

As!diffraction!results!from!the!scattering!of!waves!by!the!protein!crystal,!an!understanding!of!

the! properties! of! waves! is! required.! Waves! are! described! by! both! their! amplitude! and!

frequency,!and!can!be!expressed!as!a! function!of! time!and!position! in!space! (McClintock,!

2018).!When!represented!as!a!function!of!time,!waves!can!be!mathematically!expressed!as!

Acos(2!vtr)! whereby!A! :! amplitude,! t! :! time! and! v! :! frequency! (McClintock,! 2018).!While!

when!expressed!as!a!function!of!a!position! in!space,!waves!are!mathematically!expressed!

by!the!equation!Acos[2π!(νt!−!x!/λ)]!(McClintock,!2018).#As!waves!are!stationary!in!a!typical!

X#ray!crystallography!experiment,!we!are!principally!concerned!with!waves!as!a!function!of!a!

position!in!space.!Additionally,!waves!can!be!represented!as!the!x#component!of!a!rotating!

vector,!where! the! x#component!equals! the!amplitude!of! the!wave,!and! the!angle!between!

rotating!vectors!equals!the!phase!of!the!vector!(Fig!1.A).!As!we!are!principally!interested!in!

the!properties!of!a!photon!in!X#ray!crystallography!(which!has!a!single!wavelength)!we!can!

summarize!the!length!of!the!wave!axis!as!the!phase!(Smyth!and!Martin,!2000).!Moreover,!



!

!

Figure)1.)Vector)representation)of)waves.)(A)))Schematic!representation!of!a!wave!as!a!
vector.!The!initial!rotation!provides!the!initial!phase!shift!(").!(B))The!addition!of!two!waves!is!
equivalent!to!the!addition!of! two!vectors.!Two!different!vectors!are!represented!by!different!
coloured! arrows! (green! arrow! vs.! purple! arrow).! The! addition! of! two! vectors! results! in! a!
cosine!wave!with!the!same!wavelength,!however!the!difference!between!the!amplitudes!and!
phases!are!provided!through!the!sum!of!two!vectors.!
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when!adding! the!expression!of! two!waves!we!end!up!with! the!equation:!A! cos(α+φ1)!+!B!

cos(α+φ2).!By!utilising!the!sum!of!two!independent!wave!vectors,!we!are!able!to!satisfy!this!

equation! which! provides! us! with! a! cosine! wave! with! the! same! wavelength! but! different!

amplitudes!and!waves!(Fig!1.B).!Hence,!the!representation!of!waves!as!vectors!enables!us!

to!identify!both!the!amplitude!and!phase.!

!

Diffraction!spots!can!also!be!described!as!reflections,!due!to!crystals!being!able!to!reflect!X#

rays.! The! reflection! of! these! diffracted! spots! are! called! Bragg! planes! (Bragg! and! Bragg,!

1913).! Due! to! the! reflective! properties! of! the! crystal,! Bragg! planes! and! the! angle! of!

incidence! is!equal! to! the!angle!of! reflection! (Bragg!and!Bragg,!1913).!Hence,!Bragg’s! law!

describes! the! relationship!between!scattering!angle!and! the! interplanar! spacing.!This!was!

first!proposed! in!1913,!when!W.!L.!Bragg!observed! that!crystalline!solids!have! remarkably!

characteristic!patterns!of! reflected!X#ray! radiation! (Bragg!and!Bragg,!1913).! In!the!crystal,!

intense!peaks!of! scattered! radiation!were!observed!when!exposed! to! certain!wavelengths!

and!incident!directions!(Bragg!and!Bragg,!1913).!To!account!for!this,!W.!L.!Bragg!proposed!

that!a!crystal!consists!of!a!parallel!plane!of!atoms,!spaced!by!distance!(d)!apart!(Bragg!and!

Bragg,!1913).!As! represented! in! figure!2.A,! the!X#ray!beam!shines! into! the!planes!and! is!

then!reflected!by!different!planes,!with!the!beam!that!is!reflected!in!the!lower!plane!traveling!

an!extra!distance!than!the!reflected!X#ray!beam!in!the!upper!parallel!plane,!which!is!2d!sin#!

(Fig! 2.A).! When! the! distance! equals! nλ! (whereby! n! is! an! integer),! the! condition! for!

constructive! interference! is!obtained,! corresponding! to! the! contrast! found! in! the!diffraction!

pattern.! Mathematically,! Bragg’s! law! can! be! represented! by! the! equation! n$! =! 2d! sin#,!

whereby!n:!integer!value!$!(Bragg!and!Bragg,!1913).!Bragg’s!law!therefore!states!that!the!X#

ray! diffraction! pattern! generated! from! single! crystals! can! be!mathematically! treated! as! a!

reflection! from!sets!of!equivalent!parallel!planes!of! the!atoms! that!are!found! in! the!crystal.!

Diffraction!of!the!crystal!however!can!only!occur!once!Bragg’s!law!is!satisfied,!and!to!satisfy!

Bragg’s!law,!the!#!must!change!as!the!d!changes.!!

!

Later,!Ewald! proposed! a! geometrical! visualisation! of! Bragg! planes! that! are! in! the! correct!

orientation! to! diffract! (Ewald,! 1913).! As! represented! by! figure! 2B,! the! diffracted! X#ray! is!

represented! as! vectors! with! a! length! of! 1/$! (Fig.! 2B).! Both! the! incoming! X#ray! and! the!

diffracted!X#ray!are!at!an!angle!of!#!from!a!set!of!Bragg!planes.!The!difference!between!the!

reflected!X#ray!and!the!directed!beam!passing!through!the!crystal!is!perpendicular!to!Bragg!

planes.!From! the! small! internal! triangle,! it! is! clear! that! the! sides! corresponding! to! the! two!

halves!of! the! vector! shown! in! red!have!a! length!of! sin#/$,! and!using!Bragg’s! law!we!can!

determine!this!as!1/2d!(Fig.!2.A).!!As!such!the!red!vector!represents!the!reciprocal!space!!



)
Figure) 2.) Bragg’s) planes) and) Ewald) sphere.) (A))A! schematic! representation! of! Bragg!
planes!from!a!particular!family!of!lattice!planes.)The!black!arrow!represents!the!diffracted!X#
ray!and! the!black! lines! represent! the!planes.!The!difference!between! the! two! reflected!X#
rays! is! 2d# sin#.! (B)) A! schematic! representation! of! Ewald! sphere.) The! direction! of! the!
diffracted!ray!is!indicated!by!the!blue!arrow.!!
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vector!where!Bragg!planes!can!go!in!any!direction!(Fig.!2.A).!Thus,!the!representative!vector!

can!have!its!tip!at!any!point!of!the!surface!of!a!sphere!(Ewald!sphere)!whereby!the!radius!is!

equal!to!1/$.!As!shown!in!figure!2B,!the!diffracted!X#ray!has!a!base!towards!the!centre!of!the!

circle,!which!is!described!as!the!origin!of!the!crystal,!while!the!origin!of!the!reciprocal!space!

is!calculated!as!the!point!where!the!diffracted!X#ray!exists!the!Ewald!sphere.!Thus,!rotating!

the! crystal! would! cause! an! identical! rotation! in! the! reciprocal! lattice! from! its! origin.! The!

Ewald! sphere! therefore! demonstrates! Bragg’s! law! in! the! reciprocal! space! of! the! crystal,!

whereby!each!reciprocal#lattice!point!must!be!arranged!within!respect!to!the!X#ray!beam!in!

order!to!satisfy!Bragg’s! law,!thus!producing!a!reflection!from!the!crystal.!Thus,!utilising!the!

Ewald!sphere!will!allow!us!to!identify!which!lattice!plane!in!the!crystal!results!in!a!diffracted!

signal!at!a!specific!wavelength.!!

#

The! processing! of! data! collected! from! X#ray! diffraction! is! a! mathematically! complex! and!

requires! well! established! algorithms! and! computer! based! methods! available! in! various!

software!packages,!with!CCP4i2!being!a!widely!available!suite!of!programs!(Potterton!et!al.,!

2018).! The! initial! step! in! data! processing! is! the! determination! of! the! crystal! system! and!

classification! of! the! unit! cell.! From! this! diffraction! pattern,! the! intensity,! symmetry! and!

position!of! each!spot! is! identified.!We!can!schematically! describe!a! crystal!as!a! lattice!of!

points!of!equal! symmetry,! and!as! crystals!are! composed!of! the! three#dimensional! regular!

arrangement! of! atoms,! the! arrangement! of! which! can! be! represented! by! a! repeat! motif!

known!as! the!unit!cell.!The!unit!cell!can!be!classified! into!230!different!space!groups!and!

can!be!divided!into!6!crystal! families!based!on!the!length!of! the!axes!sides!and!the!angles!

between! them! (Ladd! and!Palmer,! 2003U!Rhodes,! 2002).! These! crystal! families! are! cubic,!

tetragonal,! hexagonal,! orthorhombic,! monoclinic! and! triclinic! (Ladd! and! Palmer,! 2003U!

Rhodes,!2002).!To!describe!the!atomic!planes!found!within!a!crystal,!Miller!indices!(h,k,l)!are!

used!(Ladd!and!Palmer,!2003U!Rhodes,!2002).!Miller!indices!represent!the!reciprocals!of!the!

fractional!intercepts!that!the!plane!makes!with!the!crystallographic!axes.!These!three!indices!

hkl!provide!a!particular!set!of!equivalent,!parallel!planes!(Ladd!and!Palmer,!2003U!Rhodes,!

2002).!The!index!h#provides!the!overall!number!of!planes!in!the!set!per!unit!cell!in!direction!

a.!While!indices!k!and!l!describes!the!number!of!planes!in!the!unit!cell!in!directions!b!and!c,!

respectively.!Once!we! have! identified! the! cell! and!orientation!of! the! crystal,! indexing! can!

then!be! performed.! In! this!process,! each! spot! collected! from! the!diffraction! experiment! is!

assigned!an!index:!h,!k,!and! l.!Autoindexing!is!then!performed!through!a!calculation!of! the!

predicted! diffraction! image! based! on! the! cell! dimensions! and! orientation! (Evans! and!

Murshudov,! 2013).! After! which,! the! intensities! of! each! of! the! diffracted! spots! are! then!

measured.!

!



During! the! X#ray! diffraction! experiment! however,! different! waves! of! X#rays! are!

superimposed!on!one!another!(preventing!the!identification!of!the!single!contribution!of!each!

diffraction! spot),! thus! complicating! the! determination! of! a! crystal’s! lattice! structure.! To!

simplify!this,!a!mathematical!tool!known!as!the!Fourier!transformation!can!be!used!(Cochran!

et!al.,!1967).!If!expressed!as!a!mathematical!function,!the!generated!diffraction!pattern!is!the!

Fourier! transform! of! that! function.! Interestingly,! the! Fourier! transform! can! be! inverted,!

whereby!if!you!run!an!inverse!of!the!Fourier!transform!you!would!obtain!the!original!function!

back!(Cochran!et!al.,!1967).!This!is!what!enables!the!crystallographer!to!obtain!a!snapshot!

of! the! electron! density.! However,! this! raises! another! issue! known! as! the! Phase! problem!

(discussed!below),!as!both!the!amplitude!and!phases!of!the!diffracted!waves!are!required!to!

generate!the!inverse!of!the!Fourier!transform.!Nevertheless,!the!Fourier!transform!provides!

the! mathematical! relationship! between! the! crystal! and! its! X#ray! diffraction! pattern.! This!

mathematical!equation!enables!us!to!convert!the!Fourier#series!description!of!the!reflections!

to!a!Fourier#series!description!of! the!electron!density!map.!Additionally,! this!mathematical!

model!can!also!be!used!to!describe! the! relationship!between! the!electron!density!and! the!

structure!factors!(Smyth!and!Martin,!2000).!The!structure!factor!describes!a!single!diffracted!

X#ray,!which!produces!a!single!detected! reflection! (Rhodes,!2002).!This! is! represented!by!

the!following!equation!Fhkl!=!Fj!e2!(hxj!+!kyj!+!lzj)!whereby!Fhkl#=!the!atomic!structure!factor,!Fj!=!the!

scattering!factor!of!an!atom!in!the!crystal,!xj,!yj,!zj!=!the!coordinates!of!the!atom!in!the!unit!

cell.!Each!diffracted!spot!equates! to! the!sum!of!diffractive!contributions! from!all! the!atoms!

found!within! the!unit!cell!of! the!crystal.!The!structure! factor!Fhkl! is!a!mathematical! function!

used!to!describe!the!amplitude!and!phases!generated!from!the!X#ray!diffraction!experiment.!

Thus,! it! can! be! represented! as! a! complex! number! and! as! an! equation! of! the! Fourier!

transform.!The!inversion!of! the!Fourier!transform!of!the!structure!factor! in!reciprocal!space!

can! provide! the! unit! cell! content! in! real! space.! By! utilizing! an! inverse! of! the! Fourier!

transform,! it! is! therefore! possible! to! convert! the! structure! factors! F(h,k,l)! to! the! desired!

electron! density! equation! p(x,y,z)! (Ilari! and! Savino,! 2008U! Smyth! and! Martin,! 2000).! The!

electron!density!of!the!crystallized!protein!can!be!expressed!as!a!wave!function!as!it!repeats!

itself! in!every!unit! cell! (Ilari! and!Savino,! 2008U!Smyth!and!Martin,!2000).!The!F(h,k,l)! is! a!

wave!and! therefore!have! information!for! the!amplitude,! frequency!and!phase.!In!the!X#ray!

diffraction!experiment!both!the!indices!of!each!reflection!and!its!intensity!is!measured.!!

#

Apart! from! obtaining! suitable! crystals! that! can! produce! a! diffraction! pattern,! the! phase!

problem!represents!another! limiting!factor! in!determining!the!three#dimensional!structure!of!

proteins!X#ray! crystallography.!This! is!because! the! structural! analysis!of!proteins! requires!

both! the!amplitudes! from! the!diffracted!X#rays,!as!well!as!phases! to!generate!an!electron!

density!map.!While!the!amplitude!can!be!calculated!by!determining!the!intensity!of!diffraction!



through! the!use!of! sensitive! X#ray!detection!methods! (such! as!CCD! detectors),! all! phase!

information! for! the! waves! is! lost! (Phase! Problem)! (Gruner! et! al.,! 2002).! In! order! to!

understand!the!Phase!Problem!and!the!various!methods!crystallographers!use!to!provide!a!

solution! to! the! Phase! Problem,! a! better! understanding! of! Patterson! function! is! required!

(Patterson,!1935).!The!Patterson!function!describes!the!Fourier!transform!of!the! intensities!

of!the!diffraction!rather!than!from!the!structure!factor,!thus!only!requiring!the!measured!data!

(Fultz! and! Howe,! 2008U! Patterson,! 1935).! This! results! in! a!map! of! interatomic! vectors! in!

which!the!weights!of!the!vectors!are!directly!proportional!to!the!atomic!numbers!of!the!atoms!

linked!by! these!vectors.!By!doing! so,!we!can!generate!a!Patterson!map! that! provides! the!

map!of!the!vectors!between!the!atoms!(Fultz!and!Howe,!2008).!Paterson!functions!are!used!

because!they!are!directly!calculated!from!the!observed!data!without!the!requirement!of!any!

phase! information.! The!Paterson! function! therefore! provides! information! regarding! all! the!

possible! inter#atomic! vectors! that! are! found! within! the! atomic! structure! (Fultz! and! Howe,!

2008U! Patterson,! 1935).! From! using! the! Patterson! map,! it! is! possible! to! determine! the!

original!position!of!atoms!that!gives!rise!to!the!Patterson!peaks!(Rhodes,!2002).!However,!

this!method! is! limited! to!solving! the!structures!of!smaller!molecules! (Rhodes,!2002).! If!we!

assume! that! crystals!consist!of! similarly#shaped!atoms!with!positive!electron!density,! then!

we!can!describe!the!statistical! relationships!between! the!sets!of!structure! factors.!We!can!

therefore! utilise! these! statistical! relationships! to! deduce! a! possible! value! for! the! phases.!

Through! the! use! of! direct! methods,! this! relationship! is! exploited,! and! hence! provides! a!

solution!to!the!Phase!problem!of!small!molecules.!!

!

Among! the! various! methods! crystallographers! use! to! solve! the! Phase! problem! includes!

multiple! isomorphous! replacement! (Taylor,!2010).! In! this!approach,!certain!changes! to! the!

protein!crystal!are!carried!out!to!perturb!the!structure!factor,!and!through!the!way!they!are!

perturbed,!it!is!possible!to!deduce!the!phase!values.!This!is!best!represented!by!figure!3A#B,!

whereby! the! introduction! of! a! heavy! atom! causes! a! significant! change! in! the! intensity! of!

scattering! (Fig.! 3.A#B).! From! the! X#ray! diffraction! experiment,! the! scattering! of! each! light!

atom!would!essentially!cancel!each!other!out,!due! to! these!atoms!scattering!with!different!

phase!angles!(Taylor,!2010).!However,!the!electrons!of!heavy!atoms!will!essentially!scatter!

within!phase!of!one!another.!As!a!result,!the!different!atoms!would!contribute!to!the!intensity!

of!scattering!within!proportion!to!the!number!of!squared!electrons!they!contain!(Fig.!3.A#B).!

Thus,!to!utilize!this!method,!the!crystallographer!would!have!two!separate!protein!crystals,!

the! native! protein! crystal! which! only! contains! the! target! protein,! and! a! derivative! crystal!

which!contains!the!protein!and!an!additional!heavy!atom!bound.!Due!to!the!small!number!of!

heavy!atoms!present! in! the!derivative!crystal,! the!generated!Paterson!map!will!be!easy! to!

determine,!and!once!the!location!of!each!heavy!atom!is!identified!in!the!crystal,!we!can!then!
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Figure)3.)An)Argand)diagram)demonstrating)the)shift)in)structure)factor)caused)by)the)
introduction)of)a)heavy)atom.)(A))The!black!arrow!represents!a!diffraction!event!occurring!
above!the!planes,!while!the!atoms!are!represented!by!different!coloured!circles.!An!Argand!
diagram! is!shown! to! the! right!demonstrating! the!contribution!of! the!atoms!(represented!as!
vectors)! to! scattering,! shown! in! their! respective! colours.! (B)) Same! as! panel! A! expect! a!
heavy!atom,! represented!by! the!grey!circle! is! included.!An!Argand!diagram!demonstrating!
the!scattering!of!the!electrons!by!the!heavy!atom!(grey!arrow)!is!shown!to!the!right.!
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Figure)4.)A)Harker)constitution) for)a)Multiple) isomorphous) replacement)experiment.)
Multiple!isomorphous!replacement!experiments!enable!us!to!solve!the!phases!for!the!heavy!
atom!containing!structure!by!using!the!amplitudes!from!the!native!and!the!derivative!crystal.!
By!drawing!the!radius!of!a!circle!as!the!amplitudes!of!the!native!crystal!(blue!circle)!around!a!
circle!of!the!amplitudes!of!heavy!atom!structure!factor!(purple!circle),!we!can!obtain!phases!
for! the! native! crystal! structure! (green! arrow).!More!derivative! crystals! can!be! used! in! the!
experiment!to!resolve!phase!ambiguity.!!
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determine! their! contribution! towards! the! structure! factors! (Taylor,! 2010).! This!enables! the!

crystallographer!to!deduce!the!possible!values!for!each!reflection!phase!angle.!If!we!assume!

that!no!change!is!made!to!the!rest!of!the!structure!upon!the!introduction!of!the!heavy!atom,!

then! the! structure! factor! for! the! derivative! crystal! (FPH)! is! equal! to! the! sum!of! the!protein!

structure! factor! (FP)!and! the!heavy!atom!structure! factor! (FH).!This!can!be! represented!by!

the!equation!FPH!=!FP!+!FH.!By!representing!structure!factors!as!vectors,!we!can!then!utilize!

this! equation! to!define! a! triangle! (Fig.! 3.A#B).! A! better! representation! of! the! two!possible!

phases!is!through!a!Harker!construction.!This!is!shown!by!a!circle!with!a!radius!equal!to!the!

amplitude!FP!which! is!centred!towards!the!origin.!This!circle!represents!all!possible!vectors!

that!can!be!obtained!from!every!possible!phase!angles!of!FP.! In!the!Harker!construction,!a!

second!sphere!with!a!radius!of!FPH!with!a!centre!at!a!point!defined!by!#|FH|!with!each!point!

on!this!second!sphere!as!possible!values!of!FP!to!satisfy!the!FPH!=!FP!+!FH!equation,!while!

still! within! agreement! with! the! calculated! amplitude! |FPH|! (Fig.! 4).! Thus,! to! remove! the!

ambiguity!of!having!two!possible!phases!in!the!crystal,!a!derivative!heavy!atom!containing!

crystal!can!be!used.!This!is!best!represented!by!figure!4,!whereby!the!result!from!the!heavy!

atom! containing! crystal! is! shown! in! purple! (Fig.! 4).! The! calculated! information! from! the!

derivative!crystal!would!hence!only!suggest! that!one!phase!vector! is!consistent!with!other!

observations.! In! order! to! rule! out! the! ambiguous! phase! information! however,! multiple!

derivative!crystals!are!required.!

!

Another! method! that! can! be! used! to! solve! the! phase! problem! is! through! anomalous!

dispersion.!Within!the!protein!crystal,!most!of!the!electrons!will!indirectly!interact!with!X#rays!

(Taylor,!2010).!This!causes!these!electrons!to!diffract!with!a!relative!phase!of!zero,!if!placed!

at!the!origin!of!the!crystal.!As!such,!the!diffraction!spots!generated!from!the!X#ray!diffraction!

experiment!would!obey!Friedel’s!law!(Fig.!5A).!This!is!represented!in!figure!5.A,!whereby!a!

black! arrow! represents! the! diffraction! event! that! occurs! from! above! the! planes,! while! an!

orange!arrow!represents!the!diffraction!event!that!occurs!at!the!bottom!of!the!parallel!planes.!

From!this!figure!it!is!clear!that!the!angles!of!incidence!and!reflections!are!same,!thus!is!the!

black!arrow! is!defined!with!Miller! indices! (h,k,l),!while! the!orange!arrow!can!be!defined!by!

Miller!indices!(#h,#k,#l).!The!reflection!with!indices!(#h,#k,#l)!is!referred!to!as!the!Friedel!mate!

of! (h,k,l).!The!atoms!between!Friedel!mates!would!provide! the!same!phase!shift,!however!

where!the!phase!shift!is!positive,!they!would!now!be!negative,!as!the!orange!arrows!at!the!

bottom! have! an! opposite! phase! to! the! coloured! arrows! above! (Fig! 5.A).! The! use! of!

anomalous!scattering!can!therefore!enable!us!to!determine!the!phase!shift!of!the!crystal!due!

to!the!properties!of!these!anomalous!scatterers!in!breaking!Friedel’s!law.!As!shown!in!figure!

5.B,!the!addition!of!a!heavy!atom!with!an!anomalous!scattering!component!results!in!a!shift!

in!the!amplitudes!of!Friedel!mates!(Fig!5.B)!(Taylor,!2010).!As!anomalous!scattering!is!!
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dependent! on! the! wavelength! of! the! incident! X#rays! being! close! to! an! atomic! absorption!

edge!of! the!atom,!the!strength!of!anomalous!scattering! is!dependent!on!the!wavelength!of!

the!X#rays!(Taylor,!2010).!Thus,!to!obtain!enough!phase!information,!data!collected!from!the!

crystal!must!be!done!at!a!wavelength!close!towards!the!absorption!edge!of!the!anomalous!

scattering!element!found!within!the!protein!crystal!(Taylor,!2010).!!

!

Since!its! initial!proposal!by!Rossmann!and!Blow!in!1962,!molecular!replacement!has!been!

the!most!frequently!used!method!to!solve!the!structure!of!a!protein!when!a!closely!related!

structure!of! the!protein! is!available! (Evans!and!McCoy,!2007U!Rossmann!and!Blow,!1962U!

Taylor,!2010).!Generally,!molecular!replacement!uses!a!known!molecular!model!to!solve!the!

structure! of! a! closely! related!molecule.! This! provides!a! solution! to! the! phase!problem! by!

providing!the!initial!estimates!of!the!phases!of!the!new!structure!from!the!previously!solved!

protein!structure.!For!example!in!this!thesis,!the!C.#crescentus#ParB!structures!were!solved!

using!the!previously!solved!H.#pylori#ParB!as!a!search!model!(Chen!et!al.,!2015)!(Chapter!3!

and!4).!In!this!method,!the!crystallographic!calculation!occurs!in!reverse,!by!which!structure!

factors!from!a!previously!known!coordinate!file!is!used!to!calculate!the!new!structure!factor!

(Evans!and!McCoy,!2007).!Thus,!one!common!limitation!in!this!technique!is!the!generation!

of!bias!towards!the!generated!model.!In!this!method,!we!utilise!a!model!which!approximates!

to! the! unsolved! protein! structure! and! a! set! of! measured! intensities.! Computer! based!

programs! such! as! PHASER! utilise! every! possible! orientation! and! position! of! the! search!

model! in! the!unsolved!protein! structure! in!order! to!determine! the!predicted!diffraction! that!

best!matches!the!observed!diffraction!(McCoy!et!al.,!2007).!The!phases!that!are!calculated!

from!the!correctly!placed!search!model!are!then!used!to!calculate!an!initial!electron!density!

map!of! the!unsolved!protein! structure.!This! is! used! to! rebuild! the!model! in!order! to!better!

resemble!the!unsolved!protein!structure.!!

!

During! molecular! replacement,! a! Patterson! function! is! used! to! rotate! and! translate! the!

search!model! in!order!to!provide!a!sensible!solution!for!the!unsolved!target!protein!(Evans!

and!McCoy,!2007U!Patterson,! 1935).! Initially! this! is! conducted! through!a! rotation! function,!

whereby! the! search!model! is! rotated!until! it!matches! unsolved!protein.! This! is! due! to! the!

ability!of!the!Patterson!function!to!rotate!the!search!model!and!the!intermolecular!vectors!by!

the!same!angle!(Grosse#Kunstleve!and!Adams,!2001).!A!second!translation!function!is!then!

carried!out!to!move!the!reoriented!data!into!the!unit!cell!to!fit!the!position!of!the!new!model!

as! accurately! as! possible! (Grosse#Kunstleve! and! Adams,! 2001).! Once! the! model! is!

positioned! and! orientated! as! closely! as! possible,! several! rounds! of! refinement! are! then!

required!to!improve!the!model.!!

!
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Proper chromosome segregation during cell division is essential in all
domains of life. In the majority of bacterial species, faithful chromosome
segregation is mediated by the tripartite ParABS system, consisting of an
ATPase protein ParA, a CTPase and DNA-binding protein ParB, and a centro-
mere-like parS site. The parS site is most often located near the origin of
replication and is segregated first after chromosome replication. ParB nucleates
on parS before binding to adjacent non-specific DNA to form a multimeric
nucleoprotein complex. ParA interacts with ParB to drive the higher-order
ParB–DNA complex, and hence the replicating chromosomes, to each daugh-
ter cell. Here, we review the various models for the formation of the ParABS
complex and describe its role in segregating the origin-proximal region
of the chromosome. Additionally, we discuss outstanding questions and
challenges in understanding bacterial chromosome segregation.

1. Introduction
Faithful chromosome segregation is essential to ensure each daughter cell inherits
a full copy of the genetic information of the parent. Chromosome segregation is
not a trivial process, especially in bacteria, because DNA must be maintained
in a compacted state to fit within the limited volume of the cells, and chromosome
segregation often occurs concomitantly with DNA replication rather than being
separated temporally, as in eukaryotes. Bacterial chromosome segregation can
be divided into multiple overlapping steps: (i) segregation of DNA proximal to
the origin of replication, (ii) segregation of the bulk of the chromosome, and
(iii) segregation of DNA near the terminus of replication. In this review, we
focus on progress towards understanding the molecular basis for segregating
the origin-proximal region, specifically by the tripartite ParA–ParB–parS system.

The par locus was first discovered in low-copy-number plasmids, and was
shown to be essential for their stable inheritance [1–4]. A functionally equivalent
par locus was later found to be important for chromosome segregation in Bacillus
subtilis [5–7]. In Caulobacter crescentus, Hyphomonas neptunium and Myxococcus
xanthus, genes encoded in the par locus (ParABS) were found to be essential for
cell viability [8–11], whereas in other bacterial species engineered strains lacking
ParABS were viable but had an elevated number of anucleate cells owing to
defects in chromosome segregation [12–27]. A comparative genomic study
suggested that the chromosomal ParABS system is conserved in two-thirds of
bacterial species [28]. In most bacteria, one or multiple parS sites are commonly
found near the origin of replication [28]. The parS site is the first DNA locus to
be segregated after chromosome replication [7,11,13,29]. ParB is a DNA-binding
protein that nucleates on parS to recruit additional ParB molecules to adjacent
non-specific DNA to form a network of protein–DNA complexes [30]. The
ParB–DNA nucleoprotein complex stimulates the ATPase activity of ParA, creat-
ing a gradient of ParA–ATP that drives the movement of the origin-proximal
region of the chromosome (and subsequently, the whole chromosome) along
this gradient to the opposite pole of the cell [31–39]. ParB also recruits the struc-
tural maintenance of chromosome (SMC) complex onto the chromosome to

© 2020 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
author and source are credited.
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reduce DNA entanglement, thereby promoting the individua-
lization of replicated chromosomes [16,40–46].

Since the discovery of the ParABS system over 35 years
ago, tremendous progress has been made towards answering
some of the key questions about how this system works:

— How does ParB recruit tens to hundreds more ParB pro-
teins to assemble a higher-order nucleoprotein complex?
(Discussed in §2.)

— What is the molecular mechanism of ParA-mediated DNA
segregation? (Discussed in §3.)

— How does ParB recruits SMC and other protein partners to
coordinate chromosome segregation with chromosome
organization? (Discussed in §4.)

— How does evolution shape factors that are involved in
bacterial chromosome segregation and maintenance?
(Discussed in §5.)

In this review, we summarize recent progress and compare
the competing models for addressing these key questions,
before highlighting outstanding questions and challenges for
fully understanding the ParABS system and chromosome
segregation in bacteria.

2. ParB–parS interaction and the assembly
of a higher-order nucleoprotein complex

ParB binding to parS nucleates the recruitment of additional
ParB molecules which associate with neighbouring DNA, a
process known as spreading, to form a higher-order ParB-
DNA nucleoprotein complex [30]. The purpose of this
higher-order complex, whether to strengthen the physical link
between DNA and ParA or to provide a specific DNA topology
to facilitate DNA segregation, is still under debate. However,
since bacterial strains harbouring nucleation competent but
spreading-defective mutants of parB are either unviable or
have elevated number of anucleate cells, it is clear that a
higher-order nucleoprotein complex is a prerequisite for
faithful chromosome segregation [7,47–50]. In this section, we
describe and discuss the current and emerging models for the
assembly of this essential nucleoprotein complex.

2.1. Domain organization and shared features of
chromosomal ParB protein family

Chromosomal ParB proteins share a common domain
architecture, consisting of anN-terminal domain (NTD), a cen-
tral DNA-binding domain (DBD) and a C-terminal domain
(CTD) (figure 1a). A highly conserved arginine-rich motif
(GERRxRA) resides in the NTD and mediates protein–protein
and protein–ligand interactions [30,51,52] (figure 1a). TheDBD
contains a helix–turn–helix motif that enables ParB to nucleate
on parS specifically [30]. The CTD,which is the least conserved
domain among ParB homologs, contains a leucine zipper
motif that allows ParB to homodimerize [30] (figure 1a). The
CTD of Bacillus subtilis ParB also has a lysine-rich amino acid
patch that provides additional non-specific DNA-binding
and DNA condensation activities [53]. Currently, the structure
of a full-length chromosomal ParB is not available. The flexi-
bility of ParB, endowed by amino acid linkers that connect
consecutive domains, has hindered the effort to crystallize

and solve the structure of a full-length protein. Nevertheless,
structure-function insights have been gained from X-ray
crystallography/NMR studies using a single-domain or
domain-truncated variants of ParB from various bacterial
species [52–58]. Structural comparisons suggested that ParB,
especially its NTD, can adopt multiple alternative confor-
mations that might facilitate the assembly of a higher-order
nucleoprotein complex.

Four models have been proposed relating to the assembly
of a higher-order ParB–DNA nucleoprotein complex. Here
we assess the evidence for and against each model.

2.2. Model 1—one-dimensional filamentation of ParB
The earliest evidence of a higher-order ParB-DNA nucleopro-
tein complex came from studies of a plasmid-borne ParB.
Overexpression of an F-plasmid ParB protein (ParBF or SopB)
was observed to repress the expression of antibiotic resistance
genes several kilobases away from the parS (sopC) site on the
plasmid [59]. Moreover, ParBF overexpression also prevents
DNA gyrase and restriction enzyme access to DNA regions
neighbouring the parS site [59]. Similarly, a P1-plasmid ParB
(ParBP1) also silences the expression of genes adjacent to parS
in both directions for several kilobases, with the efficiency of
gene silencing decreasing as the genomic distance from parS
increases [60]. A direct association of ParBP1 with the silenced
DNA was demonstrated by chromatin immunoprecipitation
PCR (ChIP-PCR) assay [60]. Based on these observations, it
was proposed the growth of a filament of ParB proteins
nucleated at parS and then spread outward to neighbouring
DNA (figure 1b). This model was further supported by the
observation that a site-specific DNA-binding protein, RepA,
could attenuate the ParBP1-mediated gene silencing effect,
presumably by acting as a roadblock to partially stop the fila-
mentation of ParB [60] (figure 1b). Multiple chromosomal
ParBs have subsequently been observed by ChIP-chip/seq
to associate with an extended DNA region beyond parS
[13,16,19,44,47,48,61,62], hence chromosomal ParBs were also
thought to oligomerize to form a nucleoprotein filament. The
highly conserved arginine-rich patch (GERRxRA) at the NTD
has been implicated in mediating ParB filamentation, as
mutations in this region impair the ability of ParB to associate
extensively with DNA beyond parS [47–49,62,63]. This early
model of ParB spreading is straightforward and attractive;
however, later studies have argued that the intracellular con-
centration of ParB is too low to support such an extensive
one-dimensional filamentation in vivo [62,64]. Moreover, at
native expression levels, B. subtilis ParB (Spo0 J) does not
silence genes adjacent to parS [48], suggesting that the ParB-
DNA nucleoprotein complex might be more dynamic than
can be explained by the one-dimensional filamentation model.

2.3. Model 2—bridging and condensing DNA
A combination of quantitative immunoblotting and immuno-
fluorescence microscopy approaches led to the estimate that
approximately 20 ParB dimers are associated with each parS
site in B. subtilis, allowing for maximally approximately 500 bp
of DNA to be covered by a continuous filament of ParB [62].
This is substantially lower than the approximately 10–20 kb of
ParB-bound DNA observed by ChIP-chip [48,61], arguing
against the one-dimensional filamentation model. Instead, a
new model was proposed based on the observation that
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B. subtilisParB can bridgedifferent segments ofDNA (figure 1c).
In a single-molecule microscopy-based assay, bacteriophage λ
DNA (approx. 50 kb) was tethered at one end to a microscope
slide and stretched out by a buffer flow. The introduction of pur-
ified B. subtilis ParB compacted the flow-extended DNA,
demonstrating that ParB can form bridges and condense
bound DNA [62]. Moreover, mutations in the arginine-rich
patch which eliminate the extensive in vivo ChIP-seq profile of
B. subtilis ParB also impair in vitro DNA-bridging activity [62].

ParB-mediated DNA bridging was also observed using
magnetic-tweezers assays [65]. The additional non-specific
DNA-binding activity owing to a surface-exposed lysine-rich
patch at the CTD of B. subtilis ParB was found to be essential
for this function [53,66]. Mutations in these lysine residues
eliminate DNA bridging and condensation in vitro and
reduce ParB-DNA nucleoprotein formation in vivo, as assessed
by the less extensive ChIP-qPCR profile and by the dimmer
and fuzzier appearance of fluorescently labelled ParB foci

NTD

DBD

CTD

parS

CTP

parS

ParB GERRxRA

NTD DBD CTD

parS

roadblock

parS
roadblock

(e)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d )

Figure 1. The assembly of a higher-order ParB–DNA nucleoprotein complex. (a) Chromosomal ParB proteins share a common domain architecture, consisting of an
N-terminal domain (NTD), a central DNA-binding domain (DBD) and a C-terminal domain (CTD). The NTD harbours a conserved arginine-rich motif (GERRxRA) that
mediates ParB–ParB and ParB–cytidine triphosphate (CTP) interactions. (b) Model 1: ParB spreading by a one-dimensional filamentation. (c) Model 2: ParB spreading
by bridging and condensing DNA. (d ) Model 3: ParB spreading by caging DNA. (e) Model 4: ParB spreading by sliding on DNA. ParB switches from an open to a
closed clamp upon binding to CTP (orange). ParB and parS are coloured green and magenta, respectively. The arrows above the ParB–CTP complexes (e) indicate
their progressive sliding on DNA. A tight DNA-binding protein (grey) can unidirectionally block the one-dimensional filamentation or the sliding of ParB on DNA.
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[53]. It is important to emphasize that interactions among
NTD of B. subtilis ParB are also necessary for bridging DNA
(figure 1c); neither CTD alone nor ParB with mutations at the
arginine-rich patch (at the NTD) can condense DNA in vitro
[53,66]. The non-specific DNA-binding activity of the CTD is
thought to provide multiple anchors on DNA that can
be brought spatially close together by the NTD–NTD inter-
actions (figure 1c). Insights into the molecular mechanism
of NTD–NTD interactions were provided by the co-crystal
structure of a CTD-truncated Helicobacter pylori ParB in com-
plex with a parS DNA duplex [54]. This structure shows
H. pylori ParB interacting with an adjacent ParB on a pseudo-
continuous DNA in the crystal lattice (in cis interactions
or one-dimensional filamentation) and also with ParB on
a disconnected DNA duplex (in trans interactions or three-
dimensional bridging) (figure 1c), with the arginine-rich
patch at the core of the NTD–NTD interaction interface [54].
By comparison with the Thermus thermophilus apo-ParB struc-
ture, it was proposed that the nucleation of ParB onto parS
induces a conformational change at the NTD that exposes the
arginine-rich patch for the NTD–NTD interactions [49,54,56].

In sum, it has been proposed that DNA-bridging activity
allows a limited number of ParB molecules to bring regions of
DNA that are several kilobases apart together in three-
dimensional space to form a compacted nucleoprotein
complex (figure 1c). Nevertheless, a computational modelling
study has suggested that a combination of both one-
dimensional filamentation and three-dimensional bridges
are required to recreate the condensed ParB–DNA nucleo-
protein complex observed in vivo [67]. Thus, while the
DNA-bridging model is an important step towards under-
standing the assembly of the ParB–DNA nucleoprotein
complex, it is unlikely to be the final say. The main caveat
is that B. subtilis ParB can bridge to condense DNA in vitro
regardless of the presence of parS [53,62,65]. This contradicts
in vivo data showing parS is absolutely required for the clus-
tering of fluorescently labelled ParB molecules into a tight
focus [62,68]. Moreover, the lysine-rich patch (at the CTD of
B. subtilis ParB) is not highly conserved; for example, ParB
from Caulobacter crescentus lacks the equivalent lysine resi-
dues and does not bridge/condense DNA in vitro [55]. As
such, it is not yet clear how prevalent DNA-bridging activity
is among chromosomal ParB homologs.

2.4. Model 3—caging ParB and DNA
A model broadly similar to bridging and condensing DNA
that aims to better explain the observed parS-dependent
confinement of ParB in vivo has been proposed [69]. In this
nucleation and caging model, the parS site acts as a ParB
nucleation centre, while weak but synergistic protein–protein
and protein–DNA interactions cage ParB spatially into a con-
fined volume inside the cells [69] (figure 1d). Supporting this
model, single-molecule super-resolution microscopy demon-
strated that the binding of ParBF to parS results in a very high
local concentration of protein in vivo, where greater than 90%
of ParBF in the cell are confined in clusters at parS [69]. Simi-
larly, the local concentration of C. crescentus ParB near parS
has been estimated to reach approximately 500 µM (500 times
more concentrated than typically used for in vitro experiments)
[31]. Despite ParBF (or C. crescentus ParB) having expectedly
low-affinity interactions with non-specific DNA, these inter-
actions may occur stochastically at very high frequency,

especially at the extreme local concentration of ParB in vivo, to
create a cage of dynamically exchanged ParB–DNA complexes
(figure 1d). Fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching
(FRAP) experiments have shown that ParBF molecules rapidly
exchange between different clusters, further highlighting the
dynamic nature of cages of ParB-DNA in vivo [70]. The nuclea-
tion and caging model has also been shown applicable to the
Vibrio cholerae chromosomal ParB–parS system, suggesting
that this dynamic self-assemblymechanismmight be conserved
from plasmids to chromosomes [70].

2.5. Model 4—lateral sliding of a ParB–CTP clamp
on DNA

Recent studies have uncovered a new cofactor of ParB [51,52].
Various plasmid- and chromosome-encoded ParB and ParB-
like proteins have been found to bind and hydrolyse cytidine
triphosphate (CTP) to cytidine di-phosphate (CDP) and inor-
ganic phosphate [51,52,71]. A co-crystal structure showed
CDP binding to the arginine-rich patch at the NTD of B. sub-
tilis ParB (CTP was hydrolysed to CDP during crystallization)
[52]. At the same time, another co-crystal structure showed a
M. xanthus ParB-like protein (PadC) in complex with CTP
[51]. CTP (or CDP) is sandwiched between two NTDs, thus
promoting a new NTD self-dimerization interface that has
not been observed previously [51,52]. Employing site-specific
cross-linking assays and single-molecule imaging, it was
demonstrated that CTP-induced self-dimerization creates a
clamp-like ParB that entraps DNA within its central cavity
[52] (figure 1e). A comparison between the B. subtilis ParB–
CDP structure and the H. pylori ParB–parS structure
suggested that CTP binding induces a conformational
change at the central DNA-binding domain that is incompa-
tible with parS binding [52,54]. Studies with C. crescentus and
M. xanthus ParBs further showed that CTP binding reduces
ParB nucleation at parS and/or liberates pre-bound ParB
from parS [51,71], thereby facilitating the escape of ParB
from a high-affinity nucleation site to a low-affinity neigh-
bouring DNA. Therefore, CTP probably serves to switch
ParB from a nucleating to a sliding mode (figure 1e). Overall,
it was suggested that ParB clamp can self-load at parS, with-
out the need of a dedicated loading factor, and spreads by
sliding to the neighbouring DNA while still entrapping
DNA [52,71] (figure 1e). The interpretation of a sliding
ParB–CTP clamp on DNA is further backed up by several
lines of evidence: (i) tight DNA-binding proteins, such as a
catalytic-dead EcoRI (E111Q) variant or TetR, can block the
spreading of B. subtilis and C. crescentus ParB–CTP on DNA
in vitro [52,71] (figure 1e), and (ii) C. crescentus ParB only
accumulates on DNA that has both ends blocked (by a
bulky biotin-streptavidin complex) to prevent a run-off [71].
However, it is not yet clear whether the translocation of
ParB–CTP on DNA is entirely a passive one-dimensional dif-
fusion process or whether it is facilitated by unknown
interactions between the protein and DNA. CTP hydrolysis
is unlikely to provide energy for ParB translocation since its
hydrolysis rate is extremely low, ranging from approximately
3 to approximately 36 CTP molecules per hour [51,52,71].
Moreover, ParB in complex with a non-hydrolysable CTPγS
analog can still self-load and accumulate on DNA, albeit
with a reduced stability [52,71]. It has been speculated that
CTP hydrolysis might contribute to recycling of ParB
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between the nucleation and translocation modes [52,71].
Mutant proteins (N112S and N172A of B. subtilis and
M. xanthus ParB, respectively), which bind CTP but are
deficient for hydrolysis, fail to form tight foci inside the
cells [40,51,52]; however, this is weak evidence for the
in vivo role of CTP hydrolysis since B. subtilis ParB (N112S)
is already impaired at forming a protein clamp [52]. A
better understanding of the CTPase mechanism that enables
the design of a mutation at the catalytic site to eliminate
CTP hydrolysis while allowing NTD self-dimerization is
likely to provide a key insight into the role of CTP hydrolysis.

2.6. Reconciliation of different models: outstanding
questions and challenges

The unexpected finding of the ParB–CTP interaction has
fundamentally changed thinking on the assembly of a
higher-order nucleoprotein complex and bacterial chromo-
some segregation by the ParABS system. But does the ‘ParB
spreading by sliding’ model supersede previously proposed
models? It is too early to answer this question adequately,
given that many mechanistic details are still missing. For
example, an alternative view has been proposed wherein
parS binding stimulates the CTPase activity to switch M.
xanthus ParB from a CTP-bound closed conformation to an
apo/CDP-bound open conformation, liberating the NTD to
engage in DNA-bridging/caging interactions [51]. It is poss-
ible that there are two different modes of action of ParB inside
the cells: one for bridging/caging DNA together, and another
for the lateral sliding of ParB on DNA. Investigating the rela-
tive contribution of the two different modes of action to
chromosome segregation, especially in vivo, is an important
challenge. Some of other immediate questions to which
answers can help refine or reconcile different models include:

— How dynamic is the ParB clamp opening and closing
when bound to parS and/or to CTP?

— Can the ParB clamp entrap two or more DNA segments
together [52], thereby contributing to DNA bridging and
condensation?

— What is the mechanism of CTP hydrolysis?
— Does the translocation of ParB supercoil DNA, thereby

compacting parS-proximal DNA?
— Is there a variation in CTP-binding affinity and CTP

hydrolysis rate among ParB orthologs, and how does
this natural variation impact chromosome segregation in
different bacterial species?

Whether CTP plays a regulatory role in chromosome
segregation, in addition to being a co-factor of ParB, is also
unknown. The concentration of nucleoside triphosphate
(NTP) ranges from approximately 0.3 to approximately 3 mM
inside bacterial cells [72]. Their concentrations can decrease
by ∼tenfold as cells enter the stationary phase [72] but it is
unlikely to impact ParB–CTP binding significantly. Indeed,
foci of a fluorescently tagged ParB do not disappear when
C. crescentus cells enter the stationary phase or during star-
vation [73]. For these reasons, we speculate that the assembly
of ParB–DNA nucleoprotein complex is not regulated by
varying the intracellular concentration of CTP. However,
there is a formal possibility that other NTP-related small mol-
ecules, whose diversity has only been realized recently [74],

could have a regulatory impact. Futurework will undoubtedly
continue to provide important new insights into the assembly
of the ParB–DNA nucleoprotein complex and its roles in
chromosome segregation.

3. ParB–DNA interaction with ParA and
segregation of the origin-proximal
chromosomal region

ParA is a deviant Walker A ATPase protein [75] that enables a
directional movement of ParB-bound DNA. Early studies of
plasmid and chromosome segregation proposed a mechanism
for DNA-pulling by either a linear or a helical ParA filament
[76–83], akin to the mitotic spindle apparatus in eukaryotes.
According to this model, ParA–ATP polymerizes into a fila-
mentous structure along the cell length, with the edge of the
filament capturing the ParB–DNA nucleoprotein complex.
ParB binds ParA and stimulates its ATPase activity to hydro-
lyse ATP, thereby depolymerizing the ParA filament and
concomitantly pulling the ParB–DNA complex (hence, the
plasmid/chromosome) along the retracting filament to the
opposite cell pole [76,83,84]. While purified ParA from various
bacterial species could self-aggregate into filament-like struc-
tures in the presence of ATP/ADP [34,76,79,82,85–91], no
such continuous polymer was seen in recent co-crystal struc-
tures of ParA with DNA, even at the high concentration of
protein and DNA used to generate crystals. Furthermore, the
spatial distribution of an F-plasmid ParA and C. crescentus
ParA in vivo is inconsistent with a continuous filamentous
structure, instead they form small patches or a cloud-like
gradient of sparsely distributed molecules inside the cells, as
observed by super-resolution microscopy [31,37]. As such, it
is uncertain whether a DNA-pulling mechanism by a ParA
filament is operating in vivo.

It has been proposed that a ParA filament is not necessary
for DNA segregation, and that a diffusion-ratchet mechanism
can also explain the directional movement of segregating
DNA [33,35,36,38,92,93] (figure 2a,b). In this model, ParA
binds ATP to homodimerize and to associate with non-specific
DNA. X-ray crystallographic and hydrogen/deuterium
exchange mass spectrometry analysis of ParAwith nucleotides
andDNAhave revealed the dimerization interface and amulti-
faced DNA-binding surface [94–96]. ParB, via its N-terminal
peptide, binds ParA directly and stimulates the ATPase activity
of ParA, thereby dissociating ParA dimer into individual
monomers that no longer bind DNA [34,36,97,98] (figure 2a).
This stimulation in the ATPase activity creates a local gradient
of ParA–ATP with the least DNA-bound ParA–ATP near the
ParB–DNA complex (figure 2a). The ParB–DNA complex
then diffuses up the gradient, by Brownian motion, to rebind
ParA–ATP, resulting in a net movement of the ParB-anchored
DNA (figure 2a). The initial movement of the ParB–DNA com-
plex in one chosen direction enforces the continued movement
in the same direction, resulting in a long-range directional
movement of the DNA (figure 2a,b). The released monomeric
apo–ParA/ParA–ADP can rebind ATP to homodimerize and
later regains its non-specific DNA-binding activity (figure 2a).
It is worth noting that the released apo–ParA/ParA–ADP
can rebind ATP but cannot immediately bind DNA until a
transition occurs in the ParA–ATP structure (figure 2a); this
transitional state presumably introduces a time delay
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mechanism to ensure the existence of a ParA–ATPgradient sur-
rounding the ParB–DNA complex [38,94]. Without this delay,
regenerated ParA–ATP will instantly rebind DNA in the
same location, thus dissipating the gradient. Other organism-
specific factors, for example, the polarly localized proteins
PopZ and TipN in C. crescentus, may also contribute to main-
tain the ParA–ATP gradient by sequestering apo–ParA/
ParA–ADP away from the nucleoid and to regenerate ParA–
ATP only at the cell pole [99,100] (figure 2b). Based on
computational modelling it has been argued that the short-
range diffusion of a ParB–DNA complex up the gradient of
ParA–ATP might not be sufficient to explain a robust uni-
directional segregation of chromosome towards the new cell

pole (figure 2b) and that the diffusion-ratchet model should
be extended to incorporate a component of DNA elasticity. In
this model, DNA-bound ParA–ATP complexes can harness
the elastic dynamics of the chromosome to relay the partition
complex over a long distance from one DNA location to
another [31] (figure 2c). Similarly, it has also been proposed
that partition complexes can also hitchhike from one high-den-
sity DNA region to another on the chromosome to move the
ParB-bound DNA progressively [37] (figure 2c). High-density
DNA regions have been observed in B. subtilis and Escherichia
coli by super-resolution microscopy and may represent
highly compacted domains of the chromosomes [37,101]. The
preferred association of ParA–ATP with high-density DNA

oriC ter

oriC teroriC

oriC teroriC

nucleoid

ParB–parS

apo–ParA or ParA–ADP polar-localized protein e.g. PopZ

ParA–ATP active in tethering ParB–parS

ParA–ATP inactive in DNA-binding

ParA–ATP active in DNA-binding

diffusion-binding DNA-relay
hitch-hiking via high-density

DNA regions (HDR) 

HDR 1
HDR 2

HDR 3

HDR 4

net movement

oriC: origin of replication

ter: terminus of replication

(b)(a)

(c)

Figure 2. ParA drives the movement of ParB-bound DNA to segregate plasmids and chromosomes. (a) A diffusion-ratchet model for ParA-mediated transport of
ParB-bound DNA. A ParB–DNA complex (green) interacts with ParA–ATP (violet) to tether to the nucleoid (grey), and to stimulate the ATPase activity of ParA. ParA–
ATP dimers (violet) bind the nucleoid non-specifically. After ATP hydrolysis, monomers of apo–ParA/ParA–ADP (light brown) no longer bind DNA, thus creating a
zone of depletion of ParA–ATP surrounding the ParB–DNA complex. By thermal fluctuation (wavy lines), the ParB–DNA complex moves to the edge of the zone of
depletion to rebind ParA–ATP. The initial movement of the ParB–DNA complex in one chosen direction enforces the continued movement in the same direction,
resulting in a long-range directional movement of the DNA (see b). The released apo–ParA/ParA–ADP (light brown) rebinds ATP but cannot immediately bind DNA
(the dark brown hexagon) until a transition occurs in the ParA–ATP structure. (b) The segregation of the origin-proximal region of the chromosome by the ParABS
system. For example, in C. crescentus, one ParB–DNA complex remains at the pole after chromosome replication, while the other moves along the gradient of ParA–
ATP, via the diffusion-ratchet mechanism, to the opposite cell pole. The polarly localized proteins (e.g. PopZ, orange) contribute to maintaining the ParA–ATP
gradient by sequestering apo–ParA/ParA–ADP away from the nucleoid and to regenerate them at the pole. (c) Other variations of the diffusion-ratchet model
have been proposed to include an element of DNA elasticity (i.e. the DNA-relay model) or high-density DNA regions (HDR) (i.e. the hitch-hiking model).
A wavy arrow indicates the directional movement of the partition complex.
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regions, via its non-specific DNA-binding activity, might create
the required directional bias in the movement of the ParABS
complex (figure 2c).

The diffusion-ratchet model emphasizes the crucial role of
ParB in stimulating the ATPase activity of ParA to create the
ParA–ATP gradient. However, an alternative view on the
ATPase-stimulating role of ParB, at least for the F-plasmid
ParAB system (SopAB) suggested that the stimulation of
ParAF ATPase activity mainly serves to spatially separate
F-plasmid clusters following replication and to prevent
them from re-forming later [102]. The directional movement
of replicated F plasmids might depend on a basal ATPase
activity of ParAF but does not need further stimulation by
ParBF [102]. Finally, the recent discovery of CTP as a cofactor
of both plasmid- and chromosome-encoded ParB raises many
important questions. Does ParB–CTP further stimulate the
ATPase activity of ParA, and conversely, does ParA accelerate
the CTP hydrolysis rate of ParB? Early evidence suggested
that CTP can modulate ParA–ParB interaction; mutations at
the CTP-binding pocket of a ParB-like protein PadC were
shown to impair PadC–ParA binding in vitro (i.e. ParA prefer-
entially binds to PadC–CTP, rather than to apo-PadC, and
gave rise to aberrant ParA localization patterns in vivo [51]).
Future works, especially with the canonical ParABS system,
will provide important insights to refine current models for
the ParA-directed DNA segregation.

4. The ParB-DNA and SMC coordinate
chromosome segregation with
chromosome organization

In addition to its role in DNA segregation, ParB also
participates in other biological processes such as chromosome
organization, nucleoid occlusion, regulation of DNA replica-
tion initiation and regulation of gene expression [16,24,40,41,
100,103–113]. The wide range of ParB-interacting partners
reflects (i) the central role of the ParB-DNA nucleoprotein as
a hub to couple chromosome segregation with other biological
processes and (ii) the capacity of ParB to evolve additional
functions. For a further discussion, we refer the reader to
recent reviews [114,115]. In this section, we instead focus on
the interaction between ParB and the SMC complex that is
directly relevant to the segregation of the origin-proximal
region of the chromosome.

A canonical bacterial SMC is composed of an ATPase
domain (the head), a dimerization domain (the hinge) and an
extended antiparallel coiled-coil region in the middle [116]
(figure 3a). Two SMC monomers homodimerize together
with the accessory proteins (ScpA and ScpB) to form a ring-
like protein complex that can bring distal DNA segments
close together spatially to organize the chromosome
[116–118] (figure 3a). This entrapment of DNA has been
shown for B. subtilis SMC [119] and for eukaryotic SMC
homologs such as cohesin and condensin [120–123]. Appli-
cation of chromosome conformation capture assays (Hi-C/
3C-seq) to cells from a range of bacterial species lacking SMC
have revealed a reduced interaction between opposite arms
of the chromosome, suggesting that SMC entraps and tethers
the two chromosome arms together [43,44,101,124–126]
(figure 3b). SMC is recruited onto the chromosome by ParB
at the origin-proximal parS sites [16,40–42,44] (figure 3c).

After loading, SMC redistributes directionally away from
parS towards the replication terminus (ter) while maintaining
the tethers between the parS-proximal regions of the chromo-
some arms [42,125] (figure 3c). Given that parS sites are often
found near the origin of replication, parS-loaded SMCs prefer-
ably condense newly replicated DNA to package them into
individual entities and away from each other (figure 3b). This
DNA-unlinking activity is independent of topoisomerase IV,
at least in B. subtilis, and might help to prevent catenation
between replicated chromosomes at the replication fork or pro-
mote their resolution behind the fork [45,46]. If replicated
chromosomes are not resolved, their entanglement might
hinder movement of individual chromosomes to opposite
cell poles by the ParABS system. In C. crescentus, segregation
of origin-proximal DNA occurs in two steps; the duplicated
origins are released from the pole and separate slightly from
one another first before one of the origins is moved unidirec-
tionally by ParABS to the opposite cell pole [127]. While the
initial separation does not require ParA [127,128], it might be
facilitated by the DNA-unlinking activity of SMC.

Precisely how SMC translocates on the chromosome is not
yet clear; several models have been proposed, and we refer
the reader to a recent review [129] for an in-depth discussion.
How ParB loads SMC onto the chromosome is also not fully
understood; the weak and transient interaction between ParB
and SMC has made efforts to study their interactions by
traditional methodologies (such as bacterial two-hybrid or
co-immunoprecipitation) difficult [41,42,44]. However, it
was suggested that DNA-bound ParB probably interacts
directly with SMC to recruit it to the DNA [40]. Indeed, a
ParB-interacting area has been identified in the neck region
in between the ATPase head domain and the coiled coil of
B. subtilis SMC [130], while mutations that eliminate SMC
recruitment have been mapped onto the N-terminal domain
of B. subtilis ParB [40,43]. Those same mutations also impair
the ability of ParB to assemble into a higher-order nucleopro-
tein complex, hence it is tempting to speculate that either (i) a
high local concentration of DNA-bound ParB is necessary to
recruit sufficient SMC molecules or (ii) the DNA-bridging/
clamping activity of ParB ensures SMC entraps DNA cor-
rectly at the loading step. Future experiments, particularly a
cell-free reconstitution of a ParB-dependent SMC recruitment
and translocation, will provide further insights into the mech-
anism of actions of bacterial SMC and its contribution to
chromosome segregation.

5. The evolution of the ParABS system and
bacterial chromosome segregation

Research in multiple model species and an ever-increasing
number of sequenced bacterial genomes has highlighted
variations in the mechanism for bacterial chromosome segre-
gation. Approximately 25% of bacterial species lack ParABS
homologs entirely [28] and thus probably employ other sys-
tems to facilitate their chromosome segregation [131–133]. In
some species, for example, Streptococcus pneumoniae or Staphy-
lococcus aureus, only ParB–parS and SMC are present while a
ParA homolog is missing [28]. Even in species with the canoni-
cal ParABS system, there exists a wide variation in the number
of parS sites; for example, Xanthomonas campestris has a single
parS site while Streptomyces coelicolor and Listeria innocua accu-
mulated up to 20–23 parS sites near the origin of replication
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[28,134].Why is the number of parS sites variablewhen a single
parS site is often sufficient for chromosome segregation
[12,13,62]? How does this variation in the number of parS
sites impact chromosome segregation in different bacterial
species in their niches? Why do parS sites position closely on
the genome and what drives their clustering over evolutionary
time? For the last question, a transposon-based saturated inser-
tion of a parS site on the Pseudomonas aeruginosa and C.
crescentus chromosome offered some insights; it was discov-
ered that the insertion of a de novo or a second parS site is
only tolerable in approximately 600 kb region surrounding
the native parS locus or the origin of replication without
severely affecting cell fitness [13,47]. These results suggest a
self-reinforcing mechanism for the expansion of the bacterial
centromere region by restricting the multiplication of parS to
a narrow region near the original site.

Another noteworthy example of the evolution of the
ParABS system is the gene duplication and neo-functionaliza-
tion event that generated a nucleoid occlusion factor (Noc) in
Firmicutes [135–139]. Noc, a ParB-like protein, plays a role
in preserving the integrity of the chromosome; it does so by
preventing the cell division machinery from assembling in
the vicinity of the segregating chromosome, which might
be otherwise guillotined, thereby damaging the DNA
[136,140,141]. An amphipathic helix is present at the N-termi-
nus of Noc instead of the ParA–ATPase-stimulating peptide
commonly found in ParB [141]. Mutations that perturbed
the amphipathicity of this helix also eliminated the nucleoid
occlusion function, while replacing the native helix with
one from the hepatitis C virus protein NS4B restored the
nucleoid occlusion activity [141,142]. A mutational event
that resulted in the grafting of an amphipathic helix might
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Figure 3. The ParB–DNA nucleoprotein complex recruits SMC to coordinate chromosome segregation and chromosome organization. (a) Components of the bacterial
SMC complex. (b) SMC (grey) tethers the two arms (blue and orange) of a circular chromosome together. An SMC–ScpA–ScpB complex can either hold both the left
and the right arm of the chromosome within its lumen or two SMC complexes, each encircles one chromosome arm, can handcuff to tether both chromosome arms
together. For simplicity, only SMCs entrapping both chromosome arms are shown. SMC probably packages sister chromosomes into individual entities and away from
each other, thus minimizing DNA entanglement between replicating chromosomes. (c) A schematic model of how SMC is loaded at parS by ParB and translocates on
the chromosome towards the replication terminus (ter). For simplicity, alternative conformations of SMC (ring or rod) are not illustrated; the SMC complex is shown
as a generic ring that entraps DNA. Schematic pictures are not drawn to scale.
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have been the evolutionary mechanism that once granted a
novel function to a ParB protein [137,141]. Furthermore, in con-
trast to ParB, Noc does not bind parS but recognizes a different
DNA-binding sequence called NBS (Noc-Binding Site) [140].
NBS differs from parS by only two bases but Noc and ParB
recognize and bind them with exquisite specificity [140,143].
X-ray crystallography and systematic scanning mutagenesis
identified a minimal set of just four amino acids that mediate
ParB-parS/Noc-NBS binding specificity [143]. Deep muta-
tional scanning of these four specificity residues enabled an
in silico reconstitution of possible evolutionary paths that repro-
gramed DNA-binding specificity from parS to NBS [143].
A small number of required mutations and the large number
of mutational paths to reprogram DNA-binding specificity
illustrates the evolvability of the ParABS system.

The existence of various ParA homologs with diverse
functions is also intriguing. In Rhodobacter sphaeroides, an
orphan ParA-like protein (PpfA) uses non-specific nucleoid
binding to separate cytoplasmic clusters of chemotaxis proteins
[144]. Similar to the canonical ParABS system, the ATPase
activity of PpfA is modulated by the N terminus of a ParB
analog (TlpT) [144]. In C. crescentus, another ParA homolog
(MipZ) coordinates chromosome segregationwith cell division
by directly interfering with FtsZ polymerization [109]. MipZ
binds DNA non-specifically and also interacts with ParB
to create a bipolar protein gradient in the cells that restricts
FtsZ ring formation to the mid cell, where the concentration
of MipZ is lowest [95,109,145]. In V. cholerae, three ParA-like
ATPases (ParA1, FlhG and ParC) interact with a polar trans-
membrane protein HubP to control polar localization of
the chromosome origin, the chemotactic machinery and the
flagellum [111]. These examples illustrate how diverse func-
tions in biology can evolve from a general mechanism
and are therefore interesting from both evolutionary and
mechanistic standpoints.

Last but not least, a DNA segregation system that combines
bacterial ParAB-like and eukaryotic histone-like components
has been identified in the archaea Sulfolobus [146,147]. This
system consists of an ATPase ParA, an atypical ParB adaptor
and a novel centromere-binding protein AspA. TheN-terminal
domain of the archaeal ParB is similar to the bacterial ParB
NTD; however, its C-terminal domain resembles an eukaryotic
histone protein CenpA [146]. A long amino acid linker that

connects the two domains of the archaeal ParB interacts with
ParA, while its N-terminal domain binds AspA. AspA binds
the centromere, thereby serves as a physical link between the
archaeal ParA–ParB and the segregating DNA [146]. The
hybrid nature of the archaeal DNA segregation machinery
demonstrates how evolution has diversified DNA segregation
systems, possibly to adapt to the specific needs of each organ-
ism, while keeping the general mechanism conserved across
the three domains of life.

6. Final perspectives
Over 35 years of research has led to tremendous progress in
understanding the molecular mechanism of the ParABS
system and its roles in DNA segregation. Nevertheless, many
mechanistic details are missing or only now starting to
emerge. The recent discovery of cytidine triphosphate as a
cofactor of ParB illustrates this point perfectly. Research with
bacterial systems has already benefited tremendously from
the recent explosion of interest and technological advances
from the eukaryotic chromosome field. We predict that novel
high–throughput sequencing-based methodologies, single-
molecule imaging, single-molecule biophysics, and traditional
biochemistry and genetics will continue to provide further
insights into the mechanisms of chromosome segregation in
bacteria. Finally, various orthogonal ParB–parS systems have
been exploited to label and image DNA loci in vivo, in both bac-
teria and eukaryotes [148–151]. Recent studies have also
expanded the utilization of the ParABS system in synthetic
biology, for example, as part of a genetic circuit to enable asym-
metric cell division in E. coli [152,153]. Such exciting
developments will benefit from ongoing research into the
mechanistic details of the ParABS system and its evolvability
to acquire new functions.
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ABSTRACT

Proper chromosome segregation is essential in all
living organisms. In Caulobacter crescentus, the
ParA–ParB–parS system is required for proper chro-
mosome segregation and cell viability. The bacterial
centromere-like parS DNA locus is the first to be
segregated following chromosome replication. parS
is bound by ParB protein, which in turn interacts
with ParA to partition the ParB-parS nucleoprotein
complex to each daughter cell. Here, we investi-
gated the genome-wide distribution of ParB on the
Caulobacter chromosome using a combination of in
vivo chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP-seq) and
in vitro DNA affinity purification with deep sequenc-
ing (IDAP-seq). We confirmed two previously identi-
fied parS sites and discovered at least three more
sites that cluster ∼8 kb from the origin of replica-
tion. We showed that Caulobacter ParB nucleates at
parS sites and associates non-specifically with ∼10
kb flanking DNA to form a high-order nucleoprotein
complex on the left chromosomal arm. Lastly, us-
ing transposon mutagenesis coupled with deep se-
quencing (Tn-seq), we identified a ∼500 kb region
surrounding the native parS cluster that is tolera-
ble to the insertion of a second parS cluster without
severely affecting cell viability. Our results demon-
strate that the genomic distribution of parS sites is
highly restricted and is crucial for chromosome seg-
regation in Caulobacter.

INTRODUCTION

Proper chromosome segregation is essential in all living or-
ganisms if daughter cells are each to inherit a full copy of the
genome. In eukaryotes, chromosome segregation duringmi-
tosis starts with sister chromosome condensation, followed
by the formation of spindle fibres that attach to the kine-

tochore to pull sister chromatids apart. The kinetochore is
the protein structure that assembles on the centromere and
links each sister chromatid to microtubules polymers from
the mitotic spindle. Unlike in eukaryotes, bacterial chromo-
some segregation happens without a dedicated spindle-like
apparatus (1–3). Nevertheless, this process is highly orga-
nized and also involves protein-based components (4). The
first segregated segment of the chromosome is usually prox-
imal to the origin of replication (ori) (5–8). In many bacte-
ria, this region is segregated by the tripartite ParA–ParB–
parS partitioning system (6,9–11). parS is a centromere-like
DNA sequence that most often locates near ori. ParB is a
DNA-binding protein that nucleates on a parS sequence.
ParB is also capable of binding DNA non-specifically to
spread along the chromosome from its cognate parS nucle-
ation site (6,12–14). Spreading was first discovered for the
P1 plasmid-encoded ParB protein (15), and is subsequently
found to be a general feature of many plasmid and chro-
mosomal ParB proteins (13,16–19). Spreading of AspA, a
ParB-unrelatedDNA segregation protein, has also been de-
scribed for the archaeal Sulfolobus pNOB8 plasmid (20).
ParB/Spo0J in a Gram-positive Bacillus subtilis might also
bridge distal DNA together to coalesce into a large nucleo-
protein complex (the ‘spreading and bridging’ model) (12–
14,19). Similarly, the formation of the nucleoprotein com-
plex for the F plasmid ParB–parS was proposed to happen
via a ‘nucleation and caging’ mechanism where the nucle-
ation of ParB on parS creates a high local concentration of
ParB, thereby caging ParB dimer-dimer together with non-
specific DNA surrounding parS (21). Following ParB bind-
ing to parS, ParA, a Walker-box ATPase protein, interacts
with ParB and powers the segregation of the ParB-DNAnu-
cleoprotein complex to partition replicated chromosomes
to each daughter cell (22,23).
In Caulobacter crescentus, the ParA–ParB–parS system

is essential for viability (11,24). In G1-phase Caulobacter,
parS/ori reside at one cell pole, the terminus (ter) is near the
opposite pole, and the two chromosomal arms run orderly
in parallel down the long axis of the cell (25,26). After repli-
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cation, the duplicated parS sites are released from the pole
and separated slightly from one another before one parS
site is translocated unidirectionally to the opposite cell pole.
Toro et al. identified two parS sites located ∼8 kb from the
ori on the left armof theCaulobacter chromosome (8), while
other works predicted six parS sites bioinformatically but
did not report their sequences nor verify them experimen-
tally (24,27,28). Furthermore, it is not yet known whether
Caulobacter ParB spreads non-specifically on DNA, and if
it does, how far it spreads along the chromosome from the
parS nucleation site. Regarding the genome-wide distribu-
tion of parS sites, a comparative genomic study suggested
that parS sites are not distributed randomly on bacterial
chromosomes, rather they are found almost exclusively near
the ori (7). Notably, in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, parS sites
must be locatedwithin a∼650 kb region surrounding the ori
for the chromosome segregation to proceed correctly (5).

In this study, we used genome-wide techniques (ChIP-seq
and IDAP-seq) togetherwith in vitro biochemical character-
ization to clarify the number and locations of parS sites in
Caulobacter. We show that there are at least five parS sites
clustered closely near the ori of Caulobacter chromosome,
and that ParB occupies ∼10 kb of DNA on the left arm
of the chromosome. We also show that Caulobacter ParB
nucleates on parS and spreads to flanking DNA indepen-
dent of the location of parS on the chromosome. Moreover,
using transposon mutagenesis coupled with deep sequenc-
ing (Tn-seq), we define a ∼500 kb region surrounding the
native parS cluster of the Caulobacter chromosome that is
tolerable to the insertion of a second parS cluster without
severely affecting cell viability. Our results demonstrate that
the genomic location of parS is highly biased and crucial for
proper chromosome segregation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains, media and growth conditions

Escherichia coli and C. crescentus were grown in LB and
PYE, respectively. When appropriate, media were sup-
plemented with antibiotics at the following concentra-
tions (liquid/solid media for C. crescentus; liquid/solid
media for Escherichia coli [!g/ml]): carbenicilin (E. coli
only: 50/100), chloramphenicol (1/2; 20/30), kanamycin
(5/25; 30/50), spectinomycin (25/100; 50/50), oxytetracy-
cline (1/2; 12/12) and apramycin (E. coli only: 25/50).

Plasmids and strains construction

All strains used are listed in Supplementary Table S1. All
plasmids and primers used in strain and plasmid construc-
tion are listed in Supplementary Table S2. For details on
plasmids and strains construction, see the Supplementary
Materials and Methods.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation with deep sequencing
(ChIP-seq)

Caulobacter cell cultures (25 ml) were grown in PYE and
fixed with formaldehyde to a final concentration of 1%.
Fixed cells were incubated at room temperature for 30 min,

then quenchedwith 0.125Mglycine for 15min at room tem-
perature. Cells were washed three times with 1× PBS (pH
7.4) and resuspended in 1 ml of buffer 1 (20 mMK-HEPES
pH 7.9, 50 mM KCl, 10% Glycerol and Roche EDTA-free
protease inhibitors). Subsequently, the cell suspension was
sonicated on ice using a probe-type sonicator (8 cycles, 15 s
ON, 15 s OFF, at setting 8) to shear the chromatin to below
1 kb, and the cell debris was cleared by centrifugation (20
min at 13 000 rpm at 4◦C).
The supernatant was then transferred to a new 2 ml tube

and the buffer conditions were adjusted to 10mMTris–HCl
pH 8, 150 mM NaCl and 0.1% NP-40. Fifty microliters
of the supernatant were transferred to a separate tube for
control (the INPUT fraction) and stored at –20◦C. In the
meantime, antibodies-coupled beads were washed off stor-
age buffers before adding to the above supernatant. We em-
ployed "-GFP antibodies coupled to sepharose beads (Ab-
cam, UK) for ChIP-seq of CFP-ParB, "-FLAG antibod-
ies coupled to agarose beads (Sigma, UK) for ChIP-seq of
FLAG-ParB and FLAG-YFP, and Protein A beads (Sigma,
UK) for "-ParB polyclonal antibody ChIP-seq of ParB.
Briefly, 25 !l of beads was washed off storage buffer by re-
peated centrifugation and resuspension in IPP150 buffer (10
mMTris–HCl pH8, 150mMNaCl and 0.1%NP-40). Beads
were then introduced to the cleared supernatant and incu-
bated with gentle shaking at 4◦C overnight. In the next day,
beads were thenwashed five times at 4◦C for 2min eachwith
1 ml of IPP150 buffer, then twice at 4◦C for 2 min each in
1× TE buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH 8 and 1 mM EDTA).
Protein–DNA complexes were then eluted twice from the
beads by incubating the beads first with 150!l of the elution
buffer (50 mMTris–HCl pH 8, 10 mMEDTA and 1% SDS)
at 65◦C for 15 min, then with 100 !l of 1× TE buffer + 1%
SDS for another 15min at 65◦C. The supernatant (the ChIP
fraction) was then separated from the beads and further in-
cubated at 65◦C overnight to completely reverse crosslink.
The INPUT fraction was also de-crosslinked by incubation
with 200 !l of 1× TE buffer + 1% SDS at 65◦C overnight.
DNA from the ChIP and INPUT fraction were then pu-
rified using the PCR purification kit (Qiagen) according
to the manufacturer’s instruction, then eluted out in 50 !l
of EB buffer (Qiagen). The purified DNA was then used
directly for qPCR or being constructed into library suit-
able for Illumina sequencing using the NEXT Ultra library
preparation kit (NEB). ChIP libraries were sequenced on
the Illumina Hiseq 2500 at the Tufts University Genomics
facility.

For E. coli ChIP-seq, cells harboring pUTC18-ParB
(WT) or pUTC18-ParB (G101S) were grown in LB (50
ml) at 28◦C to mid exponential phase (OD600 ∼ 0.4) be-
fore 0.5 mM IPTG was added for an hour. Subsequently,
formaldehyde is added to a final concentration of 1% to fix
the cells. All following steps are identical to ChIP-seq for
Caulobacter, except that we used"-T18 antibody coupled to
sepharose beads (Abcam,UK) to immunoprecipitate ParB–
DNA complexes.

For the list of ChIP-seq datasets in this study, see Supple-
mentary Table S3.
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Generation and analysis of ChIP-seq profiles

For analysis of ChIP-seq data, Hiseq 2500 Illumina short
reads (50 bp) were mapped back to the Caulobacter
NA1000 reference genome (NCBI Reference Sequence:
NC-011916.1) using Bowtie 1 (29) and the following com-
mand:
bowtie -m 1 -n 1 –best –strata -p 4 –chunkmbs 512

NA1000-bowtie –sam *.fastq > output.sam
Subsequently, the sequencing coverage at each nucleotide

position was computed using BEDTools (30) using the fol-
lowing command:
bedtools genomecov -d -ibam output.sorted.bam -g

NA1000.fna > coverage output.txt
For analysis of E. coli ChIP-seq data, reference genomes

were first reconstructed in silico by inserting the nucleotide
sequence of parS and apramycin antibiotic resistance cas-
sette to the ybbD locus of E. coli MG1655 genome. Af-
terwards, Hiseq 2500 Illumina short reads were mapped
back to these reconstructed reference genomes using Bowtie
1. Sequence coverage at each nucleotide position was also
computed using BEDTools. Finally, ChIP-seq profiles were
plotted with the x-axis representing genomic positions and
the y-axis is the number of reads per base pair per million
mapped reads (RPBPM) or number of reads per kb per mil-
lion mapped reads (RPKPM) using custom R scripts.

In vitro DNA affinity purification with deep sequencing
(IDAP-seq)

Caulobacter genomicDNAwas fragmented using aDiagen-
ode Bioruptor to 200–500 bp in length. Five !g of genomic
DNA was incubated with 320 nM of purified ParB-(His)6
in IDAP buffer (20 mM K-HEPES pH7.9, 50 mM KCl,
10% glycerol, 10 mM Tris pH 8, 150 mMNaCl, 0.1% (v/v)
Surfactant P20) at room temperature. After 60 min incuba-
tion at room temperature, 100 !l of Cu2+ Talon Superflow
beads (GE Healthcare) were added, and the mixture was
left at 4◦C with gentle shaking for a further 60 min. After-
ward, Talon beads were repeatedly washed in IPP150 buffer
(10 mM Tris pH 8, 150 mMNaCl, 0.1% NP40) and 1× TE
buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA) to wash off un-
bound ParB. ParB–DNA complexes were then eluted from
the beads by incubating the beads with 150 !l of the elu-
tion buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 10 mM EDTA and 1%
SDS) at 65◦C for 15 min, then with 100 !l of 1× TE buffer
+ 1% SDS for another 15 min at 65◦C. Subsequently, DNA
was purified using a Qiaquick PCR clean up kit before be-
ing made into a library suitable for Illumina sequencing us-
ing the NEXT Ultra library preparation kit (NEB). IDAP-
seq libraries were sequenced on the Illumina Hiseq 2500 at
the Tufts University Genomics facility. As a control, Talon
beads were also incubated with fragmented genomic DNA
in the absence of ParB-(His)6. Eluted DNA from the nega-
tive control was also made into Illumina sequencing library
and sequenced in parallel to control for DNA fragments
that bind to the surface of Talon beads non-specifically.

Analysis of IDAP-seq data to pinpoint parS sites to a single-
nucleotide resolution

For analysis of IDAP-seq data, Hiseq 2500 Illumina short
reads (50 bp) were mapped back to the Caulobacter
NA1000 reference genome (NCBI Reference Sequence:
NC-011916.1) using Bowtie 1 (29) and the following com-
mand:

bowtie -m 1 -n 1 –best –strata -p 4 –chunkmbs 512
NA1000-bowtie –sam *.fastq > output.sam

Subsequently, sequencing reads were sorted to either be-
ingmapped to the upper DNA strand or to the lower strand
of the reference genome, as suggested in the original IDAP-
seq publication (31). The number of 5′ end of reads that
were mapped to the upper strand was counted for each nu-
cleotide position along theCaulobacter genome usingBED-
Tools (30) and the following command:
bedtools genomecov -d -5 -strand + -ibam out-

put.sorted.bam -g NA1000.fna > upper strand output.txt
To count the number of 5′ end of reads that were mapped

to the lower strand, the following command was used in-
stead:
bedtools genomecov -d -5 -strand - -ibam out-

put.sorted.bam -g NA1000.fna > lower strand output.txt
The IDAP-seq profile was then plotted using R. The se-

quence in between the summit of upper strand profile and
that of the lower strand profile defines the minimal parS se-
quence required for binding to ParB. See also Supplemen-
tary Figure S3 for the principle behind the strand-specific
analysis of IDAP-seq data to determine DNA-binding se-
quence at nucleotide resolution.

Transposon mutagenesis coupled with next-generation se-
quencing (Tn-seq)

The Tn5 transposon delivery plasmid (pMCS1-Tn5-
ME-R6K" -kanR-ME or pMCS1-Tn5-ME-R6K!-kanR-
parS345-ME) was conjugated from an E. coli S17–1 donor
into Caulobacter cells. Briefly, E. coli S17–1 was trans-
formed with the transposon delivery plasmid and plated
out on LB + kanamycin. On the next day, colonies forming
on LB + kanamycin were scraped off the plates and
resuspended in PYE to OD600 of 1.0. Cells were pelleted
down and resuspended in fresh PYE twice to wash off
residual antibiotics. 100 !l of cells were mixed with 1000
!l of exponentially growing Caulobacter (either wild-type,
∆smc, Flip 1–5, or Flip 2–5 Caulobacter cells), then the
mixture was centrifuged at 13 000 rpm for 1 minute. The
cell pellet was subsequently resuspended in 50 !l of fresh
PYE and spotted on a nitrocellulose membrane resting on
a fresh PYE plates. Twenty conjugations were performed to
generate Tn5 insertion library for each Caulobacter strain.
PYE plates with nitrocellulose disks were incubated at 30◦C
for 5 h before being resuspended by vortexing vigorously
in fresh PYE liquid to release bacteria. Resuspended cells
were plated out on twenty 30 cmx30 cm square Petri disks
containing PYE agar supplemented with kanamycin and
carbenicilin, and incubated for 3 days at 30◦C. After 3-day
incubation, cells (∼500 000–1 000 000 single colonies) were
scraped off the Petri disk and resuspended in 200 ml of
fresh PYE. The culture was pipetted repeatedly using a
10 mL glass pipette to break clumps and homogenize the
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culture. Genomic DNA was subsequently extracted from a
2 ml sample using a genomic DNA extraction kit (Qiagen).
Genomic DNA (1 !g) was sheared to between 200 and 500
bp using a Diagenode Bioruptor Plus (30 s ON, 30 s OFF,
for 20 cycles at low sonication power). The fragmented
DNA were resolved on a 2% agarose gel and a band of de-
sired DNA length (200–500 bp) was excised and extracted
using a QiaQuick gel extraction kit (Qiagen) before being
made into an Illumina deep sequencing libraries.
For the list of Tn-seq libraries in this study, see Supple-

mentary Table S3. For details on the construction of Illu-
mina libraries, see Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Analysis of Tn-seq data

Hiseq 2500 Illumina short reads (50 bp) were mapped back
to the Caulobacter NA1000 reference genome (NCBI Ref-
erence Sequence: NC-011916.1) using Bowtie 1 (29) and the
following command:
bowtie -m 1 -n 1 –best –strata -p 4 –chunkmbs 512

NA1000-bowtie –sam *.fastq > output.sam
For Caulobacter strains with an inverted DNA segment,

a reconstructed fasta file with the correct orientation for the
inverted segment was used as reference genome for Bowtie
instead. Subsequently, the sequencing coverage for each nu-
cleotide position was computed using BEDTools (30) and
the following command:
bedtools genomecov -d -ibam output.sorted.bam -g

NA1000.fna > coverage output.txt
Finally, the ratio between the number of reads of li-

braries generated from pMCS1-Tn5-ME-R6K" -kanR-ME
or pMCS1-Tn5-ME-R6K" -kanR-parS4+5+6-ME were cal-
culated. Results were binned over 10 kb and represented as
a log10 scale.

Measure ParB-parS binding affinity by Surface Plasmon
Resonance (SPR)

Single-stranded oligomers containing parS sequence were
purchased from Sigma and reconstituted to 100 !M in wa-
ter. Complementary oligos were annealed together in an an-
nealing buffer (10 mMTris–HCl pH 8.0, 50 mMNaCl, and
1 mM EDTA) to form double stranded DNA before being
diluted to a working concentration of 1 !M in HPS-EP+
buffer (0.01MHEPES pH 7.4, 0.15MNaCl, 3 mMEDTA,
0.005% v/v Surfactant P20) for each SPR experiment. The
sequences of DNA oligos used in this study are reported in
Supplementary Table S2. SPRmeasurements were recorded
at 25◦C using a Biacore T200 system (GE Healthcare). All
experiments were performed usingRe-usableDNACapture
Technique (ReDCaT) exactly as described in (32). Briefly,
ReDCAT uses a Sensor Chip SA (GE Healthcare), which
has streptavidin pre-immobilized to a carboxymethylated
dextran matrix, to which a 20 base biotinylated ReDCaT
linker is immobilised. This is then used to immobilize parS-
containing biotin-labelled double stranded oligos on the
chip surface as each contain a single stranded overhand
complimentary to the ReDCaT linker on the surface. The
DNA to be tested is flowed over one flow cell on the chip at
a flow rate of 10 !l/min and it anneals through the comple-
mentary DNA to the ReDCaT linker. C. crescentus ParB-
(His)6 or B. subtilis Spo0J-(His)6, pre-diluted in HBS-EP+

buffer, was then flowed over the chip surface (the blank
surface and the one with the DNA immobilised) and then
HBS-EP+ buffer was then passed over to allow ParB-(His)6
to dissociate from DNA. A high-salt wash buffer was in-
jected to the chip to wash off any residual ParB-(His)6 pro-
tein on the chip’s surface. The test DNA could then be re-
moved using a wash with 1M NaCl, 50mM NaOH. The
chip could then be used again to load a new piece of test
DNA. The SPR signal (Response Units) was monitored
continuously throughout the process. Each cycle was re-
peated for increasing concentrations of ParB-(His)6. For
each concentration, the amount of ParB bound was mea-
sured and plotted against the concentration to construct a
ParB-parS binding curve (Supplementary Figure S2). All
sensorgrams recorded during ReDCAT experiments were
analyzed using Biacore T200 BiaEvaluation software ver-
sion 1.0 (GE Healthcare). Data were then plotted using
Microsoft Excel or R, and Kd was estimated from best-fit
curves.

Fluorescence microscopy image analysis

C. crescentus strain MT190 or strains with ectopic parS3+4
(at +200 kb, +1000 kb or +1800 kb) were grown to OD600
= 0.4 in the presence of appropriate antibiotics before be-
ing spotted to agarose pad for microscopy observation.
Phase contrast (150 ms exposure) and fluorescence images
(1000 ms exposure) were collected. MicrobeTracker (http:
//microtracker.org) was used to detect cell outlines and cell
length (33). SpotFinderM was used to manually detect flu-
orescent foci positions (33). Data (cell length, foci number)
were exported to .csv files and subsequently analyzed and
plotted in R.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ParB occupies a 10 kb DNA region near the origin of repli-
cation

To define the distribution of ParB on the chromosome, we
performed chromatin immunoprecipitation with deep se-
quencing. We fused the flag tag to the ParB-encoding gene
at its 5′ end and placed this allele downstream of a vanillate-
inducible promoter (Pvan), at the chromosomal vanA locus.
The vanillate-inducible flag-parB was then transduced to
a Caulobacter strain where the native and untagged parB
was under the control of a xylose-inducible promoter (Pxyl).
Caulobacter cells were depleted of untagged ParB by ad-
dition of glucose for 5 h, then vanillate was added for an
additional hour before cells were fixed with 1% formade-
hyde for ChIP-seq (Figure 1A). Caulobacter cells depleted
of native ParB while producing the FLAG-tagged ParB ver-
sion are viable, indicating that the tag does not interferewith
ParB function (Supplementary Figure S1A). For ChIP-seq,
DNA-bound to FLAG-ParB was pulled down using #-
FLAG antibody coupled to sepharose beads. The immuno-
precipitated DNA was deep sequenced and mapped back
to the Caulobacter genome to reveal enriched genomic sites
(Figure 1A). As a negative control, we performed #-FLAG
ChIP-seq in a Caulobacter strain that produces FLAG-
tagged YFP, a non-DNA binding protein (Figure 1B). The
ChIP-seq profile of FLAG-ParB showed a clear enrichment
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Figure 1. ParB occupies 10 kbDNA region near the origin of replication. (A) The distribution of FLAG-tagged ParB onCaulobacter chromosome between
+4030 kb and +4042 kb. ChIP-seq signals were reported as the number of reads at every nucleotide along the genome (RPBPM value). The whole-genome
ChIP-seq profile of ParB is shown in the inset. For the whole genome profile, the ChIP-seq signals were reported as the number of reads at every kb along
the genome (RPKPM value). (B) ChIP-seq profile of FLAG-tagged YFP. (C) ChIP-seq profile of FLAG-tagged ParB (G101S) mutant. (D) IDAP-seq
profile of ParB-(His)6 with sonication-fragmented genomic DNA from Caulobacter. IDAP-seq reads were sorted to either the upper strand (red) or to the
lower strand (blue) of the reference genome to enable identification of parS sites (see also Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S3). Putative parS sites (1–7)
are noted with asterisks (see also Figure 2). (E) IDAP-seq profile of a negative control in which ParB-(His)6 was omitted.

in the DNA region on the left chromosomal arm, ∼8 kb
away from the origin of replication. No other significant en-
richment was observed elsewhere on the chromosome or in
the negative control (Figure 1A-B). A closer examination of
the ori-proximal region revealed an extended∼10 kb region
with significant enrichment above background and four de-
fined peaks (Figure 1A). To independently verify our re-
sults, we repeated the ChIP-seq experiment using !-GFP
antibody to pull down DNA from a Caulobacter strain that
produces a CFP-ParB fusion protein from its native loca-
tion as the only source of ParB in the cell or using a poly-
clonal !-ParB in a wild-type Caulobacter (Supplementary
Figure S1B). For all cases, we retrieved very similar ChIP-
seq profiles to that of FLAG-ParB, suggesting the extended
DNA region associating with ParB is not an artefact of tag-
ging but a property of Caulobacter ParB itself.
The extensive 10-kb ParB-binding DNA region cannot

be explained by the length of DNA fragments that were
sheared as part of a ChIP-seq protocol. We sequenced im-
munoprecipitated DNA from both ends to determine their
exact size distribution (Supplementary Table S3). Pulled-
down DNA averages around 150 bp, much smaller than

the size of ChIP-seq peaks in our study. However, the ex-
tended ParB-binding DNA region can be most easily ex-
plained by the non-specific binding of ParB to DNA out-
side of the parS nucleation site, either by a ‘spreading and
bridging’ or ‘caging’ mechanism. If so, Caulobacter ParB
mutants that are impaired in binding to non-specific DNA
are predicted to spread less. To identify such mutants in
Caulobacter, we mutated the highly-conserved N-terminal
Box II motif which was shown to be important for the
non-specific DNA-binding activity of B. subtilis ParB (Sup-
plementary Figure S2A) (12,19). Four variants were con-
structed parB (G101S), parB (R103A), parB (R104A), and
parB (R106A). We introduced the flag-tagged parBmutant
allele at the van locus, in the Pxyl-parB genetic background,
then employed !-FLAG ChIP-seq to assess the distribu-
tion of mutated ParB on the chromosome. Two mutants,
ParB (G101S) and ParB (R104A), were found to produce
well-defined and symmetrical peaks (∼400 bp in width) that
are typical of site-specific DNA-binding proteins (Figure
1C and Supplementary Figure S1B). On the contrary, wild-
type ParB peaks are much wider and asymmetrical (Figure
1A). These data suggest thatCaulobacter ParB, similar toB.
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subtilis and P. aeruginosa ParB, also spreads along the chro-
mosome. Lastly, we noted that DNA enrichment in ChIP-
seq experiments with ParB (G101S) or ParB (R104A) is ∼5
fold less than that of wild-type ParB (Figure 1A–C), despite
the fact that ParB variants nucleate equally well on DNA in
vitro (Supplementary Figure S2B). This is most likely be-
cause ParB (G101S) and ParB (R104A) are less stable than
wild-type ParB in vivo (Supplementary Figure S2C).

Identification of parS sites and correlating ParB-parS in vitro
binding affinities to their in vivo ChIP-seq enrichment

Since the large width of ChIP-seq peaks obscures the exact
position of parS, we employed in vitro DNA affinity purifi-
cation with deep sequencing (IDAP-seq) (31) to pinpoint
parS sequence to near single-nucleotide resolution. Puri-
fied ParB-(His)6 was incubated with randomly-fragmented
Caulobacter genomic DNA, then ParB-DNA complexes
were pulled-down using immobilized Ni2+ beads. ParB-
bound DNA fragments were eluted out and sequenced en
masse. The sequencing reads were mapped back to either
the upper strand or the lower strand of the Caulobacter
genome (Figures 1 D and 2). Analysis of the strand-specific
coverage map allows identification of seven 16 bp putative
parS sites (see Figure 1D and Supplementary Figure S3
for the methodology of IDAP-seq data analysis). These in-
cluded the two parS sites (sites 3 and site 4) that were first
discovered in Toro et al (2008) (8) but revealed five more
putative sites (sites 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7).
To correlate the sequence conservation to the bind-

ing affinity of ParB, we measured the equilibrium disso-
ciation constant (Kd) of ParB binding to 24-bp double-
stranded oligonucleotides containing individual putative
parS sites by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) (Figure
3 and Supplementary Figure S4). The double-stranded
oligonucleotides was tethered to a chip surface within an
SPR flow cell. Purified ParB-(His)6 was flowed over the test
DNA. ParB binding was recorded by measuring the change
in response units during ParB injection. After injection, the
chipwaswashedwith buffer and subsequentlywith high salt
buffer to remove any bound ParB. This cycle was repeated
for an increasing concentration of ParB dimer to enable
the estimation of Kd (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure
S4). Note that the length of the double-stranded oligonu-
cleotides was limited to 24 bp so that only the nucleating
event of ParB on parS was observed, and not the interac-
tion with DNA flanking parS. We observed that sites 2, 3, 4,
5 and 7 have low nM Kd values (Figure 3), consistent with
their high ChIP-seq peaks (Figure 1). On the other hand,
ParB binds to the putative sites 1 and 6weakly in vitro, albeit
more than to a scrambled parS control (Figure 3), suggest-
ing that sites 1 and 6 are perhaps unlikely to be significant
in vivo.
Importantly, the affinity of Caulobacter ParB for its parS

site (30 ± 3 nM) is much stronger than the previously re-
ported Kd for the B. subtilis Spo0J-parS interaction (230 ±
7 nM) (6,14). To check whether the difference in Kd is due
to measurement techniques, we purified B. subtillis Spo0J
and determined its affinity to a cognate parS or to a ran-
domized site by SPR (Supplementary Figure S5). We found
that the apparent Kd for B. subtilis Spo0J-cognate parS is

114 ± 21 nM, and B. subtilis Spo0J-randomized parS is 183
± 29 nM (Supplementary Figure S5). These values are in a
similar range to those measured previously using a different
technique (14). Our experiments also confirmed the previ-
ous finding that B. subtilis Spo0J does not discriminate well
between parS and non-parSDNA (14). Based on the similar
Kd for parS and non-parS site, it has been suggested that the
presence of parS site does not promote non-specific DNA
binding and/or condensation events by B. subtilis Spo0J
(14). On the contrary, Caulobacter ParB binds parS tightly
but almost does not bind or binds very weakly to non-parS
site (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S4). Nevertheless,
in vivo ChIP-seq experiments showed unequivocally that
Caulobacter ParB spreads to non-specific DNA on both
sides of the core parS sequence (Figure 1 and Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). Our results with Caulobacter ParB, there-
fore, support the idea that the initial ParB–parS nucleation
event is important for spreading. Why is there a stark con-
trast between the two ParB proteins of the same class? Re-
cently, it has been showed that the C-terminal domain of B.
subtilis Spo0J, in addition to the middle helix-turn-helix do-
main, binds DNA non-specifically and contributes to DNA
condensation (14 and M. Dillingham, personal communi-
cations). In Caulobacter, the C-terminal domain of ParB is
not similar to that of the B. subtilis Spo0J, hence might not
bind non-specific DNA strongly. The DNA-binding prop-
erty of the Spo0J C-terminal domain might explain why
Bacillus parS sites do not cluster as closely as in Caulobac-
ter. The four strongestBacillus parS sites (parS at 354o, parS
at 355o, parS at 356o and parS at 359o) are ∼5 kb, 13 kb,
and 39 kb apart from each other, respectively. On the con-
trary, the five strongest Caulobacter parS sites are all within
a 5-kb DNA segment. The lower capability of Caulobac-
ter ParB in binding to non-specific DNA might necessitate
a closer clustering of parS sites for an efficient ‘spreading’
in this bacterium. We explore this possibility by investigat-
ing the spreading ofCaulobacter ParB from individual parS
sites below.

ParB spreads to a maximum of 2 kb around individual parS
site

Since parS sites are located within essential genes or genes
that have a high fitness cost, we were not able to ablate in-
dividual parS sites to investigate the spreading of ParB in
Caulobacter. Instead, we investigated the spreading of ParB
from individual parS sites by expressing the Caulobacter
ParB/parS system in E. coli. Since E. coli does not possess
a ParB homolog nor a Caulobacter parS-like sequence, it
serves as a suitable heterologous host for this experiment.
We inserted individual parS sites onto the E. coli chromo-
some at the ybbD locus (Figure 4). The ParB protein was ex-
pressed from an IPTG-inducible promoter as a C-terminal
fusion to the T18 fragment of Bordetella pertussis adeny-
late cyclase. The T18-ParB is fully functional in E. coli as
judged by its interactions with their known partners such as
ParB itself, ParA, andMipZ in a bacterial-two hybrid assay
(Supplementary Figure S6A). We induced exponentially-
growing E. coli cells at 28◦Cwith 500 !MIPTG for an hour
before fixing with formadehyde for ChIP-seq. DNA bound
to T18-ParB was immunoprecipitated using "-T18 conju-
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Figure 3. ParB-parS in vitro binding affinities correlate to their in vivo ChIP-seq enrichment. Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) was used to measure
binding affinity of ParB (50, 200 and 500 nM) to 24-bp double-stranded DNA that contains individual putative parS site. The level of ParB binding
to DNA was expressed as a percentage of the theoretical maximum response, Rmax, assuming a single ParB dimer binding to one immobilized double-
stranded DNA oligomer. This normalization process enabled the various responses to be readily compared, irrespective of the quantity and length of the
DNA tethered on an SPR chip surface. A wider range of ParB concentration (6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600 and 800 nM) was used to estimate the
binding constant (Kd) of ParB to individual parS site (Supplementary Figure S4). The sequences of parS are shown with palindromic nucleotides shaded
in orange and green. Convergent arrows on top of parS sequence indicate that parS sites are palindromic. Thicker arrow signifies that the second half of
parS sequences (GTGAAA, in green) is conserved among Caulobacter parS sites.

gated sepharose beads. A scrambled parS site 3 was also
inserted at the ybbD locus to serve as a negative control.
As expected, the strong parS sites (sites 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7),
on their own showed a high level of DNA enrichment, in
agreement with their in vitro ParB binding affinity (Figure
4). The weak putative parS sites (site 1 and 6) show little
to no enrichment above background (Supplementary Fig-
ure S6B). Most importantly, we observed that ParB in an
E. coli host spreads to a maximum of ∼2 kb around each
parS site (Figure 4), much less than ∼10 kb for B. subtilis
Spo0J-single parS (12). Next, we repeated the ChIP-seq ex-
periment but with a spreading-defective ParB (G101S). This
revealed symmetrical peaks with a∼400-bpwidth, confirm-
ing that Caulobacter ParB can spread to any neighbouring
DNA and that non-specific interaction with DNA is mainly
dependent on an initial ParB-parS nucleation event. Lastly,
we noted that the spreading of wild-type ParB is not equal
on both sides of parS. It is likely that the non-specific associ-
ation of ParB with neighbouring DNAmight be influenced
by on-going transcription or other nearby DNA-binding
proteins. This asymmetrical spreading has been observed
previously with ParB homologs from other bacterial species
(19,34).
Since Caulobacter ParB associates maximally with only

∼2 kbDNA surrounding individual parS site, the clustering
of parS sites might serve to enable a higher concentration of
DNA-boundParB near ori than is possible with a single site.
A previously study estimated that∼80% of the total cellular
ParB is bound at parS sites in Caulobacter (1). Caulobac-
ter ParA was also found to require a higher concentration

of DNA-bound ParB than in B. subtilis to activate its AT-
Pase activity, an essential step for chromosome segregation
by the ParAB–parS system (1). Furthermore, it is known
that Caulobacter ParB interacts with MipZ, which in turns
binds PopZ to anchor the ori-proximal DNA to the cell pole
(35–37). A high local concentration of DNA-bound ParB
would enable a robust anchorage of the ori DNA domain
to the cell pole.We noted that the nucleation-competent but
spreading-defective ParB (G101S) or ParB (R104A) vari-
ants are unable to support Caulobacter growth, implying
that ParB spreading is required for cell viability (Supple-
mentary Figure S1A). In line with our study, B. subtilis or
P. aeruginosa engineered with a single parS are defective in
chromosome segregation, resulting in elevated numbers of
anucleate cells (5,19,38).

Extra copies of parS can reduce the fitness of Caulobacter
depending on their genomic locations

Additional copies of parS, for example when is placed on
a multi-copy number plasmid, can be lethal for cells be-
cause plasmid DNA can be segregated instead of the chro-
mosome, resulting in daughter cells with either zero or two
chromosomes (8). Indeed, we found the presence of a parS-
carrying plasmid caused growth impairment in Caulobac-
ter, and the fitness cost correlates well with the ParB–parS
binding affinity (Figure 5). Plasmid-borne sites 3 and 4,
which are the strongest parS sites, reduced cell viability by
∼1000-fold compared to a negative control (scrambled site
3). Extra copies of sites 2, 5 and 7 reduced cell viability by
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Figure 4. Caulobacter ParB binds to parS and spreads to flanking DNA in
a heterologous E. coli host. A cassette composed of individual parS (red
line) site and an apramycin resistance marker aac(3)IVwas inserted at the
yybD locus on an E. coli chromosome. T18-ParB (WT) (black) or T18-
ParB (G101S) (blue) were expressed from an IPTG-inducible promoter,
and their distribution on the E. coli chromosome were determined by !-
T18 ChIP-seq. ChIP-seq signals were reported as the number of reads at
every nucleotide along the genome (RPBPM value). A cassette composed
of a scrambled parS site 3 and an apramycin resistance marker was also
inserted at the yybD locus and serves as a negative control.
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Figure 5. Plasmid-borne parS reduces the fitness of Caulobacter. Low-
copy number plasmid harbouring individual parS site was conjugated
from E. coli S17–1 to wild-type Caulobacter. The same number of E.
coli and Caulobacter cells were used for each conjugation. A ten-fold se-
rial dilution was performed and spotted on PYE plates supplemented
with both nalidixic acid and kanamycin or just with nalidixic acid. Ad-
dition of kanamycin enforces the retention of parS plasmid, while omit-
ting kanamycin allows plasmid loss. All cells were spotted on the same
+kanamycin or –kanamycin plates, and pictures were taken after 3-day in-
cubation at 30◦C.

∼100 fold compared to a control, while the weaker parS
sites 1 and 6 did not impact cell viability when present on a
plasmid.

We reasoned that if the toxicity of a plasmid-borne parS
site was due to the segregation of plasmids instead of the
chromosome then having extra parS sites on the chromo-
some should eliminate the toxicity. Indeed, we were able to
engineer a 260-bp DNA segment containing both strong
parS site 3 and site 4 at various positions from ori to ter on
both arms of Caulobacter chromosome. On the contrary,
a plasmid containing both parS sites 3 and 4 is completely
lethal toCaulobacter cells (8). Nevertheless, we noted a vari-
ation in the fitness of Caulobacter with extra chromosomal
parS sites, depending on the location of the ectopic parS
(Figure 6). An extra parS3+4 inserted at +200 kb (near ori)
or at +1800 kb (near ter) did not impact the fitness of the cell
dramatically as judged by a normal cell length distribution
and a 6-fold increase in the number of anucleate cells (Fig-
ure 6B and D). On the contrary, parS3+4 inserted at +1000
kb (middle of the right arm of the chromosome) caused a
more severe fitness defect. The cells were more elongated
(4.74 ± 3.3 "m) compared toWT (2.97 ± 0.77 "m) (Figure
6). Furthermore, the number of cells with no or more than
two CFP-ParB foci were elevated ∼11-fold in comparison
to strains without an ectopic parS3+4 (Figure 6C). Lastly, in
Caulobacter, ParB recruits MipZ, which in turns regulates
the positioning of the division plane (37). We found that
the number of MipZ-CFP foci are abnormal in strains with
an ectopic parS3+4 site, suggesting that cell division defects
also contribute to a lower cell fitness in those strains (Sup-
plementary Figure S7). Taken all together, our data suggest
that the genomic location of an extra chromosomal copy of
parS is important for the cell fitness in Caulobacter.
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Figure 6. The position of an ectopic parS on the chromosome is critical for the fitness of Caulobacter. Micrograph of parB::cfp-parB Caulobacter cells (A)
without an extra ectopic parS3+4, (B) with an extra ectopic parS3+4 at +200 kb, (C) at +1000 kb or (D) at +1800 kb. Cell length of an exponentially-growing
cells were quantified and presented as histograms. Vertical dotted red lines indicate the mean cell length. The number of CFP-ParB foci (green) per cell
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numbers of ParB bound to this shorter cluster. Most observable foci are likely due to the original parS1–7 cluster that reside ∼8 kb near ori.
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Systematic identification of a permissive zone for parS in-
sertion by transposon mutagenesis with deep sequencing (Tn-
seq)

Previously, a comparative genomics study surveyed and pre-
dicted the positions of parS sites over a wide range of bac-
teria and found that most parS sites are located close to the
ori on the chromosome (7). Here, in Caulobacter, we have
found that a second parS cluster, depending on its location
on the chromosome, can affect chromosome segregation
and cell fitness. To investigate this positional bias system-
atically, we employed a genome-wide transposon mutagen-
esis with deep sequencing (Tn-seq) approach. Briefly, a Tn5
transposon carrying parS sites 3, 4 and 5 was used to insert
these strong parS sites randomly around the chromosome.
A library of approximately half a million of single colonies
were generated and the genomic locations of the inserted
parS cluster was then determined enmasse by deep sequenc-
ing. As a control, we generated an insertion library using a
transposon that does not carry parS.Wild-typeCaulobacter
cells were first mutagenized with parS+ or parS− transpo-
son, and the number of insertions was binned to 10-kb seg-
ments along the Caulobacter chromosome. The ratio of the
frequency for the parS+ transposon and that of the parS−

transposon was plotted as a log10 scale against genomic po-
sition (Figure 7A), and used as a proxy to determine the ge-
nomic preference for an extra cluster of parS. We observed
that a second parS cluster is most tolerated within ∼500
kb surrounding ori (Figure 7A and Supplementary Figure
S8A). In contrast, an ectopic parS is strongly disfavoured
near the middle of each chromosomal arm (Figure 7A and
Supplementary Figure S8B), consistent with our observa-
tion that parS3+4 at +1000 kb caused cell elongation and
chromosome segregation defects. A limited zone of parS
enrichment was also found within ∼100 kb around the ter
(Figure 7A and Supplementary Figure S8C). Lastly, we also
note the presence of two parS insertion ‘hot spots’. The first
hot spot locates near the native parS cluster (Figure 7B),
likely strengthening the existing native ParB binding area
on the left arm of the chromosome. The second hot spot
encompasses the recF, gyrB and CCNA0160 genes (Figure
7C). One possibility is that a parS insertion in the vicinity
of gyrB is preferred because it alters the global supercoil-
ing level. However, we found that the gyrB transcription
was unchanged compared to wild-type cells or cells with
an extra parS elsewhere on the chromosome. The mecha-
nism responsible for the gyrB ‘hotspot’ therefore remains
unknown.
We noted that parS insertion frequency decreases gradu-

ally from ori to the mid-arm without a clear boundary, sug-
gesting that the parS permissive zone is perhaps dependent
on the genomic distance away either from ori or from the
native parS cluster. To test this hypothesis, we employed a
Flip 1–5 strain where the native cluster of parS sites were
relocated ∼400 kb away from ori through an inversion be-
tween+3611 and+4038 kb (Figure 7D) (39). TheTn5 trans-
poson with or without the parS cluster was again used to
randomly mutagenize the Flip 1–5 strain. As a control, we
also transposon mutagenized another inversion strain (Flip
2–5) where the native parS cluster remains at its original lo-
cation but a similar chromosome segment (between +3611

and +4030 kb) was inverted (Figure 7D). Results showed
that the permissive zone for insertion of an extra parS clus-
ter in Flip 1–5 was now centred near the relocated parS site
at +3611 kb, while the permissive zone remains centred at
the native parS in the control Flip 2–5 strain (Figure 7D)
(39). Altogether, our results suggest that the genomic dis-
tance from the original parS cluster, not the distance from
ori, is likely the main determinant of the permissive zone for
the insertion of a second parS cluster.

Most bacterial species with a ParAB-parS system have
more than one parS site (7), and some species such as Strep-
tomyces coelicolor and Listeria innocua have accumulated
22 parS sites near their origin of replication (7,40). How the
bacterial centromere-like region expands and what drives
its extension over time are interesting biological questions.
Our finding that new parS sites can locate near the native
parS cluster but not elsewhere could potentially explain the
clustering of parS sites on bacterial chromosomes over time.
New parS sites preferentially locate near the original parS
cluster because it is the least disruptive to chromosome seg-
regation, cell division, and cell viability (Figures 6 and 7). In
Caulobacter, parS, not ori, is the site at which force is exerted
during chromosome segregation (8). ParA forms a gradient
emanating from the opposite pole to the ParB–parS cluster.
A ParA gradient retracts upon contacting ParB-parS and
this nucleoprotein complex moves in the retreating gradient
of ParA to the opposite cell pole. ParA-ParB-parS are only
required for the segregation of parS-proximalDNA, but not
of the distal DNA loci (41). Once the parS-proximal DNA
is properly segregated by ParA–ParB–parS, distal DNA re-
gions follow suit, driven by separate molecular machinery,
or more likely without the need of a dedicated system (41).
It is, therefore, foreseeable that expanding the parS region
by adding new parS sites near the native cluster is least dis-
ruptive to chromosome segregation and the subsequent cell
division since the parS-proximal DNA remains the first lo-
cus to be segregated. Similarly, in P. aeruginosa, parS is also
the first segregated locus and it is preferable for cell viability
that parS segregates soon after DNA replication (5).

In this study, we also discovered that new parS sites are
also tolerated near the ter region, albeit with less preference
than near the native parS cluster. In P. aeruginosa or B. sub-
tilis, insertion of parS near the ter region is strongly discour-
aged, presumably due to the recruitment of the Structural
Maintenance of the Chromosomes (SMC) complex away
from ori (5,42). SMC is a prominent protein involved in bac-
terial chromosome organization and segregation (39,42–
45). To test if SMC might contribute to shape the distri-
bution of ectopic parS sites in Caulobacter, we transposon
mutagenized the ∆smc Caulobacter strain (Supplementary
Figure S8D). In ∆smc cells, the pattern of parS permissive
zones does not change dramatically. New parS sites remain
disfavoured near mid-arms, although they are less favoured
near ter compared to wild-type cells (Supplementary Figure
S8D). Our previous study showed that Caulobacter SMC
are recruited to the ter-located ectopic parS and cohese
flanking DNA together, nevertheless the global chromo-
some organization remained largely unchangedwith ori and
ter at opposite poles and two chromosomal arms running
in parallel down the long axis of the cell (39). All together,
we conclude that SMC contributes to the determination of
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Figure 7. Tn5-seq reveals the positional bias of the centromeric parS site on Caulobacter chromosome. (A) Wild-type Caulobacter cells were mutagenized
with the parS+ or parS− transposon, and the number of insertions was binned to 10-kb segments along the Caulobacter chromosome. The ratio between
insertion frequency for the parS+ transposon and that of the parS− transposon was calculated and plotted as a log10 scale against genomic position. Two
hotspots for insertion of the parS+ transposon are marked with asterisks (*). The vertical dotted line (black) shows the position of the native parS cluster.
The horizontal bar (orange) indicates the permissive zone for extra parS insertions. (B) Comparison between parS+ (blue) and parS− (black) transposon
insertions for the genomic segment between +4025 kb and +4043 kb. (C) Comparison between parS+ (blue) and parS− (black) transposon insertions for
the genomic segment between +158 kb and +175 kb. (D) parS+/parS− Tn5-seq profiles for Flip1–5 (blue) and Flip 2–5 (orange) strains. The horizontal
axis represents genome position in kilobases for each strain. A schematic genomic map of Caulobacter showing the position of parS and ori are presented
in the inset. The inverted DNA segment (green arrow) is indicated together with the end points of the inversion (1, 2 and 5).
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parS permissive zones but cannot solely explain some of
the preference for the ter region and the disfavour for mid-
arm regions in Caulobacter crescentus. Further investiga-
tion into the molecular mechanism that gives raise to the
permissive zones of parS will undoubtedly improve our un-
derstanding of bacterial chromosome segregation and or-
ganization.
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SUMMARY

Specific interactions between proteins and DNA are essential tomany biological processes. Yet, it remains un-
clear how the diversification in DNA-binding specificity was brought about, and themutational paths that led to
changes in specificity are unknown. Using a pair of evolutionarily related DNA-binding proteins, each with a
different DNA preference (ParB [Partitioning Protein B] and Noc [Nucleoid Occlusion Factor], which both play
roles in bacterial chromosome maintenance), we show that specificity is encoded by a set of four residues at
the protein-DNA interface. Combining X-ray crystallography and deep mutational scanning of the interface,
we suggest that permissivemutationsmust be introduced before specificity-switchingmutations to reprogram
specificityand thatmutational paths tonewspecificitydonotnecessarily involvedual-specificity intermediates.
Overall, our results provide insight into the possible evolutionary history of ParB and Noc and, in a broader
context, might be useful for understanding the evolution of other classes of DNA-binding proteins.

INTRODUCTION

In living organisms, hundreds of DNA-binding proteins carry out
a plethora of roles in homeostasis, in transcriptional regulation in
response to stress, and in the maintenance and transmission of
genetic information. These DNA-binding proteins do so faithfully
due to their distinct DNA-binding specificity toward their cognate
DNA sites. Yet, it remains unclear how related proteins, some-
times with a very similar DNA-recognition motif, can recognize
entirely different DNA sites.Whatwere the changes at themolec-
ular level that brought about the diversification in DNA-binding
specificity? As these proteins evolved, did the intermediates in
this process drastically switch DNA-binding specificity, or did
they transit gradually through promiscuous states that recog-
nizedmultiple DNA sequences? Among themanyways to evolve
new biological innovations, gene duplication and neo-functional-
ization have been widely implicated as major forces in evolution
(Conrad and Antonarakis, 2007; Kaessmann, 2010; Lynch and
Conery, 2000; Qian and Zhang, 2014; Teichmann and Babu,
2004). In this process, after a gene was duplicated, one copy re-
tained the original function, whereas the other accumulated
beneficial and diverging mutations that produced a different pro-
tein with a new function. In the case of DNA-binding proteins, a
new function could be the recognition of an entirely different DNA
site. In this work, we used a pair of related DNA-binding proteins

(ParB [Partitioning Protein B] and Noc [Nucleoid Occlusion Fac-
tor]) that are crucial for bacterial chromosome segregation and
maintenance to better understand factors that might have influ-
enced the evolution of a new DNA-binding specificity.
ParB is important for faithful chromosome segregation in

two-thirds of bacterial species (Lin and Grossman, 1998; Livny
et al., 2007). The centromere-like parS DNA locus is the first to
be segregated following chromosome replication (Lagage et al.,
2016; Lim et al., 2014; Lin and Grossman, 1998; Livny et al.,
2007; Toro et al., 2008). parS is bound by ParB, which in turn
interacts with ParA and SMC proteins to partition the ParB-
parS nucleoprotein complex and, hence the chromosome,
into each daughter cell (Fisher et al., 2017; Fogel and Waldor,
2006; Gruber and Errington, 2009; Ireton et al., 1994; Lin and
Grossman, 1998; Mohl and Gober, 1997; Tran et al., 2017,
2018; Wang et al., 2015; Figure 1A). ParB specifically recog-
nizes and binds to parS, a palindromic sequence (Figure 1A)
that can be present as multiple copies on the bacterial chromo-
some but is almost always located close to the origin of repli-
cation (oriC) on each chromosome (Figure 1A; Harms et al.,
2013; Jakimowicz et al., 2002; Kawalek et al., 2018; Lagage
et al., 2016; Lin and Grossman, 1998; Livny et al., 2007; Murray
et al., 2006; Tran et al., 2018). ParB proteins are widely distrib-
uted in bacteria and so must have appeared early in evolution
(Figure 1B; Livny et al., 2007).
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Figure 1. DNA-Binding Specificity for parS
and NBS Is Conserved among ParB and
Noc Orthologs
(A) The domain architecture of ParB (dark green)

and Noc (magenta) together with their respective

cognate DNA-binding sites parS and NBS.

Sequence differences between parS and NBS are

highlighted (parS, dark green; NBS, magenta). The

genome-wide distributions of parS and NBS sites

(dark green and magenta circles, respectively) are

also shown schematically.

(B) An unrooted maximum likelihood tree that

shows the restrictive distribution of Noc orthologs

(magenta branches) to the Firmicutes clade.

Bootstrap support values are shown for branches.

(C) The in vivo binding preferences of ParB/Noc to

parS/NBS, asmeasured by ChIP-qPCR. Error bars

represent standard deviation (SD) from three rep-

licates. An E. coli strain with a single parS andNBS

site engineered onto the chromosome was used

as a heterologous host for the expression of FLAG-

tagged ParB/Noc.
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Noc,aParB-relatedprotein,wasfirstdiscovered inBacillus sub-
tilis (Sievers et al., 2002; Wu and Errington, 2004). Like ParB, Noc
has a three-domain architecture: an N-terminal domain for pro-
tein-protein interactions and for targeting Noc to the cell mem-
brane, a central DNA-binding domain (DBD), and a C-terminal
dimerization domain (Wuand Errington, 2004;Wuet al., 2009; Fig-
ure 1A). In contrast to ParB, Noc recognizes a DNA-binding
sequence called NBS (Noc Binding Site) (Pang et al., 2017; Wu
et al., 2009; Figure 1A). The role of Noc is also different from
ParB; Noc functions to prevent the cell division machinery from
assembling in thevicinityof thenucleoid,whichmightbeotherwise
guillotined, thereby damaging the DNA (Wu and Errington, 2004;
Wuetal., 2009: Figure1B). Inotherwords,Nochasa role inpreser-
ving the integrity of the chromosome. The genome-wide distribu-
tion ofNBS is also drastically different from that of parS. Although
parS sites are restricted in the region around oriC,NBS distributes
widely on the genome, except near the terminus of replication (ter)
(Pang et al., 2017;Wu et al., 2009). The absence ofNBS near ter is
crucial to direct the formation of the FtsZ ring and cell division to
mid-cell (Figure1A).Becauseof theirgenomicproximity (FigureS1)
and high sequence similarity, it was suggested that noc resulted
from a gene duplication event from parB (Sievers et al., 2002; Wu
and Errington, 2011). A phylogenetic tree showed that parB genes
arewidely distributed in bacteria but nocgenes are confined to the
Firmicutes clade (Wu and Errington, 2011; Figure 1B). This phylo-
genetic distribution ismost consistent withparBappearing early in
evolution, possibly before the split between Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria, and that the occurrence of noc is a later
event that happened only in Firmicutes (Wu and Errington, 2011).
Here, we systematically measure the binding preferences of 17

ParB and 4 Noc family members to parS and NBS and find that
their interactions are specific and conserved among bacterial spe-
cies. We show that specificity to parS or NBS is encoded by a
small set of four residues at the protein-DNA interface and that
mutations in these residues are enough to reprogram DNA-bind-
ing specificity. Combining X-ray crystallography and systematic
scanning mutagenesis, we show that both permissive and speci-
ficity-switching substitutions are required to acquire a new DNA-
binding specificity. Guided by these findings, we generate a
saturated library with ~105 variants of the specificity-defining res-
idues in ParB and select for mutants that bind to parS or NBS or
both. We discover multiple alternative combinations of residues
that are capable of binding to parS or NBS. By analyzing the con-
nectivity of functional variants in the sequence space, we suggest
that permissive and specificity-switchingmutations, at least when
considering the four mutations in this work, must be introduced in
an orderly manner to evolve a new protein-DNA interface.

RESULTS

DNA-Binding Specificity for parS and NBS Is Conserved
within ParB and Noc Family
To testwhether ParBandNoc familymembers retained their DNA-
binding specificity, we selecteda group of 17ParB and 4Noc from
various bacterial clades for characterization (Figures 1B and S1A).
ParB or Noc proteins were expressed individually in Escherichia
coliandwereengineeredwithanN-terminalFLAGtag for immuno-
precipitation. We performed chromatin immunoprecipitation

(ChIP)-qPCR and ChIP sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments to
quantify the level of ParB or Noc that are bound at a single parS
or NBS site engineered onto the E. coli chromosome (Figures 1C
andS1B).E. coli is a perfect heterologous host for this experiment,
as it doesnot possessnativeParB/Nochomologsand there are no
parS/NBS sites in its genome. As shown in Figure 1C, all tested
ParB proteins bind preferentially to parS over NBS, whereas Noc
proteins preferNBS to parS. This conservation of DNA preference
suggests that there exists a set of conserved residues within each
protein family (ParB or Noc) that dictates specificity.

The Co-crystal Structure of the DBD of ParB with parS
Reveals Residues That Contact DNA
As the first step in identifying specificity residues,we solved a2.4-Å
resolution co-crystal structure of the DBD of Caulobacter cres-
centus ParB bound to a 20-bp parS DNA duplex (Figure 2A). In
the crystallographic asymmetric unit, two very similar ParB DBD
monomers (root-mean-square deviation [RMSD] = 0.1 Å) bind in a
2-fold symmetric fashion to a full-sizeparSDNAduplex (Figure 2A).
This structure reveals several regions of each DBD that contact
parS (Figure2B). First, the recognitionhelixa4of thehelix-turn-helix
motif inserts into the major grooves of the palindromic parS site
(Figure 2B). Second, helices a6 and a8 contribute residues to the
protein-DNA interface (Figure 2B). Last, several lysine and arginine
residues in the loop spanning residues 236–254 contact the minor
groovesideofparS inanadjacentcomplex in thecrystal (Figure2A).
From thestructureof thecomplex,we identified residues thatmake
specific contacts with the DNA bases as well as non-specific con-
tactswith thephosphatebackbone (Figure2C).Weverified thepro-
tein-DNA contacts by individually mutating each residue to alanine
(Figure2D).Wefound thatmostof thecrucial residues forbinding to
parS are within the 162–234 region (Figure 2D), suggesting their
importance in recognizing DNA specifically. We reasoned that
specificity residues for parS (and NBS) must localize within this
amino acid (aa) region in ParB (and in an equivalent region in Noc).

Mutations at Four Residues at the ParB-parS Interface
Are Sufficient to Reprogram DNA-Binding Specificity
toward NBS
To discover the region of Noc that determines the specificity for
NBS, we constructed a series of chimeric proteins in which
different regions of Caulobacter ParB were replaced with the
corresponding regions of B. subtilis Noc (Figure 3A). Replacing
the entire region (residues 162–230) containing the helix-turn-he-
lix motif, helix a6, and part of helix a8 with the corresponding re-
gion of B. subtilis Noc produced a chimera that binds to both
parS and NBS, but with a preference for NBS (Chimera 1; Fig-
ure 3A). Swapping a smaller region (residues 162–207) contain-
ing just the helix-turn-helix motif and an adjacent helix a6 created
a chimera that has an improved specificity for NBS, albeit with a
lower binding affinity (Chimera 4; Figure 3A). These results sug-
gest that the region (residues 162–207) might contain the core
set of specificity residues for NBS.
To better understand the high degree of specificity conserved

within the ParB and Noc families, we mapped a sequence align-
ment of ~1,800 ParB and ~400 Noc orthologs onto the ParB
(DBD)-parS crystal structure to determine aa sequence prefer-
ences for those residues required for interaction specificity
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(Figure 3B). We focused our attention on the region between resi-
dues 162 and 207, which was shown above to contain the core
specificity residues (Figure 3B). Of those residues that contact
parS (Figures 2B and 2C), six residues (Q162, G170, K171, S172,
N178, and R204) are conserved between ParB and Noc family
members (Figure 3B). Two residues (R173 and G201) in ParB con-
tact parS but are changed to Q173 and R201, respectively, in Noc
homologs (Figure3B).Other residuesatpositions179and184vary
among ParB homologs but are almost invariably a lysine in Noc
family members (Figure 3B). We hypothesized that these residues
(Q173, K179, K184, and R201) (Figure 3B) are specificity residues
that dictate Noc preference for NBS. To test this hypothesis, we
generated a variant of Caulobacter ParB in which these four resi-
dues were introduced at the structurally equivalent positions
(R173Q, T179K, A184K, and G201R). We purified and tested this
variant in a bio-layer interferometry assay with parS and NBS. As
shown in Figure 3A, a ParB (RTAG/QKKR) (PtoN15) variant
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Figure 2. Co-crystal Structure of the DBD
of Caulobacter ParB with parS
(A) The 2.4-Å resolution structure of two ParB

(DBD) monomers (dark green) in complex with a

20-bp parS DNA (gray). The nucleotide sequence

of the 20-bp parS is shown below the structure;

bases (guanine 1 and adenine 6) that are different

from NBS are in bold. The purification tag is also

visible in one of the DBD monomers. Loop (236–

254) contacts the adjacent DNA in the crystal

lattice.

(B) One monomer of ParB (DBD) is shown in

complex with a parS half-site; residues that con-

tact the DNA are labeled and colored in orange.

(C) Schematic representation of ParB (DBD)-parS

interactions. For simplicity, only a parS half-site is

shown. The two bases at position 1 and 6 that are

different between parS andNBS are highlighted in

dark green.

(D) Alanine scanning mutagenesis and the in vitro

dissociation constant (KD) ± standard deviation

(SD) of ParB variants to parS DNA. See also STAR

Methods for details on curve fitting and calcula-

tion of SD values.

completely switched its binding prefer-
ence to a non-cognate NBS site. Hence,
a core set of four residues are enough to
reprogram specificity.

Systematic Dissection of ParB-
parS and Noc-NBS Interfaces
Reveals the Contribution of Each
Specificity Residue to the DNA-
Binding Preference
To systematically dissect the role of each
specificity residue, we constructed a
complete set of ParB mutants that have
either single, double, or triple aa changes
between the four specificity positions,
from a parS-preferred Caulobacter ParB
(R173T179A184G201) to an NBS-preferred
variant (Q173K179K184R201). We named
them ParB-to-Noc intermediates (PtoN;

15 variants in total). To simplify the nomenclature, we named
the mutants based on the specificity residues being considered,
for example, anNBS-preferred variant (Q173K179K184R201) is short-
ened to PtoN15 (QKKR). ParB and 15 PtoN variants were purified
and tested with a series of 16 different DNA sites, each represent-
ing a transitional state from parS to NBS, with each of the 2 vari-
able positions (1 and 6) changed to any of other 4 DNA bases
(Figure 3C). We visualized 16 3 16 interactions as a heatmap
where each matrix position reflects a dissociation constant (KD).
This systematic pairwise interaction screen led to several

notable observations (Figure 3C). First, there are 2 non-functional
variants (PtoN1: QTAG and PtoN7: QTAR) that were unable to
interact with any of the 16 DNA sites (Figure 3C). Second, six var-
iants (PtoN4: RTAR, PtoN5: QKAG, PtoN6: QTKG, PtoN9: RKAR,
PtoN10: RTKR, and PtoN11: QKKG) switched their specificity to a
DNA site that has features borrowed from both parS and NBS.
Meanwhile, four variants (PtoN2: RKAG, PtoN3: RTKG, PtoN8:
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RKKG, and PtoN14: RKKR) were promiscuous, i.e., binding to
multiple different DNA sites (Figure 3C). We noted that functional
PtoN variants have a lysine at either position 179 or 184 or both.
This observation became even clearer after we performed hierar-
chical clustering of the interaction profile in both the protein and
the DNA dimensions (Figure 3D). A single lysine at either position
179 or 184 is enough to license the DNA-binding capability to
PtoN variants (nodes a, b, d, and f on the clustering tree; Fig-
ure 3D), whereas PtoN1 (QTAG) and PtoN7 (QTAR) that do not
possess any lysine at 179/184 are non-functional (node e; Fig-
ure 3D). We suggest that K179/184 has a permissive effect that
might permit Q173 and R201 to contact DNA.
Next, we wondered which base of the NBS site that Q173

might contact specifically. To find out, we clustered only PtoN
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Figure 3. Mutations at Four Residues at the
ParB-parS Interface Are Sufficient to
Reprogram DNA-Binding Specificity To-
ward NBS
(A) Mutations in a subset of residues in the region

between residues 162–207 (ParB’s numbering)

can reprogram interaction specificity. ParB (or

segments of amino acids [aas] from ParB) and

Noc (or the equivalent segment in Noc) are shown

in dark green and magenta, respectively. The af-

finity of protein-DNA interaction was expressed as

dissociation constant (KD) ± standard deviation

(SD). See also STAR Methods for details on curve

fitting and calculation of SD values.

(B) The sequence alignment of ParB (~1,800 se-

quences) and Noc (~400 sequences) orthologs.

The aas are colored based on their chemical

properties (GSTYC, polar; QN, neutral; KRH,

basic; DE, acidic; and AVLIPWFM, hydrophobic).

The secondary structure of the aa region (residues

162–207) is shown above the sequence align-

ment, together with residues (open circles) that

contact DNA in the ParB (DBD)-parS structure

(Figure 2).

(C) Systematic scanning mutagenesis of the pro-

tein-DNA interface reveals the contribution of

each specificity residue to the DNA-binding pref-

erence. Interactions between ParB + 15 PtoN in-

termediates with 16 DNA sites are represented as

a heatmap in which each matrix position reflects a

KD value. The aa residues/bases from ParB/parS

are colored in dark green, and those from Noc/

NBS in magenta.

(D) A hierarchical clustering of data in (C) in both

protein and DNA dimensions.

(E) A simplified heatmap in which only PtoN in-

termediates with a glutamine (Q) at position 173

are shown.

(F) A simplified heatmap in which only PtoN in-

termediates with an arginine (R) at position 201

are shown.

variants that share the Q aa at position
173 (Figure 3E). We discovered that
those variants preferred DNA sites that
possess an adenine at position 1 (Fig-
ure 3E). We applied the same approach
to find the base that residue R201 might
contact (Figure 3F). The emerging trend

is that PtoN variants that share an R aa at 201 preferred DNA
sites with a cytosine at position 6 (Figure 3F). Taken together,
our results suggest a model in which each specificity residue
has a distinct role, namely, Q173 recognizes adenine 1 and
R201 recognizes cytosine 6, but they can only do so in the pres-
ence of a permissive K at either position 179 or 184 or both. In the
next section, we used X-ray crystallography to provide evidence
to support this model.

Co-crystal Structure of theDBDofNocwithNBSReveals
the Contribution of Specificity Residues to the DNA-
Binding Preference
To understand the biophysical mechanism underlying the speci-
ficity to NBS, we solved the co-crystal structure of B. subtilis
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Noc (DBD) with a 22-bpNBS DNA duplex (Figure S2). The diffrac-
tion of the Noc (DBD)-NBS crystal was anisotropic. Hence,
despite the 2.23-Å resolution limit, because of low completeness
in the higher resolution shells resulting from the anisotropic cutoff,
the resultant electron density has the appearance of lower resolu-
tion maps, approximately a 3-Å resolution (Table S4; STAR
Methods). By superimposing the structures of ParB (DBD)-parS
and Noc (DBD)-NBS complexes, we observed several changes
in both the protein and the DNA sites that enabled specific inter-
actions (Figure 4). First, R173 in ParB hydrogen bonds with parS
guanine 1, but the shorter side chain of a corresponding Q158
in Noc is unable to bond with guanine 1 (Figure 4A). However, a
corresponding base in NBS (adenine 1) positions itself closer to
enable hydrogen bonding with this Q173 residue (Figure 4A);
this is possibly due to conformational changes in the NBS site
that narrows the minor groove width at the adenine 1:thymine
!1 position (from ~7.7 to ~3.7 Å; Figure S3). The switch from R

toQ serves to eliminate the ability of ParB to contact parS guanine
1 while simultaneously establishing a new contact with NBS
adenine 1. The secondnotable changes between the two co-crys-
tal structures occurs at position 201 (Figure 4B). G201 from ParB
has no side chain and hence cannot contact thymine !6 specif-
ically (Figure 4B). However, the equivalent residue R186 in Noc
readily forms hydrogen bonds with guanine !6 (Figure 4B). We
also observed DNA unwinding that increased both the minor
and themajor groovewidths at the cytosine 6:guanine!6 position
of NBS (from ~7.1 to ~8.1 Å and from ~10.5 to ~11.8 Å, respec-
tively), possibly to move guanine !6 outward to accommodate
a longer side chain of arginine (Figure S3). The NH group in the
main chain of both G201 (ParB (DBD)-parS structure) and R186
(Noc(DBD)-NBS structure) also contact DNA non-specifically by
their interaction with the phosphate groups of thymine !6 (parS)
and guanine !6 (NBS), respectively (Figure 4; see also Figures
2C and S2D).
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Figure 4. Superimposition of the ParB (DBD)-parS Structure on the Noc (DBD)-NBS Structure Reveals the Contribution of Specificity Res-
idues to NBS Binding
To simplify and highlight the roles of specificity residues, only the side chains of specificity residues and their contacting bases are shown. The aa regions (173–

207 in ParB and the corresponding 158–192 in Noc) and the DNA backbones are shown in the cartoon representation. DNA bases are numbered according to

their respective positions on the parS/NBS site. The insets show interactions between either R173 (ParB’s numbering) and Q158 (Noc’s numbering) (A) or G201

(ParB’s numbering) and R186 (Noc’s numbering) (B) and with their corresponding bases on parS/NBS. The side chains of K164 and K169 in the Noc (DBD)-NBS

structure contact the phosphate groups of guanine (!5) and thymine (2) of NBS, respectively (see also Figure S2D). Only the phosphate groups of guanine (!5)

and thymine (2) in NBS are shown.
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Our Noc (DBD)-NBS structure also shows the side chains of
K164 and K169 make hydrogen bonds with the phosphate
groups of guanine!5 and thymine 2 ofNBS rather than contact-
ing any bases specifically (Figure S2D). Last, molecular dy-
namics simulations using the Noc (DBD)-NBS structure as initial
coordinates also suggested that side chains of K164 and K169
make hydrogen bonds or salt bridges with the DNA backbone,
especially when water-mediated contacts were also considered
(bonding for >99% of the whole simulation; see also STAR
Methods). The most parsimonious explanation for the permis-
sive capability of K164/169 is that they increase DNA-binding af-
finity non-specifically to overcome the initial energy barrier and
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Figure 5. High-Throughput Mapping of the
Fitness of Protein-DNA Interface Mutants
(A) The principle and design of the deepmutational

scanning experiment that was based on a

bacterial one-hybrid assay and high-throughput

sequencing.

(B) Summary of functional NBS-binding and parS-

binding variants.

(C) Fitness scores of variants, as assessed by their

ability to bind NBS (x axis) or parS (y axis). Dark

green: strong parS binding, no NBS binding

(fitness score: fparS R 0.6, fNBS % 0.2); light green:

strong parS binding, weak-to-medium NBS bind-

ing (fparS R 0.6, 0.2 % fNBS % 0.6); magenta:

strong NBS binding, no parS binding (fNBS R 0.6,

fparS % 0.2); pink: strong NBS binding, weak-to-

medium parS binding (fNBS R 0.6, 0.2 % fparS %

0.6); black: dual specificity (fNBS R 0.6, fparS R

0.6). Frequency logos of each class of variants are

shown together with ones for ParB/Noc orthologs.

The amino acids are colored according to their

chemical properties. The positions of wild-type

(WT) ParB (RTAG), Noc (QKKR), and nine selected

variants for an independent validation are also

shown and labeled on the scatterplot.

permit specific base contacts from Q158
and R186. Overall, our co-crystal struc-
tures are consistent with data from the
systematic scanning mutagenesis.

A High-Throughput Bacterial One-
Hybrid Selection Reveals Multiple
Combinations of Specificity
Residues That Enable parS andNBS
Recognition
Although the results from our systematic
scanning mutagenesis and X-ray crystal-
lography revealed how specificity
changed as individual substitutions were
introduced, presumably a greater variety
of amino acids has been sampled by na-
ture than those presented at the start
(RTAG) and endpoint (QKKR). What are
the paths, and are there many, to convert
a parS-binding protein to an NBS-
preferred one? Does the order of aa sub-

stitutions matter? To answer these questions, we explored the
entire sequence space at the four specificity residues by gener-
ating a combinatorial library of ParB where positions 173, 179,
184, and 201 can be any aa (204 or 160,000 variants lacking
stop codons). We optimized a bacterial one-hybrid (B1H) assay
(Noyes et al., 2008) that is based on transcriptional activation of
an imidazoleglycerol-phosphate dehydratase encoding gene
HIS3 to enable a selection for parS or NBS-binding variants (Fig-
ure 5A; Figure S4). ParB variants were fused at their N termini to
the omega subunit of bacterial RNA polymerase. NNS codons
(where N = any nucleotide [nt] and S = cytosine or guanine)
were used to randomize the four specificity residues. All ParB
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variants were also engineered to contain an additional invariable
mutation in the N-terminal domain (R104A) that makes ParB un-
able to spread (Lee and Grossman, 2006; Tran et al., 2018; Fig-
ure 5A). The R104A mutation does not affect the site-specific
binding but enables a simpler design of the selection system by
converting ParB to a conventional site-specific transcriptional
activator (Figure 5A). If a ParB variant binds to a parS or NBS
site engineered upstream of HIS3, it will recruit RNA polymerase
to activate HIS3 expression, thereby enabling a histidine-auxotro-
phic E. coli host to survive on a minimal medium lacking histidine
(Figure 5A; Figure S4). Deep sequencing of starting libraries re-
vealed that >94% of the predicted variants were represented by
at least 10 reads (Figures S5A andS5B) and that libraries prepared
on different days were reproducible (R2 > 0.90; Figure S5C).

To assess the ability of each ParB variant to bind to parS or
NBS, we deep sequenced the relevant region on parB variants
pre- and post-selection to reveal the underlying sequences and
their abundance (Figure 5A; Figure S5C). As the strength of pro-
tein-DNA interaction is directly related to the amount of histidine
being produced and ultimately to the cell fitness (Noyes et al.,
2008), we quantified the fitness of each variant to rank them (Fig-
ure 5C). We found 1,385 and 362 variants that show strong bind-
ing to parS and NBS, respectively (Figure 5B). We then selected
and verified nine variants that bind either NBS or parS or both
(Figure 5C) by a pairwise B1H assay and by a bio-layer interfer-
ometry assaywith purified proteins (Figure S6). To systematically
probe the sequence space, we generated a scatterplot of ParB
variant fitness when screened for binding to parS or NBS (Fig-
ure 5C). Of 362 variants that bindNBS strongly, 261 areNBS spe-
cific (i.e., no parS binding, magenta box), 19 show strong NBS
binding but weak-to-medium parS binding (pink box), and 82
dual-specificity variants that bind both parS and NBS (black
box) (Figure 5C). By comparing sequence logos, we observed
that NBS-specific variants (magenta box) have a high proportion
of the Q residue at position 173 but R is allowed, position 201 is
dominantly R but polar residues (T and S) are allowed, and posi-
tively charged R and K prevail at positions 179 and 184 (Fig-
ure 5C). This sequence logo shares some features with Noc or-
thologs (dashed magenta box, Figure 5C). On the other hand,
parS-specific variants (dark green box) have an invariable R at
position 173, which is the same as ParB orthologs (dashed dark
green box) (Figure 5C), but position 201 can be small polar amino
acids (C, S, or T, butG ismost preferred). Notably, 17 aminoacids
(except the helix-breaking P or the negatively charged D and E)
can occupy position 179, and any of the 20 amino acids is toler-
able at position 184 (Figure 5C). Finally, dual-specificity variants
(black box) tend to harbor sequence elements from both parS-
and NBS-specific variants (Figure 5C).

NBS-Specific Variants Predominantly Have Lysine or
Arginine at Positions 179 and 184
TheproportionofNBS-specific variantswith aKorRaaatposition
179 is ~58%, higher than a theoretical 10% value if K/R was cho-
sen randomly (Figure 6A). The sameproportionwas seen for aKor
R at position 184 (Figure 6A). This proportion increased to ~91%
for NBS-specific variants with either K or R at either position 179
or 184 and ~19% for those with a K or R at both 179 and 184 (Fig-
ure 6A). The prevalence of positively charged residues, together

with the structure of Noc (DBD)-NBS, supports our model that
permissivemutations act by increasingprotein-DNAbinding affin-
ity non-specifically by their interactions with a negatively charged
phosphate backbone. We noted that K and R are not preferred
more than expected from a random chance in parS-specific vari-
ants (Figure 6A). Our results suggest that the introduction of
permissive substitutions is important to acquire a new specificity.

Mutations Were Introduced in a Defined Order to
Reprogram Specificity
We asked if there is an order of substitutions at positions 173,
179, 184, and 201 to create an NBS-specific variant. To answer
this question, we first reconstructed all possible mutational
paths to an NBS specificity. We created a force-directed graph
that connects functional variants (nodes) together by lines
(edges) if they are different by a single aa to visualize the connec-
tivity of functional variants in sequence space (Figure 6B; Podg-
ornaia and Laub, 2015). The node size is proportional to its
connectivity (number of edges), and node colors represent
different classes of functional variants (Figure 6B). Similarly, we
also generated a network graph in which edges represent vari-
ants that differ by a single nt substitution (Figures S7A and
S7B). Because not all amino acids can be converted to others
by a mutation at a single base, a by-nt-substitution network
might depict better how long (hard) or short (easy) the mutational
paths that parS-specific variants might have taken to reprogram
their specificity to NBS. At first glance, the network is composed
of multiple clusters of densely interconnected nodes that share
common features in the aa sequence (Figure 6B). Furthermore,
there are multiple edges connecting parS-preferred variants
(dark and light green nodes) to NBS-preferred variants (magenta
and pink nodes) (Figure 6B). Supporting this observation, we
found that it takes at most four aa (or seven nt) substitutions to
convert any parS-specific variant to anNBS-specific QKKR (Fig-
ures 6C and S7C). A small number of steps suggested thatNBS-
specific variants can be reached relatively easily from parS-spe-
cific variants. We focused on parS-specific start point RXXG for
all analyses below because R173 and G201 are absolutely
conserved in all extant ParB orthologs (Figure 5C). We found
all the shortest paths (1,232 in total) that connect parS-specific
RXXG variants (298 dark green nodes) to an NBS-specific
QKKR and quantified the fractions of intermediates in such paths
that contain permissive or specificity-switching residues (Fig-
ure 6D). We discovered that permissive substitutions (K or R)
at position 179 or 184 happened very early on along the muta-
tional paths (~95% after the first step; Figure 6D). The fraction
of R201 increased more gradually after the introduction of
permissive substitutions, and Q173 was introduced last (Fig-
ure 6D). The same order of substitutions was seen when we
analyzed a by-nt-substitution network graph (Figure S7D). In
summary, we conclude that the order of aa substitutions matters
and suggest that permissive mutations tend to happen before
specificity-switching substitutions.

Mutational Paths That Reprogram Specificity Did Not
Travel across Dual-Specificity Intermediates
We observed that the fraction of variants with C/T/S residues at
position 201 did not increase beyond 0% in any step from RXXG
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Figure 6. Deep Mutational Scanning Experiments Reveal the Common Properties of the Mutational Paths to a New DNA-Binding Specificity
(A) Fractions of arginine or lysine residues at position 179 or 184 or both, in parS-specific (dark green) and NBS-specific (magenta) variants. The dotted lines

indicate the expected percentage if arginine/lysine was chosen randomly from 20 amino acids.

(B) A force-directed network graph connecting strong parS-binding variants to strong NBS-binding variants. Nodes represent individual variants, and edges

represent single aa substitutions. Node sizes are proportional to their corresponding numbers of edges. Node colors correspond to different classes of variants.

(C) Cumulative fraction of highly parS-specific variants that reached an NBS-specific QKKR variant in a given number of aa (solid line) or nt (dotted line) sub-

stitutions (see also Figure S7A).

(D) Fraction of intermediates on all shortest paths from highly parS-specific RXXG variants to the NBS-preferred QKKR that have permissive amino acids (K/R) at

either position 179 or 184 or both or have R at position 201, or Q at position 173, or C/T/S at position 201 after a given number of aa steps (see also Figure S7D).

(E) Percentage of shortest paths that traversed black, light green, or pink variants to reach QKKR from any of the highly parS-specific RXXG variants (red lines).

The result was compared to ones from 1,000 simulations where the edges were shuffled randomly while keeping the total number of nodes, edges, and graph

density constant.
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variants to QKKR (Figures 6D and S7D). Given that dual-speci-
ficity variants (black box, Figure 5C) mostly have T or S aa at po-
sition 201, it suggests that dual-specificity intermediates might
have not been exploited to change specificity. Indeed, no short-
est path connecting RXXG and QKKR traversed any dual-spec-
ificity variant (black nodes) (Figures 6E and S7E). This proportion
is significantly smaller than would be expected by chance (esti-
mated from 1,000 random networks where edges were shuffled
randomly; Figures 6E and S7E). In contrast, ~51% and ~3% of
shortest paths from RXXG variants to QKKR contain light green
and pink intermediates, respectively. The proportions of paths
with light green or pink intermediates are similar to expected
values from random chance (Figure 6E). The preference for
traversing light green nodes, therefore, can be explained by
the abundance of such variants in the observed graph
(Figure 6B). Overall, our network analysis predicted that the

parS-to-NBS reprogram did not exploit truly dual-specificity in-
termediates and that those with a stricter specificity (light green
or pink) were more commonly used.

DISCUSSION

Determinants of Specificity and Implications for
Understanding the Evolution of Protein-DNA Interfaces
TheNBS site differs from the parS site by only 2 bases (positions 1
and 6; Figure 1A), but Noc and ParB recognize and bind themwith
exquisite specificity. We provided evidence that mutations must
have been introduced in a defined order to reprogram specificity.
Permissive substitutions (K/R at positions 179/184) tend to appear
first, presumably to prime parS-specific variants for a subsequent
introduction of specificity-switching residues (R201 and Q173)
which would have otherwise rendered proteins non-functional
(Figure 7). Supporting the priming role of permissive amino acids,
we noted that ~28% of extant ParB already possess a lysine/argi-
nine residue at position 184 (Figure 5C, a sequence logo in a
dashed green box). An early introduction of permissive substitu-
tions is likely to be a recurring principle of evolution. For example,
a similar prerequisite for permissive mutations was observed in
the evolution of influenza resistance to the antiviral drug oseltami-
vir (Bloom et al., 2010). Two permissive mutations were first ac-
quired, allowing the virus to tolerate a subsequent occurrence of
a H274Y mutation that weakened the binding of oseltamivir to
the viral neuraminidase enzyme (Bloom et al., 2010). These
permissive mutations improved the stability of neuraminidase
before a structurally destabilizing H274Y substitution was intro-
duced (Bloom et al., 2010; Gong et al., 2013). Similarly, a permis-
sive mutation that is far away from the active site of an antibiotic-
degrading b-lactamase (TEM1) has little effect on its enzymatic
activity by itself but restored stability loss by a subsequent muta-
tion that increased TEM1 activity against cephalosporin antibi-
otics (Wang et al., 2002). In another case, 11 permissivemutations
were required to evolve an ancestral steroid hormone receptor
from preferring an estrogen response element (ERE) to a new
DNA sequence (steroid response element [SRE]) (McKeown
et al., 2014). These 11 mutations were located outside the DNA-
recognition motif but non-specifically increased the affinity for
both ERE and SRE, thereby licensing three additional substitu-
tions to alter the specificity to SRE (McKeown et al., 2014). Addi-
tionally, it has been shown that an early introduction of 11 permis-
sive substitutions dramatically increased the number of SRE-
binding variants well beyond the historically observed variants
(Starr et al., 2017). In our work, at least when considering just
four aa residues, a single introduction of a lysine, either at position
179 or 184, was sufficient to permit Q173 and R201 to recognize
NBS specifically.
Deep mutational scanning in conjunction with network anal-

ysis is a powerful approach to reconstruct possible mutational
paths that might have been taken to acquire a new function
(Aakre et al., 2015; Podgornaia and Laub, 2015; Starr et al.,
2017). Network graph theory was applied to understand the con-
straints on the evolution of protein-protein interfaces between a
histidine kinase and its response regulator partner, between
toxin and antitoxin pairs of proteins, and most recently to reveal
the alternative evolutionary histories of a steroid hormone
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Figure 7. A Model for the Evolution of NBS-Binding Specificity
(A) Contributions of each specificity residue to enable a switch in binding

specificity from parS to NBS. An R173Q substitution enabled interactions with

adenine 1:thymine !1 (of NBS). A G201R substitution enabled interactions

with cytosine 6: guanine !6 (of NBS). Q173 and R201 could only do so in the

presence of permissive residues K at either 179 or 184 or both. Without K179/

184, Q173 and R201 were poised to interact with specific bases but could not,

possibly because of insufficient affinity for DNA.

(B) Analysis of mutational paths that traversed the network of functional vari-

ants showed that the order of introducing specificity-switching substitutions

matters and that the shortest paths toNBS-specific variants do not necessarily

involve dual-specificity nodes to evolve a new DNA-binding preference.
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receptor (Aakre et al., 2015; Podgornaia and Laub, 2015; Starr
et al., 2017). In our case study, network analysis suggested
that mutational paths to a new specificity did not necessarily
have to visit dual-specificity intermediates, i.e., those that bind
parS and NBS equally strongly (Figure 6E). Instead, mutational
paths to an NBS-specific variant tend to be more switch-like,
frequently visited dark green nodes (strong parS binding, no
NBS binding) and light green nodes (strong parS binding,
weak-to-medium NBS binding) (Figures 5C and 6E). We reason
that most black variants, albeit being dual specific, bind both
parS and NBS at a slightly reduced affinity (compared to the
wild-type parS-specific RTAG or NBS-specific QKKR variants;
see the scatterplot on Figure 5C). This might have created an un-
desirable situation in which dual-specificity intermediates neither
could compete with the original copy of ParB to bind parS nor
had high enough affinity themselves to bind NBS sites, i.e.,
artificially made non-functional due to competition. A similar
principle might also apply to other protein-DNA interactions
throughout biology. For example, a reconstructed evolutionary
history of a steroid hormone receptor indicated that an ancestral
receptor (AncSR1) without permissive mutations must always
pass through dual-specificity intermediates to acquire the pre-
sent-day specificity. On the other hand, the presence of 11
permissive mutations (AncSR1+11P) eliminated the absolute
requirement for these dual-specificity intermediates. More
dramatically, it has been shown that a single substitution (i.e.,
a truly switch-like mechanism) was enough to reprogram the
specificity of homologous repressor proteins (Arc and Mnt) in
bacteriophage P22 (Raumann et al., 1995). Nevertheless, we
noted that protein-protein interfaces, particularly in the case of
paralogous toxin-antitoxin protein pairs, exploited extensively
promiscuous intermediates to diversify and evolve instead. In
the case of toxin-antitoxin systems, truly promiscuous intermedi-
ates might have been favored because many of them bound to
and antagonized cognate and non-cognate toxins equally or
even better than the wild type (Aakre et al., 2015). It is likely
that the topology of the available sequence space and the
biology of each system collectively influence the paths to evolve
a new biological innovation.
In summary, our work provides a molecular basis for how pro-

tein-DNA interaction specificity can change, with a focus on
chromosome maintenance proteins ParB/Noc and the minimal
set of four specificity residues at their protein-DNA interfaces.
A small number of specificity residues enabled a systematic
analysis of the protein-DNA interface and possible mutational
paths that could have changed specificity. In this regard, our
work might be useful for understanding the evolution of other
classes of DNA-binding proteins. Nevertheless, evolution has
most likely exploited more mutations and aa residues to fine-
tune DNA-binding specificity than the core set of four residues
in this work. Other compensatory mutations that alter the struc-
tural stability of proteins might also contribute and dictate the
course of evolution to new biological functions (Ivankov et al.,
2014; Sikosek and Chan, 2014; Starr and Thornton, 2016). An
important challenge for future work is to study all contributing
factors (permissive, specificity-switching, and other compensa-
tory substitutions) in a systematic manner to better understand
the course of evolution to new biological innovations.
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interferometry (BLI)
B Clustering of trajectory-scanning mutagenesis data
B Chromatin immunoprecipitation with qPCR or deep

sequencing
B Generation and analysis of ChIP-seq profiles
B Bacterial one-hybrid assay coupled with deep

sequencing (B1H-seq)
B Analysis of data from deep mutational scanning exper-

iments
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and Virus Strains

Please refer to Table S1 N/A

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

3-AT Abcam Cat# ab146281

Benzonase nuclease Sigma-Aldrich Cat# E1014

cOmplete, Mini, EDTA-free Protease

Inhibitor Cocktail

Roche Applied Science Cat# 11836170001

Critical Commercial Assays

Gibson Assembly Master Mix NEB Cat# E2611S

Gateway BP Clonase II enzyme mix ThermoFisher Cat# 11789020

SYBR! Green JumpStart Taq ReadyMix Sigma-Aldrich Cat# S4438

Dip-and-Read Streptavidin (SA) biosensors Molecular Devices Cat# 18-5019

HisTrap High Performance column GE Healthcare Cat# GE17524801

HiTrap Heparin High Performance column GE Healthcare Cat# GE17040601

HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 75pg column GE Healthcare Cat# GE28989333

HIS-Select Cobalt Affinity Gel Sigma-Aldrich Cat# H8162

PD 10 Desalting Columns Sigma-Aldrich Cat# GE17085101

EZview Red ANTI-FLAG! M2 Affinity Gel Sigma-Aldrich Cat# F2426; RRID: AB_2616449

QIAquick PCR Purification Kit QIAGEN Cat# 28104

NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit for

Illumina

NEB Cat# E7370S

Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit ThermoFisher Cat# Q32851

Deposited Data

Crystal structures This paper PDB: 6S6H, 6Y93

ChIP-seq data This paper Gene Expression Omnibus: GSE129285

B1H-seq data This paper Gene Expression Omnibus: GSE129285

Other data This paper Mendeley Data: https://doi.org/10.17632/

8v45kvdtw5.1

Recombinant DNA

Please refer to Table S2 N/A

Oligonucleotides

Please refer to Table S3 N/A

Software and Algorithms

BLItz Pro Molecular Devices Cat# 50-0156

Gephi The Open Graph Viz Platform https://gephi.org/

R R Foundation for Statistical Computing https://www.r-project.org/

igraph Igraph-The network analysis package https://igraph.org/

HHsuite Steinegger et al., 2019 https://github.com/soedinglab/hh-suite

WebLogo 3.0 Crooks et al., 2004 http://weblogo.threeplusone.com/

iTOL Letunic and Bork, 2016 https://itol.embl.de/

CIPRES Miller et al., 2011 http://www.phylo.org/

Curves+ Lavery et al., 2009 http://curvesplus.bsc.es/analyse

Bowtie 1 Langmead et al., 2009 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.

shtml

BEDTools Quinlan and Hall, 2010 https://bedtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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RESOURCES AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Tung Le
(tung.le@jic.ac.uk).

Materials Availability
Plasmids and strains used in this study are available from the Lead Contact with a completed Materials Transfer Agreement.

Data and Code Availability
The accession number for the sequencing data reported in this paper is GSE129285. Atomic coordinates for protein crystal struc-
tures reported in this paper were deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank with the following accession numbers: 6S6H and
6Y93. Original data have been deposited to Mendeley Data (https://doi.org/10.17632/8v45kvdtw5.1).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Bacterial models
Escherichia coli strains DH5a and Rosetta (DE3) were used as hosts for constructing plasmids, and overexpression of proteins,
respectively (Table S1). E. coli USO rpoZ- hisB- pyrF- was used as a host for B1H assay (Table S1).

Growth conditions
E. coli was grown in LB. When appropriate, media were supplemented with antibiotics at the following concentrations (liquid/solid
media for E. coli (mg/mL): carbenicillin (50/100), chloramphenicol (20/30), kanamycin (30/50), and apramycin (25/50).

Plasmids and strains construction
All strains used are listed in Table S1. All plasmids and primers used in strain and plasmid construction are listed in Tables S2 and S3.
pENTR::Noc/ParB. The coding sequences of ParB and Noc from various bacterial species (Figures 1B and S1A) were chemically

synthesized (gBlocks dsDNA fragments, IDT). The backbone of pENTR plasmid was amplified by PCR using primers pENTR_gib-
son_backbone_F and pENTR_gibson_backbone_R from the pENTR-D-TOPO cloning kit (Invitrogen). The resulting PCR product
was subsequently treated with DpnI to remove methylated template DNA. The resulting PCR fragment was gel-purified and assem-
bled with the gBlocks fragment using a 2x Gibsonmaster mix (NEB). Gibson assembly was possible due to a 23 bp sequence shared
between the PCR fragment and the gBlocks fragment. These 23 bp regions were incorporated during the synthesis of gBlocks frag-
ments. The resulting plasmids were sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

FASTX-Toolkit Hannon Lab http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/

DIALS Winter et al., 2018 https://dials.github.io/

AIMLESS Evans and Murshudov, 2013 http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/html/aimless.html

CCP4i2 Potterton et al., 2018 http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

COOT Emsley and Cowtan, 2004 https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

personal/pemsley/coot/

PHASER McCoy et al., 2007 https://www.phenix-online.org/

REFMAC5 Murshudov et al., 1997 http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/html/refmac5/

description.html

BUCCANEER Cowtan, 2006 http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/html/cbuccaneer.

html

MolProbity Chen et al., 2010 http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/

STARANISO Global Phasing Limited http://staraniso.globalphasing.org/cgi-bin/

staraniso.cgi

jsPISA Krissinel, 2015 http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/pisa/

PyMOL The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System https://pymol.org/2/

AMBER AMBER Software, University of California,

San Francisco

https://ambermd.org/
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pUT18C-1xFLAG-DEST. The backbone of pUT18C was amplified using primers P1936 and P1937, and pUT18C (Karimova et al.,
1998) as template. The resulting PCR product was subsequently treated with DpnI to remove the methylated template DNA. The
FLAG-attR1-ccdB-chloramphenicolR-attR2 cassette was amplified using primers P1934 and P1935, and pML477 as template.
The two PCR fragments were each gel-purified and assembled together using a 2x Gibson master mix (NEB). Gibson assembly
was possible due to a 23 bp sequence shared between the two PCR fragments. These 23 bp regions were incorporated during
the primer design to amplify the FLAG-attR1-ccdB-chloramphenicolR-attR2 cassette. The resulting plasmid was sequence verified
by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

pUT18C::1xFLAG-Noc/ParB. The parB/noc genes were recombined into a Gateway-compatible destination vector pUT18C-
1xFLAG-DEST via a LR recombination reaction (Invitrogen). For LR recombination reactions: 1 mL of purified pENTR::parB/noc
was incubated with 1 mL of the destination vector pUT18-1xFLAG-DEST, 1 mL of LR Clonase II master mix, and 2 mL of water in a
total volume of 5 mL. The reaction was incubated for an hour at room temperature before being introduced to DH5a E. coli cells
by heat-shock transformation. Cells were then plated out on LB agar + carbenicillin. Resulting colonies were restruck onto LB
agar + carbenicillin and LB agar + kanamycin. Only colonies that survived on LB + carbenicillin plates were subsequently used for
culturing and plasmid extraction.

pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A +Q173K179K184R201) and pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A +R173A179T184G201).
The coding sequence of Caulobacter ParB with the desired mutations was chemically synthesized (gBlocks dsDNA fragments, IDT).
The pB1H2-w2 plasmid backbonewas generated via a double digestion of pB1H2-w2::Prd plasmid (Noyes et al., 2008) with KpnI and
XbaI. The resulting backbone was subsequently gel-purified and assembled with the gBlocks fragments using a 2x Gibson master-
mix (NEB). Gibson assembly was possible due to a 23 bp sequence shared between the KpnI-XbaI-cut pB1H2-w2 backbone and the
gBlocks fragment. These 23 bp regions were incorporated during the synthesis of gBlocks fragments. The resulting plasmids were
sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

pB1H2-w5::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + Q173K179K184R201). The same procedure as above was used to generate this plasmid,
except that pB1H2-w5::Prd plasmid (Noyes et al., 2008) was used.

pB1H2-w5L::CaulobacterParB (R104A +Q173K179K184R201). The same procedure as abovewas used to generate this plasmid,
except that pB1H2-w5L::Prd plasmid (Noyes et al., 2008) was used.

pU3H3::7/14/19/24bp-NBS. The pU3H3 backbone was generated via a double digestion of pU3H3::MCS plasmid (Noyes et al.,
2008) with XmaI and EcoRI. The backbone was subsequently gel-purified before being ligated with the DNA insert in the next
step. The DNA insert containing NBS site with an appropriate spacer (7, 14, 19, or 24 bp) were generated by annealing complemen-
tary oligos together (Table S3). The DNA inserts were subsequently 50 phosphorylated using T4 PNK (NEB), and ligated to the XmaI-
EcoRI-cut pU3H3 backbone using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). The resulting plasmids were sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Euro-
fins, Germany).

pU3H3::19bp-parS. The same procedure as above was used to generate the plasmid, except that primers parS_anneal_19bp_-
spacer_F and parS_anneal_19bp_spacer_R were used.

pET21b::ParB (variants)-His6. All sequences of ParB variants were designed in VectorNTI (ThermoFisher) and chemically synthe-
sized as gBlocks dsDNA fragments (IDT). Individual gBlocks fragment and a NdeI-HindIII-digested pET21b backbone were ass-
sembled using a 2x Gibson master mix (NEB). Gibson assembly was possible due to a 23-bp sequence shared between the
NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b backbone and the gBlocks fragment. These 23-bp regions were incorporated during the synthesis of
gBlocks fragments. The resulting plasmids were sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

Strains AB1157 ybbD::parS::markerless ygcE::NBS::markerless. We use Lambda Red to insert a cassette consisting of a parS site
and an apramycin antibiotic resistance gene aac(3)IV at the ybbD locus on the E. coli AB1157 chromosome. The parS-FRT-apramy-
cinR-FRT cassette was amplified by PCR using primers 1940 and 1941, and pIJ773 (a gift from Keith Chater) as template. These for-
ward and reverse primers also carry a 39 bp homology to the left or the right of the insertion point at the ybbD locus. The resulting PCR
products were gel-extracted and electroporated into an arabinose-induced E. coli AB1157/pKD46 cells. Colonies that formed on
LB + apramycin was restruck on LB + apramycin and incubated at 42!C to cure the cells of pKD46 plasmid. Finally, the correct inser-
tion of the parS-apramycinR cassette was verified by PCR and Sanger sequencing. To remove the FRT- apramycinR-FRT region while
leaving the parS site intact, a temperature sensitive FLP recombination plasmid pBT340 (a gift from Keith Chater) was subsequently
introduced. To introduce theNBS site at the ygcE locus on the chromosome of E. coli AB1157 ybbD::parS::markerless, we employed
the same procedure, except that the NBS-FRT-ApramycinR-FRT cassette was amplified by PCR using primer 3139 and 3140
instead.

METHOD DETAILS

Identification and alignment of ParB and Noc sequences
The sequences used for generating sequence conservation logos were retrieved and aligned using HHblits (-n 4 -e 1E-10 -maxfilt inf
-neffmax 20 -nodiff -realign_max inf) and HHfilter (-id 100 -cov 75) in the HHsuite (Steinegger et al., 2019), using Caulobacter cres-
centus ParB protein and Bacillus subtilis Noc protein sequences as queries. This procedure resulted in 1800 homologous ParB se-
quences and 361 homologous Noc sequences. The sequence conservation logos were generated by WebLogo 3.0 (Crooks et al.,
2004), using ParB/Noc sequence alignments as input.
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Phylogenetic analysis of ParB and Noc protein sequences
Amino acid sequences of ParB and Noc from 21 selected bacterial species were retrieved by BLASTP and used to generate a phylo-
genetic tree (Figure 1B). Phylogenetic analyses were carried out using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) and RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014), which
were used through the CIPRES science gateway (Miller et al., 2011), and the trees were visualized using iTOL (Letunic and Bork,
2016). Amino acid sequences were aligned usingMUSCLE with the following parameters: muscle -in infile.fasta -seqtype auto -max-
iters 16 -maxmb 30000000 -log logfile.txt -weight1 clustalw -cluster1 upgmb -sueff 0.1 -root1 pseudo -maxtrees 1 -weight2 clustalw
-cluster2 upgmb -sueff 0.1 -root2 pseudo -objscore sp -noanchors -phyiout outputi.phy
The resulting PHYLIP interleaved output file was then used to generate amaximum likelihood phylogenetic tree using RAxML-HPC

BlackBox. The programwas configured to perform rapid bootstrapping, followed by amaximum likelihood search to identify the best
tree, with the following input parameters: raxmlHPC-HYBRID_8.2.10_comet -s infile.phy -N autoMRE -n result -f a -p 12345 -x 12345
-m PROTCATJTT

Protein overexpression and purification
The DNA-binding domain (DBD) of Caulobacter ParB (residues 126-243) was expressed and purified as follows. Plasmid pET21b::
Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6 (residue 126-243) was introduced into E. coli Rosetta (DE3) competent cells (Merck) by heat-
shock transformation. 10 mL overnight culture was used to inoculate 4 L LB medium + carbenicillin + chloramphenicol. Cells
were grown at 37!C with shaking at 210 rpm to an OD600 of ~0.4. The culture was then left to cool to 28!C before isopropyl-b-D-thi-
ogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added at a final concentration of 1.0 mM. The culture was left shaking for an additional 3 hours at
28!C before cells were harvested by centrifugation.
Pelleted cells were resuspended in a buffer containing 100mMTris-HCl pH 8.0, 300mMNaCl, 10mM Imidazole, 5% (v/v) glycerol,

1 mL of Benzonase nuclease (Sigma Aldrich), 1 mg of lysozyme (Sigma Aldrich), and an EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Roche).
The pelleted cells were then lyzed by sonification (10 cycles of 15 swith 10 s resting on ice in between each cycle). The cell debris was
removed though centrifugation at 28,000 g for 30min and the supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 mmsterile filter. The protein was
then loaded into a 1-mL HiTrap column (GE Healthcare) that had been equilibrated with buffer A [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM
NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole, and 5% glycerol]. Protein was eluted from the column using an increasing (10 mM to 500 mM) imidazole
gradient in the same buffer. ParB (DBD)-containing fractions were pooled and diluted to a conductivity of 16 mS/cm before being
loaded onto a Heparin HP column (GE Healthcare) that had been equilibrated with 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 25 mM NaCl, and
5% glycerol. Protein was eluted from the Heparin column using an increasing (25 mM to 1 M NaCl) salt gradient in the same buffer.
ParB (DBD) fractions were pooled and analyzed for purity by SDS-PAGE. Glycerol was then added to ParB fractions to a final volume
of 10%, followed by 10mMEDTA and 1mMDDT. The purified ParB (DBD) was subsequently aliquoted, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and stored at "80!C. ParB (DBD) that was used for X-ray crystallography was further polished via a gel-filtration column. To do so,
purified ParB (DBD) was concentrated by centrifugation in an Amicon Ultra-15 3-kDa cut-off spin filters (Merck) before being loaded
into a Superdex 75 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare). The gel filtration column was pre-equilibrated with 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0
and 250 mM NaCl. ParB (DBD) fractions was then pooled and analyzed for purity by SDS-PAGE.
The DNA-binding domain (DBD) of Bacillus subtillis Noc-(His)6 (residue 111-242) was purified using the same 3-column procedure

as above. All other ParB/Noc variants were purified using HIS-Select! Cobalt gravity flow columns as follows. Plasmid pET21b::-
parB/noc variants were introduced individually into E. coli Rosetta (DE3) competent cells (Merck) by heat-shock transformation.
10 mL overnight culture was used to inoculate 1 L LB medium + carbenicillin + chloramphenicol. Cells were grown at 37!C with
shaking at 210 rpm to an OD600 of ~0.4. The culture was then left to cool to 28!C before IPTG was added to a final concentration
of 0.5 mM. The culture was left shaking for an additional 3 hours at 30!C before cells were harvested by centrifugation. Pelleted cells
were resuspended in 25 mL of buffer A [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mMNaCl, 10 mM Imidazole, 5% (v/v) glycerol] containing 1 mg
lysozyme (Sigma Aldrich), and an EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Roche). The pelleted cells were then lyzed by sonification. The
cell debris was removed though centrifugation at 28,000 g for 30 min and the supernatant was transferred to a gravity flow column
containing 2 mL of HIS-Select! Cobalt Affinity Gel (Sigma Aldrich) that was pre-equilibrated with 40 mL of buffer A. The column was
rotated at 4!C for 1 hour to allow for binding toHis-tagged proteins to the resin. After the binding step, unbound proteins werewashed
off using 60mL of buffer A. Proteins were eluted using 2.7 mL of buffer B [100mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mMNaCl, 500mM Imidazole,
5% (v/v) glycerol]. The purified protein was desalted using a PD-10 column (GE Healthcare), concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-4
10 kDa cut-off spin column (Merck), and stored at "80!C in a storage buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10% (v/v)
glycerol].

Selection of parS and NBS site
For all experiments described in this work, we employed a consensus parS site (TGTTTCAC-GTGAAACA) and consensus NBS site
(TATTTCCC-GGGAAATA) i.e., the idealized sequence that represents the predominant base at each position. The full position weight
matrix (PWM) logos for parS and NBS sites have been described previously (Livny et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2009).
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Reconstitution of parS DNA for X-ray crystallography
A 20-bp palindromic DNA fragment (50-GATGTTTCACGTGAAACATC-30) (3.6 mM in buffer that contains 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and
250 mM NaCl) was heated to 95!C for 5 min before being left to cool at room temperature overnight to form a double stranded parS
DNA (final concentration: 1.8 mM). The 14-bp parS site sequences are underlined.

Reconstitution of NBS DNA for X-ray crystallography
A 22-bp DNA fragment (50-GGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCC-30) (3.6 mM in buffer that contains 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 250 mM
NaCl) was heated to 95!C for 5 min before being left to cool at room temperature overnight to form a double strandedNBS DNA (final
concentration: 1.8 mM). The 14-bp NBS site sequences are underlined.

Protein crystallization, structure determination, and refinement
Crystallization screens were set up in sitting-drop vapor diffusion format in MRC2 96-well crystallization plates (Swissci) using either
an OryxNano or an Oryx8 robot (Douglas Instruments) with drops comprised of 0.3 mL precipitant solution and 0.3 mL of protein-DNA
complex, and incubated at 293 K. After optimization of initial hits, suitable crystals were cryoprotected with 20% (v/v) glycerol and
mounted in Litholoops (Molecular Dimensions) before flash-cooling by plunging into liquid nitrogen. X-ray data were recorded on
either beamline I04 or I03 at the Diamond Light Source (Oxfordshire, UK) using either a Pilatus 6M-F or an Eiger2 XE 16M hybrid
photon counting detector (Dectris), respectively, with crystals maintained at 100 K by a Cryojet cryocooler (Oxford Instruments).
Diffraction data were integrated and scaled using DIALS (Winter et al., 2018) via the XIA2 expert system (Winter, 2010) then merged
using AIMLESS (Evans andMurshudov, 2013). The Noc (DBD)-NBS dataset was further subjected to anisotropic correction using the
STARANISO server as detailed below. Data collection statistics are summarized in Table S4. Themajority of the downstream analysis
was performed through the CCP4i2 graphical user interface (Potterton et al., 2018).

DNA-binding domain (DBD) ParB in complex with 20-bp parS
For crystallization, His-tagged DBD ParB (10 mg/mL) was mixed with a 20-bp parS site at a molar ratio of 1:1.2 (protein:DNA) in the
elution buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl]. The DBD ParB-parS complex crystals grew in a solution containing 19% (w/v)
PEG3350 and 49 mM lithium citrate.

The ParB (DBD)-parS complex crystallized in space group C2 with approximate cell parameters of a = 122.1, b = 40.7, c = 94.0 Å
and b = 121.4! (Table S4). Analysis of the likely composition of the asymmetric unit (ASU) suggested that it would contain two copies
of the ParB (DBD) bound to a single DNA duplex, giving an estimated solvent content of ~49%. A molecular replacement template
covering the DBD was generated by manually editing the protein component of the structure of the Spo0J-parS complex from Hel-
icobacter pylori (Chen et al., 2015a) (PDB accession code 4UMK; 42% identity over 75% of the sequence) and truncating all side-
chains to Cb atoms. For the DNA component, an ideal B-form DNA duplex was generated in COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004)
from the 20-bp palindromic sequence of parS. PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) was used to place the DNA duplex, followed by two
copies of the DBD template into the ASU. The placement of the DNA-binding domains with respect to the DNA duplex was analogous
to that seen in the Helicobacter Spo0J-parS (Chen et al., 2015a), and an analysis of crystal contacts revealed that the DNA formed a
pseudo-continuous filament spanning the crystal due to base-pair stacking between adjacent DNA fragments. After restrained
refinement in REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1997) at 2.4 Å resolution, the protein component of themodel was completely rebuilt using
BUCCANEER (Cowtan, 2006). The model was finalized after several iterations of manual editing in COOT and further refinement in
REFMAC5 incorporating TLS restraints. The model statistics are reported in Table S4.

DNA-binding domain (DBD) Noc in complex with 22-bp NBS
Crystallization screens were set up in sitting-drop vapor diffusion format in MRC2 96-well crystallization plates with drops comprised
of 0.3 mL precipitant solution and 0.3 mL of protein-DNA complex, and incubated at 293 K. Noc (DBD)-His6 (10mg/mL) wasmixedwith
a 22-bp NBS duplex at a molar ratio of 1:1.2 protein:DNA in buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 250 mM NaCl. The Noc
(DBD)-NBS crystals grew in a solution containing 20% (w/v) PEG 3350 and 200 mM di-potassium phosphate.

TheNoc (DBD)-NBS complex crystallized in space groupC2with approximate cell parameters of a = 134.1, b = 60.6, c = 81.0 Å and
b = 116.9!. The data were collected in two 360! sweeps separated by a c offset of 20!. Data reduction in AIMLESS indicated that the
diffraction was highly anisotropic, and thus before using the dataset, it was corrected using STARANISO with a local mean I/s(I)
threshold of 1.2, giving maximum and minimum anisotropic resolution cut-offs of 2.23 and 4.02 Å, respectively (Table S4). Analysis
of the likely composition of the asymmetric unit (ASU) suggested that it would contain two copies of the Noc (DBD) bound to a single
DNA duplex, giving an estimated solvent content of ~69%. Amolecular replacement template covering the DBDwas generated from
the ParB DBD structure above using SCULPTOR (41% identity overall) (Bunkóczi and Read, 2011). For the DNA component, an ideal
B-form DNA duplex was generated from the 22-bp palindromic sequence of NBS. PHASER was used to place the DNA duplex, fol-
lowed by two copies of the DBD template into the ASU. This generated a complex that was consistent with that of ParB (DBD)-parS
determined above, again with the DNA forming a pseudo-continuous filament spanning the crystal due to base-pair stacking be-
tween adjacent DNA fragments. After restrained refinement in REFMAC5 at 2.23 Å resolution, the protein component of the model
was completely rebuilt using BUCCANEER (Cowtan, 2006). The model was finalized after several iterations of manual editing in
COOT and further refinement in REFMAC5 incorporating TLS restraints. To avoid model bias resulting from the feature of REFMAC5
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to approximate missing reflections within the spherical resolution cut-off to their calculated values, these filled-in reflections were
removed prior tomap inspection. Subsequently, themap connectivity was improved by applying a blurring factor of 60 Å2. Themodel
statistics are reported in Table S4.

Identification of protein-DNA contacts and analysis of DNA shapes
Protein-DNA contacts were identified using the jsPISA webserver (Krissinel, 2015). Superpositions of structures were performed us-
ing the align/cealign function in PyMOL. DNA shape parameters were determined from the structures using Curves+ (Lavery et al.,
2009).

Molecular dynamics simulations
We performed simulations of Noc (DBD)-NBS complex using its crystallographic structure as initial coordinates. Virginia Tech H++
web server (Anandakrishnan et al., 2012) was used for ensuring the correct protonated state of proteins at pH 7.0. Forcefields ff14SB
(Maier et al., 2015) and parmbsc1 (Ivani et al., 2016) were employed for describing protein and DNA, respectively. The system was
solvated in a TIP3P octahedral periodic box (Price and Brooks, 2004) with a 12 Å buffer and 100 mM of NaCl ions (Smith and Dang,
1994). Minimization and equilibration were performed following a standard protocol (Noy and Golestanian, 2010) at constant temper-
ature (300 K) and pressure (1 atm). The structures were simulated for 200 ns with an integration time step of 2 fs. SHAKE method
(Ryckaert et al., 1977) was used to constrain hydrogen bonds, alongside periodic boundary conditions and Particle-Mesh-Ewald al-
gorithm (Darden et al., 1993). These simulations were performed with CUDA implementation of AMBER 18’s PMEMD module. After
discarding the first 10 ns, trajectory was analyzed using cpptraj (Roe and Cheatham, 2013) for describing the nature of protein:DNA
interactions. Hydrogen bonds were determined using a distance cutoff of 3.5 Å between donor and acceptor atoms and an angle
cutoff of 120!. Salt bridges were also established with a distance cutoff of 3.5 Å for a direct ion-pair contact between heavy atoms
of charged groups and an increased cutoff of 6.0 Å for a solvent-separated ion-pair (Chen et al., 2015b).

Measure protein-DNA binding affinity by bio-layer interferometry (BLI)
Bio-layer interferometry experiments were conducted using a BLItz system equipped with Dip-and-Read Streptavidin (SA) Biosen-
sors (ForteBio). BLItz monitors wavelength shifts (response, unit: nm) resulting from changes in the optical thickness of the sensor
surface during association or dissociation of the analyte over time to obtain kinetics data i.e., koff and kon of interactions. The strep-
tavidin biosensor (ForteBio) was hydrated in a binding buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.005%
Tween 20] for at least 10 min before each experiment. Biotinylated dsDNA was immobilized onto the surface of the SA biosensor
through a cycle of Baseline (30 s), Association (120 s), and Dissociation (120 s). Briefly, the tip of the biosensor was dipped into a
low salt buffer for 30 s to establish the baseline, then to 1 mM biotinylated dsDNA for 120 s, and finally to a low salt binding buffer
for 120 s to allow for dissociation. Biotinylated dsDNA harboring parS, NBS, or variant of such sites were prepared by annealing a
24-bp biotinylated oligo with its unmodified complementary strand in an annealing buffer [1 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 5 mM NaCl].
The oligos mixture was heated to 98!C for 2 min and allowed to cool down to room temperature overnight.
After immobilizing DNA on the sensor, we first screened for protein-DNA interactions using a high protein concentration (1000 nM

dimer concentration) (282 unique protein-DNA pairs in total, triplicated screens). A protein-DNA pair was regarded as not interacting if
no/very weak BLI response above background was observed at this concentration, hence KD was not determined. For other protein-
DNA pairs where we observed BLI responses at 1000 nM, experiments were extended to include a range of protein concentrations.
The concentration used were typically 0, 31, 62, 125, 250, 500, and 1000 nM. For weaker protein-DNA pairs, higher concentrations
such as 2000 and 4000 nMwere also employed. At the end of each protein binding step, the sensor was transferred into a protein-free
binding buffer to follow the dissociation kinetics for 120 s. The sensor could be recycled by dipping in a high-salt buffer [100mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.4, 1000 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.005% Tween 20] for at least 1 min to remove bound proteins.
For every protein-DNA pair, we first measured the kinetics (i.e., response versus time) at 1000 nM in triplicate, using three inde-

pendent protein aliquots. The kinetic profiles were deemed reproducible, with deviations less than 10%. Then, for Figures 2D and
3C, we measured the kinetics once for each concentration (0, 31, 62, 125, 250, and 500 nM). Kinetics data were fitted locally, using
an 1:1 binding model, for each protein concentration using BLItz Pro software (ForteBio) to determine koff, kon, and KD (a ratio of koff/
kon). The c

2 and R2 values were calculated, a local fitting was judged to be good if c2 < 3 and R2 > 0.9 . For a poor local fitting (i.e., c2 >
3 and R2 < 0.9), typically because of a lowBLI response at a low protein concentration, this datapoint was omitted fromKD calculation
(BLI data analysis manual-ForteBio). Each calculated KD at each concentration is considered as an independent determination of
such value, hence we averaged to obtain mean KD and standard deviation (SD) for each protein-DNA pair. For Figure 3A, we
measured the kinetics in triplicate for every concentration in the range.

Clustering of trajectory-scanning mutagenesis data
KD of interactions between ParB (WT)/PtoN variants and each of the 16 DNA-binding sites were presented as a two-dimensional
heatmap using the heatmap function in R. Euclidean distances were measured to obtain a distance matrix, and a complete agglom-
eration method, implemented within the heatmap function, was used for clustering.
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Chromatin immunoprecipitation with qPCR or deep sequencing
For E. coli ChIP-seq, cells harboring pUT18C-1xFLAG-ParB/Noc were grown in LB (25 mL) at 28!C to mid exponential phase (OD600

~0.4) before 1 mM IPTGwas added for 1-3 hours. The induction time (either 1, 2 or 3 hours) was chosen so that all ParB/Noc variants
were produced to a similar level as judged by an a-FLAGwestern blot. Subsequently, formaldehyde is added to a final concentration
of 1% to fix the cells.

Fixed cells were incubated at room temperature for 30min, then quenched with 0.125M glycine for 15min at room temperature. Cells
werewashedthree timeswith1xPBSpH7.4and resuspended in1mLofbuffer 1 [20mMK-HEPESpH7.9, 50mMKCl, 10%Glycerol, and
RocheEDTA-freeprotease inhibitors].Subsequently, thecell suspensionwassonicatedon iceusingaprobe-typesonicator (8cycles,15s
on15soff, at setting8) to shear thechromatin tobelow1kb,and thecell debriswasclearedbycentrifugation (20minat13,000rpmat4!C).

The supernatant was then transferred to a new 1.5mL tube and the buffer conditionswere adjusted to 10mMTris-HCl pH 8, 150mM
NaCl and 0.1%NP-40. Fiftymicroliters of the supernatant were transferred to a separate tube for control (the INPUT fraction) and stored
at"20!C. In parallel, antibodies-coupledbeadswerewashedoff storage buffers before adding to the above supernatant.We employed
a-FLAG antibodies coupled to agarose beads (SigmaAldrich) for ChIP-seq of FLAG-ParB/Noc. Briefly, 100 mL of beadswaswashed off
storage buffer by repeated centrifugation and resuspension in IPP150 buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl and 0.1% NP-40].
Beads were then introduced to the cleared supernatant and incubated with gentle shaking at 4!C overnight. In the next day, beads
were then washed five times at 4!C for 2 min each with 1 mL of IPP150 buffer, then twice at 4!C for 2 min each in 1x TE buffer
[10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8 and 1 mM EDTA]. Protein-DNA complexes were then eluted twice from the beads by incubating the beads first
with 150mLof the elution buffer [50mMTris-HCl pH8.0, 10mMEDTA, and1%SDS] at 65!C for 15min, thenwith 100mLof 1xTEbuffer +
1%SDS for another 15minat65!C.Thesupernatant (theChIP fraction)was thenseparated fromthebeadsand further incubatedat65!C
overnight to completely reverse crosslink. The INPUT fraction was also de-crosslinked by incubation with 200 mL of 1x TE buffer + 1%
SDSat65!Covernight.DNA fromtheChIPand INPUT fractionwere thenpurifiedusing thePCRpurificationkit (QIAGEN)according to the
manufacturer’s instruction, then eluted out in 50 mL of EB buffer (QIAGEN). The purified DNA was then used directly for qPCR or being
constructed into library suitable for Illumina sequencingusing theNEXTUltra library preparation kit (NEB).ChIP librarieswere sequenced
on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the Tufts University Genomics facility. For the list of ChIP-seq datasets in this study, see Table S5.

Generation and analysis of ChIP-seq profiles
For analysis of ChIP-seq data, Hiseq 2500 Illumina short reads (50 bp) were mapped back to the Escherichia coliMG1655 reference
genome using Bowtie1 (Langmead et al., 2009) and the following command: bowtie -m 1 -n 1–best–strata -p 4–chunkmbs 512
MG1655-bowtie–sam *.fastq > output.sam

Subsequently, the sequencing coverage at each nucleotide position was computed using BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) using
the following command: bedtools genomecov -d -ibam output.sorted.bam -g Ecoli_MG1655.fna > coverage_output.txt

ChIP-seq profiles were plotted with the x axis representing genomic positions and the y axis is the number of reads per base pair
per millionmapped reads (RPBPM) using customR scripts. To calculate the enrichment of reads at the parS orNBS site (Figure S1B),
we summed the RPBPM values for a 100-bp window surrounding the parS or NBS site.

Bacterial one-hybrid assay coupled with deep sequencing (B1H-seq)
Optimization of bacterial one-hybrid assays. Bacterial one-hybrid (B1H) assays were performed as described previously (Noyes et al.,
2008). Recipes for theminimal medium for B1H selection were described in detail previously (Noyes et al., 2008). Several parameters
(promoter strength, spacers between the core "10 "35 promoter and the NBS/parS site, and IPTG concentration) were empirically
optimized for experiments described in this work (Figure S4). We found that induction of u-parB* from a weak lacUV5mut promoter,
using 0.1mM IPTG,minimizes toxicity to the cells. Also, a 19-bp spacer between the core"10"35 promoter and the parS/NBS site is
optimal for the induction of HIS3 URA3 but does not auto-induce these genes (Figure S4). Therefore, we employed pU3H3::19bp-
parS and pU3H3::19bp-NBS plasmids for all subsequent B1H selection.

Construction of combinatorial plasmid libraries. To construct combinatorial mutagenesis libraries where codons for Q173, K179,
K184, and R201 were replaced with NNS (N = A/T/G/C, S = G/C), we employed round-the-horn PCR using oligos For_B_NNS_HTH,
Rev_B_NNS_HTH, and pB1H2-PlacUV5mut-Caulobacter ParB (R104A + Q173K179K184R201) plasmid as template. Briefly, desalted
oligos were reconstituted in 1x T4 ligase buffer, and 50 phosphorylated using T4 PNK enzyme (NEB). Thirty 50mL PCR reactions were
performed before DpnI was added and incubated overnight at 37!C to remove themethylated template. Next, PCR product (~4.5 kb)
was gel-purified and re-circularized overnight using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). The product was then ethanol precipitated to remove salts,
and the DNA pellet was resuspended in 50 mL of water before being introduced into electrocompetent E. coli DH5a cells. Around 15
million carbenicillin-resistant E. coli colonies were collected, pooled together, and have their plasmid extracted (QIAGEN MiniPrep
kit). The whole procedure was repeated two more times, and on different days, to obtain three independent combinatorial libraries.
Libraries from ~15 million individual colonies ensure that at least 99% completeness is achieved (Bosley and Ostermeier, 2005).

Selection of ParB variants that bind to NBS or parS. The selection strain TLE3001 (USO rpoZ- hisB- pyrF-) harboring either
pU3H3::19bp-NBS or pU3H3::19bp-parS plasmid was made electrocompetent. Next, approximately 2 mg of the combinatorial
plasmid library were electroporated into 100 mL of the selection strain. The procedure was repeated for four more times, and electro-
porated cells were recovered in 10 mL of LB for an hour at 37!C. Subsequently, cells were washed off rich LB medium and
resuspended in 5ml of 1x M9 liquid. Cells were then plated out on ten 150 mm Petri plates containing M9-minus-histidine medium
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supplemented with 0.1 mM IPTG, 5 mM 3-AT (a competitive inhibitor of HIS3, to increase the stringency of the selection), and appro-
priate antibiotics. Plates were incubated at 37!C for 48 hours before cells were scrapped off the agar surface, pooled together, and
had their plasmids extracted (QIAGEN Miniprep kit).
Construction of deep sequencing libraries. Illumina Truseq-compatible libraries were constructed from pre- and post-selection

plasmid libraries via two rounds of PCR.
PCR round 1. Primer 4nns_R (10 mM): 2.5 mL
Mixture in equimolar amount of primers 4nns_offset_0_F; 4nns_offset_1_F; 4nns_offset_2_F; 4nns_offset_3_F; 4nns_offset_4_F

(10 mM): 2.5 mL. A mixture of forward primers were used to stagger reads across the amplicon to improve the distribution of base
calls at each position during the initial rounds of Illumina sequencing.
dNTP (10mM): 1 mL
DMSO: 1.5 mL
Plasmid template (pre- or post-selection): 1 mL of 500 ng/mL
Phusion polymerase: 0.5 mL
5x HF buffer: 10 mL
Water: 31 mL
PCR program: 98!C for 30 s, (98!C for 10 s, 56!C for 20 s, 72!C for 10 s) x 20 cycles, 72!C for 5 min.
PCR products were gel-purified, quantified by Qubit hsDNA quantification kit (ThermoFisher), and used as template in the second

PCR.
PCR round 2. NEBNext Index primer (NEB): 2.5 mL
NEBNext universal primer (NEB): 2.5 mL
dNTP (10mM): 1 mL
DMSO: 1.5 mL
Template: 5 mL of gel-purified DNA from PCR round 1
5x HF buffer: 10 mL
Phusion polymerase: 0.5 mL
Water: 27 mL
PCR program: 98!C for 30 s, (98!C for 10 s, 54!C for 20 s, 72!C for 10 s) x 12 cycles, 72!C for 5 min.
PCR products were gel-purified, quantified by Qubit hsDNA quantification kit (ThermoFisher), and were sequenced on the Illumina

HiSeq 2500 (single-end, 150-bp read length, 15% spike-in phiX DNA) at the Tufts University Genomics facility. For the list of B1H-seq
datasets in this study, see Table S5.

Analysis of data from deep mutational scanning experiments
Processing deep sequencing reads. We used fastx_trimmer script from the FASTX-Toolkit to remove nucleotides 0 to 20 and 114 to
150 from our reads using the following command: fastx_trimmer -f 20 -l 114 -Q33 -i TLE4_S4_R1_001.fastq -o TLE4_trimmed.fastq.
Subsequently, we discarded sequence reads with an average Phred score < 28, using the fastq_quality_filter script in the FASTX-
Toolkit: fastq_quality_filter -v -Q33 -q 28 -p 100 -i TLE4_trimmed -o TLE4_trimmed_filtered.fastq. Reads were further filtered for
the exact match to the following sequence:[ATGC][ATGC][GC]tctcacgtagcgaat[ATGC][ATGC][GC]atgcgtcttctt[ATGC][ATGC][GC]
ttgccggacgaggtacagtcctatcttgtgagtggagagctgacagcg[ATGC][ATGC][GC]. Corresponding codons (bases 1-3, 19-21, 34-36, 85-
87) for the four specificity residues were extracted from the above 87-bp nucleotide sequence, and subsequently translated to amino
acid sequence, following the standard genetic code. Variants with stop codon (TAG) were removed and were not considered in sub-
sequent steps. Because of a high reproducibility among replicates (Figure S5C), we pooled reads from three replicates together (Fig-
ure S5A). We counted the number of occurrences (counts) for each unique variant, and removed variants with less than 10 reads
(Figure S5B). Greater than 94% of all 160,000 predicted variants were represented by at least 10 reads. The variant counts for
pre-selection and post-selection (for parS- or NBS-binding) libraries were used in the following steps to estimate the fitness score
of each variant.
Calculation of fitness scores. We calculated the fitness of each variant (fparS and fNBS), in comparison to WT variants (RTAG or

QKKR), as described previously (Aakre et al., 2015; van Opijnen et al., 2009).
fparS, raw = log10(N variant, parS post-selection library / N wt, parS post-selection library) - log10(N variant, pre-selection library / N

wt, pre-selection library)
N variant, parS post-selection library = counts of each variant in the post-selection library for binding to parS.
N wt, parS post-selection library = counts of the WT (RTAG) in the post selection library for binding to parS.
N variant, pre-selection library = counts of each variant in the pre-selection (starting) library.
N wt, pre-selection library = counts of the WT (RTAG) in the pre-selection (starting) library.
fNBS, raw = log10(N variant, NBS post-selection library / N wt, NBS post-selection library) - log10(N variant, pre-selection library / N

wt, pre-selection library)
N variant, NBS post-selection library = counts of each variant in the post-selection library for binding to NBS.
N wt, NBS post-selection library = counts of the WT (QKKR) in the post selection library for binding to NBS.
N variant, pre-selection library = counts of each variant in the pre-selection (starting) library.
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N wt, pre-selection library = counts of the WT (QKKR) in the pre-selection (starting) library.
These raw fitness scores were further transformed so that fparS of the RTAG variant was 1 and that of QKKR variant was 0, and fNBS

of the RTAG variant was 0 and that of QKKR variant was 1. The fitness scores for every variant were presented in the fitness scat-
terplot (Figure 5C). Dark green: strong parS binding, no NBS binding (fitness score: fparS R 0.6, fNBS % 0.2); light green: strong parS
binding, weak-to-medium NBS binding (fparS R 0.6, 0.2 % fNBS % 0.6); magenta: strong NBS binding, no parS binding (fNBS R 0.6,
fparS % 0.2); pink: strong NBS binding, weak-to-medium parS binding (fNBSR 0.6, 0.2% fparS% 0.6); black: dual specificity i.e., bind
strongly to both parS and NBS (fNBS R 0.6 fparS R 0.6). Frequency logos of each class of variants were constructed using WebLogo
3.0 (Crooks et al., 2004)

Reproducibility among replicates. To check the reproducibility among replicates, we plotted log10(counts) of each variant in repli-
cate 1 versus replicate 2 (and versus replicate 3). Only variants with more than four reads were included in such plot. We used R to
calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficients (R2) and to plot the linear best fit (Figure S5C). We found that independent experiments
were reproducible (R2 = 0.86-0.98) (Figure S5C). Reads from three independent replicates were subsequently pooled together for the
pre-selection, parS post-selection, and NBS post-selection experiments. Pooled reads were used to construct the scatterplot and
frequency sequence logos (Figure 5C), and for the construction of the network graph (Figure 6B).

Generation of force-directed networks graphs and analysis of shortest paths. We constructed a force-directed graph that connects
functional variants (nodes) together by lines (edges) if they are different by a single aa (Figure 6B). The node size is proportional to its
connectivity (number of edges), and node colors represent different classes of functional variants (Figure 6B). Similarly, we also created
a network graph in which edges represent variants that differ by a nt substitution, following a standard codon table (Figure S7A). Force-
directed graphs were generated using Gephi network visualization software. Node and edge files were prepared in R. The network
layout was generated by running the ForceAtlas algorithm that was implemented in Gephi. Default parameters were used for the Force-
Atlas algorithm, except that the repulsion and attraction strength were set to 200 and 10, respectively. The ForceAtlas algorithm ar-
ranged nodes in the two-dimensional space based on connectivity: nodes tend to repel each other but they are attracted to each other
if these exists a connectivity (an edge). As the result of running the Force Atlas to completion, densely interconnected nodes are clus-
tered togetherwhile lesswell-connected nodes are forced to different spatial locations. To analyze the properties of the network and the
mutational paths that traverse the network, we employed the igraph package implemented in R. Our network did not include non-func-
tional (gray) variants/nodes.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Information about statistical analysis and sample size for each experiment are detailed in the relevant STAR Methods sections.
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Figure S1. DNA-binding specificity for parS and NBS is conserved among ParB and Noc 
orthologs. Related to Figure 1. (A) Genomic context of ParB- and Noc-encoding genes in various 
bacterial species. parB, parA, noc, and the highly conserved gidB gene, are colored in dark green, 
brown, magenta, and grey, respectively. Genes at the border of the parB-parA-noc cluster (open 
arrows) vary between bacterial species. (B) The in vivo binding preferences of ParB/Noc to 
parS/NBS as measured by ChIP-seq. An E. coli strain with a single parS and NBS site engineered 
onto the chromosome was used as a heterologous host for expression of FLAG-tagged ParB/Noc. 
For ChIP-seq data, reads in a 100-bp window surrounding the parS/NBS site were quantified and 
used as a proxy for the enrichment of immunoprecipitated parS or NBS DNA.  
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Figure S2. Co-crystal structures of the Noc (DBD)-NBS complex. Related to Figure 4. 
(A) The structure of two Noc (DNA-binding domain) monomers (dark green) in complex with 
a 22-bp NBS DNA (grey). A helix (residues 113-125, dotted dark green cylinder) in chain A is 
not resolved. The nucleotide sequence of the 22-bp NBS site is shown on the left-hand side; 
bases (Adenine 1 and Cytosine 6) that are different from parS are in bold. (B) One monomer 
of Noc (DBD) is shown in complex with an NBS half-site; four core specificity residues are 
shown in stick presentation, labeled, and colored in magenta. Other residues surrounding 
specificity residues are showed as lines and colored in dark green. (C) Amino acid sequences 
of C. crescentus ParB and B. subtilis Noc with the positions of four specificity residues 
highlighted in dark green and magenta, respectively. Secondary structures are shown above 
the sequence alignment. (D) Schematic representation of Noc (DBD)-NBS interactions. For
simplicity, only half of NBS is shown. The two bases at position 1 and 6 that are different 
between parS and NBS are highlighted in magenta. The four core specificity residues are also 
colored in magenta.
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Figure S3. Conformational changes at parS and NBS DNA within the two co-crystal 
structures. Related to Figure 4. (A) Superimposition of parS and NBS DNA structures, root-mean-
square deviation (RMSD) value is also shown. Bases that differ between parS (dark green) and NBS 
(magenta) are highlighted. (B) The major and minor groove widths of the bound DNA (parS: dark 
green, NBS: magenta). (C) The roll and twist angles for each base pair step of the bound DNA (parS: 
dark green, NBS: magenta). 
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Figure S4. Optimization of bacterial one-hybrid (B1H) assay to select for variants that bind 
parS or NBS. Related to Figure 5. (A) The strength of the promoter that drives the expression of 
parB variants and the distances between the parS or NBS binding site to the core -10 -35 promoter 
were optimized. (B) A 19-bp gap between NBS/parS and the core promoter is optimal, based on the 
streak test for cell growth in a minimal medium lacking histidine. (C) A weak promoter (PlacUV5mut) is 
optimal, based on the streak test for cell growth in a minimal medium lacking histidine. (B and D) 
The presence of parS or NBS upstream of HIS3, in the absence of ParB variants, did not auto-
activate its expression. 
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Figure S5. Statistics of deep sequencing reads and completeness of starting libraries. 
Related to Figure 5. (A) Number of quality-filtered reads for each biological replicate, for pre- and 
post-selection libraries. (B) The completeness of pre-selection libraries at different thresholds. A 
completeness of 100% means that all 160,000 variants lacking stop codons were present in the pre-
selection library. In the starting library, greater than 94% of the predicted variants were represented 
by at least 10 reads. (C) Reproducibility of biological replicates: pre- vs. pre-selection replicates and 
pre- vs. post-selection replicates. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (R2) are also shown. Red lines 
show least squares best fits. 
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Figure S6. Validation of selected variants from the deep mutational scanning experiments. 
Related to Figure 5. (A) Validation by pairwise bacterial one-hybrid assays. The ability of nine 
selected variants to grow on a minimal medium lacking histidine (but supplemented with 5mM 3-AT 
to increase the stringency) was assessed by a streak test. Plasmid harboring a binding site of an 
eukaryotic transcription factor (zif268) served as a negative control. (B) Validation by bio-layer 
interferometry assays. Selected variants were expressed, purified, and KD ± SD were measured by 
bio-layer interferometry assay.  
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Figure S7. Deep mutational scanning experiments reveal the common properties of 
mutational paths. Related to Figure 6. (A) A force-directed network graph connecting strong parS-
binding variants to strong NBS-binding variants. Nodes represent individual variants, and edges 
represent single nucleotide (nt) substitutions. Node sizes are proportional to their corresponding 
numbers of edges. Node colors correspond to different classes of variants. (B) Average number of 
edges per node. (C) Cumulative fraction of variants that reached their destinations in a given number 
of amino acid (solid line) or nucleotide (dotted line) substitutions. Black lines: from any parS-specific 
variants to any NBS-specific variants. Magenta lines: from any parS-specific variants to QKKR. Dark 
green lines: from RTAG to any NBS-specific variants. (D) Fraction of intermediates on all shortest 
paths from highly parS-specific RXXG variants to the NBS-preferred QKKR that have permissive 
amino acids (K/R) at either position 179/184 or both, or have R at position 201, or Q at position 173, 
or C/T/S at position 201 after a given number of nt steps. (E) Percentage of shortest paths that 
traversed black, light green, or pink variants to reach QKKR from any of the highly parS-specific 
RXXG variants (red lines). The result was compared to ones from 1,000 simulations where the by-
nt-substitution edges were shuffled randomly while keeping the total number of nodes, edges, and 
graph density constant. 



TABLE S1. STRAINS. Related to STAR Methods. 

Strains Strains/descriptions Source 

AB1157 
thr-1, ara-14, leuB6, Δ(gpt-proA)62, lacY1, tsx-33, supE44, galK2, 
rac-, hisG4(Oc), rfbD1, mgl-51, rpsL31, kdgK51, xyl-5, mtl-1, argE3 
(Oc), thi-1, qsr- 

 Yale E. coli 
Genetic Stock 
Center 

DH5α E. coli host for DNA cloning and propagation of plasmid Le lab 
collection 

Rosetta 
(DE3) 

E. coli host for protein overexpression from an IPTG-inducible T7
promoter Merck 

CJW4025 BL21 pET21b::parB-(his)6 

Gift from 
Christine 
Jacob-
Wagner (Lim 
et al., 2014) 

TLE3000 AB1157 ybbD::parS::markerless ygcE::NBS::markerless This study 

TLE3001 USO rpoZ- hisB- pyrF- 

Scott Wolfe 
(Noyes et al., 
2008) via 
Addgene 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bacillus subtilis Noc This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Clostridium difficile Noc This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lactobacillus aviarius Noc This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Staphylococcus aureus Noc This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bacillus subtilis ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Clostridium difficile ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lactobacillus aviarius ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Staphylococcus aureus ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Caulobacter crescentus ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Agrobacterium tumefaciens ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Sinorhizobium meliloti ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lawsonia intracellularis ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Desulfovibrio vulgaris ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Dechloromonas aromatica ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Pseudomonas aeruginosa ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Xanthomonas campestris ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Thermus thermophilus ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bifidobacterium longum ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Mycobacterium tuberculosis ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Streptomyces coelicolor ParB This study 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Porphyromonas gingivalis ParB This study 

TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::zif268 + pU3H3::zif268 binding site This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::zif268 + pU3H3::19bp-NBS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) + pU3H3::7bp-NBS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) + pU3H3::14bp-NBS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) + pU3H3::19bp-NBS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) + pU3H3::24bp-NBS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w5::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + This study 



Q173K179K184R201) + pU3H3::19bp-NBS 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w5L::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) + pU3H3::19bp-NBS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::zif268 + pU3H3::19bp-parS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) + pU3H3::19bp-parS This study 
TLE3001 + pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
R173A179T184G201) + pU3H3::19bp-parS This study 
BL21 Rosetta pRARE + various pET21b-based protein 
overexpression vectors (see the plasmid list for the complete 
collection of protein overexpression plasmids) This study 



TABLE S2. PLASMIDS. Related to STAR Methods. 

Plasmids Description Source 
pENTR::D-TOPO ENTRY vector for Gateway cloning, kanamycinR Invitrogen 

pENTR::Bacillus subtilis Noc This study 
pENTR::Clostridium difficile Noc This study 
pENTR::Lactobacillus aviarius Noc This study 
pENTR::Staphylococcus aureus Noc This study 
pENTR::Bacillus subtilis ParB This study 
pENTR::Clostridium difficile ParB This study 
pENTR::Lactobacillus aviarius ParB This study 
pENTR::Staphylococcus aureus ParB This study 
pENTR::Caulobacter crescentus ParB This study 
pENTR::Agrobacterium tumefaciens ParB This study 
pENTR::Sinorhizobium meliloti ParB This study 
pENTR::Lawsonia intracellularis ParB This study 
pENTR::Desulfovibrio vulgaris ParB This study 
pENTR::Dechloromonas aromatica ParB This study 
pENTR::Pseudomonas aeruginosa ParB This study 
pENTR::Xanthomonas campestris ParB This study 
pENTR::Thermus thermophilus ParB This study 
pENTR::Bifidobacterium longum ParB This study 
pENTR::Mycobacterium tuberculosis ParB This study 
pENTR::Streptomyces coelicolor ParB This study 
pENTR::Porphyromonas gingivalis ParB This study 

pML477 
Gateway-cloning destination vector for fusion of protein 
interest to an N-terminally FLAG tag, xylose-inducible 
promoter, high-copy number plasmid, spectinomycinR 

Gift from Michael 
Laub 

pET21b::ParB-
(His)6 

overexpression of ParB-(His)6 from an IPTG-inducible 
T7 promoter Promega 

pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6 (WT) 
Gift of Christine 
Jacob Wagner (Lim 
et al., 2014) 

pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6 (DBD) This study 
pET21b::Bacillus subtilis-Noc-(His)6  This study 
pET21b::Bacillus subtilis-Noc-(His)6 (DBD) This study 
pET21b::PtoN1-(His)6 (Q173T179A184G201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN2-(His)6 (R173K179A184G201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN3-(His)6 (R173T179K184G201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN4-(His)6 (R173T179A184R201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN5-(His)6 (Q173K179A184G201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN6-(His)6 (Q173T179K184G201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN7-(His)6 (Q173T179A184R201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN8-(His)6 (R173K179K184G201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN9-(His)6 (R173K179A184R201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN10-(His)6 (R173T179K184R201) This study 



pET21b::PtoN11-(His)6 (Q173K179K184G201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN12-(His)6 (Q173K179A184R201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN13-(His)6 (Q173T179K184R201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN14-(His)6 (R173K179K184R201) This study 
pET21b::PtoN15-(His)6 (Q173K179K184R201) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (Q162A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (K171A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (S172A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (R173A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (S174A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (N178A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (R181A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (V226A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (R227A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (R234A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (K245A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (R248A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (R204A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (E230A) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (R251A) This study 
pET21b::ParB-(His)6 chimera 1 This study 
pET21b::ParB-(His)6 chimera 4 This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (RRMT) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (RRLT) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (QRMR) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (QSRR) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (QTNR) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (QRYR) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (QRRR) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (QRKR) This study 
pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus-ParB-(His)6  (TEPG) This study 

pUT18C::1xFLAG-
DEST 

Destination vector for Gateway cloning, 1xFLAG tag 
fused to the N-terminus of protein of interest, 
carbenicillinR This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bacillus subtilis Noc This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Clostridium difficile Noc This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lactobacillus aviarius Noc This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Staphylococcus aureus Noc This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bacillus subtilis ParB This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Clostridium difficile ParB This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lactobacillus aviarius ParB This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Staphylococcus aureus ParB This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Caulobacter crescentus ParB This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Agrobacterium tumefaciens ParB This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Sinorhizobium meliloti ParB This study 
pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lawsonia intracellularis ParB This study 



 

 

  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Desulfovibrio vulgaris ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Dechloromonas aromatica ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Pseudomonas aeruginosa ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Xanthomonas campestris ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Thermus thermophilus ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bifidobacterium longum ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Mycobacterium tuberculosis ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Streptomyces coelicolor ParB This study 
  pUT18C::1xFLAG-Porphyromonas gingivalis ParB This study 

  pB1H2-w2::zif268 
(Noyes et al., 2008) 
via Addgene 

  pB1H2-w5::zif268 
(Noyes et al., 2008) 
via Addgene 

  pB1H2-w5L::zif268 
(Noyes et al., 2008) 
via Addgene 

  pU3H3::MCS 
(Noyes et al., 2008) 
via Addgene 

  pU3H3::zif268 binding site 
(Noyes et al., 2008) 
via Addgene 

  
pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) This study 

  
pB1H2-w5::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) This study 

  
pB1H2-w5L::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
Q173K179K184R201) This study 

  
pB1H2-w2::Caulobacter ParB (R104A + 
R173A179T184G201) This study 

  pU3H3::7bp-NBS This study 
  pU3H3::14bp-NBS This study 
  pU3H3::19bp-NBS This study 
  pU3H3::24bp-NBS This study 
  pU3H3::19bp-parS This study 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TABLE S3. PRIMERS. Related to STAR Methods. 

Primers Sequences 
For construction of pUT18C-1xFLAG-DEST 

1934 acaatttcacacaggaaacagctatggactacaaggacgacgacgacaagggctcg 
1935 acttagttatatcgatgcatcgaaccactttgtacaagaaagctgaacgagaaac 
1936 agctgtttcctgtgtgaaattgttatccgctcacaattc 
1937 tcgatgcatcgatataactaagtaatatggtgcac 

For ChIP-qPCR 
ybbD_parSF2 GTAAGATACCAGGGCAAGG 
ybbD_parSR2 TTACTCTGCACAAGCATCA 

ygcE_NBSF2 
CGCTACGACGCGATGAATAA 

ygcE_NBSR2 CTCTGGATCGAATCCACATTCC 
ompG_F1 GCGGAGCCTTCAGTCTATTT 

ompG_R1 
CAAACCACGTTCCACGTTTAC 

 For bio-layer interferometry assays 
NBS_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtaTTTCCCGGGAAAta 
NBS_REV taTTTCCCGGGAAAtaTCCC 
parS_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtgTTTCACGTGAAAca 
parS_REV tgTTTCACGTGAAAcaTCCC 
site1_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtgTTTCTCGAGAAAca 
site1_REV tgTTTCTCGAGAAAcaTCCC 
site10_FOR [Biotin]GGGAttTTTCgCGcGAAAaa 
site10_REV ttTTTCgCGcGAAAaaTCCC 
site11_FOR [Biotin]GGGAttTTTCcCGgGAAAaa 
site11_REV ttTTTCcCGgGAAAaaTCCC 
site12_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtaTTTCACGTGAAAta 
site12_REV taTTTCACGTGAAAtaTCCC 
site13_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtaTTTCtCGaGAAAta 
site13_REV taTTTCtCGaGAAAtaTCCC 
site14_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtaTTTCgCGcGAAAta 
site14_REV taTTTCgCGcGAAAtaTCCC 
site2_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtgTTTCGCGCGAAAca 
site2_REV tgTTTCGCGCGAAAcaTCCC 
site3_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtgTTTCCCGGGAAAca 
site3_REV tgTTTCCCGGGAAAcaTCCC 
site4_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtcTTTCACGTGAAAga 
site4_REV tcTTTCACGTGAAAgaTCCC 
site5_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtcTTTCtCGaGAAAga 
site5_REV tcTTTCtCGaGAAAgaTCCC 
site6_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtcTTTCgCGcGAAAga 
site6_REV tcTTTCgCGcGAAAgaTCCC 
site7_FOR [Biotin]GGGAtcTTTCcCGgGAAAga 
site7_REV tcTTTCcCGgGAAAgaTCCC 
site8_FOR [Biotin]GGGAttTTTCACGTGAAAaa 
site8_REV ttTTTCACGTGAAAaaTCCC 
site9_FOR [Biotin]GGGAttTTTCtCGaGAAAaa 
site9_REV ttTTTCtCGaGAAAaaTCCC 

 For the construction of pU3H3-NBS and pU3H3-parS 
NBS_anneal_7bp_sp
acer_F Ccgggtatttcccgggaaataggg 



NBS_anneal_7bp_sp
acer_R aattccctatttcccgggaaatac 
NBS_anneal_14bp_s
pacer_F ccgggtatttcccgggaaataggcgcgccg 
NBS_anneal_14bp_s
pacer_R aattcggcgcgcctatttcccgggaaatac 
NBS_anneal_19bp_s
pacer_F ccgggtatttcccgggaaataggtttcgcgcgccg 
NBS_anneal_19bp_s
pacer_R Aattcggcgcgcgaaacctatttcccgggaaatac 
NBS_anneal_24bp_s
pacer_F ccgggtatttcccgggaaataggtttcttggcgcgcgccg 
NBS_anneal_24bp_s
pacer_R 

aattcggcgcgcgccaagaa
acctatttcccgggaaatac 

parS_anneal_19bp_s
pacer_F ccgggtgtttcacgtgaaacaggtttcgcgcgccg 
parS_anneal_19bp_s
pacer_R ttaagccgcgcgctttggacaaagtgcactttgtg 

 For the construction of AB1157 ybbD::parS ygcE::NBS strain 

1940 
aaatattggagctggattgcctgatgcttgtgcagagtaatgttccacgtggaacaattccggggatccgtc
gacctg 

1941 ttgacgacttcgatatgggatagactcttaattcaagcaatgtaggctggagctgcttcg 

3139 
ggggaatgtggattcgatccagagctggtcgaatgcgtaatatttcccgggaaataattccggggatccgt
cgacctg 

3140 tatgttcaggccgggcagtttcccgcccggccttcctcactgtaggctggagctgcttcgaag 
 For generation of Illumina libraries for deep mutational scanning 
experiments 

4nns_offset_0_F ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTgctcaaactattggcaagag 
4nns_offset_1_F ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTtgctcaaactattggcaagag 
4nns_offset_2_F ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTttgctcaaactattggcaagag 
4nns_offset_3_F ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTattgctcaaactattggcaagag 

4nns_offset_4_F 
ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTcattgctcaaactattggcaaga
g 

4nns_R 
GTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTTTTTGCTAACGCTAC
GGGATC 

NEBNext universal 
primer 

AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC ACT CTT TCC CTA CAC 
GAC GCT CTT CCG ATC-s-T 

NEBNext Index 
primer 

CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATNNNNNNGTGACTGGAGTTCAGAC
GTGTGCTCTTCCGATC-s-T 
 For generation of the deep mutational scanning library 

For_B_NNS_HTH 
GAGGTACAGTCCTATCTTGTGAGTGGAGAGCTGACAGCGNNSCATGC
GCGTGCGATTGCCGCTGC 

Rev_B_NNS_HTH 
GTCCGGCAASNNAAGAAGACGCATSNNATTCGCTACGTGAGASNNACT
CTTGCCAATAGTTTGAGC 
For the amplification of the pENTR backbone 

pENTR_gibson_back
bone_R ggtgaagggggcggccgcggagcctgc 
pENTR_gibson_back
bone_F aagggtgggcgcgccgacccagctttcttg 

Nucleotides in red font are spacer bases used to increase the diversity of the Illumina library. 
Underlined nucleotides are either Illumina library barcodes or NNS bases. 



TABLE S4. X-RAY DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING STATISTICS. Related to 
Figures 2 and 4. 

Structure ParB (DBD)-parS 
complex 

Noc (DBD)-NBS 
complex 

Data collection 

Diamond Light Source beamline I04 I03 

Wavelength (Å) 0.980 0.976 

Detector Pilatus 6M-F Eiger2 XE 16M 

Resolution range (Å) 40.12 – 2.40 (2.49 – 
2.40) 

72.30 – 2.23 (2.66 – 
2.23)a 

Space Group C2 C2 

Cell parameters (Å/°) a = 122.1, b = 40.7, c = 
94.0, β = 121.4 

a = 134.1 b = 60.6, c = 
81.1, β = 116.9 

Total no. of measured intensities 105021 (10942) 142152 (6183) 

Unique reflections 16317 (1662) 10830 (542) 

Multiplicity 6.4 (6.6) 13.1 (11.4) 

Mean I/σ(I) 7.0 (2.0) 9.3 (1.5) 

Completeness (spherical; %) 99.7 (99.2) 38.1 (4.7) 

Completeness (ellipsoidal; %) - 88.4 (57.2) 

Rmerge
b 0.137 (0.801) 0.108 (0.851) 

Rmeas
c 0.150 (0.869) 0.112 (0.891) 

CC½
d 0.992 (0.850) 1.000 (0.847) 

Wilson B value (Å2) 42.1 115.7 

Refinement 

Resolution range (Å) 40.12 – 2.40 72.30 – 2.23 

Reflections: working/freee 15480/826 10231/599 

Rwork
f 0.216 0.231 

Rfree
f 0.232 0.279 

Ramachandran plot:  

favoured/allowed/disallowedg (%) 
96.5/3.5/0.0 95.4/4.6/0.0 

R.m.s. bond distance deviation (Å) 0.003 0.002 

R.m.s. bond angle deviation (°) 1.08 1.03 



No. of protein residues per chain 121/140 105/116 

No. of DNA bases per chain 20/20 22/22 

No. of water/glycerol molecules 82/2 0/0 

Mean B factors: protein/DNA/ 

water/overall (Å2) 
51/46/38/49 155/148/0/154 

PDB accession code 6S6H 6Y93 

Values in parentheses are for the outer resolution shell. 
a After correction by STARANISO to remove poorly measured reflections affected by anisotropy, the 
ellipsoidal resolutions were:  

2.23 Å in direction 0.854 a* + 0.017 b* - 0.519 c* 

3.83 Å in direction 0.302 a* + 0.784 b* + 0.543 c* 

4.02 Å in direction 0.130 a* + 0.911 b* + 0.391 c* 

b Rmerge = ∑hkl ∑i |Ii(hkl) − 〈I(hkl)〉|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl). 

c Rmeas = ∑hkl [N/(N − 1)]1/2 × ∑i |Ii(hkl) − 〈I(hkl)〉|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl), where Ii(hkl) is the ith observation of 
reflection hkl, 〈I(hkl)〉 is the weighted average intensity for all observations i of reflection hkl and N is 
the number of observations of reflection hkl.  
d CC½ is the correlation coefficient between symmetry equivalent intensities from random halves of 
the dataset.  
e The dataset was split into "working" and "free" sets consisting of 95 and 5% of the data respectively. 
The free set was not used for refinement.  

f The R-factors Rwork and Rfree are calculated as follows: R = ∑(| Fobs - Fcalc |)/∑| Fobs |, where Fobs and 
Fcalc are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes, respectively.  
g As calculated using MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010). 



TABLE S5. DEEP MUTATIONAL SCAN AND ChIP-Seq. Related to STAR Methods. 

Deep mutational scanning libraries GEO 

Pre-selection library, replicate 1 
This study (GSE129285) 

Pre-selection library, replicate 2 
This study (GSE129285) 

Pre-selection library, replicate 3 
This study (GSE129285) 

Post-selection library, selection for parS-binding capability, replicate 1 
This study (GSE129285) 

Post-selection library, selection for parS -binding capability, replicate 2 
This study (GSE129285) 

Post-selection library, selection for parS -binding capability, replicate 3 
This study (GSE129285) 

Post-selection library, selection for NBS-binding capability, replicate 1 
This study (GSE129285) 

Post-selection library, selection for NBS -binding capability, replicate 2 
This study (GSE129285) 

Post-selection library, selection for NBS -binding capability, replicate 3 
This study (GSE129285) 

ChIP-seq datasets 
TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bacillus subtilis Noc, fixation with 1% 
formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Clostridium difficile Noc, fixation with 1% 
formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lactobacillus aviarius Noc, fixation with 1% 
formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Staphylococcus aureus Noc, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bacillus subtilis ParB, fixation with 1% 
formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Clostridium difficile ParB, fixation with 1% 
formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lactobacillus aviarius ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Staphylococcus aureus ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Caulobacter crescentus ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Agrobacterium tumefaciens ParB, fixation 
with 1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Sinorhizobium meliloti ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Lawsonia intracellularis ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Desulfovibrio vulgaris ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Dechloromonas aromatica ParB, fixation 
with 1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Pseudomonas aeruginosa ParB, fixation 
with 1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Xanthomonas campestris ParB, fixation 
with 1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Thermus thermophilus ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Bifidobacterium longum ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 



 

 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Mycobacterium tuberculosis ParB, fixation 
with 1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Streptomyces coelicolor ParB, fixation with 
1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 

TLE3000+pUT18C::1xFLAG-Porphyromonas gingivalis ParB, fixation 
with 1% formaldehyde, α-FLAG antibody (Sigma), ChIP fraction 

This study (GSE129285) 
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ABSTRACT 
The tripartite ParA-ParB-parS complex ensures faithful chromosome segregation in the majority of 
bacterial species. ParB nucleates on a centromere-like parS site and spreads to neighboring DNA 
to form a network of protein-DNA complexes. This nucleoprotein network interacts with ParA to 
partition the parS locus, hence the chromosome to each daughter cell. Here, we determine the co-
crystal structure of a C-terminal domain truncated ParB-parS complex from Caulobacter crescentus, 
and show that its N-terminal domain adopts alternate conformations. The multiple conformations of 
the N-terminal domain might facilitate the spreading of ParB on the chromosome. Next, using ChIP-
seq we show that ParBs from different bacterial species exhibit variation in their intrinsic capability 
for spreading, and that the N-terminal domain is a determinant of this variability. Finally, we show 
that the C-terminal domain of Caulobacter ParB possesses no or weak non-specific DNA-binding 
activity. Engineered ParB variants with enhanced non-specific DNA-binding activity condense DNA 
in vitro but do not spread further than wild-type in vivo. Taken all together, our results emphasize the 
role of the N-terminal domain in ParB spreading and faithful chromosome segregation in Caulobacter 
crescentus. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Proper chromosome segregation is essential in all domains of life. In two-thirds of known bacterial 
species, faithful chromosome segregation is mediated by the conserved ParA-ParB-parS system (1–
10). This tripartite complex consists of a Walker-box ATPase ParA, a centromere-binding protein 
ParB, and a centromere-like DNA sequence parS. The parS site is the first DNA locus to be 
segregated after chromosome replication (2, 5, 11, 12). ParB, a DNA-binding protein, nucleates on 
parS before binding to adjacent non-specific DNA to form a network of protein-DNA complexes. This 
nucleoprotein network interacts with ParA to partition the chromosome to each daughter cell. In 
Caulobacter crescentus, ParA forms a protein gradient emanating from the opposite pole of the cell 
to the ParB-parS complex (13–15). The DNA-bound ParB complexes stimulate the ATPase activity 
of ParA, causing the ParA gradient to retract, bringing the ParB-DNA complex to the opposite pole 
of the cell in a retreating gradient of ParA (15–19). In Caulobacter crescentus, ParA and ParB are 
essential for chromosome segregation and cell viability (3, 13). In other bacterial species, engineered 
strains lacking ParB are still viable but have elevated numbers of anucleate cells due to defects in 
chromosome segregation (2, 7, 9, 12, 16, 20–22). 
 
The binding of multiple ParB molecules onto non-specific DNA after nucleation at parS (i.e. 
spreading) is a crucial event; bacterial cells harboring a nucleation-competent but spreading-
defective parB allele are impaired in plasmid/chromosome segregation (23–25). Spreading was first 
discovered for the F-plasmid-encoded SopB protein and the P1 plasmid-encoded ParB protein (26, 
27), and was subsequently found to be a general feature of many plasmid and chromosomal ParB 
proteins in bacteria (10, 23–25, 28, 29). Recently, spreading was also reported for a ParB-unrelated 
AspA protein that is responsible for plasmid segregation in an archaea Sulfolobus (30). In addition 
to a linear spreading on DNA, Bacillus subtillis ParB can also bridge distal DNA together to coalesce 
into a large nucleoprotein network in a process known as “spreading and bridging” (24, 31–33). 
Recently, a broadly similar “nucleation and caging” mechanism was also proposed to explain the 
ability of F1-plasmid and Vibrio cholerae chromosomal ParB to form a large ParB-DNA network (34, 
35). In this model, the nucleation of ParB on parS creates a high local concentration of ParB, thereby 
caging ParB molecules together with non-specific DNA surrounding parS to create a loose but 
dynamic nucleoprotein network (34, 35). 
 
Chromosomal ParB protein consists of an N-terminal domain (NTD), a middle parS-specific DNA-
binding domain (DBD), and a C-terminal domain (CTD) (Fig. 1). The NTD and DBD are generally 
conserved among ParB orthologs, while the CTD exhibits high sequence variability, except for 
conserved leucine-zipper residues that are crucial for dimerization of ParB monomers (36, 37) (Fig. 
1). A recent co-crystal structure of a CTD-truncated Helicobacter pylori ParB (Ct-ParB) with parS 
provided a possible structural basis for spreading (29). In this structure, four Helicobacter Ct-ParB 
monomers bind to four individual half parS sites and tetramerize to bring distal DNA closer together 
(29). In comparison to the structure of an apo- Ct-ParB from Thermus thermophilus, the NTD of 
Helicobacter Ct-ParB adopts a more open conformation to position the highly conserved arginine-
rich patch (GERRxR, Fig. 1) outwards to mediate ParB-ParB oligomerization (29, 38). Based on this 
pairwise structural comparison, Chen et al (2015) proposed that the nucleation on parS induces a 
transition (at the NTD of ParB) from a spreading-incompetent closed conformation to a spreading-
competent open conformation (29). In addition to the NTD, the CTD of Bacillus ParB was also shown 
to contribute to the formation of the nucleoprotein network via a positively charged lysine-rich surface 
that binds and condenses DNA non-specifically (36, 39). However, the sequence of the CTD 
diverges more rapidly than other domains of ParB so it is not yet clear whether ParBs from other 
bacterial species also possess a functionally equivalent CTD with non-specific DNA-binding and 
condensation activities. 
 
Here, we determine the co-crystal structure of a Ct-ParB-parS complex from Caulobacter crescentus 
to better understand the function of this protein family. By comparing our co-crystal structure to that 
of apo- Thermus Ct-ParB and Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex, we show that the NTD can adopt 
alternate conformations. Using ChIP-seq, we then show that ParBs from different bacterial species 
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exhibit variation in their intrinsic capability for spreading. We discover “maxi-spreaders” (e.g. ParB 
from Moorella thermoacetica) that spread over ~50 kb, while “mini-spreaders” (e.g. ParB from 
Caulobacter crescentus) spread only ~5 kb from a single parS site. We construct a series of chimeric 
proteins and find that the NTD is a determinant for the inter-species variation in spreading, at least 
in the case of Caulobacter and Moorella ParBs. In addition, we show that the CTD of Caulobacter 
ParB does not display non-specific DNA-binding and DNA condensation activities in vitro. 
Engineered Caulobacter ParB variants with an enhanced non-specific DNA-binding activity can 
condense DNA in vitro but do not spread further than wild-type protein in vivo. Overall, our results 
emphasize the key role of the NTD in ParB spreading in Caulobacter and highlights the inter-species 
variation that exists within the chromosomal ParB family. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Co-crystal structure of the C-terminal domain truncated ParB-parS complex from Caulobacter 
crescentus revealed the multiple conformations of the NTD 
We sought to determine a co-crystal structure of a ParB-parS complex from Caulobacter crescentus. 
After screening several constructs with different length of ParB and parS, we obtained crystals of a 
50 amino acid C-terminally truncated ParB (Ct-ParB) in complex with a 22-bp parS duplex DNA (Fig. 
1 and Fig. 2A). In solution, Caulobacter Ct-ParB also binds to parS, albeit weaker than a full-length 
protein (Fig. S1). Diffraction data for the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex were collected to a 
resolution of 2.9 Å, and the structure was solved by molecular replacement using the 3.1 Å structure 
of the Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex and the 2.3 Å structure of apo- Thermus Ct-ParB as 
search templates. X-ray crystallographic data are summarized in Table 1. 
 
The asymmetric unit of our co-crystal contains four copies of the Ct-ParB monomer and two copies 
of the full-size parS DNA (Fig. S2A). Each Ct-ParB monomer binds to a half parS site via the DNA-
binding domain (Fig. 2A-B). Since chain A and B are very similar to chain C and D, respectively 
(RMSD= 1.59 Å, Fig. S2B), we used chain C-D-parS complex for subsequent analysis (Fig. 2A). 
Each Ct-ParB monomer consists of two domains: an N-terminal domain (NTD) (helices α1-α4 and 
sheets β1- β3) and a parS DNA-binding domain (DBD) (helices α5-α10) (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2B). We 
previously reported a 2.4 Å co-crystal structure of a Caulobacter ParB (DBD only) in complex with 
parS (40), here we discuss the structure of the NTD in depth. We observed that helices α3 and α4 
of the NTD are packed against the DBD and are connected to the rest of the NTD via a loop in 
between α3 and β4 (Fig.1 and Fig. 2B). The rest of the NTD is comprised of a four-stranded β-sheet 
(β1-β4) and two surrounding helices (α1-α2) (Fig. 2B). The highly conserved arginine-rich patch 
(G101ERRWR), crucial for Caulobacter ParB spreading (10), resides on helix α2 (Fig. 1). We 
observed that while the DBD and the NTD α3-α4 are near identical between chain C and D 
(RMSD=0.19 Å, Fig. 2C) the rest of the NTD (α1-β4) adopts completely different arrangement (Fig. 
2C-D). The NTD (α1-β4) of chain C and D are oriented ~80o

 apart from each other (Fig. 2D); this is 
due to a loop (hereafter, called the elbow) that connects α3 and β4 together (Fig. 2C-D). The role of 
this elbow in orientating the NTD became clearer upon comparing the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS 
structure to two other available structures of chromosomal ParBs from Helicobacter pylori and 
Thermus thermophilus.  
 
Structural comparisons of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex to other ParB family 
members 
In the co-crystal structure of the Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex, ParB adopts an open 
conformation in which its NTD projects outwards to contact a nearby ParB monomer (Fig. 3A, Fig. 
S3A) (29). In contrast, no such interaction was seen between the NTD of the two adjacent 
Caulobacter ParB monomers (Fig. 3A). By superimposing the structure of Helicobacter Ct-ParB onto 
the Caulobacter one, we observed that each NTD has a different orientation (Fig. 3B-C). The 
Helicobacter ParB NTD extends outwards (an open conformation), while the Caulobacter ParB NTD 
points either inwards (chain D) or side-way (chain C) (a closed conformation) (Fig. 3B-C). 
Superimposition of three chains showed that the elbow (residues 121-125) swivels around the α3 
axis, allowing the NTD to adopt three distinct conformations (Fig. 3C). Sequence alignment of ~1800 
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ParB orthologs showed an enrichment for charged and polar uncharged residues in the elbow region 
(Fig. 3C). This amino acid preference is typically found in intrinsically disordered proteins (41, 42) 
and might confer flexibility to the elbow region of ParB. A further structure superimposition showed 
that the NTD of an apo- Thermus Ct-ParB also adopts a closed conformation, most similar to chain 
D in the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS structure (Fig. S3C-D). Altogether, our three-way structural 
comparison suggests that the NTD can adopt multiple open or closed conformations regardless of 
whether ParB is on or off DNA. Our finding contrasts with Chen et al (2015) study which proposed 
that a parS-binding event induces a transition (at the NTD) from a spreading-incompetent closed 
conformation to a spreading-competent open conformation (29). While all currently available 
structures of chromosomal ParB lack the CTD, it is reasonable to assume that the NTD is also flexible 
in a full-length protein on/off DNA. Indeed, a co-crystal structure of a full-length SopB (a Type-I ParB 
protein for F-plasmid segregation) with DNA was previously solved, but only the density for the 
central DBD was observed (43). Schumacher et al (2010) showed that the absence of density for 
the NTD and CTD of SopB was due to their extreme flexibility rather than proteolysis during 
crystallization (43). The multiple orientations of the NTD of ParB (on/off DNA) might allow a dynamic 
ParB-DNA network to form inside cells.  
 
We observed the second level of flexibility at the N-terminal-most peptide (residues 1-64) of ParB. 
This amino acid region is extended in the Thermus Ct-ParB structure (pink dashed line, Fig. 3D) but 
folds back in the Caulobacter Ct-ParB to contribute the fourth strand to the core β-sheet at the NTD 
(green dashed line, Fig. 3D). The equivalent region was not observed in the Helicobacter Ct-ParB 
structure. Due to the alternate conformations of this N-terminal-most peptide and of the NTD as a 
whole, the ParA-interacting region (residues 1-30, Fig. 1 and Fig. 3D) can potentially explore a very 
large space surrounding ParB. This flexibility might be beneficial for the network of ParB-DNA 
complexes to “fly-fishing” for ParA molecules in vivo (15–18). 
 
The inter-species variation in spreading among ParB orthologs is dependent on the NTD 
ParB orthologs are divergent in sequence, especially at their C-terminal domain (CTD) (Fig. 1). 
Therefore, we wondered whether ParBs from different bacterial species have distinct capacities for 
spreading and if it is dependent on the variable CTD. Exploiting the conservation of the parS 
sequence in bacteria (5), we constructed an E. coli heterologous system that allowed us to compare 
the spreading ability of ten chromosomal ParBs by ChIP-seq (Fig. 4A). E. coli does not possess a 
native ParA-ParB-parS system. We inserted a single parS site at the ygcE locus on the E. coli 
chromosome (Fig. 4A). Genes encoding N-terminally FLAG-tagged ParBs were codon optimized 
and expressed individually in E. coli (Fig. 4B). FLAG-ParBs were produced to a similar level (Fig. 
S4) before bound DNA was immunoprecipitated using an α-FLAG antibody and deep sequenced to 
reveal the extent of spreading from a single parS to the flanking DNA. From the ten ChIP-seq profiles, 
we observed that the majority of ParB (seven out of ten, including Caulobacter ParB) spread ~5 kb 
surrounding a single parS (Fig. 4B). On the other hand, three ParBs are “maxi-spreaders” that spread 
between ~20 kb to ~50 kb (Fig. 4B). In particular, Moorella thermoacetica ParB, despite its lower 
expression in E. coli (Fig. S4), spread ten times more extensively on DNA than Caulobacter ParB 
(Fig. 4B). Also, by considering only the shape of ChIP-seq profiles, we noted that ChIP signals 
reduced to the background more gradually for Moorella ParB than Caulobacter one. We also noted 
that Bacillus ParB spread only ~5 kb surrounding a single parS; this is more restrictive than a 
previous reported ~10 kb spreading distance when ChIP-chip of Bacillus ParB was performed in the 
native bacterium (25). The reason behind this discrepancy is unknown. Due to the caveat that ParB 
spreading has been taken out of the context of the native organism, the biological significance of the 
inter-species variation in ParB spreading is unclear. Nevertheless, we utilized this inter-species 
variation to determine the domain responsible for spreading. To do so, we constructed a series of 
chimeric proteins in which different regions of a “mini-spreader” Caulobacter ParB were replaced 
with the corresponding regions of a “maxi-spreader” Moorella ParB (Fig. 5). These chimeric proteins 
were produced to the same level in the E. coli ygcE::parS host (Fig. S4), and α-FLAG ChIP-seq 
experiments were performed to determine the extent of spreading (Fig. 5). Replacing a ParA-
interacting region of Caulobacter ParB with the corresponding region from Moorella ParB produced 
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Chimera A that spread to the same extent as a wild-type Caulobacter ParB (Fig. 5). Similarly, 
Chimera B that had the CTD of Caulobacter ParB replaced by an equivalent region from Moorella 
ParB spread to the same extent as a wild-type Caulobacter ParB (Fig. 5). However, swapping the 
NTD (Chimera C) or both the NTD and the DBD (Chimera D) between Caulobacter ParB and 
Moorella ParB produced variants that are “maxi-spreaders” i.e. having a similar extensive spreading 
to the wild-type Moorella ParB (Fig. 5). Taken together, our ChIP-seq profiles suggested that the 
NTD, at least in the case of Caulobacter and Moorella ParBs, dictates their variation in spreading.  
 
Engineering a lysine-rich surface into the Caulobacter ParB CTD resulted in variants with 
non-specific DNA-binding and condensation activities in vitro 
In addition to the NTD, the CTD of ParB from Bacillus subtilis also contributes to the formation of the 
ParB-DNA network (32, 36, 39). Bacillus ParB was reported to bind non-specific DNA to condense 
both parS and non-parS DNA in vitro; these activities were mediated by a positively charged lysine-
rich surface on the CTD (36, 39). Whether the non-specific DNA-binding activity of the Bacillus ParB 
CTD is a shared feature among ParB orthologs is currently unknown, furthermore, the relationship 
between the in vitro DNA condensation and the in vivo spreading is not fully understood. To better 
understand this relationship, we sought to generate variants of Caulobacter ParB with an enhanced 
non-specific DNA-binding activity. Unlike Bacillus ParB, the CTD of Caulobacter ParB lacks a lysine-
rich patch (Fig. 6A), and the wild-type protein does not bind or binds very weakly to non-specific DNA 
in vitro (10) (Fig. 6B). To engineer a non-specific DNA-binding activity into Caulobacter ParB, we 
introduced additional lysine residues into its CTD. We systematically introduced a single (1K), double 
(2K), triple (3K), quadruple (4K), and quintuple (5K) lysine substitutions from the Bacillus ParB CTD 
into equivalent positions on the CTD of Caulobacter ParB (Fig. 6A). Ten variants were purified to 
homogeneity (Fig. S5A) and analyzed by a quantitative bio-layer interferometry assay that directly 
assessed their binding to a parS and a scrambled parS DNA (i.e. non-specific DNA) (Fig. 6B). All 
ten tested ParB variants retained their binding activities to parS (Fig 6B). We were unable to detect 
any noticeable non-specific DNA-binding activity for the 1K and 2K variants (Fig. 6B). However, a 
further introduction of lysine residues created 3K, 4K, and 5K variants that interacted with non-
specific DNA similarly to that of Bacillus ParB (Fig. 6B). 
 
The non-specific DNA-binding property of Bacillus ParB CTD was previously shown to condense 
DNA in vitro by magnetic tweezer assay (32, 36, 39) (Fig. 7A). To test if the engineered non-specific 
DNA-binding activity of Caulobacter ParB (3K-5K) variants (Fig. 6B) also leads to DNA condensation 
in vitro, we performed magnetic tweezer experiments on these variants and compared their activities 
to that of wild-type Caulobacter and Bacillus ParBs (Fig. 7B). We performed experiments at 1 µM 
concentration of proteins and different forces using an identical setup and conditions described in 
experiments with Bacillus ParB (32, 36). The extension of a tethered DNA was tracked, and any 
observation of a decrease in extension that was substantially larger than by the applied force alone 
is an indication of DNA condensation (Fig. 7A). Bacillus ParB condensed both non-parS DNA (Fig. 
7B) and parS DNA (32, 36). On the contrary, Caulobacter ParB (WT) did not display any noticeable 
in vitro DNA condensation activity with either parS or non-parS DNA substrate at the tested 
concentration (Fig. 7B). However, upon incubating the 3K, 4K, or 5K ParB variants with tethered 
DNA resulted in a decrease in the DNA extension that was much greater than that attributable to the 
decrease in force alone (Fig. 7B). These results indicated that introduction of three to five lysine 
residues to the Caulobacter ParB CTD resulted in DNA condensation in vitro.  
 
Caulobacter ParB variants with an in vitro DNA condensation activity did not spread more 
extensively in vivo  
We then wondered whether the enhanced DNA-condensation activity of the ParB (3K-5K) variants 
leads to an increase in spreading in vivo. To test this, we performed α-FLAG ChIP-seq experiments 
on Caulobacter strains expressing individual FLAG-tagged ParB variant in a ParB (WT)-depletable 
background (44). Caulobacter cells that were completely depleted of a native ParB (WT) while 
producing the FLAG-tagged ParB (3K-5K) variants were viable (Fig. S5B), suggesting that the 
additional lysine residues at the CTD did not impair chromosome segregation in Caulobacter. As 
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controls for ChIP-seq experiments, strains expressing FLAG-tagged versions of ParB (WT), a non-
spreading FLAG-ParB (R104A) mutant (10), and a non-DNA-binding protein FLAG-YFP were 
included (Fig. 7C). Consistent with the previous report (10), the ChIP-seq profile of a FLAG-ParB 
(WT) showed a clear enrichment above the background in the ~10 kb region from 4030 to 4040 kb 
on the chromosome (Fig. 7C). The extensive ChIP-seq profile is consistent with ParB (WT) spreading 
on the chromosome in vivo. This contrasts with the ChIP-seq profile of a non-spreader FLAG-ParB 
(R104A) in which the enrichment was confined to just ~500 bp immediately surrounding parS sites 
(10) (Fig. 7C). The profiles of the FLAG-ParB (3K-5K) variants were less extended than the FLAG-
ParB (WT). We also noted that the overall heights of the ChIP-seq profiles of ParB (3K-5K) are lower 
than that of ParB (WT). It is possible that ParB (3K-5K) might bind DNA non-specifically along the 
chromosome, thereby titrating ParB molecules away from the parS cluster, resulting in a lower 
concentration of DNA-bound ParB near parS. Another possibility is ParB (3K-5K) are defective at 
the parS nucleation step, however this scenario is less likely since ParB (3K-5K) retained their parS-
binding activities in vitro (Fig. 6B) and expressed to a comparable level to wild-type protein in vivo 
(Fig. S5).  
 
At first, we were surprised to find that Caulobacter ParB has no or a very weak non-specific DNA-
binding activity in vitro since both current models for ParB-DNA network formation (“spreading and 
bridging” and “nucleation and caging”) require some degree of interaction between ParB and non-
specific DNA (31–34, 36). However, while we did not observe non-specific DNA-binding activity at 1 
µM Caulobacter ParB in vitro, the local concentration of ParB near parS has been estimated to reach 
~500 µM (five times higher than in a crystallization drop) inside Caulobacter cells (15). At this 
extreme concentration, it is entirely possible that the central DNA-binding domain can provide some 
non-specific DNA-binding activity (Fig 8). We also noted that the five strongest Caulobacter parS 
sites cluster more closely (within a ~5 kb DNA segment (10)), while the four strongest Bacillus parS 
sites are dispersed within a ~57 kb region on the chromosome (30). A closer clustering of tightly 
bound ParB-parS complexes might be more effective in increasing the local concentration of 
Caulobacter ParB, despite its much weaker non-specific DNA-binding activity. On the contrary, the 
concentration of ParB in Bacillus cells is lower than in Caulobacter (~140 dimers compared to ~360 
dimers per origin of replication (15)) and parS sites are more dispersed in this bacterium, in this case 
an added non-specific DNA-binding activity might enhance the formation of a ParB-DNA network in 
Bacillus.  
 
Final perspectives 
In this study, we characterize Caulobacter ParB biochemically and structurally to compare to 
orthologous proteins from different bacterial species. The availability of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-
parS structure, together with the structures of apo- Thermus Ct-ParB and Helicobacter Ct-ParB-
parS, allows us to propose that the NTD can adopt multiple alternate conformations with respect to 
the DBD regardless of whether ParB is on/off DNA. The multiple conformations of the NTD might be 
beneficial in promoting the formation of a loose but dynamic ParB-DNA network. This is consistent 
with both “spreading and bridging” and “nucleation and caging” models. We further show that the 
NTD, at least in Caulobacter and Moorella ParB, determines how far the protein spreads on the 
chromosome from a single parS site. Our results emphasize the key role of the NTD in the formation 
of the ParB-DNA network in Caulobacter cells (Fig. 8). Our co-crystal structure lacks the CTD, hence 
the role of this domain is less clear in Caulobacter. In Bacillus ParB, the CTD acts both as a 
dimerization and DNA-binding and bridging interface via its non-specific DNA binding and 
condensation activities, thereby contributing to the formation of the nucleoprotein network. Here, we 
discover that the Caulobacter ParB CTD lacks these activities, Caulobacter CTD might mainly 
function as a monomer-monomer dimerization interface (37) (Fig. 8B). Taken all together, we 
suggest that different bacteria might fine-tune the properties of their chromosomal ParBs and there 
is a noticeable inter-species variation in how each domain contributes to the optimal function of ParB 
inside cells.  
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TABLE 1. X-RAY DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING STATISTICS 

Structure Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex 

Data collection  

 Diamond Light Source beamline I04-1 

 Wavelength (Å) 0.916 

 Detector Pilatus 6M-F 

 Resolution range (Å) 72.96 – 2.90 (3.08 – 2.90) 

 Space Group P21 

 Cell parameters (Å/°) a = 54.25, b = 172.93, c = 72.85 Å,β = 90.54° 

 Total no. of measured intensities 198135 (33888) 

 Unique reflections 29654 (4775) 

 Multiplicity 6.7 (7.1) 

 Mean I/σ(I) 8.7 (1.4) 

 Completeness (%) 99.7 (100.0) 

 Rmergea 0.135 (1.526) 

 Rmeasb 0.146 (1.646) 

 CC½c 0.997 (0.677) 

 Wilson B value (Å2) 81.6 

Refinement  

 Resolution range (Å) 72.96 – 2.90 (2.98 – 2.90) 

 Reflections: working/freed 28155/1466 

 Rworke 0.240 (0.366) 
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 Rfreee 0.263 (0.369) 

 
Ramachandran plot:  

favored/allowed/disallowedf (%) 
95.2/4.8/0 

 R.m.s. bond distance deviation (Å) 0.005 

 R.m.s. bond angle deviation (°)  1.045 

 No. of protein residues per chain 191/190/195/187 

 No. of DNA bases per chain 22/22/22/22 

 
Mean B factors: protein/DNA/ 

overall (Å2) 
98/74/92 

PDB accession code 6T1F 

 

Values in parentheses are for the outer resolution shell. 
a Rmerge = ∑hkl ∑i |Ii(hkl) − 〈I(hkl)〉|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl).  

b Rmeas = ∑hkl [N/(N − 1)]1/2 × ∑i |Ii(hkl) − 〈I(hkl)〉|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl), where Ii(hkl) is the ith observation of reflection 
hkl, 〈I(hkl)〉 is the weighted average intensity for all observations i of reflection hkl and N is the number of 
observations of reflection hkl.  
c CC½ is the correlation coefficient between symmetry equivalent intensities from random halves of the 
dataset.  
d The dataset was split into "working" and "free" sets consisting of 95 and 5% of the data respectively. The 
free set was not used for refinement.  

e The R-factors Rwork and Rfree are calculated as follows: R = ∑(| Fobs - Fcalc |)/∑| Fobs |, where Fobs and Fcalc are 
the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes, respectively.  
f As calculated using MolProbity (45). 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Strains, media and growth conditions 
Escherichia coli and Caulobacter crescentus were grown in LB and PYE, respectively. When 
appropriate, media were supplemented with antibiotics at the following concentrations (liquid/solid 
media for Caulobacter; liquid/solid media for E. coli (μg/mL)): carbenicillin (E. coli only: 50/100), 
chloramphenicol (1/2; 20/30), kanamycin (5/25; 30/50), oxytetracycline (1/2; 12/12), and apramycin 
(E. coli only: 25/50). 
 
Plasmids and strains construction 
All strains used are listed in Supplementary Table S1. All plasmids and primers used in strain and 
plasmid construction are listed in Supplementary Table S2. For details on plasmids and strain 
constructions, see the Supplementary Materials and Methods. 
 
Protein overexpression and purification 
Plasmid pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus Ct-ParB-(His)6 (Table S1) was introduced into E. coli 
Rosetta pRARE competent cells (Novagen) by heat-shock transformation. 10 mL overnight culture 
was used to inoculate 4 L of LB medium + carbenicillin + chloramphenicol. Cells were grown at 37˚C 
with shaking at 210 rpm to an OD600 of ~0.4. The culture was then left to cool to 28˚C before isopropyl-
β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added at a final concentration of 1 mM. The culture was left 
shaking for an additional 3 hours at 30oC before cells were harvested by centrifugation. Pelleted cells 
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were resuspended in a buffer containing 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole, 
5% (v/v) glycerol, 1 µL of Benzonase nuclease (Sigma Aldrich), 0.1 g of lysozyme (Sigma Aldrich), 
and an EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Roche). The pelleted cells were then lyzed by 
sonification (10 cycles of 15 s with 10 s resting on ice in between each cycle). The cell debris was 
removed through centrifugation at 28,000 g for 30 min and the supernatant was filtered through a 
0.45 µm sterile filter (Sartorius Stedim). The protein was then loaded into a 1-mL HiTrap column (GE 
Healthcare) that had been equilibrated with buffer A (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10 
mM Imidazole, and 5% glycerol). Protein was eluted from the column using an increasing (10 mM to 
500 mM) Imidazole gradient in the same buffer. Ct-ParB-containing fractions were pooled and diluted 
to a conductivity of 16 mS/cm before being loaded onto a Heparin HP column (GE Healthcare) that 
had been equilibrated with 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 25 mM NaCl, and 5% glycerol. Protein was 
eluted from the Heparin column using an increasing (25 mM to 1 M NaCl) salt gradient in the same 
buffer. Ct-ParB fractions were pooled and analyzed for purity by SDS-PAGE. Glycerol was then 
added to ParB fractions to a final volume of 10%, followed by 10 mM EDTA and 1 mM DDT. The 
purified Ct-ParB was subsequently aliquoted, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80˚C. Ct-
ParB that was used for X-ray crystallography was further polished via a gel-filtration column. To do 
so, purified Ct-ParB was concentrated by centrifugation in an Amicon Ultra-15 3-kDa cut-off spin 
filters (Merck) before being loaded into a Superdex 200 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare). The 
gel filtration column was pre-equilibrated with 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl. Ct-ParB 
fractions were then pooled and analyzed for purity by SDS-PAGE (Fig. S1A). Full-length Caulobacter 
ParB-(His)6 and other ParB variants were also purified using the same procedure (Fig. S1A and Fig. 
S5A). 
 
Reconstitution of parS DNA  
A 22-bp palindromic single-stranded DNA fragment (5’-GGATGTTTCACGTGAAACATCC-3’) (360 
µM in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl buffer) was heated at 95°C for 5 min before being left 
to cool down to room temperature (RT) overnight to form a double stranded parS DNA (final 
concentration: 180 µM). The core parS site sequence is underlined. 
 
Protein crystallization, structure determination, and refinement 
Crystallization screens for the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex crystal were set up in sitting-drop 
vapour diffusion format in MRC2 96-well crystallization plates with drops comprised of 0.3 µL 
precipitant solution and 0.3 µL of protein-DNA complex, and incubated at 293 K. His-tagged Ct-ParB 
(10 mg/mL) was mixed with a 22-bp parS duplex DNA at a molar ratio of 2:1.2 (protein 
monomer:DNA) in the gel filtration elution buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl). The Ct-
ParB-parS crystals grew in a solution containing 20.5% (w/v) PEG 3350, 263 mM magnesium 
formate, and 10% (v/v) glycerol. After optimization of an initial hit, suitable crystals were 
cryoprotected with 20% (v/v) glycerol and mounted in Litholoops (Molecular Dimensions) before 
flash-cooling by plunging into liquid nitrogen. X-ray data were recorded on beamline I04-1 at the 
Diamond Light Source (Oxfordshire, UK) using a Pilatus 6M-F hybrid photon counting detector 
(Dectris), with crystals maintained at 100 K by a Cryojet cryocooler (Oxford Instruments). Diffraction 
data were integrated and scaled using XDS (46) via the XIA2 expert system (47) then merged using 
AIMLESS (48). Data collection statistics are summarized in Table 1. The majority of the downstream 
analysis was performed through the CCP4i2 graphical user interface (49). 
 
The Ct-ParB-parS complex crystallized in space group P21 with cell parameters of a = 54.25, b = 
172.93, c = 72.85 Å and β = 90.54° (Table 1). Analysis of the likely composition of the asymmetric 
unit (ASU) suggested that it would contain four copies of the Ct-ParB monomers and two copies of 
the 22-bp parS DNA duplex (Fig. S2B), giving an estimated solvent content of ~46.6%. 
 
Interrogation of the Protein Data Bank with the sequence of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB revealed two 
suitable template structures for molecular replacement: apo-ParB from Thermus thermophilus (38) 
(PDB accession code: 1VZ0; 46% identity over 82% of the sequence) and Helicobacter pylori ParB 
bound to parS DNA (29) (PDB accession code: 4UMK; 42% identity over 75% of the sequence). 
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First, single subunits taken from these two entries were trimmed using SCULPTOR (50) to retain the 
parts of the structure that aligned with the Caulobacter Ct-ParB sequence, and then all side chains 
were truncated to Cβ atoms using CHAINSAW (51). Comparison of these templates revealed a 
completely different relationship between the N-terminal domain and the DNA-binding domain. Thus, 
we prepared search templates based on the individual domains rather than the subunits. The pairs 
of templates for each domain were then aligned and used as ensemble search models in PHASER 
(52). For the DNA component, an ideal B-form DNA duplex was generated in COOT (53) from a 22-
bp palindromic sequence of parS. A variety of protocols were attempted in PHASER (52), the best 
result was obtained by searching for the two DNA duplexes first, followed by four copies of the DNA-
binding domain, giving a TFZ score of 10.5 at 4.5 Å resolution. We found that the placement of the 
DNA-binding domains with respect to the DNA duplexes was analogous to that seen in the 
Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex. After several iterations of rebuilding in COOT and refining the 
model in REFMAC5 (54), it was possible to manually dock one copy of the N-terminal domain 
template (from 1VZ0) into weak and fragmented electron density such that it could be joined to one 
of the DNA-binding domains. A superposition of this more complete subunit onto the other three 
copies revealed that in only one of these did the N-terminal domain agree with the electron density. 
Inspection of the remaining unfilled electron density showed evidence for the last two missing N-
terminal domains, which were also added by manual docking of the domain template (from 1VZ0). 
For the final stages, TLS refinement was used with a single TLS domain defined for each protein 
chain and for each DNA strand. The statistics of the final refined model, including validation output 
from MolProbity (45), are summarized in Table 1.  
 
Chromatin immunoprecipitation with deep sequencing (ChIP-seq) 
Caulobacter cell cultures (25 mL) were grown in PYE (in the presence of appropriate antibiotics, 
0.3% glucose, and 0.5 mM vanillate) before fixation with formaldehyde to a final concentration of 
1%. Fixed cells were incubated at RT for 30 minutes, then quenched with 0.125 M glycine for 15 
minutes at RT. All subsequent steps were performed exactly as described in Tran et al (2018) (10). 
A detailed protocol was described in the Supplementary Materials and Methods. For the list of ChIP-
seq experiments and their replicates in this study, see Supplementary Table S3. 
 
Generation and analysis of ChIP-seq profiles 
For analysis of ChIP-seq data, Hiseq 2500 Illumina short reads (50 bp) were mapped back to the 
Caulobacter NA1000 reference genome (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_011916.1) using Bowtie 
1 (29) and the following command: bowtie -m 1 -n 1 --best --strata -p 4 --chunkmbs 512 NA1000-
bowtie --sam *.fastq > output.sam. Subsequently, the sequencing coverage at each nucleotide 
position was computed using BEDTools (30) using the following command: bedtools genomecov -d 
-ibam output.sorted.bam -g NA1000.fna > coverage_output.txt. For analysis of E. coli ChIP-seq data, 
the same procedure as above was applied, except that short reads were map to the reference 
genome of the E. coli MG1655 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_000913.3). Finally, ChIP-seq 
profiles were plotted with the x-axis representing genomic positions and the y-axis is the number of 
reads per base pair per million mapped reads (RPBPM) using custom R scripts. 
 
Measurement of protein-DNA binding affinity by bio-layer interferometry (BLI) 
Bio-layer interferometry experiments were conducted using a BLItz system equipped with Dip-and-
Read© Streptavidin (SA) Biosensors (ForteBio). BLItz measures the wavelength shifts (binding signal 
or response (R), unit: nm) resulting from changes in the optical thickness of the sensor surface during 
association or dissociation of the analyte. The streptavidin biosensor (ForteBio) was hydrated in a 
low salt binding buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.005% Tween 
20) for 10 min. Biotinylated double-stranded DNA was immobilized onto the surface of the SA 
biosensor through a cycle of baseline (30 s), association (120 s), and dissociation (120 s). Briefly, 
the tip of the biosensor was dipped into a low salt buffer for 30 s to establish the baseline, then to 1 
μM biotinylated double-stranded DNA for 120 s, and finally to a low salt binding buffer for 120 s to 
allow for dissociation. Biotinylated double-stranded DNA harboring parS or a scrambled parS site 
(i.e. non-specific DNA) were prepared by annealing a 20-bp biotinylated oligo with its unmodified 
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complementary strand in an annealing buffer (1 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM NaCl). The sequences 
of oligos are listed in Supplementary Table S2. The oligos mixture was heated to 98oC for 2 min and 
allowed to cool down to RT overnight. After the immobilization of DNA on the sensor, association 
reactions were monitored at 250 nM, 500 nM, and 1 μM dimer concentration of ParB (WT) or ParB 
variants for 120 s. At the end of each binding step, the sensor was transferred into a protein-free low 
salt buffer to follow the dissociation kinetics for 120 s. The sensor was recycled by dipping in a high-
salt buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1000 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.005% Tween 20) for at 
least 1 min to remove bound proteins. All interaction kinetics profiles (sensorgrams) recorded during 
BLItz experiments were analyzed using the BLItz analysis software (ForteBio). Reactions were run 
in triplicate for each concentration of ParB used, and the equilibrium responses were recorded and 
averaged. The extent of non-specific binding was assessed by monitoring the interaction of proteins 
with unmodified sensors and was deemed to be negligible. 
 
Magnetic tweezer assays 
Magnetic tweezer experiments were performed using a home-made setup as described previously 
(32, 36). Briefly, images of micro meter-sized superparamagnetic beads tethered to the surface of a 
glass slide by DNA constructs are acquired with a 100x oil immersion objective and a CCD camera. 
Real-time image analysis was used to determine the spatial coordinates of beads with nm accuracy 
in x, y and z. A step-by-step motor located above the sample moves a pair of magnets allowing the 
application of stretching forces to the bead-DNA system. We used horizontally-aligned magnets 
coupled to an iron holder. Applied forces can be quantified from the Brownian excursions of the bead 
and the extension of the DNA tether. Data were acquired at 150 Hz to minimize sampling artifacts in 
force determination. We used horizontally-aligned magnets coupled to an iron holder to achieve force 
up to 15 pN. 
 
Fabrication of DNA substrates for magnetic tweezer experiments containing a single parS sequence 
with biotins and digoxigenins at the tails was described previously (32).The DNA molecules were 
incubated with 2.8 μm streptavidin-coated beads (MyOne, Invitrogen) for 10 min. Then, the DNA-
bead complex was injected in a liquid cell functionalized with anti-digoxigenin antibodies (Roche) 
and incubated for 10 min before applying force. Torsionally constrained molecules and beads with 
more than a single DNA molecule were identified from its distinct rotation-extension curves and 
discarded for further analysis. All the experiments were performed in a reaction buffer composed of 
10 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 and 100 μg/ml BSA.  
 
Force-extension curves were obtained by decreasing the applied force in steps from 15 pN to ~0.02 
pN for a total measuring time of 15 min. First, we measured the force-extension response for bare 
DNA molecules. Then, the force was reset to 15 pN and ParB variants were flown and incubated for 
2 min before starting the measurement of a force-extension curve at the same magnet positions in 
absence of proteins. The force applied to each bead was determined based on the force-extension 
data of bare DNA molecules. Bare DNA curves were fitted to the worm-like chain model and fitted 
values of persistence length and contour length were used as a quality control. Molecules with a 
large discrepancy for contour length or persistence with respect to expected parameters (45 nm 
persistence length, 2.1 µm contour length) were discarded from  the analysis.   
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Figure 1. Sequence alignment of the chromosomal ParB protein family. An alignment of ~1800 
chromosomal ParB proteins was constructed and presented as a sequence logo. The height of the 
stack indicates the sequence conservation, while the height of symbols within the stack indicates the 
relative frequency of each amino acid residue at that position. Amino acids are colored based on their 
chemical properties. Secondary-structure elements for Caulobacter Ct-ParB are shown below the 
alignment. Dashed lines indicate unmodelled residues due to poor electron density in the Caulobacter 
Ct-ParB-parS co-crystal structure. 
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Figure 2. Co-crystal structure of a C-terminal domain truncated Ct-ParB-parS complex from 
Caulobacter crescentus reveals alternate conformations of the N-terminal domain. (A) Co-

crystal structure of two Caulobacter Ct-ParB monomers (dark green and light blue) bound on a 22-bp 

parS DNA. The nucleotide sequence of the 22-bp parS is shown below the co-crystal structure, the 

core parS sequence is highlighted in bold. (B) The structure of Ct-ParB chain D bound to a parS half 

site with key features highlighted. (C) Superimposition of Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain C and D (light 

blue and dark green, respectively) shows two different orientations of the NTD (α1-β4). The arrow 

above each chain shows the direction each NTD projects towards. The dashed box shows the loop 

(the elbow) that connects helix α3 and sheet β4 together. (D) A top-down view of the superimposition 

of chain C and D shows that the NTDs (α1-β4) of chain C and D are oriented ~80o
 apart from each 

other. 
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Figure 3. Structural comparisons of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex to other ParB 
family members. (A) Structures of two adjacent symmetry complexes of Helicobacter pylori (upper 
panel) and Caulobacter crescentus Ct-ParB-parS (lower panel). In the Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS 
complex, ParB adopts an open conformation in which its NTD projects outwards to contact a 
neighboring monomer. However, no such interaction was seen between the NTD of the two adjacent 
Caulobacter ParB monomers. (B) A side-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter Ct-ParB 
chain C (light blue), chain D (dark green), and Helicobacter Ct-ParB (golden) shows the three distinct 
orientations of the NTD (see also Fig. S3). (C) A top-view of the superimposition between Caulobacter 
Ct-ParB chain C, chain D, and Helicobacter Ct-ParB. The dashed box shows the loop (the elbow) that 
connects helix α3 and sheet β4 together. The conservation of amino acids at the flexible elbow is 
presented as sequence logos. Amino acids are colored based on their chemical properties (GSTYC: 
polar; QN: neutral; KRH: basic; DE: acidic; and AVLIPWFM: hydrophobic). (D) Superimposition of 
Caulobacter Ct-ParB chain D (dark green) and Thermus Ct-ParB chain C (pink) shows the two 
different conformations of the N-terminal-most peptide (dashed dark green and pink lines). 
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Figure 4. ChIP-seq revealed an inter-species variation in spreading among ParB orthologs. (A) 
The design of an E. coli heterologous host that allowed quantification of ParB spreading by ChIP-seq. 
A single parS site was inserted at the ygcE locus on the E. coli chromosome. Individual N-terminally 
FLAG-tagged ParB was produced from an IPTG-inducible Plac promoter on a plasmid. (B) ChIP-seq 
profiles of FLAG-tagged ParBs from a collection of ten bacterial species (mini-spreader ParB: dark 
green; maxi-spreader ParB: magenta). ChIP-seq signals were reported as the number of reads at 
every nucleotide along the genome (RPBPM value). 
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Figure 5. The N-terminal domain determines the inter-species variation in spreading among 
ParB orthologs. ChIP-seq profiles of a series of chimeric proteins in which different regions of a mini-
spreader Caulobacter ParB (dark green) were replaced with the corresponding regions of a super-
spreader Moorella ParB (magenta). N-terminally FLAG-tagged chimeras were expressed in an E. coli 
ygcE::parS heterologous host (See Fig. 4A). A: ParA-interacting region (res.1-32, Caulobacter ParB 
numbering); NTD: N-terminal domain (res.33-158); DBD: the parS DNA-binding domain (res.159-
251); CTD: C-terminal domain (res. 252-end). ChIP-seq signals were reported as the number of reads 
at every nucleotide along the genome (RPBPM value). 
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Figure 6. Engineering a lysine-rich surface into the Caulobacter ParB C-terminal domain 
resulted in variants with enhanced non-specific DNA-binding activity. (A) Sequence alignment 
between Caulobacter (dark green) and Bacillus ParB (blue) shows that Caulobacter ParB lacks the 
equivalent lysine-rich amino acid patch at its CTD. Lysine residues that are important for the non-
specific DNA-binding and DNA condensation activities in Bacillus ParB (36), and positional equivalent 
residues in Caulobacter ParB are highlighted in blue and green, respectively. Secondary-structure 
elements for Bacillus ParB CTD (PDB accession number: 5NOC) are shown above the sequence 
alignment. (B) Introducing three or more lysine residues to the Caulobacter CTD resulted in ParB 
variants with enhanced non-specific DNA-binding activity. In vitro binding affinities between ParB 
variants and parS DNA (left panel), and non-specific scrambled parS DNA (right panel). Bio-layer 
interferometry assays were used to measure the binding affinity of ParB (250, 500, and 1000 nM) to 
20-bp double-stranded DNA that contains a parS site or a scrambled parS site. The level of ParB 
binding to DNA was expressed as response units (nm in shifted wavelength). Error bars represent 
standard deviation (SD) from three replicates. 
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Figure 7. Engineered Caulobacter ParB variants with an enhanced non-specific DNA-binding 
activity condensed DNA in vitro but did not spread further than the wild-type protein in vivo. 
(A) Schematic of the magnetic tweezer assay that monitored ParB-dependent DNA condensation (see 
also the Materials and Methods). (B) Mean force-extension curves for parS DNA or scrambled parS 
DNA in the presence of 2 µM Caulobacter ParB (WT) (dark green), Bacillus ParB (WT) (blue), and 
Caulobacter ParB (3K-5K) variants (pink, orange, and brown). Data for bare DNA were fitted to the 
worm-like chain model. Solid lines for data in the presence of ParB variants serve as a guide to the 
eye. Data for non-condensed DNA were fitted to the worm-like chain model. Errors are the standard 
error of measurements on different molecules (N ≥ 15 molecules). (C) ChIP-seq profiles of a FLAG-
tagged Caulobacter ParB (WT) (dark green), a spreading-incompetent FLAG-ParB (R104A), a non-
DNA-binding protein FLAG-YFP (grey), and FLAG-ParB (3K-5K) variants (pink, orange, and brown). 
ChIP-seq signals were reported as the number of reads at every nucleotide along the genome 
(RPBPM value). The genomic context (4030 kb to 4042 kb) and parS sites are shown below the ChIP-
seq profiles.   
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Figure 8. A model for Caulobacter ParB-ParB interactions via the N-terminal (NTD) and C-
terminal domain (CTD). (A) The flexible elbow that connects α3 and β4 together enables the NTD of 
ParB to adopt multiple conformations. (B) The CTD might mediate the interactions between two ParB 
monomers bound on two adjacent half-parS sites (upper panel) or between two ParB monomers 
bound on two spatially separated half-parS sites (lower panel). (C) The coordinated actions of the 
CTD and the flexible NTD allows a loose but fluid network of ParB-DNA interactions to form inside the 
cell.  
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Figure S1. Purified Caulobacter ParB variants and their parS DNA-binding activities. (A) 
Full-length Caulobacter ParB and the C-terminally truncated variant (Ct-ParB) were expressed 
in E. coli and purified to near homogeneity. All variants were C-terminally His-tagged 
(KLAAALEHHHHHH). (B) Ct-ParB retains its ability to bind parS DNA, albeit weaker than a 
full-length protein. Bio-layer interferometric analysis of the interaction between a full-length 
Caulobacter ParB (grey) or a C-terminally truncated Ct-ParB (black) and a 20-bp parS-
containing duplex DNA or the scrambled parS DNA. Sensors loaded with biotinylated parS 
DNA were probed with 5000 nM, 1000 nM, and 500 nM dimer concentrations of proteins. The 
interaction kinetics were followed by monitoring the wavelength shifts (response unit, nm) 
resulting from changes in the optical thickness of the sensor surface during association or 
dissociation of the proteins. 
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FIG. S2
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Figure S2. Composition of the asymmetric unit (ASU) of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS 
co-crystal. (A) The ASU contains four copies of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB monomers (chain 
A, B, C, and D) and two copies of the full-size parS DNA. (B) Superimposition of the chain C-
D-parS complex (dark green) to the chain A-B-parS complex (cyan) showed that the two 
complexes in the ASU are near identical (RMSD = 1.59 Å). 
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Figure S3. Structural comparisons of the Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS complex to other 
ParB family members. Superposition of all crystallographically independent subunits from 
(A) Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS; (B) Helicobacter Ct-ParB-parS and chain C and D of 
Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS; (C) Thermus apo-Ct-ParB; (D) Thermus apo-Ct-ParB and chain C 
and D of Caulobacter Ct-ParB-parS. Superimposition was based on the DNA-binding domain 
and helices α3-α4 of the N-terminal domain.  
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FIG. S4

Figure S4. Production of FLAG-tagged ParB proteins from the E. coli heterologous host. 
(A) α-FLAG immunoblot analysis of ten FLAG-tagged ParB proteins individually expressed in 
the E. coli ygcE::parS heterologous host. (B) α-FLAG immunoblot analysis of FLAG-tagged 
chimeric ParB proteins individually expressed in the E. coli ygcE::parS heterologous host. 
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FIG. S5
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FIG. S5

Figure S5. Expression and purification of Caulobacter ParB variants with additional 
lysine residues at their C-terminal domains. (A) Bacillus ParB (WT), Caulobacter ParB 
(WT) and its variants were expressed in E. coli and purified to near homogeneity. All variants 
were C-terminally His-tagged (KLAAALEHHHHHH). The identity of each protein variant (i.e. 
the engineered substitutions at the C-terminal domain) is shown below each lane. (B) 
Caulobacter ParB (1K to 5K) variants were expressed from the van locus (vanillate inducible) 
in the ParB (WT)-depletable background (Caulobacter MT148: parB::Pxyl-parB). In the 
presence of xylose, ParB (WT) was produced and all strains were viable, including strain 7 
that expressed yfp from the van locus. On the other hand, the addition of glucose repressed 
the production of ParB (WT) while other ParB variants were not produced, leading to loss of 
viability. In the presence of both glucose and vanillate, only ParB (1K to 5K) variants were 
produced. Cell growth for strains (2 to 6, and 8 to 12) indicated that ParB (1K to 5K) variants 
can complement the lack of ParB (WT) in Caulobacter. (C) α-FLAG immunoblot analysis of 
Caulobacter strains 1, 10, 11, 12 (see panel B) grown in medium supplemented with glucose 
and vanillate.  
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ParB spreading on DNA requires cytidine
triphosphate in vitro
Adam SB Jalal, Ngat T Tran, Tung BK Le*

Department of Molecular Microbiology, John Innes Centre, Norwich, United
Kingdom

Abstract In all living organisms, it is essential to transmit genetic information faithfully to the
next generation. The SMC-ParAB-parS system is widely employed for chromosome segregation in
bacteria. A DNA-binding protein ParB nucleates on parS sites and must associate with neighboring
DNA, a process known as spreading, to enable efficient chromosome segregation. Despite its
importance, how the initial few ParB molecules nucleating at parS sites recruit hundreds of further
ParB to spread is not fully understood. Here, we reconstitute a parS-dependent ParB spreading
event using purified proteins from Caulobacter crescentus and show that CTP is required for
spreading. We further show that ParB spreading requires a closed DNA substrate, and a DNA-
binding transcriptional regulator can act as a roadblock to attenuate spreading unidirectionally in
vitro. Our biochemical reconstitutions recapitulate many observed in vivo properties of ParB and
opens up avenues to investigate the interactions between ParB-parS with ParA and SMC.

Introduction
Faithful chromosome segregation is essential in all domains of life if daughter cells are each to inherit
the full set of genetic information. The SMC-ParAB-parS complex is widely employed for chromo-
some segregation in bacteria (Donczew et al., 2016; Fogel and Waldor, 2006; Gruber and Erring-
ton, 2009; Harms et al., 2013; Ireton et al., 1994; Jakimowicz et al., 2002; Kawalek et al., 2018;
Lin and Grossman, 1998; Livny et al., 2007; Mohl et al., 2001; Sullivan et al., 2009; Tran et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2017). The centromere parS is the first DNA locus to be segregated following
chromosome replication (Lin and Grossman, 1998; Livny et al., 2007; Toro et al., 2008;
Lagage et al., 2016). ParB specifically nucleates on parS before spreading outwards to the flanking
DNA and bridges/cages DNA together to form a nucleoprotein network in vivo (Breier and Gross-
man, 2007; Murray et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2015;
Debaugny et al., 2018; Broedersz et al., 2014; Funnell, 2016). This nucleoprotein complex recruits
SMC to disentangle and organize replicated DNA (Gruber and Errington, 2009; Sullivan et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2017; Minnen et al., 2011). ParB-parS also interacts with an
ATPase ParA to power the segregation of replicated chromosomes (Lim et al., 2014;
Vecchiarelli et al., 2014; Vecchiarelli et al., 2012; Hwang et al., 2013; Leonard et al., 2005). Engi-
neered strains harboring a nucleation-competent but spreading-defective mutant of parB are either
unviable (Mohl et al., 2001) or have elevated number of anucleate cells (Harms et al., 2013;
Kawalek et al., 2018; Lin and Grossman, 1998; Lagage et al., 2016; Jecz et al., 2015;
Attaiech et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2010; Lee and Grossman, 2006). Despite the importance of
spreading for proper chromosome segregation, the mechanism by which a few parS-bound ParB can
recruit hundreds more ParB molecules to the vicinity of parS to assemble a high-molecular-weight
nucleoprotein complex is not fully understood.

Since the first report in 1995 (Lynch and Wang, 1995), ParB spreading has been observed in vivo
by chromatin immunoprecipitation in multiple bacterial species (Tran et al., 2018; Lagage et al.,
2016; Breier and Grossman, 2007; Murray et al., 2006; Graham et al., 2014; Rodionov et al.,
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1999). The nucleation of ParB on parS has also been demonstrated in vitro (Harms et al., 2013;
Mohl et al., 2001; Breier and Grossman, 2007; Murray et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2015;

Chen et al., 2015; Surtees and Funnell, 2001; Ah-Seng et al., 2013); however, parS-dependent
ParB spreading has resisted biochemical reconstitution (Taylor et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2014;
Fisher et al., 2017; Madariaga-Marcos et al., 2019). Unsuccessful attempts to reconstitute spread-

ing in vitro suggests that additional factors might be missing. Recently, works by Soh et al. (2019)
and Osorio-Valeriano et al. (2019) on Bacillus subtilis and Myxococcus xanthus ParB, respectively,
showed that ParB binds and hydrolyzes cytidine triphosphate (CTP) to cytidine diphosphate (CDP),
and that CTP modulates the binding affinity of ParB to parS (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019;

Soh et al., 2019). A co-crystal structure of Bacillus ParB with CDP and that of a Myxococcus ParB-
like protein (PadC) with CTP showed CTP binding promotes a new dimerization interface between
N-terminal domains of ParB subunits (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019). Crucially,

Soh et al. (2019) showed by single-molecule imaging and cross-linking assays that Bacillus ParB, in
the presence of CTP, forms a self-loading protein clamp at parS and slides away to spread to neigh-
boring DNA (Soh et al., 2019). While reproducing a key result from Easter and Gober (2002) that

showed Caulobacter crescentus ParA-ATP dissociated pre-bound ParB from parS (Easter and
Gober, 2002), we found that CTP could also modulate the nucleation of Caulobacter ParB on parS.
Personal communication with Stephan Gruber and the recent work by Osorio-Valeriano et al.

(2019) and Soh et al. (2019) encouraged us to take steps further to investigate the role of CTP for
ParB spreading in Caulobacter crescentus.

Here, we reconstitute a parS-dependent ParB spreading on DNA in real-time, using a label-free
purified protein from Caulobacter crescentus. Consistent with pioneering works by Soh et al. (2019)
and Osorio-Valeriano et al. (2019), we confirm that CTP regulates ParB-DNA interaction. We fur-
ther provide evidence that the accumulation of Caulobacter ParB requires a closed DNA substrate,

and that a DNA-binding transcription factor, TetR, can act as a roadblock to attenuate ParB accumu-
lation unidirectionally in vitro. Our real-time and label-free reconstitution has successfully recapitu-
lated many well-known aspects of ParB behaviors in vivo and might open up avenues to investigate
further the roles of the ParB-parS nucleoprotein complex in ensuring faithful chromosome

segregation.

Results

CTP reduces the nucleation of Caulobacter ParB on parS
Easter and Gober (2002) reported that ATP-bound Caulobacter ParA dissociated ParB from parS
(Easter and Gober, 2002); however, the authors did not control for the effect of ATP alone on

ParB-parS binding. NTPs are highly negatively charged and could have affected protein-DNA inter-
actions by binding non-specifically to the often positively charged DNA-binding domain. To deter-
mine if ATP or other NTP alone affects ParB-parS interaction, we attached a linear 20 bp

biotinylated parS DNA to a streptavidin-coated probe to measure the bio-layer interference (BLI)
(Figure 1A). BLI assay monitors wavelength shifts (responses) resulting from changes in the optical
thickness of the probe surface during association or dissociation of the analyte (see Materials and
Methods). We monitored in real-time interactions between immobilized parS DNA and purified Cau-

lobacter ParB or a premix of ParB + NTP (Figure 1B). Consistent with previous reports (Tran et al.,
2018; Figge et al., 2003), Caulobacter ParB bound site-specifically to parS but not to non-cognate
DNA (Figure 1—figure supplement 1). In the presence of ATP, GTP, or UTP, we observed a small

reduction in ParB-parS binding at steady state regardless of whether Mg2+ was included in binding
buffer or not (Figure 1B and Figure 1—figure supplement 2), suggesting that Caulobacter ParB is
slightly sensitive to highly negatively charged compounds or to counter-ions (Na+) in NTP solutions.

However, we noted that CTP had a pronounced effect on ParB-parS interaction, specifically in the
presence of Mg2+ (Figure 1B and Figure 1—figure supplement 2). An increasing concentration of
CTP (but not CMP or CDP) gradually reduced the binding of ParB to parS (Figure 1—figure supple-

ment 3). In contrast, neither CTP nor other NTPs affected the binding of another protein-DNA pair,
for example, the well-characterized TetR-tetO interaction (Saenger et al., 2000; Figure 1C). On
closer inspection, we noted that ParB + CTP slowly dissociated from parS even before the probe
was returned to a protein-free buffer (a gradual downward slope between 30th and 150th sec,
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Figure 1. CTP reduces the nucleation of Caulobacter ParB at parS. (A) The domain architecture of ParB (dark green) and TetR (grey), and their

respective DNA-binding sites parS and tetO. Convergent arrows below DNA-binding sites indicate that parS and tetO are palindromic. (B) Bio-layer
interferometric (BLI) analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 mM ParB-His6 dimer ± 1 mM NTP and a 20 bp DNA duplex containing parS.

Biotinylated DNA fragments were immobilized onto the surface of a Streptavidin (SA)-coated probe (See Materials and methods). The BLI probe was

dipped into a buffer only solution (0–30 s), then to a premix of protein ± NTP (30–150 s: association phase), and finally returned to a buffer only solution

(150–270 s: dissociation phase). Sensorgrams were recorded over time. BLI analysis of the interaction between 1 mM TetR-His6 and a 20 bp parS probe

was also recorded (a negative control). (C) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 mM TetR-His6 ± 1 mM NTP and a 28 bp DNA duplex

containing tetO. BLI analysis of the interaction between 1 mM CTP and a 28 bp tetO probe was also recorded (a negative control). (D) BLI analysis of
the interaction between 1 mM Caulobacter ParB-His6 (without CTP) and a 20 bp parS DNA. For the dissociation phase, the probe was returned to a

buffer only or buffer supplemented with 1 mM CTP. All buffers used for experiments in this figure contained Mg2+. Each BLI experiment was triplicated

and a representative sensorgram was presented.

The online version of this article includes the following source data and figure supplement(s) for figure 1:

Source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 1.

Figure 1 continued on next page
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Figure 1B), suggesting that CTP facilitated ParB removal from a 20 bp parS DNA. To investigate fur-

ther, we monitored the dissociation rates of pre-bound CTP-free ParB-parS complexes after probes

were returned to a protein-free buffer with or without CTP, we found ParB dissociating ~seven times

faster in buffer with CTP than in buffer only solution (Figure 1D). Given the short length of a 20 bp

parS DNA duplex that has only sufficient room for nucleation, our results suggest that CTP might

decrease ParB nucleation on parS or liberates pre-bound ParB from parS site.

CTP facilitates ParB accumulation on a closed DNA substrate
Next, we investigated the effect of CTP on ParB-DNA interaction by employing a longer 169 bp

parS-containing DNA fragment that has been labeled at both 5’ ends with biotin (Figure 2A). Immo-

bilizing a dual biotin-labeled DNA on a streptavidin-coated BLI probe created a DNA substrate

where both ends were blocked (a closed DNA) (Onn and Koshland, 2011; Figure 2—figure supple-

ment 1). We monitored the interactions between immobilized DNA and purified Caulobacter ParB

in the presence or absence of NTP. In the absence of NTP, we observed the usual nucleation event

on parS with 1 mM ParB protein (Figure 2A). We noted that the BLI signal was not as high as with a

20 bp parS probe (Figure 2A) due to a less efficient immobilization of a longer DNA fragment on

the BLI probe. Premixing ATP, GTP, or UTP with ParB did not change the sensorgrams markedly

(Figure 2A). However, the addition of CTP significantly increased the response by ~12 fold

(Figure 2A and Figure 2—figure supplement 2A), suggesting that more ParB associated with a 169

bp parS probe at steady state than by nucleation at parS alone. We observed that DNA-bound ParB

was salt sensitive and dissociated readily to the solution when the BLI probe was returned to a low-

salt protein-free buffer without CTP (Figure 2A, dissociation phase). However, the dissociation of

pre-bound ParB-CTP from DNA was slowed down by ~fivefold if the probe was returned to a buffer

supplemented with CTP (Figure 2—figure supplement 2B). The effect on the BLI response was not

seen if Mg2+ was omitted (Figure 2—figure supplement 2C), neither did we observe an equivalent

increase in response when a 169 bp dual biotin-labeled DNA containing a scrambled parS was

employed instead (Figure 2A). Furthermore, we observed that a nucleation-competent but spread-

ing-defective Caulobacter ParB (R104A) (Tran et al., 2018) mutant did not respond to the addition

of CTP to the same extent as ParB (WT) (Figure 2B). Our results suggest that CTP is required for the

increase in parS-dependent ParB accumulation in vitro. Lastly, we performed BLI experiments for

eight additional chromosomal ParB proteins from a diverse set of bacterial species and consistently

observed the specific effect of CTP on enhancing ParB association with a closed DNA in vitro (Fig-

ure 2—figure supplement 3). It is most likely that ParB-CTP interaction with DNA is conserved

among ParB orthologs.
To independently verify the BLI data, we performed an in vitro pull-down of purified His-tagged

Caulobacter ParB (Figure 2C). Streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads were incubated with 2.8 kb

dual biotin-labeled DNA fragments containing either parS or scrambled parS sites. Again, a dual bio-

tin-labeled DNA formed a closed substrate on the surface of the beads. DNA-coated beads were

incubated with purified Caulobacter ParB either in the presence or absence of NTP before being

pulled down magnetically. Pulled-down ParB was released from beads and their protein level was

analyzed by an a-His6 immunoblot (Figure 2C). We found ~13–15 fold more pulled-down ParB when

CTP was included (Figure 2C). No enrichment was observed when scrambled parS-coated beads

were used, confirming that the extensive in vitro association of ParB with DNA is dependent on parS

(Figure 2C). Also, consistent with the BLI experiments, no further enrichment of ParB was seen when

ATP, GTP or UTP was included (Figure 2C). Furthermore, a ParB (R104A) variant was not enriched in

our pull-down assay regardless of whether CTP was present or not (Figure 2C). Altogether, our

Figure 1 continued

Figure supplement 1. ParB and TetR bind specifically to their cognate-binding sites parS and tetO, respectively.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 1—figure supplement 1.

Figure supplement 2. BLI analysis of the interaction between purified Caulobacter ParB and NTP in buffers lacking Mg2+.

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 1—figure supplement 2.

Figure supplement 3. BLI analysis of the interaction between purified Caulobacter ParB and cytidine mono-, di-, or triphosphate.

Figure supplement 3—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 1—figure supplement 3.
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. (A) Figure 2. CTP facilitates ParB association with a closed DNA substrate beyond nucleation. (A) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 mM

Caulobacter ParB-His6 ± 1 mM NTP and a 169 bp dual biotin-labeled DNA containing a parS or a scrambled parS site. Interactions between a dual

biotinylated DNA and streptavidin (SA)-coated probe created a DNA substrate where both ends were blocked (a closed DNA substrate) (see the

schematic of the BLI probes above the sensorgram). (B) Interactions between a nucleation-competent but spreading-defective ParB (R104) variant with a

169 bp parS DNA fragment in the presence or absence of CTP were also recorded. Each BLI experiment was triplicated and a representative

Figure 2 continued on next page
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results suggest that a parS-dependent accumulation of ParB on a closed DNA substrate requires

CTP.

A closed DNA substrate is required for an increased ParB association
with DNA
Next, we investigated whether a DNA substrate with a free end (an open DNA) can also support

ParB accumulation in vitro. The 169 bp dual biotin-labeled DNA was designed with unique BamHI

and EcoRI recognition sites flanking the parS site (Figure 3A). To generate an open end on DNA,

we immerged the DNA-coated probes in buffers contained either BamHI or EcoRI (Figure 3A–C and

Figure 3—figure supplement 1). Before restriction enzyme digestion, we again observed an

enhanced ParB association with a closed DNA substrate in the presence of CTP (Figure 3A). After

digestion by either BamHI or EcoRI, the inclusion of CTP had no effect on the BLI response, indicat-

ing that ParB did not accumulate on an open DNA substrate in vitro (Figure 3B–C). Our conclusion

was further supported by results from an experiment in which we added BamHI after ParB + CTP

and a closed DNA substrate were preincubated together for 120 s (Figure 3—figure supplement

2). Here, in the presence of BamHI, ParB binding to DNA reduced gradually over 30 min, while it

was unaffected if heat-inactivated BamHI was employed instead (Figure 3—figure supplement 2).

Lastly, consistent with BLI experiments, our pull-down assay also showed that ParB-CTP failed to

accumulate when a 2.8 kb dual biotin-labeled DNA was linearized by HindIII digestion (Figure 3D).
Next, we wondered if a tight protein-DNA binding could cap the open end of DNA, thereby mim-

icking a closed DNA substrate and restoring ParB accumulation. To investigate this possibility, we

constructed a 170 bp dual biotin-labeled DNA fragment that contains a single parS site, a tetO oper-

ator, and flanking restriction enzyme recognition sites for EcoRI and BamHI (Figure 4A). With this

closed DNA substrate, we observed an enhanced ParB association with DNA in the presence of CTP

(Figure 4A). Again, we generated a free DNA end via restriction enzyme digestion. Consistent with

previous experiments with a restricted 169 bp DNA probe, the addition of ParB + CTP had no effect

on the BLI response (Figure 4B). However, it can be partially rescued by incubating a BamHI-

restricted DNA probe with a premix of ParB + CTP + TetR (Figure 4B). We reason that TetR binding

at tetO capped the open DNA end, essentially generated a closed DNA substrate. Our conclusion

was further supported by results from an experiment in which a premix of ParB + CTP + TetR was

tested against an EcoRI-restricted DNA instead (Figure 4C). Here, we did not observe an enhanced

association of ParB with DNA even when TetR was included, most likely because of a persistent

open DNA end that could not be blocked by TetR-tetO binding (Figure 4C). Finally, we observed

that the TetR could attenuate ParB-CTP accumulation on a closed DNA substrate (magenta line vs.

orange line, Figure 4A). This blocking effect is specific to TetR-tetO binding since the addition of

anhydrotetracycline (ahTc), a negative effector of TetR (Saenger et al., 2000), allowed ParB-CTP to

regain its accumulation on DNA (Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Overall, the ability of a DNA-

bound TetR to act as a roadblock in vitro is consistent with previous ChIP-seq data that showed

DNA-binding proteins or RNA polymerases could block or attenuate ParB spreading unidirectionally

in vivo (Breier and Grossman, 2007; Murray et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2015; Rodionov et al.,

1999).

Figure 2 continued

sensorgram was presented. (C) A schematic of the pull-down assay and immunoblot analysis of pulled-down Caulobacter ParB-His6. The length of

bound DNA is ~2.8 kb. Beads were incubated with ParB protein for five minutes before being pulled down magnetically. All buffers used for

experiments in this figure contained Mg2+.

The online version of this article includes the following source data and figure supplement(s) for figure 2:

Source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 2.

Figure supplement 1. Dual biotin-labeled DNA fragments form a closed substrate on the surface of the BLI probe.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 2—figure supplement 1.

Figure supplement 2. CTP-Mg2+ enhances ParB accumulation on a closed DNA substrate.

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 2—figure supplement 2.

Figure supplement 3. CTP facilitates the association of eight ParB orthologs with DNA.

Figure supplement 3—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 2—figure supplement 3.
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Figure 3 continued on next page
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parS DNA increases the CTP binding and hydrolysis rate of Caulobacter
ParB
Recently, Myxococcus and Bacillus ParB were shown to bind and hydrolyze CTP (Osorio-

Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019). Our in vitro results so far also hint at CTP binding directly

to Caulobacter ParB. By employing a membrane-spotting assay (DRaCALA), we showed that Caulo-

bacter ParB binds to radiolabeled CTP in the presence of parS DNA (Figure 5A). An excess of unla-

beled CTP, but no other NTPs, could compete with radioactive CTP for binding to Caulobacter ParB

(Figure 5B), suggesting that Caulobacter ParB does not bind other NTPs. The CTP binding of ParB

was reduced when a non-cognate DNA site (NBS) (Wu and Errington, 2004) was used instead of

parS (Figure 5A). We also failed to detect CTP binding in our DRaCALA assay or by isothermal titra-

tion calorimetry when DNA was omitted. Nevertheless, we robustly detected CTP hydrolysis to CDP

and inorganic phosphate when Caulobacter ParB and CTP were included, albeit at a very low rate

of ~0.4 CTP molecules per ParB per hour (Figure 5C). A background level of inorganic phosphate

was observed when Caulobacter ParB was incubated with ATP, GTP, or UTP (Figure 5C). Crucially,

the addition of a 22 bp parS DNA, but not a non-cognate 22 bp NBS DNA, increased CTP turnover

rate sevenfold to ~3 CTP molecules per ParB per hour (Figure 5C). Lastly, the CTP hydrolysis was

reduced to the background in the nucleation-competent but spreading-defective ParB (R104A) vari-

ant (Figure 5C). Altogether, our data suggest that parS DNA stimulates Caulobacter ParB to bind

and hydrolyze CTP.

ParB accumulation on DNA is unstable in the presence of a non-
hydrolyzable analog CTPgS
Next, we investigated the role of CTP hydrolysis by following ParB-parS interaction in the presence

of a non-hydrolyzable analog CTPgS (Figure 6A and Figure 6—figure supplement 1). ParB was pre-

incubated with CTP or CTPgS for 1 to 60 min before binding to a 169 bp closed parS DNA substrate

(Figure 6A). We observed that Caulobacter ParB could accumulate on DNA in the presence of

CTPgS, but in contrast to when CTP was employed, a longer preincubation time between ParB and

CTPgS gradually reduced ParB accumulation on DNA (Figure 6A). Our results suggest the possibility

that CTPgS, in the absence of parS DNA, converts apo-ParB in solution to a nucleation-incompetent

form over time. Our observation is reminiscent of a time-course experiment in which CTPgS effi-

ciently promoted the engagement between N-terminal domains of Bacillus ParB in the absence of

parS DNA (Soh et al., 2019). The engagement of N-terminal domains was shown to convert Bacillus

ParB from an open to a closed protein clamp (Soh et al., 2019). If not already bound on DNA, the

closed form of ParB presumably cannot nucleate/load onto parS due to its now inaccessible DNA-

binding domain (Soh et al., 2019). We wondered if CTPgS also catalyzed the N-domain engagement

in Caulobacter ParB in the absence of parS DNA. To investigate this possibility, we employed site-

specific cross-linking of a purified Caulobacter ParB (Q35C C297S) variant by a sulfhydryl-to-sulfhy-

dryl crosslinker bismaleimidoethane (BMOE) (Figure 6B). A lone cysteine residue on the native ParB

was first mutated to serine to create a cysteine-less ParB (C297S) variant, then a glutamine to

Figure 3 continued

Schematic of DNA fragments with the relative positions of parS and restriction enzyme recognition sites are shown

above the sensorgram. Each BLI experiment was triplicated and a representative sensorgram was presented. (D) A
schematic of the pull-down assay and immunoblot analysis of pulled-down Caulobacter ParB-His6. For lanes 3 and

4, DNA-bound beads were incubated with HindIII to linearize bound DNA. Samples in lanes 1–4 were loaded on

the same gel, the immunoblot was spliced together for presentation purposes. All buffers used for experiments in

this figure contained Mg2+.

The online version of this article includes the following source data and figure supplement(s) for figure 3:

Source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 3.

Figure supplement 1. Restriction enzymes linearize dual biotin-labeled DNA fragments on the surface of the BLI

probe.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 3—figure supplement 1.

Figure supplement 2. Linearization of a closed DNA substrate by BamHI liberates pre-bound ParB from DNA.

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 3—figure supplement 2.
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Figure 4. TetR-tetO binding restores ParB association with an open DNA substrate. (A) BLI analysis of the
interaction between a premix of 1 mM Caulobacter ParB-His6 ± 1 mM CTP ± 1 mM TetR-His6 and a 170 bp dual

biotin-labeled DNA containing a parS site. (B) Same as panel A but immobilized DNA fragments have been

restricted with BamHI before BLI analysis. (C) Same as panel A but immobilized DNA fragments have been

restricted with EcoRI before BLI analysis. Schematic of DNA fragments together with the relative positions of parS,

Figure 4 continued on next page
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cysteine mutation was engineered at position 35 at the N-terminal domain to create ParB (Q35C
C297S). Both ParB (C297S) and ParB (Q35C C297S) were competent at spreading in the presence of
CTP (Figure 6—figure supplement 2A). The cross-linking of ParB (Q35C C297S) was also enhanced
by CTP and CTPgS but not by other NTPs, consistent with the specific role of CTP in ParB spreading
(Figure 6—figure supplement 2B). We performed a time-course cross-linking of ParB (Q35C
C297S) + CTP or CTPgS in the absence of parS DNA (Figure 6B). As shown in Figure 6B, CTPgS was
twice as efficient as CTP in promoting the cross-linked form between N-terminal domains of Caulo-
bacter ParB. The rapid increase in the nucleation-incompetent closed form of Caulobacter ParB
might explain the overall reduction in accumulation overtime when ParB was preincubated with
CTPgS (Figure 6A).

To further investigate the effect of CTPgS on ParB spreading on a longer time scale, we extended
the association phase between 169 bp parS DNA and a freshly prepared premix of ParB + CTP or
CTPgS from 120 s to 60 min (Figure 6C). In the presence of CTP, the reaction reached steady state
after 120 s and remained stable for the duration of the association phase (Figure 6C). However, in
the presence of CTPgS, ParB accumulation rapidly reached the maximal level after 200 s, then
declined slowly over 60 min. We suggest that DNA-bound ParB-CTPgS complexes gradually dissoci-
ated from DNA into solution (possibly via a transient clamp opening or CTPgS leaving its weak bind-
ing pocket rather than by hydrolysis) but were not replenished by a new cycle of nucleation-
spreading-dissociation because over time most ParB-CTPgS in solution was in a nucleation-incompe-
tent closed form. Taken together, we suggest that CTP hydrolysis is not required for parS-bound
ParB to escape the nucleation site to spread, but possibly contributes to maintaining the stability of
spreading by recycling ParB.

Discussion
In this work, we report that a small molecule (CTP) is required to enable Caulobacter ParB proteins
(as well as eight other chromosomal ParB proteins, Figure 2—figure supplement 3) to spread in
vitro. Recently, Soh et al. (2019) observed that F-plasmid and P1-plasmid ParB proteins also bind
and hydrolyze CTP (Soh et al., 2019). Hence, it is most likely that the effect of CTP on ParB spread-
ing is universal among plasmid and chromosomal ParB orthologs. A classical mutant whose arginine-
rich patch (G101ERRxR) has been mutated to alanine for example ParB (R104A) (Lin and Grossman,
1998) was not responsive to CTP, suggesting that CTP is bound to the N-terminal domain of Caulo-
bacter ParB. Indeed, Soh et al. (2019) reported a co-crystal structure that showed CDP binding to
the arginine-rich patch at the N-terminal domain of Bacillus ParB (CTP was hydrolyzed to CDP during
crystallization) (Soh et al., 2019). Osorio-Valeriano et al. (2019) also showed a similar binding
pocket of CTP at the N-terminal domain of Myxococcus ParB by hydrogen-deuterium exchange
mass spectrometry (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019). Intriguingly, a co-crystal structure of a Helico-
bacter pylori ParB-parS complex, together with the in vitro magnetic-tweezer and single-molecule
TIRF microscopy-based experiments with Bacillus ParB showed that the N-terminal domain can oli-
gomerize to bridge DNA together without the need of an additional ligand (Taylor et al., 2015;
Graham et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Fisher et al., 2017). There might be two different modes
of action of ParB on DNA: one for bridging DNA together (that does not require CTP) and another
for the lateral spreading of ParB on DNA (that requires CTP). Investigating the relative contribution
of these two different modes of action to chromosome segregation in vivo is an important challenge
for the future.

Figure 4 continued

tetO, and restriction enzyme recognition sites are shown above the sensorgram. Each BLI experiment was

triplicated and a representative sensorgram was presented. All buffers used for experiments in this figure

contained Mg2+.

The online version of this article includes the following source data and figure supplement(s) for figure 4:

Source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 4.

Figure supplement 1. Anhydrotetracycline removes DNA-bound TetR roadblock and allows ParB to accumulate

further on DNA.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 4—figure supplement 1.
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Figure 5. parS DNA increases the CTP binding and hydrolysis rate by Caulobacter ParB. (A–B) CTP binding as monitored by DRaCALA assay using

radiolabeled CTP a-P32. The bulls-eye staining indicates CTP binding due to a more rapid immobilization of protein-ligand complexes compared to

free ligands alone. The starting concentration of proteins used in panel A was 25 mM. The same concentration of radioactive CTP, unlabeled CTP, and

DNA was used in experiments shown in panels A and B. (C) A continuous monitoring of inorganic phosphate (Pi) released by recording absorbance at

360 nm overtime at 25˚C. The rates of CTP hydrolysis were inferred from a Pi standard. The NTP hydrolysis of Caulobacter ParB was also monitored in

the presence of ATP, GTP, or UTP, with a 22 bp parS DNA duplex or a non-cognate 22 bp NBS DNA duplex (a DNA-binding site of Noc protein

Wu and Errington, 2004). The nucleation-competent but spreading-defective ParB (R104A) mutant did not hydrolyze CTP in the presence of parS

DNA. All buffers used for experiments in this figure contained Mg2+.

The online version of this article includes the following source data for figure 5:

Source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 5.
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Figure 6. ParB accumulation on DNA is unstable in the presence of a non-hydrolyzable analog CTPgS. (A) (Left panel) BLI analysis of the interaction

between a premix of 1 mM Caulobacter ParB-His6 ± 1 mM CTP or CTPgS and a 169 bp dual biotin-labeled parS DNA. Purified ParB was preincubated

with CTP or CTPgS for 1, 5, 15, 30, or 60 min before BLI analysis. (Right panel) Quantification of ParB-DNA interaction at the end of each association

phase (150th sec). Error bars represent SD from three replicates. (B) (Left panel) Time course of Caulobacter ParB (Q35C C297S) cross-linking with CTP

or CTPgS in the absence of parS DNA. Purified ParB-His6 (Q35C C297S) (10 mM) were preincubated with 1 mM CTP or CTPgS for 1, 5, 10, 15, or 30 min

before BMOE was added. X indicates a cross-linked form of ParB. (Right panel) Quantification of the cross-linked (X) fractions. Error bars represent SD

from three replicates. (C) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 mM Caulobacter ParB-His6 ± 1 mM CTP or CTPgS and a 169 bp dual

Figure 6 continued on next page
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The requirement of a DNA substrate with blocked ends for ParB accumulation in vitro is sugges-
tive of a lateral ParB diffusion along the DNA that is ParB can escape by running off a free DNA end

(Figure 7). Inside cells, the spreading and bridging/caging of ParB have been inferred from the com-

pact foci of fluorescently labeled ParB (Harms et al., 2013; Lagage et al., 2016; Sanchez et al.,

2015; Thanbichler and Shapiro, 2006; Kusiak et al., 2011; Lin et al., 1997; Glaser et al., 1997;

Erdmann et al., 1999), presumably resulting from the concentration of fluorescent signal to a

defined location in the cytoplasm. Nucleation-competent but spreading-defective ParB mutants

formed no or very diffusive foci in vivo (Graham et al., 2014; Song et al., 2017). Recently, it has

been observed that an artificially engineered double-strand break ~8 kb away from parS did not

cause a dissolution of ParB foci in Caulobacter cells (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015). This result seem-

ingly contradicted our findings that Caulobacter ParB spreading in vitro requires a closed DNA.

However, we reason that the abundant DNA-bound transcription factors and RNA polymerases in

vivo act as roadblocks to minimize ParB runoff. This barricading effect has been recapitulated in our

experiments with TetR, a tight DNA-binding transcriptional regulator (Figure 4).
Our results so far suggest three distinct stages of Caulobacter ParB-DNA interactions in vitro:
Stage 1: ParB nucleates on parS (Figure 7A). Results from experiments in Figure 1 indicate that

CTP modulates ParB nucleation on a parS site. Soh et al. (2019) reported that CTP-bound ParB

could form a closed protein clamp even in the absence of parS DNA, albeit not energetically favor-

able (Soh et al., 2019). The DNA-binding domain of a closed ParB clamp would be inaccessible to

DNA, especially to a closed DNA substrate. It might be that only apo-ParB or a transiently formed

CDP-bound ParB (from CTP hydrolysis) are able to nucleate on parS (Figure 7A). Supporting this

interpretation, preincubation of Caulobacter ParB with a non-hydrolyzable analog CTPgS promoted

efficiently the cross-linked form of ParB and subsequently reduced ParB nucleation and spreading

on DNA (Figure 6). Initially, we were surprised by a weak CTP binding of Bacillus, Caulobacter, and

Myxococcus ParBs (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019), however, this might be advan-

tageous for the cells as a fraction of intracellular apo-ParB will remain to nucleate on parS.
Stage 2: Nucleated ParB escapes from parS (Figure 7B–C). We showed that Caulobacter ParB-

parS complex binds CTP, and this facilitates ParB dissociation from parS (Figure 1D). It was reported

that the DNA-binding domain in Bacillus ParB-CDP co-crystal structure is incompatible with parS

binding (Soh et al., 2019) and this might enable ParB to escape from a high-affinity nucleation site

to non-specific flanking DNA. Our observation of a low BLI response with an open DNA (Figure 3

and Figure 4) implies that ParB proteins dissociate off the free end well before the next ParB

escapes from the parS nucleation site. We suggest that the transition from a parS-bound ParB to a

spreading ParB might be the rate-limiting step.
Stage 3: ParB spreads or diffuses to non-specific DNA flanking parS. Our observation that Caulo-

bacter ParB did not accumulate on an open DNA suggests that Caulobacter ParB diffuses laterally

along the DNA. Similarly, cross-linking experiments on Bacillus ParB (Soh et al., 2019) proposed

that the ParB-CTP complex forms a sliding clamp that moves along the DNA (Soh et al., 2019).

From our experiments with CTPgS (Figure 6) and consistent with Soh et al. (2019), we suggest that

the diffusive Caulobacter ParB along the DNA is CTP bound. The low CTP hydrolysis rate of Caulo-

bacter ParB (~3 CTP molecules per ParB per hour) while ParB spreading could be observed by BLI

within minutes also lends support to the interpretation that the diffusive spreading form of Caulo-

bacter ParB is most likely CTP-bound (Figure 7B–C). For Bacillus and Caulobacter ParB, CTP hydro-

lysis is not required for ParB to escape from the nucleation site (Soh et al., 2019). Caulobacter ParB

Figure 6 continued

biotin-labeled parS DNA. CTP or CTPgS was added to purified ParB, and the mixture was immediately used for BLI experiments. All buffers used for

experiments in this figure contained Mg2+.

The online version of this article includes the following source data and figure supplement(s) for figure 6:

Source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 6.

Figure supplement 1. Caulobacter ParB binds CTP and a non-hydrolyzable analog CTPgS but not CMP-PCP.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 6—figure supplement 1.

Figure supplement 2. BLI analysis and gel analysis of cross-linking products of purified Caulobacter ParB (Q35C C297S).

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 1—figure supplement 2.
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Figure 7. A model for Caulobacter ParB nucleation and spreading. (A) Caulobacter ParB nucleation at parS. CTP (orange) reduces Caulobacter ParB

(dark green) nucleation at parS (magenta box), presumably by inducing conformational changes that are incompatible with a site-specific parS binding

(Soh et al., 2019). Only apo- or CDP-bound ParB can nucleate on parS. ParB hydrolyzes CTP at a faster rate in the presence of parS. The domain

architecture of ParB is also shown: NTD: N-terminal domain, DBD: DNA-binding domain, and CTD: C-terminal domain. (B) Caulobacter ParB escapes

from the nucleation site parS. Apo-ParB at parS binds CTP and slides laterally away from the nucleation site parS while still associating with DNA. (C)
Caulobacter ParB sliding and spreading on DNA. CTP-bound ParBs diffuse from the nucleation site parS and can run off the free DNA end unless they

are blocked by DNA-bound roadblocks such as transcriptional regulators for example TetR. CTP hydrolysis is not required for ParB to escape from the

nucleation parS site but might contribute to ParB recycling. It is not yet known whether both CTP molecules on a ParB dimer are concertedly

hydrolyzed/dissociated for ParB to escape from the chromosome or a heterodimer state of ParB with a single CTP bound also exists in vivo.
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could still spread on a DNA when incubated with a non-hydrolyzable CTPgS (Figure 6), even though

spreading, at least in vitro, was less stable over time in comparison to when CTP was employed

(Figure 6C). As suggested for Bacillus ParB (Soh et al., 2019) and supported by our results with

Caulobacter ParB, CTP hydrolysis might contribute to ParB recycling instead. It is possible that ParB

recycling in vivo is achieved via several routes: (i) CTP dissociation from its weak binding pocket, (ii)

CTP hydrolysis, (iii) a possible enhanced CTP dissociation/hydrolysis via collisions with DNA-bound

roadblocks, or (iv) a transient clamp opening even when ParB is CTP bound. Additional work is

required to investigate the dynamics of ParB clamp opening/closing, and whether both CTP mole-

cules on opposite subunits of a ParB dimer are concertedly hydrolyzed/dissociated for ParB to

escape from the chromosome or a heterodimer state of ParB with a single CTP bound exists in vivo.

Final perspectives
In this work, we showed the enhancing effect of CTP on Caulobacter ParB accumulation on DNA

and further demonstrated that ParB spreading requires a closed DNA substrate and that a DNA-

binding transcriptional regulator can act as a roadblock to attenuate spreading unidirectionally in

vitro. Our real-time and label-free reconstitution of ParB spreading has successfully recapitulated

many well-known aspects of ParB behaviors and is consistent with pioneering works by

Soh et al. (2019) and Osorio-Valeriano et al. (2019). Beyond the biological significance of the find-

ings, our label-free approaches to biochemical reconstitution obviate the often time-consuming and

challenging task of site-specifically labeling proteins with fluorophores/chemical crosslinkers without

affecting the function of proteins. Here, we have demonstrated the medium-throughput capability

of our methodology by investigating the effect of CTP on the spreading of eight additional chromo-

somal ParB proteins. The ease and medium-throughput manner of our methodology is likely to facili-

tate future works by the community. Important areas of research in the future are to investigate (i)

the effect of ParB-CTP spreading on the supercoiling state of the DNA and vice versa, and (ii) how

ParA and SMC interact with ParB-CTP in vivo to organize and faithfully segregate replicated chromo-

somes to each daughter cell.

Materials and methods

Key resources table

Reagent type (species)
or resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers

Additional
information

Strain, strain
background
(Escherichia coli)

Rosetta (DE3) Merck Cat# 70954 Electro-
competent cells

Recombinant
DNA reagent

See Supplementary file 1 This paper See Supplementary file 1

Sequence-
based reagent

See Supplementary file 1 This paper See Supplementary file 1

Antibody Anti-6xHis tag
antibody (HRP)
(Rabbit polyclonal)

Abcam Cat# ab1187 Western blot (1:5,000)

Commercial
assay or kit

EnzChek
Phosphate Assay Kit

ThermoFisher Cat# E6646

Commercial
assay or kit

Gibson Assembly
Master Mix

NEB Cat# E2611S

Commercial
assay or kit

Gateway BP Clonase
II enzyme mix

ThermoFisher Cat# 11789020

Commercial
assay or kit

Dip-and-Read
Streptavidin
(SA) biosensors

Molecular Devices Cat# 18–5019

Commercial
assay or kit

HisTrap High
Performance column

GE Healthcare Cat# GE17524801

Continued on next page
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Continued

Reagent type (species)
or resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers

Additional
information

Commercial
assay or kit

HiTrap Heparin High
Performance column

GE Healthcare Cat# GE17040601

Commercial
assay or kit

HiLoad 16/600
Superdex 75 pg column

GE Healthcare Cat# GE28989333

Commercial
assay or kit

Dynabeads MyOne
Streptavidin C1

ThermoFisher Cat# 65001

Commercial
assay or kit

Amersham Protran
supported Western
blotting membranes,
nitrocellulose

GE Healthcare Cat# GE10600016 pore size 0.45 mm,
for DRaCALA assay

Peptide,
recombinant protein

BamHI-HF NEB Cat# R3136S 20,000 units/mL

Peptide,
recombinant protein

BamHI NEB Cat# R0136S 20,000 units/mL

Peptide,
recombinant protein

EcoRI-HF NEB Cat# R3101S 20,000 units/mL

peptide,
recombinant protein

HindIII-HF NEB Cat# R3104S 20,000 units/mL

Peptide,
recombinant protein

Exonuclease VII NEB Cat# M0379S 10,000 units/mL

Peptide,
recombinant protein

Exonuclease T7 NEB Cat# M0263S 10,000 units/mL

Chemical
compound, drug

Benzonase nuclease Sigma-Aldrich Cat# E1014

Chemical
compound, drug

NTP ThermoFisher Cat# R0481 100 mM solution

Chemical
compound, drug

CTPgS Jena Bioscience A gift from
S. Gruber and
custom synthesis
(purity ! 96%)

Chemical
compound, drug

CMP-PCP Jena Bioscience Cat# NU-254

Chemical
compound, drug

P32

-a-CTP
Perkin Elmer Cat# BLU008H250UC 3000 Ci/mmol,

10 mCi/ml, 250 mCi

Chemical
compound, drug

Anhydrotetracycline
hydrochloride (ahTc)

Abcam Cat# ab145350 Dissolved in ethanol

Chemical
compound, drug

Bismaleimidoethane
(BMOE)

ThermoFisher Cat# 22323 Dissolved in DMSO

Software,
algorithm

BLItz Pro Molecular Devices Cat# 50–0156 Version 1.2
https://www.molecular
devices.com/

Software,
algorithm

R R Foundation for
Statistical Computing

RRID: SCR_001905 Version 3.2.4

Software,
algorithm

Image Studio Lite LI-COR
Biosciences

RRID: SCR_013715 Version 5.2

Software,
algorithm

Excel 2016 Microsoft RRID: SCR_016137

Protein overexpression and purification
Full-length Caulobacter ParB (WT) and ParB (R104A) were purified as described previously

(Tran et al., 2018). Briefly, pET21b::ParB-His6 (WT or R104A) was introduced into E. coli Rosetta

(DE3) competent cells (Merck). A 10 mL overnight culture was used to inoculate 4 L of LB medium +

carbenicillin + chloramphenicol. Cells were grown at 37˚C with shaking at 250 rpm to an OD600 of

0.4. The culture was then left to cool to 4˚C before isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was
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added to a final concentration of 1 mM. The culture was shaken for 3 hr at 30˚C before cells were

harvested by centrifugation.
Pelleted cells were resuspended in a buffer containing 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl,

10 mM Imidazole, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mL of Benzonase nuclease (Sigma Aldrich), 1 mg of lysozyme

(Sigma Aldrich), and an EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Roche). The pelleted cells were then

lyzed by sonication. The cell debris was removed via centrifugation at 28,000 g for 30 min, and the

supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 mm sterile filter (Sartorius Stedim). The protein was then

loaded into a 1 mL HisTrap column (GE Healthcare) that had been equilibrated with buffer A [100

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM Imidazole, and 5% glycerol]. Protein was eluted from the

column using an increasing (10 mM to 500 mM) imidazole gradient in the same buffer. ParB-contain-

ing fractions were pooled and diluted to a conductivity of 16 mS/cm before being loaded onto a 1

mL Heparin HP column (GE Healthcare) that had been equilibrated with 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 25

mM NaCl, and 5% glycerol. Protein was eluted from the Heparin column using an increasing (25 mM

to 1 M NaCl) salt gradient in the same buffer. ParB that was used for EnzChek Phosphate assay and

DRaCALA was further polished via a gel-filtration column. To do so, purified ParB was concentrated

by centrifugation in an Amicon Ultra-15 3 kDa cut-off spin filters (Merck) before being loaded into a

Superdex 75 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare). The gel filtration column was pre-equilibrated

with 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgCl2.
C-terminally His-tagged TetR (class B, from Tn10) were expressed from E. coli Rosetta (DE3) har-

boring a pET21b::TetR-His6 plasmid (Supplementary file 1). TetR-His6 were purified via a one-step

Ni-affinity column using the exact buffers as employed for the purification of Caulobacter ParB-His6.
C-terminally His-tagged ParB (C297S) and ParB (Q35C C297S) were expressed from E. coli

Rosetta (DE3) harboring a pET21b::ParB-His6 (C297S) or (Q35C C297S) plasmid (Supplementary file

1). ParB-His6 (C297S) and (Q35C C297S) were purified via a one-step Ni-affinity column using the

exact buffers as employed for the purification of Caulobacter ParB-His6. ParB (Q35C C297S) stock

solution was supplemented with TCEP (1 mM final concentration) before being flash-frozen in liquid

nitrogen.
N-terminally His-tagged MBP-tagged ParB (orthologous proteins from various bacterial species)

were expressed from E. coli Rosetta (DE3) harboring pET-His-MBP-TEV-DEST::ParB plasmids. His6-

MBP-ParB proteins were purified via a one-step Ni-affinity column as described previously

(Jalal et al., 2019).
Different batches of proteins were purified by A.S.B.J and N.T.T, and are consistent in all assays

used in this work. Both biological (new sample preparations from a fresh stock aliquot) and technical

(same sample preparation) replicates were performed for assays described in this study.

Construction of pET21b::ParB-His6 (C297S and Q35C C297S)
DNA containing the codon-optimized coding sequence of ParB (C297S or Q35C C297S) was chemi-

cally synthesized (gBlocks dsDNA fragments, IDT). These gBlocks fragments and a NdeI-HindIII-

digested pET21b backbone were assembled using a 2x Gibson master mix (NEB). Two and a half mL

of each fragment at equimolar concentration was added to 5 mL 2x Gibson master mix (NEB), and

the mixture was incubated at 50˚C for 60 min. Five mL was used to transform chemically competent

E. coli DH5a cells. Gibson assembly was possible due to a 23 bp sequence shared between the

NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b backbone and the gBlocks fragments. These 23 bp regions were incorpo-

rated during the synthesis of gBlocks fragments. The resulting plasmids were sequence verified by

Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

Construction of pET21b::TetR-His6
DNA containing the coding sequence of TetR (class B, from Tn10) was chemically synthesized

(gBlocks dsDNA fragments, IDT). This gBlocks fragment and a NdeI-HindIII-digested pET21b back-

bone were assembled together using a 2x Gibson master mix (NEB). Gibson assembly was possible

due to a 23 bp sequence shared between the NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b backbone and the gBlocks

fragment. These 23 bp regions were incorporated during the synthesis of gBlocks fragments. The

resulting plasmids were sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).
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Construction of pENTR::ParB orthologs
The coding sequences of ParB orthologs were chemically synthesized (gBlocks dsDNA fragments,

IDT) and cloned into pENTR-D-TOPO backbone (Invitrogen) by Gibson assembly (NEB). The result-

ing plasmids were sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

Construction of pET-His-MBP-TEV-DEST::ParB orthologs
The parB genes were recombined into a Gateway-compatible destination vector pET-His-MBP-TEV-

DEST (Jalal et al., 2019) via an LR recombination reaction (ThermoFisher). For LR recombination

reactions: 1 mL of purified pENTR::parB (~100 ng/mL) was incubated with 1 mL of the destination vec-

tor pET-His-MBP-TEV-DEST (~100 ng/mL), 1 mL of LR Clonase II enzyme mix, and 2 mL of water in a

total volume of 5 mL.

Construction of DNA substrates for BLI assays
All DNA constructs (Supplementary file 1) were designed in VectorNTI (ThermoFisher) and were

chemically synthesized (gBlocks dsDNA fragments, IDT). All linear DNA constructs were designed

with M13F and M13R homologous regions at each end. To generate a dual biotin-labeled DNA sub-

strate, PCR reactions were performed using a 2x GoTaq PCR master mix (Promega), biotin-labeled

M13F and biotin-labeled M13R primers, and gBlocks fragments as template. PCR products were

resolved by electrophoresis and gel purified.

Measurement of protein-DNA interaction by bio-layer interferometry
(BLI)
Bio-layer interferometry experiments were conducted using a BLItz system equipped with Dip-and-

Read Streptavidin (SA) Biosensors (Molecular Devices). BLItz monitors wavelength shifts (nm) result-

ing from changes in the optical thickness of the sensor surface during association or dissociation of

the analyte. All BLI experiments were performed at 22˚C. The streptavidin biosensor was hydrated in

a low-salt binding buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005% Tween

20] for at least 10 min before each experiment. Biotinylated double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was

immobilized onto the surface of the SA biosensor through a cycle of Baseline (30 s), Association (120

s), and Dissociation (120 s). Briefly, the tip of the biosensor was dipped into a binding buffer for 30 s

to establish the baseline, then to 1 mM biotinylated dsDNA for 120 s, and finally to a low salt binding

buffer for 120 s to allow for dissociation.
After the immobilization of DNA on the sensor, association reactions were monitored at 1 mM

dimer concentration of ParB (with or without 1 mM TetR or NTPs at various concentrations) for 120 s

or 60 min (Figure 6A). At the end of each binding step, the sensor was transferred into a protein-

free binding buffer to follow the dissociation kinetics for 120 s. The sensor can be recycled by dip-

ping in a high-salt buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1000 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005% Tween

20] for 5 min to remove bound ParB.
For experiments where a closed DNA was cleaved to generate a free DNA end, DNA-coated tips

were dipped into 300 mL of cutting solution [266 mL of water, 30 mL of 10x CutSmart buffer (NEB),

and 4 mL of EcoRI-HF or BamHI-HF restriction enzyme (20,000 units/mL)] for 30 min at 37˚C.
For experiments described in Figure 1—figure supplement 2, MgCl2 was omitted from all bind-

ing and protein storage buffers.
For experiments described in Figure 3—figure supplement 2, bio-layer interferometry assays

were performed using 1x NEB 3.1 buffer [100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 10 mM MgCl2, 100

mg/ml BSA] instead of the low-salt binding buffer [100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM

MgCl2, 0.005% Tween20]. After incubating 1 mM ParB and 1 mM CTP with a 169 bp parS-coated

probe for 120 s, 4 mL of BamHI (20,000 units/mL) or heat-inactivated BamHI was added to a 300 mL

reaction to start digesting bound DNA. The reaction was monitored for an additional 30 min. BamHI

was inactivated by heat at 65˚C for 30 min.
For experiments described in Figure 4—figure supplements 1, 3 mM of anhydrotetracycline

(ahTc) was used to remove bound TetR from DNA. After incubating 1 mM ParB and 1 mM CTP ±1

mM TetR with a 170 bp parS-coated probe for 120 s, ahTc (dissolved in ethanol) or ethanol alone

was added to a 300 mL reaction to the final concentration of 3 mM or 0.01%, respectively. The reac-

tion was monitored for an additional 120 s.
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All sensorgrams recorded during BLI experiments were analyzed using the BLItz analysis software
(BLItz Pro version 1.2, Molecular Devices) and replotted in R for presentation. Each experiment was

triplicated, the standard deviation of triplicated sensorgrams is less than ten percent, and a repre-

sentative sensorgram was presented in each figure.
To verify that dual biotin-labeled DNA fragments formed a closed substrate on the surface of the

BLI probe, we performed a double digestion with Exonuclease T7 and Exonuclease VII (NEB) (Fig-

ure 2—figure supplement 1). DNA-coated tips were dipped into 300 mL of cutting solution [266 mL

of water, 30 mL of 10x RE buffer 4 (NEB), 2 mL of exonuclease T7 (10,000 units/mL) and 2 mL of exo-

nuclease VII (10,000 units/mL)] for 30 min at 25˚C. Tips were then cut off from the plastic adaptor

(Figure 2—figure supplement 1) and immerged into a 1x GoTaq PCR master mix [25 mL water, 25

mL 2x GoTaq master mix, 0.5 mL of 100 mM M13F oligo, and 0.5 mL of 100 mM M13R oligo]. Ten

cycles of PCR were performed, and the PCR products were resolved on 2% agarose gels (Figure 2—

figure supplement 1).
NTP (stock concentration: 100 mM) used in BLI assays was purchased from ThermoFisher. CTPgS

(stock concentration: 90 mM) was a generous gift from Stephan Gruber and Young-Min Soh. CTPgS

was also custom-synthesized and re-purified to 96% purity (Jena Bioscience). Another non-hydrolyz-

able analog CMP-PCP (Jena Bioscience) was unsuitable for our assays as Caulobacter ParB does not

bind CMP-PCP (Figure 6—figure supplement 1).

Construction of DNA substrates for pull-down assays
A 260 bp DNA fragment containing Caulobacter parS sites (genomic position: 4034789–4035048)

(Tran et al., 2018) or scrambled parS sites were chemically synthesized (gBlocks fragments, IDT).

These DNA fragments were subsequently 5’ phosphorylated using T4 PNK enzyme (NEB), then

cloned into a SmaI-cut pUC19 using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). The two resulting plasmids are

pUC19::260bp-parS and pUC19::260bp-scrambled parS (Supplementary file 1). These plasmids

were sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany). To generate dual biotin-labeled

DNA substrates, we performed PCR using a pair of biotinylated primers: around_pUC19_F and

around_pUC19_R, and either pUC19::260bp-parS or pUC19::260bp-scrambled parS as a template.

Phusion DNA polymerase (NEB) was employed for this round-the-horn PCR reaction. The

resulting ~2.8 kb linear DNA fragments were gel-purified and eluted in 50 mL of autoclaved distilled

water.

Pull-down assays
Paramagnetic MyOne Streptavidin C1 Dyna beads (ThermoFisher) were used for pull-down assays.

Thirty mL of beads were washed twice in 500 mL of high-salt wash buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1

M NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005% Tween 20] and once in 100 mL binding buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl

pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005% Tween 20] by repeating a cycle of resuspension

and pull-down by magnetic attraction. Five mL of ~50 nM dual biotin-labeled DNA substrate was

incubated with 30 mL of beads in 100 mL binding buffer for 30 min at room temperature. The reac-

tion was occasionally mixed by pipetting up and down several times. Afterward, DNA-coated beads

were washed once in 500 mL high-salt buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1000 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2,

and 0.005% Tween 20] and once in 500 mL of binding buffer. Finally, DNA-coated beads were resus-

pended in 300 mL of binding buffer. Ninety-six mL of the resuspended beads were used for each

pull-down assay. Four mL of Caulobacter ParB-His6 (WT) or (R104A) (stock concentration: 25 mM)

were added to 96 mL of suspended beads. NTPs were either omitted or added to the suspended

beads to the final concentration of 1 mM. The mixture was pipetted up and down several times and

was left to incubate at room temperature for 5 min. Beads were then pulled down magnetically and

unwanted supernatant discarded. DNA-coated beads (now with bound protein) were then washed

once with 500 mL of binding buffer and once with 100 mL of the same buffer. The unwanted superna-

tant was discarded, and the left-over beads were resuspended in 30 mL of 1x SDS-PAGE sample

buffer. Each experiment was triplicated, and a representative immunoblot was presented.

Immunoblot analysis
For immunoblot analysis, magnetic beads were resuspended directly in 1x SDS sample buffer, then

heated to 42˚C for 15 min before loading to 12% Novex Tris-Glycine SDS-PAGE gels (ThermoFisher).
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The eluted protein was resolved by electrophoresis at 150 V for 60 min. Resolved proteins were

transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes using the Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System (Bio-

Rad) and probed with 1:5000 dilution of a-His6 HRP-conjugated antibody (Abcam). Blots were

imaged and analyzed using an Amersham Imager 600 (GE Healthcare) and Image Studio Lite version

5.2 (LI-COR Biosciences). The band intensities were quantified for lanes 5 and 6 (Figure 2C), and the

range of fold difference between replicates was reported.

Differential radial capillary action of ligand assay (DRaCALA) or
membrane-spotting assay
Purified Caulobacter ParB-His6 or TetR-His6 (final concentration: 25 mM) were incubated with 5 nM

radiolabeled P32-a-CTP (Perkin Elmer), 30 mM of unlabeled cold CTP (Thermo Fisher), 1.5 mM of 22

bp parS or NBS DNA duplex in the reaction buffer [100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, and 10 mM

MgCl2] for 5 min at room temperature. For the NTP competition assay, the mixture was further sup-

plemented with 500 mM of either unlabeled cold CTP, ATP, GTP, or UTP. Four mL of samples were

spotted slowly onto a dry nitrocellulose membrane and air-dried. The nitrocellulose membrane was

wrapped in cling film before being exposed to a phosphor screen (GE Healthcare) for two minutes.

Each DRaCALA assay was triplicated, and a representative autoradiograph was shown.

DNA preparation for EnzCheck phosphate assay and DRaCALA
A 22 bp palindromic single-stranded DNA fragment (parS: GGATGTTTCACGTGAAACATCC or

NBS: GGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCC) [100 mM in 1 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM NaCl buffer] was

heated at 98˚C for 5 min before being left to cool down to room temperature overnight to form 50

mM double-stranded parS or NBS DNA. The sequences of parS and NBS are underlined.

Measurement of NTPase activity by EnzCheck phosphate assay
NTP hydrolysis was monitored using an EnzCheck Phosphate Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher). Samples

(100 mL) containing a reaction buffer supplemented with 1 mM of NTP and 1 mM ParB (WT or

R104A) were assayed in a Biotek EON plate reader at 25˚C for 15 hr with readings every minute. The

reaction buffer (1 mL) typically contained: 740 mL Ultrapure water, 50 mL 20x customized reaction

buffer [100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 2 M NaCl, and 20 mM MgCl2], 200 mL MESG substrate solution, and 10

mL purine nucleoside phosphorylase (1 unit). Reactions with buffer only, buffer + protein only or

buffer + NTP only were also included as controls. The plates were shaken at 280 rpm continuously

for 15 hr at 25˚C. The inorganic phosphate standard curve was also constructed according to the

manual. Each assay was triplicated. The results were analyzed using R and the NTPase rates were cal-

culated using a linear regression fitting in R.

In vitro crosslinking using a sulfhydryl-to-sulfhydryl crosslinker
bismaleimidoethane (BMOE)
A 50 mL mixture of 10 mM ParB (C297S) or (C297S Q35C) ± 1 mM NTP ± 0.5 mM parS dsDNA (22 bp)

was assembled in a reaction buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgCl2] and

incubated for 15 min (Figure 6—figure supplement 2B) or for 1, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min (Figure 6B)

at room temperature. BMOE (1 mM final concentration from a 20 mM stock solution) was then

added, and the reaction was quickly mixed by three pulses of vortexing. SDS-PAGE sample buffer

containing 23 mM b-mercaptoethanol was then added immediately to quench the crosslinking reac-

tion. Samples were heated to 50˚C for 15 min before being loaded on 12% TruPAGE Tris-Glycine

Precast gels (Sigma Aldrich). Each assay was triplicated. Gels were stained with InstantBlue solution

(Expedeon) and band intensity was quantified using Image Studio Lite version 5.2 (LI-COR Bioscien-

ces). The crosslinked fractions were averaged, and their standard deviations calculated in Excel.
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ABSTRACT Proper chromosome segregation is essential in all living organisms. The ParA- ParB- 
parS system is widely employed for chromosome segregation in bacteria. Previously, we showed 
that Caulobacter crescentus ParB requires cytidine triphosphate to escape the nucleation site parS 
and spread by sliding to the neighboring DNA (Jalal et al., 2020). Here, we provide the structural 
basis for this transition from nucleation to spreading by solving co- crystal structures of a C- terminal 
domain truncated C. crescentus ParB with parS and with a CTP analog. Nucleating ParB is an open 
clamp, in which parS is captured at the DNA- binding domain (the DNA- gate). Upon binding CTP, 
the N- terminal domain (NTD) self- dimerizes to close the NTD- gate of the clamp. The DNA- gate also 
closes, thus driving parS into a compartment between the DNA- gate and the C- terminal domain. 
CTP hydrolysis and/or the release of hydrolytic products are likely associated with reopening of the 
gates to release DNA and recycle ParB. Overall, we suggest a CTP- operated gating mechanism that 
regulates ParB nucleation, spreading, and recycling.

Introduction
Proper chromosome segregation is essential in all domains of life. In most bacterial species, faithful 
chromosome segregation is mediated by the tripartite ParA- ParB- parS system (Donczew et al., 2016; 
Fogel and Waldor, 2006; Harms et al., 2013; Ireton et al., 1994; Jakimowicz et al., 2002; Jalal and 
Le, 2020a; Kawalek et al., 2018; Lin and Grossman, 1998; Livny et al., 2007; Mohl et al., 2001; 
Tran et al., 2018). ParB, a CTPase and DNA- binding protein, nucleates on parS before spreading to 
adjacent non- specific DNA to form a higher- order nucleoprotein complex (Breier and Grossman, 
2007; Broedersz et al., 2014; Graham et al., 2014; Jalal and Le, 2020a; Murray et al., 2006; 
Rodionov et al., 1999; Sanchez et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2015). The ParB- DNA nucleoprotein 
complex stimulates the ATPase activity of ParA, driving the movement of the parS locus (and subse-
quently, the whole chromosome) to the opposite pole of the cell (Hwang et  al., 2013; Leonard 
et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2021; Vecchiarelli et al., 2014; Vecchiarelli et al., 2012). 
ParB spreads by sliding along the DNA, in a manner that depends on the binding of a co- factor, 
cytidine triphosphate (CTP) (Balaguer F de et al., 2021; Jalal et al., 2020c; Osorio- Valeriano et al., 
2019; Soh et al., 2019). A co- crystal structure of a C- terminal domain truncated Bacillus subtilis ParB 
(ParB∆CTD) together with CDP showed the nucleotide to be sandwiched between adjacent subunits, 
thus promoting their dimerization (Soh et al., 2019). A similar arrangement was seen in the co- crystal 
structure of an N- terminal domain (NTD) truncated version of the Myxococcus xanthus ParB homolog, 
PadC, bound to CTP (Osorio- Valeriano et al., 2019). Self- dimerization at the NTD of B. subtilis ParB 
creates a clamp- like molecule that enables DNA entrapment (Soh et al., 2019). Biochemical studies 
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with M. xanthus and C. crescentus ParBs showed that CTP facilitates the dissociation of ParB from 
parS, thereby switching ParB from a nucleating mode to a sliding mode (Jalal et al., 2020c; Osorio- 
Valeriano et al., 2019). ParB can hydrolyze CTP to CDP and inorganic phosphate (Jalal et al., 2020c; 
Osorio- Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019); however, hydrolysis is not required for spreading 
since ParB in complex with a non- hydrolyzable CTP analog (CTPɣS) can still self- load and slide on DNA 
(Jalal et al., 2020c; Soh et al., 2019). Furthermore, M. xanthus PadC does not possess noticeable 
CTPase activity (Osorio- Valeriano et al., 2019). As such, the role of CTP hydrolysis in bacterial chro-
mosome segregation is not yet clear.

Here, we solve co- crystal structures of a C- terminal domain truncated C. crescentus ParB in complex 
with either parS or CTPɣS to better understand the roles of CTP binding and hydrolysis. Consistent 
with the previous report (Soh et al., 2019), the NTDs of C. crescentus ParB also self- dimerize upon 
binding to nucleotides, thus closing a molecular gate at this domain (the NTD- gate). Furthermore, 
the two opposite DNA- binding domains (DBD) move closer together to close a second molecular 
gate (the DNA- gate). We provide evidence that the CTP- induced closure of the DNA- gate drives 
parS DNA from the DBD into a 20- amino- acid long compartment between the DNA- gate and the 
C- terminal domain, thus explaining how CTP binding enables ParB to escape the high- affinity parS 
site to spread while still entrapping DNA. Lastly, we identify and characterize a ParB ‘clamp- locked’ 
mutant that is defective in CTP hydrolysis but otherwise competent in gate closing, suggesting a 
possible role for CTP hydrolysis/release of hydrolytic products in the reopening ParB gates and in 
recycling ParB. Collectively, we suggest a CTP- operated gating mechanism that might regulate ParB 
nucleation, spreading, and recycling.

Results
Co-crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-parS complex reveals 
an open conformation at the NTD
We sought to solve a co- crystal structure of C. crescentus ParB nucleating at parS. After screening 
several constructs with different lengths of ParB and parS, we obtained crystals of a 50 amino acid 
C- terminally truncated ParB in complex with a 22 bp parS DNA (Figure 1). This protein variant lacks 
the C- terminal domain (CTD) responsible for ParB dimerization (Figure  1A; Figge et  al., 2003). 
Diffraction data for the ParB∆CTD- parS co- crystal were collected to 2.9 Å resolution, and the structure 
was solved by molecular replacement (see Materials and methods). The asymmetric unit contains four 
copies of ParB∆CTD and two copies of the parS DNA (Figure 1—figure supplement 1A,B).

Each ParB∆CTD subunit consists of an NTD (helices α1–α4 and sheets β1–β4) and a DBD (helices 
α5–α10) (Figure 1B). Each ParB∆CTD binds to a half parS site, but there is no protein- protein contact 
between the two adjacent subunits (Figure 1B). We previously reported a 2.4 Å co- crystal structure 
of the DBD of C. crescentus ParB bound to parS (Jalal et al., 2020b) and elucidated the molecular 
basis for specific parS recognition, hence we focus on the conformation of the NTD here instead. We 
observed that helices α3 and α4 are packed towards the DBD and are connected to the rest of the 
NTD via an α3–β4 loop (Figure 1B,C). While the DBD and helices α3–α4 are near identical between 
the two ParB∆CTD subunits (root- mean- square deviation [RMSD] = 0.19 Å, Figure 1C), the rest of 
the NTD, from α1 to β4, adopts notably different conformations in the two subunits (Figure 1C,D). 
Specifically, NTDs (α1–β4) from the two ParB∆CTD subunits are related by a rotation of approxi-
mately 80o due to changes in a flexible loop in between α3 and β4 (Figure 1D). Furthermore, by 
superimposing the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS structure onto that of Helicobacter pylori (Chen 
et al., 2015), we observed that the NTDs of ParB from both species can adopt multiple alternative 
orientations (Figure 1—figure supplement 2). Taken together, these observations suggest that the 
ability of the NTD to adopt multiple open conformations is likely a general feature of nucleating ParB.

Co-crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD-CTPɣS complex 
reveals a closed conformation at the NTD
Next, to gain insight into the spreading state of ParB, we solved a 2.7 Å resolution structure of C. 
crescentus ParB∆CTD in complex with CTPɣS (see Materials and methods). At this resolution, it was 
not possible to assign the position of the ligand's sulfur atom. Indeed, the placement of the sulfur 
atom relative to the terminal phosphorus atom may vary from one ligand to the next in the crystal, 
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leading to an averaging of the electron density. Hence, we modeled CTP, instead of CTPɣS, into the 
electron density (Figure 2 and Figure 2—figure supplement 1). The asymmetric unit contains two 
copies of ParB∆CTD, each with a CTPɣS molecule and a coordinated Mg2+ ion bound at the NTD 
(Figure 2A). In contrast to the open conformation of the ParB∆CTD- parS structure, nucleotide- bound 
NTDs from opposite subunits self- dimerize (with an interface area of 2111 Å2, as determined by PISA; 
Krissinel, 2015), thus adopting a closed conformation (Figure 2A). Multiple CTPɣS- contacting resi-
dues also directly contribute to the NTD self- dimerization interface (summarized in Figure 2—figure 
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Figure 1. Co- crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS complex reveals an open conformation at the 
N- terminal domain (NTD). (A) The domain architecture of C. crescentus ParB: the NTD (dark green), the central 
DNA- binding domain (DBD, dark green), the C- terminal domain (CTD, faded green), and a linker that connects the 
DBD and the CTD together. The ParB∆CTD variant that was used for crystallization lacks the CTD (faded green). 
(B, left panel) Co- crystal structure of two C. crescentus ParB∆CTD monomers (dark green and gray) bound to a 
22 bp parS DNA. The nucleotide sequence of the 22 bp parS is shown below the co- crystal structure, the core 
parS sequence is highlighted in bold, and each parS half- site is denoted by an arrow. The position of residue L224 
is also indicated. (Right panel) The structure of a ParB∆CTD subunit bound to a parS half site with key features 
highlighted. (C) Superimposition of C. crescentus ParB∆CTD subunits shows two different orientations of the NTD. 
The arrow above each subunit shows the direction each NTD is projecting towards. (D) A top- down view of the 
superimposition of ParB∆CTD subunits shows their NTDs orienting ~80° apart from each other.

The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 1:

Figure supplement 1. The composition of the asymmetric unit (ASU) of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS co- 
crystal.

Figure supplement 2. Structural comparisons of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS complex to the H. pylori 
ParB∆CTD- parS complex.
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supplement 2), indicating a coupling between nucleotide binding and self- dimerization. Furthermore, 
the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS structure is similar to that of the CDP- bound B. subtilis ParB∆CTD 
(RMSD = 1.48 Å) and the CTP- bound M. xanthus PadC∆NTD (RMSD = 2.23 Å) (Figure 2—figure 
supplement 3A), suggesting that the closed conformation at the NTD is structurally conserved in 
nucleotide- bound ParB/ParB- like proteins.

Each CTPɣS molecule is sandwiched between helices α1, α2, α3 from one subunit and helix α3′ from 
the opposite subunit (Figure 2B). Ten amino acids form hydrogen- bonding contacts with three phos-
phate groups of CTPɣS, either directly or via the coordinated Mg2+ ion (Figure 2C). These phosphate- 
contacting residues are referred to as P- motifs 1–3, respectively (P for phosphate motif, Figure 2C). 
Four amino acids at helix α1 and the α1–β2 intervening loop provide hydrogen- bonding interactions 
to the cytosine ring, hence are termed the C- motif (C for cytosine motif, Figure 2C). Lastly, six addi-
tional residues contact the ribose moiety and/or the pyrimidine moiety via hydrophobic interactions 
(Figure 2C). Nucleotide- contacting residues in C. crescentus ParB and their corresponding amino 
acids in ParB/ParB- like homologs are summarized in Figure 2—figure supplement 2 and Figure 2—
figure supplement 3B. The C- motif forms a snug fit to the pyrimidine moiety, thus is incompatible 
with larger purine moieties such as those from ATP or GTP. Hydrogen- bonding contacts from the G79 
main chain and the S74 side chain to the amino group at position 4 of the cytosine moiety further 
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Figure 2. Co- crystal structure of a C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS complex reveals a closed conformation at the 
N- terminal domain (NTD). (A, left panel) The front view of the co- crystal structure of C. crescentus ParB∆CTD (dark 
green and gray) bound to a non- hydrolyzable analog CTPɣS (orange) and Mg2+ ions (dark green and gray spheres). 
(Right panel) The top view of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS co- crystal structure. Note that helix α10 is not 
resolved in this structure due to a poor electron density in this region. (B) The nucleotide- binding pocket of C. 
crescentus ParB showing amino acid residues that contact the CTPɣS molecule and the coordinated Mg2+ ion. (C) 
Protein- ligand interaction map of CTPɣS bound to C. crescentus ParB∆CTD. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed 
green lines and hydrophobic interactions as red semi- circles. Nitrogen, oxygen, phosphate, and magnesium atoms 
are shown as blue, red, purple, and green filled circles, respectively.

The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 2:

Figure supplement 1. Omit mFobs- DFcalc difference electron density calculated at 2.73 Å resolution for Mg- CTP.

Figure supplement 2. Sequence alignment of the chromosomal ParB protein family.

Figure supplement 3. Structural comparisons of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS complex to the B. subtilis 
ParB∆CTD- CDP complex and the M. xanthus PadC∆NTD- CTP complex.

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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distinguish CTP from UTP (Figure 2C). Taken all together, our structural data are consistent with the 
known specificity of C. crescentus ParB for CTP (Jalal et al., 2020c).

Conformational changes between the nucleating and the spreading 
state of C. crescentus ParB
A direct comparison of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS structure to the ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS structure 
further revealed the conformational changes upon nucleotide binding. In the nucleating state, as 
represented by the ParB∆CTD- parS structure, helices α3 and α4 from each subunit bundle together 
(32o angle between α3 and α4, Figure 3). However, in the spreading state, as represented by the 
ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS structure, α3 swings outwards by 101o to pack itself with α4′ from the opposing 
subunit (Figure 3). Nucleotide binding most likely facilitates this ‘swinging- out’ conformation since 
both α3 and the α3–α4 loop, that is, P- motif 3 make numerous contacts with the bound CTPɣS and the 
coordinated Mg2+ ion (Figure 2C). The reciprocal exchange of helices ensures that the packing in the 
α3–α4 protein core remains intact, while likely driving the conformational changes for the rest of the 
NTD as well as the DBD (Figure 4A). Indeed, residues 44–121 at the NTD rotate wholesale by 94o to 
dimerize with their counterpart from the opposing subunit (Figure 4A and Figure 4—figure supple-
ment 1A). Also, residues 161–221 at the DBD rotate upward by 26o in a near rigid- body movement 
(Figure 4A and Figure 4—figure supplement 1A). As a result, the opposite DBDs are closer together 
in the spreading state (inter- domain distance = ~ 27 Å) than in the nucleating state (inter- domain 
distance = ~ 36 Å) (Figure 4—figure supplement 1B). By overlaying the CTPɣS- bound structure onto 
the parS DNA complex, it is clear that the DBDs in the spreading state clash severely with DNA, hence 
are no longer compatible with parS DNA binding (Figure 4B). Our structural data are therefore consis-
tent with the previous finding that CTP decreases C. crescentus ParB nucleation on parS or liberates 
pre- bound ParB from parS site (Jalal et al., 2020c). Overall, we suggest that CTP binding stabilizes a 
conformation that is incompatible with DNA- binding and that this change might facilitate ParB escape 
from the high- affinity nucleation parS site.

C. crescentus ParB entraps parS DNA in a compartment between the 
DBD and the CTD in a CTP-dependent manner
To verify the CTP- dependent closed conformation of ParB, we performed site- specific crosslinking of 
purified proteins using a sulfhydryl- to- sulfhydryl crosslinker bismaleimidoethane (BMOE) (Soh et al., 
2019). Residues Q35, L224, and I304 at the NTD, DBD, and CTD, respectively (Figure 5A), were 
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Figure 3. Conformational changes between the nucleating and the spreading states of C. crescentus ParB. 
Structures of C. crescentus ParB∆CTD in complex with parS (left panel) and with CTPɣS (right panel), with the pairs 
of helices (α3–α4, and α3′–α4′ for the opposite subunit) shown in light blue and dark blue, respectively. Below each 
structure, only the α3–α4, α3′–α4′ pairs, and the angles between these helices are shown.

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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substituted individually to cysteine on an otherwise cysteine- less ParB (C297S) background (Jalal 
et al., 2020c), to create ParB variants where symmetry- related cysteines become covalently linked if 
they are within 8 Å of each other (Figure 5B). We observed that the crosslinking of both ParB (Q35C) 
and ParB (L224C) was enhanced ~2.5–3- fold in the presence of parS DNA and CTP (Figure 5B), consis-
tent with CTP favoring a conformation when the NTD and the DBD are close together. In contrast, 

&��FUHVFHQWXV�3DU% &7'�SDU6 &��FUHVFHQWXV�3DU% &7'�&73 6��VXSHULPSRVHG�RQ�SDU6

R R
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Figure 4. The structure of a nucleotide- bound C. crescentus ParB∆CTD is incompatible with specific parS binding 
at the DNA- binding domain (DBD). (A) Structural changes between C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS and ParB∆CTD- 
CTPɣS structures. Helices α3 and α4 are shown in light blue. The arrows next to the N- terminal domain (NTD) 
(residues 44–121) and the DBD (residues 161–221) show the direction that these domains rotate towards in the 
nucleotide- bound state. (B) Superimposing the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS structure onto parS DNA shows 
DNA- recognition helices (α6 and α6′, magenta) positioning away from the two consecutive major grooves of parS, 
and helices α8–α9 and α8′–α9′ at the DBD (dashed box) clashing with parS DNA.

The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 4:

Figure supplement 1. The structure of nucleotide- bound C. crescentus ParB∆CTD is incompatible with specific 
parS binding at the DNA- binding domain (DBD).

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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Figure 5. C. crescentus ParB entraps parS DNA in a compartment between the DNA- binding domain (DBD) and 
the C- terminal domain (CTD) in a cytidine triphosphate (CTP)- dependent manner. (A) A schematic diagram of C. 
crescentus ParB showing the position of Q35 (at the N- terminal domain [NTD]), L224 (at the DBD), and I304 (at 
the CTD) that were substituted either individually or in combinations for cysteine. (B) Denaturing polyacrylamide 

Figure 5 continued on next page
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ParB (I304C) crosslinked independently of CTP or parS (Figure 5B), supporting the known role of the 
CTD as a primary dimerization domain (Figge et al., 2003; Fisher et al., 2017).

Previously, it was shown that B. subtilis ParB- CTP forms a protein clamp that entraps DNA (Soh et al., 
2019); however, the location of DNA within the clamp is not yet clear. To locate such DNA- entrapping 
compartment, we employed a double crosslinking assay while taking advantage of the availability of 
crosslinkable cysteine residues in all three domains of C. crescentus ParB (Figure 5A). A C. crescentus 
ParB variant with crosslinkable NTD and CTD interfaces (Q35C I304C) was first constructed and puri-
fied (Figure 5C). ParB (Q35C I304C) could form high molecular weight (HMW) species near the top of 
the polyacrylamide gel in the presence of CTP, a 3 kb parS plasmid, and the crosslinker BMOE (lane 
7, Figure 5C, left panel). The HMW smear on the polyacrylamide gel contained both protein and 
DNA as apparent from a dual staining with Coomassie and Sybr Green (Figure 5C, left panel). Slowly 
migrating DNA- stained bands were also observed when resolved on an agarose gel (Figure 5C, right 
panel). The HMW smear most likely contained DNA- protein catenates between a circular parS plasmid 
and a denatured but otherwise circularly crosslinked ParB (Q35C I304C) polypeptide. Indeed, a post- 
crosslinking treatment with Benzonase, a non- specific DNA nuclease (lane 8, Figure 5C, left panel) 
or the use of a linearized parS plasmid (lane 2 vs. lane 4, Figure 5—figure supplement 1) eliminated 
the HMW smear, presumably by unlinking the DNA- protein catenates. Lastly, the HMW smear was not 
observed when a plasmid containing a scrambled parS site was used (lane 10, Figure 5C, left panel) 
or when CTP was omitted from the crosslinking reaction (lane 6, Figure 5C, left panel), indicating that 
the DNA entrapment is dependent on parS and CTP. Collectively, these experiments demonstrate 

gel analysis of bismaleimidoethane (BMOE) crosslinking products of 8 µM single- cysteine ParB (Q35C/L224C/
I304C) variant ±0.5 µM 22 bp parS DNA ±1 mM CTP. X indicates a crosslinked form of ParB. Quantification of 
the crosslinked (X) fraction is shown below each representative gel image. Error bars represent SD from three 
replicates. (C, left panel) Denaturing polyacrylamide gel analysis of BMOE crosslinking products of 8 µM dual- 
cysteine ParB (Q35C I304C) variant ±0.5 µM DNA ±1 mM CTP. Different DNA were employed in crosslinking 
reactions: a linear 22 bp parS DNA (22 bp parS lin), a circular 3 kb parS plasmid (3 kb parS cir), and a circular 
3 kb scrambled parS plasmid (3 kb nonS cir). The high molecular weight (HMW) smear near the top of the 
polyacrylamide gel is marked with a solid line and an asterisk (lane 7). When the crosslinking reaction was post- 
treated with a non- specific DNA nuclease, Benzonase, the HMW smear was no longer observed (dashed line and 
asterisk, lane 8). The polyacrylamide gel was also stained with a DNA dye, Sybr Green (SYBR), and only the top 
section of the gel is shown. Small 22 bp parS DNA duplex migrated out of the gel, thus was not observed near the 
top of the Sybr- stained gel. A schematic diagram of a dual- cysteine C. crescentus ParB dimer is also shown. (Right 
panel) Agarose gel analysis of BMOE crosslinking products. A subset of crosslinking reactions (lanes 6, 7, and 9–12) 
were loaded and resolved on 1 % agarose gel. The gel was subsequently stained with Sybr Green for DNA. Shifted 
gel bands are marked with a solid line and an asterisk. (D) Same as panel (C) but another dual- cysteine variant, 
ParB (L224C I304C) was employed instead.

The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 5:

Source data 1. Original files, annotation of the full raw gels, and data used to generate Figure 5.

Figure supplement 1. Crosslinking ParB (Q35C I304C) and ParB (L224C I304C) did not produce a high molecular 
weight (HMW) smear in the presence of cytidine triphosphate (CTP) and a linearized parS plasmid.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Original files, annotation of the full raw gels, and data used to generate 
Figure 5—figure supplement 1.

Figure supplement 2. Crosslinking ParB (Q35C L224C) did not produce a high molecular weight (HMW) smear 
despite the presence of cytidine triphosphate (CTP) and a circular parS plasmid.

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. Original files, annotation of the full raw gels, and data used to generate 
Figure 5—figure supplement 2.

Figure supplement 3. The high molecular weight (HMW) smear likely contains catenates between crosslinked 
ParB dimers and circular parS plasmids.

Figure supplement 3—source data 1. Original files, annotation of the full raw gels, and data used to generate 
Figure 5—figure supplement 3.

Figure supplement 4. A premature closing of ParB clamps prevents their interactions with a 170 bp closed parS 
DNA substrate.

Figure supplement 4—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 5—figure supplement 4.

Figure 5 continued

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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that as with the B. subtilis ParB homolog, C. crescentus ParB is also a CTP- dependent molecular clamp 
that can entrap parS DNA in between the NTD and the CTD.

Employing the same strategy, we further narrowed down the DNA- entrapping compartment by 
constructing a ParB (L224C I304C) variant in which both the DBD and the CTD are crosslinkable 
(Figure 5D). We found that crosslinked ParB (L224C I304C) also entrapped circular plasmid efficiently 
in a parS- and CTP- dependent manner, as judged by the appearance of the HMW smear near the top 
of the gel (lane 7, Figure 5D, left panel). By contrast, ParB (Q35C L224C) that has both the NTD and 
the DBD crosslinkable was unable to entrap DNA in any tested condition (Figure 5—figure supple-
ment 2). We therefore hypothesized that ParB clamps entrap DNA within a compartment created by 
a 20- amino- acid linker in between the DBD and the CTD. To investigate further, we constructed a ParB 
(L224C I304C)- TEV variant, in which a TEV protease cleavage site was inserted within the DBD- CTD 
linker (Figure 5—figure supplement 3A). Again, ParB (L224C I304C)- TEV entrapped a circular parS 
plasmid efficiently in the presence of CTP (the HMW smear on lane 7, Figure 5—figure supplement 
3A). However, a post- crosslinking treatment with TEV protease eliminated such HMW smear, presum-
ably by creating a break in the polypeptide through which a circular plasmid could escape (lane 8, 
Figure 5—figure supplement 3A). We also extracted crosslinked ParB (L224C I304C) from gel slices 
that encompassed the HMW smear and electrophoresed the eluted proteins again on a denaturing 
gel to find a single band that migrated similarly to a double- crosslinked protein (lane 9, Figure 5—
figure supplement 2B). Therefore, our results suggest that a ParB dimer, rather than ParB oligomers, 
is the major species that entraps DNA. Taken together, we suggest that C. crescentus ParB dimer 
functions as a molecular clamp that entraps parS- containing DNA within a DBD- CTD compartment 
upon CTP binding. This is also consistent with experiments that showed a premature and irreversible 
closing of ParB clamps, achieved either by an extended preincubation with CTPɣS (Jalal et al., 2020c 
and Figure 5—figure supplement 4B) or by pre- crosslinking a closed clamp form of ParB (Figure 5—
figure supplement 4C), prevented nucleation at parS and DNA entrapment.

C. crescentus ParB (E102A) is a clamp-locked mutant that is defective 
in clamp reopening
Next, we investigated the potential role(s) of CTP hydrolysis. Hydrolysis is unlikely to be required for 
DNA entrapment and translocation since ParB in complex with CTPɣS can still self- load and slide on 
DNA (Jalal et al., 2020c; Soh et al., 2019). M. xanthus ParB (N172A) and B. subtilis ParB (N112S) 
mutants, which bind but cannot hydrolyze CTP, failed to form higher- order protein- DNA complexes 
inside the cells (Osorio- Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019). However, these ParB variants are 
already impaired in NTD self- dimerization (Soh et al., 2019), hence the mechanistic role of CTP hydro-
lysis is still unclear. We postulated that creation of a ParB variant defective in CTP hydrolysis but 
otherwise competent in NTD self- dimerization would enable us to investigate the possible role of 
CTP hydrolysis. To this end, we performed alanine scanning mutagenesis on the CTP- binding pocket 
of C. crescentus ParB (Figure 2C). Eleven purified ParB variants were assayed for CTP binding by a 
membrane- spotting assay (DRaCALA) (Figure 6A), and for CTP hydrolysis by measuring the release 
rate of inorganic phosphate (Figure 6B). Moreover, their propensity for NTD self- dimerization was 
also analyzed by crosslinking with BMOE (Figure 6C and Figure 6—figure supplement 1). Lastly, 
their ability to nucleate, slide, and entrap a closed parS DNA substrate was investigated by a biolayer 
interferometry (BLI) assay (Figure 6D and Figure 6—figure supplement 2A). Immobilizing a dual 
biotin- labeled DNA on a streptavidin- coated BLI surface created a closed DNA substrate that can 
be entrapped by ParB- CTP clamps (Figure 5—figure supplement 4A; Jalal et al., 2020c). The BLI 
assay monitors wavelength shifts resulting from changes in the optical thickness of the probe surface 
during the association/dissociation of ParB with a closed DNA substrate in real time (Figure 6—figure 
supplement 2).

Overall, we identified several distinct classes of ParB mutants:

1. Class I: ParB (R60A), (R103A), (R104A), (R139A), (N136A), (G79S), and (S74A) did not bind or 
bound radiolabeled CTP only weakly (Figure 6A), thus also showed weak to no CTP hydrolysis 
(Figure 6B) or clamp- closing activity (Figure 6C,D).

2. Class II: ParB (Q58A) and (E135A) that are competent in CTP- binding (Figure 6A), but defective 
in CTP hydrolysis (Figure 6B) and in entrapping a closed parS DNA substrate (Figure 6D). We 
noted that ParB (Q58A) and ParB (E135A) already had an elevated crosslinking efficiency even 

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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Figure 6. Alanine scanning mutagenesis of the C. crescentus ParB cytidine triphosphate (CTP)- binding pocket reveals several classes of clamp mutants. 
Eleven residues at C- motif and P- motifs 1–3 were individually substituted for alanine or glycine. (A) Membrane- spotting assay of ParB variants. CTP 
binding was monitored by membrane- spotting assay using radiolabeled CTP α-P32. The bulls- eye staining indicates CTP binding due to a more rapid 
immobilization of protein- ligand complexes compared to free ligands. All reactions contained various concentration of purified ParB, 5 nM radiolabeled 

Figure 6 continued on next page
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in the absence of CTP (Figure 6C). This premature clamp closing might have resulted in a less 
than wild- type level of DNA entrapment (Figure 6D).

3. Class III: ParB (E102A) did not hydrolyze CTP (Figure 6B) but nevertheless bound CTP efficiently 
(Figure 6A) to self- dimerize at the NTD and to entrap DNA to the same level as ParB (WT) at all 
CTP concentrations (Figure 6C,D).

Upon a closer inspection of the BLI sensorgrams (Figure 6—figure supplement 2B and Figure 7), 
we noted that the entrapped ParB (E102A) did not noticeably dissociate from a closed DNA substrate 
when the probe was returned to a buffer- only solution (dissociation phase, koff = 8.0  10–4 ± 1.9 × 10–4 
s–1, Figure 6—figure supplement 2B and Figure 7). By contrast, entrapped ParB (WT) dissociated 
approximately 15- fold faster into buffer (koff = 1.2  10–2 ± 3.7 × 10–4 s–1). Further experiments showed 
that DNA entrapment by ParB (E102A), unlike ParB (WT), is more tolerant to high- salt solution (up to 
1 M NaCl, Figure 7A). Nevertheless, ParB (E102A)- CTP could not accumulate on a BamHI- restricted 
open DNA substrate (Figure 7B,C; Jalal et al., 2020c), suggesting that ParB (E102A)- CTP, similar to 
ParB (WT), also form a closed clamp that runs off an open DNA end. Collectively, our results suggest 
that parS DNA and CTP induced a stably closed clamp conformation of ParB (E102A) in vitro.

To investigate the function of ParB (E102A) in vivo, we expressed a FLAG- tagged version of parB 
(E102A) from a vanillate- inducible promoter (Pvan) in a C. crescentus strain where the native parB was 
under the control of a xylose- inducible promoter (Pxyl) (Figure 8A). Cells were depleted of the native 
ParB by adding glucose for 4 hr, subsequently vanillate was added for another hour before cells 
were fixed with formaldehyde for ChIP- seq. Consistent with the previous report (Tran et al., 2018), 
the ChIP- seq profile of FLAG- ParB (WT) showed an ~10 kb region of enrichment above background 
with clearly defined peaks that correspond to the positions of parS sites (Figure 8A). By contrast, the 
ChIP- seq profile of FLAG- ParB (E102A) is significantly reduced in height but has an extra peak over the 
parB coding sequence (Figure 8A, asterisk). The instability of FLAG- ParB (E102A) in its native C. cres-
centus host, and hence the reduced protein level (Figure 8—figure supplement 1A), might explain 
the overall lower height of its ChIP- seq profile (Figure 8). The reason for an extra peak over parB in 
the ChIP- seq profile of ParB (E102A) is still, however, unknown. We also noted that expressing ParB 
(E102A) could not rescue cells with depleted ParB (WT) (Figure 8—figure supplement 2). Again, due 
to the caveat of a lower ParB (E102A) protein level in C. crescentus (Figure 8—figure supplement 
1A), we could not reliably link the in vitro properties of ParB (E102A) to its behaviors in the native host.

To overcome the caveat of protein instability, we instead investigated the spreading of ParB (WT) 
vs. ParB (E102A) from parS by analyzing the C. crescentus ParB/parS system in Escherichia coli. E. 
coli does not possess a ParA/ParB homolog nor a parS- like sequence, thus it serves as a suitable 
heterologous host. C. crescentus parS sites 3 and 4 were engineered onto the E. coli chromosome 
at the ygcE locus (Figure 8B). CFP- tagged ParB (WT/E102A) was expressed from a leaky lactose 

CTP α-P32, 30 µM unlabeled CTP, and 1.5 µM 22 bp parS DNA. The bound fractions were quantified, and error bars represent SD from three replicates. 
All the reactions were spotted on the same membrane, the radiograph was rearranged solely for presentation purposes. (B) Inorganic phosphate 
release assay of ParB variants. The CTPase rates were measured at increasing concentration of CTP. All reactions contained 1 µM purified ParB variant, 
0.5 µM 22 bp parS DNA, and an increasing concentration of CTP. (C) Bismaleimidoethane (BMOE) crosslinking assay of ParB variants. A second set of 
alanine scanning ParB variants, which harbor an additional Q35C substitution at the N- terminal domain (NTD), were also constructed and subsequently 
used in BMOE crosslinking experiments. Purified ParB variants (8 µM) were preincubated with 0.5 µM 22 bp parS DNA and an increasing concentration 
of CTP for 5 min before BMOE was added. Crosslinking products were resolved on a 12 % denaturing polyacrylamide gel and the crosslinked fractions 
were quantified (see also Figure 6—figure supplement 1 for representation images). Error bars represent SD from three replicates. (D) Biolayer 
interferometry (BLI) assay of ParB variants. BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 µM ParB variant ± an increasing concentration of CTP 
and a 170 bp closed parS DNA substrate. See also Figure 5—figure supplement 4A for a schematic diagram of the BLI setup and Figure 6—figure 
supplement 2 for representative BLI sensorgrams. BLI signal at the end of the association phase (± SD from three replicates) was plotted against CTP 
concentrations.

The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 6:

Source data 1. Original files, annotation of the full raw gels, and data used to generate Figure 6.

Figure supplement 1. Denaturing polyacrylamide gel analysis of crosslinking products of alanine scanning ParB variants.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Original files, annotation of the full raw gels, and data used to generate Figure 6—figure supplement 1.

Figure supplement 2. Biolayer interferometry (BLI) analysis of the interaction between ParB variants and a 170 bp closed parS DNA substrate.

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 6—figure supplement 2.

Figure 6 continued

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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promoter (Plac, no IPTG was added) on a medium- copy- number plasmid. CFP- ParB (WT/E102A) was 
produced at the same level, as judged by an immunoblot (Figure 8—figure supplement 1B). We 
observed by ChIP- seq that CFP- ParB (WT) in an E. coli host spreads asymmetrically ~5 kb around parS 
sites. By contrast, the shape of the ParB (E102A) distribution was clearly different from that of ParB 
(WT); the profile was further expanded to both neighboring sides of parS (covering in total ~26 kb) 
at the expense of the enrichment at parS itself (Figure 8B). The more excessive spreading of ParB 
(E102A) might suggest that this variant, in the absence of CTP hydrolysis, persisted and perhaps 
slid further away from the loading site parS in E. coli. The reduced enrichment of ParB (E102A) at 
parS itself (Figure 8B) might be due to reduced cytoplasmic ParB (E102A) available to re- nucleate at 
parS and/or due to stably entrapped ParB (E102A) sterically hindering further nucleation events. We 
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Figure 7. The DNA- entrapped ParB (E102A)- CTP clamp is resistant to high- salt conditions. (A) Biolayer 
interferometry (BLI) analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 µM C. crescentus ParB (WT) or ParB (E102A) 
+ 1 mM cytidine triphosphate (CTP) and 170 bp dual biotin- labeled parS DNA. For the dissociation phase, the 
probe was returned to a low- salt buffer that contains 100 mM NaCl (solid black or red lines) or to a high- salt buffer 
that contains 1 M NaCl (dashed black or red lines). The schematic diagram of the BLI probe shows a closed parS 
DNA substrate due to the interactions between a dual biotin- labeled DNA and the streptavidin (SA)- coated probe 
surface. (B) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1 µM C. crescentus ParB (WT) or ParB (E102A) + 
1 mM CTP (solid lines) or –1 mM CTP (dashed lines) and 170 bp dual biotin- labeled parS DNA. (C) Same as panel 
(B) but immobilized DNA fragments have been restricted with BamHI before BLI analysis.

The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 7:

Source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 7.

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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Figure 8. ParB (E102A) occupies a more extended DNA region surrounding parS sites than ParB (WT) in a 
heterologous host (E. coli) but not in the native host (C. crescentus). (A) ChIP- seq showed the distribution of 
FLAG- tagged ParB (WT) (black) and FLAG- ParB (E102A) (red) on C. crescentus chromosome between +4025 kb 
and +4042 kb. Underlying genes and parS sites are also shown below ChIP- seq profiles. An asterisk (*) indicates 
an extra peak over the parB coding sequence in the profile of FLAG- ParB (E102A). ChIP- seq signals were reported 
as the number of reads per base pair per million mapped reads (RPBPM). (B) ChIP- seq showed the distribution 
of CFP- tagged ParB (WT) (black) and CFP- ParB (E102A) (red) on an E. coli chromosome between +2885 kb 
and +2915 kb. C. crescentus parS sites 3 and 4 were engineered onto the E. coli chromosome at the ygcE locus. 
CFP- tagged ParB (WT/E102A) was expressed from a leaky lactose promoter (Plac, no IPTG was added) on a 
medium- copy- number plasmid. Shaded boxes show areas with more enrichment in the ChIP- seq profile of CFP- 
ParB (E102A) compared to that of CFP- ParB (WT).

The online version of this article includes the following figure supplement(s) for figure 8:

Figure supplement 1. Immunoblot analysis of ParB (WT) vs. E102A.

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Original files and annotation of the uncropped blots used to generate 
Figure 8—figure supplement 1.

Figure supplement 2. Expressing a FLAG- tagged version of ParB (E102A) could not complement the depletion of 
wild- type untagged ParB.

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. Original files, annotation of the full raw images, and data used to generate 
Figure 8—figure supplement 2.

Figure supplement 3. The fluorescence intensity of CFP- ParB (E102A) foci in an E. coli heterologous host is higher 
than that of CFP- ParB (WT).

Figure supplement 3—source data 1. Data used to generate Figure 8—figure supplement 3.

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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also noted that the ChIP- seq profile of CFP- ParB (E102A) in E. coli is highly asymmetrical, with more 
enrichment in the 2905–2911 kb region than the 2885–2899 kb region (shaded areas, Figure 8B). The 
asymmetrical spreading is possibly due to an impediment in one direction by roadblocks such as RNA 
polymerases or DNA- bound proteins, which have been shown previously to be able to interfere with 
ParB spreading (Balaguer F de et al., 2021; Breier and Grossman, 2007; Jalal et al., 2020c; Murray 
et al., 2006; Rodionov et al., 1999; Soh et al., 2019).

Lastly, we quantified the fluorescence intensity of CFP- ParB (WT/E102A) foci inside cells and found 
a higher CFP signal for CFP- ParB (E102A) when compared with CFP- ParB (WT) (Figure 8—figure 
supplement 3). The higher intensity of the localizations could be due to more DNA- bound ParB 
(E102A) molecules surrounding the parS locus, which is consistent with the ChIP- seq observation 
showing CFP- ParB (E102A) occupying a more extended genomic area in E. coli. Altogether, at least in 
the heterologous E. coli host, the ‘clamp- locked’ phenotype of ParB (E102A) implies a possible role of 
CTP hydrolysis and/or the release of hydrolytic products in reopening wild- type ParB clamp to release 
DNA and to recycle ParB.
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Figure 9. A model for C. crescentus ParB nucleating, sliding, and recycling cycle. ParB (dark green) consists of 
three domains: an N- terminal CTP- binding domain (NTD), a central parS DNA- binding domain (DBD), a C- terminal 
dimerization domain (CTD), and a 20 amino acid linker that connects the DBD and the CTD together. Nucleating 
ParB is an open clamp, in which parS DNA is captured at the DBD (the DNA- gate). Upon binding CTP (orange), 
the NTD self- dimerizes to close the NTD- gate of the clamp. CTP- binding and the exchange of helices α4 and α4′ 
(blue) stabilize this closed conformation. The DBD also move closer together to close the DNA- gate, potentially 
driving parS DNA into a compartment between the DNA- gate and the C- terminal domain. In the nucleotide- 
bound state, the DBD and the DNA- recognition helices (α6 and α6′, magenta) are incompatible with DNA binding. 
CTP hydrolysis and/or the release of hydrolytic products (CDP and inorganic phosphate Pi) may reopen the gates 
to release DNA. Substitutions that affect key steps in the CTP biding/hydrolysis cycle are also indicated on the 
schematic diagram.

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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Discussion
In this study, we provide structural insights into the nucleating and sliding states of C. crescentus 
ParB. Nucleating ParB is an open clamp in which parS DNA is held tightly (nM affinity) at the DBD 
(Tran et al., 2018). The NTDs of nucleating ParB can adopt multiple alternative conformations, and 
crucially there is no contact between opposing NTDs. We liken this conformation of the NTD to that 
of an open gate (NTD- gate), through which parS DNA might gain access to the DBD (Figure 9). In the 
sliding state, CTP promotes the self- dimerization of the NTDs, thus closing the NTD- gate (Figure 9). 
Opposing DBDs also move approximately 10 Å closer together, bringing about a conformation that 
is DNA incompatible. Again, we liken this conformation of the DBDs to that of a closed gate (DNA- 
gate) (Figure 9). Overall, the DNA- gate closure explains how CTP binding might switch ParB from a 
nucleating to a sliding state.

Our data suggest that the closure of the two gates drives parS DNA into a compartment in 
between the DBD and the CTD. Previously, (Soh et al., 2019) compared the B. subtilis ParB∆CTD- CDP 
co- crystal structure to that of a H. pylori ParB∆CTD- parS complex and proposed that DNA must be 
entrapped in the DBD- CTD compartment (Soh et al., 2019). Here, the available structures of nucle-
ating and sliding ParB from the same bacterial species enabled us to introduce a crosslinkable cysteine 
(L224C) at the DBD, and subsequently provided a direct evidence that the DBD- CTD compartment 
is the DNA- entrapping compartment. The linker that connects the DBD and the CTD together is not 
conserved in amino acid sequence among chromosomal ParB orthologs (Figure 2—figure supple-
ment 2); however, we noted that the linker is invariably ~20 amino acid in length and positively 
charged lysines are over- represented (Figure 2—figure supplement 2). The biological significance of 
the linker length and its lysines, if any, is currently unknown. However, it is worth noting that a human 
PCNA clamp was proposed to recognize DNA via lysine- rich patches lining the clamp channel, and 
that these lysine residues help PCNA to slide by tracking the DNA backbone (De March et al., 2017). 
Investigating whether lysine residues in the DBD- CTD linker of ParB have a similar role is an important 
subject for the future.

If not already bound on DNA, the closed ParB clamp presumably cannot self- load onto parS owing 
to its inaccessible DBD. In this study, we showed that parS DNA promotes the CTP- dependent NTD- 
gate closure (Figure 5B), thus is likely a built- in mechanism to ensure gate closure results in a produc-
tive DNA entrapment. However, the molecular basis for the parS- enhanced gate closure remains 
unclear due to the lack of a crystal structure of C. crescentus apo- ParB, despite our extensive efforts.

CTP functions as a molecular latch that stabilizes the closure of the NTD- gate of ParB. Here, we 
provide evidence that CTP hydrolysis might contribute to reopening the closed NTD- gate. A previous 
structure of a B. subtilis ParB∆CTD- CDP complex also has its NTD- gate closed (CTP was hydrolyzed 
to CDP during the crystallization) (Soh et al., 2019), hence it is likely that both CTP hydrolysis and 
the subsequent release of hydrolytic products are necessary to reopen the gates. However, ParB 
has a weak to negligible affinity for CDP, hence the CDP- bound ParB species might be short- lived 
in solution and might not play a significant biological role. Once the clamp is reopened, entrapped 
DNA might escape via the same route that it first enters. Other well- characterized DNA clamps, for 
example, type II topoisomerases open their CTD to release trapped DNA. However, the CTDs of ParB 
are stably dimerized independently of parS and CTP (Figure 5B), hence we speculate that the CTD 
of ParB is likely to be impassable to the entrapped DNA. The released ParB clamp might re- nucleate 
on parS and bind CTP to close the gate, hence restarting the nucleation and sliding cycle. Such a 
recycling mechanism might provide a biological advantage since a ParB clamp once closed could 
otherwise become stably trapped on DNA and thus eventually diffuse too far from the parS locus, as 
evidenced by the ChIP- seq profile of the E102A variant (expressed in E. coli) that is defective in CTP 
hydrolysis (Figure 8B). However, how CTP hydrolysis contributes to the assembly of the centromere in 
C. crescentus is still unclear due to the caveat that ParB (E102A) is unstable in the native host.

The CTP- bound structure of a M. xanthus ParB- like protein, PadC, was solved to a high resolu-
tion (1.7 Å); however, PadC does not possess noticeable CTPase activity (Osorio- Valeriano et al., 
2019). A co- crystal structure of B. subtilis ParB with CDP was also solved to a high resolution (1.8 Å) 
but represents a post- hydrolysis state instead. Lastly, our CTPɣS- bound C. crescentus ParB crystals 
diffracted to 2.7 Å, thus preventing water molecules, including a potential catalytic water, from being 
assigned with confidence. Therefore, the mechanism of CTP hydrolysis by a ParB CTPase remains 
unresolved. Nevertheless, based on our alanine scanning experiment (Figure 8), we speculate that 

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.69676
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Q58 (P- motif 1) and E102 (P- motif 2) might be involved in the catalytic mechanism of C. crescentus 
ParB. Supporting this view, we noted that an equivalent Q37 in B. subtilis ParB does not contact the 
hydrolytic product CDP, and this residue is not conserved in the catalytic- dead M. xanthus PadC (F308, 
which does not contact CTP, occupies this position in PadC instead) (Figure 2—figure supplement 
3). E102 is also not conserved in M. xanthus PadC (F348 occupies this equivalent position) (Figure 2—
figure supplement 3). Given that ParB is the founding member of a new CTPase protein family 
(Jalal et al., 2020c; Osorio- Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019), further studies are needed to 
fully understand the molecular mechanism of CTP hydrolysis so that the knowledge gained might be 
generalized to other CTPases.

Recently, an F- plasmid ParB was shown to form biomolecular condensates in vivo that might 
bridge distal ParBF dimers together (Guilhas et  al., 2020; Walter et  al., 2020). If and how CTP 
binding/hydrolysis and the flexibility of the NTD contribute to this process is unclear and will be an 
important challenge for future studies. It is equally important to better understand the in vivo interac-
tion between ParB and ParA now that CTP is in the picture. Recent in vitro work with ParABF showed 
that two protomers of a single ParBF dimer interact with a ParAF dimer in the absence of CTP (Taylor 
et al., 2021). However, two ParBF protomers from two distinct dimers interact with a ParAF dimer in 
the presence of CTP and parS (Taylor et al., 2021). Which mode of action is dominant in vivo for a 
chromosomal ParABS systems and whether interacting with ParA further facilitates CTP hydrolysis by 
ParB are still unknown. Future works will provide important insights to better understand the mecha-
nism of ParA- directed DNA segregation.

Materials and methods

 Continued on next page

Key resources table 

Reagent type (species) or 
resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers

Additional 
information

Strain, strain background 
(Escherichia coli) See Supplementary file 1A This paper

See Supplementary 
file 1A

Strain, strain background 
(Caulobacter crescentus) See Supplementary file 1A This paper

See Supplementary 
file 1A

Recombinant DNA reagent See Supplementary file 1B This paper
See Supplementary 
file 1B

Sequence- based reagent See Supplementary file 1B This paper
See Supplementary 
file 1B

Antibody Anti- GFP antibody (HRP) (Rabbit polyclonal) Abcam Cat# ab190584 Western blot (1:5000)

Antibody Anti- GFP Sepharose beads Abcam Cat# ab69314
For ChIP- seq 
experiments

Antibody
Anti- FLAG antibody (HRP) (Mouse 
monoclonal) Merck Cat# A8592 Western blot (1:5000)

Antibody Anti- FLAG M2 affinity agarose beads Merck Cat# A2220
For ChIP- seq 
experiments

Commercial assay or kit
Amersham Protran supported western 
blotting membranes, nitrocellulose GE Healthcare Cat# GE10600016

Pore size 0.45 μm, for 
DRaCALA assay

Commercial assay or kit EnzChek Phosphate Assay Kit ThermoFisher Cat# E6646

Commercial assay or kit Gibson Assembly Master Mix NEB Cat# E2611S

Commercial assay or kit Gateway BP Clonase II enzyme mix ThermoFisher Cat# 11789020

Commercial assay or kit Dip- and- Read Streptavidin biosensors SAX2 Sartorius UK Cat# 18-5019

Commercial assay or kit HisTrap High Performance column GE Healthcare Cat# GE17524801

Commercial assay or kit HisTrap Heparin High Performance column GE Healthcare Cat# GE17040601

Commercial assay or kit HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 pg column GE Healthcare Cat# GE28989335
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Reagent type (species) or 
resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers

Additional 
information

Commercial assay or kit 0.5 mL Zeba spin desalting columns ThermoFisher Cat# 89,882
7 K Da molecular 
weight cutoff

Peptide, recombinant protein BamHI- HF NEB Cat# R3136S 20,000 units/mL

Peptide, recombinant protein HindIII- HF NEB Cat# R3104S 20,000 units/mL

Chemical compound, drug Benzonase nuclease Merck Cat# E1014 250 units/µL

Chemical compound, drug CTP ThermoFisher Cat# R0451 100 mM solution

Chemical compound, drug CTPγS Jena Bioscience
Custom synthesis 
(purity ≥96%)

Chemical compound, drug P32-α-CTP Perkin Elmer Cat# BLU008H250UC
3,000 Ci/mmol, 10 
mCi/mL, 250 µCi

Chemical compound, drug Bismaleimidoethane (BMOE) ThermoFisher Cat# 22323 Dissolved in DMSO

Chemical compound, drug AcTEV protease ThermoFisher Cat# 12575015 10 units/µL

Software, algorithm BLItz Pro Molecular Devices Cat# 50-0156 Version 1.2

Software, algorithm AIMLESS
Evans and Murshudov, 
2013

http://www. ccp4. ac. 
uk/ Version 0.7.4

Software, algorithm BUCCANEER Cowtan, 2006
http://www. ccp4. ac. 
uk/ Version 1.6.10

Software, algorithm Coot
Emsley and Cowtan, 
2004

http://www. ccp4. ac. 
uk/ Version 0.9.5

Software, algorithm CHAINSAW Stein, 2008
http://www. ccp4. ac. 
uk/ Version 7.0.077

Software, algorithm DIALS Winter et al., 2018 https:// dials. github. io Version 3.1.0

Software, algorithm Excel 2016 Microsoft RRID:SCR_016137 Version 16.0

Software, algorithm GraphPad Prism 8 GraphPad Software RRID:SCR_002798 Version 8

Software, algorithm ImageJ NIH
https:// imagej. net/ 
RRID:SCR_003070 Version 1.50

Software, algorithm Image Studio Lite LI- COR Biosciences RRID:SCR_013715 Version 5.2

Software, algorithm PISA Krissinel, 2015
http://www. ccp4. ac. 
uk/ pisa/ Version 2.1.1

Software, algorithm MolProbity Williams et al., 2018
http:// molprobity. 
biochem. duke. edu/ Version 4.5

Software, algorithm PHASER McCoy et al., 2007
https://www. phenix- 
online. org/ Version 2.8.2

Software, algorithm PyMOL
The PyMOL Molecular 
Graphics System https:// pymol. org/ 2/ Version 2.4.0

Software, algorithm R
R Foundation for 
Statistical Computing

https://www. r- project. 
org/ Version 3.2.4

Software, algorithm REFMAC5
Murshudov et al., 
1997

http://www. ccp4. ac. 
uk/ Version 5.8.0258

Software, algorithm SCULPTOR
Bunkóczi and Read, 
2011

http://www. ccp4. ac. 
uk/ Version 0.0.3

Software, algorithm XDS Kabsch, 2010
https:// xds. mr. mpg. 
de/ Version Nov11-2017

Software, algorithm XIA2 Winter, 2009 https:// xia2. github. io/ 
index. html

Version 0.3.7.0

 Continued
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Strains, media, and growth conditions
E. coli and C. crescentus were grown in LB and PYE, respectively. When appropriate, media were 
supplemented with antibiotics at the following concentrations (liquid/solid media for C. crescentus; 
liquid/solid media for E. coli [μg/mL]): carbenicillin (E. coli only: 50/100), chloramphenicol (1/2; 20/30), 
kanamycin (5/25; 30/50), and oxytetracycline (1/2; 12/12).

Plasmids and strains construction
Construction of pET21b::parB∆CTD-(his)6
The coding sequence of a C- terminally truncated C. crescentus ParB (ParB∆CTD, lacking the last 
50 amino acids) was amplified by PCR using primers NdeI- Ct- ParB- F and HindIII- Ct- ParB- R, and 
pET21b::parB- (his)6 (Lim et al., 2014) as template. The pET21b plasmid backbone was generated via 
a double digestion of pET21b::parB- (his)6 with NdeI and HindIII. The resulting backbone was subse-
quently gel- purified and assembled with the PCR- amplified fragment of parB∆CTD using a 2 X Gibson 
master mix (NEB). Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23 bp sequence shared between the 
NdeI- HindIII- cut pET21b backbone and the PCR fragment. These 23 bp regions were incorporated 
during the synthesis of primers NdeI- Ct- ParB- F and HindIII- Ct- ParB- R. The resulting plasmids were 
sequence verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

Construction of pET21b::parB-(his)6 (WT and mutants)
DNA fragments containing mutated parB genes (parB*) were chemically synthesized (gBlocks, IDT). 
The NdeI- HindIII- cut pET21b plasmid backbone and parB* gBlocks fragments were assembled 
together using a 2 X Gibson master mix (NEB). Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23 bp 
sequence shared between the NdeI- HindIII- cut pET21b backbone and the gBlocks fragment. The 
resulting plasmids were sequenced verified by Sanger sequencing (Genewiz, UK).

pENTR::attL1-parB (WT/mutant)-attL2
The coding sequences of C. crescentus ParB (WT/mutants) were amplified by PCR and Gibson assem-
bled into plasmid pENTR (Invitrogen) so that parB is flanked by phage attachment sites attL1 and 
attL2, that is, Gateway cloning compatible. Correct mutations were verified by Sanger sequencing 
(Genewiz, UK).

pMT571-1xFLAG-DEST
Plasmid pMT571 (Thanbichler et  al., 2007) was first digested with NdeI and NheI. The plasmid 
backbone was gel- purified and eluted in 50 µL of water. The FLAG-attR1- ccdB- chloramphenicolR-
attR2 cassette was amplified by PCR using primers P1952 and P1953, and pML477 as template. The 
resulting PCR fragment and the NdeI- NheI- cut pMT571 were assembled together using a 2 X Gibson 
master mix (NEB). Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23 bp sequence shared between the 
two DNA fragments. These 23 bp regions were incorporated during the primer design to amplify the 
FLAG-attR1- ccdB- chloramphenicolR-attR2 cassette. The resulting plasmid was sequence verified by 
Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

pMT571-1xFLAG::parB (WT/mutants)
The parB (WT/mutant) genes were recombined into a Gateway- compatible destination vector 
pMT571- 1xFLAG- DEST via LR recombination reaction (Invitrogen). For LR recombination reactions: 
1 µL of purified pENTR::attL1- parB (WT/mutant)-attL2 was incubated with 1 µL of the destination 
vector pMT571- 1xFLAG- DEST, 1 µL of LR Clonase II master mix, and 2 µL of water in a total volume 
of 5 µL. The reaction was incubated for an hour at room temperature before being introduced into 
E. coli DH5α cells by heat- shock transformation. Cells were then plated out on LB agar+ tetracycline. 
Resulting colonies were restruck onto LB agar+ kanamycin and LB agar+ tetracycline. Only colonies 
that survived on LB+ tetracycline plates were subsequently used for culturing and plasmid extraction.

pKTN25::cfp-parB (WT/E102A)
The coding sequence of ParB (WT/E102A) was amplified by PCR using primers P3392 and P3393, 
and pET21b::C. crescentus ParB (WT/E102A)- His6 as template. The resulting DNA was gel- purified 
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and assembled with a BglII- EcoRI- cut pVCFPN-5 (Thanbichler et al., 2007) using a 2 X Gibson master 
mix, to result in vectors where the cfp is fused to the 5′-end of parB (WT/E102A). Gibson assembly 
was possible owing to a 23 bp sequence shared between the BglII- EcoRI- cut pVCFPN-5 backbone 
and the PCR fragment. To create vectors for expressing ParB (WT/E102A) in E. coli, the cfp- parB (WT/
E102A) segment was amplified by PCR using primers P3396 and P3397, and pVCFPN-5::parB (WT/
E102A) as template. The resulting DNA was then assembled with a HindIII- ClaI- cut pKTN25 (Kari-
mova et al., 1998) using a 2 X Gibson master mix. Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23 bp 
sequence shared between the HindIII- ClaI- cut pKTN25 backbone and the PCR fragment. Note that 
the double digestion with HindIII and ClaI removed the T25- encoding gene from the pKTN25 plasmid. 
The resulting vectors pKTN25::cfp- parB (WT/E102A) allow for the expression of CFP- tagged ParB 
(WT/E102A) from an IPTG- inducible lactose promoter (Plac).

Strains TLE1146 (AB1157 ygcE::260 bp parS::apramycinR)
Lambda Red recombineering (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000) was used to insert a cassette consisting 
of 260 bp C. crescentus parS3-4 sites and an apramycin antibiotic resistance gene aac(3)IV at the ygcE 
locus on the E. coli chromosome. To generate the first half of the cassette, DNA containing parS3-4 
sites was amplified by PCR using P1304 and P1305, and C. crescentus genomic DNA as template. To 
generate the second half of the cassette, DNA containing aac(3)IV was amplified by PCR using P1306 
and P1307, and pIJ773 as template (Gust et al., 2003). The two resulting PCR products were gel- 
purified and joined together using a 2X  Gibson master mix. The full- length 260 bp parS::apramycinR 
cassette was further amplified by PCR using P1304 and P1307. P1304 and P1307 also carry 49 bp 
homology to the left or the right of the insertion point at the ygcE locus. The resulting PCR product 
was gel- extracted and electroporated into an arabinose- induced E. coli AB1157/pKD46 cells. Colo-
nies that formed on LB+ apramycin were restruck on LB+ apramycin and incubated at 42 °C to cure 
of pKD46 plasmid. Finally, the correct insertion of the parS- apramycinR cassette was verified by PCR 
and Sanger sequencing.

Strains AB1157 + pKTN25::cfp-parB (WT/E102A)
E. coli AB1157 cells were made competent chemically and were transformed with pKTN25-cfp- parB 
(WT/E102A) to result in strains TLE3077 and TLE3078, respectively.

Strains TLE1146 + pKTN25::cfp-parB (WT/E102A)
E. coli TLE1146 cells were made competent chemically and were transformed with pKTN25-cfp- parB 
(WT/E102A) to result in strains TLE3079 and TLE3080, respectively.

Strains MT148 + pMT571-1xFLAG::parB (WT/mutants)
Electro- competent C. crescentus CN15N cells were electroporated with pMT571- 1xFLAG::ParB (WT/
mutants) plasmid to allow for a single integration at the vanA locus. The correct integration was veri-
fied by PCR, and ΦCr30 phage lysate was prepared from this strain. Subsequently, van::Pvan- 1xflag- 
parB (WT/mutant), marked by a tetracyclineR cassette, was transduced by phage ΦCr30 into MT148 
(Thanbichler and Shapiro, 2006) to result in strains TLS3050- TLS3060.

Protein overexpression and purification
Plasmid pET21b::parB∆CTD- (his)6 was introduced into E. coli Rosetta (DE3)- competent cells (Merck) by 
heat- shock transformation. 40 mL overnight culture was used to inoculate 4 L of LB medium + carbeni-
cillin + chloramphenicol. Cells were grown at 37 °C with shaking at 250 rpm to an OD600 of ~0.4. The 
culture was then left in the cold room to cool to 28 °C before isopropyl-β-D- thiogalactopyranoside 
(IPTG) was added at a final concentration of 0.5 mM. The culture was shaken for an additional 3 hr 
at 30 °C before cells were pelleted by centrifugation. Pelleted cells were resuspended in a buffer 
containing 100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 5 % (v/v) glycerol, 1 µL of 
Benzonase nuclease (Merck), 5 mg of lysozyme (Merck), and an EDTA- free protease inhibitor tablet 
(Merck). Cells were further lyzed by sonification (10 cycles of 15 s with 10 s resting on ice in between 
each cycle). The cell debris was removed through centrifugation at 28,000 g for 30 min and the super-
natant was filtered through a 0.45 µm sterile filter (Sartorius). The protein was then loaded into a 1 mL 
HisTrap column (GE Healthcare) that had been pre- equilibrated with buffer A (100 mM Tris- HCl pH 
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8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, and 5% [v/v] glycerol). Protein was eluted from the column using 
an increasing (10–500 mM) imidazole gradient in the same buffer. ParB∆CTD- containing fractions 
were pooled and diluted to a conductivity of 16 mS/cm before being loaded onto a 1 mL Heparin HP 
column (GE Healthcare) that had been pre- equilibrated with 100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 25 mM NaCl, 
and 5 % (v/v) glycerol. Protein was eluted from the Heparin column using an increasing (25 mM to 1 M 
NaCl) salt gradient in the same buffer. ParB∆CTD fractions were pooled and analyzed for purity by 
SDS- PAGE. Glycerol was then added to ParB∆CTD fractions to a final volume of 10 % (v/v), followed 
by 10 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT. The purified ParB∆CTD was subsequently aliquoted, snap frozen in 
liquid nitrogen, and stored at –80 °C. ParB∆CTD that was used for X- ray crystallography was further 
polished via a gel- filtration column. To do so, purified ParB∆CTD was concentrated by centrifugation 
in an Amicon Ultra-15 3 kDa cutoff spin filters (Merck) before being loaded into a Superdex-200 gel 
filtration column (GE Healthcare). The gel filtration column was pre- equilibrated with buffer containing 
10 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0 and 250 mM NaCl. ParB∆CTD fractions were then pooled and analyzed for 
purity by SDS- PAGE.

Other C- terminally His- tagged ParB mutants were purified using HIS- Select Cobalt gravity flow 
columns as described previously (Jalal et al., 2020b). Purified proteins were desalted using a PD-10 
column (Merck), concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-4 10 kDa cutoff spin column (Merck), and stored 
at –80 °C in a storage buffer (100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10 % [v/v] glycerol). Purified 
ParB mutants that were used in BMOE crosslinking experiments were buffer- exchanged and stored in 
a storage buffer supplemented with TCEP instead (100 mM Tris- HCl pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 % [v/v] 
glycerol, and 1 mM TCEP).

Different batches of proteins were purified by ASBJ and NTT. Both biological (new sample prepa-
rations from a stock aliquot) and technical (same sample preparation) replicates were performed for 
assays in this study.

DNA preparation for crystallization, EnzChek phosphate release assay, 
and differential radical capillary action of ligand assay (DRaCALA)
A 22 bp palindromic single- stranded DNA fragment (parS: GGATGTTTCACGTGAAACA TCC) (100 µM 
in 1 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM NaCl buffer) was heated at 98 °C for 5 min before being left to cool 
down to room temperature overnight to form 50 µM double- stranded parS DNA. The core sequence 
of parS is underlined.

Protein crystallization, structure determination, and refinement
Crystallization screens for the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS complex were set up in sitting- drop vapor 
diffusion format in MRC2 96- well crystallization plates with drops comprising 0.3 µL precipitant solu-
tion and 0.3 µL of protein- DNA complex, and incubated at 293 K. His- tagged ParB∆CTD (~10 mg/mL) 
was mixed with a 22 bp parS duplex DNA at a molar ratio of 2:1.2 (protein monomer:DNA) in buffer 
containing 10 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0 and 250 mM NaCl. The ParB∆CTD- parS crystals grew in a solution 
containing 20.5 % (w/v) PEG 3350, 260 mM magnesium formate, and 10 % (v/v) glycerol. After opti-
mization of an initial hit, suitable crystals were cryoprotected with 20 % (v/v) glycerol and mounted in 
Litholoops (Molecular Dimensions) before flash- cooling by plunging into liquid nitrogen. X- ray data 
were recorded on beamline I04-1 at the Diamond Light Source (Oxfordshire, UK) using a Pilatus 6 M- F 
hybrid photon counting detector (Dectris), with crystals maintained at 100 K by a Cryojet cryocooler 
(Oxford Instruments). Diffraction data were integrated and scaled using XDS (Kabsch, 2010) via the 
XIA2 expert system (Winter, 2009) then merged using AIMLESS (Evans and Murshudov, 2013). 
Data collection statistics are summarized in Table 1. The majority of the downstream analysis was 
performed through the CCP4i2 graphical user interface (Potterton et al., 2018).

The ParB∆CTD- parS complex crystallized in space group P21 with cell parameters of a = 54.3, b = 
172.9, c = 72.9 Å, and β = 90.5° (Table 1). Analysis of the likely composition of the asymmetric unit 
(ASU) suggested that it contains four copies of the ParB∆CTD monomer and two copies of the 22 bp 
parS DNA duplex, giving an estimated solvent content of ~47 %.

Interrogation of the Protein Data Bank with the sequence of the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD revealed 
two suitable template structures for molecular replacement: apo- ParB∆CTD from Thermus thermoph-
ilus (Leonard et al., 2004) (PDB accession code: 1VZ0; 46 % identity over 82 % of the sequence) and 
Helicobacter pylori ParB∆CTD bound to parS DNA (Chen et al., 2015) (PDB accession code: 4UMK; 
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42 % identity over 75 % of the sequence). First, single subunits taken from these two entries were 
trimmed using SCULPTOR (Bunkóczi and Read, 2011) to retain the parts of the structure that aligned 
with the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD sequence, and then all side chains were truncated to Cβ atoms 
using CHAINSAW (Stein, 2008). Comparison of these templates revealed a completely different rela-
tionship between the NTD and the DBD. Thus, we prepared search templates based on the individual 
domains rather than the subunits. The pairs of templates for each domain were then aligned and 
used as ensemble search models in PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007). For the DNA component, an ideal 
B- form DNA duplex was generated in COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) from a 22 bp palindromic 

Table 1. X- ray data collection and processing statistics.

Structure C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- parS complex C. crescentus ParB∆CTD CTPɣS complex

Data collection     

  Diamond Light Source beamline I04-1 I03

  Wavelength (Å) 0.916 0.976

  Detector Pilatus 6 M- F Eiger2 XE 16 M

  Resolution range (Å) 72.96–2.90 (3.08–2.90) 70.59–2.73 (2.86–2.73)

  Space group P21 P21

  Cell parameters (Å/°) a = 54.3, b = 172.9, c = 72.9, β = 90.5 a = 69.5, b = 56.1, c = 71.4, β = 98.4

  Total no. of measured intensities 198,135 (33888) 92,266 (8473)

  Unique reflections 29,654 (4775) 14,516 (1756)

  Multiplicity 6.7 (7.1) 6.4 (4.8)

  Mean I/σ(I) 8.7 (1.4) 5.4 (1.2)

  Completeness (%) 99.7 (100.0) 98.8 (91.4)

  Rmerge* 0.135 (1.526) 0.195 (1.210)

  Rmeas† 0.146 (1.646) 0.212 (1.357)

  CC½‡ 0.997 (0.677) 0.991 (0.825)

  Wilson B value (Å2) 81.6 57.7

Refinement     

  Resolution range (Å) 72.96–2.90 (2.98–2.90) 70.59–2.73 (2.80–2.73)

  Reflections: working/free§ 28155/1466 13824/678

  Rwork¶ 0.240 (0.366) 0.248 (0.371)

  Rfree¶ 0.263 (0.369) 0.284 (0.405)

  Ramachandran plot: favored/allowed/disallowed** (%) 95.2/4.8/0 95.5/4.5/0

  R.m.s. bond distance deviation (Å) 0.005 0.002

  R.m.s. bond angle deviation (°) 1.05 1.19

  Mean B factors: protein/DNA/other/ overall (Å2) 98/74/-/92 81/-/61/77

PDB accession code 6 T1F 7BM8

Values in parentheses are for the outer resolution shell.
*Rmerge = ∑hkl ∑i |Ii(hkl)− ⟨I(hkl)⟩|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl).
† Rmeas = ∑hkl [N/(N− 1)]1/2 × ∑i |Ii(hkl)− ⟨I(hkl)⟩|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl), where Ii(hkl) is the ith observation of reflection hkl, ⟨I(hkl)⟩ is the weighted average intensity for all 
observations i of reflection hkl, and N is the number of observations of reflection hkl.
‡CC½ is the correlation coefficient between symmetry equivalent intensities from random halves of the dataset.
§The dataset was split into ‘working’ and ‘free’ sets consisting of 95% and 5% of the data, respectively. The free set was not used for refinement.
¶The R- factors Rwork and Rfree are calculated as follows: R = ∑(| Fobs - Fcalc |)/∑| Fobs |, where Fobs and Fcalc are the observed and calculated structure factor 
amplitudes, respectively.
**As calculated using MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010).
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sequence of parS. A variety of protocols were attempted in PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007), the best 
result was obtained by searching for the two DNA duplexes first, followed by four copies of the DBD, 
giving a TFZ score of 10.5 at 4.5 Å resolution. We found that the placement of the DBDs with respect 
to the DNA duplexes was analogous to that seen in the H. pylori ParB∆CTD- parS complex. After 
several iterations of rebuilding in COOT and refining the model in REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 
1997), it was possible to manually dock one copy of the NTD template (from 1VZ0) into weak and 
fragmented electron density such that it could be joined to one of the DBDs. A superposition of this 
more complete subunit onto the other three copies revealed that in only one of these did the NTD 
agree with the electron density. Inspection of the remaining unfilled electron density showed evidence 
for the last two missing NTDs, which were also added by manual docking of the domain template 
(from 1VZ0). For the final stages, TLS refinement was used with a single TLS domain defined for each 
protein chain and for each DNA strand. The statistics of the final refined model, including validation 
output from MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010), are summarized in Table 1.

Crystallization screens for the C. crescentus ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS complex crystal were also set up 
in sitting- drop vapor diffusion format in MRC2 96- well crystallization plates with drops comprising 
0.3 µL precipitant solution and 0.3 µL of protein solution (~10 mg/mL) supplemented with 1 mM 
CTPɣS (Jena Biosciences) and 1 mM MgCl2, and incubated at 293 K. The ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS crystals 
grew in a solution containing 15 % (w/v) PEG 3350, 0.26 M calcium acetate, 10 % (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM 
CTPɣS, and 1 mM MgCl2. Suitable crystals were cryoprotected with 20 % (v/v) glycerol and mounted 
in Litholoops (Molecular Dimensions) before flash- cooling by plunging into liquid nitrogen. X- ray 
data were recorded on beamline I03 at the Diamond Light Source (Oxfordshire, UK) using an Eiger2 
XE 16 M hybrid photon counting detector (Dectris), with crystals maintained at 100 K by a Cryojet 
cryocooler (Oxford Instruments). Diffraction data were integrated and scaled using DIALS (Winter 
et al., 2018) via the XIA2 expert system (Winter, 2009), then merged using AIMLESS (Evans and 
Murshudov, 2013). Data collection statistics are summarized in Table 1. The majority of the down-
stream analysis was performed through the CCP4i2 graphical user interface (Potterton et al., 2018).

The ParB∆CTD- CTPɣS complex crystallized in space group P21 with cell parameters of a = 69.5, b 
= 56.1, c = 71.4 Å, and β = 98.4° (Table 1). Analysis of the likely composition of the ASU suggested 
that it contains two copies of the ParB∆CTD monomer giving an estimated solvent content of ~50 %. 
Molecular replacement templates were generated from the ParB∆CTD- parS complex solved above. 
Attempts to solve the structure in PHASER using individual subunits taken from the latter in both 
conformations did not yield any convincing solutions, suggesting that the subunits had adopted new 
conformations. Given that the two subunit conformations observed in the previous structure differed 
largely in the relative dispositions of DBD and NTDs, we reasoned that a better outcome might be 
achieved by searching for the DBD and NTD separately. This time PHASER successfully placed two 
copies of each domain in the ASU such that they could be reconnected to give two subunits in a new 
conformation. The result was subjected to 100 cycles of jelly- body refinement in REFMAC5 before 
rebuilding with BUCCANEER (Cowtan, 2006) to give a model in which 77 % of the expected residues 
had been fitted into two chains and sequenced. The model was completed after further iterations of 
model editing in COOT and refinement with REFMAC5. In this case, TLS refinement was not used as 
this gave poorer validation results. The statistics of the final refined model, including validation output 
from MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010), are summarized in Table 1.

Measurement of protein-DNA interaction by BLI assay
BLI experiments were conducted using a BLItz system equipped with High Precision Streptavidin 2.0 
(SAX2) Biosensors (Molecular Devices). BLItz monitors wavelength shifts (nm) resulting from changes 
in the optical thickness of the sensor surface during association or dissociation of the analyte. All BLI 
experiments were performed at 22 °C. The streptavidin biosensor was hydrated in a low- salt- binding 
buffer (100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005 % [v/v] Tween 20) for at least 
10 min before each experiment. Biotinylated double- stranded DNA (dsDNA) was immobilized onto 
the surface of the SA biosensor through a cycle of baseline (30 s), association (120 s), and dissocia-
tion (120 s). Briefly, the tip of the biosensor was dipped into a binding buffer for 30 s to establish the 
baseline, then to 1 μM biotinylated dsDNA for 120 s, and finally to a low- salt- binding buffer for 120 s 
to allow for dissociation.
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After the immobilization of DNA on the sensor, association reactions were monitored at 1 μM dimer 
concentration of ParB with an increasing concentration of CTP (0, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 µM) for 
120 s. At the end of each binding step, the sensor was transferred into a protein- free binding buffer 
to follow the dissociation kinetics for 120 s. The sensor can be recycled by dipping in a high- salt buffer 
(100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 1000 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, and 0.005 % [v/v] Tween 20) for 5 min to 
remove bound ParB.

For the dissociation step in the BLI experiments in Figure 7A, the probe was returned to either a 
low- salt- binding buffer (100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005 % [v/v] Tween 
20) for 30 s or a high- salt buffer (100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 1 M NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005 % [v/v] 
Tween 20) for 30 s.

For experiments in Figure 7C, DNA- coated tips were dipped into 300 µL of restriction solution 
(266 µL of water, 30 µL of 10×   buffer CutSmart [NEB], and 3 µL of BamHI- HF restriction enzyme 
[20,000 units/mL]) for 2 hr at 37 °C. As a result, closed DNA on the BLI surface was cleaved to generate 
a free DNA end.

For experiments in Figure 5—figure supplement 4C, purified ParB (Q35C) was incubated with 
1 mM CTPɣS in a binding buffer (100 mM Tris- HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2) for 30 min 
before BMOE was added to 1 mM. DTT was then added to the final concentration of 1 mM to quench 
the reaction. Subsequently, crosslinked ParB (Q35C) was buffer- exchanged into a storage buffer 
(100 mM Tris- HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, and 10 % glycerol) using 0.5 mL Zeba desalting columns 
(ThermoFisher). BLITZ assays were performed using 5 μM dimer concentration of crosslinked ParB 
(Q35C) ± 1 mM CTP.

All sensorgrams recorded during BLI experiments were analyzed using the BLItz analysis software 
(BLItz Pro version 1.2, Molecular Devices) and replotted in R for presentation. Each experiment was 
triplicated, standard deviations were calculated in Excel, and a representative sensorgram is presented 
in Figure 5—figure supplement 4, Figure 6—figure supplement 2, and Figure 7.

Differential radical capillary action of ligand assay (DRaCALA) or 
membrane-spotting assay
Purified C. crescentus ParB- His6 (WT and mutants, at final concentrations of 0.7, 1.5, 3.1, 6.2, and 
12.5 µM) were incubated with 5 nM radiolabeled P32-α-CTP (Perkin Elmer), 30 µM of unlabeled CTP 
(ThermoFisher), and 1.5 μM of 22 bp parS DNA duplex in the binding buffer (100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 
100 mM NaCl, and 10 mM CaCl2) for 10 min at room temperature. 4 μL of samples were spotted 
slowly onto a nitrocellulose membrane and air- dried. The nitrocellulose membrane was wrapped in 
cling film before being exposed to a phosphor screen (GE Healthcare) for 2 min. Each DRaCALA assay 
was triplicated, and a representative autoradiograph was shown. Data were quantified using Multi- 
Gauge software 3.0 (Fujifilm), the bound fraction were quantified as described previously (Roelofs 
et al., 2011). Error bars represent standard deviations from triplicated experiments.

Measurement of CTPase activity by EnzChek phosphate release assay
CTP hydrolysis was monitored using an EnzCheck Phosphate Assay Kit (ThermoFisher). Samples 
(100 µL) containing a reaction buffer supplemented with an increasing concentration of CTP (0, 1, 
5, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 µM), 0.5 µM of 22 bp parS DNA, and 1 µM ParB (WT or mutants) were 
assayed in a Biotek EON plate reader at 25 °C for 8 hr with readings every minute. The reaction buffer 
(1 mL) typically contained 740 μL Ultrapure water, 50 μL 20× reaction buffer (100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 2 M 
NaCl, and 20 mM MgCl2), 200 μL MESG substrate solution, and 10 μL purine nucleoside phosphory-
lase enzyme (one unit). Reactions with buffer only or buffer + CTP + 22 bp parS DNA only were also 
included as controls. The plates were shaken at 280 rpm continuously for 8 hr at 25 °C. The inorganic 
phosphate standard curve was also constructed according to the manual. The results were analyzed 
using Excel and the CTPase rates were calculated using a linear regression fitting in Excel. Error bars 
represent standard deviations from triplicated experiments.

In vitro crosslinking assay using a sulfhydryl-to-sulfhydryl crosslinker 
BMOE
A 50 µL mixture of 8 µM ParB mutants (with residues at specific positions in the NTD, DBD, or CTD 
substituted to cysteine) ± CTP (0–1000 µM) ± 0.5 µM DNA (a 22 bp linear DNA or a 3 kb circular parS/
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scrambled parS plasmid) was assembled in a reaction buffer (10 mM Tris- HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 
and 1 mM MgCl2) and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. BMOE (1 mM final concentration 
from a 20 mM stock solution) was then added, and the reaction was quickly mixed by three pulses of 
vortexing. SDS- PAGE sample buffer containing 23 mM β-mercaptoethanol was then added imme-
diately to quench the crosslinking reaction. Samples were heated to 50 °C for 5 min before being 
loaded on 12 % Novex WedgeWell Tris- Glycine gels (ThermoFisher). Protein bands were stained with 
an InstantBlue Coomassie solution (Abcam) and band intensity was quantified using Image Studio Lite 
version 5.2 (LI- COR Biosciences). The crosslinked fractions were averaged, and their standard devia-
tions from triplicated experiments were calculated in Excel.

For the experiment described in lane 8 of Figure 5C,D and Figure 5—figure supplement 2, cross-
linking reactions were performed as described above; however, the reaction was quenched using a 
quenching buffer (10 mM Tris- HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 2.3 mM β-mercaptoeth-
anol) instead. Subsequently, 1 µL of a non- specific DNA nuclease (Benzonase, 250 units/µL, Merck) 
was added, and the mixture was incubated at room temperature for a further 10 min before SDS- 
PAGE sample buffer was added. Samples were heated to 50 °C for 5 min before being loaded on 
4–12% Novex WedgeWell Tris- Glycine gels (ThermoFisher).

For the experiments described in lane 8 of Figure 5—figure supplement 3A, crosslinking and 
quenching reactions were performed as described above before 1 µL of TEV protease (10 units/
µL, ThermoFisher) was added. The mixture was incubated at room temperature for a further 30 min 
before SDS- PAGE sample buffer was added. Samples were heated to 50 °C for 5 min before being 
loaded on 4–12% Novex WedgeWell Tris- Glycine gels.

For experiments described in lane 9 of Figure 5—figure supplement 3B, proteins were released 
from gel slices by a ‘crush & soak’ method. Briefly, 10 gel slices were cut out from unstained SDS- 
PAGE gels and transferred to a 2 mL Eppendorf tube. Gel slices were frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
were crushed using a plastic pestle. The resulting paste was soaked in 500 µL of soaking buffer (10 mM 
Tris- HCl pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 µL of Benzonase [250 units/µL]), and the tube was 
incubated with rotation in a rotating wheel overnight. On the next day, the tube was centrifuged 
at 13,000 rpm for 5 min and the supernatant was transferred to a new 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. The 
sample volume was reduced to ~50 µL using a SpeedVac vacuum concentrator before SDS- PAGE 
sample buffer was added in. The entire sample was loaded onto a single well of a 4–12% WedgeWell 
Tris- Glycine gel.

For experiments described in Figure 5—figure supplement 1, a circular parS- harboring plasmid 
was linearized at an unique HindIII site by HindIII- HF restriction enzyme. After restriction, the linearized 
DNA was extracted with phenol- chloroform and ethanol precipitated before being used in double- 
crosslinking experiments.

Polyacrylamide gels were submerged in an InstantBlue Coomassie solution (Abcam) to stain for 
protein or in a SYBR Green solution (ThermoFisher) to stain for DNA. Denatured samples were also 
loaded on 1 % TAE agarose gels and electrophoresed at 120 V for 40 min at room temperature. After-
wards, agarose gels were submerged in a SYBR green solution to stain for DNA.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation with deep sequencing (ChIP-Seq)
α-FLAG ChIP- seq experiments on formaldehyde- fixed C. crescentus cells, and the subsequent data 
analysis was performed exactly as reported previously (Tran et al., 2018).

For ChIP- seq experiments on fixed E. coli cells, cells harboring pKTN25-cfp- parB (WT) or pKTN25-
cfp- parB (E102A) were grown in 50 mL LB at 30 °C to mid exponential phase (OD600 ∼ 0.4, no IPTG 
was added). Subsequently, formaldehyde is added to a final concentration of 1 % to fix the cells. All 
following steps are identical to ChIP- seq for C. crescentus, except that α-GFP antibody coupled to 
sepharose beads (Abcam) was used to immunoprecipitate CFP- tagged ParB–DNA complexes.

Each ChIP- seq experiment was duplicated using biological replicates. For a list of ChIP- seq exper-
iments and their replicates in this study, see Supplementary file 1C.

Immunoblot analysis
For western blot analysis, C. crescentus or E. coli cells were pelleted and resuspended directly in 1× 
SDS sample buffer, then heated to 95 °C for 5 min before loading. Total protein was run on 12 % 
Novex WedgeWell gels (ThermoFisher) at 150 V for separation. The same amount of total protein was 
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loaded on each lane. Resolved proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes using the Trans- Blot 
Turbo Transfer System (BioRad) and probed with either a 1:5000 dilution of α-FLAG HRP- conjugated 
antibody (Merck) antibody or a 1:5000 dilution of α-GFP HRP- conjugated antibody (Abcam). Blots 
were imaged after incubation with SuperSignal West PICO PLUS Chemiluminescent Substrate (Ther-
moFisher) using an Amersham Imager 600 (GE Healthcare). Western blot experiments were dupli-
cated using biological replicates.

Fluorescence microscopy and image analysis
TLS3079 and TLS3080 were grown in M9 media supplemented with kanamycin (30  µg/mL) until 
OD600 ~ 0.1 prior to imaging. The expression of cfp- parB (WT/E102A) was induced with 0.25 mM 
IPTG in culture for 60 min before imaging. Imaging was performed using a wide- field epifluorescence 
microscope (Eclipse Ti- 2E, Nikon) with a 63× oil immersion objective (NA 1.41), illumination from 
pE4000 light source, Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0 camera, and a motorized XY stage. Images were 
acquired using NIS- elements software (version 5.1). For imaging in the CFP channel, 435 nm excitation 
wavelength was used with 1 s exposure.

Images were analyzed using ImageJ, and plots were generated in GraphPad Prism 8.0. For 
extracting information on number of ParB foci per cell as well as intensity of ParB in foci, the following 
analysis pipeline was implemented: cell masks were generated in ImageJ using analyze particle func-
tion on thresholds applied to phase profiles. Separately, even background subtraction function was 
applied to fluorescence profiles, images were convolved (using ‘subtract background’ and ‘convolve’ 
functions in ImageJ), and regions of interest (ROIs) for foci were detected via an application of appro-
priate thresholds. The cell masks and ROIs thus detected were applied to the raw data (after back-
ground correction) to extract intensity information for each ROI as well as total cell fluorescence. ROI 
intensity was plotted as a ratio of intensity within a focus (intensityloc) normalized to total cell intensity 
(intensitytotal). Along with intensity measurement, number of foci per cell was also recorded. The pipe-
line was implemented in ImageJ using the following command:

n = roiManager("count");for (j = 0; j < n; j++){roiManager("Select", j);run("Analyze Particles...", 
"size = 3–10 circularity = 0.40–1.00 display summarize add");}
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SUMMARY

ATP- and GTP-dependent molecular switches are extensively used to control functions of proteins in a wide
range of biological processes. However, CTP switches are rarely reported. Here, we report that a nucleoid
occlusion protein Noc is a CTPase enzyme whose membrane-binding activity is directly regulated by a
CTP switch. In Bacillus subtilis, Noc nucleates on 16 bp NBS sites before associating with neighboring
non-specific DNA to form large membrane-associated nucleoprotein complexes to physically occlude as-
sembly of the cell division machinery. By in vitro reconstitution, we show that (1) CTP is required for Noc
to form the NBS-dependent nucleoprotein complex, and (2) CTP binding, but not hydrolysis, switches Noc
to a membrane-active state. Overall, we suggest that CTP couples membrane-binding activity of Noc to
nucleoprotein complex formation to ensure productive recruitment of DNA to the bacterial cell membrane
for nucleoid occlusion activity.

INTRODUCTION

While ATP and GTP switches are ubiquitous in biology, CTP
switcheshave rarelybeen identifiedbutmaybemorewidespread
than previously appreciated. A recent discovery showed that
ParB, a crucial protein for bacterial chromosome segregation,
is the foundingmember of a new class of CTP-dependentmolec-
ular switches (Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019).
ParB nucleates on a parS DNA sequence and associates with
neighboringDNA, a process known as spreading, to enable faith-
ful chromosome segregation (Breier and Grossman, 2007; Fun-
nell, 2016; Graham et al., 2014; Jalal and Le, 2020; Murray
et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2015). CTP induces ParB self-dimer-
ization to create a clamp-like molecule (Soh et al., 2019). The
ParB clamp self-loads at parS, then spreads by sliding to neigh-
boring DNA while still entrapping DNA (Jalal et al., 2020a; Soh
et al., 2019). Essentially, CTP serves to switch ParB from a
parS-nucleatingopenclamp toaDNA-sliding closed-clampstate
(Jalal et al., 2020a;Sohet al., 2019). The result is the formationof a
higher-order nucleoprotein complex with multiple ParB-CTP
clamps entrapped in the vicinity of the parS locus. The higher-or-
der nucleoprotein complex stimulates the ATPase activity of
ParA, a partner of ParB, driving the segregation of replicated
chromosomes to daughter cells (Hwang et al., 2013; Jalal and
Le, 2020; Lim et al., 2014; Vecchiarelli et al., 2012, 2013, 2014).
In Firmicutes, the nucleoid occlusion protein Noc is a paralog

of ParB (Jalal et al., 2020b; Sievers et al., 2002; Wu and Erring-

ton, 2011); however, the role of Noc is different from that of a
canonical ParB (Pang et al., 2017; Veiga et al., 2011; Wu and Er-
rington, 2004). Noc helps direct the assembly of the cell division
machinery toward themiddle of a dividing cell where the concen-
tration of chromosomal DNA (the nucleoid) is the least, thus
ensuring a binary cell division (Adams et al., 2015; Rodrigues
and Harry, 2012; Wu and Errington, 2004; Yu et al., 2021). Noc
does so by nucleating on 16 bp NBS (Noc-binding site) sites
scattered around the chromosome before spreading to neigh-
boring DNA to form large Noc-DNA nucleoprotein complexes
(Wu et al., 2009). Unusually, Noc is also a peripheral membrane
protein that directly associates with the cell membrane via a
predicted N-terminal amphipathic helix (Adams et al., 2015;
Figure 1A). The recruitment of the chromosomal DNA to the
membrane is crucial for preventing the assembly of the division
machinery over the chromosome; indeed, a Noc variant lacking
the amphipathic helix is impaired in nucleoid occlusion activity
(Adams et al., 2015). In Bacillus subtilis, Noc was observed to
associate with the cell membrane in a transient manner in vivo
(Wu et al., 2009). It was thought that a strong membrane-binding
activity of Noc might have been selected against, as a stable as-
sociation with the membrane might hamper chromosome repli-
cation and segregation (Adams et al., 2015), yet it is unclear
how the membrane-binding activity of Noc is modulated.
Furthermore, Noc must bring the chromosomal DNA to the
membrane to physically inhibit the assembly of the division ma-
chinery (Adams et al., 2015); an unregulated membrane-binding
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activity would likely confine apo-Noc permanently to the cell
membrane, thus unfavorably limiting the recruitment of DNA to
the membrane (Adams et al., 2015). Again, it remains unclear
whether the membrane-binding activity of Noc is regulated
and, if so, how.
To investigate further, we have biochemically reconstituted

NBS-dependent Noc spreading and membrane association
events using purified B. subtilis Noc protein and phospholipid
vesicles. We show that, similar to a canonical ParB, Noc is a
CTPase enzyme that binds CTP to form a protein clamp that
can slide and entrap DNA. Importantly, CTP binding, but not hy-
drolysis, is required to switch Noc-DNA from a membrane-inac-
tive to an active state, thus locking Noc into a pathway in which it
must spread before associating with the cell membrane. We
solve an X-ray crystal structure of a C-terminal domain truncated
apo-Noc from Geobacillus thermoleovorans, in which its mem-
brane-targeting amphipathic helix adopts an autoinhibitory
conformation, restricted from interacting with the membrane.
We suggest that CTP binding might liberate the amphipathic
helix, thereby switching Noc to a membrane-active state. Alto-
gether, we demonstrate that CTP directly regulates the mem-
brane-binding activity of the nucleoid occlusion protein Noc,
further expanding the role of CTP switches in biology.

RESULTS

NBS DNA increases the CTP binding and hydrolysis rate
of Noc
Given the shared ancestry between ParB and Noc, wewondered
if B. subtilis Noc also binds and hydrolyses CTP. To investigate,
we used a membrane-spotting assay (DRaCALA), and the result
showed that B. subtilis Noc binds radiolabeled CTP, but only in
the presence of a cognate 22 bp NBS DNA (Figure 1B). An
excess of unlabeled CTP, but no other NTP or CDP, outcom-
peted radiolabeled CTP for binding to Noc, suggesting that
B. subtilis Noc binds CTP specifically (Figure 1C). Similarly, an
N-terminally truncated Noc variant lacking the 10 amino acid
(AA) membrane-targeting sequence (NocND10) also bound ra-
diolabeled CTP in the presence ofNBSDNA (Figure 1D). Howev-
er, the Noc (R89A) and Noc (N121S) variants, whose equivalent
substitutions in ParB have been shown to impair spreading
and CTP binding (Jalal et al., 2020a; Osorio-Valeriano et al.,
2019; Soh et al., 2019; Figure S1A), did not bind radiolabeled
CTP at the tested concentration (Figure 1D). Next, we performed
a quantitative nucleotide-binding assay using isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) with a non-hydrolyzable CTP analog (CTPɣS) to
ensure the heat exchange was due solely to nucleotide binding
but not hydrolysis or NBS DNA binding. We found that
B. subtilis Noc binds CTPɣS with a moderate affinity (Kd = 68 ±
23 mM), while Noc (N121S) bound CTPɣS more weakly at Kd =
232 ± 66 mM, and Noc (R89A) did not detectably bind nucleotide
(Figure S1B). Consistent with a previous report (Soh et al., 2019),
B. subtilis Noc also showed CTP hydrolysis activity, albeit at a
low rate of about one CTP per Noc per hour when only the puri-
fied protein and CTP were included (Figure 1E; Soh et al., 2019).
The addition of a 22 bp NBS DNA, but not a non-cognate 22 bp
parSDNA, increased the CTP hydrolysis rate 9-fold to about nine
CTP per Noc per hour (Figure 1E; Soh et al., 2019). The Noc

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 1. Noc binds and hydrolyzes CTP in the presence ofNBSDNA
(A) The domain architecture of B. subtilis Noc: a membrane-targeting

sequence (MTS), an N-terminal domain (NTD), a central DNA-binding domain

(DBD), and a C-terminal domain (CTD).

(B–D) CTP binding as monitored by DRaCALA assay using radiolabeled CTP

a-P32. The bull’s-eye staining indicates CTP binding due to a more rapid

immobilization of protein-ligand complexes compared with free ligands. The

starting concentration of Noc used in all panels was 30 mM. The concentrations

of CTP a-P32, unlabeled CTP, and a 22 bp parS/NBS DNA used in all panels

were 5 nM, 30 mM, and 1 mM, respectively.

(E) CTP hydrolysis rates of Noc (WT) and variants were measured by

continuous detection of released inorganic phosphates (see STAR Methods).

CTPase rates were measured at increasing concentrations of CTP. All re-

actions contained 1 mM Noc (WT/variants) ± 1 mM 22 bp NBS or parS DNA

and an increasing concentration of CTP (0, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1,000 mM).

Experiments were triplicated, and the SDs of the CTPase rates were pre-

sented.
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(R89A) and Noc (N121S) variants did not show noticeable CTP-
hydrolyzing activity (Figure 1E). Last, despite binding CTP
equally or more strongly than the wild-type (WT) (Figure 1D),
NocND10 hydrolyzed CTP at a reduced rate of about five CTP
per Noc per hour (Figure 1E; see Discussion). Altogether, our
data suggest that B. subtilis Noc is a CTPase enzyme that binds
and hydrolyses CTP in the presence of cognate DNA.

CTP and NBS DNA stimulate the engagement of the
N-terminal domain of Noc in vitro
In the presence of CTP, ParB self-engages at the N-terminal
domain (NTD) to create a clamp-like molecule (Jalal et al.,
2020a; Soh et al., 2019). To investigate whether CTP elicits a
similar response in Noc, we used site-specific crosslinking of a
purified B. subtilis Noc (E29C) variant by a sulfhydryl-to-sulfhy-
dryl crosslinker bismaleimidoethane (BMOE). On the basis of a
sequence alignment between B. subtilis ParB and Noc (Fig-
ure S1A), residue E29 at the NTD was selected and substituted
by cysteine on an otherwise cysteine-less Noc (WT) background
(Figure S2A) to create a variant in which symmetry-related cyste-
ines become covalently linked together if they are within 8 Å of
each other. The crosslinked form was detectable as a protein
form with reduced mobility on SDS-PAGE (labeled X in Figure 2).
In the absence of CTP, Noc (E29C) crosslinked minimally (!10%
crosslinked fraction; Figure 2A, lanes 2–4). The crosslinking effi-
ciency increased threefold (!30%) in the presence of CTP (Fig-
ure 2A, lane 8), but not CDP or ATP (Figure 2A; Figure S2B). The
crosslinking efficiency further increased fivefold (!55%) when
both CTP and a 22 bp NBS were included (Figure 2A, lane 10;
Figure S2D). However, the addition of a non-cognate 22 bp
parS DNA did not result in the same high level of crosslinking,
even when CTP was present (Figure 2A, lane 9). Noticeably,
non-hydrolyzable CTPɣS readily promoted crosslinking (!45%
crosslinked fraction) regardless of the presence or absence of
NBS DNA (Figure 2B, lanes 8–10; Figure S2E). Therefore, our
data suggest that CTP binding, but not hydrolysis, is required
for the NTD engagement of B. subtilis Noc. Consistent with the
requirement of CTP binding for NTD engagement, the Noc
(E29C R89A) variant, in which the R89A substitution incapaci-
tates CTP binding, did not crosslink beyond the background
level in any tested condition (Figure 2C). The Noc (E29C
N121S) variant, which binds CTP (albeit at a reduced affinity)
but cannot hydrolyze CTP, crosslinked similarly to Noc (E29C)
(!30% crosslinked fraction) at the saturating concentration of

1 mM CTP, although the NBS-stimulated crosslinking was abol-
ished (Figure 2D). Last, the NocND10 (E29C) variant, which lacks
the N-terminal membrane-targeting sequence, crosslinked simi-
larly to Noc (E29C) in the presence of CTP and NBS DNA
(Figure S2C).

Noc associates with a closed NBS DNA substrate in a
CTP-dependent manner
To further investigate the roles of the NTD engagement, we fol-
lowed the spreading of Noc in real time. We used a 170 bp
dual biotin-labeled NBS DNA that had been tethered at both
ends onto a streptavidin-coated probe to form a closed DNA
and measured the bio-layer interferometry (BLI) signal (Figures
2E and 2F; Jalal et al., 2020a). BLI monitors wavelength shifts re-
sulting from changes in the optical thickness of the probe during
the association and dissociation of Noc from the closed NBS
DNA substrate. In the absence of CTP, we observed only the
nucleation event onNBSDNAwith 1 mMpurified Noc (Figure 2E).
Premixing Noc with ATP, GTP, or UTP did not change the sen-
sorgram markedly; however, the addition of 1 mM CTP
increased the BLI response by !6-fold (Figure 2E), consistent
with Noc-CTP spreading from the NBS to accumulate more on
the 170 bp closed DNA substrate than by nucleation alone. We
did not observe a noticeable BLI response when a 170 bp closed
parS DNA substrate was used instead (Figure 2E), confirming
that nucleation and spreading byB. subtilisNoc is strictly depen-
dent on the NBS. We also observed that DNA-bound Noc-CTP
dissociated readily into the solution when the BLI probe was
returned to a protein-free buffer without CTP (Figure 2E; Fig-
ure S2F, dissociation phase). However, the dissociation of pre-
bound Noc-CTP from DNA was slowed by !5-fold if the probe
was returned to a buffer supplemented with CTP (Figure S2F).
Furthermore, we observed that pre-bound Noc-CTPɣS was
more stable and dissociated slowly into a buffer only solution
(Figure S2G).
We then tested themutant proteins byBLI assay and observed

that both the Noc (R89A) and Noc (N121S) variants could
nucleate but could not spread to accumulate on the closed
NBS substrate even in the presence of 1 mM CTP (Figure 2E),
suggesting that NTD engagement is required for spreading
(see also Figures 2C and 2D).
Next, we investigated whether a DNA substrate with a free end

(an open DNA) could also support Noc accumulation in our BLI
setup. The 170 bp dual biotin-labeled DNA was designed with

Figure 2. CTP and NBS DNA promote the self-engagement of the N-terminal domain of Noc
(A and B) SDS-PAGE analysis of BMOE crosslinking products of 10 mM B. subtilis Noc (E29C) ± 1 mM 22 bp parS/NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM NTP. All crosslinking

reactions were performed at 22"C unless indicated otherwise. X indicates a crosslinked form of Noc (E29C). Quantification of the crosslinked fraction is shown

below each representative image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates.

(C) Same as (A), but Noc (E29C R89A) was used instead.

(D) Same as (A), but Noc (E29C N121S) was used instead.

(E) CTP facilitates the association of Noc with a closedNBSDNA substrate beyond nucleation. Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) analysis of the interaction between a

premix of 1.0 mMB. subtilisNoc ± 1.0mMNTP and a 170 bp dual biotin-labeled DNA that contains either anNBS or a non-cognate parS site. Interactions between

a dual biotinylated DNA and a streptavidin (SA)-coated probe created a closed DNA molecule where both ends were blocked (Jalal et al., 2020a) (see also the

schematic diagram of the BLI probes). Other Noc variants, Noc (R89A) and Noc (N121S), were also analyzed in the same assay.

(F) BLI analysis of the interaction between a premix of 1.0 mM B. subtilis Noc ± 1.0 mMCTP and a BamHI-restricted dual biotinylated NBS DNA. The 170 bp NBS

DNA substrate was also designed with a BamHI recognition site (see the schematic diagram of the probes). The intact dual biotinylated DNAwas first immobilized

onto the probe surface, then an open end was generated by digestion with BamHI (see STAR Methods). Afterward, the probe was used in a BLI analysis with a

premix of Noc ± CTP. Each experiment was triplicated, and a representative sensorgram was shown.
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a unique BamHI recognition site flanking theNBS site (Figure 2F).
To generate a free end on the DNA, the DNA-coated probe was
immersed in buffer containing BamHI restriction enzyme. Before
BamHI digestion, Noc showed an enhanced association on a
closed DNA substrate in the presence of CTP (Figure 2E). How-
ever, after BamHI digestion, the addition of CTP did not affect the
BLI response beyond the nucleation of Noc at the NBS (Fig-
ure 2F). We reasoned that, similar to the canonical ParB clamp
(Jalal et al., 2020a), Noc spreads but quickly escapes by sliding
off a free DNA end. Overall, our BLI analyses support the idea of a
clamp-like Noc-CTP that can spread and accumulate on a
closed DNA substrate, most likely by entrapping DNA.

Noc binds liposomes in the presence of CTP
It has been shown previously in vivo that Noc possesses mem-
brane-binding activity and that it brings chromosomal DNA to
the cell membrane to prevent cell division (Adams et al., 2015).
Puzzlingly, however, we could not observe any noticeable asso-
ciation between purified B. subtilis Noc and liposomes by a co-
sedimentation assay (Figure 3A, lanes 1–4). We wondered if
CTP might be the missing co-factor that activates the mem-
brane-binding activity of Noc. To test this possibility, purified
Noc was incubated with liposomes with or without CTP and
22 bp NBS DNA and ultracentrifuged (Figure 3A; Figure S3A).
The pellet contained sedimented liposomes and associating
protein, while the supernatant contained unbound protein; pro-
tein and DNA species from both fractions were analyzed by poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis. We did not observe a significant
increase in the amount of Noc in the pellet when CTP alone, CTP
and a non-cognate 22 bp parS DNA (Figure 3A, lanes 5–10), or
other nucleotides were used (Figure S3B). However, in the pres-
ence of both CTP and a 22 bp NBS DNA, !45% of the Noc pro-
tein was detected robustly in the pellet (Figure 3A, lane 11 and
12), suggesting that the in vitro membrane-binding activity of
Noc is CTP and NBS dependent. NBS DNA is most likely
required to promote CTP binding and themembrane-binding ac-
tivity of Noc, rather than to concentrate a large amount of Noc
molecules in the vicinity of NBS. Supporting this proposition,
the short length of a 22 bp NBS DNA duplex should allow only
a dimer of Noc or Noc-CTP complex to occupy the DNA at a
time. Furthermore, nearly all of the 22 bp NBS DNA was present
in the supernatant (instead of in the pellet) after centrifugation
(Figure 3A), most likely because Noc-CTP clamps rapidly
escaped the open linear NBS DNA (see also Figure 2F). This
result suggests that individual Noc-CTP possesses a substantial
membrane-binding capability.
Next, we observed that the addition of CTPɣS alone caused

!35% of Noc to associate with the pelleted vesicles (Figure 3B,
lanes 5 and 6). The vesicle-bound fraction further increased to
!45% when both CTPɣS and a 22 bp NBS DNA were present
(Figure 3B, lanes 7 and 8). We infer that CTP binding, but not hy-
drolysis, is required for the in vitro Noc-liposome interaction.
Consistent with the requirement of CTP binding for membrane-
binding activity, the Noc (R89A) and Noc (N121S) variants that
do not bind CTP or bind CTPweakly failed to co-sediment with li-
posomes even when CTP and NBS were included (Figure 3C,
lanes 3 and 4 and lanes 5 and 6). The 10 AA N-terminal peptide
waspreviously shown in vivo tobe themembrane-targetingdeter-

minant of B. subtilis Noc (Adams et al., 2015). Here, we also
confirmed that a purified NocND10 lacking this segment was un-
able to co-sedimentwith liposomes in vitro regardlessof thepres-
ence or absence of CTP or NBS DNA (Figure 3C, lanes 7 and 8).
Last, in another control experiment, C. crescentus ParB, which
binds CTP but not the cell membrane (Jalal et al., 2020a; Lim
et al., 2014; Toro et al., 2008), did not co-sedimentwith liposomes
in the presence of CTP ± parS or NBS DNA (Figure S3C).

Noc recruits NBS plasmid to liposomes in the presence
of CTP
The recruitment of chromosomal DNA to the membrane is
essential for Noc to exert nucleoid occlusion activity in vivo
(Adams et al., 2015). Indeed, ectopic expression of noc (R89A),
noc (N121S), or nocND10 could not rescue the synthetic cell di-
vision defect of a B. subtilis DnocDminCD double mutant at
elevated temperature (Figure 3D; Adams et al., 2015). Epi-fluo-
rescence microscopy of B. subtilis cells harboring yfp-tagged
noc mutant alleles also confirmed that Noc (R89A), Noc
(N121S), and NocND10 failed to form punctate foci near the
cell periphery (i.e., were defective in the formation of large mem-
brane-associated nucleoprotein complexes) (Figure 3E; Adams
et al., 2015). We wondered if the Noc-dependent recruitment
of DNA to the membrane could be biochemically reconstituted.
To this end, we assembled a reaction containing purified Noc, li-
posomes, CTP, and a !5 kb circular NBS-harboring plasmid
before ultracentrifugation (Figure 4). Unlike the 22 bp NBS
DNA, the NBS plasmid is topologically closed and therefore
should robustly retain closed Noc-CTP clamps. Unfortunately,
because of its high molecular weight,!45%–55% of the circular
plasmid sedimented independently of the liposomes (Figure 4A,
lanes 5 and 6; Figure 4B, lanes 1–4). Nevertheless, in the
presence of liposomes and CTP, the NBS plasmid completely
co-sedimented with Noc (Figure 4A, lanes 11 and 12), demon-
strating that Noc can recruit plasmid DNA to liposomes in the
presence of CTP. The pellet/supernatant distribution of a control
plasmid with no NBS (‘‘empty’’) was unaffected by the presence
of Noc and CTP, and only !2% of Noc was found in the pellet
(Figure 4A, lanes 9 and 10). Next, in an attempt to minimize the
sedimentation of a plasmid by itself, we performed a vesicle
flotation assay in which liposomes and associating protein/
DNA migrate up a sucrose gradient to the topmost faction rather
than down into the pellet (Figure S4A). Despite the basal level of
!20% total NBS plasmid in the top fraction even when lipo-
somes were omitted (Figure S4B, lane 3), we again observed
!80% of total NBS plasmid being recruited to the liposomes
when purified Noc and CTP were also present (Figure S4C,
lane 12).
In light of the above results, we wondered if the role of NBS

was to stimulate the membrane-binding activity of Noc-CTP.
To test this possibility, we first assembled a co-sedimentation re-
action as described above. Subsequently, a non-specific DNase
(Benzonase) was added to eliminate the NBS plasmid before ul-
tracentrifugation (Figure 4B, lanes 7 and 8). The nuclease treat-
ment eliminated intact NBS plasmid from both the supernatant
and the pellet fractions; however, !65% of the total amount of
Noc still co-sedimented to the pellet in comparison with !80%
when nuclease was omitted (Figure 4A, lanes 7 and 8 versus
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lanes 5 and 6). In parallel, we tested spreading-defective Noc
(R89A) and Noc (N121S), and a membrane-binding-defective
NocND10 for their ability to recruit theNBS plasmid to liposomes
in a co-sedimentation assay (Figure 4C) as well as in a flotation
assay (Figure S4D). Consistent with previous and the above
in vivo data (Adams et al., 2015; Figure 3E), these mutants could
not recruit DNA to the pellet fraction beyond the basal level (Fig-
ure 4C; Figure S4D). Altogether, these results suggest that the

NBS specifically activates the membrane-binding activity of
Noc in the presence of CTP, thereby recruiting Noc-DNA com-
plexes to the membrane.

The association of Noc-NBS DNA with liposomes is
reversible
Once the membrane-associated Noc-DNA nucleoprotein com-
plexes form, can this process be reversed? To investigate, we

A B C

D E

Figure 3. Noc binds liposomes in the presence of CTP and NBS DNA, and the phenotypic effects of the Noc variants
(A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc binding to membranes by a liposome co-sedimentation assay. A premix of 0.75 mM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 mM 22 bp linear

parS/NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22!C for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P)

fractions were analyzed using SDS-PAGE. Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, and the gel was subsequently stained with Sybr Green for DNA.

Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below each representative image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates.

(B) Same as (A), but 1.0 mM CTPɣS was used instead.

(C) Other Noc variants, Noc (R89A), Noc (N121S), and NocND10, were also analyzed in a liposome co-sedimentation assay.

(D) Complementation of noc in a DnocDminCD background. Strains DnocDminCD amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or mutant)-yfp were streaked on nutrient agar plates

supplemented with 0.5% xylose and incubated at 30!C or 39!C.

(E) Cellular localization of YFP-labeled Noc (WT or mutants). Representative images of Dnoc amyE::Pxyl-noc (WT or mutant)-yfp cells grown in the presence of

0.5% xylose. Cell membranes were stained with FM5-95. Scale bar, 3 mm. Inset shows a magnification of a section of cells.
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A B

C D

Figure 4. Noc recruits NBS plasmid to liposomes in the presence of CTP
(A) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc binding to membranes and the recruitment of plasmid DNA to the membranes by a liposome co-sedimentation assay. A premix of

0.75 mM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 100 nM 5-kb plasmid DNA ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22!C for 5 min before ultracentrifugation.

(legend continued on next page)
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used a buffer supplemented with EDTA to sequester Mg2+,
thereby disrupting CTP binding in preformed liposome-bound
Noc-DNA complexes (Figure 4D). In this experiment, the pellet
containing preformed liposome-bound Noc-DNA complexes
(Figure 4D, lane 2 or 4) was either resuspended in EDTA-minus
or EDTA-plus buffer before being ultracentrifuged again. After
the second round of centrifugation, both the pellet and the su-
pernatant fractions were analyzed for the presence of protein
and DNA (Figure 4D, lanes 5–8). We observed that although
nearly all NBS plasmid remained in the pellet when an EDTA-
minus buffer was used (Figure 4D, lane 6), !38% of the total
plasmid returned to the supernatant in the presence of EDTA
(Figure 4D, lane 7). These results demonstrate that the mem-
brane-binding activity of Noc can be reversed and suggest a
possible inhibitory mechanism that keeps apo-Noc in the mem-
brane-inactive mode in the absence of CTP.

Crystal structure of Geobacillus thermoleovorans
NocDCTD shows the membrane-targeting amphipathic
helix in an autoinhibitory conformation
To gain further insights into the membrane-inactive state, we
sought to solve a crystal structure of Noc. We could not obtain
high-quality crystals of B. subtilis Noc either in full-length or trun-
cated forms despite extensive efforts. However, we could grow
and collect diffraction data for a C-terminal domain truncated
apo-Noc (NocDCTD) from a thermophilic bacterium,Geobacillus
thermoleovorans, to 2.5 Å resolution. B. subtilis Noc and
G. thermoleovorans Noc share 72% sequence identity (see the
sequence alignment in Figure S5A). The structure was solved
by iodide SAD phasing, as no other Noc protein family structure
was available as a template for molecular replacement. The
asymmetric unit contains two similar copies of monomeric
apo-Noc (root-mean-square deviation [RMSD] = 0.9 Å) (Fig-
ure S5B), hence we used the more complete subunit for all
further analysis.

Each NocDCTD subunit contains an NTD (helices a1–a6) and
an NBS-specific DNA-binding domain (DBD) (helices a7–a12)
(Figure 5A; Jalal et al., 2020b;Wuet al., 2009). The primary dimer-
ization domain at the C-terminal side of Noc was truncated in the
NocDCTD and hence was not present in this structure. Most
notably, electron density for five of the 10 AA comprising the
membrane-targeting helix a1 were visible in a 310 helical confor-
mation (Figures 5A and 5B). From the structure, it is apparent that
the visible membrane-targeting sequence (AA 5–10) of Noc is
indeed amphipathic, with distinct polar and hydrophobic faces
(Figure 5B). The amphipathic helix a1 is immediately followed
byhelixa2andsubsequently byan8AAa2-b1 loop thatprecedes

the main NTD (Figure 5A). By sequence comparison with a ca-
nonical ParB (Soh et al., 2019), the main NTD (b1-a6) of Noc con-
tains the CTP-binding motifs, while the amphipathic a1, a2, and
the a2-b1 loop are specific to the Noc protein family (Figure S5A).
Wenoted that the hydrophobic face of the amphipathica1helix is
buried toward a5 and a7 at the core of Noc (Figures 5A and 5C)
and thus is unexposed and unlikely to be available for membrane
interaction. Specifically, the side chain of S6 hydrogen bonds
with the side chain of R150, and the side chain of R7 hydrogen
bonds with the main chain oxygen of N104 (Figure 5C). Addition-
ally, the main chain oxygen of S10 hydrogen bonds with the side
chain of Q16, and last, the main chain oxygen of F11 hydrogen
bonds with the side chain of Q120 (Figure 5C). Sidechains of F9
and F11 also interact hydrophobically with the side chains of
I116 and I81, respectively (Figure 5C). These interactions thus
bury a1 in a potential autoinhibitory conformation. We further
noted that a2, which does not target the membrane per se but
is conserved among Noc homologs (Figure S5A; Adams et al.,
2015), also contributes to holding a1 in the repressed state (Fig-
ure 5D). Specifically, the side chains of both E13 and Q16 form
water-mediated contacts with the side chains of I65, R86, and
K103, while the side chain of E20 forms a hydrogen bond with
Q66 (Figure 5D). Overall, our apo-NocDCTD structure suggests
a repressed state that might keep Noc in the membrane-inactive
state in the absence of CTP.

Crystal structure of the G. thermoleovorans
NocND26DCTD variant is incompatible with an
autoinhibitory conformation of the amphipathic helix
Next, we attempted to obtain a co-crystal structure of Noc in
complex with nucleotides but were not successful when
NocDCTD or NocND10DCTD protein variants were used. How-
ever, in the presence of CTPɣS, wewere able to grow and collect
2.95 Å diffraction data for a crystal of a further truncated
G. thermoleovorans NocND26DCTD variant, which lacks both
the N-terminal membrane-targeting helix and the C-terminal
domain. After solving its structure, it was apparent that
NocND26DCTD had adopted an alternative conformation to
that of NocDCTD (Figure 6A versus Figures 6B and 6C). This
alternative conformation of NocDN26DCTD is compatible with
homodimer formation, giving an interfacial area of !2,700 Å2

(as evaluated with jsPISA), which resembles that observed for
a co-crystal structure of B. subtilis ParBDCTD with bound cyti-
dine diphosphate (CDP) (RMSD = 2.17 Å) (Figure S6A; Soh
et al., 2019). However, there was no clear electron density for a
bound nucleotide in our structure; instead a sulfate anion from
the crystallization solution occupies a position equivalent to

Either an empty plasmid or an NBS-harboring plasmid was used in this assay. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed using SDS-

PAGE. Samples were also loaded onto a 1%agarose gel andwere subsequently stainedwith Sybr Green for DNA.Quantification of Noc or DNA in each fraction is

shown below each representative image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates.

(B) Similar to (A), a premix of 100 nM NBS plasmid ± 0.75 mM Noc ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was first assembled and incubated at 22"C for 5 min.

However, before ultracentrifugation, a non-specific DNA nuclease (Benzonase) was either added or omitted from the samples, as indicated.

(C) Other Noc variants, Noc (R89A), Noc (N121S), and NocND10, were also analyzed in a liposome co-sedimentation assay. Benzonase was either added or

omitted, as indicated, before ultracentrifugation.

(D) The association of Noc-NBSDNAwith liposomes is reversible. A premix of 0.75 mM B. subtilisNoc protein + 100 nMNBS plasmid + 1.0 mMCTP + 1.0 mg/mL

liposomes was ultracentrifuged, and the resulting fractions were analyzed for protein and DNA contents (lanes 1 and 2 and lanes 3 and 4). The resulting pellets

(lanes 2 and 4) were subsequently resuspended in either a binding buffer (# EDTA + 1 mM MgCl2) or a stripping buffer (+ 10 mM EDTA # MgCl2). The re-

suspensions were ultracentrifuged for the second time, and the resulting fractions were analyzed for protein and DNA contents (lanes 5 and 6 and lanes 7 and 8).
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that of the b-phosphate of the nucleotide in the B. subtilis
ParBDCTD-CDP structure (Figure S6B; Soh et al., 2019). We
further observed that helix a5 in the NocDN26DCTD structure
swings outward by 104! and no longer forms a bundle with helix
a6 from the same subunit (Figure 6A versus Figure 6B) and that
this movement might drive the self-dimerization at the NTD of
Noc (i.e., the NTD engagement) (Figure 6C). By superimposing
the NTDs of NocDCTD and NocND26DCTD (RMSD = 1.49 Å),
we detected severe clashes between a1, a2, and the opposite
subunit of NocND26DCTD (Figure 6D; Figures S6C and S6D).
Therefore, it is clear that the autoinhibitory state of a1 and a2
(as observed in NocDCTD) is not compatible with the alternative
conformation in the NocND26DCTD structure.We speculate that
the amphipathic helix a1 and helix a2might be liberated from the
autoinhibitory conformation to be compatible with the NTD-
engagement conformation in the NocND26DCTD structure.
Last, we overexpressed and purified six B. subtilis Noc vari-

ants to investigate the effects of N-terminal deletions and substi-
tutions on the membrane-binding ability (Figure S7). Removing a
lysine residue at position 2 (NocDK2) or the first 4 AA (NocD4)
had a mild effect on the membrane-binding activity of Noc, as
judged by liposome co-sedimentation assays (Figure S7, lanes
3 and 4 and lanes 7 and 8). However, hydrophobicity-reducing
substitutions such as K2E, F5A, and F5E had a negative effect

A B

C D

Figure 5. Crystal structure of Geobacillus
thermoleovorans NocDCTD shows the mem-
brane-targeting amphipathic helix in an auto-
inhibitory conformation
(A) Crystal structure of a G. thermoleovorans

NocDCTD monomer (gray) with an N-terminal

amphipathic helix a1 (magenta) and helix a2 (pink).

Helix a2 is connected to themain N-terminal domain

(NTD) via an 8 amino acid loop. The dashed line

demarcates the NTD from the DNA-binding domain

(DBD). Helix a8 at the DBD is the recognition helix

that contributes to the specific recognition of the

NBS site (Jalal et al., 2020b; Wu et al., 2009).

(B) The membrane-targeting amphipathic helix a1.

A helical wheel representation of the 10 amino acid

at the N terminus of G. thermoleovorans Noc.

Although the first 5 amino acids were unresolved in

the NocDCTD crystal structure, the next 5 amino

acids adopt a 310 helical conformation with distinct

polar and hydrophobic sides.

(C and D) Helices a1 (magenta) and a2 (pink) pack

themselves into the core N-terminal domain (gray).

Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines, water

molecules are also shown.

on Noc-liposome binding (Figure S7, lanes
5 and 6, lanes 9 and 10, and lanes 11 and
12). In contrast, when the hydrophobicity
of the first 4 AA segment was increased,
as in the S4L variant, Noc (S4L) binding
to the liposomes increased compared
with Noc (WT) (Figure S7, lanes 13 and
14). Overall, although the conformation of
the N-terminal 10 AA sequence of Noc in
amembrane-bound state is not yet known,

our results suggest that the properties of these amino acids are
fine-tuned for membrane-binding activity.

DISCUSSION

Assembly of the membrane-associated Noc-DNA
nucleoprotein complex: Roles of CTP
The nucleoid occlusion protein Noc increases cell division effi-
ciency (Rodrigues and Harry, 2012) by directing the division ma-
chinery toward mid-cell either by inhibiting FtsZ formation over
the nucleoid (Adams et al., 2015; Wu and Errington, 2004) and/
or by concentrating FtsZ in the vicinity of a pre-existing mid-
cell Z-ring (Yu et al., 2021). The extensive Noc-mediated DNA-
membrane interaction is at the heart of both models for nucleoid
occlusion (Adams et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2021). In this study, we
show that CTP regulates the nucleoid occlusion activity of Noc.
We provide evidence that (1) CTP is required for Noc to form the
NBS-dependent nucleoprotein complex, and (2) CTP binding
switches Noc from a membrane-inactive auto-repressed state
to a membrane-active state. We propose that the dual depen-
dency of Noc’s membrane-binding activity on NBS and CTP
might ensure productive recruitment of DNA to the bacterial
cell membrane to exert the nucleoid occlusion activity (Figure 7).
It has been estimated that the intracellular concentrations of Noc
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and CTP are !5 mM and !1 mM, respectively (Buckstein et al.,
2008; Wu et al., 2009). At these concentrations, if the mem-
brane-binding activity of Noc were solely dependent on CTP,
most intracellular DNA-unbound Noc would be in the CTP-
bound state and confined to the cell membrane, thus potentially
limiting the recruitment of chromosomal DNA to the cell mem-
brane. We therefore reason that the NBS-stimulated Noc-CTP
interaction provides a mechanism to commit Noc into a pathway
in which only DNA-entrapped Noc molecules are able to asso-
ciate with the cell membrane (Figure 7B). Another consequence
of couplingmembrane activity toNBS binding is that membrane-
associated nucleoprotein complexes are spatially confined near
the vicinity ofNBS sites. This spatial confinement is important for
directing division machinery formation toward mid-cell, where
the concentration ofNBS sites, hence the nucleoid occlusion ac-
tivity, is lowest (Wu et al., 2009).

The lack of a bound nucleotide in theNocND26DCTD structure
prevents us fromdrawing a conclusion on the role of CTP and the
possible conformational liberation of the amphipathic helix a1.
However, several lines of evidence suggest that CTPmight favor

Figure 6. The conformation of Noc in the
crystal structure of G. thermoleovorans
NocND26DCTD is incompatible with an auto-
inhibitory state of the amphipathic helix
(A) Crystal structure of G. thermoleovorans

NocDCTD (same as Figure 5A), with helices a5 and

a6 highlighted in blue. The amphipathic helix a1 and

a2 are shown in magenta and pink, respectively.

(B) Crystal structure of a G. thermoleovorans

NocND26DCTD variant that lacks both the C-ter-

minal domain (CTD) and helices a1 and a2 (dashed

boxes). Helices a5 and a6 are shown in blue.

(C) A dimer of G. thermoleovorans NocND26DCTD

that self-dimerizes at the N-terminal domain (NTD).

Helices a5 and a6 in one of the subunits are shown

in blue.

(D) A superimposition at the NTDs of NocDCTD

monomer (gray) and NocND26DCTD dimer (green

and light blue) shows a severe clash (arrows) be-

tween a1 (magenta), a2 (pink), and the opposite

subunit of NocND26DCTD (light blue).

the NTD-engagement conformation as
observed in our NocND26DCTD structure:
(1) CTP/CTPɣS promoted the crosslinking
between symmetrical E29C residues, a
readout for NTD engagement (Figure 2A);
(2) the conformation of NocND26DCTD is
highly similar to that of a nucleotide-bound
B. subtilis ParB (Figure S6A; Soh et al.,
2019); and (3) CTP/CTPɣS enables Noc
(WT) to co-sediment with liposomes (Fig-
ure 3). Altogether, it is not unreasonable
to speculate that the CTP-induced NTD
engagement might liberate the amphi-
pathic helix from its autoinhibitory state to
interact with the cell membrane. The 8 AA
loop that connects the amphipathic helix
to the rest of Noc might offer the flexibility

to orient the amphipathic helix parallel to the membrane plane
for binding (Figure 7).
This study also provides evidence that B. subtilis Noc pos-

sesses CTPase activity, but CTP hydrolysis is required for neither
clamp formation nor membrane association. What might the role
of CTP hydrolysis be? Similar to the counterpart ParB (Jalal et al.,
2020a; Osorio-Valeriano et al., 2019; Soh et al., 2019), CTP hy-
drolysis and/or the subsequent release of hydrolytic products
might disengage the NTD to open the clamp to release entrap-
ped DNA (Figure 7B). Concomitantly, Noc might revert to the
membrane-inactive state, enabling its extraction from the cell
membrane. Our experiment that used EDTA to sequester coordi-
nated Mg2+ to artificially promote the dissociation of CTP from
Noc supports the proposal that membrane association can be
reversible (Figure 4D). Furthermore,B. subtilisNoc foci associate
with the cell membrane in a transient manner, perhaps suggest-
ing a weak and fast on/off membrane interaction in vivo (Adams
et al., 2015). The transient association with the membrane,
possibly endowed by a CTP hydrolysis event that facilitates
the release of Noc, might be advantageous for the cells because
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a strong and permanent mode of binding might hamper chromo-
some replication or damage DNA. Supporting this view, fusing
NocND10 to a synthetic transmembrane helix led to broken, bi-
sected chromosomes and eventually chromosome segregation
defects in many B. subtilis cells (Adams et al., 2015; Nyholm
et al., 2007). Last, we noted that NocND10 binds CTP equally
well as, or slightly stronger than Noc (WT) (Figure 1D), yet its
CTPase rate is reduced by half (Figure 1E). It is still unclear
why this is the case; however, we speculate that the autoinhibi-
tory conformation of this N-terminal-most region might play a
role in CTP binding/hydrolysis. Lending support to our specula-
tion, this N-terminal-most region interacts with residues Q66 and
R86 (apo-NocDCTD structure; Figure 5D) whose equivalent res-
idues in B. subtilis ParB are known to be critical for CTP binding
(Soh et al., 2019).
Overall, we envision a dynamic cycle inside the cells in which

CTP hydrolysis converts a closed clamp Noc-CTP to Noc-CDP.
TheCDP-boundNocmight exist very briefly, as CDP likely disso-
ciates rapidly from Noc (because of its low affinity to Noc; Fig-
ure S1B), thus opening the clamp to release entrapped Noc
from the chromosome and themembrane (Figure 7B). The result-
ing apo-Noc might also be short-lived because it quickly re-nu-
cleates at NBS sites (because of its nanomolar binding affinity to
NBS; Jalal et al., 2020b); nucleating Noc at NBS then rebinds
CTP to close the clamp to spread and to rebind to the cell mem-
brane, thus essentially restarting the cycle.

The expanding roles of CTP switches in biology
ATP and GTP switches that control membrane activity are wide-
spread in all domains of life. For example, ATP binding promotes

A

B

Figure 7. A model for a CTP-dependent regu-
lation of membrane-binding activity of Noc
(A) Noc binds specifically to NBS site to nucleate on

DNA. In the apo- or NBS-associated form, the

amphipathic helix (magenta) adopts an auto-

inhibitory conformation and thus cannot bind to the

membrane. NBS-binding stimulates Noc to bind

CTP (orange). Concomitantly, CTP induces a sliding

clamp conformation in Noc that can run off open

ends of a linear 22 bp NBS DNA. In this state, the

amphipathic helix is likely liberated from the auto-

inhibitory conformation, thus enables Noc-CTP to

bind to the membrane.

(B) When a circular NBS plasmid with no open end

was used, a sliding clamp of Noc entraps plasmid

DNA and recruit DNA to the membrane. In the

presence of CTP, a tripartite membrane-protein-

DNA linkage is formed. CTP hydrolysis is not

required for membrane binding or DNA recruitment

but might have a role in releasing Noc from DNA and

the membrane.

the dimerization of MinD (role in bacterial
cell division site selection) and concomi-
tantly increases its affinity for the cell mem-
brane (Hu and Lutkenhaus, 2003; Hu et al.,
2002; Ramm et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2011).
MinE, a partner of MinD, stimulates the
ATPase activity of MinD, promoting MinD

dissociation from the membrane (Hu et al., 2002; Lutkenhaus,
2012; Park et al., 2012; Ramm et al., 2019). In eukaryotes, both
the Ras-related protein (Sar) and ADP-ribosylation factor (Arf)
(role in vesicle trafficking) function as GTP-dependent switches,
cycling between the active GTP-bound form and the inactive
GDP-bound form (Beck et al., 2008; Bielli et al., 2005; Bos
et al., 2007; Dodonova et al., 2017; Hanna et al., 2016; Krauss
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2005; Zhukovsky et al., 2019). In the
GDP-bound form, the amphipathic helix of Sar/Arf1 adopts a
repressed conformation by burying itself into a hydrophobic
pocket (Goldberg, 1998; Zhukovsky et al., 2019). The exchange
of GDP for GTP induces conformational changes that push the
myristoylated amphipathic helix out of the hydrophobic pocket,
enabling membrane association (Goldberg, 1998; Zhukovsky
et al., 2019). Our study provides the first evidence for a CTP
switch that controls membrane-binding activity (Figure 7), sug-
gesting that CTP switches are likely to control more diverse func-
tions in biology than previously appreciated.

Limitations of the study
Several unanswered questions warrant future investigations.
First, the conformation (or conformations) of the 10 AA mem-
brane-targeting sequence in a membrane-bound state of Noc-
CTP has not been resolved. Second, it is unknown how the
Noc-NBS DNA binding event mechanistically promotes CTP
binding and the subsequent NTD engagement. Relatedly, how
a non-hydrolyzable CTP analog (CTPɣS) can bypass the require-
ment for NBS DNA to bind to Noc is also not yet clear. Solving a
co-crystal structure of a Noc-NBS DNA complex; studying the
in-solution dynamics of clamp opening and closing in the
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presence or absence ofNBS, CTP, or CTPɣS; and the availability
of new types of non-hydrolyzable CTP analogs will be required to
answer these questions.

Final perspectives
Our work unveils a nucleotide-dependent regulatory layer, in
addition to the previously described DNA-dependent regulation
(Adams et al., 2015), in the activity of the nucleoid occlusion
protein Noc. The dual dependency on nucleotide and DNA gua-
rantees a productive formation of the tripartite DNA-protein-
membrane super-complex for nucleoid occlusion while allowing
efficient cycling of Noc between the membrane-bound and un-
bound states. In this work, we also provide evidence for a CTP
switch that controls membrane-binding activity, adding the
control of membrane association in Noc to the role of ParB-
CTP in bacterial chromosome segregation. It is likely that CTP
switches are pervasive in biology but have so far been underap-
preciated (Basu and Koonin, 2005; Osorio-Valeriano et al.,
2019; Soh et al., 2019). Finally, evolution is replete with exam-
ples of functional domains being adapted to diversify the func-
tions of proteins. The gene encoding Noc apparently resulted
from duplication and neo-functionalization of parB (Jalal et al.,
2020b; Sievers et al., 2002; Wu and Errington, 2011), our
work furthers the understanding of how a CTP switch has
been adapted to a new function, and hence might have impor-
tant implications in understanding biological innovations by
evolution.
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Bacterial and virus strains

Please refer to Table S1 N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

cOmplete Mini EDTA-free Protease

Inhibitor Cocktail

Roche Applied Science Cat# 11836170001

BamHI NEB Cat# R0136S

Bismaleimidoethane (BMOE) ThermoFisher Cat# 22323

CTPgS Jena Bioscience and in-house synthesis

(Rejzek and Le, 2021)

N/A

E. coli total lipid extract Avanti/Merck Cat# 100500C-100MG

FM 5-95 ThermoFisher Cat# T23360

NTP ThermoFisher Cat# R0481

P32-a-CTP Perkin Elmer Cat# BLU008H250UC

Critical commercial assays

Amersham Protran supported Western

blotting membranes, nitrocellulose

GE Healthcare Cat# GE10600016

Dip-and-Read Streptavidin (SA) biosensors Molecular Devices Cat# 18-5019

EnzChek Phosphate Assay Kit ThermoFisher Cat# E6646

Gateway BP Clonase II enzyme mix ThermoFisher Cat# 11789020

Gibson Assembly Master Mix NEB Cat# E2611S

HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 75pg column GE Healthcare Cat# GE28989333

HIS-Select Cobalt Affinity Gel Sigma-Aldrich Cat# H8162

HisTrap High Performance column GE Healthcare Cat# GE17524801

HiTrap Heparin High Performance column GE Healthcare Cat# GE17040601

PD 10 Desalting Columns Sigma-Aldrich Cat# GE17085101

Deposited data

Crystal structures This study PDB: 7NFU and PDB: 7NG0

Mendeley data This study https://doi.org/10.17632/px2k9hr94c.1

Oligonucleotides

Please refer to Table S2 N/A

Recombinant DNA

Please refer to Table S2 N/A

Software and algorithms

AIMLESS (Evans and Murshudov, 2013) https://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

BLItz Pro Molecular Devices Cat# 50-0156

BUCCANEER (Cowtan, 2006) https://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

CCP4i2 (Potterton et al., 2018) https://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

personal/pemsley/coot/

CRANK2 (Skubák and Pannu, 2013) https://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

DIALS (Winter et al., 2018) https://dials.github.io/

Excel 2016 Microsoft RRID: SCR_016137

ImageJ NIH https://imagej.net/RRID:SCR_003070

Image Studio Lite LI-COR Biosciences RRID: SCR_013715
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Questions about or requests for methods, strains, and resources generated in this study can be directed to the Lead Contact, Tung
Le (tung.le@jic.ac.uk).

Materials availability
Plasmids and strains generated in this study are available upon request to the Lead Contact.

Data and code availability
d The crystallographic structure ofG. thermoleovorans NocDCTD andG. thermoleovorans NocND26DCTD have been deposited

in the PDBwith accession codes PDB: 7NFU and PDB: 7NG0, respectively. All images and source data presented in figures are
available in Mendeley Data at https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/px2k9hr94c/1.

d This paper does not report original code.
d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the Lead Contact upon

request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Escherichia coli and B. subtiliswere grown in LB and CHmedium (Partridge and Errington, 1993), respectively. Carbenicillin (100 mg/
mL), chloramphenicol (50 mg/mL), and tetracycline (12 mg/mL) were used for selection in E. coli, as required. Kanamycin (5 mg/mL),
spectinomycin (50 mg/mL), and tetracycline (10 mg/mL) were used for selection in B. subtilis, as required. Xylose was added as
needed at the concentration indicated.

METHOD DETAILS

Plasmid and strain construction
Construction of pET21b::noc (WT)-his6
A double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) fragment containing a codon-optimized B. subtilis noc gene was chemically synthesized (gBlocks,
IDT). The pET21b plasmid backbone was generated via a double digestion of pET21b::Caulobacter crescentus parB-his6 with NdeI
andHindIII (Limet al., 2014). The resultingbackbonewassubsequentlygel-purifiedandassembledwith thenocgBlocks fragment using
a 2xGibsonmastermix. Briefly, 2.5 mL of the gBlocks fragment and 2.5 mL of NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b at equimolar concentration were
added to5mLof a 2xGibsonmastermix (NEB). Themixturewas incubated at 50!C for 60min.Subsequently, 5mLwasused to transform
chemically competent E. coliDH5a cells. Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23-bp sequence shared between the NdeI-HindIII-
cut pET21b backbone and the gBlocks fragment. The resulting plasmid was verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).
Construction of pET21b::noc (D2K, D4, K2E, S4L, F5A, or F5E)-his6
Same procedure as above, except that dsDNA fragments containing codon-optimized B. subtilis noc (D2K, D4, K2E, S4L, F5A, or
F5E) variants were chemically synthesized instead (gBlocks, IDT).
Construction of pET21b::nocND10-his6
The coding sequence of a 10-amino-acid N-terminally truncated Noc (NocND10) was amplified by PCR using primers AJ65 and
AJ66, and pET21b::noc-his6 as a template. The resulting PCR product was gel-purified and assembled into an NdeI-HindIII-cut
pET21b using a 2x Gibson master mix. Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23-bp sequence shared between the NdeI-
and-HindIII cut pET21b backbone and the PCR amplified fragment. The 23-bp homologous region was introduced during the syn-
thesis of primers AJ65 and AJ66. The resulting plasmid was verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

jsPISA (Krissinel, 2015) http://www.ccp4.ac.uk/pisa/

MetaMorph Molecular Devices RRID:SCR_002368

MolProbity (Williams et al., 2018) http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/

PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) https://phenix-online.org/

PyMOL The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System https://pymol.org/2/

R R Foundation for Statistical Computing https://www.r-project.org/

REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1997) https://www.ccp4.ac.uk/

XIA2 (Winter, 2010) https://xia2.github.io/index.html
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Construction of pET21b::noc (R89A)-his6
To introduce the R89A mutation into the coding sequence of Noc, primers P3296 and AJ73, and primers P3297 and AJ74 were used
in PCR reactions to amplify the left half and the right half of noc (R89A), respectively, from the pET21b::noc-his6 template. A 15-bp
overlapping region between the two PCR fragments contained the point mutation and also enabled their assembly by a Gibson mas-
ter mix. Briefly, 1.7 mL of each PCR-amplified DNA fragment and 1.6 mL of a gel-purified NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b at equimolar con-
centrationwere added to 5 mL of a 2xGibsonmastermix. Themixturewas incubated at 50!C for 60min. Subsequently, 5 mLwas used
to transform chemically competent E. coliDH5a cells. The resulting plasmid was verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).
Construction of pET21b::noc (N121S)-his6
The same procedure as above was used to introduce the N121S mutation into the coding sequence of Noc, except that primers
P3296 and AJ87, and primers P3297 and AJ86 were used to amplify the left half and the right half of noc (N121S), respectively,
from the pET21b::noc-his6 template.
Construction of pET21b::noc (E29C)-his6
The same procedure as above was used to introduce the E29Cmutation into the coding sequence of Noc, except that primers P3296
and AJ85, and primers P3297 and AJ84 were used to amplify the left half and the right half of noc (E29C), respectively, from the
pET21b::noc-his6 template.
Construction of pET21b::noc (E29C R89A)-his6
The same procedure as abovewas used to introduce the R89Amutation into the coding sequence of Noc (E29C), except that primers
P3296 and AJ73, and primers P3297 and AJ74 were used to amplify the left half and the right half of noc (E29C R89A), respectively,
from the pET21b::noc (E29C)-his6 template.
Construction of pET21b::noc (E29C N121S)-his6
The same procedure as above was used to introduce the N121S mutation into the coding sequence of Noc (E29C), except that
primers P3296 and AJ86, and primers P3297 and AJ87 were used to amplify the left half and the right half of noc (E29C N121S),
respectively, from the pET21b::noc (E29C)-his6 template.
Construction of pET21b::Geobacillus thermoleovorans nocDCTD-his6
A dsDNA fragment containing the coding sequence of a 42-amino-acid C-terminally truncated G. thermoleovorans Noc was chem-
ically synthesized (gBlocks, IDT). The gBlocks fragment was assembled into an NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b using a 2x Gibson master
mix. Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23-bp sequence shared between the NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b backbone and the
gBlocks fragment. The resulting plasmid was verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).
Construction of pET21b::Geobacillus thermoleovorans nocND26DCTD-his6
The coding sequence of a 26-amino-acid N-terminally truncated and 42-amino-acid C-terminally truncatedG. thermoleovoransNoc
was amplified by PCR using primers AJ76 and AJ81, and pET21b::Geobacillus thermoleovorans NocDCTD-his6 as a template. The
resulting PCR product was gel-purified and assembled into an NdeI-HindIII-cut pET21b using a 2x Gibson master mix. Gibson as-
sembly was possible owing to a 23-bp sequence shared between the NdeI-and-HindIII cut pET21b backbone and the PCR amplified
fragment. The 23-bp homologous region was introduced during the synthesis of primers AJ76 and AJ81. The resulting plasmid was
verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).
Construction of pMCS5-4xNBS
A dsDNA fragment containing fourNBS sites were chemically synthesized (gBlocks, IDT). The gBlocks fragment was assembled into
an EcoRI-cut pMCS5 (Thanbichler et al., 2007) using a 2x Gibson master mix. Gibson assembly was possible owing to a 23-bp
sequence shared between the EcoRI-cut pMCS5 backbone and the gBlocks fragment. The resulting plasmid was verified by Sanger
sequencing (Eurofins, Germany).
Construction of pSG4926N121S and B. subtilis strains harboring the noc (N121S)-yfp fusion
The N121S substitution was introduced into the noc(WT)-yfp(mut1) plasmid pSG4926 by site-directedmutagenesis using PFU Turbo
DNA polymerase (Agilent Technologies), and primers Noc(N121S)-F and Noc(N121S)-R. After verification of the mutation by DNA
sequencing, themutagenized plasmid (pSG4926N121S) was introduced into theB. subtilisDnocmutant (DWA117) by transformation
(Jenkinson, 1983) to generate strain 4746. To construct strain 4747, the DminCminD deletion was introduced into strain 4746 by
transforming strain 4746 with the chromosomal DNA of strain DWA564, with selection for kanamycin resistance. The transformation
plates were incubated at 30!C. Note that fusions to YFP(mut1) or mYFP gave a similar localization pattern and were both functional
for the wild-type Noc.

DNA preparation for in vitro assays
A 22-bp palindromic single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) oligomer (NBS: GGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCC or parS: GGATGTTTCACGT
GAAACATCC) [dissolved to 100 mM in buffer containing 1 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 5 mM NaCl] was heated at 98!C for 5 min before
being left to cool down to room temperature overnight to form 50 mM parS orNBSDNA duplex. The core sequences ofNBS and parS
are underlined.

Construction of biotinylated DNA substrates for bio-layer interferometry (BLI) analysis
DNA constructs were chemically synthesized (gBlocks dsDNA fragments, IDT) with M13F and M13R homologous regions at each
end. To generate a dual biotin-labeled DNA substrate, PCR reactions were performed using a 2x GoTaq PCRmaster mix (Promega),
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biotin-labeled M13F and biotin-labeled M13R primers, and gBlocks fragments as templates. PCR products were gel purified, and
subsequently used in BLI assays.

Protein overexpression and purification
Plasmids pET21b::noc-his6 (WT or mutants) were introduced into E. coli Rosetta (DE3) competent cells by heat-shock transforma-
tion. A 10-mL overnight culture was used to inoculate 1 L of LB medium + carbenicillin + chloramphenicol. Cells were grown at 37!C
with shaking at 250 rpm to an OD600 of"0.4. The culture was then left to cool down to 4!C before isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyrano-
side (IPTG) was added to a final concentration of 1 mM. The culture was shaken for an additional 3 hr at 28!C before the cells were
pelleted by centrifugation. Pelleted cells were resuspended in a buffer containing 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl, 10 mM
imidazole, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 10 mg of lysozyme, and an EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Merck). Cells were lysed by sonication
(10 cycles of 15 s with 10 s resting on ice in between each cycle). The cell debris was removed through centrifugation at 28,000 g for
30 min and the supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 mm filter (Sartorius). The lysate was then loaded into a 1-mL HisTrap column
(GE Healthcare) that had been equilibrated with buffer A [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, and 5% (v/v)
glycerol]. Protein was eluted from the column using an increasing gradient of imidazole (10 mM to 500 mM) in the same buffer.
Noc-containing fractions were pooled together and diluted to a conductivity of 16 mS/cm before being loaded onto a 1-mL Heparin
HP column (GE Healthcare) that had been equilibrated with 100mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 25 mMNaCl, and 5% (v/v) glycerol. Protein was
eluted from the Heparin column using an increasing gradient of NaCl (25mM to 1M) in the same buffer. Lastly, proteins were polished
using a gel filtration column. To do so, Noc-containing fractions were concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-15 10 kDa cut-off spin filter
(Merck) before being loaded onto a Superdex-75 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare). The gel filtration column was pre-equilibrated
with buffer containing 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 250 mM NaCl. Eluted protein fractions were analyzed for purity by SDS-PAGE.

Noc variants that were used in crosslinking experiments were purified using a one-step Ni-affinity column, and all buffers were
adjusted to pH 7.4 which was optimal for crosslinking reactions. Purified proteins were desalted using a PD-10 column (Merck),
concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-4 10 kDa cut-off spin column (Merck), and stored at #80!C in a storage buffer [100 mM Tris-
HCl pH 7.4, 250 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 1 mM TCEP].

Measurement of NTPase activity by EnzChek phosphate assay
NTP hydrolysis was monitored using an EnzChek Phosphate Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher). Samples (100 mL) containing a reaction
buffer ± 0 to 1 mM of CTP ± 1 mM NBS/parS dsDNA + 1 mM of purified Noc (WT or mutants) were assayed in a Biotek EON plate
reader for 15 hr with readings everyminute. The reaction buffer (1 mL) typically contained 640 mL ultrapure water, 100 mL 10x custom-
ized reaction buffer [100mMTris pH 8.0, 2MNaCl, and 20mMMgCl2], 200 mLMESG substrate solution, and 10 mL purine nucleoside
phosphorylase (1 unit). Reactionswith buffer only, buffer + protein only or buffer + NTP only were also included as controls. The plates
were shaken at 280 rpm continuously for 15 hr at 25!C. The inorganic phosphate standard curve was also constructed according to
the manual. Each assay was triplicated. The NTPase rates were calculated using a linear regression fitting in Excel.

In vitro crosslinking using a sulfhydryl-to-sulfhydryl crosslinker bismaleimidoethane (BMOE)
A 50 mLmixture of 10 mMNoc (WT/mutants) ± 1 mMNTP ± 1 mM22-bpNBS/parS dsDNA was assembled in a reaction buffer [10 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgCl2] and was incubated for 10 min at 22!C or for 1, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min at 4!C. Sub-
sequently, BMOE was added to the final concentration of 1 mM, and the reaction was quickly mixed by three pulses of vortexing.
SDS-PAGE sample buffer containing 23 mM b-mercaptoethanol was then added immediately to quench the crosslinking reaction.
Samples were heated to 50!C for 10 min before being loaded on 12%WedgeWell Tris-Glycine polyacrylamide gels (Thermo Fisher).
Each experiment was triplicated. Polyacrylamide gels were stained in an InstantBlue Coomassie solution (Abcam) and band intensity
was quantified using Image Studio Lite (LI-COR Biosciences). The crosslinked fractions were averaged, and their standard errors
were calculated in Excel.

CTPɣS was custom synthesized either in-house (Rejzek and Le, 2021) or by Jena Biosciences.

Measurement of protein-DNA interactions by bio-layer interferometry (BLI)
Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) experiments were conducted using a BLItz system equipped with Dip-and-Read Streptavidin (SA) Bio-
sensors (Molecular Devices). BLItz monitors wavelength shifts (nm) resulting from changes in the optical thickness of the sensor sur-
face during association or dissociation of the analyte. All BLI experiments were performed at 22!C. Briefly, the streptavidin biosensor
was hydrated in a low-salt binding buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.005% Tween 20] for at least
10 min before each experiment. Biotinylated double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) was immobilized onto the surface of the SA sensor
through a cycle of Baseline (30 s), Association (120 s), and Dissociation (120 s). Briefly, the tip of the biosensor was dipped into a
binding buffer for 30 s to establish the baseline, then to 1 mM biotinylated dsDNA for 120 s, and finally to a low salt binding buffer
for 120 s to allow for dissociation. After the immobilization of DNA on the sensor, association reactions were monitored at 1 mMdimer
concentration of Noc (WT/mutants) (with or without 1mM NTP) for 600 s. At the end of each binding step, the sensor was transferred
into a protein-free binding buffer to follow the dissociation kinetics for 600 s. The sensor can be recycled by dipping in a high-salt
buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2 M NaCl, 1mM EDTA, and 0.005% Tween 20] for 20 min to remove bound Noc.
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For experiments where a closed DNA substrate was cleaved to generate a free DNA end, DNA-coated sensors were dipped into
300 mL of restriction solution [266 mL of water, 30 mL of 10x CutSmart buffer (NEB), and 4 mL of BamHI-HF restriction enzyme (20,000
units/mL)] for 30 min at 37!C.

Differential radial capillary action of ligand assay (DRaCALA)
Purified Noc (WT and variants) (final concentration: 30 mM)were incubated with 5 nM radiolabeled P32-a-CTP (Perkin Elmer), 30 mMof
unlabeled CTP (Thermo Fisher), 1 mMof 22 bp NBS or parS DNA in the reaction buffer [100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mMNaCl, and 5 mM
CaCl2] for 5 min at room temperature. For the NTP competition assay, the mixture was further supplemented with 500 mM of either
unlabeled CTP, CDP, ATP, GTP, or UTP. Four mL of samples were spotted slowly onto a dry nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham
Protran 0.45 mm) and air-dried. Subsequently, membranes were exposed to a phosphor screen (GE Healthcare) for two minutes.
Each DRaCALA assay was triplicated, and a representative autoradiograph was shown.

Measurement of Noc-CTPɣS/CDP interaction by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
All ITC experiments were recorded using aMicroCal PEAQ ITC instrument (Malvern Panalytical, UK). Experiments were performed at
4!C and both protein and ligand were in the buffer 100mMTris-HCl pH 8.0, 100mMNaCl, and 5mMCaCl2. The calorimetric cell was
filled with 100 mM monomer concentration of either B. subtilis Noc (WT), Noc (R89A), or Noc (N121S), and was titrated with 3 mM
CTPɣS. For each ITC run, a single injection of 0.5 mL of 3 mM CTPɣS or CDP was performed first, followed by 19 injections of
2 mL each. Injections were carried out at 120 s intervals with a stirring speed of 750 rpm. Each experiment was run in duplicate.
The raw titration data were integrated and fitted to a one-site binding model using the built-in software of the MicroCal PEAQ ITC.
Controls (CTPɣS/CDP into buffer and buffer into protein) were performed and no signal was observed.

Liposomes preparation
E. coli total lipid extract (25 mg/mL in chloroform, Avanti) was used to generate model liposomes. Briefly, an argon stream was used
to evaporate chloroform from the lipids, and the resulting lipid cake was further dried under vacuum for 2 hr. The lipids were subse-
quently re-suspended in a buffer containing 100mMTris-HCl pH 7.4 and 200mMNaCl. Themixturewas incubated at 30!C for 30min
with vigorous vortexing every 5 min. The final concentration of the resuspended lipids was 50 mg/mL. The resuspended lipids were
then extruded to "100 nm single unilamellar vesicles (SUV) using a mini-extruder (Avanti) equipped with polycarbonate membranes
(0.1 mm pore size). The size of the resulting SUVs was confirmed by dynamic light scattering.

Liposome sedimentation assays
A 500 mLmixture of 0.75 mMNoc (WT/mutants) ± 1.0mg/mL liposomes ± 1mMNTP ±DNA (either 1 mMof 22-bpNBS/parS dsDNA or
100 nM of NBS-harboring/empty plasmid) was assembled in a binding buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 1 mM
MgCl2]. The mixture was incubated at 22!C for 20 min before being centrifuged at 50,000 rpm for 20 min at 22!C (TLA120.2 rotor,
Optima Max-E Benchtop Ultracentrifuge). After centrifugation, the supernatant was transferred to a new 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube.
The pellet was resuspended in 500 mL of binding buffer before being transferred to another 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube. SDS-PAGE
sample buffer was then added, and the samples were heated at 70!C for 5 min before being loaded onto either 12% WedgeWell
Tris-Glycine polyacrylamide gels, Novex 20% TBE polyacrylamide gels, or 1% agarose gels. Gels were subsequently stained in
an InstantBlue Coomassie solution (to detect protein bands) or in a Sybr Green solution (to detect DNA bands). Each assay was trip-
licated. Protein/DNA band intensity was quantified using Image Studio Lite (LI-COR Biosciences). The protein/DNA fractions were
averaged, and their standard errors were calculated in Excel.
For nuclease treatment, a 500 mL mixture of 0.75 mM Noc (WT/mutants) ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes ± 1 mM NTP ± 100 nM of NBS-

harboring/empty plasmid was incubated at room temperature for 10 min. Afterward, 1 mL of Benzonase (250 units/ mL) was added,
and the mixture was incubated for a further 10 min at 22!C before ultracentrifugation.
For re-sedimentation experiments (Figure 4D), the pellet (from the first round of ultracentrifugation) was resuspended either in

500 mL of binding buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgCl2] or in a stripping buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH
7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 10 mM EDTA]. The resuspended pellet was centrifuged for the second time at 50,000 rpm for 20 min at
22!C. After the second centrifugation, the supernatant was transferred to a new 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube. The pellet was resuspended
in 500 mL of binding buffer before being transferred to another 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube. SDS-PAGE sample buffer was then added to
the supernatant and the pellet fractions, and the samples were analyzed on denaturing polyacrylamide gels.

Liposome flotation assays
A 200 mL mixture of 0.75 mM Noc (WT/mutants) ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes ± 1 mM NTP ± 20 nM NBS-harboring/empty plasmid was
assembled in a 30% sucrose buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 200 mMNaCl, 1 mMMgCl2, and 30% sucrose]. The mixture was incu-
bated at 22!C for 5 min before being overlaid with 250 mL of a 25% sucrose buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM
MgCl2, and 25% sucrose]. Finally, 150 mL of a 0% sucrose buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgCl2] was
added as the top layer. The solution was incubated for 15 min at 22!C before being centrifuged at 70,000 rpm at 22!C for 20 min
(TLA120.2 rotor, OptimaMax-E Benchtop Ultracentrifuge). After centrifugation, three equal fractions (200 mL each) were gently drawn
sequentially from the bottom of the ultracentrifugation tube using a Hamilton syringe. SDS-PAGE sample buffer was added to each
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fraction, and samples were heated at 70!C for 5 min before being loaded onto either 12% WedgeWell Tris-Glycine polyacrylamide
gels or 1% agarose gels. Gels were subsequently stained in an InstantBlue Coomassie solution (to detect protein bands) or in a Sybr
Green solution (to detect DNA bands). Each assay was triplicated. Protein/DNA band intensity was quantified using Image Studio Lite
(LI-COR Biosciences). The protein/DNA fractions were averaged, and their standard errors were calculated in Excel.

Protein crystallization, structure determination, and refinement
Crystallization screens were set up in sitting-drop vapor diffusion format in MRC2 96-well crystallization plates with drops comprised
of 0.3 mL precipitant solution and 0.3 mL of protein and incubated at 293 K. After optimization of initial hits, suitable crystals were cry-
oprotected and mounted in Litholoops (Molecular Dimensions) before flash-cooling by plunging into liquid nitrogen. X-ray data were
recorded either on beamline I04 or I04-1 at the Diamond Light Source (Oxfordshire, UK) using either an Eiger2 XE 16M or a Pilatus
6M-F hybrid photon counting detector (Dectris), with crystals maintained at 100 K by a Cryojet cryocooler (Oxford Instruments).
Diffraction data were integrated and scaled using DIALS (Winter et al., 2018) via the XIA2 expert system (Winter, 2010) then merged
using AIMLESS (Evans andMurshudov, 2013). Data collection statistics are summarized in Table S3. Themajority of the downstream
analysis was performed through the CCP4i2 graphical user interface (Potterton et al., 2018).
Geobacillus thermoleovorans NocDCTD
His-taggedNocDCTDNoc ("10mg/mL) was premixedwith 1mMCTP and 1mMMgCl2 in buffer [10mMTris-HCl pH 8.0 and 250mM
NaCl] before crystallization. Crystals grew in a solution containing 2.0 M ammonium sulfate and 50 mM tri-sodium citrate, and were
cryoprotected in the crystallization solution supplemented with 20% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mMCTP and 1 mMMgCl2. For iodide derivatiza-
tion, the cryoprotectant comprised the crystallization solution supplemented with 25% (v/v) ethylene glycol, 1 mMCTP, 1 mMMgCl2,
and 500mMpotassium iodide; crystals were soaked in this solution for less than 30 s before cryo-cooling. Three 360! passes of X-ray
data were taken at a wavelength of 1.8 Å from different parts of a single crystal andmerged to give a highly redundant dataset to 3.4 Å
resolution in spacegroupP213withcell parametersa=b=c=136.6 Å. Solvent content estimationgave avalueof 66%for twocopiesof
the 29 kDa subunit per asymmetric unit (ASU). The structurewas subsequently solved by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion us-
ing theCRANK2 pipeline (Skubák andPannu, 2013), which located 12 iodide sites, andBUCCANEER (Cowtan, 2006) was able to build
and sequence 339 residues in two chains corresponding to 67%of those expected for twomonomers, givingRwork andRfree values of
0.318 and0.362, respectively, to 3.4 Å resolution after refinementwithREFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1997). At this point, this preliminary
model was used as a starting point for refinement against a native dataset processed to 2.5 Å resolution in the same space group, but
with a significantly longer cell edge of 146.8 Å corresponding to a solvent content of 72.6%. Thus, it was necessary to resolve the struc-
ture by molecular replacement using PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) before further refinement in REFMAC5. After a complete rebuild in
BUCCANEER, several iterationsofmodel building inCOOT (Emsley andCowtan, 2004) andREFMAC5 refinement jobs yielded the final
model with Rwork and Rfree values of 0.210 and 0.240, respectively, to 2.5 Å resolution.

Despite the presence of CTP in the crystallization buffer, no density for CTP was found in the NocDCTD structure, presumably
because NBS DNA was not included to facilitate CTP-binding, or the high concentrations of sulfate (2M) from the precipitant
excluded the ligand.
Geobacillus thermoleovorans NocND26DCTD
His-taggedNocND26DCTDNoc ("10mg/mL) was premixed with 1mMCTPɣS and 1mMMgCl2 in buffer [10mMTris-HCl pH 8.0 and
250mMNaCl] beforecrystallization.Crystals grew inasolutioncontaining0.2Mdi-ammoniumphosphateand2.3Mammoniumsulfate
and were cryoprotected in this solution supplemented with 20% (v/v) glycerol. X-ray data were processed to a resolution of 2.95 Å in
spacegroupC2221withcell parametersofa=105.1,b=106.6,c=42.2 Å.Analysis of the likelycompositionof theASUsuggested that it
contained a single copy of the 26 kDa NocND26DCTD Noc monomer, giving an estimated solvent content of 46%. The structure was
solved by molecular replacement with PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) using chain A from the G. thermoleovorans NocDCTD structure
above as the template. The search model was split into three separate ensembles comprising residues 26-100, 101-140, and 141-
230, respectively. PHASER successfully placed all three ensembles, although one of these had to be interchanged with a symmetry
mate to restore theconnectivity of thestarting template. Several iterationsofmodel building inCOOTand refinementREFMAC5yielded
the final model with Rwork and Rfree values of 0.267 and 0.288, respectively, to 2.95 Å resolution.

Fluorescence microscopy
Cells containing fluorescent protein fusions were grown at 30!C. Xylose (0.5% w/v) was included in the media to induce the expres-
sion of YFP fusions in B. subtilis. Cell membranes were stained by mixing 15 mL of culture with 0.5 mL of membrane dye FM5-95
(200 mg/ml, Invitrogen). Cells were mounted on microscope slides covered with a thin agarose pad (1.2% w/v in dH2O) and images
were acquired with a Rolera EM-C2 (Q-imaging) camera attached to a Nikon Ti microscope usingMETAMORPH version 6 (Molecular
Devices), with an exposure time of 400ms for YFP and 1000ms for membranes. Images were prepared for publication using ImageJ.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Information about statistical analysis and sample size for each experiment are detailed in the relevant STAR Methods sections.
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Figure S1. Interactions between Noc (WT and variants) and CTPɣS or CDP, related to Figure 
1. (A) A sequence alignment between B. subtilis Noc and its paralog ParB. Residues R89 (red) and 
N121 (red) in B. subtilis Noc, whose equivalent substitutions in B. subtilis ParB have been shown to 
impair spreading and CTP binding (Soh et al., 2019), were substituted by alanine and serine, 
respectively. Residue E29 (blue) was substituted by cysteine to generate a Noc (E29C) variant which 
was subsequently used in BMOE crosslinking assays (Figure 2A-D). An equivalent substitution T22C 
was previously used in BMOE crosslinking assays for in B. subtilis ParB (Soh et al., 2019). The 
conserved arginine-rich patch that mediates CTP binding in B. subtilis ParB is shown in a solid box. 
The 10-amino-acid membrane-targeting sequence of Noc is shown in a dashed box. B. subtilis ParB 
does not possess an equivalent membrane-targeting sequence. The positions of the N-terminal 
domain, the DNA-binding domain, and the C-terminal domain of Noc and ParB are also indicated on 
the sequence alignment. (B) Analysis of the interaction of B. subtilis Noc (WT and mutants) with
CTPɣS or CDP by isothermal calorimetry (ITC). ITC directly measures the heat released or absorbed 
during a biomolecular binding event. The large heat exchange from Noc-NBS DNA binding (nM 
binding affinity (Jalal et al., 2020b)) might mask the weaker heat signal from Noc-CTPγS/CDP 
binding, therefore NBS DNA was not included in these ITC experiments. Each experiment was 
duplicated. Regression curves were fitted, and binding affinities (Kd) are shown.
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Figure S2. CTP and CTPɣS, but not other nucleotides, promote the engagement of the N-
terminal domain of Noc, related to Figure 2. (A) SDS-PAGE analysis of BMOE crosslinking 
products of 10 µM B. subtilis Noc (WT) protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp parS/NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM NTP. Wild-
type Noc naturally lacks cysteine, hence does not crosslink in the presence of BMOE. All crosslinking 
reactions were performed at 22oC unless indicated otherwise. (B) Same as panel A but Noc (E29C) 
was used instead. X indicates a crosslinked form of Noc (E29C). Quantification of the crosslinked 
fraction is shown below each representative image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates. 
(C) Same as panel A, but NocN∆10 (E29C) was used instead. (D) Time-course of Noc (E29C) 
crosslinking with CTP in the presence or absence of 22-bp NBS DNA. Purified Noc (E29C) was 
preincubated with 1.0 mM CTP ± 1 µM 22-bp NBS DNA for 1, 5, 10, 15, or 30 min at 4oC (instead of 
the usual 22oC) before BMOE was added. A lower incubation temperature was needed to slow down 
the reaction. Quantification of the crosslinked fraction is shown below each representative image. 
Error bars represent SE from three replicates. (E) Same as panel D, but 1.0 mM CTPɣS was used 
instead. (F) BLI analysis of the interaction between B. subtilis Noc-CTP and a 170-bp dual biotin-
labeled NBS DNA. For the association phase, the interaction between a premix of 1.0 µM B. subtilis 
Noc ± 1.0 mM CTP and a 170-bp dual biotin-labeled NBS probe was monitored in real-time for 10 
min. For the dissociation phase, the probe was returned to either a buffer-only solution or a buffer 
supplemented with 1mM CTP. The dissociation rate (koff) of bound Noc into buffer is shown for each 
reaction. (G) BLI analysis of the interaction between B. subtilis Noc-CTP or Noc-CTPɣS and a 170-
bp dual biotin-labeled NBS DNA. For the association phase, the interaction between a premix of 1.0 
µM B. subtilis Noc + 1.0 mM CTP or CTPɣS and a 170-bp dual biotin-labeled NBS probe was 
monitored in real-time for 10 min. For the dissociation phase, the probe was returned to a buffer-only 
solution. The dissociation rate (koff) of bound Noc into buffer is shown for each reaction. Each 
experiment was triplicated and a representative sensorgram was shown.        
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Figure S3. CTP and NBS DNA enable Noc binding to liposomes, related to Figure 3. (A) 
Analysis of B. subtilis Noc binding to membranes by a liposome co-sedimentation assay. A premix 
of 1.0 µM 22-bp linear NBS DNA ± 0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL 
liposomes was incubated at 22oC before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet 
(P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Without Noc, 22-bp NBS DNA did not co-sediment on 
its own (lanes 1-2) or with liposomes (lanes 3-4). Samples were also loaded onto a 20% TBE PAGE, 
and the gel was subsequently stained with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc in each fraction 
is shown below each representative image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates. (B) CTP 
but no other nucleotide enables Noc to co-sediment with liposomes. A premix of 0.75 µM B. subtilis 
Noc protein + 1.0 µM 22-bp NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM NTP + 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC 
for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE. (C) Caulobacter crescentus ParB does not co-sediment with liposomes in 
any tested conditions. A premix of 0.75 µM C. crescentus ParB protein ± 1.0 µM 22-bp linear 
parS/NBS DNA ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC for 5 min before 
ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. 
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Figure S4. Liposome flotation assays show Noc can recruit NBS plasmid to the membrane in 
the presence of CTP, related to Figure 4. (A) The principle of a liposome flotation assay. 
Liposomes ± purified Noc ± CTP ± NBS plasmid were incubated in a 30% sucrose binding buffer. 
Buffer with 25% sucrose and 0% sucrose were subsequently layered on top sequentially. After 
ultracentrifugation, liposomes and associated protein/DNA migrate along the sucrose gradient i.e. 
floating to the uppermost fractions. Three equal fractions (bottom, middle, and top) were drawn out 
sequentially using a Hamilton syringe, and their protein and DNA contents were analyzed. (B) 
Control experiments: liposome flotation assays in which one component, either Noc protein, a 5-kb 
plasmid DNA, CTP, or liposomes, was omitted. (C) Analysis of B. subtilis Noc binding to membranes 
and the recruitment of plasmid DNA to membranes by a liposome flotation assay. A premix of 0.75 
µM B. subtilis Noc ± 100 nM 5-kb plasmid DNA ± 1.0 mM CTP ± 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated 
at 22oC for 5 min before ultracentrifugation. Either an empty plasmid or an NBS-harboring plasmid 
was employed in this assay. The resulting fractions (Bottom B, Middle M, and Top T) were analyzed 
by SDS-PAGE. Samples were also loaded onto a 1% agarose gel and was subsequently stained 
with Sybr Green for DNA. Quantification of Noc or DNA in each fraction is shown below each 
representative image. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates. (D) Other Noc variants, Noc 
(R89A), Noc (N121S), and NocN∆10, were also analyzed in a liposome flotation assay. A premix of 
0.75 µM B. subtilis Noc protein (WT or mutants) + 100 nM NBS plasmid + 1.0 mM CTP + 1.0 mg/mL 
liposomes was ultracentrifuged, and the resulting fractions were analyzed for protein and DNA 
contents. 
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Figure S5. The composition of the asymmetric unit of G. thermoleovorans Noc∆CTD crystal 
structure, related to Figure 5. (A) A sequence alignment between B. subtilis Noc and its homolog 
G. thermoleovorans Noc. The conserved arginine-rich patch that mediates CTP binding in B. subtilis 
ParB (Soh et al., 2019) is shown in the solid box. The sequences of helix α1, helix α2, and the α2-
β1 connecting loop are also indicated on the sequence alignment. (B) The asymmetric unit of G. 
thermoleovorans Noc∆CTD contains two copies of Noc∆CTD monomers (left panel). Chains A and 
B are structurally similar, RMSD = 0.96 Å (right panel).
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Figure S6. The conformation of G. thermoleovorans NocN∆26∆CTD is similar to that of a 
nucleotide-bound B. subtilis ParB∆CTD, related to Figure 6. (A) Superimposition between a G. 
thermoleovorans NocN∆26∆CTD dimer (green) and a B. subtilis ParB∆CTD-CDP dimer (yellow, 
PDB: 6SDK). CDP molecules are shown in magenta. (B) Magnification of the nucleotide-binding 
pocket of B. subtilis ParB∆CTD and G. thermoleovorans NocN∆26∆CTD. CDP and Ca2+ cations that 
belong to B. subtilis ParB∆CTD-CDP co-crystal structure are highlighted in magenta and yellow, 
respectively. In the G. thermoleovorans NocN∆26∆CTD structure, a sulfate ion (dark green) occupies 
a similar position to the β-phosphate group of CDP. (C) A superimposition at the N-terminal domains 
of a Noc∆CTD monomer (grey) and a NocN∆26∆CTD monomer (green). The amphipathic helix α1 
and helix α2 are shown in magenta and pink, respectively. (D) Same as panel B, but only the N-
terminal domain (NTD) is shown for clarity.  
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Figure S7. Effects of N-terminal substitutions and deletions on B. subtilis Noc-liposomes 
interaction, related to Figure 6. A premix of 1.0 µM 22-bp linear NBS DNA + 1.0 µM B. subtilis Noc 
protein (WT/mutants) + 1.0 mM CTP + 1.0 mg/mL liposomes was incubated at 22oC before 
ultracentrifugation. The resulting supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. Quantification of Noc in each fraction is shown below each representative image. Error bars 
represent SEM from three replicates. 
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TABLE S1. Bacterial strains. Related to STAR Methods. 

 
TABLE S2. DNA, plasmids, and oligos. Related to STAR Methods. 
 

Strains Description Source 
E. coli Rosetta 
(DE3) 

F- ompT hsdSB(rB- mB-) gal dcm (DE3) pRARE (chloramphenicolR)  
 Merck 

DWA117 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet (Adams et al., 
2015) 

DWA206 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-noc (WT)-myfp] (Adams et al., 
2015) 

DWA382 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-nocN∆10-myfp] (Adams et al., 
2015) 

DWA546 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-noc (R89A)-myfp] (Adams et al., 
2015) 

4746 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-noc (N121S)-
yfpmut1] This study 

DWA564 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet ΔminCD::kan  ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-noc 
(WT)-myfp] 

(Adams et al., 
2015) 

DWA566 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet ΔminCD::kan  ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-
nocN∆10-myfp] 

(Adams et al., 
2015) 

DWA600 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2)  Δnoc::tet ΔminCD::kan  ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-noc 
(R89A)-myfp] 

(Adams et al., 
2015) 

4747 B. subtilis 168CA (trpC2) Δnoc::tet ΔminCD::kan ΩamyE::[spc Pxyl-noc 
(N121S)-yfpmut1] This study 

Plasmids Description Source 
pET21b::Bacillus subtilis 
noc-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc, carbenicillinR 

This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis 
nocN∆10-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc that lacks the first 10 amino acids, carbenicillinR 

This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
(R89A)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (R89A), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
(N121S)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (N121S), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
(E29C)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (E29C), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
(E29C R89A)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (E29C R89A), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
(E29C N121S)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (E29C N121S), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
∆K2-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc that lacks the lysine at position 2, carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
∆4-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc that lacks the first 4 amino acids, carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc  
(K2E)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (K2E), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc  
(S4L)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (S4L), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
(F5A)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (F5A), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis noc 
(F5E)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (F5E), carbenicillinR This study 

pET21b::Bacillus subtilis 
nocN∆10 (E29C)-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged B. subtilis 
Noc (E29C) variant that also lacks the first 10 amino acids, 
carbenicillinR 

This study 

pET21b::Geobacillus 
thermoleovorans Noc∆CTD 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged G. 
thermoleovorans Noc that lacks the last 42 amino acids, 
carbenicillinR 

This study 

pET21b::Geobacillus 
thermoleovorans 
NocN∆26∆CTD 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged G. 
thermoleovorans Noc that lacks the first 26 amino acids 
and the last 42 amino acids, carbenicillinR 

This study 

pMCS5-4xNBS pMCS5 plasmid that harbors four NBS sites, tetracyclineR This study 
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The sequences of parS/NBS are underlined. The sequence of BamHI recognition site is bold.  
 
 
 
  

pMCS5::empty pMCS5 plasmid with an intact multiple cloning site, 
tetracyclineR 

(Thanbichler et 
al., 2007) 

pET21b::Caulobacter 
crescentus parB-his6 

Overexpression of a C-terminally His6-tagged C. 
crescentus ParB, carbenicillinR 

Gift from Christine 
Jacobs-Wagner 
(Lim et al., 2014) 

pSG4926 
bla amyE’ spc Pxyl-noc-yfpmut1 ‘amyE; shuttle plasmid 
harboring a xylose-inducible noc-yfp fusion for integration 
at the B. subtilis amyE locus 

(Wu et al., 2009) 

pSG4926 N121S 
bla amyE’ spc Pxyl-noc (N121S)-yfpmut1 ‘amyE; B. subtilis 
plasmid harboring a xylose-inducible noc (N121S)-yfp 
fusion for integration at the B. subtilis amyE locus 

This study 

   

Oligos/gBlocks   

170bp-parS 

CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGACGTTGTAAAACGAC
GGCCAGAATTCGCAACGTGTGTTTCACGTGAAACAGC
CTTGAACTGATAACGACTCTATCATTGATAGAGTGTTC
TCTCCACGGGATCCCCAGGCATGCAAGCTTGGCGTAA
TCATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCCT 

(Jalal et al., 
2020a) 

170bp-NBS 

CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGACGTTGTAAAACGAC
GGCCAGAATTCGCAACGTGTATTTCCCGGGAAATAGC
CTTGAACTGATAACGACTCTATCATTGATAGAGTGTTC
TCTCCACGGGATCCCCAGGCATGCAAGCTTGGCGTAA
TCATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCCT 

This study 

22bp-parS GGATGTTTCACGTGAAACATCC (Jalal et al., 
2020b) 

22bp-NBS GGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCC This study 

260bp-4xNBS gBlocks 

GCCCAGGCCCTGGAGCGCATCTCCGGCTATTTCCCGG
GAAATAACGTTCTTGGACGGGTCTTTTCGACCTTCTGT
ATCGGCAAGTGATATTTCCCGGGAAATATCCCCAATAT
TGTCCACAGGCCGCTCACAGCTGCGGTGGGGGTATTT
CCCGGGAAATACCGATGAGTCACATCGACCCGCTCGC
CTGATTGGCGTATAGATCTATTTCCCGGGAAATACTCG
AACCCAGGGGCGTTCGCATTGAGGCGAGCGTCTTG 

This study 

AJ65 TAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGTTGGGTGAAAA
GGAGCAAGAACCG This study 

AJ66 GGTGGTGCTCGAGTGCGGCCGCAAGCTTTTTTGGAAT
ACGGATTGTAAGCTG This study 

AJ73 CTGAACCGCGCGCCACGCGCGTTCTCCCGCAAT This study 
AJ74 ATTGCGGGAGAACGCGCGTGGCGCGCGGTTCAG This study 

AJ76 GGTGGTGCTCGAGTGCGGCCGCAAGCTTGTCGCGGG
AAAAGGCTTTACGTTTAGG This study 

AJ81 TAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGGAAGAGGTCCG
TCACATCCCCGTCAAA This study 

AJ84 GATACCAATAAGGAATGCATTTTAGAAATTCCA This study 
AJ85 TGGAATTTCTAAAATGCATTCCTTATTGGTATC This study 
AJ86 GTGGCCTTAATTGAGTCTTTGCAACGCGAGGAG This study 
AJ87 CTCCTCGCGTTGCAAAGACTCAATTAAGGCCAC This study 
M13-F CGCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC Lab stock 
M13-R ATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCCT Lab stock 
Noc(N121S)-F GTGGCGTTAATCGAAAGCTTGCAGCGGGAAGAA This study 
Noc(N121S)-R TTCTTCCCGCTGCAAGCTTTCGATTAACGCCAC This study 
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TABLE S3. X-ray data collection and processing statistics. Related to Figures 5 and 6. 

Structure G. thermoleovorans 
Noc∆CTD - iodide 

G. thermoleovorans 
Noc∆CTD - native 

G. thermoleovorans 
NocN∆26∆CTD 

Data collection    

 Diamond Light Source 
beamline 

I04 I04-1 I04 

 Wavelength (Å) 1.800 0.912 0.980 

 Detector Eiger2 XE 16M Pilatus 6M-F Eiger2 XE 16M 

 Resolution range (Å) 96.61 – 3.40 (3.67 – 
3.40) 

84.89 – 2.50 (2.60 – 
2.50) 

37.44 – 2.95 (3.13 – 
2.95) 

 Space Group P213 P213 C2221 

 Cell parameters (Å/°) a = b = c = 136.6 a = b = c = 146.8 a = 105.1, b = 106.6, c 
= 42.2 

 Total no. of measured 
intensities 

2147484 (426036) 1458851 (163435) 66966 (10641) 

 Unique reflections 11990 (2445) 36704 (4119) 5285 (835) 

 Multiplicity 179.1 (174.2) 39.7 (39.7) 12.6 (12.0) 

 Mean I/σ(I) 15.9 (3.3) 28.5 (1.8) 5.5 (1.5) 

 Completeness (%) 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0) 100.0 (100.0) 

 Rmergea 0.500 (3.392) 0.091 (2.654) 0.281 (1.343) 

 Rmeasb 0.501 (3.402) 0.093 (2.688) 0.293 (1.399) 

 CC½c 0.999 (0.894) 1.000 (0.670) 0.997 (0.885) 

 Wilson B value (Å2) 88.7 68.0 38.2 

Refinement    

 Resolution range (Å) - 84.89 – 2.50 (2.57 – 
2.50) 

37.44 – 2.95 (3.03 – 
2.95) 

 Reflections: working/freed - 34843/1794 4752/522 

 Rworke - 0.210 (0.328) 0.267 (0.438) 

 Rfreee - 0.240 (0.386) 0.288 (0.443) 

 Ramachandran plot:  
favored/allowed/disallowedf 
(%) 

- 98.1/1.9/0.0 98.0/2.0/0.0 

 R.m.s. bond distance 
deviation (Å) 

- 0.010 0.007 

 R.m.s. bond angle 
deviation (°)  

- 1.55 1.33 

 Mean B factors: 
protein/sulfate/water/ 
overall (Å2) 

- 85/118/71/86 74/70/0/74 

PDB accession code  7NFU 7NG0 

 
Values in parentheses are for the outer resolution shell. 
a Rmerge = ∑hkl ∑i |Ii(hkl) − 〈I(hkl)〉|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl).  
b Rmeas = ∑hkl [N/(N − 1)]1/2 × ∑i |Ii(hkl) − 〈I(hkl)〉|/ ∑hkl ∑iIi(hkl), where Ii(hkl) is the ith observation of reflection hkl, 
〈I(hkl)〉 is the weighted average intensity for all observations i of reflection hkl and N is the number of 
observations of reflection hkl.  
c CC½ is the correlation coefficient between symmetry equivalent intensities from random halves of the dataset.  
d The dataset was split into "working" and "free" sets consisting of 95 and 5% of the data respectively. The free 
set was not used for refinement.  
e The R-factors Rwork and Rfree are calculated as follows: R = ∑(| Fobs - Fcalc |)/∑| Fobs |, where Fobs and Fcalc are the 
observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes, respectively.  
f As calculated using MolProbity (Williams et al., 2018) 


